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Abstract 
In designated nutrient-sensitive areas, phosphorus must be removed from sewage 
before it is discharged to the receiving water body. Phosphorus-rich sludge is 
generated, which is usually digested anaerobically prior to disposal. This research 
investigated the effect of phosphorus enrichment on metal and phosphorus 
fractionation in anaerobically digested sludge. The use of two complementary 
sequential chemical extraction procedures to measure phosphorus and metal 
fractionation, was a key focus of the research. The fractionation procedures were 
tested by sequentially extracting inorganic compounds (phosphates, sulphides and 
carbonates) which showed that the operationally defined metal and phosphorus 
fractions were not always representative of precise metal phases. Species were 
tentatively assigned to metal and phosphorus fractions using model compound results. 
Laboratory-scale batch anaerobic digestion experiments were performed, in which 
model compounds were used to simulate conditions of soluble and insoluble 
phosphorus enrichment. Soluble phosphorus at concentrations of 500 mgll or greater 
was found to retard volatile solids removal and methane production in the laboratory 
digesters. Soluble phosphorus enrichment facilitated precipitation of calcium, 
magnesium and manganese but increased trace metal solubility, particularly that of 
chromium. Enrichment of digesters with Na2HP04 and MgCb caused struvite to 
precipitate in digesters containing 1000 mg/I of additional phosphorus. FeP04 
enrichment of digested sludge showed that ferric iron was reduced to ferrous iron, 
releasing soluble phosphorus into the digester. Most of the phosphorus was re-
precipitated as ferrous phosphate, causing co-precipitation of magnesium, manganese 
and cobalt. By contrast, A1P04 added to the digesters was stable in the sludge. FuII-
scale CPR sludge digestion (Fe2(S04h dosing) caused soluble phosphorus in the 
digester to decrease below 0.05 mg/I. Phosphorus remained associated with iron in the 
sludge fraction but soluble calcium and magnesium concentrations in the full-scale 
digester increased as a result of CPR sludge digestion. Comparison of laboratory and 
full-scale results showed that";'th~ fate of iron-precipitated phosphorus in digested 
sludge was primarily dependent pn the molar ratio of Fe:P in the sludge. Full-scale 
BPR sludge digestion showed high concentrations of soluble phosphorus in the 
digester and some struvite precipitation, although phosphorus was precipitated 
primarily as calcium phosphate, as was found to occur in the laboratory digesters 
simulating BPR sludge digestion. 
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CHAPTER ONE 
Introduction 
Phosphorus has become a priority pollutant because of its contribution to 
eutrophication. Eutrophication can be defined as the enrichment of water by nutrients, 
especially compounds of nitrogen and/or phosphorus, causing an accelerated growth 
of algae and higher forms of plant life to produce an undesirable disturbance to the 
balance of organisms present in the water and to the quality of the water concerned 
(Council of the European Communities, 1991). 
Phosphorus in raw wastewater is derived from human, domestic and industrial wastes, 
particularly food processing effiuents. Human waste usually contains orthophosphate 
plus phosphorus present in other biological compounds such as nucleic acids, 
phospholipids and phosphorylated proteins. In domestic and industrial wastes 
phosphorus may also be present in the form of condensed phosphates, a high 
proportion of which originates from detergents and cleaning compounds. 
At a sewage treatment works (STW) approximately SO % of influent condensed 
phosphates are hydrolysed to orthophosphate during the biological stage and, under 
certain conditions, almost total hydrolysis of condensed polyphosphates can occur 
(Yeoman et al., 1988). Organic phosphates constitute the other main group of 
phosphorus species found in wastewater, from which soluble orthophosphate IS 
released spontaneously or upon degradation during wastewater treatment. 
Final effiuent from a STW can, therefore, represent a significant point source of 
phosphorus into the environment. 
To limit the risks of eutrophication in the European Union countries, the European 
Union Urban waste water treatment directive (UWWTD) 9112711EEC, requires that 
phosphorus be removed during sewage treatment when the final effiuent is discharged 
to a designated 'nutrient sensitive' receiving water body. The requirement for 
phosphorus removal is either a minimum reduction of 80 % in relation to the influent 
phosphorus load, or a final effluent concentration of no more than 2 mg/I P (10000-
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100000 population equivalent STW s) or I mg/I P (greater than 100000 population 
equivalent STWs). 
Standard sewage treatment does not enable these phosphorus removal targets to be 
met; primary sedimentation typically removes between 5 and 15 %, trickling filters 20 
to 30 % and activated sludge 30 to 50 % of the influent total phosphorus load. 
Phosphorus removal processes have, therefore, been installed at all STWs in the 
designated 'nutrient sensitive' areas of the UK. Phosphorus removal generally 
consists of its conversion into a solid phase, followed by the removal of this phase 
from the main waste stream (Jenkins et aI., 1970). The techniques for achieving this 
can be either biological or chemical. 
Chemical phosphorus removal (CPR) processes are based on the addition of a metallic 
salt to wastewater, causing precipitation of an insoluble phosphate, which is settled 
out in the subsequent sedimentation stage (Brett et al., 1997). Traditionally, calcium 
salts such as lime have been used for CPR, however, they are rarely used today due to 
the excessive sludge production and the greater efficiency of iron and aluminium 
salts. In the UK, iron salts are currently the most extensively used metallic salts for 
phosphorus removal. Ferric salts are used for phosphorus removal from primary 
sedimentation or following secondary treatment, and ferrous salts are used for co-
precipitation of phosphorus with activated sludge treatment, during which Fe2+ is 
oxidised to Fe3+ enabling precipitation of phosphorus with the ferric iron. Aluminium 
salts are rarely used for CPR in the UK. 
By contrast, biological phosphorus removal (BPR) is based on the establishment of a 
population of microorganisms with the ability to store phosphate beyond their normal 
metabolic requirements (Strickland, 1998). In a conventional activated sludge plant, 
bacteria only use enough phosphorus to satisfy their basic metabolic requirements, 
resulting in removal of30 to 50 % of the influent phosphorus load (Brett et al., 1997). 
In an activated sludge plant operated for phosphorus removal, the mixed liquor is 
cycled between anaerobic and aerobic conditions, to encourage phosphate uptake by 
the BPR bacteria, which is stored as intracellular polyphosphate. The phosphorus is, 
therefore, removed with the wastage of surplus activated sludge. 
In order to achieve the level of phosphorus removal required by the UWWTD, using 
BPR, a high BOD:P ratio (20: 1 or greater) is required of the influent sewage. This 
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requirement for a 'strong' sewage has meant that BPR is not used extensively in the 
UK, which is characterised by relatively weak sewage, particularly in urban 
catchments with combined sewerage systems. BPR is, however, viewed as the more 
sustainable solution for phosphorus removal, in comparison with CPR, and research is 
continuing to investigate operationally viable solutions to the above-mentioned 
problems. 
The sludge generated from both CPR and BPR processes is phosphorus-rich. The 
form of phosphorus in the sludge depends on the type of phosphorus removal process, 
with CPR resulting in phosphorus being primarily in the form of metal phosphate and 
metal hydroxyphosphate precipitates, while BPR results in phosphorus stored as 
polyphosphate within the cellular mass. This phosphorus-rich sludge, which could be 
primary or secondary sludge, is then stabilised by some form of sludge treatment, 
most commonly anaerobic digestion. During anaerobic digestion, particulate organic 
material in the sludge is converted to methane and carbon dioxide by the co-operative 
activity of 4 groups of anaerobic microorganisms. After a sludge retention time of 15 
to 20 days (mesophilic digestion) the digested sludge is considered to be 'stabilised', 
i. e. will not undergo further organic degradation, and is disposed of by land-
spreading, landfilling or incineration. 
Anaerobic sewage sludge digesters are not phosphorus-rich environments, being 
dominated rather by the sulphide and carbonate anions (Callander and Barford, 
1983a), which play an important role in regulating metal solubility and alkalinity 
during digestion. The concentrations of these anions influence digester operation by 
controlling inorganic speciation and hence regulating the bioavailability of essential 
trace nutrients and the potential toxicity of heavy metals (Mosey, 1971). 
Concern has been expressed, therefore, regarding the potential effects of phosphorus-
rich CPR or BPR sludges on the finely balanced inorganic status of the anaerobic 
digestion process .. 
Anaerobic digestion of BPR sludge releases high concentrations of soluble phosphate 
into a digester. This has the potential to cause extensive precipitation of metals as 
metal phosphates and co-precipitates of metal phosphates, possibly rendering essential 
trace metals less available to the anaerobic microorganisms or increasing the 
solubility of toxic metals as a result of speciation changes. The effect of BPR sludge 
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digestion on trace metal speciation has not been quantitatively measured in either 
laboratory-scale or full-scale anaerobic digesters. 
Phosphorus in ePR sludges is considered to be more stable during digestion than that 
in BPR sludges. Ferric iron-precipitated phosphorus can, however, theoretically 
undergo solubilisation during anaerobic digestion as a result of ferric iron reduction to 
ferrous iron. The released phosphorus is hypothesised to be re-precipitated as ferrous 
phosphate (Singer, 1972) but this has not been quantitatively measured in either 
laboratory-scale or full-scale anaerobic digesters. Moreover, the effects of these re-
precipitation reactions on metal speciation in the digested sludge are not known. It is 
hypothesised that the mass re-precipitation reactions involved in the potential 
conversion of ferric phosphate to ferrous phosphate could result in extensive co-
precipitation of trace metals that become adsorbed and entrapped within the ferrous 
phosphate precipitates. 
In order to investigate changes in phosphorus and metal fractionation in anaerobic 
digesters treating phosphorus-rich sludge, it was necessary to be able to quantitatively 
fractionate inorganic compounds in digested sludge. Sequential chemical extraction 
techniques are suitable for fractionation of metals and phosphorus in heterogeneous 
matrices such as digested sludge. These methods have been used extensively to study 
the inorganic fractions of soils and sediments, but have not been widely applied to the 
study of inorganic fractionation in wastewater treatment sludges. 
Sequential chemical extraction methods for metal fractionation make use of reagents, 
in order of increasing aggressivity and decreasing pH, to sequentialiy solubilise 
metals from the most weakly bound to those bound most strongly to the sludge 
matrix. Using these methods it is theoretically possible to differentiate between easily-
exchangeable metals, loosely adsorbed metals, organically-complexed metals, metal 
carbonates and metal sulphides. Stover et al. (1976) adapted such a method for 
fractionation of metals in anaerobically digested sludges. 
With respect to phosphorus fractionation, sequential chemical extraction methods 
have been used for fractionation of sediment samples and there has been some 
application of these methods to phosphorus fractionation in wastewater sludges. 
Uhlmann et al. (1990) proposed a method which enabled division of sludge 
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phosphorus into 5 fractions, VIZ. labile P, easily-reducible P, organic P, 
iron/aluminium associated P and calcium bound P. 
The use of model compounds to validate these methods is a means of attributing 
certain metal species to particular reagent fractions. Limited research has been 
reported regarding the validation of sequential extraction methods using model 
compounds, therefore, in order to effectively use these methods for identification of 
metal and phosphorus species in digested sludge, it was necessary to establish the 
extraction behaviour of a wide range of inorganic compounds present in digested 
sludge. 
This research was undertaken to investigate the hypothesis that metal and phosphorus 
fractionation profiles in anaerobically digested sludges would be altered as a result of 
phosphorus enrichment of anaerobic digestion, possibly interfering with the efficiency 
of the digestion process or causing phosphorus to be released back into solution. Two 
sequential chemical extraction methods were identified for measurement of metal and 
phosphorus fractionation in digested sludge. These methods were initially tested using 
model compounds, and subsequently modified to fulfil the requirements of the 
research. Experiments were done at laboratory-scale to investigate changes in metal 
and phosphorus fractionation under controlled conditions, with the aim of increasing 
the understanding of the fate of phosphorus from CPR or BPR sludges during 
anaerobic digestion, and the effect of inorganic speciation changes on the anaerobic 
digestion process. Laboratory results were compared with metal and phosphorus 
fractionation profiles of full-scale digesters treating CPR and BPR sludges. 
1.1 THESIS LAYOUT 
Following the introduction in Chapter One is a review of current and retrospective 
literature relevant to this research (Chapter Two). The unresolved issues highlighted 
by the literature review introduce the particular objectives of this research, which are 
presented in Chapter Three. The materials and methods employed to investigate metal 
and phosphorus fractionation in phosphorus-rich anaerobic digesters, are described in 
Chapter Four. 
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The following four chapters of this document contain the results of the research, 
presented as follows: 
Chapter Five - an evaluation of the repeatability and reliability of the sequential 
extraction methods. 
Chapter Six - results from model compound testing of the two sequential extraction 
methods and modification of the phosphorus sequential extraction method. 
Chapter Seven - results from the laboratory-scale investigation into the fate and effect 
of phosphorus enrichment on inorganic fractionation and digester performance. 
Chapter Eight - evaluation of metal and phosphorus fractionation profiles of full-scale 
digesters treating CPR and BPR sludges. 
In Chapter Nine a discussion is undertaken to investigate the overall implications of 
the results presented and finally, the conclusions and recommendations that have 
arisen from the research outcomes are presented in Chapter Ten. 
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CHAPTER TWO 
Literature review 
The principal ann of this research is the speciation of metals and phosphorus in 
phosphorus-rich anaerobically digested sludges. This chapter begins with a section on the 
theoretical aspects of metal and phosphorus speciation in anaerobically digested sludges, 
followed by a review of sequential extraction methods for metal and phosphorus 
speciation. A section has then been included on the role of metals and phosphorus as both 
nutrients and toxins in anaerobic digesters, the reason for this being the hypothesis that 
phosphorus-enrichment might affect anaerobic digestion by changing the speciation and, 
therefore, availability of trace metals.~ The last section of the review covers anaerobic 
:)0 
digestion of phosphorus-rich sludges. Included in this section is a brief description of the 
phosphorus removal processes (both biological and chemical) and an attempt to 
characterise the physico-chemical characteristics of 'phosphorus-removal sludges'. The 
review is concluded with an investigation into the fate of metals and phosphorus during 
anaerobic digestion of these phosphorus-rich sludges, and the potential of these sludges 
to affect the digestion process. 
2.1 SPECIATION OF METALS IN ANAEROBICALLY DIGESTED SLUDGE 
The term speciation refers to the particular physical and chemical forms in which an 
element occurs. The speciation profile of an anaerobic digester is influenced by physical 
parameters such as redox potential, pH and temperature, as well as the chemical 
composition of the system. The latter is best described as a complex mixture of 
particulate minerals, organic matter, bacterial detritus and colloidal matter (both mineral 
and organic) (PI etcher and Beckett, 1987a). 
Gould and Genetelli (1975) proposed that metals in anaerobically digested sludge could 
exist as the following species (Table 2.1). 
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TABLE 2.1 Forms of metal in anaerobically dig ested sludge (Gould and Genetelli, 1975). 
A. Soluble metals Free (hydrated) metal ions 
Inorganic complexes 
Organic complexes 
B. Metals in the solid fraction 
i) Precipitates Carbonates 
Sulphides 
Phosphates 
Hydroxides 
ii) Co-precipitates Co-precipitation with iron sulfides 
Co-precipitation with iron oxides 
iii) Adsorbates Metals sorbed to clay minerals 
Metals sorbed to precipitates 
iv) Organometallic complexes Simple complexes 
Chelation 
v) Metals present in dead and live biota " Metals bound to and accumulated 
within microbial cells. 
The metals can be broadly classified into those that exist as soluble metals and those that 
exist in the solid or sludge phase. The soluble metals are divided into the hydrated (free) 
metal ions and those complexed with soluble inorganic and organic ligands. The sludge 
phase is more difficult to speciate. It is thought that metals within this sludge are 
balanced between: solid precipitates; co-precipitates and metals sorbed to inorganic 
precipitates; ions adsorbed to and complexed with organic material; and metals adsorbed 
to and accumulated wi thin microorganisms. 
2.1.1 SOLUBLE METALS IN ANAEROBIC DIGESTION 
Soluble metals are generally defined as those not retained by filtration through a 0.45 !lm 
membrane. Metals exist in solution in an anaerobic digester as free metal ions, or as 
inorganic and organic complexes. Several analytical methods enable differentiation 
between free metal ions and dissolved complexed metal ions. To determine the relative 
amounts of complexed and uncomplexed metal ions in a solution a wet chemical method 
can be used to measure the total concentration of ' free + complexed' ions, and then an 
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ion-specific electrode can be used to determine the free metal Ion concentration 
(Snoeyink and Jenkins, 1980). 
Metal solubility in anaerobic digesters is significantly higher than predicted by 
equilibrium calculations with C032- and S2-, which is caused the formation of inorganic 
and organic metal complexes in digester supematants (Callander and Barford, 1983a). 
In the following sections the significance of inorganic and organic metal complexes in 
anaerobic digestion are reviewed. 
2.1.1.1 Soluble inorganic complexes in anaerobically digested sludge 
Weakly associated complexes that have one or more layers of water between the ligand 
and the central ion are known as ion pairs (Snoeyink and Jenkins, 1980). Non alkali 
metals (e.g. Ca2+, Mg2+ and transition metals) form soluble ion pairs with a number of 
anions, e.g. HC03-, CO{, OK, solo, S2-, Se2- and halides (not F) (Callander and 
Barford, 1983a). The followillg general observations of this phenomenon are pertinent to 
anaerobic digestion (Callander and Barford, 1983a): 
• Ion pairing increases with the ionic strength of the medium, therefore, the moderately 
high ionic strength of anaerobic digesters (0.1 to 0.4 M) should give rise to significant 
ion pairing. 
• Transition metals form ion pairs to a larger extent than alkali earth metals. 
• The more insoluble a particular metal-anion precipitate, the greater the pairing 
between the same two species, causing an increase in the solubility of the metal. 
2.1.1.2 Soluble organic metal complexes 
Dissolved organic compounds are capable of influencing the behaviour and distribution 
of metals in the following ways (Forstner, 1981): 
• complexing metals and increasing metal solubility; 
• altering the distribution between oxidized and reduced forms of metal; 
• alleviating metal toxicity and altering metal availability to the anaerobic biomass; 
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• influencing the extent to which metals are adsorbed on suspended matter; and 
• affecting the stability of metal-containing colloids. 
A wide variety of organic compounds in wastewater can act as complexing agents for 
metal ions. The attractive forces between metal ions with soluble, colloidal or particulate 
organic matter range from weak, which leave the ions readily replaceable (physical 
adsorption) to strong and thus indistinguishable from chemical bonds as in metal 
chelation by organic material (Forstner, 1981). Soluble organic compounds that fOlm 
metal complexes in anaerobic digestion can be divided into: (i) non-specific organic 
chelators (e.g. synthetic organic substances such as nitrilotriacetic acid (NT A); natural 
organics such as humic acids); and (ii) metal specific organic chelators synthesised by the 
microoorganisms to assist with metal uptake (CalIander and Barford, 1983a). 
Metal ion association with humic substances 
It is probable that humic acids contribute significantly to both particulate and soluble 
organic matter (SOM) in anaerobic digestion, and that the role of humic substances in 
metal complexation is important with respect to the speciation of metals in anaerobic 
digestion. 
Humic substances are a diverse group of organic materials, a mixture of poorly 
biodegradable decomposition products and by-products of natural organic matter 
produced by both plants and animals. They are characterised as amorphous brown or 
black, hydrophilic, acidic polydisperse substances of molecular weights ranging from 
several hundreds to tens of thousands (Snoeyink and Jenkins, 1980). Humic substances 
account for the bulk of organic matter in natural water and soils (Snoeyink and Jenkins, 
1980), sediments (Forstner, 1981) and effluent from biological STW which they render a 
characteristic yellow-brown (Snoeyink and Jenkins, 1980). 
Humic acids may be subdivided into the following classes on the basis of molecular 
mass: 
• Humins. The highest molecular mass group. Highly polymerised and largely 
insoluble in aqueous solutions. 
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• Humic acids. The middle molecular size range. Very complex and soluble under 
certain conditions. 
• Fulvic acids. Less condensed and play an important role in the bonding of metals 
because of their large number of functional groups. Fulvic acids occur in a dissolved 
state. 
• Yellow organic acids. At the low molecular mass end of the series, they represent the 
last stage of humic matter degradation. 
Humic substances have the ability to bind considerable quantities of metal ions, however, 
the precise nature of this association is uncertain. Two modes of binding appear to be 
significant: 
1) Formation of complexes or chelates between the functional groups (OH, COOH and 
other oxygen-rich groups) ofthe humic substance and the metal. 
2) An association between the humic substance and a colloidal particle of metal 
hydroxide (possibly through sorption on the surface of the particle) whereby the 
colloidal particles are stabilised in suspension and prevented from coagulating or 
settling (Snoeyink and Jenkins, 1980). 
In excess of 80 % of Fe CIII), AI (III) and Cu (ll) complexed by humic material can be 
accounted for by complexes such as those shown in Figure 2.1. 
o OH 
+ Cu (ll) ~ ~~c/ cpO ---.:::: "-~ + H O-Cu 
+ Cu (U) ~ 
FIGURE 2.1 Complexation of Cu (11) with humic acids (Snoeyink and Jenkins, 19BO). 
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It has been estimated that approximately one-third of the binding capacity of humic 
material can be designated as the cation exchange capacity, the rest of the available 
positions existing as complexation sites (Forstner, 1981). The type of association between 
metal and humic acid may depend on the initial states of humic matter and metal and 
their absolute and relative concentrations. High metal to humic substance ratios is 
thought to favour the fonnation of stabilised particles over soluble complexes (Snoeyink 
and Jenkins, 1980). 
A comparison between the fonnation constants for a metal-fulvic acid complex and those 
for NTA and EDTA (ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid) complexes show that the metal-
fulvic complexes are in the range of 107 to 1011, i.e .. moderately strong to strong 
complexes, although they are in general weaker than the corresponding NTA and EDTA 
complexes (Snoeyink and Jenkins, 1980). 
Metal complexation with soluble organic matter in anaerobic digestion 
Fletcher and Beckett (1987a and b) described the compiexation of copper and other 
heavy metals with SOM from digested sludge. SOM is defined as the organic matter that 
remains in solution after centrifugation at 12000 rpm for 30 min. It is thought to be 
composed of extracellular polymers (mainly polysaccharides) generated by the anaerobic 
bacteria, and the metabolic products of their own decomposition. This fonns a disordered 
mixture of polyelectrolytes with molecular weights ranging up to several thousand 
Daltons (Lake et aI., 1984; Brown and Lester, 1979). Other components of the SOM 
could be simple molecules such as aliphatic acids, the acidic behaviour could be derived 
from carboxylic, amino-, phenolic and sulphur-containing groups (Fletcher and Beckett, 
1987a). 
The first paper (Fletcher and Beckett, 1987a) describes the ability of the SOM to take up 
Cu2+ in a partially oxidised sludge. Copper ~ptake by macromolecules is likely to be pH 
dependent (Gould and Genetelli, 1975), therefore, the properties of the SOM which could 
influence pH and consequently copper uptake were considered in this research. This 
included anion exchange, as anion exchange sites could be created by the adsorption of 
protons to specific sites on the SOM. However, it was later shown that little to no anion 
exchange capacity existed in the SOM. The maximum copper uptake of the SOM was 
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detennined by sequential additions of Cu2+ to a solution of SOM initially at pH 9. As the 
copper was added to the system the pH decreased, indicating that the complexation 
reaction involved proton exchange. This was observed at all starting pHs, with the end 
pH always being 6.5 regardless of the starting value. When the researchers attempted to 
maintain a high pH throughout the experiment, a green gelatinous material was 
precipitated that they presumed to be copper hydroxide. The maximum copper uptake at 
pH 6.5 was 4.43 x 10.3 mol/g, a value also typical for organic matter extracted from 
activated sludge (Rudd et aI., 1984b). When the pH of the solution containing copper 
bound SOM was decreased to 2.0, the total copper released was approximately equal to 
that bound initially. These results suggest that proton exchange is a primary component 
of copper uptake, although this data does not preclude other mechanisms of copper 
binding. 
The second paper (Fletcher and Beckett, 1987b) investigated the binding of the metal 
ions Ca2+, Mg2+, Zn2+, Ni2+, C02+;. Cd2+, Mn2+, Pb2+ and Fe3+ in relation to their 
competitive exchange with Cu 2+ and protons. It was found that the maximum quantities 
of copper that could be displaced from copper-saturated SOM by Ca2+, Mg2+, Zn2+, Ni2+, 
Co2+, Cd2+ and Mg2+ was the same for each ion and equal to about 72 % of the copper 
originally in the SOM. These results suggest that all sites available to the above ions are 
also available to copper. A simple model was suggested which assumes that the SOM 
contains two distinguishable groups of exchange sites. Site group I can bind all of the 
above ions (Cu2+, ci+, Ml+' Zn2+, Ni2+, C02+, Cd2+, Mn2+, Pb2+ and Fe3+), site group 2 
can bind protons, copper and lead only. 
Ion exchange constants were calculated and showed that the general affinity sequence of 
the metals for the SOM was: H+»Pb2+>Cu2+>Cd2+>Ni2+> Zn2+_Fe3+>C02+_Mn2+> 
Ca2+>Mg2+. This model was also simplified in order to predict the amount of metal taken 
up by SOM from a solution containing calcium at concentrations typical of anaerobic 
digestion. The results suggested that under typical conditions of anaerobic digestion, all 
ions except Pb2+, Cu2+, Cd2+ and protons would be prevented from binding to any extent. 
Kuo and Parkin (1996) investigated the nickel chelating properties of soluble microbial 
products (SMPs) produced in glucose-fed anaerobic digesters. These soluble organic 
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compounds were found to be only moderately strong chelators for nickel, the average 
stability constant (CK) being 103.62 ± 0.02. This value of cK is greater than that of acetate, a 
very weak chelator (101.4) similar to that of malonate complexes of nickel (104.1) but 
much less than that ofa strong chelator such as EDTA (1020.4). This finding explains why 
chelation of metals in growth media (with strong cheIators such as EDTA) has been 
found to hinder rather than aid anaerobic microbial uptake of nutritional metals 
(Callander and Barford, 1983b; Speece and Parkin, 1987) as chelated metals will only be 
bioavailable if the microorganisms have metal binding capacities stronger than the added 
chelating agent (Callander and Barford, 1983b). 
2.1.1.3 Comparison of experimentally measured soluble metal ion levels with 
predicted levels for anaerobic digesters 
Callander and Barford (1983b) compared experimentally measured soluble metal 
concentrations in anaerobic digestion with predicted concentrations from available 
solubility data. 
The level of soluble ferrous iron in an anaerobic digester was measured before and after 
supplementing with FeCh (Hoban and van den Berg, 1979). The theoretical soluble iron 
level for this digester, operating under near neutral conditions and relatively low sulphide 
levels, was predicted to be 2 x 10.7 M or lower. The actual measured soluble iron ranged 
from 2 x 10.5 M (1 mg/l) with no added Fe, to (5 - 10) x 10-5 M (2.5 to 5 mg/l) with (1 -
5) x 10-3 M Fe added, after allowing precipitation to proceed to an apparent equilibrium. 
That is, at least 100 times more iron was present in solution than was predicted using 
carbonate or sulphide solubility. Further work by Callander and Barford (1983b), in 
which iron was added to a high sulphide cane stillage digester, gave similar results to 
those reported by Hoban and van den Berg (\979). The maximum theoretical level of 
soluble iron expected in this high sulphide digester was 3 x 10-11 M, iron solubility being 
controlled by ferrous sulphide precipitation. In practice, soluble iron levels of 2- I 0 X 10.6 
M (O.! to 0.5 mg!I) were measured when supplementing with 0- I 0 X 10-3 M (0 to 600 
mg/l ) of Fe. That is, the measured soluble iron concentrations were 105 times higher 
than those predicted from ferrous sulphide solubility. 
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The concentrations of soluble calcium, magnesium and cobalt was also measured in four 
anaerobic digesters treating, respectively: 
I. sugar cane stillage with a soluble sulphide level of 440 mg S/I; 
2. sugar cane stillage with a low sulphide (80 mg S/I); 
3. pig manure with lower soluble sulphide (16 mg S/I); and 
4. cheese whey with low soluble sulphide (0.8 mg S/I). 
All the results showed that much higher concentrations of soluble metals existed in the 
digesters than predicted by solubility calculations. The discrepancy factors (difference 
between theoretical and measured concentrations) were higher for calcium than 
magnesium although, with the exception of calcium solubility in the pig manure digester 
that had a discrepancy factor of 1250, the factors were between 10 and 100 for both alkali 
earth metals. Thus, the alkali earth metals generally showed a greater correlation between 
predicted and measured values than iron, which gave discrepancy factors that ranged 
from 103 to 105• Measured soluble cobalt concentrations were markedly higher than those 
predicted by cobalt sulphide solubility, with discrepancy factors ranging from 106 in the 
low sulphide digester to 109 in the high sulphide digester (Callander and Barford, 1983b). 
It is clear from this data that the formation of inorganic and organic metal complexes 
markedly increases the concentration of soluble metals in an anaerobic digester. 
2.1.2 METALS IN THE SOLID FRACTION OF DIGESTED SLUDGE 
As mentioned previously, the solids fraction of digested sludge is made up of inorganic 
precipitates, mineral particles such as clay and sand, organics such as particulate humic 
matter and microbial cellslcell debris. Fractionation of metals in digested sludge has 
shown that most of the metals are contained in the biofloc (McNichol and Beckett, 1989; 
Gould and Genetelli, 1975) with the second largest fraction being metal precipitates 
(MacNichol and Beckett, 1989). 
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2.1.2.1 Metal precipitation in anaerobically digested sludge 
The formation of a precipitate during anaerobic sludge digestion depends on whether the 
conditions are such that the solubility product (Ksp) of the precipitate is exceeded 
(supersaturation) and on the rate offormation of the precipitate (Mamais et aI., 1994). 
In anaerobic digestion the main anionic species capable of precipitating metals are 
sulphide, S2., carbonate, col', and phosphate, P043- (Callander and Barford, 1983a). 
Table 2.2 shows the theoretical concentrations of soluble metal ions in equilibrium with 
OK, pot, col' and S2., in an anaerobic digester at pH 7.3. The anion concentrations 
are representative of typical conditions of anaerobic digestion. Two sulphide 
concentrations have been used, the first representing a low sulphide sewage sludge 
digester and the second taken from a molasses stillage digester (high sulphide). 
The information in Table 2.2 allow us to form opinions on which precipitates are most 
likely to be formed during anaerobic digestion, on the premise that, when precipitates 
contain a common ion, the thermodynamically stable precipitate is the one that results in 
the lowest dissolved concentration of the common ion. In reality, the situation is more 
complicated but this provides a useful starting point. 
TABLE 2.2 Predicted concentrations of free m etat ions, in equilibrium with OH', PO,~, CO," and S", for an anaerobic 
digester at pH 7.3 (Cattander and Barford, 1983b). 
Concentration of free metal ions in equilibrium with the anions shown 
OH' PO," CO," 5" 5" 
10.6.7 M 2xl0"M 10·' M 10·" M 2xl0"M 
Metal (M) (M) (M) (M) (M) 
Mg'+ 2 x la' 5 x la" 3 x la,' Soluble Soluble· 
Ca'+ 1 x la' 3 x 10.3 5 X 10.5 Soluble Soluble 
Mn2+ 2 x la" 9 x la,' 6 x 10.5 2 X la,' 
Fe2+ 5 x la" 2 x la,' 1 x la,' 3 x 10·" 
Co'+ 1 X la" 2 x 10.6 1 X la,' 10.10 ·10'" 10·'3 -la," 
Ni2+ 1 x la" 5 x 10.5 1 X 10.3 2 X 10.10 7xl0'" 
Cu'+ 1 x 10.6 3 X 10,' 5 X 10·' 4 X 10.27 1 X 10.30 
Zn2+ 1 x 10.3 1 X 10.5 6x10" 1 X 10.12 3 X 10.16 
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Table 2.2 shows that, under these conditions of pH and sulphide concentration: 
• Hydroxide precipitates should not form. 
• Mg and Ca in excess of 7 mg!1 and 2 mg/I respectively, are precipitated as carbonates 
or, at high POi'levels, as phosphates or struvite. 
• Mn is precipitated as sulphide in high-sulphide digesters, and otherwise as carbonate. 
• Fe, Co, Ni, Cu and Zn are precipitated as sulphides. lfthe total concentration of these 
metals exceeds the total sulphide level, these metals are further precipitated as 
carbonates, with the exception of nickel that is precipitated as phosphate. 
Carbonates 
The carbonate ion, col", is responsible for the precipitation of metals as carbonates in 
anaerobic digestion. This anion exists in equilibrium with other species as follows: 
a pKa pKa 
cO2 (g) cO2 (s) 
0.59 (]5'C ) 6.4 (25'C) 10.3 (25'C) 
The carbonate anion is only a small fraction of the concentration of the dominant soluble 
species with the distribution of carbonate ions in a typical anaerobic digester (pH 7.3) 
being: 0.089 % for CO/-, 11 % for CO2 (s) and 89 % for HCO]- (Callander and Barford, 
1983a). 
The concentration of CO/- in an anaerobic digester is related to the digester pH and the 
percentage carbon dioxide in the product gas, according to (Mosey, 1971): 
pCO] = 21.0 -log P - 2pH 
where: pCO) = - log [CO/'l; P = partial pressure of carbon dioxide in mm Hg. 
For example, at a digester pH of 7 and a gas with 40 % carbon dioxide, the carbonate ion 
concentration is 10.4.5 M; if the carbon dioxide content decreases to 30 % of the biogas, 
the solution carbonate ion concentration is reduced to 10.4.64 M. 
At a constant partial pressure of carbon dioxide, pCO] is a linear function of pH, a rise in 
pH of one unit being equivalent to a 10-fold decrease in hydrogen ions, which in turn 
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results in a hundred-fold increase in carbonate ions (Mosey, 1971). As the potential of an 
anaerobic digester to precipitate metals as metal carbonates increases with increasing 
carbonate ion concentration, pH plays an important role in influencing metal speciation 
profiles in anaerobic digestion. Carbonate forms the stable phase with increasing pH until 
pH values of 9 or above are reached, at which point hydroxide becomes the stable phase 
(Forstner, 1981). As pH values of anaerobic digestion typically range between 6.5 and 
7.5, carbonates should form the stable phase and hydroxides should not play an important 
role in this system. 
By means of equilibrium calculations Callander and Barford (l983a) showed that the 
alkali earth metals (calcium and magnesium) are preferentially precipitated as carbonates 
under typical conditions of anaerobic digestion. The formation of calcium carbonate is an 
important reaction in anaerobic digestion, playing a significant role in alkalinity 
regulation in the liquid phase, as well as affecting the availability of trace elements and 
nutrients through co-precipitation and sorption. Pure calcium carbonate exists in two 
distinct crystalline forms, viz. calcite that has a solubility product of 10-8.34 and 
aragonite, which has a Ksp of 10-8.22 (Snoeyink and Jenkins, 1980). 
Loewenthal (1997) found that the solubility of calcium carbonate was higher in the 
supematant from an activated sludge plant than in pure water, and calculated the 
solubility product to be 10-6.7. Increased solubility of CaC03 in the effluent was thought 
to be due to soluble organic carbon in the wastewater (14 to 28 mg/I), which increased 
solubility by formation of complexes with the constituent ions and by adsorption to 
crystal growth sites. As soluble organic carbon concentrations in anaerobic digesters are 
often several hundred mg/I, it is likely that calcium carbonate is more soluble in a 
digester supematant than predicted by the calcite solubility product. 
When calcium carbonate precipitation takes place from solutions containing high 
concentrations of magnesium, such as the supematants of anaerobic digesters treating 
BPR sludge, a magnesium calcium carbonate can be formed. As the magnesium 
carbonate content of this solid increases the solubility product of calcium carbonate 
increases, i.e. a higher concentration of soluble calcium is required ror precipitation to 
occur (Snoeyink and Jenkins, 1980). 
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Van Langerak et al. (1998a) found that calcite crystallisation was inhibited by the 
presence of soluble phosphate in an anaerobic digester. Amorphous calcium carbonate 
was precipitated but this did not transform to calcite crystals. Soluble iron was also found 
to inhibit calcite formation during anaerobic digestion, although in this case aragonite 
was formed instead of calcite. 
In an iron-rich anaerobic digester, ferrous carbonate is likely to be formed in addition to 
ferrous sulphide, particularly if availability of phosphate is low. Siderite (FeCO) has 
been detected previously in municipal sewage sludge anaerobic digesters (MacNichol and 
Beckett, 1989).The solubility product of FeCO) is 10,10.7 (Mamais et aI., 1994), therefore, 
a solution is supersaturated with respect to FeCO) when the concentration of Fe2+ 
exceeds 0.25 mg/I and the concentration of col' exceeds 0.27 mg/1. 
Manganese is precipitated as MnC03 in a digester with low sulphide concentrations 
(Callander and Barford, 1983b). The transition metals are precipitated preferentially as 
sulphides and only if the total concentrations of these metals exceeds the sulphide 
concentration are they further precipitated as carbonates (Callander and Barford, 1983a). 
Sulphides 
Sulphide is formed during anaerobic metabolism. It is derived from sulphide, sulphate 
and sulphur-containing organic compounds in the digester feed and is distributed between 
H2S in the gas phase, H2S, HS' and S2' in solution, and metal sulphide precipitates in 
suspension (Callander and Barford, 1983a). The species responsible for precipitating 
metals is S2' which forms only 0.00017 % of the total sulphide in solution in an anaerobic 
digester at pH 7.3. The balance is made up by H2S (33 %) and HS'(67 %) (Callander and 
Barford, 1983a). All the heavy metals except chromium and manganese form extremely 
insoluble sulphide salts by the following reaction: 
H2S ~ HS' ~ S .. ~ MS 
,[., ,[., t 
H+ W M++ 
This reaction proceeds virtually to completion and it is the total soluble sulphide, rather 
than the concentration of free sulphide ions initially present that is the important factor 
(Mosey et aI., 1971). When the reduction potential of a system is negative, as in ah 
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anaerobic digester, sulphides remain stable over a wide range of pH. Heavy metal 
sulphides are practically insoluble at neutral pH. Fe, Mn and Cd sulphides are readily 
soluble in hydrochloric acid, whereas Ni and Co sulphides dissolve with more difficulty. 
Cu, Pb and Hg sulphides are only soluble in oxidising acids, the most effective being 
nitric acid (Forstner, 1981). 
The following sulphide minerals were detected in digested sludges (MacNichol and 
Beckett, 1989): acanthite (Ag); greenockite (Cd); chalcopyrite (Cu, Fe); chalcocite (Cu); 
galena (Pb) and spalerite (Zn). 
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The solubility products of alkali earth and transition metals with hydroxide, phosphate, 
carbonate and sulphide anions (PH 7.3) (Callander and Barford, 1983a) indicate that 
calcium and magnesium are not be precipitated as sulphides during anaerobic digestion. 
Manganese is precipitated preferentially as MnC03, at low digester sulphide 
concentrations (Callander and Barford, 1983b). The transition metals are precipitated 
preferentially as sulphides as long as the concentration of the metals does not exceed the 
total sulphide level. If this occurs the residual metals are precipitated as carbonates, with 
the exception of nickel which is precipitated as phosphate because nickel phosphate has a 
lower solubility product than nickel carbonate (Callander and Barford, 1983a). From the. 
solubility products it can be deduced that precipitation of metals as sulphides probably 
occurs in the order: 
if all the transition metals were present in trace amounts. However, because iron is often 
present in high concentrations in digested sludge (two/three orders of magnitude higher 
than copper, zinc and manganese and three/four higher than nickel and cobalt) the 
precipitation of ferrous sulphide is important in regulating soluble sulphide 
concentrations in anaerobic digestion. It must be noted that these solubility products were 
calculated for aqueous systems using inorganic sulphide and may not accurately reflect 
the complex chemistry of an anaerobic digester. Factors that could affect the extent and 
sequence of sulphide precipitation are: 
• Organic and inorganic metal complexation in the supematant phase, which would 
decrease the amount of available metal for sulphide precipitation and increase the 
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concentration of metal required for supersaturation to occur. That is, more metal 
would be available in the soluble phase than predicted by the sulphide solubility 
product. 
• The complexes fonned between transition metals and complexing agents (e.g. humic 
acids, surfactants) in the digester supematant have varying stability constants which 
could alter the order of precipitation as predicted by solubility products. For example, 
if a complexing agent in the digester supematant fonned stable complexes 
preferentially with copper, then copper could be present primarily in the soluble phase 
and the order of precipitation might be changed to read: 
Although it appears from the above-mentioned points that the solubility products 
overpredict the amount of metal sulphide precipitation occurring in an anaerobic digester 
it must be noted that Haas and Polpraset (1980) found that biologically-generated 
sulphide in anaerobic digester supematant was a more efficient precipitant for Cu2+ than 
inorganic sulphide. They suggested that this was due to either the presence of highly 
effective polysulphides, or coprecipitation of basic copper carbonates in addition to 
copper sulphide precipitation. Mosey et al. (1971) reported that copper might be reduced 
from Cu2+ to Cu + in an anaerobic digester. Cu + is more efficiently precipitated by 
sulphide as it fonns CU2S, i.e. 2 moles of copper precipitated by 1 mole of sulphide. CU2S 
has a solubility product of 10'48, but is more theoretically more soluble than CuS (10,11 
mg/l versus 1.9x1O'I4 mg/l). 
Either way, these results suggest that sulphide precipitation is of primary importance in 
controlling the availability (i.e. solubility) of transition metals in anaerobic digestion. 
This phenomenon can be advantageous in the operation of an anaerobic digester by 
reducing the free metal concentration to a level that is not toxic to the biological process 
(Mosey et aI., 1971; Mosey, 1971). It may, however, also be disadvantageous by 
rendering essential trace elements unavailable to the anaerobic microorganisms 
(bioavailability of metals is defined and discussed in more detail in Section 2.5). 
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Hydroxides 
Hydroxide precipitates are not expected to be fonned during anaerobic digestion as the 
solubility products of these precipitates mean that sulphide, carbonate and phosphate 
precipitates would fonn preferentially (Callander and Barford, 1983a). Moreover, many 
hydroxides are not stable at the neutral pH of anaerobic digestion, being most stable 
within the pH range 9 to 12. A marked increase in solubility occurs with a lowering ofthe 
pH and at pH 4 complete dissolution is achieved for most hydroxide precipitates. Ferrous 
hydroxide (Fe(OH)2) is less soluble than FeC03 at pH greater than 10.5, but at pH lower 
than 10.5, Fe(OH)z actually re-dissolves 'and is precipitated as FeC03 (Snoeyink and 
Jenkins, 1980). 
Therefore, in the high sulphide and carbonate environment of an anaerobic digester it is 
unlikely that the trace metal concentrations are sufficient to support the fonnation of 
hydroxide precipitates. 
An exception to this rule is that of chromium, which does not form insoluble heavy metal 
sulphides (Mosey, 1971) and which may have a solubility governing phase of chromium 
hydroxide (Cr(OH)3) in anaerobic digestion (Hayes and Theis, 1978; Mosey, 1976). 
Another exception could be aluminium, Which, at high concentrations has been found to 
be precipitated as AI(OHh during anaerobic digestion (Jackson-Moss and Duncan, 1991). 
Generally, aluminium concentration is controlled by AIP04 solubility at a pH < 6.6 and 
by AI(OH)] solubility at pH > 6.6 (Snoeyink and Jenkins, 1980). 
Phosphates 
The previous sections have shown that, at typical phosphate concentrations expected for 
anaerobic digestion, phosphate precipitates do not play an important role in precipitation 
of the transition or alkali earth metals. However, if the phosphate concentration of the 
feed sludge is increased (e.g. by the introduction of BPR sludge) the metal speciation 
profile of anaerobic digestion could change to include metal phosphate precipitates. 
A discussion on the formation of phosphate precipitates is given in Section 2.2.2.1. 
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2.1.2.2 Cation exchange and adsorption of metals in anaerobically digested 
sludge 
A number of materials with a large surface area are capable of sorbing cations from 
solution and releasing equivalent amounts of other cations into the solution, i.e. by cation 
exchange. The mechanism which results in cation exchange is based on the sorptive 
properties of negatively charged anionic sites, (SiOH, AIOHz, and AIOH groups in clay 
minerals; carboxylic and phenolic OH-groups in organic substances) towards positively 
charged cations. The balancing of negative charges of the lattice is a selective process 
which accounts for preferential adsorption of specific cations and the release of 
equivalent charges associated with other species (Forstner, 1981). Organic substances, 
especially humic acids, have a very high exchange capacity (Forstner, 1981). 
In addition to cation exchange, all fine-grained materials with a large surface area are 
capable of accumulating heavy metal ions at the solid-liquid interface as a result of 
intermolecular forces. This phenomedlm is termed adsorption. Adsorption can arise from 
electrostatic attraction alone, in which case it is relatively non-specific or nonselective, or 
it can arise from electrostatic attraction augmented by hydrogen bonding, coordinate 
bonding or London-van der Waals bonding. 
2.1.2.3 Co-precipitation and sorption of metals to inorganic precipitates 
Adsorption is a process by which metals are bound to the surface of an existing solid by 
adsorption and surface precipitation, whereas co-precipitation is the simultaneous 
precipitation of a chemical element with other elements and includes mixed-solid 
formation, adsorption and inclusion (Francis and Dodge, 1990). 
Co-precipitation of trace elements with sulphides 
As ferrous sulphide precipitation occurs readily in anaerobic digestion, it is probable that 
some trace elements are removed from solution by co-precipitation with FeS. Metal 
concentrations have been studied in iron sulphides of sedimentary origin, the results have 
shown that As, Cu, Pb, Co and Ni tend to accumulate within the iron sulphides, i.e. are 
co-precipitated. Chromium and zinc do not tend to be co-precipitated with iron sulphides 
(Forstner, 1981). MacNichol and Beckett (1989) found association oftrace elements with 
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iron sulphides in digested sludge. They also noted that trace elements and iron could form 
coatings on mineral grains in digested sludge, suggesting sorption of the metals to the 
larger mineral particles. 
Ginter and Grobicki (1997) found that removal of soluble manganese from an Upflow 
Anaerobic Sludge Blanket (UASB) reactor was far greater as a result of co-precipitation 
with cadmium sulphide than by precipitation of manganese as MnC03 or MnS, in the 
absence of cadmium. 
Adsorption of trace elements to carbonates 
With respect to sorption effects for calcite, it appears that the surface energy of 
carbonates is generally sufficient to effect adsorption, at least in the order of magnitude 
observed for clay minerals such as kaolinite. The zero point charge for calcite falls 
between pH 8 and 9.5, i.e. below pH 8 the calcite particles have a positive charge and 
above 9.5 they are negatively charged (Forstner, 1981). At the neutral pH range of 
anaerobic digestion calcite particles are, therefore, positively charged and not likely to be 
influential in sorption of trace metals. 
2.1.2.4 Metals bound to insoluble organics 
Metals bound to insoluble organics in anaerobic digestion are either adsorbed or chelated 
to organic material in the sludge fraction, this includes insoluble humic material (refer to 
Section 2.1.1.2), lignins, and microbial cells. Alternatively, reaction between a metal ion 
and an organic ligand in solution can lead to a species that can either precipitate directly 
or be adsorbed on the sludge. Soluble organic material may also form a coating on clay 
mineral particles, forming organic ligands in the sludge fraction. 
2.1.2.5 Microbial binding and accumulation of metals 
The phenomenon of metal uptake by microbial cells is quite complex and may be best 
described as two sequential processes: an initial rapid uptake due to cellular surface 
adsorption, and a subsequent slower uptake due to membrane transport of the metals into 
the cells (Ting et aI., 1991). Most of the research to date on metal uptake by anaerobic 
digester sludge has concentrated on the cellular adsorption phase of metal uptake. The 
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approach commonly adopted is based on the use of adsorption isothenns, in which the 
uptake of metal ions is assumed to be a simple adsorption process, 'with the cell walls 
perceived as providing surface sites for physical andlor chemical adsorption of the metal 
IOns. 
Surface binding of metals by digested sludge 
Gould and Genetelli (1978a) investigated the complexation behaviour of zinc, copper, 
nickel and cadmium v:ith anaerobically digested sludge. The experiments were 
perfonned under aerobic conditions with digested sludge containing SOM as well as 
sludge solids. They reported that removal of all metals from solution exhibited sorption-
like behaviour until soluble metal concentrations reached the point at which metal 
precipitation occurred. The order of complexation capacity was copper> zinc> cadmium 
> nickel. Metal complexation was found to be pH dependent, with an increase in pH 
correlating with increased sorption of the metal to the sludge solids. This indicated ion 
exchange in which the hydrogen ions compete with the metals for weakly acidic ligands 
on the sludge. As the pH increases the hydrogen ion concentration decreases, allowing 
more metal to bind to these sites. Zinc complexation was strongly pH dependent, as was 
nickel and cadmium. Copper was the most strongly bound metal, although increases in 
pH above 7.0 did not increase the degree of binding. It was suggested that the fonnation 
of hydrolysis species of copper might explain this phenomenon. The first hydrolysis 
constant for copper is 10-734, i.e. hydrolysis species are fonned at and above pH 7.34, 
whereas the corresponding values for zinc, nickel and cadmium are 10.9 .12, 10.10.15, and 
10.7.92 respectively. Thus, increasing the pH above 7 results in the fonnation of hydrolysis 
species for copper and does not increase the binding of copper to the sludge. The heavy 
metal complexation with the sludge solids was found to be best described by a Freundlich 
adsorption isothenn. This model suggested that cadmium, nickel and zinc would displace 
one hydrogen atom for each complex fonned, whereas copper would displace two 
hydrogen ions with every complex fonned. 
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Effect of catioll alld allioll competitioll 011 metal billdillg to microbial cells ill digested 
sludge 
The previous section has established that heavy metal binding in digested sludge is due 
primarily to chemi-sorption by weakly acidic organic functional groups, and that 
competition exists between hydrogen and heavy metal ions for these binding sites. A 
logical continuation is, therefore, to investigate the competitive effect (if any) of a 
number of heavy metal ions simultaneously in contact with the digested sludge. 
Gould and Genetelli (1984) examined the competition between metal ions for binding 
sites on digested sludge using zinc, nickel, cadmium and copper as test metals. In each 
case when a competing metal was present, the degree of binding of the other metal 
decreased. The magnitude of the decrease caused by the competing metal was in the 
order of copper> cadmium> zinc> nickel, which is the same order found for binding 
capacity of these metals from single ion solutions. That is, copper had the highest 
capacity independent of the others and also exerted the largest competing solute effect. 
The results were thought to show very little site specificity, with the possible exception of 
nickel. When nickel was used as the competing ion with copper, the amount of bound 
copper decreased very little, however, the total amount of metal bound (nickel + copper) 
increased. That is, the total number of sites increased, suggesting that nickel may bind to 
sites other than those used by copper, cadmium and zinc. Further evidence to support this 
theory was obtained with reversibility experiments in which metals were reversibly 
removed from the sludge by salting them out with solutions containing competing ions. 
When nickel was used for salting out other metals the amount of bound nickel was almost 
constant, suggesting that nickel may not be able to compete with metals for sites that are 
not specific for nickel and likewise, that other metals may not compete effectively with 
nickel for sites that are specific for nickel. 
Metabolism-depelldellt illtracellular accumulatioll 
Metabolism-dependent intracellular accumulation IS a much slower process than 
adsorption, but greater amounts of heavy metals may be accumulated. Hayes and Theis 
(1978) reported that between 30 and 60 % of metals in digested sludge were accumulated 
within the bacterial cells. Specific mechanisms by which these metals are taken up by the 
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cells are essentially unknown, and in many cases uptake is under genetic control, i.e. 
plasmid linked (Turner, 1994). The cytoplasmic membrane forms the major diffusion 
barrier between the cytoplasm and the external material and is, therefore, provided with 
translocation (transportation) systems for solutes and the necessary energy-transducing 
systems (Hubbard, 1989). Although some metal ions may diffuse through aqueous 
channels or the lipid phase of the membrane, most metal ions are transported in or out of 
cells against concentration gradients of considerable magnitude. Once the metals have 
crossed the cytoplasmic .membrane they may be stored (e.g. iron storage by ferritin), 
incorporated into enzymes or even intracellularly precipitated. The latter may be a means 
of detoxification as copper containing particles have been observed in some 
microorganisms (Turner, 1994). 
2.1.3 SUMMARY 
Metal speciation in anaerobic digestion can be apportioned as follows: 
• Metals in the soluble phase. These metals exist in equilibrium as hydrated (free) metal 
ions, hydrolysed ions and complexed or chelated ions. Inorganic complexation (ion 
pairing) occurs between metals and anions such as carbonates, hydroxides, sulphides 
and phosphates. Organic complexes form between metals and organic ligands such as 
NTA, EDTA and humic acids. Most soluble metals in anaerobic digestion are 
complexed with inorganic or organic ligands and this allows higher concentrations of 
soluble metals than would usually be present in a low redox, high carbonate and 
sulphide environment. 
• Metals in the solid (sludge) phase. The sludge phase consists of a complex mixture of 
inorganic precipitates, mineral grains such as clay and sand, organics such as 
particulate humic/plant matter and microbial cells/cell debris. Metal species found 
within the sludge phase are: 
• Precipitated metals such as carbonates, sulphides, hydroxides and phosphates. The 
alkali earth metals (Ca and Mg) form carbonates preferentially whereas the transition 
metals (with the exception of chromium) form extremely insoluble metal s\llphides. 
Typical anaerobic digestion conditions are not thought to be conducive to the 
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formation of metal hydroxides, with the possible exception of chromium and 
aluminium hydroxide. 
• Metals may also be adsorbed to grains of clay minerals and organic material in 
anaerobic digestion by mechanisms such as ion exchange. These metals are 
exchangeable and can be desorbed if the pH is reduced. 
• Trace metals can be co-precipitated or adsorbed to precipitates such as calcite. 
• Metals associated with. the organic phase are either complexed with particulate organic 
matter and bacterial detritus, adsorbed to the exterior of intact bacterial cells or 
accumulated intracellularly by viable bacteria. 
• Extracellular binding of metals to bacterial cells is a process independent of 
metabolism. It occurs via a cation exchange mechanism, with copper showing the 
greatest affinity for the exchange sites. 
• Intracellular accumulation of met;is is usually a metabolism dependant process with 
approximately 30 to 60 % of metals in sludge being contained in this fraction. 
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2.2 SPECIATION OF PHOSPHORUS IN ANAEROBICALLY DIGESTED SLUDGE 
Phosphorus occurs in natural waters and wastewaters almost solely as phosphates. These 
are classified as: orthophosphates, condensed phosphates (pyro-, meta-, and other 
polyphosphates) and organic phosphates (Jenkins et aI., 1971). In the orthophosphate 
anion, the phosphorus atom is centrally bonded to the oxygen atoms, which are located at 
the corners of a tetrahedron (Snoeyink and Jenkins, 1981). Condensed phosphates are 
formed by the condens~tion of two or more orthophosphate groups and have the 
characteristic P-O-P linkage. Polyphosphates are linear molecules, while metaphosphates 
are cyclic. Organic phosphates are compounds in which P-O-C linkages are present 
(Jenkins et aI., 1971), such as phospholipids, sugar phosphates, nucleotides, 
phosphoamides etc. (Snoeyink and Jenkins, 1981). 
Each of these forms of phosphate may exist in solution and as particulates (Jenkins et aI., 
1971). The concentration of total phosphorus in domestic wastewater ranges from 3 to 15 
mg!l as P (Snoeyink and Jenkins, 1981). In a typical raw domestic sewage with a total 
phosphorus concentration of 10 mg/l, the phosphate is distributed approximately as 
shown in Table 2.3. 
During secondary biological treatment of sewage, condensed phosphates are hydrolysed 
to orthophosphate, which is the form of phosphate most readily usable by bacteria and in 
precipitation reactions. Soluble orthophosphate is taken up by the wastewater bacteria 
during secondary treatment to satisfy their basic metabolic requirements (Brett et aI., 
1997), being incorporated into the biomass as organic phosphates or stored as 
polyphosphates. Hooper (1973) states that bacteria consist of approximately 3 % 
phosphorus, calculated on a dry weight basis. Soluble orthophosphate is also incorporated 
into the sludgelbiofilm by metal precipitation during secondary treatment, and by 
adsorption to inorganic and organic material. 
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TABLE 2.3 Approximate concentrations of phosphate forms 
in a typical raw domestic sewage (Jenkins et al., 
1971 ). 
Phosphate form mg PII 
Total 10 
Orthophosphate 5 
Tripolyphosphate 3 
Pyrophosphate 1 
Organic phosphate <1 
Generally, during conventional sewage treatment 5 to 15 % of the influent phosphorus is 
removed by inclusion in the primary sludge, 20 to 30 % by inclusion in trickling filter 
biofilm and 30 to 50 % by inclusion in waste activated sludge (WAS) (Yeoman et aI., 
1988). All these sludges can be further stabilised by anaerobic digestion. 
The phosphate load to an anaerobic digester consists of organically-bound/organic 
phosphates, which is hydrolysed to soluble orthophosphate. during digestion of organic 
matter, and metal associated (precipitated/adsorbed) phosphates. 
2.2.1 PHOSPHORUS IN THE SOLUBLE FRACTION OF DIGESTED SLUDGE 
At the pH of a typical anaerobic digester (PH = 7.3), soluble orthophosphate ions is 
distributed as follows: H]P04 = 0.00025 %; H2P04' = 50 %; HPO/' = 50 % and PO/· = 
0.0005 % (Callander and Barford, 1993). Some soluble condensed phosphate species may 
also be present, such as HP]OI04. and HP20/ (Jenkins et al.,1971). 
All of these phosphate species form dissolved ion pair complexes with metal ions, such 
as those shown in Table 2.4. 
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TABLE 2.4 Complexation equilibria of phosph ates (25°C) (after Snoeyink and Jenkin s,1981). 
pK 
With orthophosphate NaHPO,' <-+ Na++ HPO," + 0.6 
MgHPO,O <-+ Mg'+ + HPO," + 2.5 
CaHPO,o <-+ Ca'+ + HPO," + 2.2 
MnHPO,o <-+ Mn'+ + HPO," + 2.6 
FeHPO,+ <-+ Fe'++ HPO," + 9.7 5 
CaH,PO,+ <-+ Ca'+ + HPO," + H+ - 5.6 
• With pyrophosphate CaP,O," <-+ Ca'+ + p,O,'· + 0.5 6 
CaHP,Or _ Ca'+ + HP,O,' + 2.0 
Fe(HP,O,)2:l- <-+ Fe'++ 2HP,O,:l- +22 
With tripolyphosphate CaP30,,3. _ Ca'+ + P30,," + 8.1 
The orthophosphate complexes tend to be weak for the alkali and alkaline earth metals 
and only become important for transition metals (Van Wazer, 1973). Magnesium appears 
to form slightly stronger phosphate complexes than calcium, while the phosphate 
complexes of aluminium and ferric iron appear to be much stronger (Jenkins et aI., 1971). 
The polyphosphates form relatively strong complexes with the alkali and alkaline earth 
metals as well as with transition metals. Ion pairing can increase the phosphate solubility 
significantly, especially in the alkaline pH region. For example, at a pH of 7.5, a total 
calcium concentration of 80 mg/l and the phosphate concentrations indicated in Table 
2.3, about 50 % of the orthophosphate would be complexed as CaHP04 (aq), about 80 % 
of the pyrophosphate would be complexed as CaHP207- and about 90 % of the 
tripolyphosphate would be present as the CaP30103- ion pair complex (Jenkins et a\., 
1971). 
Phosphorus is also present in the soluble fraction of digested sludge in the form of 
dissolved organic phosphates. No information is available regarding the concentration of 
soluble organic phosphates in anaerobically digested sludge. 
Phosphorus may also be present in the soluble fraction as an organic-phosphate complex. 
Several investigations into phosphorus binding in sediments have shown that organic 
matter is strongly correlated with bound inorganic phosphate, although, organic matter 
itself cannot bind orthophosphate (Petrovic and Kastelan-Macan, 1996). Phosphate 
binding with dissolved humic material is, therefore, thought to occur by formation of a 
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complex between metal ions bound to the humic substances and the phosphate anion. The 
metal ion forms a bridge between the humic macromolecules and the phosphate anion 
(petrovic and Kastelan-Macan, 1996). 
2.2.2 PHOSPHORUS IN THE SLUDGE FRACTION OF DIGESTED SLUDGE 
Phosphorus is present in the sludge fraction of anaerobically digested sludge as a mixture 
of: 
• Phosphate precipitates and co-precipitates. 
• Phosphate adsorbed to inorganic and organic surfaces. 
• Organic phosphates and intracellularly-accumulated inorganic phosphates 
(polyphosphates). 
2.2.2.1 Phosphorus precipitates 
Since the ortho- and polyphosphate anions are multiply charged negative species they 
react readily with mUltiply charged positive ions to give precipitates. Many of these 
precipitates are crystalline and many are amorphous, as phosphates tend to precipitate 
first as an amorphous mass of variable composition, which slowly converts to one or 
more stable crystalline species (Van Wazer, 1973). 
Calcium, iron and aluminium are known to precipitate readily with phosphate in natural 
waters, with iron and aluminium generally controlling phosphate solubility in acid 
sediments and calcium controlling phosphate solubility in neutral to alkaline sediments 
(Brown, 1973). The phosphate precipitates that form under conditions of anaerobic 
digestion depend primarily on the types and concentrations of metal ions in the digested 
sludge. The formation of phosphate precipitates in anaerobic digesters treating CPR and 
BPR sludge is discussed in detail in Section 2.6.1.4 and Section 2.6.2.5, respectively. 
Referring back to Table 2.2, it seems that in an anaerobic digester one would expect 
formation of calcium phosphates and magnesium phosphates (probably struvite) first, 
followed by ferrous iron phosphate. Little is known about the formation of aluminium 
phosphates or trace metal phosphates in anaerobically digested sludge. 
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Calcium phosphates 
When the solubility of calcium phosphate is thought to be the factor that limits the 
concentration of phosphate in solution (i.e. in solutions of neutral pH with high calcium 
concentrations), attention is usually fixed on hydroxyapatite, Cas(P04)JOH, as the 
saturating solid phase because it is the least soluble and most thermodynamically stable 
of the several calcium phosphates. However, the actual situation is more complicated 
than this, as there are at least five solid calcium phosphates that are relatively stable in 
aqueous solutions. As already mentioned, hydroxyapatite is the least soluble of these, 
followed (in order of increasing solubility) by whitlockite or ~-tricalcium phosphate, 
p-Ca)(P04)2; octocalcium phosphate CaSH2(P04k5H20; anhydrous calcium phosphate 
or monetite CaHP04; and calcium phosphate dihydrate or brushite CaHP04.2H20 
(Brown, 1973). 
In contrast to phosphate precipitates produced by aluminium and iron, calcium phosphate 
solids nucleate and grow very slowly:'especially at neutral pH and high concentrations of 
calcium carbonate (Jenkins et ai., 1971), which are conditions typical of anaerobic 
digestion. Hydroxyapapatite, which has a very slow formation rate, is therefore not 
thought to be formed during the relatively short residence times of anaerobic digestion 
(Mamais et aI., 1994). 
Whitlockite (p-Ca)(P04)z) might have the potential to form during anaerobic digestion, 
particularly as the presence of Fe2+ and Mg2+ seem to facilitate its formation in aqueous 
media (Brown, 1973). This mineral is second only to hydroxyapatite in its insolubility, at 
apH>6.0. 
Brushite (CaHP04.2H20) is the most soluble of the 5 calcium salts mentioned above, 
under most circumstances. However, because of its rapid crystal growth kinetics it 
appears to form very readily and is often found under circumstances where it is 
metastable with respect to the 4 other salts. Brushite and the other hydrated calcium salt, 
octacalcium phosphate, have been shown to precipitate most easily at ambient 
temperatures, provided that the degree of supersaturation with respect to hydroxyapatite 
is sufficiently high so that their solubilities have also been exceeded. Subsequently, these 
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salts tend to convert to the more stable forms, sometimes going through a sequence of 
phases of increasing stability, although this can be a slow process (Brown, 1973). 
Mamais et al. (1994) considered that the only calcium phosphate precipitate with the 
potential to form during anaerobic digestion was monetite (CaHP04). According to 
Brown (1973) this salt is encountered less frequently than brushite under most 
circumstances, even though it is a more stable compound than brushite. This is probably 
because its metastability with respect to other calcium phosphates is not compensated by 
a rapid rate of crystal growth, as is the case for brushite. 
In addition to the above mentioned crystalline calcium phosphates, amorphous calcium 
phosphate is often formed, which is thought to have a composition closely approximating 
Ca3(P04)z. Amorphous calcium phosphate is most likely to be formed when (a) the 
solution is so highly supersaturated that the reactions are too rapid for crystal growth of 
any of the well-defined crystalline phases or (b) the solution is only moderately 
supersaturated but crystal growth inhibitors are present that prevent the formation of 
other phases (Brown, 1973). 
Many ions and compounds, which are known to inhibit the formation of crystalline 
calcium phosphates, are common in anaerobic digesters. For example, magnesium ions 
which inhibit hydroxyapatite and octacalcium phosphate formation. Organic compounds 
found in digested sludges, such as glucose, fulvic, humic, phytic, citric, mellitic and 
tannic acids, also act as inhibitors of calcium phosphate crystallisation, adsorbing at 
growth kink sites and inhibiting crystal growth by a site blocking mechanism (House, 
1999). 
For these reasons, it is probable that formation of amorphous calcium phosphate would 
occur during anaerobic digestion, at least as a precursor to other forms of crystalline 
calcium phosphates. 
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Magnesium phosphates 
Mamais et al. (1994) considered that the slow formation rates of bobierrite 
(Mg3(P04)2.8H20), meant that it would be unlikely to form during anaerobic digestion. 
The magnesium phosphate precipitate most likely to form during anaerobic digestion is 
struvite (MgNH4P04), which has a Ksp ~ 10-126 (Snoeyink and Jenkins, 1980). 
Borgerding (1972) measured the solubility of struvite in simulated anaerobic digester 
supematant and found it to be closer to 180 mg/I at pH 7.0 than the predicted 
concentration of 8.7 mg/1. The minimum solubility of struvite occurs at pH 10.7 
(Snoeyink and Jenkins, 1980), with the effect of increasing pH having a dramatic effect 
on struvite solubility. Borgerding (1972) found that struvite solubility in anaerobic 
digester supematant decreased from 180 mg/I at pH 7.0 to 100 mg/I at pH 7.5. The effect 
of temperature on struvite solubility was found to be such that maximum solubility 
occurred at approximately 25 QC, a linear decrease in solubility occurring from this point 
('" 7.14 mg/I.°C rise in temperature) (Borgerding, 1972). 
Iron phosphates 
Vivianite (Fe3(P04)2.8H20) forms during anaerobic digestion, given sufficient quantities 
of iron and phosphate. It is a black precipitate that remains stable even under aerobic 
conditions. Ferrous phosphate has a Ksp ~ 10-33 (Mamais et aI., 1994) and is least soluble 
at pH 8.0 (Brett et aI., 1997). Mamais et al. (1994) found that addition of soluble iron to 
an anaerobic digester containing a struvite precipitate caused the struvite precipitate to 
dissolve and vivianite to form instead. 
Aluminium phosphates 
As mentioned previously, aluminium is thought to precipitate primarily as aluminium 
hydroxide at the neutral pH of anaerobic digestion, the solubility of aluminium being 
controlled by aluminium hydroxide rather than aluminium phosphate at a pH greater than 
6.6. In a phosphate-enriched anaerobic digester, however, it is anticipated that some 
formation of aluminium phosphates or aluminium hydroxyphosphates might occur. 
Certainly, addition of aluminium coagulated sludge to an anaerobic digester does not 
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result in release of soluble phosphate (Grigoropoulos et aI., 1971) and O'Shaughnessy et 
aI., 1974), suggesting that the aluminium phosphateslhydroxyphosphates are stable 
during digestion 
2.2.2.2 Phosphorus co-precipitated with inorganic compounds 
Phosphorus is known to adsorb to and co-precipitate with inorganic compounds, 
particularly calcium carbonate. Co-precipitation of phosphorus with calcium carbonate is 
caused by adsorption of dissolved phosphate to the calcite surface during crystal growth, 
followed by incorporation of some of the surface phosphorus into the bulk structure as 
crystal growth proceeds (House et aI., 1986). The calcium-phosphate ratio in the co-
precipitate depends on the pH during the crystallisation process and on the concentration 
of calcium and phosphate in the solution. 
Van Langerak et al. (1998 a & b) reported on a series of experiments to determine the 
effect of soluble phosphate on calcite crystallisation in an anaerobic digester. It was 
found that, at phosphorus concentrations between 1 and 10 mg/I in the digester 
supematant, phosphorus removal occurred as a result of co-precipitation with calcium 
carbonate. This meant that considerable phosphorus insolubilisation occurred even 
though the reactor solution was undersaturated with respect to the metastable calcium 
phosphate compounds. At phosphate concentrations greater than 4 mg/I, crystallisation of 
calcium carbonate was severely inhibited, resulting in formation of amorphous calcium 
carbonate but no transformation to calcite. 
The extent of adsorption of phosphorus to calcite determines the co-precipitation 
behaviour. In a heterogeneous system such as an anaerobic digester, it is likely that other 
ions may compete with phosphate for the crystal surface and so influence the amount of 
phosphate co-precipitation. Magnesium is known to reduce the adsorption and 
consequent co-precipitation of phosphate with calcite. This may be a result of direct 
competition between magnesium and phosphorus for growth sites on the calcite crystal. 
Substitution of Mg2+ for Ca2+ in the calcite surface also reduces phosphate adsorption, as 
magnesium has a lower affinity for phosphate than calcium (House et aI., 1986). Calcium 
carbonate also has an increased solubility in the presence of magnesium ions (Danen-
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Louwerse et a!., 1995), which reduces the extent of calcite precipitation and consequently 
phosphate co-precipitation. 
Iron has been shown to interfere with phosphate-calcite co-precipitation, probably as a 
result of competition for adsorption sites, while humic material had no significant effect 
(Danen-Louwerse et a!., 1995). 
2.2.2.3 Phosphorus adsorbed to inorganic surfaces 
Both ortho- and po1yphosphates are known to adsorb strongly on various surfaces. A 
considerable amount of research has been carried out by soil scientists on the sorption of 
orthophosphates to matter in natural soil mixtures. Orthophosphates have been found to 
bind to the surface of soil particles or organic detritus, some of the adsorbed phosphorus 
being subject to reversible adsorption-desorption, while another portion has been found to 
be fixed and not subject to exchange with dissolved phosphorus. It is known that 
electrostatic forces between the negatively charged phosphate and a positively charged 
surface are often involved in these sorption reactions (Van Wa:z.er, 1973). 
As discussed in the previous section, co-precipitation of phosphorus with calcite begins 
with adsorption of the phosphate ion to the calcite crystal surface, with only a fraction of 
this phosphorus becoming incorporated into the crystal during crystal growth (House et 
a!., 1986). The most likely phosphate ion to adsorb to the surface of calcite under 
conditions of anaerobic digestion is the complex CaHP040 (Van Langerak et a!., 1998). 
The adsorption kinetics of phosphorus to calcite is much faster than the rate of crystal 
growth, which results in phosphorus being at equilibrium at the surface of the crystals 
(Hartley et a!., 1997). The adsorption of phosphate to calcite crystals, as observed during 
anaerobic digestion, can be described by the Langmuir adsorption isotherm (Van 
Langerak et a!., 1998). High resolution, solid-state nuclear magnetic resonance has shown 
that the adsorbed layer is neither in the form of calcium hydroxyapatite nor amorphous 
calcium phosphate (Hartley et a!., 1997). 
2.2.2.4 Organic phosphorus compounds 
As mentioned previously, organic phosphates are compounds containing P-O-C bonds, 
which can exist in both dissolved and particulate forms. The particulate organic 
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phosphorus fraction in an anaerobic digester consists of cellular phosphorus compounds 
contained within the microbial cells, and also non-living detritus particles undergoing 
decomposition. During degradation, many of these organic phosphate compounds may be 
released at least temporarily into the soluble fraction, as orthophosphate. Studies with 
respect to lakes have demonstrated that phosphate must always be considered to be in a 
transient state, as there is rapid cycling of organic phosphate to soluble orthophosphate 
and vice versa. Large fluxes of phosphorus through a bacterial cell have been 
demonstrated to occur in a matter of minutes (Hoop er, 1973). 
An anaerobic digester is a metabolically active system in which rapid microbial 
biodegradation of organic matter is occurring, thus as for lakes, phosphorus is likely to be 
cycled from particulate organic phosphates to soluble orthophosphate and back to the 
particulate fraction as cellular phosphorus compounds. 
Phosphorus is known to be involved in the entire range of microbial metabolic processes 
and is connected in an essential way with virtually all energy transformation systems in 
living cells. It enters the cell as inorganic phosphate by means of an active transport 
system and once inside the cell becomes incorporated into: 
• A variety of organic phosphorus compounds (cellular components); and 
• Condensed inorganic phosphates (polyphosphate) 
Polyphosphates occur intracellularly in many microorganisms but should not strictly be 
classed as organic phosphates, not having P-O-C bonds. Although, they are sometimes 
included in this fraction by researchers (Baldwin, 1998). In bacterial cells the 
polyphosphate is often localised in granules called volutin granules, which may contain 
in addition to polyphosphate, RNA, lipid, protein and magnesium ions (Hooper, 1973). 
2.2.3 SUMMARY 
In conclusion to this section on phosphorus speciation in anaerobically digested sludge, 
the following points can be made: 
• In an anaerobic digester, soluble phosphate exists primarily as H2P04- and HPol', 
P043- only making up 0.0005 % of the total dissolved phosphorus ions. 
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• Soluble orthophosphate ions form weak complexes with calcium and magnesium ions 
and stronger complexes with iron and aluminium ions. 
• Organic phosphates and organically-bound phosphates also contribute to the soluble 
phosphate concentration in an anaerobic digester. 
• Phosphorus in the sludge fraction consists of precipitates and co-precipitates; 
adsorbed phosphates; orgamc phosphates and intracellularly accumulated 
polyphosphate. 
• The types of phosphorus precipitates that are formed in an anaerobic digester are 
strongly dependent on the metal composition of the digested sludge. 
• Of the possible calcium phosphates, it is most likely that amorphous calcium 
phosphate, tricalcium phosphate or brushite form in an anaerobic digester. These 
might transform to more stable forms over time. 
• Struvite is the most likely magnesium phosphate, and vivianite the most likely iron 
phosphate, to be formed in anaerobically digested sludge. 
• Little is known about the formation of trace metal phosphates, except that nickel 
theoretically forms insoluble phosphates preferentially to insoluble carbonates. 
• The sludge fraction also contains phosphorus adsorbed to inorganic surfaces (e.g. 
calcite) and organic matter. 
• Organic phosphates such as co-enzymes, nucleic acids, phosphorylated-carbohydrates 
and phospholipids, exist in the sludge fraction within living microorganisms and non-
living detritus particles. Polyphosphate is accumulated within microbial cells during 
anaerobic digestion. 
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2.3 METHODS FOR SPECIATION OF METALS 
In this section of the literature review, methods suitable for speciation of metals in 
digested sludge are presented. Speciation of soluble metals has not been included, 95 % 
of the metals in digested sludge being associated with the solids fraction (MacNichol and 
Beckett, 1989). 
Speciation of metals III digested sludge can be undertaken using either physical 
fractionation methods (sedimentation, filtration, elutriation) or chemical extraction 
techniques. Following a review ofthe existing physical fractionation techniques and their 
application to metal speciation in digested sludge, it was decided that chemical extraction 
methods were more suited to the objectives of this research project. This review, 
therefore, concentrates on the use of chemical extraction techniques for metal speciation 
in digested sludge. 
2.3.1 SPECIATION OF SOLID PHASE METALS BY CHEMICAL EXTRACTION METHODS 
Chemical extraction methods were initially applied to the speciation of metals in soils 
and sediments (Forstner, 1981). Chemical extraction can be divided into two categories: 
(I) that which uses a single extraction step and (2) those schemes which use a number of 
chemical extractants in sequence (sequential extraction). A standard extraction method 
should be relatively simple in order to allow routine analysis of large numbers of 
samples, yet at the same time it should provide sufficient information for a tentative 
assessment of a speciation profile for a particular sample. Stover et al. (1976) was the 
first researcher to adapt a sequential chemical extraction method (originally for soils) to 
the speciation of metals in anaerobically digested sludge. Although other extraction 
schemes have been developed for anaerobic sludge, this method is still the most widely 
applied. 
This section is subdivided into: 
• The principles of sequential chemical extraction. 
• A description of the sequential extraction technique developed by Stover et al. (1976), 
referred to as the Stover method, including data on digested sludge fractionation. 
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• An evaluation of the Stover extraction technique using model compounds. 
• Other extraction techniques that have been used to fractionate metals in digested 
sludge. 
• Problems associated with chemical fractionation of digested sludge. 
2.3.1.1 Principles of sequential chemical extraction 
As mentionned before, speciation of particulate metals refers to their partitioning among 
the various forms in which they might exist (Tessier et aI., 1979). Conceptually, the solid 
material can be partitioned into specific fractions, which can be extracted selectively by 
using a sequence of appropriate reagents. This concept of 'selective extraction' is based 
on the principle that a particular chemical solvent is phase specific, and therefore only 
releases metals associated with that phase (Haslam, 1991). 
The extractant must~ therefore, be highly phase specific and show only minimal 
interference with non-target phases. In practise, this is not entirely probable and the 
'specificity' of a reagent is aided greatly by careful selection of the order of extraction 
(Haslam, 1991). The general consensus with respect to the sequence of reagent 
application in sequential extraction procedures, is that this should be in the order of 
decreasing pH and increasing aggressivity. The protocol is to remove 'weakly bound' 
metal first, such as that held by ion-exchange or adsorbed to the particulate fraction, 
followed by organically-bound metals, carbonates and sulphides. 
When designing a sequential extraction procedure, many variables need to be considered, 
as remobilisation of metals from the solid phase is an equilibrium process and the rate of 
displacement can be slow (Pickering, 1986). 
Extraction efficiency is governed primarily by (1) chemical equilibria and (2) kinetic 
effects. 
Factors governing chemical equilibria are the concentrations of the extractants used, the 
solid:reagent ratio, pH effects and competing reactions (matrix effects). Sufficient time 
must be allowed for recovery of the appropriate fraction but should be minimised to 
prevent solubilisation of other fractions. 
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Extraction efficiency in a heterogeneous matrix can be affected by competing reactions, 
such as other components in the sample matrix competing with the ion of interest for the 
extractant, resulting in a saturated extractant and/or a longer extraction time required to 
extract the compound of interest (Pickering, 1986). Extraction efficiency can be checked 
by repeating the extraction step. If considerable tailing occurs, this indicates inadequate 
solvents, combination of solvents, or kinetic interferences (Psenner et aI., 1988). 
The main factors affecting the kinetics of an extraction are temperature and gram 
size/nature. Psenner and Puckso (1988) found that treatment of sediment with BD at 80°C 
was non-selective, extracting a large proportion of organic material as well as the desired 
inorganic fraction. When the extraction temperature was lowered to ambient, extraction 
of organic phosphorus was negligible. Grain size is important with respect to diffusion 
rates of extractants. Finer grain size tends to increase the rate of reaction. Different 
minerals or phases can dissolve or react at significantly different rates due to physical 
factors such as surface nature, shape and size. 
It should also be noted that methods of sampling and sample storage have an important 
effect on sample fractionation. Air drying or freezing of samples can result in irreversible 
changes in speciation and water-soluble values and the amount of organic material 
extracted can increase with storage time. One of the biggest problems with storage of 
samples is maintaining either the aerobic or anaerobic integrity of the samples. It is 
generally recommended that extractions should be conducted as soon as possible after 
collection since no storage method appears to completely preserve the physical and 
chemical characteristics of the samples. 
2.3.1.2 Sequential chemical extraction of digested sludge using the Stover 
method 
Stover et al. (1976) identified 5 target metal phases to be extracted from digested sludge. 
in the following order: (a) exchangeable metals, (b) adsorbed metal, (c) organically-
bound metals, (d) carbonate precipitates and (e) sulphide precipitates. Phosphate 
precipitates were not considered in this method. Ideally, each target metal phase should 
be removed in the proposed order by reagents of increasing aggressivity. 
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In order to develop the sequential extraction method, a number of reagents were tested to 
evaluate their capacity and selectivity for the dissolution of pure metal carbonates and 
sulphides. The metal precipitates were extracted with each chemical in discrete 
experiments, i.e. sequential extraction was not used to evaluate the reagents. The results 
achieved from these tests are shown in Table 2.5. 
The percentage recovery for Cu, Zn, Pb and Cd present in carbonates and sulphides 
showed certain reagents to be non-selective or poor extractants for these compounds. 
Oxalate, citrate and NH20H gave inconsistent and incomplete recovery of metals from 
b;th carbonate and sulphide-precipitates -and were, therefore, considered unsatisfactory 
for use in this sequential extraction procedure. 
Potassium nitrate was evaluated for displacement of 'electrostatically-bound' or 
'exchangeable' metals. This fraction is commonly the first one in many sequential 
extraction schemes, the amount of metal recovered being determined to a large extent by 
the concentration and charge of the competing ions in the extractant. In soil extraction 
studies, I M solutions and monovalent ions are often the preferred choice (Pickering, 
1986). Stover et at (1976) found IM KN03 to be suitable for recovery of exchangeable 
metals from digested sludge without dissolution of the carbonate and sulphide model 
phases, although these results were not given in the paper. 
Potassium fluoride and acetic acid were evaluated for use in extracting adsorbed metals 
(step 2 of the extraction sequence), with KF being the most suitable as it recovered less 
than I % of the carbonate and sulphide precipitates tested. Acetic acid was found to result 
in considerable dissolution of the carbonate minerals and was, therefore, unsuitable for 
use in the early phases of the extraction. 
Sodium pyrophosphate has been used extensively by other researchers to recover 
organically-bound metals from sediment and soil samples (Pickering, 1986). It was found 
to solubilise less than 20 % of metal carbonates and sulphides tested by Stover et a!. 
(1976), with the exception of lead carbonate (79 %) and, therefore, this reagent was 
proposed for recovery of organically-bound metals in the sludge matrix. 
EDTA was found to remove> 91 % of each metal for the respective metal carbonates 
with the exception of CdC03 (68 %) and also recovered less than 10 % of the metal 
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sulphides except for PbS (29 %), therefore, EDTA seemed a superior reagent for the 
selective extraction of metal carbonates. EDTA is commonly used for the release of 
elements bound by organic matter (Pickering, 1986), however, as N<L!P207 is used prior to 
the EDTA fraction to recover organically-bound metals, the metals recovered in the 
EDT A fraction should be primarily those bound as carbonates. 
Based on these results the following extraction scheme was developed: 
I) Exchangeable metals. I M KNO, is used as the initial extractant for metals bound by exchange sites in 
sludge, for example, metals complexed weakly with organic matter or sorbed to clay minerals through 
ion exchange reactions. The rationale behind this step is that, if the sludge sample is saturated with K+, 
this actively promotes displacement of metal ions held by electrostatic attraction to negative sites on 
particle surfaces (Picketing, 1986). Nitrate ions do not interact with metal ions to form stable 
complexes, so solubilised metals can be attributed solely to cationic competition for retention sites. 
2) Adsorbed metals. KF (0.5 M) is used to extract adsorbed metals from sludge, i.e. metals adsorbed to 
inorganic minerals or the biofloc through physical or chemi-sorption reactions. The pH (6.5) and 
concentration of KF is thought to pennifi'the removal of adsorbed metals through the formation of 
soluble metal-fluoride complexes, while minimising solubilization of organically-bound (complexed Of 
chelated) metals. 
3) Organically-bound metals. Na,P,O, (0.1 M) is used to remove metals chelated or complexed by the 
organic fraction of sludge and was chosen by Stover et al. (1976) because of the low recovery of metal 
precipitates. Pyrophosphate teacts with metals associated with the functional groups present on organic 
acids and so promotes dispersion of the organic colloids. Disruption of the organic entity appears to be 
minimal (Pickering, 1986) and it is, therefore not known whether this fraction would extract metals held 
within intact bacterial cells. 
4) Metal carbonates. EDTA (0.1 M) is used for dissolution of metal carbonates in the Stover sequential 
extraction scheme. 
5) Metal sulphides. HNO, (I M) is used to recover metal from metal sulphides. 
6) Residual metals. The residual sludge pellet is acid digested to recover any remaining metals. 
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TABLE 2.5 Extractability of metal precipitates bv various reaqents (Stover et aI., 1976). 
Percentage of model metal precipitates extracted (%) 
Extractant Pb Zn Cu Cd 
Carbonates 
Oxalate (0.1 M) 1 63 74 10 
Na,P,O, (0.1 M) 79 18 19 1 
Citrate (0.25 M) 4 96 35 <1 
NH,OH (0.1 M) 1 62 27 <1 
Acetic acid (2.5 %) 33 73 50 7 
KF (0.5 m) < 1 1 < 1 < 1 
EDTA (0.1 M) 91 91 95 68 
Sulphides 
Oxalate (0.1 M) < 1 1 10 6 
Na,p,Or(O.1 M) 18 2 <1 10 
Citrate (0.25 M) 1 <1 5 2 
NH,OH (0.1 M) 7 3 1 7 
Acetic acid (2.5 %) 13 6 1 26 
KF (0.5 m) < 1 1 <1 1 
EDTA (0.1 M) 29 2 10 3 
According to the original method of Stover et al. (1976), the sludge to be investigated 
must be dried at 10S °C and ground to pass a O.S mm sieve. The reagent strengths, 
extraction times and solution:solid ratios for the scheme are shown in Table 2.6. 
TABLE 2.6 The Stover sequential chemical extraction scheme for speciation of metals in digested sludge. 
Reagent Concentration Duration of extraction Extractant: so Ii d 
KNO, lM 16 h 50 ml: 1 9 
KF (pH 6.5) 0.5M 16 h 80ml:lg 
Na,P,O, 0.1 M 16 h 80 ml: 1 9 
EDTA 0.1 M 2x8h 80 ml: 1 9 
HNO, 1 M 16 h 50 ml: 1 9 
Effect of sludge drying and storage on metal fractionation results using the Stover 
sequential extraction method 
Oake et al. (1984) compared the effect of sludge drying at 10SoC (as required by the 
Stover Method) on metal speciation, and the changes in metal distribution that occurred 
as a result of sludge storage. The metal distribution patterns for dried and liquid sludges 
were found to correlate, although the magnitudes of the various fractions were not always 
the same. This could also have been the result of experimental error, as it is more difficult 
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to obtain equal and representative samples of the liquid sludge. The only exception to this 
was for zinc, which actually showed a shift in the speciation pattern due to drying. In the 
dried sludge the dominant fraction was organic, whereas in the liquid sludge there was a 
tendency for the carbonate fraction to dominate. Even where this fraction failed to 
achieve dominance it was still substantially increased. Thus, it was concluded that the 
distribution of sludge metals is qualitatively the same for dried and liquid sludge (with 
the exception of zinc) but frequently differs quantitatively, and that the liquid sludges 
yield results more relevant to the field situation since the water content of disposed 
sludge exceeds 65 % even after dewatering treatment. 
When liquid sludge was stored at 4°C for a period of one month, the following changes in 
the metal distribution profiles were reported: with zinc and lead there was a substantial 
shift of metals from the organic fraction to the carbonate and sulphide fractions. With 
nickel there was an apparent doubling of the proportion of metal found in the adsorbed 
fraction, which was derived mainly from the organic fraction. Cadmium and chromium 
showed smaller changes in the distribution patterns and .copper showed no change 
between the fresh and stored sludge. These results demonstrated that liquid sludge is not 
stable and that chemical, biological and physical changes are constantly taking place. It 
was therefore concluded that chemical speciation should wherever possible be undertaken 
with fresh sludge samples.· 
Rudd et al. (1988) compared the results from fractionation of anaerobically digested 
sludge, using both air dried and liquid samples. Generally, it was observed that the liquid 
sludge samples displayed more variation between replicates than the corresponding dried 
forms. The percentage metal recovered (calculated by summation of the extracted 
fractions) was found to be consistent for each element and to be very similar for the 
liquid and air-dried forms. Mean recoveries were reported to be 70, 79, 96, 81 and 82 % 
for Cu, Cd, Ni, Pb and Zn respectively. It was suggested that incomplete recovery of the 
metals may have been due to progressive solids loss during subsequent fractions .. 
The fractionation profiles resulting from the Stover extractions were as follows: 
• Cu always showed a predominance in the sulphide fraction, with this fraction 
accounting for more than 50 % of the total Cu of each sample. The distribution 
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pattern of Cu in liquid sludges was almost identical to that of corresponding air-dried 
sludges. 
• The fractionation profiles of Cd differed according to whether liquid or air-dried 
sludge was extracted. Generally for air-dried sludge the carbonate fraction was 
dominant, followed by the sulphide, organic, adsorbed, exchangeable and residual 
fractions. For the same sludges in the liquid form, the ranking of the exchangeable 
and adsorbed fractions was reversed and the organic fraction was approximately half 
ofthat measured for the air-dried samples. 
• Nickel showed little difference in fractionation profiles obtained with liquid and air-
dried sludges and was also the only metal to be extracted in large proportions by 
KNO) (exchangeable metal) and KF (adsorbed metal), the combined fractions 
accounting for 23 % of the total Ni. The KNO) fraction was always the predominant 
of the two. 
• Zinc was predominantly associated the organic fraction, which comprised 18 - 52 % 
of the total Zn content. The largest Zn fraction in the air-dried sludge was the organic 
fraction, followed by the carbonate fraction/sulphide fraction, then the adsorbed, 
exchangeable and residual fractions. With respect to the liquid sludge samples, 
concentration of Zn in the exchangeable fraction was greater than those in the 
corresponding dried samples. 
Metal distribution profiles obtained using Stover's sequential extraction method to 
fractionate anaerobically digested sludge 
A number of researchers have used the Stover sequential extraction method to investigate 
the partitioning of metals in wastewater sludges. Metal fractionation profiles obtained by 
extracting anaerobically digested sludge with the Stover Method are shown in Table 2.7. 
The fractions have been described with respect to the extractant used, rather than the 
species of metal expected in this fraction, e.g. the so-called sulphide fraction is referred to 
as that extracted by HN03. 
It can be seen that the Stover method yields consistent distribution profiles for metals in 
digested sludge. Copper always shows a dominance in the nitric acid (sulphide) fraction, 
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followed by the EDTA (carbonate) fraction, sodium tetra-pyrophosphate fraction 
(organic), potassium fluoride fraction (adsorbed) and potassium nitrate (exchangeable) 
fraction. The distribution profiles for copper are consistent for results reported by all 
researchers, although it must be noted that there is variation between the actual 
percentages reported. Distribution profiles for zinc are also consistent, with a single 
discrepancy being reported by Mehrota et al. (1988) who found the KN03 (exchangeable) 
zinc fraction to be more concentrated than the KF (adsorbed) fraction. It must be noted 
that the percentage zinc in the KF and KN03 fractions is low (I to 3 %) and experimental 
variation is, therefore, more pronounced at this level. 
Nickel appears to be a problematic metal to speciate, with different distribution profiles 
being reported by different authors, although it is entirely possible that these differences 
reflect the actual nickel speciation of varied sludge samples. In general, it is agreed that 
nickel is one of the few metals to exist in a mobile form in digested sludge with large 
percentages of nickel frequently measured in the exchangeable fractions. 
Cadmium shows consistent results, with the EDT A (carbonate) fraction being dominant 
for all sludges analysed, followed by the sulphide and organic fractions. Only two sets of 
results have been reported for chromium, both of which report the Na4Pz07 (organic) 
fraction to be dominant, followed by the HN03 fraction. The nitric acid fraction is 
generally accepted to contain metals in the form of sulphide precipitates, however, 
chromium does not form insoluble sulphide salts (Mosey, 1976) and it is possible that 
this fraction represents the chromium derived from chromium hydroxide. 
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TABLE 2.7 Metal fractionation profiles for digested sludge using Stover's sequential extraction method. 
Metal Fractionation profile Reference 
Copper HNO, > EDTA > Na,P,O, - KF > KNO, Stover et .1. (1976) 
HNO, »EDTA > Na,P,O, >KF - KNO, O.ke et al. (1984) 
HNO, > EDTA > N.,P,O, - KF - KNO, > residual Lake et.1. (1985) 
HNO, »EDTA > N .. P,O, -KF > KNO, Tester et .1. (1985) 
HNO, > EDTA > Na,P,O, > KF > KNO, > residual Rudd et al. (1988) 
HNO, - EDTA > N.,P,O, > KF > KNO, Mehrota et al. (1988) 
Zinc Na,P,O, > EDTA > HNO, > KF > KNO, Stover et al. (1976) 
Na,P,O,» EDTA > HNO, > KF > KNO, Oake et at (1984) 
Na,P,O, » EDTA > HNO, > KF > residual> KNO, Lake et aL (1985) 
Na,P,O,» EDTA > HNO, >"KF> KNO, Tester et .1. (1985) 
Na,P,O, > EDTA- HNO, >KF > KNO, > residual Rudd et at (1988) 
Na,P,O, » EDTA > HNO, > KNO, - KF Mehrota et al. (1988) 
Nickel EDTA > Na,P,O, > KNO, > KF > HNO, Stover et al. (1976) 
EDTA > KNO, > KF > Na,P,O, - HNO, Oake et aL (1984) 
KNO, > HNO, - EDTA - Na,P,O, - KF - residual Lake et al. (1985) 
EDTA > KNO, > KF > Na,P,O, - HNO, Tester et al. (1985) 
Cadmium EDTA > HNO, > Na,P,O, > KF - KNO, Stover et aL (1976) 
EDTA» HNO,> N.,P,O, > KNO, > KF Oake et al. (1984) 
EDTA > Na,P,O, > HNO, > KNO, > KF - residual Lake et aL (1985) 
EDTA > HNO,> Na,P,O,»KNO, > KF Tester et a!. (1985) 
EDTA > HNO, > Na,P,O, > KF > KNO, > residual Rudd et al. (1988) 
Chromium Na,P,O, > HNO, > EDTA - KF > KNO, Oake et aL (1984) 
Na,P,O, > HNO, > EDTA - KF > KNO, Tester et al. (1985) 
KNO, = exchangeable; KF = adsorbed; Na4P20, = organic; EDTA = carbonate; HNO, = sulphide. 
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Comparison of metal speciation profiles (Stover Method) for raw and anaerobically 
digested sludges 
Lake et al. (1985) used a modified version of the Stover sequential extraction method for 
the fractionation of Cd, Cu, Ni, Pb and Zn in raw and digested sludge. Modifications to 
the original method included the use of a single 16 h EDTA extraction as opposed to a 
double 8 h extraction, and the replacement of I M nitric acid with 6 M nitric acid. The 
primary objective of this research was to investigate the influence of anaerobic digestion 
on metal distribution by comparing distribution profiles of raw and digested sludge. 
Metal distribution in the raw sludge showed the following trends: Pb and Zn 
predominated in the organic fractions, which was consistent with results reported by 
Oake et al. (1984). Cd and Cu predominated in the organic and carbonate fractions 
respectively. Nickel was extracted significantly in the exchangeable sludge fraction 
(approximately 30 %) but showed the greatest concentration in the residual fraction 
(35 % in the raw primary sludge and 48 % in the raw mixed primary sludge). 
Fractionation of digested sludge showed that significant changes occur in metal 
speciation during anaerobic digestion. In general, the overall effect of anaerobic digestion 
was to cause a shift away from the more easily extractable fonus that predominated in the 
raw sludges, towards the less easily extractable precipitated fonus. 
Effect of increasing metal concentrations on metal speciation profiles (Stover Metltod) 
in digested sludge 
A second set of experiments conducted by Lake et al. (1985) was to investigate the effect 
of increasing the total metal concentration in laboratory anaerobic digesters on metal 
distribution within the sludge. The experimental digesters were spiked with metal in the 
feed for approximately 30 d. Total metal concentrations in the experimental digesters 
increased steadily over the period of experimentation whilst the control digesters were 
maintained at steady-state metal concentrations. Results for Cd showed that increasing 
the level of Cd in the digester had a marked effect on the distribution profile, with a 
considerable increase in Cd in the soluble/exchangeable phase and a concomitant 
decrease in organically-bound Cd. 
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Copper showed little change in distribution patterns as a result of the increasing Cu 
concentration, with the sulphide fraction . predominating throughout. Increasing the 
concentration of Ni had the effect of increasing the percentage of metal present in the 
soluble/exchangeable and carbonate fractions, while decreasing the organically bound 
and sulphide forms. Pb and Zn were little affected by increasing metal concentrations, 
although both showed a distribution shift away from exchangeable, adsorbed, sulphide 
and residual forms, towards organically bound and carbonate forms (lead) and 
organically bound and sulphide forms (zinc). 
2.3.1.3 Evaluation of the Stover sequential extraction method 
Although sequential chemical extraction methods have been used quite widely to 
detennine the relative mobility of metals in sewage sludge, little attention has been given 
to the provision of empirical data that support the solubilisation of these individual metal 
species by their designated extractant reagents. Stover et al. (1976) did compare the 
efficiency of reagents for extracting carbonate and sulphide model precipitates, however, 
these experiments were conducted discretely, i.e. not sequentiaUy, which may not be 
representative of the actual sequential extraction method applied to sewage sludge. Rudd 
et al. (1988) have undertaken an extensive investigation to detennine whether the 
reagents used in the Stover extraction scheme are selective for model metal precipitates 
in discrete and sequential applications. In addition, the fate of model phosphate and 
hydroxide compounds of Cu, Cd, Ni, Pb and Zn within the Stover extraction scheme 
were also investigated by Rudd et al. (1988). 
Model metal precipitates were obtained commercially at purities of higher than 92 %. Six 
precipitates were commercially unavailable and were prepared individually from Analar 
grade chemicals. These were CdJ(P04)z, Cd(OH)z, NiS, Nb(P04)z, PbO(OH)z, Zn(OHh. 
A model organic phase was prepared by dosing a laboratory scale activated sludge unit 
fed on synthetic settled sewage with influent concentrations of 0.02 mg/l Cd, 0.2 mg/l Cu, 
Ni and Pb and 1.0 mg/l Zn. Mixed liquor suspended solids (MLSS) removed from the 
reactor were separated by centrifugation and washed three times in distilled water to 
remove soluble and colloidal forms of metals. The solids were then either resuspended in 
distilled water and used within 48 h or dried at 70 QC, ground and stored over silica gel. 
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The chemicals from the Stover extraction scheme were tested for selectivity in discrete 
and sequential experiments. In addition, an alternative scheme was proposed based on the 
use of MgCh (PH 5) for the exchangeable fraction and an acetic acid reagent for 
organically-bound metals. A range of other extractants reported to be selective for the 
organic matter was also compared by means of discrete extractions of the model organic 
phase. These were 0.5 M NaOH, 5.25 % (w/v) NaOCI pH 9.5, I M CH)COONa + 0.25 
NH20H.HCl (pH 5) and 30 % (w/v) H202 + concentrated HNO) at a ratio of20:1. 
The results for discrete and sequential chemical extraction of model metal precipitates 
show that EDT A performed successfully to solubilise metal carbonates under discrete 
application. This agreed with the results achieved by Stover et a1. (1976). The transition 
to sequential application did not affect extraction of copper carbonate (basic) or cadmium 
carbonate. Sequential extraction did result in poorer specificity of EDTA for zinc 
carbonate, approximately 60 % extracted by EDTA and the rest extracted in the residual 
fraction. Only approximately 33 % of the total nickel carbonate were sequentially 
extracted by EDTA, the rest being extracted in the HNO) and residual fractions. Lead 
carbonate was attacked primarily by N1I4P207, as predicted by Stover et a1. (1976). 
Comparison of discrete and sequential leaching of the sulphides showed that the 
combination of reagents applied in sequential extraction generally rendered these 
sulphides more resistant to extraction, so that a significant residual phase was apparent. 
This was particularly marked for eu and Zn sulphides. It would seem that the sulphide 
and residual fractions could be more appropriately classed as a single phase. Nickel 
sulphide was also attacked by KNO) and EDT A. 
The behaviour of metal phosphates under sequential extraction was largely as indicated 
by discrete extraction, with those of eu, Cd, Ni and Pb emerging in the EDT A fraction 
and Zn phosphate in the organic fraction. Discrete extractions of metal hydroxides gave 
predominant removals in the EDTA and nitric acid fractions. By contrast, sequential 
extraction of eu and Ni hydroxides indicated that a large percentage was retained in the 
residual phase, while lead hydroxide, was attacked by sodium tetra-pyrophosphate. 
The researchers concluded that only 8 metal precipitates were extracted specifically by 
their target chemical, these being: Cu and Cd carbonates by EDTA, ZnS in the residual 
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fraction, Cu and Ni phosphate by EDTA and Zn phosphate by Na tetra-pyrophosphate, 
Cd hydroxide by EDTA and lead hydroxide by Na tetra-pyrophosphate. 
In order to determine whether the precipitates under investigation exhibited constant 
extraction characteristics when present in a sludge matrix, model precipitates were spiked 
into wastewater sludges and extracted. With respect to the carbonate phase, zinc was the 
only metal to behave differently in the sludge matrix, being solubilised more by Na tetra-
pyrophosphate instead of EDTA. The sulphide profiles were qualitatively similar to the 
expected profiles, although they differed quantitatively. Higher percentages of Cd and Zn 
sulphides were extracted in the RNO] fraction from the sludge mixture, indicating a 
matrix effect. 
The metal phosphates were less easily extracted from a matrix of digested sludge rather 
than activated or raw sludge. More of the Ni, Cd and Cu phosphates dissolved in the Na 
tetra-pyrophosphate fraction (instead of EDTA) in the sludge matrices. The hydroxide 
precipitates of Cu and Ni were qualitatively similar in profile, but the quantity extracted 
increased up to 66 and 55 % respectively. It is suggested that this may have indicated a 
change of speciation of these metals upon addition to the sludge. Cd, Pb and Zn 
hydroxides differed qualitatively with Cd and Zn being more amenable to extraction and 
Pb more resistant. 
It was concluded by Rudd et al. (1988a) that results from the spiked extractions were 
comparable with those obtained from the model precipitates alone. 
The specificity of reagents for organically-bound metals was investigated using the 
model organic phase described previously. The Na tetra-pyrophosphate reagent which is 
supposed to be specific for the organically bound metals gave the following results: it 
was suitable for extraction of organically bound Pb and Zn but was less effective for the 
other metals. Cu, Cd and Ni were either solubilised rapidly by KNO] or left as insoluble 
forms within the residual phase. That Cu, Cd and Ni were extracted by KNO] could 
indicate that a percentage of these metals are associated to the organic sludge by means 
of ion exchange, in which case they would be expected to be replaced by K+ ions and 
solubilised in this fraction. This suggestion is supported by the research reported in 
Section 2.1.2.5 of this review, in which Gould and Genetelli (1984) demonstrated cation 
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competition between metals for binding sites on digested sludge. That the remainder of 
the organically-bound metals is not extracted at all may indicate that they are located 
intracellularly, as it is not known whether cell disruption is complete during the 
extraction sequence. 
Rudd et al. (1988) also measured the total organic carbon (TOC) content of the two 
fractions. They found considerable organic carbon in the KN03 fraction and very little in 
the Na tetra-pyrophosphate fraction. Although these results suggest that most of the 
organically-bound metals would be extracted in the first stage, it must be noted that 
results reported by other researchers using this sequential extraction method for digested 
sludge have shown very little metal recovery in this fraction, with the exception of Ni. 
Little organic carbon in the latter fraction merely indicates, as reported by Pickering 
(1986), that N<I4P207 solubilises organically-bound metals but does not disrupt the 
organic matrix to any great extent. 
Because of the 'poor' performance of N <l4P207 with the model organic phase, a number 
of other reagents were tested for extraction of organically bound metal. An H202IHN03 
reagent was most effective at solubilising organically-bound metals, but was thought to 
be poorly specific in sequence, solubilising carbonates and sulphides as well. NaOH was 
consistent but only gave a mean percentage removal of 51 % for all metals. Sodium 
hypochlorite was limited by the number of metals it could extract and acetic acid showed 
poor extraction efficiency for Cu. Despite this, acetic acid was shown to be the most 
effective overall and was incorporated into an alternative extraction scheme in which 
magnesium chloride was designated for extraction of exchangeable + adsorbed metals, 
acetic acid for organically-bound metals and EDTA and HN03 for carbonates and 
sulphides respectively. The alternative scheme generally showed better recoveries and 
less metal in the residual phase, although the distribution profiles agreed with those 
obtained using the Stover extraction scheme. Copper exhibited varying degrees of 
resistance to all extractants, Ni was retained either as a highly labile or highly resistant 
form and Pb was strongly associated with the organic phase. 
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2.3.1.4 Other chemical extraction methods for fractionating digested sludge 
Legret et aL (1987) investigated the partitioning of trace metals into the dissolved and 
particulate phases of digested sludge. The dissolved metals were determined by 
centrifugation and subsequent filtration of a sludge sample through a 0.45 !lm membrane. 
The particulate metals were subj ected to a sequential extraction procedure adapted from 
Meguellati et aL (1983): 
Step I - Exchangeable cations: I M BaCl" 16 ml, 2 h shaking. 
Step 2 - Oxidisable phases (organic fraction and sulphides): 30 % H20 2 + O.OiM RNO, (5 + 3), 16 ml, 5 h 
shaking + 1 h 98"C; extracted with 3.5 M CH,COONH" 10 ml, I h shaking. 
Step 3 - Carbonate phases: I M CH,COOH + 0.6 M CH,COONa, 35 mI, 5 h shaking. 
Step 4 - Reducible phases: (Fe and Mn oxyhydrates): 0.1 M NH,OH, HCI + 25 % (v/v) CH,COOH, 35 m!, 
4 h shaking + 1 h 98"C; extracted with 3.5 M CH,COONH" 10 ml, I h shaking. 
Step 5 - Residual fraction ~ dry ashing, 550"C, 2 h + cone HCI + HF (1 + 1),20 ml, evaporated to dryness. 
The results showed that the amount of dissolved metal in the digested sludge was less 
than 3 % on average, with the exception of nickel. The remainder of the trace metals was 
bound to the solid fraction of the sludge. Major disadvantages of this method are that 
organic and sulphide metals are extracted in the same fraction, and Fraction 4 is not 
relevant to anaerobically digested sludge. In general, this appeared to be a rather 
cumbersome method with no obvious advantages over the Stover method except a shorter 
total extraction time, and will not be discussed further. 
Ginter and Grobicki (1995) reported on a simple chemical extraction method for 
anaerobically digested sludge, which appears to have potential as a straightforward 
routine analytical tool. A disadvantage is that it is not capable of identifying as many 
chemical phases as the Stover method. In this method hydrochloric acid (10 %) was used 
to separate digested sludge components into acid soluble substances (ASS) and acid 
insoluble substances (AIS). Metals accumulated outside the biomass are dissolved and 
measured in the ASS fraction, with intracellularly-accumulated metals remaining in the 
AIS fraction. The ASS fraction is proposed to consist mainly of metal precipitates and 
some metals bound to organic matter, for example, extracellular polymers: The AIS 
fraction is proposed to consist mainly of microbial biomass and any acid resistant feed 
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particles. The method requires that one part sludge be added to 2 parts Hel (10 %); mixed 
at 300 rpm for 5 min and centrifuged to separate the ASS and AIS components. 
Analysis of digested sludge using this method has shown that the ASS fraction consists 
primarily of inorganic material (calculated as the difference between total solids (TS) and 
volatile solids (VS), although some organic matter was found in this fraction. The AIS 
fraction shows a higher proportion of VS, and it is stated by the Ginter and Grobicki 
(1995) that the ash content of this fraction corresponds well with the amount of ash 
typically found in bacteria. That is, the ASS fraction is largely representative of metal 
precipitates in the sludge and the AIS fraction is representative of the metal content 
accumulated within the microbial biomass. Results reported for Cd and Ni show that 
large amounts of both metals were present in the solid phase outside the microbial cells 
and, therefore, presumably in the fOIDI of metal carbonates, sulphides or phosphates. 
Although this method only identifies 2 metal fractions in digested sludge it has potential 
as a rapid routine analytical tool in comparison to extraction methods such as Stover et al. 
(1976)'s which requires 80 to 90 hours for completion. 
2.3.2 PROBLEMS ASSOCIATED WITH CHEMICAL FRACTIONATION OF DIGESTED SLUDGE 
The sequential extraction of metals from heterogeneous matrices, such as soil, sediment 
or wastewater sludge samples, is not without problems, and there has been a great deal of 
debate in the literature regarding the relevance of the results obtained (Sterrit and Lester, 
1984; Rapin et aI., 1986; Kersten and Forstner, 1987; Kheboian and Bauer, 1987; Martin 
et aI., 1987; Rudd et aI., 1988a; Nirel and Morel, 1990; Forstner, 1993; Wallman et aI., 
1993). 
The first and most obvious problem associated with chemical fractionation of digested 
sludge is that the extraction procedures may only represent arbitrary divisions between 
different trace metal forms (Sterrit and Lester, 1984). That is, the reagents are not 
completely selective for one form of metal resulting in 'blurring' of the fractions. It is, 
therefore, accurate to state that a percentage of the total metal is extracted in a certain 
chemical fraction, e.g. 50 % zinc in an EDTA fraction. However, it may not be accurate 
to classify all the zinc in this fraction as zinc carbonate, in reality this fraction could over-
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represent, under-represent or even completely misrepresent the percentage of zinc 
carbonate in the digested sludge. 
Most researchers agree that the sequential extraction procedures are capable of producing 
'operationally defined' fractions (as described above), but should be interpreted with care 
regarding the actual metal species in these fractions. However, many users of sequential 
.extraction still use the literal translations of the methods to report their results. 
The second problem is that sequential addition of chemicals may actually result in the 
production of artefacts, by altering the forms of metal in the sample and possible even 
introducing new metal species that were not present in the original sample (Rap in et aI., 
1986). For example, concerns exist over the use of dithionite in the early stages of a 
sequential extraction procedure, as it is thought that this could result in the production of 
metal sulphides (Pickering, 1986). Problems have been reported with re-adsorption or re-
distribution of metals which, after liberation have a chance to re-associate with remaining 
undissolved sediment components before recovery of the extractant (Rendell et aI., 1980; 
Kheboian and Bauer, 1987). However, Belzille et al. (1989) commented on a number of 
the reports of metal 're-adsorption' by concluding that these researcher used large spikes 
of metals, which greatly exceed the amount that would be present in natural samples and, 
therefore, the capabilities of the methods. It is entirely possible, therefore, that reports of 
're-adsorption' are largely based on saturation of extractants with unusually high 
concentrations of metals. Belzille et al. (1989) found that all their trace metal spikes were 
recovered within the limits given by experimental errors (~ 10 % standard deviation 
(SD». 
Another factor that is strongly debated is the fact that the sequential extraction procedures 
are generally performed aerobically, to fractionate samples taken from anaerobic 
environments. This is particularly relevant to anoxic sediment samples and some authors 
have reconunended that entire extractions be undertaken in oxygen-free conditions 
(Rap in et aI., 1986; Forstner 1993). This is however an extremely cumbersome approach 
that has not been considered necessary with respect to fractionation of wastewater 
sludges, but should be kept in mind when interpreting the results. In general, the well-
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known analytical concept of treating 'controls' or 'standards' by exactly the same method 
as the samples has been used to validate 'aerobic' extractions of anaerobic samples. 
As well as operational factors that may affect the metal speciation profiles, it has also 
been noted by Nirel and Morel (1990) that the form of-presenting results as percentages 
of a variable total sometimes leads to misinterpretation of results. For example, a 
changing percentage of metal in a certain fraction might actually obscure the fact that the 
concentration of metal in this fraction remained constant, while the total metal 
concentration changed. 
2.3.3 SUMMARY 
With respect to metal speciation using sequential extraction: 
• Chemical extraction techniques aim to divide metal species into specific fractions, by 
sequential removal of metal phases (from the weakly to the strongly bound) with 
reagents of decreasing pH and increasing aggressivity. 
• In practice, this is not a precise method and it is recommended that fractions are 
reported as 'operationally-defined' rather than as representing a particular metal phase. 
• Stover et al. (1976) was the first researcher to adapt a sequential extraction method for 
soils, for use in fractionating metals in wastewater sludges. Using this method, metals 
are separated into 5 fractions thought to represent exchangeable, adsorbed, organic-
bound, carbonate and sulphide metals. 
• Researchers using the Stover Method for fractionation of metals in digested sludges 
have reported similar metal speciation profiles for copper, zinc, cadmium, lead and 
chromium. Nickel, however, appears to be more problematic and variability in the 
results reported can be seen. 
• Sludge drying (as recommended in the Stover Method) and sludge storage have both 
been found to change the results obtained using the Stover Method. It is recommended 
that liquid sludges be fractionated as soon as possible after sample collection to 
minimise these effects. 
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• Validation of the Stover Method by Rudd et al. (1988a) showed that a number of 
model compounds were not extracted in their target fractions. Spiking the model 
compounds into sludge matrices did not seem to have much effect on the results 
overall, and in some cases 'improved' the results in that model compounds were 
extracted more efficiently by their 'target' reagents. 
• Problems with sequential extraction methods have been identified as: non-specificity 
of reagents; potential production of artefacts; re-adsorption of metals to the sample 
matrix during extractions and 'aerobic' extractions of anaerobic samples. 
In spite of the potential problems of sequential extraction, many researchers favour the 
use of these methods on the basis that the results offer an insight into metal speciation in 
complex matrices, for which no alternative methods exist. Among the researchers that 
favour these methods, the general opinion is that the results should be interpreted with 
care and that the use of 'operationally defined' fractions might be more appropriate for 
reporting of results, unless validation of a method using model compounds, has been 
undertaken. 
2.4 METHODS FOR SPECIATION OF PHOSPHORUS 
Methods for the chemical extraction of different forms of phosphorus were originally 
developed in the field of soil science. These methods were adapted for characterising the 
various phosphorus phases in sediments. Phosphorus within a sediment can be either 
bound to a crystal lattice, adsorbed (mainly to hydroxides), or complexed with high 
molecular weight organic matter. Because a physical separation is not possible, the most 
common approach is to treat the sample consecutively with leaching solutions, acting 
chemically via ion-exchange, selective desorption and dissolution, or destruction (e.g. 
organic material) (Sager, 1988). The basic principle of these procedures is the different 
reactivity of solid substrates to different extractants. The resulting distributions are not 
usually considered as absolute, but generally referred as operational or functional 
(Barb anti et al., 1994). An alternative to sequential extraction is the use of chelating 
agents to extract or determine phosphorus bound to particles with a certain strength or 
binding energy. 
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Sediment phosphorus fractionation is used as a means of chemically characterising 
sediments with respect to phosphorus mobility, i.e. bioavailability. Hence, the association 
of phosphate with iron, aluminium and calcium, the adsorptive properties of hydroxides, 
carbonates and clays, and the presence of organic phosphorus, are of particular interest. 
These objectives are similar to those required of a fractionation scheme which aims to 
characterise phosphorus in anaerobically digested sludge, hence these methods may be 
suitable for speciation of phosphorus in wastewater sludge. 
The principal cations for insolubilisation of phosphorus in digested sludge are probably 
calcium and iron. This includes co-precipitationladsorption of phosphorus to calcium 
carbonate. Moreover, if aluminium salts are used for flocculationlCPR, aluminium plays 
a role in insolubilising phosphorus in digested sludge. When considering digestion of 
BPR sludge, the importance of magnesium in phosphorus precipitation becomes 
apparent. Magnesium phosphates such as struvite have not traditionally been included in 
fractionation schemes developed for ssdimentary phosphorus. 
The objective of this section of the Literature Review was to investigate the existing 
options for phosphorus fractionation, including the advantages and disadvantages of the 
existing methods, in order to identify the most suitable method for fractionating 
phosphorus in anaerobically digested sludge. 
2.4.1 SEQUENTIAL EXTRACTION TECHNIQUES FOR PHOSPHORUS FRACTIONATION 
Over the years, numerous phosphorus extraction procedures have been developed. In 
Table 2.8, the details of some of the most widely used phosphorus sequential extraction 
schemes are given. Most of these are modifications of the sequence originally suggested 
by Chang and Jackson (1957) for fractionation of phosphorus in soils. 
The principal shortcoming of the method of Chang and Jackson (1957) is that NH4F-
extracted phosphorus is partially re-adsorbed by calcium fluorides, which are formed as a 
by-product during this extraction. This effect is especially marked in calcium-rich 
matrices and results in an under-estimation of the aluminium-bound phosphorus fraction. 
In addition to this, some iron-phosphates are also solubilised in the NH4F fraction, 
whereas they should be extracted in the following NaOH extraction. 
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Williams et al. (1980) reports on the modification ofthe original procedure of Chang and 
Jackson, during which the idea of identifying discrete phosphorus compounds was 
gradually abandoned, probably due to technical difficulty. Instead, sedimentary 
phosphorus was separated into non-apatite P, apatite P and organic P (Table 2.8). Organic 
phosphorus was considered to be completely extracted by sodium hydroxide (lM) and 
hydrochloric acid (IM). Inorganic phosphorus was assumed to be recovered as 
orthophosphate in the NaOH and HCI fractions, and organic phosphorus as non-
orthophosphate. The organic phosphorus content was, therefore, calculated from the 
difference between total phosphorus and soluble reactive phosphorus (orthophosphate) in 
these extractions. 
This fractionation scheme was evaluated with respect to a number of minerals commonly 
found in soils and sediments. In general, the results were in agreement with the objective 
of the method, that is, to distinguish between non-apatite (Fe, AI) phosphorus and 
phosphorus bound as apatite. An 'exception to this was the almost total recovery of 
hydroxyapatite (fish bones) in the CBD fraction, whereas it should have been recovered 
in the last (HCI) fraction. This was attributed to the fact that bone minerals have a low 
degree of crystallinity, which is consistent with the observation that bone minerals are 
rapidly degraded/solubilised in sediments. It was further suggested that most of the 
amorphous phosphate compounds found in soils would be readily extracted with the CBD 
reagent. 
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TABLE 2.8 Extraction schemes for determinin a the fractional composition of phosphorus. 
Reference Extraction Extraction Proposed fraction Application 
conditions for 0.59 
dried sample 
Chang and Jackson (1957) IM NH,CI Labile P Soils 
0.5M NH,F pH 8.2 AI-bound P 
O.IM NaOH Fe-bound P 
0.5M HCI Ca-bound P 
CBD Reductant soluble P 
O.IM NaOH Refractory P 
Williams et al. (1980) CBD 15 min; 50 ml; 81l'C Non-apatite P Sediments 
IM NaOH 17h;50ml Fe P; AI P; Organic P 
0.5M HCI 1 h; 50 ml Apatite P 
Hieltjies and Lijklema (1980) 1M NH,CI pH 7 2h (x2); 50 ml LabileP Sediments 
O.IM NaOH 17 h; 50 ml Fe P; AI P; Organic P 
0.5M HCI 24 h; 50 ml Apatite P 
Furumai and Ohgaki (1982) 0.5M NH,CI 30min Labile P Sediments 
1M NaOH 20.5 h Fe P; AI P; Organic P 
1MHCI 20.5 h Apatite P 
Psenner et al. (1985) H,O deoxygenated 10 min Water-soluble P Sediments 
0.11 M BD 85'C or 40'C. 40min Reductant-soluble P 
IM NaOH 16 h Fe P; AI P; Organic P 
0.5M HCI 16 h Ca bound P 
IM NaOH 85'C 24 h Refractory P 
Psenner et al. (1988) IMNH,CI pH7 2 h (x2), 25 ml NH,CI P Sediments 
O.IIM BD 25'C 1 h (x2), 25 ml BDP 
IM NaOH 18 h, 1 h, 25 ml NaOH extractable P 
0.5M HCI 18h,1h,25ml HCI extractable P 
Goltermann and Booman 0.02M Ca-NTA + 30min Fe-bound P Sediments 
(1988) dithionite + 0.1 M Tris-
buffers, pH 8. 
0.05M Na-EDTA pH 8 1 t02 h Ca-bound P 
6M H,SO, + H,O, 30 % Residual (organic) P 
at 135'C 
Uhlmann etal. (1990) H,O 12 min, 50 ml Water-soluble P Activated 
0.IIMBD40'C 30 min, 12 min, 25 ml Reductant-soluble P sludge 
IM NaOH 18 h, 12 min, 25 ml Fe P; AI P; Organic P 
O.5MHCI 18 h, 12 min, 25 ml Ca bound P 
Ruttenberg (1992) IM MgCI2 pH 8 2 h, 50 ml, 25'C Exchangeable P Sediments 
CBD pH 7.6 8 h, 45 ml, 25'C Reducible P 
1 M Na-acetate in acetic 6 h, 50 ml, 25'C Hydroxyapatite, CaCO, 
acid pH 4 bound P 
IMHCI 16 h, 50 ml, 25'C Fluoroapatite P 
Ignition at 550'C + Ash 550'C Organic P 
IMHCI 16 h, 50 ml, 250C 
CBD = Cifrate Bicarbonate Dithionite; BD = Bicarbonate Dithionite. 
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The mineral vivianite (ferrous phosphate) was extracted in the CBD fraction when alone 
in solution (Williams et aI., 1980). However, when added to sediment, complete recovery 
of vivianite P was only achieved after the succeeding NaOH extraction. This suggests 
that phosphorus extracted from vivianite by CBD was re-adsorbed to the sample matrix, 
or that compounds in the sample matrix were preferentially solubilised by CBD. It was 
mentioned by the researchers that re-adsorption of extracted phosphorus had previously 
been noted to occur in both NH4F and NaOH extractions. The possibility of re-adsorption 
of extracted phosphorus is therefore a potential artefact, which may need to be taken into 
account, particularly when fractionating calcium-rich samples. 
Hieltjies and Lijklema (1980) investigated the above-mentioned method of Williams et 
al. (1980) using models compounds of Ca\O(OHhCP04)6, Ca3(P04)z, Fe-P and 
AIP04.xH20. The main conclusion of the experiments was that the CBDINaOH 
combination of extractants was unsuitable for separation of calcium-bound and iron-
laluminium-bound phosphorus, because it resulted in substantial extraction of calciurn-
bound phosphorus from hydroxyapatite (31.2 %) and Ca3(P04h (33.6 %), which should 
only have been extracted in the following HCI step. The strongly chelating citrate ion in 
the CBD reagent was thought to be the reason for the lack of selectivity. It was 
demonstrated by Psenner (\985) that the CBD extraction method also solubilised organic 
phosphorus, further emphasising the unsuitability of this reagent for an extraction scheme 
which aims to differentiate between organic phosphorus, phosphorus in apatite 
compounds and non-apatite phosphorus. 
Hieltjies and Lijklema (\980) also investigated the use of reagents in the initial phases of 
extraction to remove calcium that is loosely-bound or in the form of CaC03. The 
objective ofthis being removal of calcium carbonates, which might result in resorption of 
phosphorus during the following NaOH extraction. Neutralised NH4CI (IM) had been 
used previously to estimate labile phosphorus and to remove carbonates and loosely 
bound calcium ions. The disadvantage of this reagent was that it also extracted 
approximately 5 % of the phosphorus from the model calcium phosphates tested by 
Hieltjies and Lijklema (1980). Experiments with various other reagents were, however, 
unsatisfactory with respect to removal of carbonates and it was concluded that the 
quantities of calcium-bound phosphorus dissolved in ~Cl were relatively unimportant, 
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the prevention of re-adsorption of phosphorus on carbonates being more significant. 
Thus, a 3 stage extraction scheme was proposed by Hieltjies and Lijklema (1980) using 
NH4CI, NaOH and HCI (Table 2.8). An advantage of this scheme is analytical simplicity, 
as estimation of reactive phosphorus in CBD reagent requires a cumbersome destruction 
of the extractant prior to analysis. 
Furumai and Ohgaki (1982) used a sequential extraction scheme similar to that of 
Hieltjies and Lijklema (1980) to investigate phosphorus fractionation in canal sediments. 
The details of the extraction method are given in Table 2.8. The method was tested using 
pure phosphate compounds, viz. CalO(OHMP04)6, Fe)(P04)z.8H20, FeP04.4H20 and 
AIP04.xH20, which were spiked into the canal sediment before extraction. The iron and 
aluminium phosphates were reco,;,ered as soluble reactive phosphate in the NaOH 
fraction and the hydroxyapatite as soluble reactive phosphate in the HCI fraction. 
The extraction of organic phosphorus was also investigated using green algal cells, casein 
(a phosphoprotein) and activated sludge. All the phosphorus from the algal cells was 
recovered as non-reactive phosphorus in the NaOH extract. This should have been the 
case with casein, however, approximately 40 % of the casein was hydrolysed during the 
extraction and was, therefore, recovered as reactive phosphorus. Most of the phosphorus 
from the activated sludge was recovered as non-reactive phosphorus in the NaOH extract, 
with the remainder recovered in the residual fraction. It was concluded by Furumai and 
Ohgaki (1982) that organic-phosphorus is extracted primarily as non-reactive phosphorus 
in NaOH, and then as residual phosphorus. As most inorganic phosphorus compounds are 
completely solubilised before the residual fraction, it is probable that the majority of 
phosphorus recovered in this fraction originates from refractory organic material. 
In 1985, Psenner et al. proposed a scheme for fractionation of sedimentary phosphorus 
that followed the original ideas of Chang and Iackson (1957). That is, an extraction 
scheme with the aim of finding chemical or mineralogical definitions of the phosphorus 
forms in lake sediments. The authors stated their awareness of the difficulties and 
restrictions involved with this approach to phosphorus fractionation. The scheme (shown 
in Table 2.8) was designed to separate the following fractions: 
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1. Water soluble phosphorus: Extraction with deionised water is thought to give a good 
estimate of labile phosphorus and includes loosely-bound or loosely-adsorbed 
phosphorus. When compared with NH4CI extraction it was found thatNH4CI 
sometimes extracted more phosphorus than water and sometimes less. With both 
extractants, however, the phosphorus extracted was below 1 % of the total 
phosphorus of the sediment. An additional advantage of the water extraction is 
removal of dissolved species such as Fe2+ and C~+, which could interfere with 
subsequent extraction procedures. 
2. Bicarbonate dithionite extractable phosphorus: Under natural conditions in a 
sediment, iron is usually solubilised by a reduction reaction (Goltermann, 1982), 
therefore, reducing agents such as dithionite are used to mimic this extraction and 
subsequent release of phosphorus. Dithionite is active at neutral pH and is, therefore, 
more suitable than reductants such as ascorbic acid, which is only active in an acid 
medium (Goltermarm and Boom,an, 1988). Initially, extraction with bicarbonate 
dithionite was performed at 85°C. It was discovered, however, that extraction at this 
temperature resulted in more phosphorus being extracted from invertebrates, bacteria, 
algae and cyanobacteria than from inorganic particles. Whereas, at 40°C most of the 
target inorganic phosphorus (mostly iron associated P) was extracted with little effect 
on the organic phosphorus. Both reactive and non-reactive phosphorus were 
measured in the BD extract, which must be aerated in the presence of EDT A prior to 
orthophosphate analysis to prevent chemical interference. Psenner and Puckso (1988) 
reported that pure FeP04 was not extracted quantitatively with their BD reagent at 
40°C .. The addition of citrate gave a more complete extraction but resulted in 
extraction of other phosphorus compounds, as found by Hieltjies and Lijklema 
(1980). Psenner and Puckso (1988) stated that no experimental evidence was 
available at the time to verify whether BD-extracted inorganic phosphorus was iron-
or manganese-bound phosphorus, or indeed an artefact of the method itself. The 
authors suggested that it seemed reasonable that BD would extract phosphorus bound 
to iron hydroxides, which are sensitive to low redox potential. It is known that 
goethite (a-FeOOH) adsorbs phosphate strongly and that, even at hundredfold 
concentrations of organic ligands such as oxalate and citrate, phosphate has been 
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found to be adsorbed predominantly by FeOOH. Moreover, organic ligands of humic 
origin were actually displaced from the surface of goethite when phosphate was 
added to the solution. It was suggested by Psenner and Puckso (1988) that the use of 
more 'natural' reducing agents (such as H2S) might be more appropriate than BD to 
determine redox sensitive phosphorus, as the results would reflect sediment 
conditions more closely. 
3. NaOH extractable phosphorus: There are 2 NaOH extractions III this sequential 
extraction sequence. The first is performed at room temperature and the second at 
85°C. Approximately 80 % of the sediment phosphorus recovered in the first NaOH 
fraction was found to be non-reactive, i.e. of organic origin. Moreover, a good linear 
correlation was found between organic matter in the sediment and the amount of 
phosphorus recovered as non-reactive phosphorus in the initial NaOH fraction 
(Psenner and Puckso, 1988). This fraction is likely to include humic and fulvic acids, 
which are known to be solubilised by NaOH (Oluyedun et aI., 1991). The soluble 
reactive phosphorus fraction in NaOH represents inorganic phosphorus adsorbed to 
metal oxides (A\zO) and other surfaces, exchangeable against OH" (iron and 
aluminium phosphates) and phosphorus compounds soluble in bases (Psenner et ai., 
1988). 
4. Hel extractable phosphorus: Extraction with HCl is commonly used to recover 
phosphorus from hydroxyapatite. Results from Psenner and Puckso (1988) showed 
that 85 % of the sediment phosphorus recovered in this fraction was reactive, i.e. of 
inorganic origin. Phosphorus in this fraction represents that bound to calcium 
carbonate, calcium phosphate minerals and phosphorus released by dissolution of 
oxides (not adsorbed to the surface). It may also contain traces of hydrolysed organic 
phosphorus (Psenner et ai., 1988). 
5. NaOH extractable phosphorus (85°C): The second NaOH extraction is a hot alkali 
extraction. Far less phosphorus is usually recovered in this fraction than in the 
previous NaOH fraction, although, the ratio of organic to inorganic phosphorus is 
similarly high. This extraction is, therefore, useful for recovering organic phosphorus 
that is strongly resistant to extraction, e.g. organic-phosphorus from activated sludge 
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which has previously been found in the residual fraction (Furumai and Ohgaki, 1982). 
An advantage of the hot alkali extraction over acid digestion is that the organic 
phosphorus seems to remain in the unhydrolysed form and can, therefore, be 
differentiated from inorganic phosphorus. Whereas, during acid digestion most 
phosphorus is hydrolysed to orthophosphate. 
Psenner et al. (1988) also published a revised version of the 1985 method. The original 
water extraction was replaced with NH4Cl but no reason for this change was given in the 
paper. Phosphorus extracted by NH4Cl is termed labile, and release of phosphorus as a 
result of increasing salinity also occurs in this fraction. It was noted by the authors that 
NH4Cl also dissolved small amounts of iron- and aluminium-bound phosphorus and 
affected the solubility of calcium-bound phosphorus. It was suggested that all subsequent 
fractions could show slight effects if the sediment was pre-treated with ammonium 
chloride, and that NH4Cl extraction can lead to artefacts. The remaining extraction steps 
remained as described by P"~nner et al. (1988), although the hot NaOH extraction was 
replaced by a simple calculation of residual phosphorus (TP - sum ofP in the fractions). 
The method of Psenner et al. (1988) was adapted by Uhlmann et al. (1990) for 
fractionating phosphorus in activated sludge from a combined BPRlCPR plant. Details of 
the method are given in Table 2.8. It was found that most of the phosphorus in the 
aerobic activated sludge was extracted with NaOH and recovered as non-reactive 
phosphorus. This phosphorus fraction included organic phosphorus compounds such as 
phosphosaccharides (AMP, ADP, ATP), nucleic acids, phospholipids, inosit-
hexaphosphate (phytin), organic phosphorus bound to Fe or Mn and humic acids. Also 
included in this fraction were thought to be the intracellularly stored polyphosphates 
characteristic of BPR sludge, as polyphosphates are highly soluble in alkaline media. 
When samples from the anaerobic section of the nutrient removal plant were analysed, 
the NaOH non-reactive phosphorus fraction was found to be considerably decreased. This 
was taken as further evidence of the presence of polyphosphates in this fraction, as 
release of polyphosphates is known to occur under anaerobic conditions in a BPR plant. 
It was concluded by the researchers that the NaOH extractable non-reactive phosphorus 
fraction is a good measure of stored polyphosphates in BPR activated sludge. The BPR 
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plant was also subject to iron dosing (ferric sulphate) for CPR. This resulted in the a large 
portion of the phosphorus being recovered in the BD fraction, this phosphorus was 
presumably adsorbed to ferric hydroxide or in the form of a ferric hydroxyphosphate, as 
ferric phosphate is not recovered very successfully with BD (Psenner et aI., 1988; own 
research). 
The methods discussed to this point have all been based on sequential extraction. As 
mentioned earlier, another approach to phosphorus fractionation exists, which consists of 
extracting or determining phosphorus bound to particles with a certain strength or binding 
energy. Fractions such as labile, loosely-bound, exchangeable, mobile or algal-available 
are defined, although definitions of these terms are usually experimentally derived and 
are consequently highly variable between authors (Pettersson et aI., 1988). 
One of the foremost advocates of this approach is the researcher, Goltermann 
(Goltermann, 1982; Goltermann and Booman, 1988; de Groot and Goltermann, 1990). 
The main argument against the traditional sequential extraction schemes is that strongly 
acidic and alkaline solutions should be avoided during phosphorus extraction, as they are 
too aggressive and do not deliver well defined fractions. In particular, it is argued that the 
use of IM NaOH in the traditional schemes results in re-adsorption of phosphorus by 
calcium carbonate, leading to an underestimation of Fe-bound phosphorus and an 
overestimation of Ca-bound phosphorus. The alternative suggested by Goltermann and 
Booman (1988) is the use of chelating agents for phosphorus recovery, which work at the 
same pH as the sediment and can theoretically extract Fe- and Ca-bound phosphorus 
without disturbing clay-bound or organic phosphorus. 
Goltermann (1982) and Goltermann and Booman (1988) developed an extraction 
technique designed to separate ferric hydroxide bound phosphorus and calcium carbonate 
bound phosphorus, using chelating agents (Table 2.8). In the original method Ca-NTA 
was used to extract Fe-bound phosphorus and Na-EDTA to extract Ca-bound phosphorus, 
according to the following: 
Fe(OOH}-P + Ca-NTA B Fe-NTA + Ca + P 
CaC03-P + Na-EDTA B Ca-EDTA + P 
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The extractant solutions were buffered to maintain a constant pH, thereby, avoiding 
release of phosphorus due to pH effects. Extraction of Fe-bound phosphorus was found to 
be extremely slow using Ca-NTA alone, even though in theory this should take place 
easily in view of its thermodynamics. It was suggested that this was caused by a lack of 
adsorption of the NT A onto the F eOOH. In order to improve the kinetics of the reaction, 
a reducing agent (dithionite) was introduced into the Ca-NTA reagent (Goltermann and 
Booman, 1988). This reduced the extraction time required for release of Fe-bound 
phosphorus to 30 minutes. 
The method was found to efficiently distinguish between Fe- and Ca-bound phosphorus, 
without solubilising organic phosphorus. A comparison of the above-mentioned method 
with a 'traditional' extraction approach showed that extraction of Fe-bound phosphorus 
using O.lM NaOH yielded much lower quantities of Fe-bound phosphorus in comparison 
with the Ca-NTA dithionite reagent. A disadvantage of this method is that both EDTA 
and NTA interfere with ortho-phosphate determination by the molybdate-ascorbic acid 
method, probably by chelation. Thus, prior to phosphate analysis both EDT A and NT A 
must be destroyed with acid. 
2.4.2 COMMON PROBLEMS WITH PHOSPHORUS SEQUENTIAL EXTRACTION PROCEDURES 
Many of the problems that were discussed with respect to metal fractionation sequential 
extraction schemes (e.g. non-selectivity of extractants) are also applicable to phosphorus 
sequential extraction schemes. There are two issues, however, which are thought to be 
particularly important with respect to phosphorus fractionation, these being re-adsorption 
of phosphorus during extractions and accurate measurement of organic phosphorus 
fractions. 
2.4.2.1 Re-adsorption of phosphorus during extraction 
When phosphorus is extracted under strongly alkaline conditions, such as the NaOH 
extractions used by many researchers to recover inorganic and organic phosphorus (see 
Table 2.8), solubilised phosphorus can be re-adsorbed by components of the sample 
matrix. Calcium carbonate has been cited as being particularly problematic, being a 
strong adsorbent of phosphorus under these alkaline conditions. This can result in results 
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being incorrect in two instances, firstly, the NaOH-extractable phosphorus is 
underestimated and, secondly, calcium carbonate dissolved in the following acid 
extraction contains a far higher concentration of phosphorus than was present in the 
original sample. 
In order to investigate phosphorus re-adsorption by calcium carbonate in NaOH, de Groot 
and Goltennarm (1990) compared a method using che1ating agents for phosphorus 
fractionation (Goltennann and Booman, 1988), versus the more traditional sequential 
extraction scheme proposed by Hieltjies and Lijklema (1980) (details of both methods are 
in Table 2.8). Both methods were used to fractionate phosphorus in various calcareous 
sediments. It was found that between 2 and 10 times more Fe-bound phosphorus was 
extracted with NTA (Golterrnann and Booman, 1988) than with NaOH (Hieltjies and 
Lijklema, 1980). Moreover, about twice as much CaC03-P was extracted with the latter 
method. This was suggested to be due to re-adsorption of released phosphorus during the 
NaOH extraction, which was solubilised in the following HCI extraction, resulting in an 
over-recovery of 'Ca-bound phosphorus'. The over-recovery of Ca-bound phosphorus 
could not be accounted for completely by re-adsorption of extracted Fe-bound 
phosphorus. It was suggested by de Groot and Goltennarm (1990) that some hydrolysis of 
organic phosphorus could have occurred during the NaOH extraction, this hydrolysed 
phosphate also being re-adsorbed and then recovered during acid extraction. 
The same effect was noted when a mixture ofFeOOH-P and CaC03-P was extracted with 
the method of Hieltjies and Lijklema (1980). Moreover, little removal of carbonates was 
noted in the NH4CI extraction, although this was claimed to be one of the principal 
advantages of using NH4CI as a first extraction step (Hieltjies and Lijklema, 1980). 
Ruttenberg (1992) showed that the degree of readsorption of phosphorus depended 
largely on the sediment type and the extraction step, with calcareous sediments and 
sodium hydroxide being particularly problematic. HCI extraction steps were not thought 
to be prone to re-adsorption of phosphorus, as HCI can protonate phosphates and stabilise 
them in solution as H2P04- and H3P04. Ruttenberg (1992) found that, in many cases, re-
adsorption compromised the results of the entire extraction sequence, and recommended 
the use of a I M MgCh wash after each extraction step to recover re-adsorbed 
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phosphorus by means of a dual action: competition by cr and complexing by Mg2+. Lebo 
(1991) followed a similar approach but used 0.3 M NaCI instead ofMgCb. 
As the principal cause of this phenomenon seems to be adsorption of phosphorus to 
CaC03, this could present a significant problem when fractionating anaerobically 
digested sludge, which contains a high concentration of calcium carbonate. 
2.4.2.2 Hydrolysis of organic phosphorus 
None of the sequential extraction procedures described in Table 2.8 determines organic 
phosphorus directly. Instead, organic phosphorus is determined in one of the following 
ways: 
• Subtracting the sum ofreactive phosphates in the inorganic fraction extracts from the 
total phosphorus (Chang and Jackson, 1957; Williams et aI., 1980; Hieltjies and 
Lijklema, 1980; Goltermann and Booman, 1988). 
• Summing the differences between total and reactive phosphates III each extract 
(Furumai and Ohgaki, 1982). 
• Subtracting reactive phosphates from total phosphates III the NaOH extraction 
(Psenner et aI., 1985). 
One of the main reasons why few extractions schemes aim to specifically solubilise 
organic phosphorus is probably the intrinsic difficulty in identifying representative 
organic substrates for testing extractants and procedures. Dead and live algal cells 
(representing organic phosphorus) were fractionated using the method of Hieltjies and 
Lijklema (1980). The phosphate from the dead algae was extracted entirely during the 
HCI extraction, whereas that from the live algae was extracted primarily with NaOH (65 
%), the remainder being extracted with HCI. de Groot and Goltermann (1990) concluded 
that the amount of organic phosphorus and the step in which it was extracted depended 
on the source of the material, making it impossible to establish a "correction factor". 
Ruttenberg (1992) found that most of the organic phosphorus content of live 
phytoplankton and zooplankton was extracted in the first step of this extraction sequence 
(1 M MgCh), instead of the t~get 5th step (dry oxidation at 550°C followed by HCI 
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extraction). This was, however, not thought to be surprising, as most of the organic 
phosphorus content oflive phytoplankton is very labile and water soluble. Therefore, in a 
natural system most of this phosphorus would be extracted from the organic matter 
before it reached the sediment. It was concluded by Ruttenberg (1992) that extracting live 
planktonic cells did not accurately represent the less labile organic phosphorus that would 
be found in sediments. 
The selectivity of different extractants with respect to organic phosphorus is still a 
controversial subject (Barbanti et aI., 1994). The generally held belief that it is possible to 
differentiate between organic and inorganic phosphorus because the differentiation is 
maintained in the extracts, relies on the premise that organic phosphorus is not 
hydrolysed during the extractions. This is not always true, as shown by Furumai and 
Ohgaki (1982) who reported hydrolysis of a phosphoprotein, casein, during NaOH 
extraction. 
., 
It should be noted that hydrolysis of organic phosphorus might also occur as a result of 
acidification during measurement of soluble reactive phosphorus (SRP). Baldwin (1998) 
reported that hydrolysis of organic phosphorus compounds could take place during the 
standard SRP test. Certain organic phosphorus compounds were more susceptible to 
hydrolysis than others. Tripolyphosphate, DNA, RNA and inositol hexaphosphate were 
resistant to acid hydrolysis «2% hydrolysis under the SRP test conditions). Cyclic 
AMP, 2-monophosphate and phosphoryIchlorine chloride were hydrolyses to a limited 
but significant extent (7 to 37 %) and finally, 5-AMP underwent nearly 100 % hydrolysis 
(Baldwin, 1998). The author concluded that SRP cannot unequivocally be equated with 
free orthophosphate because the acidic molybdenum blue reagent used to determine SRP 
appeared to be able to hydrolyse some organic phosphorus compounds .. 
The same problems exists as for erratic extraction of organic phosphorus compounds, in 
that the 'error' is not standard, some organic phosphorus compounds being hydrolysed 
during the SRP test and others remaining unaffected. 
It is, therefore, necessary to be aware of the limitations of identifying organic phosphorus 
by differentiation between soluble reactive phosphorus and total phosphorus. These 
limitations have been accepted, as this is still the simplest and most effective technique 
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for differentiating between organic and inorganic phosphorus III sediment/sludge 
samples. 
2.4.3 SUMMARY 
In conclusion to this review of phosphorus fractionation techniques, the following 
observations can be made: 
• Phosphorus fractionation is performed exclusively by means of sequential extraction 
techniques. 
• Phosphorus fractionation techniques are well developed with respect to sediments, 
but have not yet been widely applied to wastewater sludges. 
• Most sequential extraction methods for phosphorus fractionation are based on the 
principle of differentiating between labile phosphorus, calcium (hydroxyapatite) 
phosphorus, organic phoLl'horus and 'other' phosphorus, which includes the iron and 
aluminium phosphates. 
• Extraction of organic, Iron and aluminium phosphates with IM NaOH can be 
problematic in samples with high concentrations of calcium carbonate, to which re-
adsorption of solubilised phosphorus can occur. 
• Measurement of organic phosphorus is by determining the non-reactive phosphorus 
content of NaOH and HCI fractions. The organic phosphorus content might be under-
estimated using thIs technique, as some organic phosphorus compounds hydrolyse 
during extraction or measurement of orthophosphate. 
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2.5 METALS AND PHOSPHORUS AS NUTRIENTS AND TOXINS IN 
ANAEROBIC DIGESTION 
It is generally recognised that metal speciation has an important role to play in 
determining the bioavailability or toxicity of the metals to the anaerobic microorganisms 
(Mosey, 1971; Mosey and Hughes, 1971; Mosey and Hughes, 1975; Oleszkiewicz and 
Sharma, 1990; Kushner, 1993). 
Availability of metals as nutrients and toxins IS determined by the total metal 
concentration in the digester and the environmental conditions affecting speciation, i.e. 
pH; redox potential; precipitation by sulphide, carbonate and phosphate; chelation by 
organic ligands; formation of soluble inorganic complexes and sorption onto solids 
(Oleszkiewicz and Sharma, 1990). 
The concentration of soluble metals in digesters is usually considered to be indicative of 
the 'bioavailable' fraction. For this reason, microbial growth media commonly contain 
chelating agents such as EDTA, to keep the metals in solution by reducing precipitation 
(Pirt, 1975). Controversy still exists, however, over the biological availability of metal in 
chelated form, with some studies suggesting that anaerobic bacteria are only capable or 
utilising metal chelated with one or two types of chelating agents. Callander and Barford 
(l983b) reported that addition of EDTA to a cell culture of Chlorella made Mg2+ less 
available but Fe3+ more available. Speece (1986) found that addition of EDTA increased 
the solubilisation of iron in an anaerobic digester, but this iron was not available to the 
methanogens. 
The effect of chelating agents on bioavailability might be dictated by the mechanism of 
metal ion uptake into microbial cells, which could differ for individual metals. Proposed 
mechanisms for metal ion uptake by anaerobic microorganisms include: 
• direct uptake of ions; 
• facilitated diffusion with the assistance of chelating complexes; and 
• proton mediated transport. 
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The exact uptake system has not been completely understood in strict anaerobes 
(Oleszkiewicz and Sharma, 1990). Thus, chelation by an added reagent can make a 
particular metal either more or less available for microbial uptake. It is more available if 
the microorganism has a metal binding capacity stronger than the added chelating agent, 
but otherwise it is less available (Callander and Barford, 1983b). 
It must also be remembered that speciation between the soluble and solid phases is a 
dynamic phenomenon, dependant on the concentration of individual metals and 
competition between them for adsorption and complexation sites (Oleszkiewicz and 
Sharma, 1990). For example, metals coming into an anaerobic digester continually 
exchange Fe2+ from ferrous sulphide (the most soluble metal sulphide) in proportion to 
the decreasing solubilities of the subsequently formed metal. Thus, precipitation of a 
metal with sulphide (or carbonate and phosphate) during digestion, while reducing the 
bioavailability of that metal, does not necessarily mean that the metal is completely 
unavailable to the anaerobic microorganisms. 
Speciation of metals governs metal toxicity in a similar manner to that of bioavailability, 
with metals that are biologically 'unavailable' generally being less toxic to anaerobic 
microorganisms. Factors that have been shown to reduce metal toxicity in anaerobic 
digesters are: 
• Complexation of toxic metals by SOM, which has generally been shown to reduce 
toxicity (Kushner, 1993). 
• Precipitation of metals as insoluble sulphide salts. This is effective for iron, zinc, 
nickel, lead, cadmium and copper, but not for chromium, which does not form a 
sufficiently insoluble sulphide (Mosey et aI., 1971). 
• Precipitation of metals as sparingly soluble carbonate salts. This gives protection 
against some heavy metals, as long as the pH ofthe anaerobic digester is high enough 
to effect precipitation (e.g. pH <': 7.2 for cadmium and <': 7.7 for cadmium) (Mosey, 
1976). 
• Precipitation of insoluble phosphates is likely to afford the same protection against 
metal toxicity, depending on the solubility of the phosphate precipitates. 
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• Reduction of the metals to a lower valence state. This increases the equivalent weight 
of the metal, thus reducing the weight of sulphide necessary for its neutralisation 
(Mosey, 1976). Reduction of Cr6+ to the less toxic Cr3+ by the enzyme chromate 
reductase may be a microbial resistance mechanism (Kushner, 1993). 
• Binding of metals by bacterial extracellular capsules or on bacterial cell walls 
(Kushner, 1993). 
• Binding of metals intracellularly by polyphosphate granules or sulphur-containing 
proteins (Kushner, 1993). 
• The presence of 'antagonistic' metals, small amounts of which have been shown to 
alleviate the toxic effect of another metal. For example, nickel has been found to 
decrease the toxicity of both cadmium and copper in anaerobic digesters 
(Oleszkiewicz and Shanna, 1990). 
,,' 
2.5.1 STIMULATION OF ANAEROBIC DIGESTION BY ESSENTIAL METALS 
In general, the intracellular concentration of an element in unstressed conditions is 
expected to correlate with the importance of its physiological functions. Analysis of 10 
methanogenic strains showed the following order of elemental composition: Mg '" Ca > 
Fe> Zn ;:: Ni > Co '" Mo > Cu > Mn (Takashima and Speece, 1990). 
Many of the above metals are essential as they form metallic co-factors for the enzymes 
that drive anaerobic reactions. The metals considered to be of the greatest importance in 
anaerobic digestion are from the iron family: Fe, Ni and Co. Zinc and copper are present 
in relatively high concentrations in some methanogens and sulphate-reducing bacteria, 
however, experiments noting positive effects on growth have not been reported 
(Oleszkiewicz and Sharma, 1990). 
The effects of both essential and non-essential metals on anaerobic systems can be 
visualised as shown in Figure 2.2. Curve A represents an essential metal, for example, 
one from the iron family, and demonstrates that essential metals can be toxic to an 
anaerobic digester if present in concentrations far higher than required. Curve B shows 
the effect of a non-essential, toxic metal and Curve C represents the response of mixed 
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cultures such as anaerobic digesters to increasing metal concentrations, which often 
results in an 'all or none' reaction that is characterised by abrupt digester failure 
(Oleszkiewicz and Sharma, 1990) . 
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FIGURE 2.2 Effects of varying metal dose on a naerobic process performance (Oleszkiewicz and Sharma, 1990). 
2.5.1.1 Role of sodium and potassium in anaerobic digestion 
Sodium has been demonstrated to be required in trace amounts for microbial growth, and 
sometimes in large amounts, e.g. for use by halophilic bacteria (Pirt, 1975). The 
requirement for sodium has been found to vary widely with respect to the methanogens. 
Methanogens from several different orders have demonstrated a requirement for sodium 
for growth, methane production, amino acid transport, internal pH regulation and A TP 
synthesis. Each of these functions requires a different concentration of sodium, indicating 
that there are several sites of sodium interaction (Jarrel and Kalmokoff, 1988). 
Much of the potassium in bacterial cells appears to be bound up with the RNA, therefore 
the requirement is increased by factors such as the growth rate which increase the RNA 
content of the biomass (Pirt, 1975). Potassium has been demonstrated to play a role in 
ATP synthesis and nutrient transport in methanogens (Jarre1 and Kalmokoff, 1988). 
Both sodium and potassium can also be inhibitory to anaerobic digestion, although 
usually only at high concentrations. Sodium and potassium have been demonstrated to 
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alleviate toxic effects when present in combination in ao aoaerobic digester. In their 
review, Oleszkiewicz and Sharma (1990) describe an experiment in which an anaerobic 
digester was dosed with potassium until 50 % inhibition was achieved (7 800 mg/l K+), at 
which point sodium addition was started. This reversed the inhibitive effect of the 
potassium and at a Na + concentration of 690 mg/l the digester performed at ao acetate 
utilisation rate (AUR) higher than before the potassium addition commenced. In a reverse 
system, potassium was shown to reverse sodium toxicity but not to have any stimulatory 
effect on the AUR. 
Femandez aod Forster (1994) found that potassium concentrations higher than 400 mg/l 
had an inhibitory effect on up flow aoaerobic filters treating simulated coffee waste. The 
inhibition was found to occur prior to the methaoogenic stage of digestion and could be 
partially reversed by the addition of soluble calcium to the anaerobic digesters. 
2.5.1.2 Role of calcium and Magnesium in Anaerobic Digestion 
The role of calcium in microorganisms is generally considered to be ao extracellular one, 
involving functions such as stabilisation of cell walls and activation of extracellular 
enzymes. Most bacteria maintain low « 0.1 f!M) intracellular levels of Ca2+ by operating 
specific Ca2+ extruding traosport systems. These involve Ca2+/H+ antiport aod Ca2+INa+ 
aotiport (Hughes aod Poole, 1989). 
Calcium is of particular importaoce in cell wall stabilisation because of its special ability 
to bridge carboxylate groups (Hughes and Poole, 1989). Methanosarcina mazei has been 
shown to have a requirement for calcium to enable disaggregation to individual cells 
(Jarrell aod Kalmokoff, 1988). Calcium plays a vital role with respect to some 
extracellular enzymes, enabling them to withstaod the action of hydrolytic enzymes 
outside the cell, by protecting the peptide bond through protein folding and binding by 
. calcium ions (Hughes aod Poole, 1989). Methanosarcina barkeri strain Fusano has been 
shown to require high calcium concentrations for optimum growth (Takashima and 
Speece, 1990). With respect to upflow anaerobic sludge blanket reactors, calcium ion 
concentrations up to 150 mg/I have been reported to promote graoulation (Schmidt and 
Ahring, 1993). 
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Fox et al. (1992) reported that dosing of lime into a 6-L anaerobic digester treating sweet 
cheese whey, increased the quantity of methane produced in the digester approximately 
14-fold, in comparison to non-limed digesters. The methane content of the biogas 
averaged at 82 %. Calcium concentrations in the limed anaerobic digester ranged from 
5540 mg!l at a retention time of 6.4 days, to 24900 mg!l at a retention time of 3.25 days. 
Whether the high concentrations of calcium increased the performance of the limed 
anaerobic digesters, or the lime just provided an improved buffering capacity in the 
digesters cannot be concluded from the evidence provided. 
Iackson-Moss and Duncan (1989) reported that calcium enrichment (up to 7000 mg!l for 
lOO days) was neither detrimental or beneficial to laboratory-scale UASB reactors, in 
comparison to control digesters. The control digesters were reported to have soluble 
calcium concentrations of74 mg!1 in the influent and 70 mg!1 in the effluent, wbereas the 
calcium-rich digester contained up to 3500 mg/l of soluble calcium. This indicates that 70 
mg!1 of soluble calcium in the control digesters was sufficient for the nutritional 
requirements of the anaerobic microorganisms, thus, calcium supplementation did not 
increase digester performance. 
Microorganisms have high intracellular requirements for magnesium, usually thought to 
be about 10 to 20 mM (240 to 480 mg/I). Intracellular magnesium is bound to ATP, ADP, 
nucleic acids and ribosomes (Hughes and PooIe, 1989). Important functions of 
magneSIUm are: 
• The interaction of magnesium (and potassium) with nucleic acids. 
• Stabilisation of ribosomes and nucleic acids. 
• Activating enzymes concerned with synthesising DNA, RNA and proteins. 
Magnesium has been shown to be important for methanogenic activity, being essential 
and/or stimulatory for the activity of many enzymes, including methyl-CoM reductase, 
methyl transferase and ATPase (Takashima and Speece, 1990). The function of 
magnesium in many of these enzymatic processes involves the hydrolysis and transfer of 
phosphate or phosphocompounds (Hughes and Poole, 1989). 
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Little information is available on the optimum levels of magnesIUm required for 
anaerobic digesters. Schmidt and Ahring (1993) reported an optimal concentration of 720 
mg/I Mg2+ for growth of Methanosarcina thermophila, and found that no growth 
occurred in the absence of magnesium. 
Schmidt and Ahring (1993) also compared the performance of laboratory-scale 
thermophilic UASB reactors operating with 0 mg/I, 12 mg/I, 243 mg/I, and 729 mg/I, 
respectively, of influent magnesium (as MgCb.6H20). These results showed that the 
acetate conversion rate was low in the absence of magnesium, and increased with 
increasing magnesium addition, up to 243 mg/I, after which point no significant 
improvement in digester performance was noted. Unfortunately, the concentration of 
soluble magnesium in the digesters was not measured, however, the results from the 
research reported in this thesis indicated that a significant proportion of magnesium is 
present in the soluble fraction of anaerobic digesters. Of course, high concentrations of 
magnesium result in oversaturation for magnesium carbonate and subsequent magnesium 
precipitation, which could explain why no further improvements in performance were 
noted at the higher magnesium concentrations in the UASB digesters of Schmidt and 
Ahring (1993). 
2.5.1.3 Role of iron in anaerobic digestion 
Analysis of 10 methanogenic strains showed that, with respect to the heavy metals, iron 
constitutes the highest concentration of the cell biomass (Fe» Zn ~ Ni> Co = Mo > eu) 
(Takashima and Speece, 1988). Iron is considered one of the most important essential 
metals for anaerobic digestion, this importance being related to its redox property, 
involvement in energy metabolism as cytochrome and ferrodoxin and its requirement for 
some enzymes such as iron-sulphur proteins (Takashima and Speece, 1990). Takashima 
and Speece stated that iron had been found to be required by all methanogens tested. Iron 
also plays an important role in biomass aggregation due to the formation of iron sulphide 
precipitates. In addition, it is thought that irons ability to 'tie-up' cysteine may promote 
excretion of extracellular polymers (due to incomplete balance of amino acids) which 
may promote granulation (Oleszkiewicz and Sharma, 1990). 
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As stressed in previous sections of this literature review, bioavailability of metals is 
detennined by the environmental conditions affecting speciation. A large percentage of 
iron in an anaerobic digester is present as ferrous sulphide, which is the most soluble of 
all the heavy metal sulphides. Heavy metals incoming to the digester exchange Fe2+ in 
proportion to decreasing solubility, thus resulting in a continual reversible movement of 
iron from the solid to the soluble phase. It has also been reported by Callander and 
Barford (l983b) that far greater concentrations of iron (IOOx) are found in solution 
during anaerobic digestion than is predicted with respect to carbonate or sulphide 
solubility. This can be attributed to ion pairing and complexation of iron with soluble 
organics in the liquid phase. It is apparent that the precise composition (both organic and 
inorganic) ofthe waste treated affects iron speciation and consequently availability to the 
. microorganisms. 
Pfeffer and White (1964) examined the role of iron in anaerobic sludge digestion. The 
research was undertaken using five continuously-fed, unmixed laboratory digesters. The 
concentration of iron in these digesters was maintained at 0, 200, 400, 600 and 800 mg/l 
in digesters one through five, respectively. The results showed that iron supplementation 
at the lower concentrations (200 and 400 mg/l) stimulated digester activity, as measured 
by an increase in Volatile Fatty Acids (VFAs) degradation and methane production. The 
units fed 600 and 800 mg/l of iron actually showed a decrease in digester activity. Two 
suggestions were given with respect to this, the first being that the higher concentrations 
of iron depressed the soluble phosphate in the digesters to levels that limited microbial 
metabolism. The authors also observed that the supematant of these digesters contained 
very little suspended solids, i.e. the iron might have coagulated the microorganisms, thus 
preventing the bacteria being dispersed throughout the entire digester and maintaining 
adequate contact with SOM. 
In order to investigate further the relationship between iron and soluble phosphate in the 
digesters, iron dosage was ceased. A rapid increase in soluble phosphate was noted for all 
digesters, however, this appeared to be accompanied by an increase in volatile fatty acids 
which was marked when soluble phosphate exceeded 75 mg/1. It was found by the 
authors that the high soluble phosphate conditions produced a very unstable system, 
which was easily upset by changes in the environment. When iron was again added to the 
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anaerobic digesters, a decrease in soluble phosphate was noted and an increase in volatile 
acid utilisation and methane production was noted when soluble phosphate decreased to 
below 50 mg/I. However, when iron addition was increased and hence all the phosphate 
was precipitated, methanogenic activity was shown to decrease. Thus, it is apparent that a 
fine balance exists between the optimum and inhibitive concentrations of cations and 
anions in an anaerobic digester. It is interesting to note that Pfeffer and White (1964) also 
added calcium and aluminium to anaerobic digesters containing high concentrations of 
soluble phosphate and observed much the same results as for the addition of iron. These 
findings stimulate a number of interesting questions with respect to the role of iron in 
anaerobic digesters, such as whether the iron itself is physiologically important, or 
whether its principal function is that of a precipitant and coagulant. 
Hoban and van den Berg (1979) investigated the role of iron in three types of anaerobic 
digesters: (1) an enriched mixed culture maintained in a defined substrate solution with 
acetic acid as the sole organic carboh source, (2) municipal anaerobic sewage digesters 
and (3) anaerobic digesters fermenting food plant processing wastes. The primary factors 
of interest to the study were the amount of iron added (up to 20 mmol/I. i.e. 1160 mg/I) 
and frequency of addition during the tests. Iron was always added directly to the reactors 
from a stock solution of ferric chloride as it was found to precipitate immediately in the 
feed. 
Initial tests were done in batch reactors (serum bottles) in which it was found that the 
addition of iron markedly increased the rate of acetic acid conversion to methane (two 
additions of 5mm01l1 (290 mg/I) increased activity 5x). A lag phase was usually noted for 
the first few days of incubation, during which time no beneficial effect from the iron 
could be detected. Following this the increase in methane production was noted, which 
then levelled off until further iron was added. A rapid increase in biomass was noted 
directly after iron addition, although this could apparently not be measured accurately 
due to the presence and precipitation of iron. Optimum iron concentrations (with respect 
to methane production) were 5 to 10 mM (290 to 580 mg/I) and even additions of20 mM 
(1160 mg/l) iron as ferrous chloride increased methanogenic activity, however, at this 
high level iron was often slightly inhibitory during the first 2 to 4 d after addition. Hoban 
and van den Berg (1979) noted the importance of measuring soluble as well as total iron 
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III the digesters. They reported that the soluble iron concentrations were markedly 
affected by the amount of iron added and the incubation time. A large percentage of the 
iron was found to precipitate immediately, primarily as ferrous carbonate with some 
ferrous phosphate and ferrous sulphide. The precipitation of ferrous carbonate is strongly 
related to the production of carbon dioxide during digestion and, therefore, continues 
throughout incubation until very little iron remains in the soluble phase. Hoban and van 
den Berg (1979) found the optimum level of soluble iron to be between 0.2 and 2 mM. 
(11 to III mgll Fe). 
Experiments using the continuous flow reactors also showed an increase in methanogenic 
activity following iron addition. In reactors based on municipal sewage digesters the 
increase in activity was approximately 100 %. The researchers experienced problems 
with maintaining the soluble iron at the optimum levels as the iron precipitated readily as 
iron carbonate, and carbon dioxide was produced at a high rate when the rate of acetic 
acid conversion was high. His known that bacteria converting acetic acid to methane in 
methanogenic fermentation have an unusually high requirement for iron, possibly even 
higher than hydrogen-oxidising methanogens (Hoban and van den Berg, 1979), thus it is 
probable that many anaerobic fermentations are limited by the soluble iron content of the 
fermenter liquid. Hoban and van den Berg (1979) report that digesters fed on iron-treated 
primary sludge have soluble iron levels of about 0.05 mM (2.9 mg/I) while digesters 
operating with ordinary primary sludge have less than half as much soluble iron. The 
authors also concluded that some of the difficulties often encountered in practice in 
controlling the digestion process could be caused by variations in soluble iron content 
and that control of this could greatly improve the reliability of the process. 
The research reported above was continued and published as van den Berg et al. (1980). 
In this paper the effects of sulphate and iron were investigated using the same cultures 
described in Hoban and van den Berg (1979). 
Speece and Parkin (1987) collated a number of interesting case studies in which iron 
addition to full-scale digesters was found to be beneficial. In all cases, high 
concentrations of volatile fatty acids were reported to occur which, after Iron 
supplementation, decreased to very low levels with a concomitant increase in methane 
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production. Speece and Parkin (1987) also reported on the results of some laboratory 
investigations of iron supplementation. They found that the soluble iron concentration 
was strongly linked to the AUR oflaboratory-scale digesters. Once soluble Fe2+ exceeded 
1 mg/I, the AUR was seen to increase rapidly. However, injection of phosphate or 
sulphide into these reactors was found to rapidly decreased the soluble iron content and in 
turn decrease the AUR. It was, therefore, hypothesised that it would be beneficial to add· 
the iron in a chelated form, however, when iron was added as an EDT A chelate the 
soluble iron exceeded 100 mg/I but had no beneficial effect on the AUR. In fact no 
stimulation of the AUR was noted when iron was added as a chelate with citrate, 
ascorbate, NTA, rhootorulic acid, hydroxamic acid and Desferal. It is obvious from these 
results that measurement of soluble iron concentration in anaerobic digesters cannot 
necessarily be correlated with bioavailability. The speciation of iron is critical with 
respect to bioavailability and knowledge in this field is still lacking. It seems that soluble 
iron is important for stimulation of acetate utilising methanogens but, if this iron is 
complexed with a chelator stronger than those produced by the anaerobic 
microorganisms, it is as unavailable as that precipitated by sulphide or phosphate. 
Shen et al. (1993) investigated iron supplementation with respect to Chemical Oxygen 
Demand (COD) digestion rate, specific activity and settling properties of granules formed 
in UASB reactors. An interesting result from this work was that, when cobalt and iron 
were supplied together in the feed the beneficial effect of Co alone was almost 
completely replaced by Fe, i.e. Co and Fe appeared to be interchangeable. 
Microbial reduction o/iron 
Anaerobic digestion of ferric iron-precipitated CPR sludge results in high concentrations 
of ferric iron entering the anaerobic digester, which is reduced to ferrous iron during 
digestion. 
Ferric iron is a powerful oxidant and has been exploited as a useful electron acceptor in a 
few biological electron transport systems (Hughes and Poole, 1989). Microorganisms use 
the reduction reactions, shown in Table 2.9, to consume the electrons generated by the 
oxidation of their energy-yielding substrate. The amount of free energy that a 
microorganism can obtain from a coupled redox reaction (electron donation and electron 
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acceptance) is in direct proportion to its pt value (Snoeyink and Jenkins, 1980). Thus, 
catabolism of the same substrate, e.g. glucose, yields much more energy when oxygen is 
used as a terminal electron acceptor, than when sulphate is used as the terminal electron 
acceptor. Generally, in a heterogeneous system, the electron acceptors are utilised in the 
order of decreasing Pe 0 values by microorganisms that can utilise more than one type of 
electron acceptor. Facultativeanaerobes utilise oxygen preferentially and less 
energetically-favourable electron acceptors when oxygen is absent. 
TABLE 2.9 Electron acceptance reactions (energy producing reactions) in microbial systems (Snoeyink and 
Jenkins, 1980). 
Microbial electron acceptance reactions p,' Name of reaction 
0, (g) + 4W + 4e' -+ 2H,O + 20.8 Aerobic respiration 
N03'+ 10W+ 8e' -+ NH,++ 3H,O + 14.9 Nitrate reduction 
Fe3+ + e- --l> Fe2+ + 13.0 Iron reduction 
CH,O + 2H++ 2e' -+ CH30H + 3.99 Fermentation 
(Formaldehyde) -+ (Methanol) 
SO," + 9W + Be' -+ HS' + 4H,O + 4.1 Sulphate reduction 
Co, (g) + BW + 8e'--+ CH, + 2H,O + 2.B7 Methane fermentation 
p,o: analog to pK" but for redox equilibria: 
M2+ + e- --+ M+ (Kl) 
p, = - Log {eo} where: {eo} = electron activity 
p,o = _ Log Kl 
p, = p,o + Log ({M'+}/{M+}) 
As methanogenesis can be seen to be an energetically unfavourable reaction In 
comparison to the other common electron accepting reactions, the presence of these other 
electron acceptors can have an inhibitory effect on methanogenesis. This can be 
explained by the fact that microorganisms capable of utilising the more energetically-
favourable electron acceptors successfully compete with the methanogens for the 
available substrate and nutrients. 
Ferric iron reduction has been linked in some cases to nitrate reduction, thus, facultative 
nitrate reducers might be able to utilise ferric iron as an alternative electron acceptor, 
under certain environmental conditions (Hughes and Poole, 1989). Reduction of ferric 
iron yields slightly less energy than nitrate reduction, but more than sulphate reduction, 
anaerobic fermentation or methanogenesis (refer to Table 2.9). 
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The exact role of iron reduction in bacteria is unclear; several possibilities have been 
suggested by Hughes and Poole (1989): 
1. Iron reduction could act as a terminal electron acceptor m a phosphorylating 
respiratory chain (as proposed above). 
2. An anaerobic bacterium has been described that oxidises organic acids while reducing 
ferric oxide to extracellular magnetite. 
3. Iron reduction activity could reflect ferrisiderophore metabolism, as ,siderophores 
bind Fe3+ strongly but Fe2+ weakly. Iron reduction might, therefore, allow the cell to 
acquire iron from the siderophore-metal complex. 
4. Ferric iron could serve solely as a 'sink' for excess reducing equivalents, allowing 
reoxidation of electron carriers, such as NADH. 
The effect of large quantities of ferric iron entering an anaerobic digester in CPR sludge 
is unknown, but could result in reduction of ferric iron occurring preferentially to 
methane fermentation, with the redox potential of the anaerobic digester remaining at a 
higher level than that required for methanogenesis. 
2.5.1.4 Role of trace metals in anaerobic digestion 
As mentioned previously, nickel and cobalt are thought to be extremely important in 
anaerobic digestion, being required by all methanogens tested. In addition to this, 
molybdenum, selenium and tungsten have been found to be an obligate requirement for 
some methanogens. Nutrient requirements for manganese, zinc, copper and aluminium 
have not been demonstrated (Takashima and Speece, 1990). 
Nickel is not usuaIIyconsidered an essential trace element for microbial growth (Speece 
et a!., 1983), however, the methanogenic bacteria have been shown to have an obligate 
requirement for nickel (Murray and van den Berg, 1981; Speece et a!., 1983; Canovas-
Diaz and Howell, 1986, Oleszkiewicz and Sharma, 1990). This requirement for nickel is 
thought to be strongly linked to the presence of unique co enzymes in methanogens, such 
as coenzyme F430, of which nickel is an essential component (Speece et aI., 1983). 
Coenzyme F430 is associated with the methylreductase enzymes of methanogens, which 
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catalyse methane production from acetate and carbon dioxide (Canovas-Diaz and Howell, 
1986). Nickel has also been found to be incorporated in the protein fraction of 
methanogens and there is evidence that the hydrogenase enzyme of methanogenic 
bacteria, which catalyses H2 ~ 2H+ + 2e-, is a nickel protein (Speece et aI., 1983). Nickel 
is vital to carbon monoxide dehydrogenase, which plays a central role in acetogenic 
bacteria and has been found to be essential for the growth of acetoclastic organisms, both 
methane producers and sulphate reducing .bacteria (Oleszkiewicz and Sharma, 1990). The 
other essential metals, iron, cobalt and molybdenum have not been found to be able to 
replace the requirement of the methanogens for nickel (Speece et aI., 1983). 
Although nickel is an essential metal, it can be inhibitory to anaerobic digestion at higher 
concentrations. Oleszkiewicz and Sharma (1990) describe an experiment demonstrating 
that Methanobacterium thermoautotrophicum exhibited a peak of gas production at 5 mg 
Nill and 50 % inhibition at 130 mg Nill. A thermophilic acetate-decarboxylating 
methanogen, on the other hand, had ~fjieak stimulus at I mg Nill and 50 % inhibition at 
only 10 mg Nill. Apparently, the culture conditions were identical which seems to rule 
out differences in metal speciation as being responsible for the different responses to 
nickel. 
Speece et al. (1981) investigated the effect of nickel on the AUR of an acetate-enriched 
methanogenic culture. The methanogens were fed on a mixture of acetic acid and a 
chemically defined nutrient medium, which contained nickel (among other metals) at a 
concentration of 0.5 mgll. When nickel was supplemented at a concentration of 4.5 mg/I, 
the volatile suspended solids (VSS) increased from 700 to 1700 mgll in about 2 weeks 
and the AUR increased from 3 to 15 g/lld. Nickel addition appeared to stimulate the 
growth rate of the methanogens and a very high growth and decay of biomass was 
observed. Unfortunately, the soluble nickel concentration in the reactor was not measured 
so it is impossible to know how much of the added nickel was 'bioavailable'. It is highly 
likely that some of the nickel would have been precipitated as sulphides and phosphates, 
as both anions were added to the growth medium. It was suggested by Speece et al. 
(1983) that the mode of operation of the chemostat, which resulted in pulses of 
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concentrated acidic feed entering the reactor, might have reduced the pH temporarily 
after each pulse, rendering the trace metals available to the methanogens. 
Murray and van den Berg (1981) found that the addition of nickel (5.8 mg/I) increased 
the AUR of methanogens from a fixed film anaerobic digester (treating bean blanching 
waste) from 500 to 750 mmol/Ud. Addition of cobalt (2.95 mg/I) increased the AUR from 
500 to 550 mmoUlld, and a combination of nickel and cobalt increased the AUR from 
500 to 1200 mmoUl/d. Total gas and methane production increased by approximately 42 
% with the addition of nickel and cobait in combination. It could be seen that the effect of 
nickel and cobalt addition was an increase in the overall thickness of the film, which 
suggests that the microbial growth rate was greatly stimulated, resulting in increased 
acetate degradation and methane production. Again, soluble nickel or cobalt was not 
measured in the digester effluent and it is not known how much of the added metal was 
'bioavailable' during digestion. 
Canovas-Diaz and Howell (1986) reported that addition of nickel (7.4 mg/I) to a pilot-
scale fixed film reactor treating a cheese factory effluent, resulted in increased utilisation 
of butyric acid. Prior to nickel addition, butyric acid in the reactor was present in 
concentrations ranging from 1200 to 2300 mg/I, indicating a system typically overloaded. 
Ten days after addition of the nickel to the pilot-scale digester, the butyric acid 
concentration had decreased from 2300 mg/l to 150 mg/1. The COD removal efficiency 
increased from 65-70 % (before nickel addition) to 85 % with nickel addition and the gas 
production increased from 1.1 to 3 m3 1m3 Id. The methane composition of this gas also 
increased from 75 to 78 % after nickel addition. 
Canovas-Diaz and Howell (1986) compared these results to those of Speece et al. (1983) 
and Murray and van den Berg (1981), who had shown that nickel greatly stimulated 
acetate utilisation in an anaerobic digester. By assuming that 1 mole of butyric acid was 
degraded to form 2 moles of acetic acid, the increase in the rate of butyric acid utilisation 
was shown to be similar to that reported for acetate utilisation. It was suggested that the 
stimulatory effect of nickel on butyric acid utilisation was linked to a faster methanogenic 
growth rate, which resulted in a more rapid conversion of hydrogen to methane and a 
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lower partial pressure of hydrogen in the digester, which in turn allowed faster butyric 
acid degradation by the hydrogen-producing bacteria. 
Cobalt is required by bacteria for the synthesis of corrinoid protein compounds, in which 
cobalt is the central ion. The corrinoid proteins appear to be present in all methanogens 
(Jarrel and Kalmokoff, 1988) and play a central role in various metabolic processes, 
transporting methyl groups (Florencio et aI., 1993). In acetogenesis, a corrinoid-
containing protein mediates the transfer of methyl groups in the formation of 
acetylcoenzyme A, the precursor intermediate of acetate and cell synthesis. In 
methanogenesis, corrinoid enzymes are involved in the formation of methylcoenzyme M, 
the precursor of methane (Florencia et aI., 1993). 
The cobalt required for methanogenic bacteria was calculated by Florencia et al. (1993) 
from the cobalt content of M barkeri cells and the specific cell yield during the 
methanogenic phase of a cobalt-sufficient experiment (0.0925 g VSS/g COD-CH4). From 
this calculation it seemed that between 2.7 and 8.5 mg Co was required per kg of COD 
converted to methane. This agreed with their experimentally-determined value of 5.1 mg 
Co/kg COD consumed. Schonheit et al. (1979) found that approximately 1.18 mg of 
cobalt was required for formation of 1 g (dry weight) of cells of Methanobacterium 
thermoautotrophicum. 
Although manganese has not been reported to be an essential stimulant of anaerobic 
digester, other microorganisms have shown obligate requirements for manganese. 
Manganese deficiency has been shown to result in reduced activity of the hexose 
monophosphate pathway, impairment of cellular anabolism, impaired protein synthesis 
and turnover and morphological and cell wall abnormalities in various microorganisms 
(Hughes and Poole, 1989). These researchers also noted that the complexity and diversity 
of these effects had prevented a full understanding of the consequences of manganese 
deficiency. Manganese is known to be fairly soluble in anaerobic digesters as both 
manganese carbonate and sulphide have high solubilities in comparison with sulphide 
and carbonate precipitates of the other trace metals common in anaerobic digesters 
(Ginter and Grobicki, 1997). It is possible, therefore, that the solubility of manganese has 
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prevented manganese deficiency being noted with respect to the anaerobic digestion 
process. 
2.5.2 METALS AS TOXINS IN ANAEROBIC DIGESTION 
At higher concentrations, even the metals that are essential for anaerobic digestion may 
act as inhibitors by preventing enzyme function. Heavy metals are primarily non-specific, 
reversible, non-competitive inhibitors, i.e. they can affect a wide variety of enzymes and 
do not cause inhibition by competing with the substrate, e.g. another metal, for the 
enzyme. Nickel is thought to exert a non-competitive inhibition mechanism. Less 
frequently, metals act as competitive inhibitors, in which they substitute for the correct 
metal at an enzymatic site. This is common with zinc and cadmium, cadmium being able 
to replace zinc at various enzymatic sites, thus resulting in loss of enzyme function 
(Oleszkiewicz and Sharma, 1990). 
Combinations of metals may exert different effects to individual metals, either enhancing 
or reducing the overall toxiCity. Nickel has been shown to act both synergistically 
(increasing the toxic effect of another metal) and antagonistically (decreasing the toxic 
effect of another metal). Cadmium and copper were found to cause 50 % inhibition to 
Methanobacterium thermoautotrophicum at concentrations of 23 and 14 mg/I for 
cadmium and copper respectively. With nickel acting as an antagonist, these 
concentrations were increased to 34 (Cd) and 28 (Cu) mg!1 (Oleszkiewicz and Sharma, 
1990). 
A number of researchers have investigated the toxic effects of metals on the anaerobic 
digestion process. In the 1970's the emphasis was on toxicity of metals to sewage sludge 
digesters. Of these, 4 papers written by Mosey (Mosey, 1971; Mosey et al. 1971; Mosey 
and Hughes, 1975 and Mosey, 1976) are of particular relevance to this research, as they 
focus on the importance of metal speciation with respect to metal toxicity in anaerobic 
digestion. Surprisingly, few researchers have taken into account the issue of metal 
speciation when reporting on metal toxicity in anaerobic digestion. There is a particular 
lack of reporting on the level of soluble metal in the anaerobic digesters, with 'inhibitory 
concentrations' of metals being reported as the concentration of metal added to the 
• 
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digester. As discussed in previous sections of this review, more than 95 % of the metals 
in an anaerobic digester exist in the sludge fraction, therefore, 'inhibitory concentrations' 
that do not take into account even the actual concentration of soluble metal in the digester 
are quantitatively of little use to other researchers. Even the relative toxicities of different 
metals might change according to the availability of complexing agents in an anaerobic 
digester, and the relative affinities ofthe metals for those ligands. 
2.5.2.1 Toxicity of metals to anaer9bic digesters 
Generally, investigations of metal toxicity to anaerobic digesters have focused on Cu2+, 
Zn2+, C~+ and Cr, Cd2+, Pb2+ and Ni2+. Chromium has been found to reduce rapidly 
from the hexavalent state to the trivalent state, even in moderately aerobic wastewater 
systems such as rotating biological contactor reactors (Coleman and Paran, 1991), 
therefore, it is probable that Cr3+ is the more important ion in anaerobic digestion. Copper 
is usually assumed to exist in the divalent state in digestion, although, Mosey and Hughes 
(1975) reported that Cu2+ might be slowly reduced to Cu+ during anaerobic digestion of 
primary sludge. 
Mosey et al. (1971) reported, from studies of laboratory scale sewage sludge batch 
anaerobic digesters, that the relative toxicities of metals to the digestion process were Cu 
> Pb > Cd > Zn. They concluded that toxicities of all the above metals were primarily 
controlled by their precipitation as insoluble sulphides during anaerobic digestion. Mosey 
and Hughes (1975) measured the soluble sulphide concentrations in digesters that were 
inhibited by addition of heavy metals. The soluble sulphide concentrations were 
measured by means of a selective ion electrode and, therefore, represent the concentration 
of sulphide present as free sulphide ion in the anaerobic digesters. This was reported as 
pS (= - Log [S2-J). It was concluded by Mosey and Hughes (1975) that a pS value greater 
than 14.0 (i.e. a sulphide ion concentration less than 10-14 M) in an anaerobic digester was 
indicative of the presence of inhibitory concentrations of the heavy metal ions zinc, 
cadmium, lead or copper. 
High carbonate ion concentrations have also been found to reduce heavy metal toxicity in 
anaerobic digesters, provided that pH values were high enough to allow precipitation of 
metal carbonates. This was found to be most effective with respect to cadmium, copper 
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and nickel. The threshold pH value for cadmium toxicity was found to be 7.2, with 
digester tolerance to cadmium increasing sharply at pH values higher than 7.2, 
presumably due to the precipitation of cadmium carbonate (Mosey and Hughes, 1975). 
The neutralisation of zinc toxicity by precipitation as zinc carbonate was found to require 
a pH higher or equal to 7.6 (Mosey and Hughes, 1975). 
A third factor regulating heavy metal toxicity in anaerobic digestion was reported to be 
the total concentration of solids.in a digester (Mosey, 1976), as more solids result in an 
increased ability for complexation of metals by organic material. It was, therefore, 
recommended by Mosey (1976) that metal concentrations are expressed as a percentage 
or 'equivalent weight' of the solids in an anaerobic digester, so that the potential of the 
digester for attenuating the metals can be assessed. 
The effect of chromium on anaerobic digestion was considered separately by Mosey 
. (1976) as it was thought likely to behave differently from the other metals considered, not 
forming insoluble sulphides or carbOIl.ates during digestion. Chromium is thought to exist 
as Crl+ and be precipitated primarily as chromium hydroxide during anaerobic digestion. 
It was suggested that concentrations of chromium should be considered inhibitory when 
they exceed 2.5 % of the dry solids of the sludge. 
Barber and Stuckey (2000) noted that a number of contradictory reports occur in the 
literature regarding chromium toxicity to anaerobic digestion. 
Mehrota et al. (1993) investigated the effect of different concentrations of copper and 
zinc on the biodegradability of sewage sludge during anaerobic digestion. In particular, it 
was attempted to correlate the metal forms in the digested sludge with the performance of 
the anaerobic digester. The laboratory digesters were fed with activated sludge and 
subjected to increasing concentrations of Cu and Zn. The digested sludge was 
fractionated using the Stover sequential extraction method (refer to Section 2.3.1.2). 
Although the speciation results were not conclusive, the following observations were 
made by the researchers: 
• The appearance of organically-bound (N14P207 extracted) copper was indicative of 
digester deactivation. This agreed with the work of Hayes and Theis (1978), who 
reported that digester deactivation occurred as a direct result of build up of copper in 
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the biomass fraction, with 30 to 60 % of all the copper in the digester being recovered. 
in the biomass fraction. 
• The addition of copper reduced the solid phase zinc, probably due to competition for 
ion exchange sites on the organic sludge. 
• Zn addition did deactivate the digesters, although organic zinc became less prominent 
with increasing zinc concentration. 
• An increase in 'zinc sulphide' (HNO} extracted zinc) correlated with digester 
deactivation. HN03-extracted zinc is representative of ZnS (Rudd et aI., 1988a), 
therefore, this is a surprising result as precipitation of zinc sulphide should have 
reduced digester inhibition. 
2.5.2.2 Toxicity of metals to the acidogenic and methanogenic phases of 
anaerobic digestion 
The anaerobic digestion process is perfonned by a mixed microbial consortium, generally 
thought to consist of 4 distinct groups of microorganisms: 
I. The hydrolytic bacteria, which hydrolyse particulate organic matter to SOM. 
2. The acidogenic bacteria, which catabolise soluble organic compounds to volatile fatty 
acids and alcohols, together with production of carbon dioxide and hydrogen. 
3. The acetogenic bacteria, which catabolise higher fatty acids to acetate, carbon dioxide 
and hydrogen. 
4. The methanogenic bacteria, which use acetate and/or carbon dioxide and hydrogen to 
produce methane, the end-point of anaerobic digestion. 
The methanogens are commonly considered to be the most sensitive to adverse 
environmental factors, such as metal toxicity. The acidogenic bacteria on the other hand, 
are usually considered to be less sensitive to environmental conditions (Lin, 1993). This 
can, however, be an erroneous assumption at times. 
Hickey et al. (1989) concluded, after studying the effects of Cu, Zn and Cd on methane 
production in digestion of WAS, that the acidogenic bacteria might in some cases be 
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more severely inhibited by a pulse addition of heavy metals than the methanogenic 
population. This conclusion was based primarily on the observation that there was no 
accumulation of hydrogen, acetate or other volatile fatty acids in the serum bottle 
anaerobic assays, even though methane production was completely inhibited as a result of 
metal addition. Moreover, addition of acetate to the serum bottles was shown to result in 
methane production, in the presence of previously inhibitory concentrations of copper. 
Hickey et al. (1989) found that the relative toxicity of the 3 metals examined was Cu > 
Cd > Zn, based on the total concentration of metal required to bring about 50 % 
inhibition of methane production. Soluble metal concentrations in the batch assays was 
measured for copper only. An interesting finding is that the batch assays bottles 
inoculated with digested sludge from a digester with a hydraulic retention time (HRT) of 
20 d, were shown to be more resistant to higher levels of soluble copper (16 mg/I Cu = 50 
% inhibition) than the batch assays bottles inoculated with digested sludge from a 
digester with a HRT of 10 d (5 mg/I Cu = 50 % inhibition). The digested sludge from the 
20 d digester had a SOM concentration of 1080 mg/I, whereas that from the 10 d digester 
had a SOM concentration of only 620 mg/I. It was suggested, therefore, that the 20 d 
digested sludge had a greater capacity for complexation of soluble copper with soluble 
organic Jigands, rendering the metal less toxic to the anaerobic microorganisms. As 
discussed previously in this review (Section 2.1.1.2), SOM in digested sludge has been 
shown to have a high affinity for complexing copper. 
Another interesting finding of Hickey et al. (1989) was that the batch assay bottles 
inoculated with 20 d sludge were inhibited at a lower total concentrations of copper (75 
mg/I eu) than those inoculated with 10 d sludge (90 mg/I Cu). The TS concentration of 
the 10 d sludge was more than that of the 20 d sludge, so that when the results were 
analysed on a mass of eu applied per mass ofbiomass basis, both data sets were found to 
be identical. The higher TS levels of the 10 d sludge afforded better protection from 
metal inhibition, presumably through binding of the metal by ligands and ion-exchange 
sites on the cell membranes and extracellular polymer matrix. It was concluded by the 
authors that the most significant consideration in heavy metal toxicity in anaerobic 
digester systems was the solids level in the system. This agrees with the findings of 
Mosey (1976). 
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Lin (1992 and 1993) investigated the inhibitory effects of a range of heavy metals on 
acidogenesis and methanogenesis, respectively. The effect on methanogenesis was 
investigated by measuring the rate of degradation of acetate, proprionate and butyrate, as 
well as production of methane, in the presence of heavy metals. A similar order of 
relative metal toxicity was seen for degradation of all three acids, this being Cd > Cu > 
Cr > Zn > Pb > Ni. This is not in agreement with Hickey et al. (1989), who found that 
copper was more inhibitory than cadmium, however, the results are difficult to compare 
without knowledge of the soluble metal concentrations and ligand characteristics of the 
anaerobic systems. The acetogenic microorganisms (butyrate and proprionate degraders) 
were found to be more sensitive to some heavy metals than the acetate utilising 
methanogens. Chromium was found to inhibit proprionate degradation more than 
butyrate or acetate degradation, as did zinc. Although, in the case of zinc, acetate 
degradation was more inhibited than butyrate degradation. Cadmium, lead and nickel 
were found to inhibit acetate degradation more strongly than proprionate or butyrate 
degradation, and copper was found to inhibit degradation of all 3 acids, equally. 
Lin (1993) reported on the effect of heavy metals on inhibition of acidogenesis, as 
measured by anaerobic degradation of glucose and production of various volatile fatty 
acids. Inhibition was measured as the concentration of metal required to cause 50 % 
inhibition (C50) of the production of a volatile fatty acid, as compared to a control. The 
relative toxicities of the metals to the acidogenic bacteria was reported as Cu > Zn > Cr > 
Cd > Ni > Pb. Copper was particularly toxic to the acidogens, with a 5 mg/l Cu dosage 
causing severe inhibition of both acetate and butyrate production. When compared on a 
specific loading basis (mg Metallg VS) all tested metals except cadmium and lead were 
found to be more inhibitory to the acidogenic microorganisms than they had been to the 
methanogenic microorganisms. When looking at production of the individual volatile 
fatty acids, butyrate production was found to be much more sensitive to metal inhibition 
than acetate production, with the exception oflead which inhibited both equally. 
The results of Hickey et al. (1989) and Lin (1992; 1993) show that heavy metal inhibition 
is more likely to affect acidogenesis than methanogenesis, thus, metal inhibition might be 
characterised by low levels of both methane and volatile fatty acids in an anaerobic 
digester. 
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2.5.2.3 Toxicity of aluminium to anaerobic digestion 
Aluminium is not a metal that has been considered much with respect to inhibition of 
anaerobic digestion, however, it is present in high concentrations in CPR sludges which 
have been precipitated with aluminium sulphate and, therefore, has the potential to be 
present in high concentrations in digested sludges. 
The toxicity of A13+ usually results from inhibition of Mg2+ -dependant enzymes. 
Aluminium can readily replace magnesium in biological systems because of its much 
higher affinity for ligands, and has also been shown to compete with Fe3+ and ci+ 
(Hughes and Poole, 1989). 
According to Oleszkiewicz and Shanna (1990), aluminium only becomes gradually 
inhibitory to anaerobic digestion at concentrations beyond 240 mg Ae+ll, probably due to 
its low solubility in anaerobic conditions. Jackson-Moss and Duncan (1991) reported that 
a high-rate anaerobic digester receiving AICh in the feed became inhibited once the 
soluble aluminium concentration in the digester was greater than 150 mg!1. The digester 
showed a remarkable capacity for insolubilisation of aluminium for the first 50 days of 
operation, after which time a rapid increase in soluble aluminium was noted in the 
digester effluent. The concentration of aluminium present in the digester sludge reached 
140000 mg!l, even though the concentration of aluminium in the feed did not exceed 
2500 mg/I. Jackson-Moss and Duncan (1991) attributed the insolubilisation of aluminium 
to precipitation of AI(OHh in the anaerobic digester. Precipitation of AI(OH)3 also 
occurred in the feed prior to digestion, as NaOH was used to adjust the pH of the feed to 
7.0. It is not stated in the paper how much aluminium entered the digester as soluble AI3+. 
Although, at a pH of7.0 in the feed, the theoretical solubility of A13+ (in equilibrium with 
AI(OHh) is approximately 0.14 mg!1 (Snoeyink and Jenkins, 1980). 
2.5.3 STIMULATION AND INHIBITION OF ANAEROBIC DIGESTION BY PHOSPHORUS 
The availability of macro-nutrients is an important factor related to microbial growth in 
general, and is particularly applicable to growth under anaerobic conditions (Speece, 
1988). One of the most important macro-nutrients is phosphorus, with C:P ratios for 
methanogens varying from 16:1 to 75:1 (w!w) (Alphenaar et ai, 1993). In addition to the 
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general role of providing the building blocks required for methanogenic growth, 
phosphorus is also involved in many unique co-enzymes such as H4MPT, Factor rn, F 420, 
companent B (7 -mercaptoheptanoylthreonine pho.sphate ) and cyclic 2,3 phosphoglycerate 
(Takashima and Speece, 1990). The amount of phosphorus needed for anaerobic growth 
can be estimated by first assuming a common empirical formula for bacterial cell 
material, C2H70 2N. This indicates that nitrogen constitutes approximately 12 % of the 
dry cell mass; the phosphorus content of bacteria is approximately 117 to 115 of the 
nitrogen requirement. Therefore, by assuming that 10 % of the COD that undergoes 
biodegradation in an anaerobic digester is converted to new bacterial cells, the nitrogen 
and phosphorus requirements can be calculated (Malina and Poland, 1992). 
It must be stressed that these simple calculations give, at best, an estimate of the 
phosphorus required by the anaerobic treatment system. The actual phosphorus 
requirement is influenced by biological availability, i.e. speciation of the phosphorus, and 
is dependent on the COD loading and,type of organic substrate (Alphenaar et ai, 1993). 
Jack et al. (1976) quote Kotze et al. (1968) as recommending a COD:P ratio of 125:1 for 
good aperation of sewage sludge digesters. The optimal phosphorus concentration for 
anaerobic wastewater treatment systems is still largely unknown, a situation that often 
gives rise to overdosing which is undesirable from both an environmental and operational 
point af view, the latter because phasphorus enrichment may cause trace nutrient 
limitatians by precipitation of ph asp hate salts (Speece et aI., 1988). 
Phosphorus has been shown to. be essential for the growth of an acetate-enriched 
methanogenic culture. In the absence af added phosphorus, an abrupt 'crash' in the AUR 
was found to occur after abaut 5 days, in spite of addition of trace metals and iron. This 
was found to be entirely alleviated by the addition of 40 mg/lld af phosphate to the 
chemostat culture (Speece et aI., 1981). 
A recent study by Alphenaar et al. (1993) investigated the effect of different phosphorus 
dosage regimes on growth, methanogenic activity and characteristics of granular sludge, 
with the aim of determining the phosphorus requirement in high-rate anaerobic treatment. 
The authars observed large differences in phosphorus cantent for granular sludge samples 
from different full-scale reactors (6.5 to 37 mg Pig VS). In general, higher phosphorus 
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concentrations In granular sludge is thought to indicate the presence of inorganic 
phosphorus precipitates. Laboratory-scale research was also undertaken using both 
continuously-fed and batch reactors (seeded with granular sludge from full-scale UASBs) 
which were operated alternatively under phosphorus-limiting and phosphorus-rich 
conditions. Phosphorus was added as KH2P04• 
Initial experiments with reactors receiving no influent phosphorus did not immediately 
show phosphorus deficiency, a phenomenon that has also been reported by Britz et al. 
(1988). It was suggested by the authors that the phosphorus precipitates already present in 
the seed UASB sludge might have served as an internal phosphorus source. This 
suggestion stimulates questions with respect to phosphorus speciation and bioavailability, 
as it is commonly accepted that nutrients and trace metals are available to 
microorganisms when in a soluble form. 
Following the reported delay, phosphorus deficiency was noted in all high-rate reactors, 
., 
giving rise to reduced VFA degradation and reduced methane production. Phosphorus-
limitation was found to lead to a minimal phosphorus concentration of 6mg Pig VS, 
which increased immediately when both phosphate and substrate were available. This 
methanogenic-activity decline was shown to be reversible in all cases, however, it was 
found that the effects of a peak dose of phosphorus was rather temporary. The most 
efficient form of phosphorus-dosing was reported to be addition of lower concentrations 
of phosphorus to the reactor influent on a continuous basis. 
It was noted by Alphenaar et al. (1993) that moderately-loaded digesters still performed 
satisfactorily under phosphorus-limiting conditions, that is, the phosphorus requirement 
was related to the organic loading of the anaerobic digester. Further evidence for a 
relationship between phosphate uptake and organic loading was that no phosphate uptake 
was measured in the absence of the VF A substrate. Even digesters operating at higher 
sludge phosphorus concentrations only exhibited phosphorus-uptake during substrate 
utilisation, which could indicate a supplementary phosphorus requirement for maximal 
methanogenic activity. Conversely, phosphorus release was noted in the anaerobic 
digesters during substrate-limited conditions. Thus, it should be noted that the 
phosphorus balance of an anaerobic digester that is not continuously-fed (most sewage 
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sludge digesters) might be continuously shifting between the solid and liquid phases, with 
phosphorus-uptake to the organic sludge occurring directly after feeding, followed by 
phosphorus-release during substrate-limited conditions. 
In concluding their paper, Alphenaar et al. (1993) state the following: That phosphorus-
uptake only takes place when organic substrate is available, thus in practice phosphorus-
dosing is only profitable during biologically active periods. The authors also conclude 
that phosphorus precipitates, as well as organic phosphorus in gelatine and yeast extract, 
are available for the methanogenic bacteria. The dosage of excess phosphorus (reactor 
effluents exceeding Img soluble-PI!) does not appear to have advantages for anaerobic 
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treatment efficiency, although no inhibition of anaerobic processes has been mentioned 
by the authors. 
Work by Pfeffer and White (1964) showed that low concentrations of soluble phosphate 
was essential for efficient anaerobic digestion and that excessive cation dosing could 
have an inhibitive effect on anaerobic activity as a result of phosphate precipitation. 
However, these researchers also reported that high concentrations of soluble phosphate (> 
75 mg/I) could result in an unstable anaerobic system. 
Rudolfs and Stahl (1947) reported that phosphate addition retarded the anaerobic 
digestion of sewage sludge. In these experiments, phosphate compounds were added in 
concentrations from 2 to 109/I, resulting in phosphorus concentrations in the digested 
sludge of700 to 1520 mg/I P. Addition of phosphorus in the form of organic phosphorus 
compounds (casein and albumen) had little effect on digestion. Addition of casein 
resulted in a sludge phosphorus concentration of 43 mgll, while that of albumen was not 
reported but is presumed to be similarly low. 
Addition of inorganic phosphorus salts resulted in variable effects, with some phosphorus 
compounds adversely affecting VS reduction in the digested sludge, as shown in Table 
2.10. 
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TABLE 2.10 Addition of phosphorus compound s to anaerobic digesters: Effect on VS reduction and methane 
production (Rudolfs and Stahl, 1947). 
Compound added 
Control 
Ca(H,P04),.H,O 
NH4H,P04 
NaPO, 
NaH,P04.H,O 
Na,P04.12H,O 
P concentration in 
digested sludge, mgll 
o 
700 
1390 
1520 
1500 
1050 
VS reduction, % 
48.0 
39.6 
49.9 
41.8 
30.6 
49.2 
Methane produced, 
mg/g VS reduced. 
640 
860 
600 
670 
690 
No clear pattern seems to exist regarding type of phosphorus compound and extent of 
inhibition of anaerobic digestion. The 'inhibitive' effect seemed to be closely related to 
the hydrolysis stage of anaerobic digestion. Methanogenesis appeared to be less affected, 
with the phosphorus-rich digesters producing more methane per g VS reduced than the 
control digesters. The exception to this finding was for addition of ammonium phosphate, 
which had little effect on sludge hydrolysis but resulted in less methane being produced 
per gram of VS reduced. This could have been the result of ammonium toxicity to the 
methanogens. 
Rudolfs and Stahl (1947) performed other experiments to determine the effect of 
phosphorus concentration on inhibition of VS reduction and reported that little 
correlation appeared to exist between extent of inhibition and phosphorus concentration. 
Although, the lowest phosphorus concentration tested was 350 mg PII, therefore, it is 
possible that a reduction in the inhibitive effect might have occurred at a lower 
phosphorus concentrations. These results indicate that there was a threshold level of 
phosphorus, above which sludge hydrolysis was retarded. The authors also noted that the 
retarding effects were particularly noticeable during the early stages of digestion, and 
concluded that more time might be required for complete VS degradation in phosphorus-
rich anaerobic digesters. 
The concentration at which soluble phosphate becomes mhibitive varies considerably 
from system to system (Pfeffer and White, 1964) and the effect of the soluble phosphate 
on the methanogens is not clear. It is possible that excess phosphate in an anaerobic 
digester could form insoluble salts with trace cations rendering them unavailable to the 
anaerobic microorganisms (Pfeffer and White, 1964). Cobalt has been found to be 
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essential for anaerobic digestion, however, as COl(P04)2 is very insoluble it is possible 
that high concentrations of phosphate in an anaerobic digester could severely reduce the 
bioavailability of this metal. 
2.5.4 SUMMARY 
In conclusion to the review of metals and phosphorus as nutrients and toxins in anaerobic 
digestion, the following points can be made: 
• Metal speciation affects the bioavailability of metals. It is generally accepted that 
soluble metals are more bioavailable than insoluble metals, although complexation of 
metals with strong chelating agents such as EDT A has been shown to render these 
metals unavailable to anaerobic bacteria. 
• Metal speciation affects the toxicity of metals, with metals being rendered less toxic 
to anaerobic digestion by mechanisms such as precipitation and complexation with 
organic material, both soluble and insoluble. 
• Analysis of the elemental composition of methanogenic bacterial cells shows that the 
methanogens have requirements for: Mg '" Ca > Fe > Zn;:>: Ni> Co '" Mo > Cu > Mn. 
• Iron is considered to be one of the most important essential metals for anaerobic 
digestion.· The addition of iron to anaerobic digesters has been found to markedly 
increase the conversion of acetoclastic methanogenesis. 
• Nickel and cobalt are essential trace metals for anaerobic digestion, although iron and 
cobalt appear to be inter-changeable. 
• Toxicity of metals. to sewage sludge anaerobic digesters is regulated by their 
precipitation as sulphides and carbonates, and by complexation with sludge solids. 
The solids content of an anaerobic digester is an important factor in regulating metal 
toxicity and metal concentrations should be reported per weight of dried solids. 
• Chromium is reduced to Crl+ in an anaerobic digester, which is precipitated primarily 
as Cr(OH)3. Chromium is not thought to form insoluble sulphides during anaerobic 
digestion. 
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• Heavy metals such as copper, zinc, cadmium, chromium and lead have been shown to 
be more inhibitory to acidogenic bacteria than to methanogenic bacteria. Inhibition of 
anaerobic digestion by heavy metals could, therefore, be characterised by low levels 
of volatile fatty acids and methane. 
• Phosphorus is essential for the anaerobic digestion process. A concentration of I mg/I 
of soluble phosphorus is thought to be indicative of sufficient phosphorus in an 
anaerobic digester. 
• Phosphorus has been found to move from the sludge to soluble fraction and vice 
versa, and it has been proposed that phosphorus in precipitates is also available to 
anaerobic microorganisms if required. 
• Although, low concentrations of soluble phosphorus as a result of iron dosing was 
reported to result in digester inhibition. 
• High concentrations of soluble phosphate (> 75 mg/I) have been found to cause an 
unstable digestion system and reduced methane production. 
• Addition of phosphate as sodium phosphate was found to be more inhibitive to an 
anaerobic digester than addition as anunonium phosphate. This inhibition appeared to 
be linked to the hydrolysis stage of sewage sludge digestion, rather than 
methanogenesis, as the VS reduction and gas production dropped, but the methane 
content ofthe gas increased. 
• The 'inhibitive' effects of soluble phosphate on anaerobic digestion did not appear to 
be directly linked to phosphate concentration, although concentrations below 350 
mg/I were not tested. 
• The 'inhibitive' effects of soluble phosphate were most marked in the early stages of 
digestion, with the process appearing to progress more slowly, leading the authors to 
conclude that VS reduction might eventually match that of the controls, given enough 
time. 
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2.6 ANAEROBIC DIGESTION OF SLUDGES FROM PHOSPHORUS REMOVAL 
PROCESSES 
The final effluent discharged from STWs is a significant point source of phosphate into 
the environment. The UWWTD therefore requires that phosphorus removal be 
undertaken at STWs that discharge to designated nutrient-sensitive waters. 
Phosphorus removal consists of its conversion into the solid phase, followed by removal 
from the main waste stream (Jenkins et aI., 1970). During conventional sewage treatment 
it can be expected that primary sedimentation removes between 5 to 15 % of the influent 
phosphorus, trickling filters 20 to 30 % and activated sludge treatment 30 to 50 % of the 
influent phosphorus (Yeoman et aI., 1988). This is not usually sufficient to reduce the 
effluent phosphorus down to the concentrations required by the UWWTD. Additional 
phosphorus removal processes are, therefore, employed to achieve these standards. These 
processes can be broadly divided into biological or chemical methods. 
The methodology of phosphorus removal is a subject that has been investigated by many 
researchers and practitioners in considerable details, particularly the field of BPR, which 
remains a current and active area of research. A review of the methodology of 
phosphorus removal is not intended in this document. Instead, phosphorus removal 
processes are reviewed briefly with the objective of determining the major differences 
between phosphorus removal sludges and sludges from STWs that do not perform 
phosphorus removal. The overall aim of this is to investigate possible effects of 
phosphorus removal sludge on anaerobic sludge digestion, both with respect to metal and 
phosphorus speciation in the digesters, and digester performance. 
2.6.1 CHEMICAL PHOSPHORUS REMOVAL 
CPR processes are based on the addition of a metal salt to wastewater, causmg 
precipitation of an insoluble phosphate, which is settled out in the subsequent 
sedimentation (Brett et aI., 1997). Generally aluminium is considered the most efficient 
precipitant, followed by iron (Ill), iron (H) and finally calcium (Yeoman et aI., 1988). 
Chlorides and sulphates are the most common forms of salts used and lime may also be 
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used as a source of calcium ions. Currently, in the UK, iron salts are the preferred means . 
of CPR. Aluminium salts are used occasionally at STWs where iron has been found to be 
unsuitable as a precipitant (Personal communication, Severn Trent Water). 
2.6.1.1 Operating conditions for chemical phosphorus removal 
Phosphorus removal chemicals can be added at one of 3 stages during sewage treatment: 
(I) pre-precipitation, i.e. chemicals are added to raw sewage or during primary 
sedimentation; (2) co-precipitation, i.e. chemicals are dosed before or during the activated 
sludge process; and (3) post-precipitation, i.e. chemical addition before or during final 
clarification (Yeoman et aI., 1988). 
Metal salt addition to primary sedimentation facilities (Metcalfand Eddy, 1991; Yeoman 
et aI., 1988). When aluminium or iron salts are added to untreated (raw) wastewater, they 
react with the soluble orthophosphate to produce a precipitate. Organic phosphorus and 
polyphosphates are removed by more complex reactions and by adsorption onto floc 
particles. The insolubilised phosphorus, as well as considerable quantities of BaD and 
suspended solids, is removed from the wastewater as primary sludge. Adequate mixing 
and flocculation are necessarily done upstream of primary facilities, whether separate 
basins are provided or existing facilities modified to provide these functions. In low 
alkalinity waters, the addition of an alkali is sometimes necessary to keep the pH in the 5 
to 7 range which is optimal for phosphorus precipitation by iron and aluminium. 
Pre-precipitation produces large quantities of sludge, which has the advantage of yielding 
more digester biogas, but the increased volume can also cause handling problems 
Metal salt addition to secondary treatment (Metcalf and Eddy, 1991; Yeoman et aI., 
1988). Metal salts can be added to the wastewater in the activated sludge aeration tank or 
the final clarifier influent channel. In trickling filter systems, the salts are added to the 
untreated wastewater or to the filter effluent. Phosphorus is removed from the liquid 
phase through a combination of precipitation, adsorption, exchange and agglomeration 
and removed from the process with the secondary sludges. Practical applications of CPR 
during secondary treatment have shown that good phosphorus removal can be achieved in 
a pH range of 5.5 to 7.0, which is compatible with most biological treatment processes. 
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Co-precipitation removes BOD, heavy metals, organic micropollutants and viruses 
efficiently, however, the sludge volume is increased and aeration might cause floc 
shearing and poor settleability (in practise, this is rarely a problem and iron addition is 
known to aid settling of activated sludge). 
Metal salt addition following secondary treatment: Post-precipitation produces a final 
effluent of excellent quality and has the added advantages of low sludge volumes and 
smaller chemical requirements. The disadvantages of this system are that extra mixing 
facilities are required as well as tertiary treatment for solids removal. Adding dissolved 
solids at this stage in the treatment process can also cause operational problems. 
2.6.1.2 Interaction of phosphate with metal ions 
The concentration of metal salt required to precipitate 1 mole of phosphorus can be 
calculated theoretically, e.g. Fe3+ + pol- +-> FeP04(s)' That is, I mole of soluble Fe)+ is 
required to precipitate 1 mole of soluble P043- to form I mole of insoluble FeP04. In 
reality, however, there are a number of chemical reactions that can occur during CPR. 
These are: 
1. Precipitation of an insoluble metal phosphate. 
2. Reaction of the metal salt with alkalinity to give insoluble metal hydroxides and a 
reduced pH (Brett et aI., 1997). 
3. Formation of metal-hydroxy-phosphates (Brett et aI., 1997; Fytianos et aI., 1998) 
4. Metal ions, e.g. iron (UI) ions forming strong complexes with pyrophosphate and 
tripolyphosphates, which are then removed by adsorption onto iron (HI) hydroxy-
phosphate surfaces (Jenkins et aI., 1970). 
The combinations of reactions that occur during phosphorus removal depend on a number 
of factors, such as the ratio of metal ions to phosphate ions, the pH ofthe wastewater and 
the point of addition of the metals salts during sewage treatment processes. For this 
reason, the theoretical equations cannot be used to estimate the required chemical 
dosages directly. Dosages are usually established on the basis of bench-scale tests and 
occasionally by full-scale tests. As a general rule-of-thumb, aluminium sulphate and 
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ferric chloride are applied in a molar ratio in the range of a 1 to 3 metal ions to 1 
phosphorus ion. Severn Trent Water usually work on an iron:phosphate molar ratio of 2: 1 
(Personal communication, Severn Trent Water). 
Phosphorus removal using calcium 
Lime was traditionally used for phosphorus removal, however, it is used less frequently 
nowadays as it results in a substantial increase in the mass of sludge to be treated in 
comparison to the metal salts (aluminium and iron), and can cause problems from 
scaling, plugging, corrosion and sludge disposal (Metcalfand Eddy, 1991). 
Lime addition for phosphorus precipitation, results in the formation of hydroxyapatite, in 
the pH range 8.0 to 11.0 (Yeoman et aI., 1988): 
lOCa2+ + 6PO/ + 20H- ...... CaIO(P04)G(OH)2(s) 
Competing reactions are the formation of magnesium hydroxide (above pH 10.5; Jenkins 
et aI., 1971), calcium carbonate (between pH 9 and 10.5; Ienkins et aI., 1971) and 
tricalcium phosphate (in the presence ofMg2+ ions at pH below 9.0; Jenkins et aI., 1971). 
In contrast to phosphate precipitates produced by aluminium and iron, calcium phosphate 
solids nucleate and grow very slowly, especially at neutral pH. Increasing the calcium 
carbonate concentration causes slower calcium phosphate crystal growth rate as well as a 
higher residual phosphate concentration (Jenkins et aI., 1971). 
Phosphorus removal using aluminium 
The major chemical used for precipitation is aluminium sulphate (alum) which reacts 
with phosphate as follows (Brett et aI., 1997): 
Ab(S04)3.14H20 + 2PO/-""" 2AIP04(s) + 3S042-+ 14H20 
The optimum pH range for alum precipitation of phosphorus is 5.5 to 6.5 (Brett et aI., 
1997). AIP04 precipitation is thermodynamically and kinetically favoured over AI(OH)3 
precipitation, under typical sewage conditions (Jenkins et aI., 1971). AIP04 precipitation 
is very rapid, being completed before any interactions take place between 
aluminohydroxy polymers and other particle surfaces (bacterial or precipitate), however, 
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the stoichiometric amount of A13+ to form AIP04 must be supplemented by additional 
Al'+, which serves as a coagulant for the colloidal phosphate precipitate and other 
suspended matter (J enkins et aI., 1971). In practice, therefore, one might expect the 
formation of precipitates with a composition intermediate between the crystalline solids, 
AlP04 (maximum precipitation at pH 5.5; Diamadopou1os and Benedek, 1984) and 
Al(OH)3 (maximum precipitation at pH 8.0; Diamadopoulos and Benedek, 1984), which 
may be amorphous rather than crystalline (Jenkins et aI., 1971). With respect to 
condensed phosphates, it is probable that adsorption, as well as precipitation, is an 
important removal mechanism with aluminium dosing (Jenkins et aI., 1971). 
Aluminium is thought to be the most efficient precipitant as phosphorus is not released 
even during sludge recycle, storage or digestion. Disadvantages are that it is expensive 
and can inhibit nitrification in a biological treatment plant (Yeoman et aI., 1988). 
Phosphorus removalllsing iron 
Ferric ions are primarily used for phosphorus removal and the salt most commonly used 
in wastewater treatment is ferric chloride (Yeoman et aI., 1988). A typical reaction 
between ferric chloride and phosphate is (Brett et aI., 1997): 
FeCI} + poi- H FeP04(s) + 3Cr 
The optimum pH range for phosphate precipitation by ferric ions is between 4.5 and 5.0, 
although significant removal of phosphate can be achieved at a higher pH (Brett et aI., 
1997). As for aluminium, it is likely that phosphorus is removed by formation of both 
ferric phosphate and ferric hydroxyphosphates. The amount of iron added to the 
wastewater appears to influence the types of precipitates formed; Fytianos et al. (1998) 
reported that FeP04 was formed at 1:1 molar ratios (Fe:P), but that formation ofa·ferric 
hydroxyphosphate compound, in this case Fe2.5P04(OH)4.5, increased as the Fe:P ratio 
increased. 
Ferrous ions can also, theoretically, be used to precipitate phosphorus by the formation of 
vivianite (Fe,(P04h). Singer (1972) cites two studies in which dosing of ferrous iron to 
primary sludge resulted in vivianite formation. However, other studies have shown that 
effective phosphorus removal does not occur until the ferrous ions are oxidised to ferric 
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ions (Brett et aI., 1997). Ferrous salts (usually ferrous sulphate) are, therefore, mainly 
used for co-precipitation of phosphorus, being easily oxidised to ferric ions in the high 
oxygen enviromnent of activated sludge aeration basins. This is common practise at 
STWs with activated sludge processes, the advantages of this being that ferrous sulphate 
. is the least expensive fonn of iron (personal communication, Severn Trent Water). 
Ferric ions also fonn strong complexes with pyrophosphate and tripolyphosphates, which 
are then removed by adsorption onto ferric hydroxyphosphate surfaces (Jenkins et aI., 
1970). A stoichiometric excess of ferric iron is usually required for phosphate 
precipitation (Jenkins et aI., 1970) which can be attributed to factors such as competition 
between hydroxyl ions and phosphates for ferric ions at the point of addition and the need 
to destabilise iron phosphate and other colloids, particularly dispersed microorganisms. 
The major advantage of using iron salts for precipitation is the low cost, as the iron salts 
are often waste products of industrial processes, e.g. ferrous sulphate from the steel 
pickling industry and ferrous chloride from hydrochloric acid brining (Kirk et aI., 1987). 
The sludges produced also have excellent de-watering properties. The main 
disadvantages are that iron salts can cause corrosion, staining, iron carryover and 
coloured effluents. 
2.6.1.3 Characteristics of CPR sludges 
As the aim of this research was to investigate the effects of phosphorus removal sludges 
on metal and phosphorus speciation in digested sludge, it was necessary to understand the 
physical and chemical changes that might occur in the feed sludges as a result of 
phosphorus removal. 
Sludge quantity: Chemical addition for phosphorus removal increases sludge production 
through the precipitation of phosphorus and reactions with hydroxides, carbonates and 
organic material (Brett et aI., 1997). Upton (1998) reported a 75 % increase in the sludge 
growth index (kg dissolved solids/kg BOO removed) when dosing 20 mg/l iron (as 
ferrous sulphate) to a nitrifying ASP reactor. It was concluded that a 25 to 40 % increase 
in sludge (by weight) should be expected for STWs implementing CPR. Grigoropoulos et 
al. (1971) reported that addition of alum and sodium aluminate to the aeration basin ofan 
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activated sludge plant resulted in a 160 % increase in VS and a 245 % increase in TS, in 
the mixed liquor. Malhrota and Parrillo (1971) reported an increase in TS (2.61 % to 
3.87 %), as a result of dosing ferrous sulphate to primary sludge. Bret! et al. (1997) stated 
that alum addition could increase sludge production by approximately 20 to 30 % and 
that iron addition could increase sludge production by up to 45 %. Lime precipitation can 
increase the .sludge mass by two to three times more than either alum or iron salts. 
The sludge volume can also be increased as a result of CPR, as settling characteristics of 
the sludge can be altered by chemical treatment. CPR has been found to result in sludge 
volume increases of up to 150 % (Brett et aI., 1997). Chemical addition can also result in 
improved sludge settling and hence lower sludge volumes; Upton (1998) reported that 
addition of ferrous sulphate to an activated sludge plant resulted in improved settling 
(Stirred sludge volume index (SSVI) < 80 ml/g). 
Sludge organic content: As well as an increase in sludge (by mass or volume), the ratio of 
total to organic solids can change. Grigoropoulos et al. (1971) reported an increase in 
both TS and VS (reported above), but found that the VS content as a percentage of the TS 
decreased from 77 % to 52 %, for MLSS dosed with alum or sodium aluminate. Malhrota 
and Parrillo (1971) found that iron dosing of primary sludge resulted in an increase in TS 
but a decrease in VS from 62 % to 50 % of the TS. 
The nature of the organic material might also change as a result of chemical treatment. 
Chemical coagulation aids in the removal of colloidal materials from wastewater into the 
sludge (Kindzierski and Hrudey. 1986). These small particles of organic material may be 
incorporated into larger floes, thus changing the particle size distribution of the feed 
sludge to a digester. 
Yeoman (1989) reported that ferric chloride flocculation of primary and activated sludges 
increased, in both cases, the concentration of solids within the 100 /lm particle size range. 
Over 90 % of the activated sludge solids were associated with these large particles, 
whereas the non-flocculated sludges were characterised by a maximum solids 
concentration in the 8 /.lm range. It is interesting to note that alum precipitation had a 
different effect, actually increasing the number of small particles (2.5 /.lm) in the primary 
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sludge. Alum precipitation of activated sludge seemed to result in a similar particle size 
distribution to the non-flocculated sludge. 
Dente! and Gosselt (1982) hypothesised that the organic substrate in wastewater becomes 
extensively enmeshed in the floc structure, the effect being more pronounced with 
decreasing particle size of the organic material. This enmeshment could result in the 
organic material being bound with such strength that it is rendered 'inactive' (all its 
functional groups bound by hydroxymetal polymers), thus reducing the biodegradability 
of the organic material. The biodegradability could also be reduced as a result of the 
enveloping hydroxymetal species providing a significant barrier to organisms or their 
enzymes (Dentel and Gossett, 1982). The effect of chemical coagulation on organic 
materials was found to be more acute with substances containing organic nitrogen, such 
as proteins, which are known to form complexes with aluminium or iron. Organic 
compounds with strong hydrophobic tendencies were also found to be less biodegradable 
following chemical coagulation, proh)lbly due to an increased tendency to adsorb onto 
hydroxymetal species during coagulation (Dentel and Gossett, 1982). 
Phosphorus content and speciation: Obviously, the phosphorus content of a CPR sludge 
is greater than that of a non-CPR sludge. Malhrota and Parrillo (1971) report an increase 
from 625 mg/I P to 970 mg/I P in the feed sludge, as a result of iron dosing of primary 
sludge. Kirk et al. (1987) reported an increase oftotal phosphorus from 416 mgll P to 720 
mg/I P (alum) and 620 mgfl P (ferric chloride), as a result of pre-precipitation. 
Grigoropoulos et al. (1971) found that aluminium co-precipitation of activated sludge 
increased the phosphorus content of the sludge from approximately 150 mg/I to 900 mg/l. 
The speciation of the phosphorus in CPR sludges, as has been discussed in the previous 
sections, is dependent on many factors. If iron has been used as the precipitant, most of 
the phosphorus in the sludge is associated with the iron, either in the form of iron 
phosphate precipitates or iron hydroxyphosphate precipitates. This is also likely to be the 
case for aluminium. Although CPR results in an increased concentration of phosphorus in 
the sludge fraction, the bioavailability of this phosphorus may decrease, actually resulting 
in phosphorus limitation (Kindzierski and Hrudey, 1986). Malhrota and Parrillo (1971) 
reported that, while iron precipitation of primary sludge significantly increased the total 
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phosphorus content of the sludges, the soluble phosphorus concentration decreased from 
35 mg/I to 3 mg/1. 
Metal content and speciation: CPR can also result in a change in metal concentration and 
speciation in the resulting sludges. Obviously, there is a large increase in the quantity of 
iron or aluminium in the sludge, if these metals are used for CPR. Increased 
concentration of other metals in the sludges is also likely to occur as a result of metal co-
precipitation or adsorption of soluble or particulate trace metals to the metal 
hydroxyphosphate compounds. For example, ferric chloride addition to a primary effluent 
(75 mg 11) was found to remove 59 % of the copper from the influent (Edwards et aI., 
1997). Van Fleet et al. (1974) stated that the use of lime or alum for CPR would 
significantly enhance the removal of lead, copper, trivalent chromium and arsenic. 
Yeoman et al. (1993) investigated the influence of CPR on metal speciation during 
wastewater treatment. They reported that alum dosing increased the solubility of copper 
., 
and lead in raw (primary) sludges. All the other metals investigated (cadmium, nickel and 
zinc) suffered reduced solubility due to alum or ferric chloride coagulation of primary 
sludges. Ferric chloride.was found to decrease the concentration of cadmium and copper 
in the soluble, exchangeable and adsorbed fractions of primary sludge. Alum was found 
to, increase the concentration of adsorbed copper and zinc. Both alum and ferric chloride 
decreased the concentration of zinc found in the soluble and exchangeable fractions. 
With respect to particle size distribution, Yeoman (1989) concluded that coagulation of 
raw and activated sludges with both alum and ferric chloride tended to increase the 
association of metals with the larger sludge particles (> I 00 ~m). It was also reported that 
chemical coagulation resulted in a doubling in copper and cadmium concentrations in the 
CPR sludges. 
Another important source of metals in CPR sludges are contaminants of the dosing 
chemicals. This can be especially problematic when iron salts are used, as these are often 
manufactured from waste products and may contain high concentrations of metals such as 
manganese, chromium and nickel. Edwards et al. (1997) reported that a ferric coagulant 
contained 4 mgll copper and 46 mgll manganese, as contaminants. Crozes et al. (1996) 
found 10- 160 mgll of soluble manganese in six ferric coagulants tested. 
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Thus, to summarise: CPR can increase the quantity of sludge produced, both with respect 
to inorganic and organic solids. There is a larger increase in TS, compared with VS, 
. leading to a decreased %VS in the sludge. The phosphorus content of the sludge is 
increased, as is the metal content. Speciation of metals and phosphorus is changed, with 
phosphorus solubility generally decreasing and trace metal speciation changing according 
to the chemical used and the particular trace metal. 
2.6.1.4 Fate of phosphorus, associated metals and other trace metals during 
anaerobic digestion of ePR sludges 
When sludges are treated by anaerobic digestion, organic particulate phosphorus is 
hydrolysed to soluble orthophosphate. It is also possible that inorganic phosphate 
precipitates are solubilised during anaerobic digestion, as little is known of the fate of 
chemically-precipitated phosphorus in the anaerobic digestion process (Malhotra and 
Parrillo, 1971). 
In the previous section, the characteristics of sludge produced by CPR was reviewed, 
including the possible chemical and metal species that might exist in CPR sludges. The 
objective of this section is to investigate the fate of the insolubilised phosphorus, 
associated metals (Ca, Al or Fe) and other trace metals during anaerobic digestion of 
CPR sludge. 
Little information exists on the fate of calcium precipitated phosphorus during anaerobic 
digestion. Jenkins et al. (1971) suggested that calcium phosphate precipitates are likely to 
re-dissolve during anaerobic digestion, as a result of the neutral operating pH 
(hydroxyapatite precipitation typically requiring a pH > 10). This was supported by the 
observation that calcium phosphates precipitated in activated sludge tended to re-dissolve 
partially in the sludge blanket of a secondary clarifier. 
Van Fleet et al. (1974) reported that an anaerobic digester treating lime-dosed primary 
sludge operated at a pH between 7.2 and 7.4 with a supematant soluble phosphorus 
concentration of 6 to 8 mg/I. This corresponds well to typical soluble phosphorus 
concentrations for digesters treating non-CPR sludge and suggests that, if solubilisation 
of calcium phosphates occurred, these were re-precipitated during the digestion process, 
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possibly as Ca3(P04)2 As the molar ratio of Ca:P in hydroxyapatite is 5:3, and that of 
Ca3(P04h is 1.5:1, any dissolved phosphorus could theoretically be re-precipitated by the 
available calcium ions. 
The fate of aluminium-precipitated phosphorus during anaerobic digestion has. been 
reported by Grigoropoulos et al. (1971) and O'Shaughnessy et al. (1974). The fonner 
found that total phosphorus concentrations in a laboratory digester fed with alum-
precipitated activated sludge increased from less than 100 mg P/l to more than 
900 mg P/I. The soluble phosphate concentration in the digesters, however, did not 
increase from the control value of 45 mg/I P. In fact, soluble phosphorus was seen to fall 
in the digesters treating alum-precipitated sludge, to approximately 7-10 mg/I.An 
explanation for this could be that the A\'+ precipitates fonned during coagulation initially 
contained an excess OH-:pol- ratio, but that ageing of the sludge resulted in a gradual 
exchange of P04 for hydroxide (Jenkins et aI., 1971). The aluminium content of the 
experimental digesters increased from 460 mg/I to 1000-1160 mg/l over the same period, 
with no increase in soluble aluminium being noted. 
Similar results were reported by O'Shaughnessy et al. (1974) regarding alum-dosing of 
activated sludge and subsequent anaerobic digestion of the. sludge. It was reported that 
i 
more soluble phosphorus entered the digester than left it, suggesting that phosphorus was 
insolubilised during digestion by residual aluminium in the sludge. The residual soluble 
phosphate concentration was 45 mg/l, most of this being in the orthophosphate fonn. 
With respect to aluminium, soluble concentrations in the digested sludge never exceeded 
2.5 mgll, while the maximum concentration in the CPR feed sludges never rose above 0.2 
mgll (O'Shaugnessy et aI., 1974)_ The authors concluded that no evidence was found that 
alum-precipitated phosphoms redissolved during anaerobic digestion. 
The fate of iron-precipitated phosphorus during anaerobic digestion IS not as 
straightforward and seems to be primarily affected by whether the iron is in the ferrous or 
ferric form prior to digestion. 
Malhrota and Parrillo (1971) investigated the uptake and/or release of phosphorus during 
anaerobic digestion of 2 different test sludges, viz. ferrous chloride precipitated primary 
sludge and ferrous sulphate precipitated WAS. 
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It was found that both the control and test digesters operating on ferrous-precipitated 
primary sludge showed a definite and significant uptake of phosphorus. Thus, the 
phosphorus precipitated as ferrous phosphate did not re-solubilise during digestion and 
probably remained as ferrous phosphate in the digested sludge. The authors proposed that 
the additional phosphorus insolubilisation was brought about by iron and calcinm that 
became available following degradation of organic matter bound by metallic cations. The 
iron-precipitated sludge is also likely to have contained an excess of iron. 
'The anaerobic digestion of ferrous sulphate precipitated WAS showed a different pattern. 
The test digesters, fed ePR WAS with 2 % and 5 % Fe respectively, showed an increase 
of soluble phosphorus during anaerobic digestion. It is most likely that the ferrous iron 
added to the activated sludge aeration tanks was oxidised to the ferric form during 
aeration of the sludge, and that the phosphorus was removed as ferric phosphate/ferric 
hydroxyphosphate. Singer (1972) proposed that, when ferric iron was the phosphate 
precipitant, this could be expected to be reduced to ferrous iron under anaerobic 
conditions, resulting in a release of soluble phosphate, as shown below: 
FeP04(s) + e· <-> Fe2+ + pol-
Singer (1972) proposed that the soluble ferrous iron and orthophosphate released during 
digestion of ePR sludge would be most likely to precipitate as vivianite: 
3Fe2+ + 2Pol- ..... Fe3(P04h(s) 
As vivianite has a Fe:P molar ratio of 3:2 and ferric phosphate a Fe:P molar ratio of I: I, 
iron from ferric phosphate cannot re-precipitate all the released phosphate as vivianite. 
This could account for the increase in soluble phosphate reported by Malhrota and 
Parrillo (1971). However, as discussed in previous sections of this review, ferric iron is 
usually dosed at concentrations higher than that required for stoichiometric precipitation 
of FeP04, thus, in most cases of digestion of ePR sludge, there should be sufficient iron 
available to precipitate all released phosphate as vivianite. 
Further evidence for the formation of vivianite in digested sludge is that vivianite was 
detected as being the predominant form of phosphorus in anaerobic digesters treating 
ferrous sulphate ePR sludge, using X-ray diffraction and scanning electron microscopy 
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(Frossard and Morel, 1992). These authors found that well crystallised vivianite was only 
present when ferrous sulphate addition to sewage was followed by anaerobic digestion. 
The primary sludge to which the ferrous sulphate was added, although having a high iron 
content, did not show the formation of crystalline vivianite. Frossard and Morel (1992) 
also reported that increasing vivianite content of the digested sludges resulted in a 
decrease in mineral phosphorus availability, with 48 to 59 % of the total phosphorus 
being 'not exchangeable within one year'. 
Dezham et al. (1988) reported that dosing ferrous chloride directly into a combined 
digester feed and sludge recirculation line resulted in the formation of vivianite scale, 
which eventually plugged the system. Addition of ferrous chloride to the raw wastewater 
did not result in vivianite scaling, further evidence that vivianite formation occurs 
primarily in the low redox environment of an anaerobic digester. Mamais et al. (1994) 
added ferric chloride to an anaerobic digester to control the formation of struvite, this 
being achieved by precipitating the phosphorus as vivianite. Interestingly, iron salts 
addition to digester effluents already containing struvite caused the struvite precipitate to 
dissolve and vivianite to form. 
Jack et al. (1976) measured phosphorus release from a primary sludge treated with a 
mixture of 75 % ferrous chloride and 25 % ferric chloride, to give a total phosphorus 
removal of 90 % from an incoming sewage concentration of 7 to 9 mg P/l. The 
chemically treated primary sludge was stored at 5°C prior to use, sometimes for up to 200 
days. During storage, the pH of the sludge was found to drop from 5.0 to '4.0, volatile 
acids were found to increase from 1200 mg/l to 1600 mg/I and soluble phosphorus 
increased from 145 mg PII to 760 mg PII, as did soluble iron (up to 1200 mg/l) after 90 
days of storage, Jack et al. (1976) also noted that solubilisation of iron and phosphorus 
was occurring within the primary clarifier at the treatment plant, which was operating at a 
pH of about 5.0. 
These results are interesting as they indicate the rapid release of both phosphorus and iron 
from CPR sludge, as a result of microbial decomposition. In this case, the solubilisation 
could be linked to the relatively acidic pH values, as well as ferric iron reduction. The 
laboratory digesters fed on the stored CPR sludge, however, showed an effluent soluble 
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phosphorus concentration of less than 7 mg/l and a soluble iron content of less than 3 
mg!1. This indicated that substantial re-precipitation of the iron and phosphorus was able 
to occur during anaerobic digestion, most likely by the formation of vivianite, due to the 
increase in pH (near 7.0) in the digested sludge. 
Finally, Yeoman et al. (1993) reported on the effect of ferric chloride and alum 
precipitated sludges on metal speciation following sludge digestion. The results cannot be 
said to show any clear pattern. Alum precipitated and digested sludge appeared to contain 
a large proportion of cadmium and copper in the adsorbed fraction, as was found in the 
raw precipitated sludges, suggesting that cadmium and copper remain associated 
(adsorbed) to the aluminium flocs, during digestion. Under conditions of 'normal 
digestion' cadmium is usually associated with the EDTA fraction and copper with the 
HNO) fraction, therefore, alum precipitation seems to have resulted in a more available 
form of cadmium and copper. Ferric chloride generally had the opposite effect, 
decreasing the percentage of cadmium; copper, lead, zinc and nickel found in the soluble, 
exchangeable and adsorbed fractions of the digested sludge. 
2.6.1.5 Effect of CPR sludges on the anaerobic digestion process 
It was not a primary obj ective of this research to investigate the effect of CPR on the 
anaerobic digestion process, with respect to performance. It was hypothesised, however, 
that changes in phosphorus and metal speciation brought about by CPR sludge digestion, 
might be linked to changes in digester performance. A brief review of the effectls of CPR 
sludge on anaerobic digester performance has, therefore, been included. 
The reported effects of CPR sludge on anaerobic digester performance have been 
presented in Table 2.11, in chronological order. Some of the more interesting or relevant 
papers have been expanded on in the text following Table 2.11. This is followed by a 
discussion of the mechanisms that could be responsible for the observed reductions in 
digester performance as a result of CPR sludge digestion. 
It is worth noting, at this point, that there is no clear consensus regarding whether or not 
CPR sludge has a detrimental effect on digester performance, with some papers reporting 
no measurable effect and others reporting significant decreases in performance. As most 
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of these studies have been undertaken using real wastewater sludges, the variability in the 
composition of the wastewater sludges might well account for the varied results. In most 
cases, however, too little infonnation is included regarding the characteristics of the CPR 
feed and digested sludges to enable this to be investigated further. 
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TABLE 2.11 Anaerobic Digestion of CPR sludge: Digester Performance. 
Type of feed sludge Type of Effects on anaerobic digestion Overall conclusion Reference 
digester 
CH, Gas Alk VFAs VS 
vo!. red. 
Primary sludge Lab-scale batch l t l 50 % of volatiles solids Rudolfs and 
coagulaled wilh FeCb digester, appeared 'indigestible' Setter (1931) 
SRT=55d 
Primary sludge Lab-scale batch l l .,/ l VS reduction slower Rudolfs et al. 
coagulated with FeCb digester, than control - digestion (1932) 
SRT=70d required 45 d versus 35 
far the control digester . 
Primary sludge Lab-scale batch l .,/ .,/ i VS reduction slower Rudolfs et al. 
coagulated with alum digester, than control - digestion (1932) 
SRT =70d required 41 d versus 35 
far the control digester . 
Primary sludge Lab-scale batch .,/ t .,/ t VS reduction faster than Rudolfs et al. 
coagulated with digester, control (28 d versus 35 (1932) 
sodium aluminate SRT=70d d) 
Primary sludge Lab-scale, mixed .,/ I .,/ .,/ Malhrota and 
coagulated with FeCI, digester, No detrimental effect Parrillo (1971) SRT= 15d 
MLSS coagulated with Lab-scate, mixed .,/ .,/ .,/ .,/ Malhrota and 
FeSO,. digester, No detrimental effect Parrillo (1971) SRT = 15d 
Co-precipitation of Lab-scale .,/ .,/ No detrimental effect. Grigoropoulos 
MLSS with alum digester (1971 ) 
Co-precipitation of FUll-scale .,/ .,/ .,/ .,/ No detrimental effect. O'Shaughnessy 
MLSS with sodium digester eta!. (1974) 
aluminate + alum 
Primary sludge Lab-scale l 1 t l VS reduction slower Jack et al. 
coagulated with digester, than control. When SRT (1976) 
mixture of 75 % FeCI, SRT=20d was increased to 25 d, 
+ 25 % FeCb the digesters appeared 
to stabilise. 
Lime coagulated Full-scale l I Failure due to lime Van Fleet et al. 
primary sludge + small digesters overdosing and high pH (1974) 
quantity of WAS 
FeCb coagulated Full-scale l Small drop in gas Van Fleet et al. 
primary sludge + small digesters production was noted. (1974) 
quantity of WAS 
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Type of feed sludge Type of Effects on anaerobic digestion Overall conclusion Reference 
digester 
CH. Gas Alk VFA VS 
vol. red, 
Alum coagulated FUll-scale 1 1 i Increasing the Van Fleet el al. 
primary sludge + small digesters concenlration of alum (1974) 
quantity of WAS decreased gas 
produclion and 
increased VFAs, 
Raw sewage Lab-scale ! ! 1 i 1 Failure due to low pH Gosselt et al. 
coagulated with alum digesters to (1978) 
simulate full-
scale at STW, 
SRT=15d 
Raw sewage Lab-scale ! ! ! ! 1 Digestion efficiency Gossett el al. 
coagulated with FeCIJ digesters to decreased to 67 % of (1978) 
simulale full- former performance, 
scale at STW, Reduced alkalinity 
SRT=15d linked to reduced 
degradation of organic 
N-compounds, 
Raw sewage Full-scale ! ! ! i Low pH and digesler Emig (1979) 
coagulated with alum instability 
WAS coagulated with Lab-scale batch ! ! .( .( ! CH. and volatiles solids Kindzierski and 
alum digestion , digestion decreased Hrudey (1986) 
bioassays compared 10 controls, 
SRT=55d 
WAS coagulated with Lab-scale batch ! 1 .( .( ! CH. and volatiles solids Kindzierski and 
FeCIJ digestion digestion decreased Hrudey (1986) 
bioassays compared to controls, 
SRT=55d 
75 % primary sludge Lab-scale ! ! .( ! ! Perfonmance of digester Yeoman etal. 
coagulated with alum digester significantly affected, (1990) 
+25 % WAS SRT=20d CH. & VFAs decreased 
75 % primary sludge Lab-scale 1 1 .( 1 1 Performance of digester Yeoman et al. 
coagulated with FeCIJ digester significantly affected, (1990) 
+25 % WAS SRT=20d CH. & VFAs decreased 
75 % primary sludge Lab-scale .( .( .( .( .( Yeoman et al. 
+25 % WAS digester No detrimental effect. (1990) 
coagulated with alum SRT=20d 
75 % primary sludge Lab-scale .( .( .( .( .( Yeoman etal. 
+25 % WAS digester No detrimental effect. (1990) coagulated with FeCI, SRT=20d 
SRT = solids retention time 
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Rudolfs and Setter (1931) observed significant retardation of batch digesters treating 
ferric coagulated primary sludge. After 55 days, total gas volume was only 26 % of the 
control. The pH values of the experimental digester suggested accumulation of volatile 
fatty acids, particularly by day 14 and until day 35, after which the pH began to increase. 
These results suggest that methanogenesis was more affected than sludge hydrolysis. 
Sludge hydrolysis wasalso slowed down, however, leading Rudolfs and Setter (1931) to 
concluded that certain volatile substances were temporarily 'locked up '. 
Rudolfs et al. (1932) perfonned numerous experiments with chemically treated primary 
sludge, using alum, sodium aluminate and ferric chloride. The results showed that 
digestion was actually accelerated by sodium aluminate addition, with gas production 
peaking at 19 days, as opposed to 26 days for the control digester. Sludges treated with 
alum and ferric chloride were slower to be digested, gas peaking at 35 days. Digestion 
was completed at 35 days for the control digester, 28 days for the sodium aluminate 
treated sludge, 41 days for the alum treated sludge and 45 days for the ferric chloride 
treated sludge. The sodium aluminate sludge digester produced more gas than the control, 
while the digester treating ferric chloride coagulated sludge produced considerably less 
gas than the control. It was concluded that the difference between the ferric chloride 
treated mixture and the other mixtures was due to slower destruction of volatile matter. 
An interesting point is that the negative effect of ferric chloride coagulation was 
overcome when coagulation was carried out with a mixture of ferric chloride and sodium 
aluminate. This suggests a possible pH effect, but pH measurements during the 
experiments did not indicate any marked differences between the F eCb digester and the 
others. 
Jack et al. (1976) found that laboratory digesters operating on a 20 day retention time, 
were adversely affected by introduction of iron coagulated sludge. Gas production and 
alkalinity decreased and volatile acids increased. When the retention time was increased 
to 25 days; the digesters appeared to stabilise, although, the authors concluded that the 
digesters had not been run for long enough at the new retention time to support the 
conclusion of digestibility. It seems that, once again, iron coagulation resulted in a slower 
rate of sludge digestion. 
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Kindzierski and Hrudey (1986) investigated the effect of alum and ferric chloride 
coagulated activated sludge on the anaerobic digestion process. Fifty percent of the 
experimental digesters were 'spiked' with acetate, the objective being to investigate the 
effect of the coagulants on the acetogenic methanogens. Results reported by Kindzierski 
and Hrudey (1986) showed that increasing concentrations of both aluminium and iron in 
the sludge resulted in a reduction of cumulative methane production per g VS removed. 
A clear trend of lower cumulative methane production at increasing aluminium 
concentrations was apparent. The effect of iron on cumulative methane production was 
found to be less consistent than that observed for aluminium and it was concluded by 
Kindzierski and Hrudey (1986) that iron appeared to cause a significant reduction in 
methane generation, but that the effect was not a linear function of the iron concentration. 
Of particular interest is that very high doses of iron (346 mg Fell) appeared to have no 
effect beyond that caused by much lower concentrations of iron (36, 98 and 176 mg Fell). 
Experimental bottles amended with acetate showed that even the highest concentrations 
of iron and aluminium had no detrimental effect on acetogenic methane production, i.e. a 
mechanismls other than methanogenic toxicity was responsible for the reduced methane 
yield observed in the bioassays. 
Gosset et al. (1978) reported that coagulation of raw sewage by alum or ferric chloride 
resulted in a decreased digestibility of the sludge. The digester treating the alum 
coagulated sludge was characterised by a reduction in methane and alkalinity. As a result 
of the low alkalinity values « 1050 mg/l as CaCOJ), the pH dropped to 6.0, causing 
digester failure. The digester treating the ferric chloride sludge also experienced a 
reduction in methane production and alkalinity, but in this case the volatile fatty acids 
were found to remain low « 25 mg/l). It is interesting to note that increasing the 
coagulant dose did not show a linear increase in the extent of 'inhibition' of anaerobic 
digestion. For alum doses of 200, 250, 325 and 400 mg/l, the digester performance fell to 
92,81,84 and 82 % of the control. For ferric chloride doses of 100, 150 and 200 mg/I, 
the digesters operated at 88, 90 and 78 % of the control. Gossett et al. (1978) also noted 
that deviations in gas production were experienced with aIJ experimental digesters from 
the first day of operation, when compared with the controls. This is not typical of 
'inhibition' which usually requires a build-up of toxicant to levels exceeding a threshold 
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level before performance is affected. These results suggested that the sludge had become 
less digestible as a result of the chemical treatment, which resulted in decreased methane 
production in the experimental digesters. 
To investigate the issue of digestibility, Gossett et al. (1978) increased the digestion time 
to 125 days (batch system). They found that the chemical sludges were degraded at a 
much slower rate than the control sludges, but continued to digest over the entire 125 day 
period, at this point nearing the VS reduction value that the control digester reached in 
just 13 days. 
Linking the issue of digestibility and alkalinity is the production of ammonia. Gossett et 
al. (1978) found that ammonia production in the digesters treating CPR sludge was about 
half that of the control digesters. They hypothesised that organic nitrogen compounds in 
the chemically treated sludges were not being digested at the rate ofthe control digesters, 
which was confirmed by measurement ofthe organic nitrogen content of the sludge. The 
average decrease in VS reduction was 10 to 20 %, but organic nitrogen catabolism was 
reduced by approximately 50 %, which suggests that chemical coagulation rendered these 
compounds less digestible than non nitrogen-containing organic matter. 
Ammonia, in the presence of carbon dioxide and water, forms bicarbonate according to 
the following reaction: 
Thus, the decreased digestion of organic nitrogen compounds also provides an 
explanation for the reduction III alkalinity noted for both alum and ferric chloride 
digesters. 
Gossett et al. (1978) concluded that the effects observed during their experiments showed 
that chemically coagulated sludge was less digestible than the control sludges, but that 
the effect was one of reducing the rate, rather than the ultimate extent, of 
biodegradability. 
Yeoman et al. (1988) reported that laboratory-scale digesters treating a mixture of 75 % 
coagulated primary sludge and 25 % non-coagulated WAS were adversely affected by the 
introduction of the CPR sludge. Evidence of this was a reduction in VS removal and 
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methane production. The volatile acids to alkalinity ratio increased significantly, also 
indicating digester instability. Curiously, volatile acids were found to remain extremely 
low in both digesters, thus the increase in the volatile acids to alkalinity ratio might have 
been caused by a decrease in ammonia and hence alkalinity, as reported by Gossett et al. 
(1978). 
It is difficult to summarise the results presented in Table 2.11 as few trends seem to exist 
without there also being an exception to the rule. In general, it seems that ferric chloride 
is the coagulant reported to have resulted in the greatest number of problems with respect 
to anaerobic digestion, with alum coagulated sludge not markedly affecting digester 
perfonnances (with 2 exceptions). The effects on digester perfonnance, apart from the 
various pH related failures, seem to be linked to reduced digestibility of the VS. It is 
interesting to note that some researchers actually reported a drop in volatile acids as well 
as a drop in methane production, further suggesting that the inhibitory factor lies at the 
hydrolysis stage, rather than at the methanogenesis stage. The concentration of coagulant 
also appears to be an influencing factor, with more coagulant generally corresponding to 
a decrease in digester perfonnance. 
Mechanisms that could explain the reduced rate of digestion of CPR sludge 
A number of explanations have been put forward with respect to the effect of chemical 
coagulants on the anaerobic digestion process. The most obvious mechanism is direct 
toxicity of the metals to the anaerobic biomass. However, at concentrations that would 
nonnally be used for phosphate removal, neither alum or ferric chloride have been found 
to be directly toxic to the acidogens (Dentel and Gossett, 1982) or the methanogens 
(Kindzierski and Hrudey, 1986). 
It is also known that chemical coagulation changes the composition of sludge by aiding 
the removal of colloidal (suspended) material from the liquid phase into the sludge phase. 
If this colloidal material is less biodegradable than the usual constituents of sewage 
sludge this could result in a decrease in methane production per kg of VS removed. 
Kindzierski and Hrudey (1986) tested this hypothesis but found their bioassay results to 
be inconclusive and concluded that this mechanism was not a plausible explanation for 
their results. 
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The presence of the coagulants in the sludge could feasibly result in exceSSIve 
precipitation of phosphorus, thus inhibiting the digestion process via the mechanism of 
phosphorus limitation. However, Kindzierski and Hrudey (1986) suggested that 
phosphorus limitation should have the most pronounced effect on the methanogenic 
population, which showed no significant inhibition during the batch bioasssays. 
CPR sludge digestion has been shown to result in increased precipitation of metals, which 
might affect the anaerobic digestion process either by reducing the availability of 
essential metals, or increasing the solubility of toxic heavy metals. 
The most probable explanation for reduced methane production from chemically 
coagulated sludges is that coagulation may render the VS less accessible and/or less 
reactive to the extracellular enzymes of the acid-forming bacteria. That is, the coagulated 
organics are physically excluded from microbial biodegradation. This could occur due to 
binding of degradable substrate at the surface of the floc, which could prevent 
extracellular enzymes mobihsing the substrate into the microbial cells. Alternatively, the 
substrate could be physically isolated within an inorganic floc (Dentel and Gossett, 
1982). The most probable scenario would be a combination of the two processes. 
Kindzierski and Hrudey (1986) concluded that physical exclusion of biodegradable 
substrate was the most likely explanation for results achieved with the bioassays, and that 
differences noted between digestion of ferric chloride and alum coagulated WAS were 
probably related to differences in the physical nature ofthe flocs, rather than the chemical 
constituents. 
Additional support for the 'enmeshment' hypothesis is that addition of pre-formed 
aluminium flocs to digested sludge has been shown to have no effect on the digestion 
process (Hsu and Pipes, 1973 and Dentel and Gossett, 1982). 
Dente1 and Gossett (1982) also showed that organic nitrogen compounds were rendered 
more indigestible by chemical coagulation than other organic matter. Iron and aluminium 
are known to bind strongly to protein compounds in particular and it is probable that 
proteins are strongly 'enmeshed' into the floes during CPR. Thus, the decreased 
performance of anaerobic digesters treating CPR sludge is likely to be strongly related to 
inaccessibility of organic nitrogen compounds. Therefore, sludges containing a high 
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organic-nitrogen content might be more affected by CPR than a carbohydrate dominated 
sludge. 
The inaccessibility of proteins for degradation during anaerobic digestion results in a 
decreased production of ammonia and hence a reduction in digester alkalinity. This also 
contributes to instability during digestion. 
2.6.2 BIOLOGICAL PHOSPHORUS REMOVAL 
BPR is based on the establishment of a population of microorganisms with the ability to 
store phosphate beyond their normal metabolic requirements (Strickland, 1998). 
2.6.2.1 Principles of BPR 
In a conventional activated sludge plant, bacteria only use enough phosphorus to satisfy 
their basic metabolic requirements, resulting in removal of 20 to 40 % of the influent 
phosphorus load (Brett et aI., 1997). In an activated sludge plant operated for phosphorus 
removal, the activated sludge is cycled between anaerobic and aerobic conditions, to 
encourage intracellular polyphosphate accumulation by the BPR bacteria. During the 
anaerobic phase (in the absence of both nitrates and oxygen) the BPR bacteria utilise 
stored polyphosphate as an energy source, releasing soluble orthophosphate, and store 
volatile fatty acids in the form of poly hydroxy butyrate (PHB) (Strickland, 1998). During 
the aerobic phase, the PHB is catabolised, providing energy within the cell for uptake of 
all the available orthophosphate in the wastewater, which is stored as intracellular 
polyphosphate, according to the following reaction (Hooper, 1973): 
ATP + (polyphosphate)1I ..... ADP + (polyphosphate)n+! 
Phosphorus is, therefore, removed with the wasting of surplus activated sludge. 
The microbiological routes for polyphosphate uptake are complex and still not fully 
understood. As mentioned previously, BPR is an active area of research and a review of 
the biochemistry and microbiology of the process is not intended in this document. The 
reader is directed to Mino et al. (1998) who provides a comprehensive review of the 
microbiology and biochemistry of the BPR process, as it is understood to date. 
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Some commonly accepted 'guidelines' for the successful operation of a BPR plant are: 
• Minimum BOD:P ratio of 20: 1, with an increasing BOD:P ratio being increasingly 
favourable for BPR (Upton, 1998). 
• High concentration of readily biodegradable substances in the sewage, such as those 
arising from industrial effluents (Brett et aI., 1997). 
• BOD:nitrate ratio of 4: 1 (Brett et aI., 1997). 
• Large quantity of volatile fatty acids in the influent of the anaerobic zone (Brett et aI., 
1997). 
• As short a sludge age as possible (Brett et aI., 1997). 
The requirement for a 'strong' sewage with a high BOD:P ratio has proved problematic at 
many UK sewage works, which are characterised by weak sewage, particularly the old 
combined sewage systems of urban catchments (Upton, 1998). This problem can be 
ameliorated by addition of short chain fatty acids to the anaerobic zone, which are 
produced by pre-fermentation of primary sludge. However, even supplementation of 
sewage with fatty acids might not increase the sewage strength sufficiently to enable 
biological removal of all the phosphorus. At Finham STW in Coventry, UK, the sewage 
strength, even with addition of fatty acids, was only sufficient to support biological 
uptake of 70 % ofthe influent phosphorus. Moreover, the generation of fatty acids can be 
problematic, particularly with respect to odour (Upton, 1998). 
For these reasons and because many STW s are still using trickling filters for secondary 
treatment, CPR is currently far more widespread than BPR in the UK. CPR is not a 
sustainable technology, due to the cost of the flocculants and additional sludge 
production (Brett et aI., 1997). BPR is, therefore, seen as a more sustainable means of 
phosphorus removal and a goal for the future (Personal communication, Severn Trent 
Water). 
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2.6.2.2 BPR processes 
Process design and control in BPR plants has generally been developed on an empirical 
basis (Brett et aI., 1997). Processes can be divided into mainstream and sidestream 
processes. Mainstream processes treat the entire flow of a STW, phosphorus being 
removed by wasting of the surplus sludge. Sidestream processes treat only a portion of 
the flow, which is diverted from the mainstream flow for phosphorus stripping. 
There are several commercial processes for BPR, these being: The Phostrip process 
(sidestream); the Modified Bardenpho process (mainstream); the three stage Phoredox 
process (mainstream); the NO process (mainstream); the DCT process (mainstream); the 
Modified DCT process (mainstream) and the Rotanox process (mainstream). A review of 
these processes is beyond the scope of this document and the reader is directed to Brett et 
al. (1997) for a comprehensive review of the development ofBPR processes. 
In general, a BPR process consist of an anaerobic zone, an anoxic zone and an aerobic 
zone. The influent sewage and return activated sludge (RAS) are usually contacted in the 
anaerobic zone to promote fennentation reactions and phosphorus release, prior to 
passing the mixed liquor through an anoxic zone (for denitrification) and an aerobic zone 
(for phosphorus removal). BPR can be adversely affected by nitrate in the anaerobic 
zone, as nitrate serve as a preferential electron acceptor, the nitrate-reducing bacteria 
competing with the phosphorus-removing bacteria for biodegradable BOD (Strickland, 
1998). This knowledge has resulted in modified designs (e.g. the VCT process) in which 
the influent sewage and RAS are first contacted in an anoxic zone to remove the nitrate, 
before proceeding to the anaerobic and aerobic zones (Brett et aI., 1997). With respect to 
process plant design, the most favourable conditions for BPR are considered to be: 
cascade or plug flow systems; as Iowa dissolved oxygen residual as possible in the 
anaerobic zone and intennittent mixing ofthe anaerobic zone. As the phosphate is stored 
in the sludge mass and is removed as a consequence of sludge wasting, phosphorus 
removal is a function of the percentage of phosphorus in the MLSS and the sludge age. 
The maximum storage potential of the MLSS has been shown to be approximately 12 %. 
The shorter the sludge age, the more phosphorus can be removed, however, in a 
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combination BPR and nitrification plant, a limiting sludge age of IO days is required to 
maintain nitrification throughout the year (Brett et ai., 1997). 
A sidestream process works on the same principle of altemating anaerobic and aerobic 
zones, however, the phosphorus released in the anaerobic zone is then removed by 
precipitation with lime. The biological process is, therefore, used to concentrate the 
phosphorus in the sludge mass, a portion of which (10 to 30 % of the influent flow) is 
diverted to the anaerobic 'stripper' tank, which also functions as a gravity sludge 
thickener. The retention time of the stripper tank is commonly between 8 and 12 hours, 
during which time, anaerobic fermentation results in release of soluble phosphorus. The 
soluble phosphorus is removed in the supematant and precipitated with lime to form 
calcium phosphates, whereas the 'stripped' phosphorus-deficient sludge is recycled to the 
anoxic/aerobic zones to remove phosphorus. Advantages of the Phostrip process are that 
an effluent concentration of less than I mg/l P can be achieved with a weaker sewage 
than required for conventional BPR, apd most of the phosphorus is in the form of a lime 
sludge, which is easier to handle than BPR sludge (Brett et ai., 1997). 
With respect to the objectives of the research being reported in this thesis, it is important 
to differentiate between sidestream and mainstream BPR processes, as the phosphorus-
rich sludge generated from these processes has very different characteristics. 
2.6.2.3 Characteristics of BPR sludges 
The characteristics of sludges from mainstream BPR processes are shown in Table 2.12. 
In general, BPR sludges have similar characteristics to non-BPR sludges with respect to 
organic content and physical sludge characteristics such as particle size. BPR sludges are 
phosphorus-rich, concentration of phosphorus typically ranging from 4 to 8 % of the dry 
solids. The phosphorus is mainly in the form of stored intracellular polyphosphate, 
although some precipitation of phosphorus occurs during activated sludge treatment, by 
metals already present in the sewage and those released through biodegradation. As 
discussed in the following section of this review, BPR sludge also contains an increased 
concentration of magnesium and potassium, these ions being taken up into the cellular 
mass during phosphorus removal. 
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TABLE 2.12 Characteristics of sludges from ma instream BPR processes. 
Sludge Parameter Particular characteristics of a BPR sludge versus a conventional WAS 
Quantity and volume of sludge Usually negligible increases in sludge production over conventional AS plant. 
Ash content of the sludge Increases due to increase in P, Mg and K - but not as big an increase as 
that resulting from CPR. 
VS Negligible difference. 
Physical characteristics of the sludge Similar to conventional AS. 
Quantity of P in the sludge Typically ranges from 4 to 8 % of dry solids in waste sludge. 
Formispeciation of P in the sludge Mostly as polyphosphate within the cellular materiat. Some phosphate 
precipitates, e.g. calcium phosphates. 
Mg content of sludge For every kg of P removed, 0.205 kg of Mg is taken up by the sludge. 
K content of sludge For every kg of P removed, 0.38 kg of K is taken up by the sludge. 
Other metals in the sludge EBPR is not thought to increase the uptake of any other metals. 
There are two types of sludges that result from sidestream BPR processes: 
(1) non-phosphorus-rich sludge, wasted after phosphorus stripping; 
(2) phosphorus-rich, chemically precipitated sludge that can be characterised as a CPR 
sludge rather than a BPR sludge (see Section 2.6.1.3). 
As well as mainstream and sidestream BPR processes, combination BPRlCPR is 
sometimes employed to guarantee the effluent phosphorus concentration. In this case, the 
sludge has the physical characteristics of a chemically-dosed WAS (see Section 2.6.1.3) 
although, the phosphorus is present as both intracellularly-accumulated polyphosphate 
and as chemically-precipitated phosphorus. Uhlmarm et al. (1990) fractionated 
phosphorus in activated sludge from a combined biological/CPR plant. Phosphorus in the 
activated sludge was reported to include phosphosaccharides (AMP, ADP, ATP), nucleic 
acids, phospholipids, inosit-hexaphosphate (phytin), organic phosphorus bound to Fe or 
Mn, humic acids and polyphosphates, with the latter constituting the greatest portion of 
the non metal-precipitated phosphorus fraction. The BPR plant was dosed with 12 mg!l 
F e (as ferric sulphate), therefore, 40 % of the phosphorus in the sludge was found to be 
associated with iron. 
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2.6.2.4 Role of metals in BPR 
The role of metals in BPR is important, as the uptake and release of metals during BPR 
affects the metal composition of the sludge and hence metal content and speciation 
during anaerobic digestion of BPR sludge. 
Miya et al. (1987), reporting on the behaviour of magnesium in BPR, found that both 
potassium and magnesium concentrations in the supematant fractions followed the 
changes in orthophosphate concentrations as a result of anaerobic-aerobic cycling. Thus, 
potassium and magnesium were released, together with orthophosphate, under anaerobic 
conditions, and were taken up into the cellular mass during aerobic phosphorus 
accumulation, according to the molar ratio 3:1:1 (P:K:Mg). Wentzel et aI., 1986 reported 
similar findings but measured the molar ratios of uptake and release to be 3: 1 :0.7 
(P:K:Mg). Witt et al. (1994) reported that magnesium release and uptake during an 
anaerobic-aerobic batch experiment was highly correlated with orthophosphate uptake 
and release. Jardin and Popel (1994), when monitoring the start-up of a full-scale BPR 
plant, calculated the molar ratio between cation and phosphorus uptake to be 3:0.8:0.9 
(P:K:Mg). They measured other cations such as calcium, iron and aluminium but reported 
that these cations did not show any significant correlation to the phosphorus in the MLSS 
of the BPR plant. 
Pattarkine and Randall (1999) measured the relative importance of potassium and 
magnesium to orthophosphate uptake/release. When only potassimn was available, 
orthophosphate uptake was only 22 % of that of the control BPR reactor. When only 
magnesium was present, the orthophosphate uptake was 41 % of the control. When 
potassium and magnesium were made available simultaneously, the uptake was 82 % of 
the control. These experiments suggest that magnesium was more important than 
potassium, with respect to orthophosphate uptake during BPR, but that both cations were 
required for an efficient level of BPR to take place. The fact that supplementation of 
potassium + mqgnesium only resulted in orthophosphate uptake being 82 % of the control 
suggests that other cations, most likely calcium, are involved in BPR, although are not as 
critical as magnesimn or potassimn. 
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Wentzel et al. (1986) suggested that potassium, magnesium and calcium were all required 
to stabilise the polyphosphate charge in a 1: 1 ionic charge ratio, but that calcium was 
considered relatively unimportant in this stabilisation. Lindrea et al. (1994) investigated 
the cations associated with particular forms of polyphosphate, viz. short chain 
polyphosphate (SCP), long chain polyphosphate (LCP) and long chain granular 
polyphosphate (GP). All of these forms of polyphosphate have been reported to exist in 
BPR sludge, although most of the mobile phosphorus, i.e. that capable of being released 
and taken up during anaerobic-aerobic cycling, was held in the LCP fraction. 
Magnesium and calcium were seen to be associated with the LCP fraction and to play a 
primary role in stabilising the LCPs. Potassium was reported to be associated with the 
SCP fraction, from which it was released under anaerobic conditions only as a means of 
retaining ionic neutrality as phosphorus was excluded from the celI, not as a charge 
stabilising cation for polyphosphate. Thus, these results elevate the importance of 
calcium for charge stabilisation of the polyphosphates, a role that has been attributed to 
potassium by most other researchers. 
Pattarkine and RandaII (1999) also reported an anaerobic release of calcium and an 
aerobic uptake of calcium, but concluded that the role of calcium in BPR was limited. 
Calcium is also thought to contribute to BPR by causing calcium phosphate precipitation 
in the anaerobic, orthophosphate rich zone. Miya et al. (1987) found that calcium 
precipitation was accelerated by phosphate release in the anaerobic zone of a laboratory 
BPR reactor. Witt et al. (1994) found that soluble calcium decreased in the anaerobic 
zone of a laboratory BPR reactor, as a result of calcium phosphate precipitation. 
Pattarkine and Randall (1999), however, observed a release of calcium under anaerobic 
conditions, and no re-precipitation. 
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2.6.2.5 Fate of phosphorus and associated metals during anaerobic digestion of 
BPR sludge 
A well known disadvantage ofBPR is phosphorus release during sludge handling, due to 
the development of anaerobic conditions. Phosphorus release during sludge handling 
occurs rapidly under anaerobic conditions in the presence of an exogenous carbon source, 
in the same way that this would occur in the anaerobic zone ofthe BPR process. For this 
reason, co-thickening of primary and BPR WAS should always be undertaken separately 
at a BPR plant (Pitman, 1999). Phosphorus release may also occur during anaerobic, 
carbon-limited 'starvation' conditions, probably due to endogenous respiration of the 
bacteria (Veitch, 1998). Thus, in order to avoid phosphorus solubilisation before sludge 
digestion, it is necessary for BPR sludges to be thickened and dewatered with a minimum 
time delay and to be kept aerobic during handling if possible, e.g. by dissolved air 
flotation (DAF) thickening (Pitman, 1999). 
Once BPR sludge has entered an anaerobic digester, however, the phosphorus stored as 
polyphosphate during BPR is released into the digester supematant as soluble 
orthophosphate (Sen and Randall., 1998; Knocke et aI., 1992; Jardin and Popel, 1994; 
Nyberg et aI., 1994; Rabinowitz and Barnard, 1995; Wild et aI., 1996; 1997 and Pitman 
1999). As can be seen from the results presented in Table 2.13, digestion ofBPR sludges 
always results in an increase in both total and soluble phosphorus in an anaerobic 
digester. The extent of phosphorus enrichment is primarily determined by the phosphorus 
concentration in the BPR sludge and the proportion of BPR sludge to primary and other 
sludges in the digester feed. As well as phosphorus solubilisation, increased 
concentrations of magnesium and potassium are measured in anaerobic digesters treating 
BPR sludges (Table 2.13), these cations being released with phosphate according to the 
molar ratios (cation:phosphorus) of uptake during BPR (Jardin and Popel, 1994). 
Sen and Randall (1988) investigated the fate of re-solubilised BPR phosphorus in a full-
scale anaerobic digester with a SRT of 90 days. They reported that 77 % of the BPR 
phosphorus entering the digester was solubilised during digestion, but that 33 % of this 
solubilised phosphorus was re-precipitated in the anaerobic digester. Approximately 
24 % of the soluble phosphorus was removed as struvite, 8-12 % was removed as calcium 
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phosphate precipitates and 8-12 % was removed as vivianite. The remaining 44 % 
appeared as soluble phosphorus in the effluent from the digester and was recycled to the 
head of the STW. 
The struvite dominated due to an increased concentration of magnesium in the digester, 
magnesium having been released from the BPR sludge (90 mg/I) along with the 
phosphorus. Struvite crystals were observed to attach to solids in the digester, rather than 
to the walls of pipes following the digester. Calcium was not solubilised from the BPR 
sludge and the increase in soluble phosphorus resulted in soluble calcium in the digester 
dropping by 70 mg/I. The calcium phosphate precipitates formed ranged from brushite to 
hydroxyapatite, with brushite being the initial precipitate, which was slowly transformed 
to hydroxyapatite. Magnesium was found to be incorporated into the calcium precipitates, 
resulting in 5 % of the calcium being replaced by magnesium ions. The concentration of 
soluble iron in the digester was below detection limits both before and during BPR sludge 
digestion. Precipitation of phosphorus as vivianite, therefore, might have resulted from 
the re-solubilisation of ferrous precipitates (e.g. PeS) due to the high soluble phosphorus 
concentrations. 
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TABLE 2.13 Concentration of phosphorus and associated metals in anaerobic digesters treating BPR sludges. 
Digester Type Proportion of BPR Total P Soluble Total Total K Reference 
sludge in feed (mgll) P (mgll) MS (mg/l) (mg/l) 
Full-scale. Before BPR (10 + 350 50 48 55 Sen and Randall (1988) 
SRT=90d WAS; ratio not given) 
Full-scale, After BPR, as above 1100 300 138 230 Sen and Randall (1988) 
SRT=90d 
Pilot-scale, BPR sludge only, 4000 1500 920 1440 Jardin and Popel (1994) 
1500 I; from pilot plant 
SRT= 20d 
Pilot-scale, l o:BPR sludge (1:1) 2100 700 500 778 Jardin and Popel (1994) 
1500 I; 
SRT = 20d 
Lab-scale 9 I; None (10 sludge only) 285 74 100 - Nyberg et a/. (1994) 
SRT=15d 
Lab-scale 9 I; 1o:BPR sludge (2:1) 600 133 155 - Nyberg eta/. (1994) 
SRT=15d ,', 
. .> 
Lab-scale 91; BPR sludge only 1120 359 255 - Nyberg et al. (1994) 
SRT = 15d 
Lab-scale, 171; BPR sludge only, 1420 317 279 465 Wild et a/. (1996) 
SRT=20d from pilot plant (UCT) 
Lab-scale, 171; BPR sludge only (high 1800 500 - 475 Wild et a/. (1997) 
SRT= 20 d P loading from pilot 
plant) 
Lab-scale, 171; 1o:BPR sludge (1.3:1) 800 60 - 90 
-
200 Wild et a/. (1997) 
SRT=20d 
Jardin and Popel (1994) reported on the operation of a pilot-scale anaerobic digester 
treating, firstly BPR sludge and secondly, a mixture of BPR and primary sludge (1: I). In 
both cases, almost 100 % solubilisation of the BPR polyphosphate was found to occur 
during digestion, this being accompanied by solubilisation of magnesium and potassium. 
The total magnesium content of the digester was found to increase from approximately 
150 mg/l to 900 mg/l as a result of BPR sludge digestion. The soluble magnesium 
concentration, however, remained below 10 mg!l throughout the investigation. No change 
in the calcium content of the digester resulted from BPR sludge digestion. 
Approximately 54 % of the solubilised phosphorus remained in solution to be recycled to 
the head of the STW. Of the remaining phosphorus, Jardin and Popel (1994) calculated 
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that it was most likely to have been precipitated as struvite. Using a conditional solubility 
product for struvite formation reported by Webb and Ho (1992) (Ksp = 10-126), and 
assuming that all the released magnesium participated in struvite formation, it was 
calculated that 20 % of the total phosphorus could be fixed in the form ofstruvite. X-ray 
diffraction showed small peaks corresponding to struvite in the digested sludge. More 
phosphorus was however removed from solution during digestion than could be 
accounted for by struvite precipitation alone. Jardin and Popel (1994) concluded that 
calcium phosphate precipitation only played a minor role in phosphorus precipitation in 
the pilot-scale digester, as the Ca:P molar ratio was below 0.5 and the pH between 7.0 
and 7.5. 
Phosphate adsorption could also play a marked role in insolubilising phosphorus in 
anaerobic digesters; Jardin and Popel (1994) reported that the amount of adsorbed 
phosphate could account for up to 10 % of the total phosphorus in BPR sludge digester, 
after a retention time of 20 days. Wild et al. (1997) incorporated phosphorus adsorption 
into a computer model (designed to predict recycle phosphorus loads from digesters 
treating BPR sludge) by means of the Langmuir isotherm. As mentioned previously 
(Section 2.1.2.3), phosphate has been observed to adsorb to calcium carbonate in 
anaerobic digesters, the adsorption kinetics being described by a Langmuir adsorption 
isotherm (van Langerak, 1998). 
Popel and Jardin (1993) suggested that some soluble phosphorus could also be removed 
during anaerobic digestion by biological fixation mechanisms, as some bacteria of the 
family Methanosarcinaceae have been found to store polyphosphate under certain 
conditions (Popel and Jardin, 1993). Although, Van Langerak (1998) reported that 
'normal' biological phosphate assimilation during digestion could only remove 0.5 to 3 
mg PIl, assuming that methanogenic bacterial cells contain 6-15 mg Pig VSS and have a 
yield of 0.02 to 0.05g/g. 
Nyberg et al. (1994) investigated phosphorus fractionation in BPR and primary sludges 
before and after anaerobic digestion. In the BPR sludge, over 80 % of the phosphorus 
was held as polyphosphate or organic phosphate; on digestion of this sludge the 
polyphosphate fraction disappeared and the organic phosphorus fraction reduced from 45 
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% to 4 % of the total phosphorus. These decreases were balanced by an increase in metal 
bound phosphorus (18 to 64 %) and soluble phosphorus (negligible to 34 %). The 
primary sludge was characterised by a high percentage of organic phosphorus (55 %) and 
metal bound phosphorus (42 %) and a small percentage of soluble phosphorus. Upon 
digestion of the primary sludge, the organic phosphorus fraction decreased, balanced by 
an increase in the metal bound fraction and the soluble fraction. 
It can be seen that, in both cases, anaerobic digestion resulted in the release of organic 
phosphorus (as a result of organic biodegradation) which was transferred to the soluble 
fraction or was insolubilised by metal precipitation. The overall fractionation profiles of 
phosphorus in the digested sludge of both digesters (treating primary or BPR sludges) 
were similar. The BPR digester had a far higher total phosphorus concentration than the 
primary sludge digester, therefore, actual phosphorus concentrations in the soluble 
fraction of this digester were significantly higher than for the primary digester (340 
versus 70 mg/I). In the EPR digester, approximately 716 mg of phosphorus was 
insolubilised by metal precipitation, compared with 154 mg!1 in this fraction in the 
primary sludge digester. This indicated an increased availability of metals for 
precipitation of phosphorus in the BPR sludge digester. No increase in calcium was 
recorded as a result of BPR sludge digestion, only an increase in magnesium, which was 
released and re-precipitated during digestion and must have played the primary role in 
precipitating the excess phosphorus. 
Wild et al. (1996 & 1997) reported on phosphorus fractionation of digested sludge from 
anaerobic digesters treating only BPR sludge, and those treating a mixture of 57 % 
primary sludge and 43 % BPR sludge. The fractionation results were achieved by a 
combination of laboratory experiments and prediction using a computer model. The total 
concentration of phosphorus in the digested sludges was 1420 mg!1 for the BPR digester 
and 800 mg/I for the digester treating the sludge mixture. As expected, the BPR sludge 
digester had a far higher concentration of soluble phosphorus. The actual concentration of 
phosphorus fixed as calcium phosphate was similar in both digesters, although this 
fraction constituted a higher percentage of the total phosphorus in the mixed sludge 
digester. 
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Wild et al. (1996) suggested that an amorphous brushite precipitate (CaHP04.2H20) was 
the most likely calcium phosphate precipitate to be formed initially during anaerobic 
digestion. In the BPR digester, fixation of phosphorus as struvite was increased (213 mg/l 
versus 128 mg/l) due to the increased concentration of magnesium in the BPR sludge. 
According to the calculations of Wild et al. (1997), after precipitation of ferrous sulphide, 
no ferrous iron was left for the formation of vivianite. 
2.6.2.6 Struvite formation due to anaerobic digestion of BPR sludge 
As discussed in the previous section, elevated concentrations of magnesium and 
phosphorus in anaerobic digesters treating BPR sludge is thought to result in the 
formation of struvite. Magnesium is usually the limiting factor for struvite formation 
during anaerobic digestion, therefore, the elevated concentrations of magnesium from 
BPR sludge results in a theoretical over-saturation of the digester supematant with 
respect to struvite (Snoeyink and Jenkins, 1980; Pope! and Jardin, 1993). However, at the 
neutral pH of anaerobic digestion there is only a relatively low tendency for struvite to 
form, the lowest solubility of struvite being at pH 10.7 (Snoeyink and Jenkins, 1980). 
Moreover, ion pairing and the presence of soluble organic ligands in digested sludge 
further reduce the likelihood of struvite precipitation in an anaerobic digester 
(Loewenthal et aI., 1994). 
Struvite precipitation has been observed to occur in digested sludge (Sen and Randall, 
1988), although, this occurred in an anaerobic digester with a SRT of 90 days. It is, 
therefore, likely that struvite precipitation in the sludge mass was enhanced by the 
presence of struvite crystals already present in the sludge. In an anaerobic digester with a 
more usual SRT of 15 to 20 days, this is unlikely to occur (Rabinowitz and Bamard, 
1995). Jardin and Popel (1994) detected formation of struvite crystals in the digested 
sludge mass, although this was not as extensive as predicted by theoretical calculations of 
struvite precipitation potential. Borgerding (1972) reported the formation of struvite 
crystals in sludge of a full-scale anaerobic digester treating BPR sludge, however, they 
found that most of the struvite was formed in the pipework following the digester. 
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This is recognised to be the main problem associated with struvite fonnation; that it does 
not fonn as readily during anaerobic digestion as predicted from theoretical calculations, 
but precipitates rapidly in pipework and equipment downstream from the anaerobic 
digesters (Rabinowitz and Barnard, 1995; Pitman 1999). The primary reason for this is a 
drop in pressure as the sludge leaves the anaerobic digester, which is exacerbated at 
bends, venturis and pumps, resulting in carbon dioxide being released to the atmosphere 
and an increase in the pH of the digested sludge (Loewenthal et aI., 1994). A small 
change in pH (7.8 to 8.0) can result in double the amount of struvite being fonned 
(Parsons and Doyle, 2000). 
The fonnation of struvite in pipework can be extremely rapid and problematic. Mamais et 
a1. (1994) reported that the diameter of a centrate discharge pipeline from the digested 
sludge dewatering centrifuges was reduced from 20 cm to 4 cm in 1 month, as a result of 
struvite fonnation. Once fonned the struvite can be difficult to remove; Borgerding 
(1972) reported that neither mechanical or high pressure cieaning devices could break up 
a struvite deposit on a digester pipe; only acid washing has been found to capable of 
removing struvite scale, both sulphuric and acetic acids being capable of solubilising 
struvite in pipelines (Mohajit et aI., 1989; Williams, 1999). 
In order to prevent struvite fonnation, iron can be added to digested sludge; Mamais et a!. 
(1994) reported that addition offerrous iron to an anaerobic digester treating BPR sludge 
resulted in the fonnation of vivianite in the digested sludge, thus, preventing struvite 
fouling of the pipework. An alternative to metal dosing for struvite prevention was 
suggested by Williams et al. (1999), which was the fitting of magnetic water softening 
devices before and after digested sludge pumps to reduce the fonnation of struvite 
(Williams, 1999). 
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2.6.2.7 Effect of BPR sludges on the anaerobic digestion process 
No papers have been found reporting a negative effect of BPR sludge on the performance 
of an anaerobic digester. As seen in the previous sections, however, BPR sludge digestion 
gives rise to high concentrations of soluble phosphate in the digester supematant, which 
might affect the digestion process. In Section 2.5.3, the effect of high concentrations of 
soluble phosphate on digestion was discussed and it was concluded that this could result 
in digester instability and slower degradation of VS. Thus, it is possible that BPR sludges 
could negatively affect anaerobic digestion, as a result of the high concentrations of 
soluble phosphate released during digestion. Moreover, phosphorus enrichment of an 
anaerobic digester could result in extensive precipitation of trace metals and insoluble 
phosphate salts. Both nickel and cobalt form extremely insoluble phosphate salts, which 
could render these essential trace metals unavailable to the anaerobic microorganisms. 
2.6.3 SUMMARY 
In conclusion to this section on the anaerobic digestion of CPR and BPR sludges, the 
following points can be made: 
With respect to CPR sludge digestion: 
• CPR sludges are characterised by a greater solids content, a decreased VS:TS ratio, a 
substantial increase in metal precipitated phosphorus and an increased quantity of 
trace metals that are adsorbed or co-precipitated during CPR. 
• Phosphorus in a CPR sludge consists of metal phosphates and metal 
hydroxyphosphates. 
• Aluminium precipitated phosphorus is thought to remain in a stable form during 
anaerobic digestion, with no increase in soluble phosphate having been noted m 
anaerobic digesters treating alum precipitated sludge. 
• The fate of iron precipitated phosphorus depends on whether it was precipitated by 
ferric or ferrous iron. Ferrous precipitated phosphorus is thought to be stable during 
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digestion, whereas ferric precipitated phosphorus appears to be released during 
digestion as a result offerric iron reduction to ferrous iron. 
• The effect of CPR sludges on anaerobic digestion seems to depend on the type of 
wastewater, chemical coagulant and resulting sludge, with differing results having 
been reported, ranging from no change in digester performance to severe inhibition of 
digester performance. 
• Generally, CPR using ferric iron seems to result in the least digestible sludge, which 
could be related to the fact that iron coagulation results in the formation of large flocs, 
effectively 'enmeshing' the organic matter and rendering it inaccessible to the 
anaerobic microorganisms. 
• The negative effects of CPR sludges on anaerobic digestion are usually a decrease in 
the rate of VS reduction, which results in a decrease in methane production. It is not 
thought to be related to inhibitionQfthe methanogens, but rather to an inability of the 
, 
hydrolytic bacteria to solubilise the coagulated organic matter. Organic nitrogen 
containing compounds. appear to be more affected than other types of organic 
material. 
• It is also thought that the metal precipitated phosphorus might be unavailable to the 
anaerobic microorganisms, resulting in phosphorus limitation during digestion. 
• Trace metal speciation is changed as a result of CPR sludge digestion, which might 
affect the digestion process if essential metals are unavailable .or toxic metals are 
more available to the anaerobic microorganisms. 
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With respect to BPR sludge digestion: 
• BPR results in a sludge that is physically similar to a 'normal' WAS, but has an 
increased concentration of phosphorus (as polyphosphate), magnesium and 
potassium. In some cases, BPR sludges can also be calcium-rich. 
• Magnesium and potassium are taken up and released together with phosphate during 
BPR, in a fixed molar ratio. 
• During anaerobic digestion of BPR sludges, release of polyphosphate occurs, which 
results in a high soluble phosphorus concentration in the digester, even after re-
precipitation. 
• The species formed during re-precipitation of the soluble orthophosphate depends 
primarily on the metal composition of the digested sludge, but most likely involves 
the formation of a magnesium phosphate precipitate (struvite) due to increased 
concentrations of magnesium from the BPR sludge. 
• There is some formation of calcium phosphates, most likely as amorphous brushite 
precipitates in the first instance. 
• There is limited formation of iron phosphates unless extra iron IS added to the 
anaerobic digester or the sludge is iron rich. 
• Adsorption of phosphorus to components of the sludge, which can be described by 
the Langmuir adsorption isotherm, can remove up to 10 % of the released 
orthophosphate from solution. 
• Digestion of BPR sludges have been found to result in struvite precipitation in pipes 
and equipment leading from the anaerobic digesters, particularly at bends and before 
pumps where carbon dioxide comes out of solution, increasing the pH and 
consequently struvite precipitation. 
• BPR sludges have not been reported to have an adverse affect on anaerobic digestion, 
but it is suggested that the increased concentrations of soluble phosphate in these 
digesters could result in a less stable system. 
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• High concentrations of soluble phosphate could result in extensive precipitation of 
essential trace metals such as nickel or cobalt, which might affect the bioavailability 
of these metals. 
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CHAPTER THREE 
Objectives of the research 
Sewage sludge anaerobic digesters are inorganic-rich environments. Removal of a 
large percentage of metals from raw sewage occurs during primary settlement and 
biological secondary treatment stages, resulting in primary and secondary sludges 
(digester feed sludge) with typical metal concentrations of 6 to 37 times that of raw 
sewage (Hayes and Theis, 1978). A significant amount of the raw sludge metals is 
shifted from the soluble fraction (liquid phase) to the insoluble fraction (solid phase) 
through anaerobic digestion, resulting in 95 % of the metals in digested sludge being 
associated with the insoluble fraction (solid phase) (MacNichol and Beckett, 1989). 
Metal precipitation plays an important role in insolubilising metals throughout the 
digestion process, with the sulphide and carbonate anions being the most influential. 
The phosphate anion has not traditionally been considered as significantly influencing 
metal speciation in digested sludge, being present at lower concentrations than the 
sulphide and carbonate anions (Callander and Barford, 1988a). 
The requirement (through the UWWTD) for addition of phosphorus removal 
technology to sewage treatment has, however, resulted in phosphorus-enrichment of 
primary and secondary sludges and, consequently, anaerobic digesters. The form in 
which the phosphorus enters an anaerobic digester depends on the phosphorus 
removal process, particularly whether a biological or chemical process is employed. 
The fate of this phosphorus during anaerobic digestion and the effect of phosphorus-
enrichment on an environment traditionally dominated by sulphide and carbonate 
anions, are largely unknown. It was hypothesised in this research that introduction of 
phosphorus-rich sludge to anaerobic digesters could result in changes to both metal 
and phosphorus speciation, which might influence metal availability and toxicity, 
phosphorus solubility and ultimately digester performance. 
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The principle aim of this research was, therefore, to investigate the changes in metal and 
phosphorus fractionation/speciation that occur as a consequence of the anaerobic digestion of 
phosphorus-rich sludge. 
This was divided into four primary objectives: 
3.1 To identify and test methods suitable for measuring metal and phosphorus fractionation 
in anaerobically digested sludge. 
A review of the literature showed that sequential chemical extraction methods had the 
greatest potential for successful metal and phosphorus fractionation in anaerobically 
digested sludges. The literature also revealed, however, that controversy exists over 
the interpretation of the results achieved using these sequential extraction procedures, 
particularly with respect to the reporting of results as specific metal species or as 
'operationally-defined' fractions. 
(i) The literature review showed that a sequential chemical extraction method initially 
developed for metal fractionation in soils had been adapted for use with digested 
sludge by Stover et al. (1976). The metal fractions targeted with this method were 
compatible with those of interest to this research, with the exception of phosphate 
compounds that could not be identified with the original method. This method 
(referred to as the Stover Method) was chosen as a starting point for investigation of 
metal fractionation in phosphorus-rich digested sludges. 
(ii) In view of the controversy existing over the interpretation of results achieved with 
sequential chemical extraction methods, the Stover method was tested for accuracy of 
extraction of model inorganic compounds. The objective of this was two-fold: 
• firstly, to extend the method to fractionation of calcium, magnesium, iron, 
manganese, cobalt and inorganic phosphate compounds, which had not been 
included in the original method; 
• secondly, to tentatively assign metal species to the fractions ofthe Stover Method, 
to aid in interpretation of the results achieved during this research. 
(iii) The literature review also showed that phosphorus fractionation by sequential 
chemical extraction had not previously been applied to anaerobically digested sludge. 
Uhlmann et al. (1990) had, however, adapted a method originally developed for 
fractionation of phosphorus in sediments, to fractionation of phosphorus in BPR 
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sludges. This method was chosen as a starting point from which to investigate 
phosphorus fractionation in digested sludge. 
(iv) The Uhlmann method was tested for accuracy of extraction of the model 
compounds of interest to this research. The objective of this was two-fold: 
• firstly, to determine which phosphorus species could be separated and identified 
using the existing method; 
• secondly, to identify modifications to the method which would be necessary for 
selective extraction of phosphorus compounds not included in the original method. 
(v) The literature review also revealed a potential problem with respect to phosphorus 
fractionation, i.e. re-adsorption of phosphorus by calcium carbonate during extraction 
with NaOH. This was investigated with the objective of determining the extent of re-
adsorption which might occur when using this method to fractionate digested sludge, 
and to identify potential modifications to the method which could overcome this 
problem. 
3.2 To determine whether the use in parallel of two different sequential chemical extraction 
methods would yield consistent results and facilitate interpretation of the fractionation 
results with respect to metal and phosphorus speciation in digested sludge. 
The parallel use of two different sequential chemical extraction methods to measure 
phosphorus and metal fractionation in anaerobically digested sludges was undertaken 
with the objective of determining: 
(i) Whether the methods would yield consistent or conflicting results. 
(ii) Whether the combination of results from the phosphorus fractionation method and 
the metal fractionation method would provide a greater insight into metal and 
phosphorus speciation in digested sludge than the use of a single method. 
3.3 To use these sequential chemical extraction methods to measure changes in metal and 
phosphorus speciation as a result of phosphorus-enrichment of anaerobic digesters, under 
controlled laboratory-scale conditions. 
The literature review indicated that the fate of phosphorus and, consequently, metals 
in anaerobically digested sludge was determined by the form in which phosphorus 
entered the anaerobic digestion environment. The effect of different forms of 
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phosphorus on anaerobic digestion was tested in laboratory-scale reactors with the 
objective of determining: 
(i) The fate of phosphorus during anaerobic digestion, when present initially as 
soluble or insoluble phosphorus. 
(ii) The effect of phosphorus enrichment, with respect to the initial phosphorus 
species and increasing concentrations of phosphorus, on metal 
fractionationlspeciation in anaerobically digested sludge. 
(iii) The effect of increasing concentrations of phosphorus, present initially as soluble 
or insoluble phosphate compounds, on the performance of anaerobic digesters. 
(iv) Whether changes in digester performance as a result of phosphorus enrichment 
could be linked to changes in phosphorus and metal fractionationlspeciation in the 
anaerobically digested sludge, e.g. decreasing trace metal bioavailability or increasing 
solubility of toxic metals. 
3.4 To use these sequential extraction methods to compare metal and phosphorus 
fractionation profiles of full-scale digesters treating respectively standard raw sludge, 
biological phosphorus removal sludge and CPR sludge. 
As a comparison to the laboratory-scale research, it was intended to use the sequential 
extraction methods to develop fractionation profiles for phosphorus and metals, in 
full-scale anaerobic digesters treating phosphorus-removal sludges. The objectives of 
this section of the research were: 
(i) To compare phosphorus and metal fractionation profiles for full-scale digesters 
treating sludge from a BPR plant, a CPR plant and a sewage treatment works with no 
phosphorus removal. 
(ii) To investigate the potential of anaerobic digestion for re-solubilisation of 
phosphorus from phosphorus-removal sludges, comparing digested BPR and CPR 
sludge. 
(iii) To explore the potential implications of changes in phosphorus and metal 
speciation on the operation of the full-scale digesters, by comparing these speciation 
results with those achieved at laboratory-scale. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
Materials and methods 
The research presented in this thesis is divided into three main sections: 
1. Investigation of sequential extraction procedures for fractionation of metals and 
phosphorus. This included testing these methods with model compounds to 
determine specificity of the extraction reagents, and required adapting the 
phosphorus extraction method to enable struvite recovery and to prevent 
phosphorus re-adsorption by calcium carbonate. 
2. Laboratory-scale experimentation in which batch tests were used to investigate the 
effect of increasing concentrations of phosphorus, both soluble and insoluble, on 
digested sludge metal and phosphorus fractionation and on anaerobic digester 
performance. 
3. Full-scale work, in which metal and phosphorus fractionation of digested sludge 
was determined on sludge from 3 full-scale anaerobic digesters. These digesters 
were treating respectively non phosphorus-enriched sludge, CPR sludge and BPR 
sludge. 
4.1 SEQUENTIAL CHEMICAL EXTRACTION METHODS 
Two sequential chemical extraction methods were chosen for fractionation of metals 
and phosphorus respectively, in digested sludge. The metal fractionation method was 
that proposed by Stover et al. (1976) and the phosphorus fractionation method was 
that proposed by Uhlmann et al. (1990). The phosphorus fractionation method was 
subsequently modified to fulfil the requirements of this research. 
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4.1.1 PREPARATION OF GLASSWARE FOR METAL AND PHOSPHORUS 
EXTRACTIONS 
The glass- and plastic-ware used during the metal and phosphorus extractions was 
prepared in order to remove inorganics that could contaminate the extractions. The 
following procedure was used: 
1) Detergent washing, followed by tap water rinsing, then by rinsing (three times) in 
deionised water. 
2) Overnight soaking in a 10 % (v/v) solution ofHNO] and HC!. 
3) Rinsing in deionised water and overnight soaking in deionised water. 
4) Overnight drying in a drying cabinet. 
4.1.2 PROCEDURE FOR ACID DIGESTION OF SLUDGE SAMPLES 
The total metal and phosphorus content of sludge samples was determined after acid 
digestion, following the procedure described below: 
1) A volume of 20 ml of sludge was pipetted into a 150 ml beaker, to which was 
added 2.7 ml Analar-grade concentrated HCI, 1.3 ml Analar grade concentrated 
HNO] and 30 ml deionised water. 
2) The beaker was covered with a watchglass and heated until boiling. 
3) The sludge solution was boiled until approximately 10 ml ofliquid remained, then 
cooled. Volumes of 2.7 ml Analar-grade concentrated HCI, 1.3 ml Analar-grade 
concentrated HNO] and 30 ml deionised water were added. 
4) The mixture was again boiled and evaporated to a volume of 10 m!. 
5) The mixture was cooled to room temperature and filtered through a Whatmann 
542 filter (gravity filtering) into a volumetric flask. 
6) The beaker and filter paper were rinsed into the flask using deionised water, and 
the solution made up to 50 ml (or less if detection of trace metals was required). 
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4.1.3 PROCEDURE FOR THE METALS SEQUENTIAL EXTRACTION METHOD 
The sequential chemical extraction method proposed by Stover et al. (1976) was used 
for fractionation of metals during this research. The successive stages of this metal 
sequential extraction method are presented in Table. 4.1, and the procedure by which 
the Stover sequential extraction method was performed is described below: 
1) Total Solids (TS) (expressed in g/100 ml) was determined for the sludge sample 
as per Standard Method Ref. No. 2540 B (APHA-AWWA-WPCF, 1989). The 
volume of liquid sludge required to yield 1 g of dried sludge was then calculated. 
2) The above-calculated volume of sludge was pipetted into 85 ml-volume 
polycarbonate centrifuge tubes (Oak Ridge, Nalgene Centrifuge Ware) which 
were sealed with screw cap lids. Each digested sludge sample to be fractionated 
was tested in duplicate (minimum) or triplicate. It should be noted that this study 
has been conducted using liquid sludge samples by contrast with the original 
procedure, in which Stover et al. (1976) performed the extractions using dried 
sludge. 
.~ 
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3) The sludge solution was centrifuged at 11000 rpm for 20 minutes, using a 
centrifuge (Universal 30F, Hettich) equipped with a 16 cm-diameter, 6-place, 
fixed rotor. 
4) Each supematant was decanted carefully into a pre-washed sample bottle. The 
supematant was filtered through a 0.45 !-Im-pore size 25 mm-diameter disposable 
syringe filter for determination of soluble metals in the digested sludge. 
5) A volume of 50 ml KN03 was added to each centrifuge tube and sludge pellet. 
The sludge pellet was re-suspended in the extractant by mixing with a vortex 
mixer for I min. 
6) The centrifuge tubes were placed in a rotary incubator for IS h, mixing at a speed 
of 150 rpm and a temperature of 25°C. 
7) After 15 h of incubation the sludge-reagent mixture was re-centrifuged at II 000 
rpm for 15 minutes. 
8) The KN03 supematants were carefully decanted into pre-washed sample bottles, 
through Whatmann 542 filters. The sludge pellets were re-suspended in 80 ml of 
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the following extraction reagent (KF) as per step no. 5 and incubated as per step 
no. 6. 
9) The above procedure (Steps I to 8) were repeated for all 5 extractants in the 
extraction sequence, resulting in the separation ofthe metals in the digested 
sludge sample into 6 fractions, viz. soluble, KN03 extracted, KF extracted, 
N<14P207 extracted, EDTA extracted and HN03 extracted. 
10) When the final extraction step (HN03) was completed, the sludge pellet was acid-
digested as per the procedure in Section 4.1.2, to recover the residual metal 
fraction. 
A standard deviation of ± 5 to 10 % is expected for this method (refer to Chapter Five 
for further details). 
TABLE 4.1 Successive stages of the metals extraction method (Stover et aI., 1976). 
Metal fraction Reagent Concentration Extraction time Liquid: solid ratio 
(ml:g OS) 
. 
Exchangeable KNO, 1 M, (pH 6.5) 15 h 50 :1 
metals 
Adsorbed metals KF 0.5 M, (pH 6.5) 15 h 80:1 
Organic-bound Na'P20, 0.1 M, (pH 9.95) 15 h 80:1 
metals 
Carbonale EDTA 0.1 M, (pH 463) 15 h 80:1 
precipitates 
Sulphide HNO, 1.0 M, (pH 0.25) 15 h 50 :1 
precipitates 
Residual metals Aqua Regia 4% Approx. 1 h Sludge pellet + 1.3 
ml cone. HNO, + 2.7 
ml cone. Hel 
4.1.4 PROCEDURES FOR THE PHOSPHORUS SEQUENTIAL EXTRACTION 
METHODS 
A sequential extraction procedure for speciation of phosphorus, described by 
Ohlmann et al. (1990) and henceforth referred to as the 'original Uhlmann extraction 
method' or the 'Uhlmann method', was identified for use in this research. Following 
initial tests of this method using model compounds (described in Section 4.1.5) the 
method was modified to enable solubilisation of calcium carbonate and struvite prior 
to the NaOH extraction phase (described in Section 4,1.6). The modified method was 
then used as the phosphorus fractionation method for the remainder of the research 
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described in this document, and is henceforth referred to as the 'modified phosphorus 
extraction method'. The procedures for both the original and modified phosphorus 
extraction methods are described below: 
1) The Total Solids (g/100 ml) of the sludge was measured as per Standard Method 
Ref. No. 2540 B (APHA-AWWA-WPCF, 1989). The volume of liquid sludge 
required to yield 0.5 g of dried sludge was calculated. 
2) The above-calculated volume of sludge was pipetted into 50 ml polypropylene 
copolymer (PPCO) centrifuge tubes (Oak Ridge, Nalgene Centrifuge Ware), 
which were sealed with screw cap lids. PP CO centrifuge tubes were used to 
enable extraction of the sludge with the IM NaOH, as poly carbonate centrifuge 
tubes were found to crack when exposed to the IM NaOH. 
3) The sludge solution was centrifuged at 11000 rpm for 20 minutes. 
4) Each supernatant was decanted carefully into a pre-washed sample bottle. The 
supernatant was filtered through a 0.45 /lm-pore size 25 mm-diameter disposable 
syringe filter (Whatmann) for determination of soluble phosphorus and soluble 
reactive phosphate in the digested sludge. 
5) A 30 ml volume of deionised water was added to each centrifuge tube and sludge 
pellet. The sludge pellet was re-suspended in the extractant by mixing with a 
vortex mixer for 1 min. 
6) The centrifuge tubes were placed in a rotary incubator (25°C) for 12 min (original 
method, refer to Table 4.2) or 20 min (modified method, refer to Table 4.3), 
mixing at a speed of 150 rpm. 
7) After incubation, the sludge-reagent mixture was re-centrifuged at II 000 rpm for 
15 minutes. 
8) The deionised water supernatants were carefully decanted into pre-washed sample 
bottles, via Whatmann 542 filters, to be analysed for phosphorus. The sludge 
pellets were then re-suspended in 50ml bicarbonate-dithionite (NaHC03, O.lIM; 
Na2S204,.O.lIM) for 30 min (original method, Table 4.2), or 30ml of acetate 
buffer (0. I M, pH = 5.2) for 45 min (modified method, Table 4.3). 
9) The extraction procedure was repeated with 30ml NaOH (lM) and 30 ml HCI 
(O.5M) for the original phosphorus extraction method (Table 4.2). In the modified 
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phosphorus extraction method, an additional extraction of 30 ml acetate buffer (at 
pH = 5.2) for 45 min was included, followed by 30ml NaOH (lM) and 30 ml HCI 
(0.5M) (Table 4.3). 
10) At completion of the final extraction step (HCI), the sludge pellet was acid-
digested as per the procedure in Section 4.1.2, to recover the residual phosphorus 
fraction. 
The original Uhlmann extraction method is described in Table 4.2 and the modified 
phosphorus extraction method is described in Table 4.3. 
TABLE 4.2 Successive stages of the original phosphorus extraction method (Uhlmann et aI., 1990). 
Phosphorus Reagent Concentration Time Liquid: solid ratio 
Fraction (ml:g DS) 
Labile P Deionised water (pH 6.2) 12 min 0.5: 30 
(deoxygenated) 
Easily reducible P Bicarbonate- 0.11 M 30min 0.5: 30 
Dithionite 
Deionised water 5min 0.5: 30 
Fe P; AI P, Org P NaOH 1 M (pH 13.76) ( 18 h 0.5: 30 
Deionised water 5min 0.5: 30 
Calcium P HCI 0.5 M (pH 0.6) 18 h 0.5: 30 
Deionised water 5min 0.5: 30 
Res'ldual P Acid digestion Approx,1 h Sludge pellet + 1.3 
(boiling) ml cone. HNO, + 2.7 
ml cone. HCI 
TABLE 4.3 Successive stages of the modified phosphorus extraction method used for this research. 
Phosphorus Reagent Concentration Time Liquid: solid ratio 
Fraction (ml:gDS) 
Labile P Deionised water (pH 6.2) 20min 0,5: 30 
(deoxygenated) 
Struvitel CaCO, P Acetate buffer 0,1 M (pH 5,2) 45 min 0,5: 30 
Deionised water 5min 0,5: 30 
CaCO, P Acetate buffer 0,1 M (pH 5.2) 30min 0,5: 30 
Deionised water 5min 0.5: 30 
Fe P; AI P, Org P NaOH 1 M (pH 13.76) 18 h 0.5: 30 
Deionised water 5min 0.5: 30 
Calcium P HCI 0.5 M (pH 0.6) 18 h 0,5: 30 
Deionised water 5min 0,5: 30 
Residual P Acid digestion Approx, 1 h Sludge pellet + 1.3 
(boiling) ml cone, HNO, + 2.7 
ml cone, HCI 
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A standard deviation of less than 5 %, based on the total phosphorus recovered, is 
expected for the modified sequential extraction procedure in Table 4.3 (refer to 
Chapter Five for further details). 
4.1.5 PROCEDURE FOR TESTING SELECTIVITY OF SEQUENTIAL 
EXTRACTION PROCEDURES FOR MODEL COMPOUNDS 
The selectivity of the extraction methods was evaluated using model compounds, 
which are listed in Table 4.4. 
TABLE 4.4 Model compounds used to evaluate the metal and phosphorus fractionation methods. 
Phosphates Carbonates Sulphides 
Ca3(P04)2 CaC03 FeS 
CaHP04 3MgC03.Mg(OH),.3H,O MnS 
MgNH,PO,.6H,O FeC03 CuS 
Mg3(P04)2,8H,O MnCO, ZnS 
FePO, CuC03.Cu(OH), NiS 
Fe3(PO')2.8H,O (crystalline) ZnC03.2Zn(OH)2.H20 
Fe3(PO,),.8H20 (amorphous) NiC03.xH,O 
AIPO, 
MnHPO'.xH,O 
Cr(llI)PO, 
CU3(PO,),.2H,O 
Zn3(P04)2,2H,O 
The model compound of interest was weighed out into centrifuge tubes (in triplicate) 
and extracted using the standard sequential chemical extraction procedures described 
in Tables 4.1; 4.2 and 4.3, respectively. An addition to the standard procedures used 
for fractionation of sludge samples was filtration of the supematants through a 0.45 
Ilm membrane filter prior to metals or phosphorus analysis. 
The metals present in lower concentrations in digested sludge (copper, zinc, 
manganese, chromium and nickel) were weighed out to approximately 0.01 g for the 
model compound extractions. This still resulted in higher concentrations of nickel and 
chromium than would commonly be found in digested sludge, but was the lowest 
mass that could practicably be consistenily achieved. The metals present in digested 
sludge at higher concentrations (calcium, magnesium iron and aluminium) and the 
phosphorus-containing compounds extracted in the phosphorus fractionation 
procedure were weighed out to approximately 0.05 g. 
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When the model compounds were spiked into a digested sludge matrix, the same 
procedure was followed as for fractionation of an un-spiked digested sludge sample. 
All model compound extractions were performed in triplicate. 
4.1.6 MODIFICATION OF THE ORIGINAL UHLMANN PHOSPHORUS 
FRACTIONATION METHOD 
The original Uhlmann phosphorus fractionation method was modified to facilitate 
selective extraction of phosphorus from struvite and to solubilise calcium carbonate 
prior to NaOH extraction. 
A range of acetic acid and acetate buffer solutions were tested in discrete extractions 
for their ability to solubilise phosphorus from the calcium, magnesium, iron and 
aluminium phosphate model compounds. Approximately 0.05 g of a phosphorus 
model compound was weighed out into a centrifuge tube, to which was added an 
acetic acid based extractant. Table 4.5 shows the different concentrations of acetic 
acid and acetate buffer, and the extractions times, which were tested for extraction of 
phosphorus from the model compounds. The model compound + extractant mixture 
was incubated in a shaking incubator at 25 QC for the appropriate extraction time, 
following which the solution. was centrifuged at 11000 rpm for 20 minutes, the 
supematant filtered through a 0.45 flm membrane and analysed for phosphorus, as 
described in Section 4. I .8. 
TABLE 4.5 Concentrations of acetic acid and acetate buffer used to extract model phosphorus compounds. 
Extraction time = 10 min Extraction time = 15 min 
Acetic acid Acetic acid Acetic acid Acetate buffer Acetate buffer Acetate buffer 
0.07 M 0.0175 M 0.00875 M 0.1 M 0.1 M 0.1 M 
pH 2.96 pH 3.27 pH 3.42 pH 4.0 pH 5.0 pH 5.2 
L-~~~~ __ ~~~b-~~b-~~ 
Extraction time = 45 min 
Acetate buffer 0.1 M 
pH 5.2 
4.1.7 ANALYTICAL PROCEDURES FOR MEASURING METAL 
CONCENTRATIONS IN THE EXTRACTED FRACTIONS 
Metal concentrations in the extracted fractions of digested sludge were measured 
USIng a sequential plasma emisSion spectrophotometer (ThermoJ arrell Ash 
ATOMSCAN 16). The emission source was an inductively coupled (argon) plasma 
(ICP) (the 'rcP' acronym wilIbe used in the text to describe the method/equipment). 
Liquid samples were introduced into the plasma discharge as an aerosol suspended in 
argon gas. The sample aerosol was passed through the centre of the plasma discharge, 
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desolvated, atomised and the resultant electrons excited. Light emitted from the atoms 
at their characteristic wavelengths was transmitted to the optical system, the intensity 
of light emitted being relative to the concentration of the particular element in the 
liquid solution. 
Calibration: All calibration standards were made up by dilution of 1000 ppm plasma 
emission standard stock solutions (Aristar, BDH Laboratory Supplies), with either 
deionised water or the extractant solutions, the latter to minimise the possibility of 
matrix effects. The matrix of the sample/standard can affect rep measurements by 
interfering physically with sample nebulisation and/or transport processes. This is 
more likely to occur when samples are very concentrated, acidic or alkaline in nature, 
as was the case for the extractants used in both the metal and phosphorus fractionation 
methods. 
The calibration standards were, therefore, made up in the appropriate extractants to 
minimise error arising from differences between sample and standard matrices. Some 
of the extractants (e.g. KF) were,bowever, found to cause precipitation of the metals 
in the standard solutions. Tests performed to compare results of identical standard 
solutions in a deionised water matrix or an extractant matrix actually showed little 
difference in the concentrations of the metal measured by the rcP (SD < 2.5 %). As a 
general rule, mahix effects are not considered to be significant if the results of a serial 
dilution range are within 5 % of the original sample (APHA-AWWA-WPCF, 1989). 
Thus, standards were made up in the extractants that did not cause precipitation of the 
metals, and standards in deionised water were used for those extractants that caused 
precipitation of the metals, as precipitation resulted in greater calibration errors than 
occurred as a result of mahix effects. The matrices of standards used to calibrate the 
rcp for measurement of fractionated metals (Stover Method) are shown in Table 4.6. 
Typical concentrations of metals in the standards, as well as the wavelengths used for 
measurement of each metal are shown in Table 4.7. The wavelengths were chosen on 
the basis of their suitability for measuring the typical ranges of metal concentrations 
found in the samples, i.e. so as not to require excessive dilution of the samples or be 
insensitive to low concentrations of metals in the samples, and to minimise 
interference from other metals in the samples. This latter requirement was particularly 
important when measuring metals present in low concentrations in the samples. 
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TABLE 4.6 Matrices of standard solutions for calibration of the ICP to measure metals fractionated by the Stover 
method. 
Metal Fraction Matrix for standard solutions Matrix for blank solutions 
Soluble Deionised water Deionised water 
KN03 1M KN03 1M KN03 
KF Deionised water Deionised water 
Na4P'O, 0.5M Na. P,07 0.5M Na4P,07 
EDTA 0.1M EDTA 0.1M EDTA 
HN03 1M HN03 1M HN03 
Acid digestion Deionised water + 1.3 ml conc. HN03 + 2.7 Deionised water + 1.3 ml conc. HN03 + 2.7 
ml conc. HCI per 50 ml. ml conc. HCI per 50 ml. 
TABLE 4.7 Metal concentration in the standard solutions and the wavelengths 
chosen for measurement of each metal. 
Metal Concentration(mg/l) Wavelength (nm) 
Ca 100 184.006 
Mg 30 279.553 
Fe 50 259.940 
AI 10 396.152 
Cu 3 324.754 
Zn 3 213.856 
Mn 2 257.610 
Cr 2 267.716 
Co 1 228.616 
Ni 1 231.604 
Calibration was performed daily, concentrations values obtained were acceptable if 
they did not deviate from the actual values by more than ± 5 % (APHA-A WWA-
WPCF, 1989). During particularly lengthy runs, standards were regularly measured 
during sample measurement (approximately every IO samples) to. check the validity 
of the earlier calibration. If these measurements were unsatisfactory (not within 5 % 
of the expected values), the instrument was re-calibrated before continuing with 
sample analysis. 
Sample measurement: Liquid samples were introduced into the ICP by means of a 
peristaltic pump. A flush-time of 30 s prior to measurement of the sample was used to 
decrease the possibility of cross-sample contamination. Deionised water was also 
used to flush system for 30 s between each sample. Accumulation of metal was, 
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however, noted to occur, with certain sample matrices, e.g. He!. In this case, a dilute 
cleaning solution (Triton-X) was used to flush the equipment every 5 to 10 samples. 
This procedure was found to give satisfactory results. 
4.1.8 ANALYTICAL PROCEDURES FOR MEASURING PHOSPHORUS 
CONCENTRATIONS IN THE EXTRACTED FRACTIONS 
The Iep was used to measure phosphorus and metals in the fractions from the 
phosphorus fractionation method. A colorimetric method was used to measure soluble 
reactive phosphate in the NaOH fraction. 
4.1.8.1 Inductively coupled plasma spectrophotometer 
The reader is directed to Section 4.1.7 for a description of the rep, which was used to 
measure both metals and phosphorus in the various fractions of the extracted samples. 
Measurement of phosphorus using the Iep was identical in procedure to that 
described for measurement of the metals (Section 4.1.7). In addition to phosphorus, 
samples from the phosphorus extraction schemes were also measured for calcium, 
magnesium, aluminium and iron in the extracted samples. The matrices for the 
standards used to calibrate the Iep for phosphorus measurement are presented in 
Table 4.8. 
TABLE 4.8 Matrix of standard solutions for ca libration of the ICP to measure phosphorus and metals in 
fractions of the modified phosphorus extraction method. 
Phosphorus Fraction Matrix for standard solutions Matrix for blank solutions 
Soluble (P, Ca, Mg, AI, Fe) Deionised water Deionised water 
Water (P, Ca, Mg, AI, Fe) Deionised water Deionised water 
Acetate buffer, pH 5.2 (P, Ca, Mg, AI, Fe) Acetate buffer, 0.1 M pH 5.2 Acetate buffer, 0.1 M pH 5.2 
NaOH 1M (P) NaOH 1 M (made up NaOH 1 M (made up 
immediately prior to use) immediately prior to use) 
NaOH 1 M (Ca, Mg, AI, Fe) Deionised water Deionised water 
HCI 0.5 M (P, Ca, Mg, AI, Fe) HC10.5 M HCIO.5 M 
Acid digestion (P, Ca, Mg, AI, Fe) Deionised water + 1.3 ml cone. Deionised water + 1.3 ml conc. 
HN03 + 2.7 ml cone. HCI per 50 HNO, + 2.7 ml cone. HCI per 50 
ml ml 
The NaOH lM extractant was found to be problematic as precipitation of phosphorus 
in the standard was found to occur over time. Fresh standards were, therefore, made 
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up immediately pnor to use to alleviate this problem. The typically high 
concentrations of phosphorus extracted from digested sludge in the NaOH fraction 
also enabled samples to be routinely diluted by 50 %, prior to rcp analysis, the 
standards then being made up in O.5M NaOH. It was not possible to make up Ca, Mg, 
Fe or Al standards in NaOH due to precipitation, therefore, these standards were made 
up in deionised water. The concentrations of the standards and the wavelengths 
chosen for measurement of phosphorus are listed in Table 4.9. 
TABLE 4.9 Phosphorus and other metal concentrations in the standard solutions and wavelengths chosen for 
analysis of fractions from the modified phosphorus extraction method. 
------,---------------~ 
Concentration(mg/l) Wavelength (nm) 
P 10 177.499 
P 50 177.499 
P 500 (only used for very concentrated sam pies) 177.499 
Ca 100 184.006 
Mg 30 279.553 
Fe 50 259.940 
AI 10 396.152 
4.1.8.2 Calorimetric measurement of soluble reactive phosphate (SRP) 
Differentiation between organically-derived phosphorus and inorganically-derived 
phosphorus in the NaOH fraction was achieved by measuring the difference between 
total phosphorus and soluble reactive phosphorus (SRP), i.e. orthophosphate. It was 
originally intended to measure SRP using the DrONEX ion chromatograph, however, 
all attempts to do this failed due to the NaOH matrix. Cation-exchange syringe 
cartridges were used to remove Na+ from the NaOH solutions, but this was found to. 
result in unacceptably high removal of phosphate from the solutions. It was, therefore, 
decided to measure SRP using a colorimetric method. The first colorimetric method 
tested was the Vanadomolybdophosphoric Acid Colorimetric Method (4500-P C, 
APHA-A WW A-WPCF, 1989). This method was found to be unsatisfactory as it 
required colorimetric measurement at wavelengths between 400 and 470 nm, at which 
there was considerable interference from the humic acids present in the NaOH 
extracted solution (which was dark yellow-brown in colour). 
The second method tested for measurement of SRP was found to be suitable for 
measurement of orthophosphate in the NaOH matrix. This was the Ascorbic Acid 
Method (4500-P E, APHA-AWWA-WPCF, 1989). This method required a 
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spectrophotometer with an infrared phototube for use at 880 nm, which prevented 
colorimetric interference from the humic acids present in the samples. The 
spectrophotometer used was a Hewlett Packard HP- 845x UV -VIS spectrophotometer 
with a flow-through cell. The Ascorbic Acid Method measures very low 
concentrations of SRP and dilutions in the range of 50 to 100 times were made to 
bring the sample phosphate concentration within the measurable range. These 
dilutions were made using a micropipette to minimise dilution errors. It should be 
noted that decreasing the sample pH to approximately 8.0 by addition of sulphuric 
acid (as required by the method) resulted in precipitation of the humic material in the 
samples. Therefore, sample preparation was carried out in centrifuge tubes, the 
samples being centrifuged at 11000 rpm for 3 minutes to remove the suspended 
material prior to measurement at 880 nm. The average standard deviation for this 
method has been reported to be 4.4 % for a concentration of 0.34 mg/I P (APHA-
AWWA-WPCF,1989). 
4.2 LABORATORY-SCALE ANAl:ROBIC DIGESTION EXPERIMENTS 
The laboratory research phase of the project was undertaken to investigate changes in 
phosphorus and metal speciation brought about by digestion of phosphorus-rich 
sludge, in a controlled environment. This series of experiments was also used to 
assess the effect of phosphorus enrichment on digester perfonnance. 
To achieve these aims, it was decided to undertake laboratory-scale batch anaerobic 
digestion studies (lOO ml) to enable simultaneous measurement of a number of 
digesters containing increasing concentrations of phosphorus-rich sludge. 
A series of experiments were devised, in which model compounds were used to 
simulate phosphorus enrichment resulting from digestion of CPR or BPR sludge. 
4.2.1 EXPERIMENTAL PLAN FOR LABORATORY-SCALE ANAEROBIC 
DIGESTION STUDY 
In Table 4.10 a plan is given of the laboratory-scale anaerobic digestion experiments. 
Phosphorus model compounds were added to the batch digesters to give a range of 
concentrations, from 100 mg/I P to 2000 mg/I P. These concentrations of phosphorus 
were chosen because most full-scale digesters treating phosphorus-rich sludge operate 
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within the range of 500 to 1500 mgll P. Sampling of a full-scale BPR digester during 
this research had shown a phosphorus range of650 to 875 mg PII, while sampling ofa 
CPR digester showed phosphorus concentrations of 900 mg P/I. These phosphorus 
concentrations were also substantiated by reports in the literature, e.g. Grigoropoulos 
et al. (1971) reported that addition of CPR sludge to digesters resulted in an increase 
from 100 to more than 900 mg PII in the digested sludge and Miya et al. (1987) 
reported that a digester treating BPR sludge (as 50 % of the feed) had a soluble 
phosphorus concentration of 600-700 mg/1. The inclusion of a 2000 mg/l P level in 
the range was, therefore, to provide an upper limit, although, Frossard and Morel 
(1992) had reported that a full-scale digester treating CPR sludge contained 
phosphorus at concentrations of2131 mg PI!. 
TABLE 4.10 Laboratory anaerobic digestion stu dies to investigate the effect of phosphorus enrichment on metal 
and phosphorus speciation and digester performance. 
Form of phosphate Final concentration of Objective/s 
added PO.-P in batch digesters 
Batch 1 Na,HPO •. 2H,O o mg/l (control); 500 mg/l; To assess the effect of increasing 
(soluble) 1000 mgll; 2000 mgn concentrations of soluble phosphorus on 
metal and phosphorus fractionation and 
digester performance. 
Batch 1b None - NaGI added NaGI added to give Na+ To assess whether high sodium 
concentrations equivalent to concentrations resulting from addition of 
that present when Na,HPO •. 2H,O could result in digester 
Na,HPO •. 2H,O is added to inhibition. 
give 500, 1000 and 
2000 mg/l P. 
Batch 2 Na,HPO •. 2H,O plus Omg/l (control); 100mg/l; To assess the effect of increasing 
MgGI,.6H,O and KGI 500mgn; 1 OOOmg/1 of PO.- concentrations of soluble phosphorus, in 
(0.26 mol Mg/mol P P. combination with magnesium and potassium 
0.3 mol Klmol P) 21; 103 & 206 mg Mg/l (molar ratio = that released with phosphorus during digestion of BPR sludge -Wentzel et 
38; 190; 381 mg Kn al. (1992)) on metal and phosphorus 
fractionation and digester performance. 
Batch 3 FePO •. 2H,O o mg/l (control); 100 mg/l; To assess the effect of increasing 
(insoluble) 500 mgn; 1000 mg/l; concentrations of (initially) insoluble 
2000 mg/l phosphorus on metal and phosphorus 
fractionation and digester performance. 
Batch 4 AIPO. Omg/l (control); 100mg/l; To assess the effect of increasing 
(insoluble) 500 mg/l; 1000 mgn; concentrations of (initially) insoluble 
2000 mg/l phosphorus on metal and phosphorus 
fractionation and digester penormance. 
Batch Tests 1 and 2 were devised to simulate anaerobic digestion of BPR sludge, 
during which high concentrations of soluble phosphorus, in combination with soluble 
magnesium and potassium, is released into the digested sludge. 
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Batch Tests 3 and 4 were devised to simulate CPR sludge digestion. As discussed in 
detail in Sections 2.6.1.2 and 2.6.1.3 of the literature review, ferric and aluminium 
phosphates are not the only phosphorus precipitation products to be formed from iron 
or aluminium dosing of sewage. For the purpose of these investigations, however, it 
was advantageous to use a well-defined phosphate compound instead of a poorly 
defined mixture of phosphates and hydroxyphosphates 
4.2.2 GENERAL PROCEDURE FOR LABORATORY DIGESTION BATCH TESTS 
The laboratory digestion batch tests were performed in 120 ml glass serum bottles 
(Aldrich Chemical Company), to which the following components were added: 
1. 80 ml digested sludge inoculum (refer to Section 4.2.3.) 
2. 10 ml feed (refer to Section 4.2.4). 
3. Appropriate volume/mass and type of test chemical (refer to Table 4.12); 
4. Deionised water to give a final liquid volume of 100 m!. 
The filled serum bottles were overgassed with oxygen-free nitrogen for 15 minutes at 
a flow rate of 0.5 mIlmin, then sealed with a butyl rubber cap and aluminium crimp 
seal. The bottles were then incubated at 37°C in a rotary-shaking incubator at 150 
rpm, the total period of incubation being 18 d. 
Each experimental test series consisted of 6 control digesters (sludge + feed + 
deionised water) and 6 experimental digesters for each concentration of phosphorus 
tested (sludge + feed + test chemical + deionised water). The average characteristics 
of the control digestion bottles at the start of the batch tests, i.e. time zero (To), are 
given in Table 4.13. These values are averages of 4 data sets, which were measured 
by making up an extra control digester during each batch test, to be analysed at To. 
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TABLE 4,11 Average characteristics of control digesters, Le: sludge + feed + deionised water, volume = 100ml, at 
Time zero of the laboratory batch tests, 
Parameter Value of control at T. Parameter Value of control at To 
pH 7,8 ± 0,4 Magnesium solu", mgll 34±2 
Total Solids g/100ml 2,38 ±0.27 Magnesium IO~I mg/l 93±3 
Volatile Solids g/100ml 1,63 ± 0.15 Iron 'cl,", mg/I <0,05 
Volatile Solids % 68,5 ± 3 Iron \cI,' mg!1 , 230 ± 27 
TOC sol""' mgll 3085 ± 81 Aluminium scl'''' mg!1 <0,05 
IC sol"bl, mgll 545 ± 16 Aluminium \c\a1 mg/l 230 ± 19 
Alkalinity mg CaCO,1I 3814 ±40 Copper scl,,,, mgll 0,013 ± 0,001 
Ammonia mgll 455±7 Copper totel mgll 6,5±0,44 
Sulphide mgll 0,02 ± 0,01 Zinc srn,", mg!1 0,034 ± 0,002 
Phosphorus sal,bl, mgll 0,68 ± 0,11 Zinc IOtal mgll 17 ± 1.4 
Phosphorus Ictal mg/I 342 ± 11 Manganese solubl, mgll 0,244 ± 0,017 
Sodium scl,b" mg/I 612 ± 25 Manganese \cIa1 mgll 8,14 ± 1.35 
Potassium scl"bO mg/I 70±5 Chromium sol,", mgll 0,012 ± 0.002 
Potassium "'''' mg/I 88± 12 Chromium ""~ mg/I 1,37± 0,47 
Calcium scl,"' mg/I 188 ± 12 Cobalt solubl, mgll 0,0055 ± 0,0012 
Calcium 'c'" mgll 825 ± 97 Cobalt 10'" mg!1 0,11 ±0,008 
Nickel sc1,bI, mg/l 0,068 ±,001 
Nickel tc~1 mgll 0,6±0,13 
4.2.3 DIGESTED SLUDGE INOCULUM. 
Digested sludge inoculum for the laboratory-scale batch anaerobic digesters, was 
obtained from the anaerobic digester at Westwood Brook STW (Severn Trent Water, 
Alfreton). This works was chosen as the source for sludge inoculum as it is a small 
works treating domestic wastewater and, therefore, does not contain high 
concentrations of unusual, toxic or even beneficial metals as could be found in 
digesters exposed to industrial effluents. Westwood Brook STW was also sampled 
during the fieldwork programme; a description of the STW and the digester is given 
in Section 4.3.1.1. 
A volume of 20 I digested sludge was collected from the digester and stored at 4°C; it 
was then used as the inoculum for all the laboratory tests. This practice was adopted 
to ensure an identical sludge inoculum (with respect to metal content and fractions) 
for all laboratory batch tests. The sludge was stored in 2 1 bottles, tightly capped with 
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no headspace, to prevent oxidation' during storage. Any residual sludge from a 21 
bottle was discarded after use. To check that the sludge inoculum for the batch 
digesters showed a similar perfonnance over the time period from sludge collection to 
the last batch test (approximately 6 months), methane production data from the 
control digesters was compared for Batch Tests 1 to 4 (Figure 4.1). The volume of 
methane produced per gram of volatile solids consumed was similar in all the batch 
tests (364 to 358 ml/g), although the total volume of methane produced was higher in 
Batch Test 1 than the following batch tests. The small differences in microbial 
activity due to ageing of the sludge inoculum, which were accounted for by the use of 
controls in each batch test, were concluded to be preferable to differences in the 
inorganic/organic-ligand composition of the sludge that would undoubtedly have 
occurred if fresh sludge had been collected for each batch test. 
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FIGURE 4.1 Methane production from the inoculum sludge (averages of control digesters) over the 
period of time from Batch Test 1 to Batch Test 4. 
4.2.4 DIGESTER FEED (SYNTHETIC SEWAGE SLUDGE) 
The digester feed composition was developed during the course of this research as a 
synthetic feed source for the laboratory digestion experiments. The composition of the 
synthetic digester feed is given in Table 4.12. 
The feed was made with deionised water, the starch component being heated to 80°C 
before being added to the feed. The toilet paper was shredded, added to the wann 
starch mixture and stirred for approximately 15 min to result in a mixture that could 
be dispensed through a sawn-off 10 ml pipette. The bran component was ground to a 
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powder before being added to the feed. The feed had a total TOe value of 
approximately 20 g/I and was comprised of approximately 90 % volatile solids. 
TABLE 4.12 Composition of syntheticfeed for batch anaerobic digesters. 
Feed constituent Concentration (g/l) 
Starch - maize (carbohydrate source) 7 
Toilet paper (unbleached) (carbohydrate source) 10 
Coffee creamer (fat and glucose source) 11 
All Bran (fibre/lignin and carbohydrate source) 12 
Peptone (protein source) 1 
Yeast extract (protein source) 3 
Sodium bicarbonate 3 
A volume of 10 ml of this synthetic digester feed was added to each 100 ml batch test 
bottle to give a TOe concentration of 2 gll. The digested sludge inoculum also 
contained additional organic carbon, although it is likely that most of the residual 
carbon in the digested sludge inoculum was not readily biodegradable. A series of 
batch tests had been conducted initially to determine the optimum feed concentration 
for the batch digestion experiments.'~he results from these tests showed that 10 ml of 
feed per 100 ml digesters (i.e. TOe in digester '" 2000 mg/I) was suitable for 
achieving maximum gas production without causing 'souring' of the batch digesters, 
which occurred when higher proportions of feed were added. 
4.2.5 ANALYSIS OF THE BATCH ANAEROBIC DIGESTION BOTILES 
The volume of biogas produced by the batch digesters was measured daily (or more 
frequently if required) during the test. At 3 pre-determined times during the batch test 
(3 d, 8 d and 18 d) a duplicate set of digesters was opened and the liquid/sludge 
fraction was analysed. An example of the experimental set-up for the laboratory 
anaerobic digestion Batch Tests is given in Table 4.13. The parameters measured 
during the batch anaerobic digestion tests, the frequency of analysis and analytical 
methods used are shown in Table 4.14. 
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TABLE 4,13 An example of the experimental se t-up for laboratory digestion tests, 
Bottle category Concentration Total number Number of bottles opened and analysed on days: 
of PO.-P added of bottles 3 8 18 (mg/l) prepared 
Control 0 6 2 2 2 
100 100 6 2 2 2 
500 500 6 2 2 2 
TABLE 4,14 Batch anaerobic digestion tests: parameters measured, frequency of measurement and analytical 
method used, 
Parameter measured Frequency of Analytical method 
measurement 
Biogas volume Twice daily, then daily, as Displacement of syringe 
required, plunger, 
Methane % in the biogas Daily GC with TCD 
Carbon dioxide % in the biogas Daily GC with TCD 
Total and volatile solids (TS and VS) Days 3, 8 and 18 Standard Method Ref. No. 
'" 
2540 B (APHA-AWWA-
WPCF,1989) 
Soluble Organic Carbon (TOC) Days 3, 8 and 18 TC analyser 
Soluble Inorganic Carbon (SIC) Days 3, 8 and 18 TC analyser 
Alkalinity Days 3, 8 and 18 TC analyser 
pH Days 3, 8 and 18 pH electrode 
Soluble sulphide Days 3, 8 and 18 Ion-selective electrode 
Soluble ammonia Days 3, 8 and 18 Ion exchange 
chromatography 
Soluble phosphorus Days 3, 8 and 18 Ion-exchange 
chromatography and ICP 
Soluble reactive phosphorus Days 3, 8 and 18 Ascorbic Acid colorimetric 
method 
Soluble metals Days 3, 8 and 18 ICP 
Phosphorus fractionation Days 8 and 18 Adapted Uhlmann 
sequential extraction 
method 
Metal fractionation Days 8 and 18 Stover sequential extraction 
method 
Measurement of volume ofbiogas produced by the batch digesters 
The volume of biogas produced in the serum bottles was measured by inserting a 
needle and syringe (glass with a freely rotating ground-glass plunger) into the serum 
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bottle via the butyl rubber septum. The biogas was released from the serum bottle into 
the syringe, elevating the syringe plunger according to the volume of gas released. 
The gas was released to atmosphere following measurement. 
Methane and carbon dioxide concentration in the biogas 
Approximately 2 h after measuring the gas volume, a sample ofbiogas was removed 
from the headspace of the serum bottle using a gas-tight syringe. The methane and 
carbon dioxide content of the biogas was measured by injection of 1 ml of biogas into 
a gas chromatograph (GC) (Series 552, Gow Mac Instrument Company, Shannon, 
Ireland) with a Poropak Q molecular sieve column and thermal conductivity detector 
(TCD). 
Calibration curves were prepared by injecting increasing volumes of methane or 
carbon dioxide into the GC, Iml of methane being equal to 100 % methane in the 
biogas and 0.1 ml of methane being equal to 10 % methane in the biogas, etc. The 
areas of these peaks were measured and a linear correlation made between peak area 
and % methane or carbon dioxide in the biogas. 
% CH4 = height x Yz height.width + (0.939 x 9.622) 
% C02 = height x Yz height.width + (0.939 x 5.5951) 
In order to correct for errors arising from slightly different volumes of biogas being 
injected into the GC, it was assumed that methane + carbon dioxide = 100 % of the 
biogas, a correction factor being calculated: 
Correction factor: CF = 100 + (% C02 + % CH4) 
The % methane and carbon dioxide values were multiplied by the correction factor to 
adjust for any volume inaccuracies. 
Total and volatile solids content of the digested sludges 
TS (expressed in g/IOO ml) was determined for the sludge sample as per Standard 
Method Ref. No. 2540 B (APHA-AWWA-WPCF, 1989). 
Volatile Solids (VS) (expressed in g/lOO ml) was determined according to Standard. 
Methods (Method 2540-B and 2540-E, APHA-AWWA-WPCF, 1989). Reported 
precision of this method is ± 7 %. 
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Soluble organic and inorganic carbon 
Soluble organic and inorganic carbon III the digested sludge supematants was 
measured using a Total Carbon Analyser (Model DC-190, Rosemount-Dohrmann). 
During total carbon (TC) analysis, a volume of 50 III of digester supematant 
(previously filtered through a 0.45 Ilm membrane) was injected into the TC port, all 
the carbon in the supernatant (inorganic and organic) being combusted to carbon 
dioxide and water in the furnace. The carbon dioxide in the steam was then measured 
by a specific infra-red analyser. 
The inorganic carbon (1C) content of the digester supematant was measured by 
injection of 50 [11 of digester supematant (previously filtered through a 0.45 Ilm 
membrane) into the IC chamber, which contained 20 % phosphoric acid at room 
temperature. In the acidic environment, all the IC was purged as carbon dioxide by a 
continuous flow of gas, carbon dioxide being analysed by means of the infra-red 
analyser. The difference between total and inorganic carbon represented the organic 
carbon content of the filtrate. 
The TC analyser was calibrated by means of ready-made standard solutions. For TC 
analysis this was 1000 mg Cll as CsHsK04 and for IC analysis this was 100 mg Cll as 
NaHC03• Deionised water was used as the calibration blank. Precision of TC 
analysis is reported to be within 5 to 10 % on unfiltered (particulate) samples, and 
within 1 to 2 % on filtered (0.45 Ilm) samples (APHA-AWWA-WPCF, 1989). 
Alkalinity 
Alkalinity was measured by titrating a 50 ml (or less if necessary) sample of digester 
supernatant (centrifugation for 10 rnin at 10000 rpm) with 0.5 N HC1, to pH 5.75. 
Alks.7s (mg CaC03/1) = A x N x 50000 I ml of sample 
Where: 
A = ml of HCl used to reduce the pH of the digester supernatant from the starting pH 
to pH 5.75. 
N = normality oftitrant 
Alks.7s was then converted to true Bicarbonate Alkalinity (TBAs.7s) 
TBA5.75 = Alks.7s x 1.25 (Jenkins et aL, 1991) 
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Measurement of TBAs,7s was shown by Jenkins et al. (1991) to accurately measure 
the usable bicarbonate alkalinity of full-scale anaerobic digesters, while excluding 
interference from volatile acids, Precision associated with titration of samples 
containing 1000 mg CaC03/1 in various ratios of carbonate and bicarbonate has been 
reported as ± 4 % (APHA-AWWA-WPCF, 1989). 
pH 
This was measured using a Mettler Delta 340 pH meter and electrode. The pH 
measurements were performed on centrifuged samples (11000 rpm for 5 min.), as 
excessive amounts of solids were found to interfere with the measurements. It was 
necessary to centrifuge the digested sludge and measure the pH of the supematant 
directly after opening the digestion bottles, to prevent errors resulting from carbon 
dioxide evolving to the atmosphere. The limit of accuracy for pH measurement of 
poorly buffered samples is ± 0.1 pH unit (APHA-AWWA-WPCF, 1989). 
Soluble sulphide 
A volume of digested sludge was centrifuged for 20 minutes at 11000 rpm. The 
supematant was filtered through a 0.45 pm membrane filter and soluble sulphide was 
analysed using a sulphide-selective electrode (Orion Model 9616 Sure-Flow 
Combination Silver/Sulphide Electrode). This electrode was capable of measuring 
free sulphide ions at concentrations from 0.003 to 32000 ppm. The sulphide-selective 
electrode was used in combination with a direct concentration readout specific ion 
meter (ISE Meter, Orion Model EA nOA). 
A sulphide-selective electrode responds only to free sulphide ions. At pH values 
below 12, most sulphide ions are complexed with HS' or H2S, therefore, it is 
necessary to add a sulphide anti-oxidant buffer (SAOB) to the samples, to convert all 
the soluble sulphide into free sulphide ions. The SAOB solution is an alkaline pH 
buffer solution containing ascorbic acid as a reducing agent to prevent oxidation of 
the sulphide in solution. The SAOB solution used in this research was not that 
recommended by Orion for use with the electrode, but rather a SAOB solution 
developed by Mosey and Jago (1977), which was found to be more suitable for 
measurement of soluble sulphide in digested sludge samples. 
Modified SAOB solution (Mosey and Jago, 1977): 10 M KOH (560 g/l) + 0.1 M Ascorbic Acid 
(17.6 g/l). The solution was prepared by adding 560 g of KOH to a dry one-litre 
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capacity flask, then flushing it with nitrogen and carefully adding deoxygenated 
distilled water. When the KOH had dissolved, 17.6 g of ascorbic acid was added. The 
solution was then flushed again with nitrogen, allowed to cool and made up to one 
litre. The solution was colourless when completely reduced, pale yellow when slightly 
oxidised but still usable and brown when completely oxidised. It usually kept for 
about 1 week under nitrogen. 
Calibration of the sulphide·selective electrode: A stock solution of Na2S.9H20 was made up to 
give a concentration of 109 S/1. This was stored in a tightly stoppered bottle in a 
fume cabinet. Once a week, a standard solution of 1 g S/l was made by diluting the 
stock solution. From this standard solution, calibration standards of concentrations 
100, 10 and 1 g S/l were made up by serial dilution, daily. To calibrate the sulphide-
selective electrode, all standards were measured after dilution in a 1: 1 ratio with the 
SAOB solution. It is important to leave the standard solutions to equilibrate to room 
temperature before measurement. Reproducibility is limited by factors·· such as 
temperature fluctuations, drift and noise. With calibration every hour, direct electrode 
measurements reproducible to ± 4 % can be obtained (Orion Instruction Manual). 
Sample preparation for sulphide measurement with sulphide-selective electrode: Samples of digested 
sludge were centrifuged for 20 min. at 11000 rpm to remove precipitated metal 
sulphides, e.g. ferrous sulphide, which might have released sulphide into solution 
upon addition of the SAOB solution. Digested sludge supematant was mixed in a 1:1 
ratio with the SAOB solution for sulphide measurements. 
Soluble ammonia 
A volume of digested sludge was centrifuged for 20 min. at 11000 rpm. The 
supematant was filtered through a 0.45 /lm membrane filter, diluted if necessary 
(typically 1: 1 0 dilution) and analysed for soluble ammonia using an ion exchange 
chromatography system (DX-100, DroNEX) with a cation exchange column (eluant: 
HCl), conductivity detector and electronic suppression. 
Soluble phosphate 
A volume of digested sludge was centrifuged for 20 mill. at 11000 rpm. The 
supematant was filtered through a 0.45 /lm membrane filter and analysed for soluble 
orthophosphate using an ion exchange chromatography system (DX-lOO, DIONEX) 
with an anion exchange column (eluant: NaHC03), conductivity detector and 
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electronic suppressIOn. Orthophosphate measurements in drinking water (16 mg/I) 
were found to have a standard deviation of ± 10 % (7 replicates), with the bias 
towards over-recovery (APHA-A WW A-WPCF, 1998). 
Soluble metals 
A volume of digested sludge was centrifuged for 20 mm. at 11000 rpm. The 
supematant was filtered through a 0.45 flm membrane filter and analysed for soluble 
metals using the rcp. 
Metal and Phosphorus Fractionation Techniques 
Metal and phosphorus fractionation of the digested sludge from the anaerobic 
digesters was performed immediately after opening the bottles for analysis. 
Phosphorus fractionation was carried out using the adapted phosphorus extraction 
method (Table 4.3) and metal fractionation was carried out using the Stover metal 
extraction method (Table 4.1). Duplicate samples of sludge were fractionated from 
each anaerobic digester. The anaeroQic digesters were also duplicated, thus, sequential 
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extraction data from the Batch Tests was an average of 4 replicates. 
Measurement of phosphorus in the extracted fractions was undertaken as per that 
described in Section 4.1.8. Measurement of the metals in the extracted fractions was 
undertaken as per the methods described in Section 4.1.7. 
4.3 FULL-SCALE ANAEROBIC DIGESTERS 
During the course of this research project, full-scale digesters from 3 different STWs 
were sampled in order to measure phosphorus and metal speciation in the digested 
sludge: 
Westwood Brook STW - Domestic sewage influent with no phosphorus removal at 
the STW. The anaerobic digester was sampled to provide digested sludge for use as 
inoculum in the Laboratory Batch Anaerobic Digestion Studies, and to provide an 
example of an anaerobic digester not treating phosphorus-rich sludge. 
Barston STW - Domestic and industrial sewage influent with CPR at the STW. The 
anaerobic digester was sampled during start-up of the CPR programme as an example 
of an anaerobic digester treating an iron- and phosphorus-rich sludge. 
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Gainsborough STW - Domestic and industrial (mostly agro-industrial) sewage 
influent with BPR at the STW. The anaerobic digester was sampled as an example of 
. an anaerobic digester treating BPR sludge. 
4.3.1 DESCRIPTION OF THE SEWAGE TREATMENT WORKS AND FULL-
SCALE ANAEROBIC DIGESTERS 
4.3.1.1 Westwood Brook STW 
The Westwood Brook STW belongs to Severn Trent Water Ltd and is situated in the 
village of Stonebroom, near Alfreton, Derbyshire. It is a small works (population 
equivalent of 10120) treating primarily domestic sewage. There is a meat-processing 
plant in the area but it is a dry processing operation and does not contribute much to 
the sewage influent. The dry weather flow to the works is 243 m3/d. 
The STW consists of screens and grit removal, primary settlement, secondary 
treatment by means of 4 tri~kling filters and sludge treatment by anaerobic digestion. 
There is one anaerobic digester with a capacity of 390 m3 and a residence time of 16 
d. The digester is fed intermittently for 5 min every half-hour. The sequence is: feed 
sludge pumped into the digester for 5 min; 10 min of stirring followed by 20 min of 
resting; after which the cycle is repeated. The feed sludge consists mainly of primary 
settled sludge, some humus sludge and a small amount of waste activated sludge 
taukered from the South Wingfield STW (lOO % domestic sewage). The feed sludge 
is thickened by gravity settlements only, without flocculant addition. All the sludges 
(primary, humus and WAS) are co-settled. The digester operates at a pH of about 7.1 
and is heated to 37°C. Gas production averages at about 0.53 m3 per day, the methane 
content of the gas is not measured. Digested sludge is stored and then spread to land. 
Samples of digested sludge taken from this digester were collected from a draw-off 
point at the top of the digester. 
4.3.1.2 Barston STW 
Barston STW belongs to Severn Trent Water and is situated near the town of Barston 
in Warwickshire. The population equivalent of the STW is approximately 85000, the 
influent sewage being domestic and industrial. 
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The STW consists of screens and grit removal, pnmary settlement, secondary· 
treatment by means of trickling filters and sludge treatment by anaerobic digestion. 
CPR is perfonned by pre-precipitation with ferric sulphate, the iron sludge being 
settled out with the primary sludge. Ferric sulphate is dosed at a 2: 1 molar ratio of 
Fe:P. 
There are two anaerobic digesters with a combined capacity of 3745 m3, each with a 
retention time of 22 d. The feed sludge consists mainly of primary settled sludge and 
humus sludge; the percentage dried solids of the digester feed sludge averaged 5.5 % 
(prior to CPR). The digester feed sludge also includes some additional primary and 
humus sludge from smaller STWs in the area. 
The digesters operate at a pH of about 7.4 and a temperature of 35 to 36°C. Gas 
production averages at 4.8 m3/d, with an average methane content of 75 to 80 %. 
Digested sludge is stored and then spread to land. 
Samples of digested sludge were taken from Digester 1 for analysis during this 
research, via a draw-off point at the top of the digester. 
4.3.1.3 Gainsborough STW 
Gainsborough STW belongs to Severn Trent Water and is situated in the town of 
Gainsborough, Lincolnshire. The population equivalent of the STW is 23087, plus 
approximately 1180 kg/d of industrial COD. The dry weather flow to the works is 
6612 m3/d, of which 85 % is domestic sewage and the rest industrial. The industries 
that discharge to the Gainsborough STW are mostly agro-industrial, viz. chicken 
processing, meat production and brewery (malting). 
The influent settled sewage has an average BOD of 160 mg/I, ammonia of 24 mg!l, 
phosphorus of 7 mg/I, calcium of 104 mg!1 and magnesium of 33 mg/l. The final 
effluent has an average BOD of 7 mg/I, ammonia of 24 mg/I, phosphorus of 0.5 mg/I 
and TSS of 14 mg/l. 
The STW consists of screens and grit removal, pnmary settlement, secondary 
treatment by means of an activated sludge process and sludge treatment by anaerobic 
digestion. 
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The activated sludge process is operated with intennittent aeration; 20 h of aeration 
followed by 4 h of no aeration. Approximately 82 % of the influent phosphorus to the 
works is removed by the activated sludge process. 
There is one anaerobic digester with a capacity of 1000 m> and a retention time of 15 
d. The feed sludge consists mainly of primary settled sludge (1100 kg/d) and waste 
activated sludge (680 kg/d). The digester feed sludge includes some additional 
primary and waste activated sludge from smaller STWs in the area. The primary 
sludge is thickened by gravity settlement and the WAS by air flotation. 
The digester operates at a pH of approximately 7.3 and a temperature of 33°C. Gas 
production is not measured; spot checks by Severn Trent Water on the methane 
content indicated an average of 72 % methane in the biogas. The volatile solids 
removal averages at 42 % for the Gainsborough digester. Digested sludge is stored 
and then spread to land. Samples of digested sludge taken from this digester were 
collected from a draw-off point at the top of the digester. 
4.3.1.4 Summary of the characteristics of the full-scale anaerobic digesters 
The characteristics, operating conditions and perfonnance of the studied digesters are 
summarised in Table 4.15 below. 
TABLE 4.15 Full-scale anaerobic digesters sampled for study of metal and phosphorus fractionalion in digested 
sludges. 
Site 
Parameter Westwood Brook Barston Gainsborough 
CHARACTERISTICS 
Digester volume (m3) 390 3745 (1872.5 x 2) 1000 
Draw-oij point Top Top Top 
OPERATING CONDITIONS 
Feed characteristics Mostly co·setlled primary and Primary and humus sludge. Primary sludge (62 % by 
humus sludge; small amount weight); WAS (38 % by 
at waste activated sludge weight). 
pH 7.46 ± 0.04 7.66 ± 0.09 7.28 ± 0.03 
TeG) 36-37 35-36 33 
Retention time (d) 16 22 15 
PERFORMANCE 
Gas production (m3/d) 0.53 4.8 Not measured 
Methane % Nol measured 75-80 % 72% 
Volatile solids removal (%) . . 42% 
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4.3.2 SAMPLING PROGRAMME FOR FULL-SCALE DIGESTERS 
The dates on which the full-scale digesters were sampled are shown in Table 4.16. 
TABLE 4.16 Dates on which samples were take n from full-scale digesters for metal and phosphorus speciation 
studies. 
Barston STW Gainsborou h STW I~--~~~~--~-- Westwood Brook STW 
Dates on which digested sludge samples were taken from full-scale digesters 
1-Jan-98 6-Jan-98 6-Jan-98 
12-Nov-98 Mar-98 14-Jul-98 
23-Nov-98 10-Feb-99 4-Sep-98 
30-Nov-98 24-Feb-99 31-Jan-99 
7-0ec-98 17-Mar-99 
22-0ec-98 
31-0ec-98 
5-Jan-99 
11-Jan-99 
17-Feb-99 
24-Feb-99 
3-Mar-99 
10-Mar-99 
4.3.3 ANALYSES PERFORMED ON DIGESTED SLUDGE SAMPLES FROM 
FULL-SCALE ANAEROBIC DIGESTERS 
The analyses performed on the digested sludge sampled from the full-scale digesters 
are listed in Table 4.17. The procedures for all these analyses have been described 
previously in Section 4.2.5. 
TABLE 4.17 Analyses performed on digested sludge samples from full-scale anaerobic digesters. 
Parameter measured Analyticat method 
-~--------------~ 
Total and volatile solids (TS and VS) Drying in oven and combustion in furnace. 
Soluble Organic Carbon (TOC) TC analyser 
Soluble Inorganic Carbon (SIC) TC analyser 
Alkalinity TG analyser 
pH pH electrode 
Soluble sulphide Ion-selective electrode 
Soluble ammonia Ion exchange chromatography 
Soluble phosphate Ion exchange chromatography 
Soluble metals IGP 
Phosphorus fractionation Adapted Uhlmann sequential extraction method 
Metal fractionation Stover sequential extraction method 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
Evaluation of the repeatability and reliability of the sequential extraction 
fractionation methods 
Traditionally, the precision of an analytical technique has been taken to be a measure 
of the variation in a set of data, those data having been obtained by taking a series of 
measurements in an identical fashion (Haslam, 1991). By modem convention, 
however, distinction is made between the two components that constitute the 
analytical precision, i.e. repeatability and reproducibility. 
The factors that might affect repeatability and reproducibility of the sequential 
extraction methods were identified and addressed in order to minimise the potential 
for error. The repeatability of the methods was then checked by measuring the 
percentage relative standard deviation (SD) between replicate samples. The reliability 
of the methods was assessed by checking ability to achieve similar results over time, 
using the same sample. 
5.1 FACTORS AFFECTING THE REPEATABILlTY OF THE SEQUENTIAL 
EXTRACTION METHODS 
This section presents the factors identified as being potential sources of variability in 
the sequential extraction methods, and the ways in which these were addressed. 
5.1.1 USE OF LIQUID SLUDGE 
As mentioned previously, drying digested sludge prior to sequential extraction can 
affect the fractionation results (Oake et aI., 1984; Rudd et aI., 1988a). Liquid sludge 
was, therefore, used in all fractionation experiments. It is recognised, however, that 
the accurate measurement of small volumes of digested sludge (typically 20 to 30 ml) 
has more potential for error than weighing out dried sludge. 
The actual volume of sludge measured for each replicate sample was checked, by 
comparing the total quantity of metal recovered from each replicate. To compensate 
for the small error resulting from fractionation of slightly different volumes of liquid 
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sludge, the fractionation data from the sequential extraction tests was always reported 
as a percentage of the total metal recovered 
5.1.2 Loss OF SOLIDS DURING THE FRACTIONATION PROCEDURE 
Loss of solids during the sequential extraction procedures, particularly during pouring 
off of extractants after centrifugation, can contribute to inaccuracy. This problem was 
minimised by performing the extractions directly in the centrifuge tubes, thereby 
minimising the potential for solids loss. 
5.1.3 DIGESTED SLUDGE NOT BEING HOMOGENEOUS 
Reproducibility errors can occur due to lack of homogeneity of a sample, making it 
difficult to fractionate a representative sample. Homogeneity of a sample can be 
checked by comparing the fractionation profiles of replicate samples. 
5.1.4 CONTAMINATION OF EXTRACTION VESSELS 
Contamination of glassware with metals or phosphorus, which could be leached into 
the extractant during the test, was a potential source of inaccuracy. This was 
addressed by careful preparation of all glassware (see Section 4.1.1). Tests were 
undertaken at the beginning of the study to assess these washing procedures. 
Extractants were put into clean, empty glassware and incubated as per the 
fractionation procedures. The metal concentrations of these extractants were always 
found to be below the detection limit of the rcp. 
5.1.5 MEASUREMENT OF METAL CONCENTRATION USING THE ICP 
The main source of error with respect to ICP measurements resulted from the sample 
delivery system in the equipment itself. The tubing running through the peristaltic 
pump stretched rapidly, resulting in variable volumes of sample being delivered to the 
plasma. This was addressed by: 
• regular replacement of the tubing; 
• standardisation before and during every run, including measurement of "standards 
as samples" during a run; and 
• performing 4 replicate measurements on each sample. 
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5.2 RESULTS DEMONSTRATING THE REPEATABILlTY OF THE 
SEQUENTIAL EXTRACTION METHODS 
All the factors described in the previous section affect the concentration of metal 
recovered in each fraction of an extraction sequence and, consequently, the total 
quantity of metal recovered (calculated as the sum of all the individual fractions). 
Calculating the SD ofthe total metal recovered from a number of replicate samples of 
sludge gives, therefore, a good indication of the overall accuracy of the sequential 
extraction methods. As well as calculating the SD of the total metal recovered, the 
variability of the metal recovered in each jractionation step is a good indicator of the 
homogeneity ofthe sample. 
5.2.1 TOTAL METAL RECOVERED FROM SEQUENTIAL EXTRACTION (STOVER METHOD) 
Table 5.1 contains results showing the total metal recovered from 9 replicate samples 
of digested sludge (Wanlip STW) fractionated using the Stover sequential extraction 
method. The results are presented as average total metal recovered, SD of replicate 
samples and %SD of replicate samples. 
TABLE 5.1 Total metal recover~d from fractionation of 9 replicate samples of digested sludge 
from Wan lip STW. 
Total Metal Recovered (g/kg sludge) 
Metal Average SO 50(%) 
(9 replicates) 
Calcium 488 19 4 
Magnesium 106 4.0 4 
Iron 218 6.6 3 
Zinc 8.9 0.4 4 
Copper 7.7 0.2 3 
Manganese 4.1 0.2 5 
Nickel 1.03 0.08 8 
Similar %SDs were recorded for all the metals measured (average %SD = 4.3 %; 
median %SD = 3.96 %). The lowest %SD was 3 % (copper and iron) and the 
maximum was 8 % (nickel). It stands to reason that nickel, present in very low 
concentrations in the sludge, was subject to the highest level of variation. Although, 
copper was subject to the least variation, and the variation between total metal 
recovered for calcium, magnesium and iron (all of which are present at concentrations 
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10 times those of the trace metals) were similar to variations recorded for the trace 
metals. 
It was decided that a %SD of 5 % or less (calculated on the total metal recovered from 
an entire extraction sequence) would be desirable for the Stover sequential extraction 
method, and that a %SD of up to 10 % would be acceptable, particularly for metals at 
concentrations lower than I g/kg dried sludge. 
Generally, the statistical variation associated with sequential leaching of particulate, 
heterogeneous material, is quite high as the error reported in the final result represents 
the cumulative error propagated throughout all steps, from sampling to instrumental 
determination (Haslam, 1991). Those researchers who have accounted for variability 
in sequential extraction of environmental samples, such as Tessier et al. (1979), 
Pickering (1986) and Haslam (1991), have deemed a %SD below 10 % as acceptable. 
5.2 Percentage SO of total metal reco vered from fractionation of duplicate samples of digested sludge from 
Barston STW. 
%SD (duplicates) calculated on the total metal recovered (%) 
Ca Mg Fe Cu Zn Mn Ni Cr 
Sample 1 1.26 0.72 0.14 1.50 0.31 0.35 0.63 1.31 
Sample 2 0.91 0.90 1.04 0.86 0.13 0.54 
Sample 3 0.13 1.17 2.85 1.76 2.35 
Sample 4 2.49 1.67 2.67 4.47 3.19 
Sample 5 1.02 1.65 2.20 1.29 0.13 
Sample 6 0.27 0.91 1.99 0.95 2.77 3.32 2.72 
Sample 7 1.15 0.50 0.10 2.39 0.51 
Sample 8 0.62 1.43 0.65 2.85 1.88 
D= %5055% ~5%<%50510% • =%SO> 10% 
83 % of the duplicate samples had a %SO 55 % 
15%ofthe had a %SD between 5 and 10 % 
2 > 10% 
One of the main reasons for undertaking this investigation into the accuracy of the 
sequential extraction methods was to determine whether fractionating duplicate 
samples of digested sludge would be sufficient, or whether triplicate samples would 
be required. The issue was critical since measurement in triplicate would have 
markedly limited the number of samples that could have been processed given the 
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labour and equipment-intensivity of the methods. This was particularly problematic 
for the Laboratory Batch Digestion experiments, which required large numbers of 
samples to be processed simultaneously, as storage of the sludge was not desirable. 
The results in Table 5.2 show the %SD (calculated on duplicate samples) of the total 
metal recovered from sequential extraction of digested sludge from Barston STW, 
using the Stover Method. It can be seen that 83 % of the 64 samples had a %SD of 
less than 5 %; 15 % had a %SD between 5 and 10 % and only 1 sample had a %SD 
greater than 10 %, this being 12.65 %. Thus, it can be concluded that it was 
acceptable to fractionate the sludge samples in duplicates, given the practical 
constraints of the methods. 
5.2.2 TOTAL PHOSPHORUS RECOVERED FROM SEQUENTIAL EXTRACTION (PHOSPHORUS 
FRACTIONATION METHOD) 
The same procedure was undertaken for the phosphorus sequential extraction method. 
The results presented in Table 5.3 show the total concentration of phosphorus 
recovered from 6 replicate samples of digested sludge from Gainsborough STW. The 
phosphorus extraction method was less variable than the metal fractionation method, a 
%SD of 0.98 % being achieved from the 6 replicate samples. 
TABLE 5.3 Total phosphorus recovered from fractionation of 6 replicate samples of digested 
sludge from Gainsborough STW. 
Total Phosphorus Recovered (g/kg sludge) 
Average (6 replicates) SO %SO(%) 
3215 31.4 0.98 
Table 5.4 shows the %SD (duplicates) of total phosphorus recovered from phosphorus 
fractionation of samples of digested sludge from Barston STW. These results show 
that: 
• 42 % of the samples had a %SD less than 1 %; 
• 33 % had a SD less than 2 % and 
• 17 % had a SD less than 3 %. 
Only one sample had an %SD greater than 3 % (3.4 %). It can be concluded from 
these results that duplicate samples are acceptable for fractionation of digested sludge 
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by the phosphorus fractionation method (given the practical constraints of the 
method), and that a %SD of less than 5 % would be expected for total phosphorus 
recovered by this method. 
TABLE 5.4 Total phosphorus recovered from fractionation of duplicate samples of digested 
sludge from Barston S1W. 
Total Phosphorus Recovered (mgn) 
Average (duplicates) SO %SO(%) 
156 1.6 1.0 
209 4.4 2.1 
204 2.5 1.2 
215 5.4 2.5 
205 6.9 3.4 
197 3.1 1.6 
202 2.8 1.4 
185 1.5 0.8 
247 2.1 0.8 
278 1.8 0.6 
314 3.5 1.1 
275 1.8 0.6 
Average %SD = 1.4 % 
42 % of samples had %SD.s1 %; 33 % of samples had 1 % < %SD.s2 %; 17 % of samples had 
2 %< %SD.s 3 %; 1 sample had %SD > 3 % 
5.2.3 TOTAL METAL RECOVERED IN EACH FRACTION (8TOVER METHOD) 
As mentioned previously, reproducibility errors can occur due to lack of homogeneity 
of a sample, making it difficult to fractionate a "representative sample". A non-
homogenous sludge could result in different fractionation profiles being obtained for 
replicate samples. The homogeneity of digested sludge can, therefore, be checked by 
comparing the SD of the total metal recovered in each !raction of replicate samples. 
Moreover, checking the variability of individual fractions in an extraction sequence 
allows identification of 'problematic' extraction steps, which might compromise the 
repeatability of an entire extraction sequence. 
Fractionation profiles obtained from sequential extraction of 9 replicate samples of 
digested sludge from Wanlip STW, using the Stover method, were used for the 
calculations presented in Table 5.5. The average %SD was calculated per fraction; for 
the range of metals extracted from the digested sludge. 
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TABLE 5.5 Stover fractionation of digested sludge from Wanlip STW; %SD of each fractionation stage, 
calculated from 9 replicate samples of 6 metals (54 samples). 
Fractionation Stage %SO(%) No. of Samples 
Supematant fraction 3.9 54 
KN03 fraction 4.6 54 
KF fraction 11.4 54 
Na4P'O, fraction 4.3 54 
EDTA fraction 6.5 54 
HNO, fraction 6.8 54 
Residual fraction 6.6 54 
The KF extraction exhibits the highest %SD, however, it must be noted that the 
concentrations of metals recovered in this fraction are typically extremely low, which 
accounts for the %SD of 11.4 %. Excluding the KF fraction, it can be seen that the 
variability increases towards the end of the Stover fractionation sequence, as 
opportunities for error increase with the increasing number of fractionation steps. It 
can be concluded that assuming a maximum variability of 10 % per fraction, when 
reporting fractionation data as a percentage of the total metal recovered, is well within 
the accuracy levels achievable with the Stover sequential extraction method. 
The results of this research have shown that digested sludge from a full-scale digester 
can be considered to be a 'homogenous' substance and that fractionation profiles 
measured from samples of digested sludge can be considered to be representative of 
the anaerobic digester from which the sludge was taken. 
5.2.4 TOTAL PHOSPHORUS RECOVERED IN EACH FRACTION (PHOSPHORUS 
FRACTIONATION METHOD) 
As for the recovery of total phosphorus, the phosphorus fractionation method was 
found to have a higher level of accuracy than the Stover method with respect to the 
fractionation profiles. Figure 5.1 shows the %SD recorded for fractionation of 6 
samples of Gainsborough digested sludge, using the adapted phosphorus sequential 
extraction method. The %SD for each stage of the fractionation procedure are shown 
in Table 5.6. 
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FIGURE 5.1 Typical phosph orus fractionation profile for digested sludge from 
are averages of 6 replicates}. Gainsborough S1W (values 
TABLE 5.6 Phosphorus frac tionation of 6 replicate samples of digested sludge from Gainsborough STW; %SD 
e fractionation procedure. for each stage of th 
Fractionation SIa ge %SD(%} No. of Samples 
Supematant 3.36 6 
Water 1.33 6 
Acetate 1 4.4 6 
Acetate 2 4.5 6 
NaOH 1.64 6 
Hel 1.67 6 
Residual phospho rus 2.29 6 
The acetate extraction s showed the greatest variability (%SD = 4.4 to 4.5 %). This can 
t that the acetate extractions are relatively short extractions and 
not a particularly powerful extractant. The variability of the 
whole (Acetate 1 + Acetate 2) is lower than that of the single 
be attributed to the fac 
the acetate buffer is 
acetate fraction as a 
fractions (3.6 %). In g eneral, it can be seen that variability was below 5 % for all the 
nerated by the phosphorus sequential extraction method. individual fractions ge 
5.3 FACTORSAFF ECTING THE RELIABILITY OF THE SEQUENTIAL 
METHODS EXTRACTION 
Method reliability ret! ers to the ability of a method to provide similar results for the 
nalysed at different times. Factors that affect reliability are same sample when a 
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usually related to environmental variation or human error. Factors that could affect 
the reliability of the fractionation methods were identified as being: 
5.3.1 CONCENTRATION OF EXTRACTANT SOLUTIONS 
This was considered to be unlikely as the extractant solutions are typically high 
strength solutions, e.g. 1 M KN03, therefore human error was unlikely to result in a 
change in extractant concentration that would have a significant effect on the 
fractionation results. 
5.3.2 CONTAMINATION OF EXTRACTION VESSELS 
As mentioned previously, the risk of metals/phosphorus from contaminated glassware 
being leached into solution during extractions was minimised by thoroughly cleaning 
and rinsing of all glassware prior to analyses. 
5.3.3 CHANGES IN ROOM TEMPERATURE 
This was felt to be a factor that could potentially affect the outcome of the 
fractionation experiments, the laboratory temperature ranging from 10°C (winter 
weekends/evenings) to 2SoC (summer). To combat this, all fractionation experiments 
were performed in a temperature-controlled rotary-shaking incubator, at 2SoC. 
5.3.4 SLUDGE AGEING, OXIDATION AND MICROBIAL ACTIVITY 
All digested sludge samples were stored at 4°C after collection to prevent microbial 
activity, the bottles having been filled to the brim and capped tightly to prevent 
oxidation of the samples. Samples of digested sludge were typically taken in 2 x 500 
ml bottles rather than a 1 I bottle. This was done so that if, for any reason, 
fractionation of a digested sludge sample had to be repeated at a later date, this could 
be done using sludge from a previously un-opened bottle, reducing the risk of 
inaccuracies due to sample oxidation. 
0.3.5 MEASUREMENT OF METAL OR PHOSPHORUS CONCENTRATION USING THE ICP. 
The problem and how it was addressed has already been mentioned in Section 5.1. 
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5.4 ASSESSING THE RELIABILITY OF THE SEQUENTIAL EXTRACTION 
METHODS 
It was not considered practical to assess the reliability of the sequential extractions 
procedures by fractionating the same digested sludge sample at different time 
intervals, as the potential effects of storage and sample oxidation would interfere with 
the assessment of reliability. Reliability was, therefore, assessed using the model 
compounds and results were found to be similar (within 1 %). 
Having identified the potential sources of error with respect to reliability (as listed 
above), controlled these potential errors as much as possible (e.g. by performing the 
extractions in a constant temperature environment), and assessed reliability with the 
model compounds, it was concluded that the methods were reliable when performed 
according to the procedures described in Sections 4.1.3 and 4.1.4. 
5.5 SUMMARY 
• With respect to the total metal recovered when fractionating digested sludge by 
the Stover sequential extraction method, a %SD of 5 % or less was desirable and a 
%SD of 10 % or less was acceptable, particularly for metals at concentrations 
below I g/kg dried sludge. 
• The use of duplicates (when fractionating digested sludge with the Stover method) 
was found to give an acceptable %SD, with 83 % of 64 samples having a %SD 
below 5 % (measured on total metal recovered). 
• Variability of metal concentrations recovered in the individual fractions of the 
Stover method was below 10 %, except for the KF fraction (11.4 %). 
• Variability of metal concentration recovered in the individual fractions increased 
slightly towards the end of the Stover sequential extraction procedure, due to the 
sequential nature of the extractions. 
• With respect to the total phosphorus recovered when fractionating digested sludge 
by the phosphorus sequential extraction method, a %SD of 0.98 % was recorded 
from 6 replicate samples of digested sludge. 
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• The use of duplicates (when fractionating digested sludge with the Phosphorus 
Fractionation Method) was found to give an acceptable %SD, with 92 % of the 12 
samples having a SD less than 3 %. 
• The fractions with the highest variability were the acetate fractions, most likely 
due to the short time span of the extractions and the weakness of the extractant. 
The variability of the acetate extraction as a whole was found to be less than that 
of the two separate acetate extraction steps. 
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CHAPTER SIX 
Testing and development of the sequential chemical extraction methods using 
model compounds 
The first objective of this research was to identify, test and if necessary, develop 
methods that would enable the speciation of phosphorus and metals in anaerobically 
digested phosphorus-rich sludge. The literature review showed two sequential 
chemical extraction methods potentially suitable for fractionating phosphorus and 
metals. The first stage of the research was to validate these methods for use in the 
project, by sequentially extracting a range of model compounds chosen to represent 
the metal and phosphorus species relevant to this research. 
The results of the model compound testing are presented in Sections 6.1 (phosphorus 
fractionation) and 6.2 (metal fractionation). 
6.1 BEHAVIOUR OF MODEL PHOSPHORUS COMPOUNDS DURING 
SEQUENTIAL CHEMICAL EXTRACTION 
A search of the literature revealed that sequential chemical extraction had not been 
used widely for fractionation of phosphorus in anaerobically digested sludges. A 
research paper by Uhlmann et al. (1990) discussed the use of a sequential extraction 
scheme (originally developed for fractionation of phosphorus in sediments) to 
fractionate phosphorus in a BPRlCPR activated sludge system. This method enabled 
differentiation between water-extractable phosphorus, easily-reducible phosphorus, 
organic phosphorus, iron/aluminium-bound phosphorus and calcium-bound 
phosphorus. This method, which is referred to as the Uhlmann Method, was tested 
with model compounds to investigate its suitability for this project. 
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6.1.1 EXTRACTION OF MODEL COMPOUNDS USING THE SEQUENTIAL CHEMICAL 
EXTRACTION METHOD OF UHLMANN ET AL. (1990) 
The model compounds were chosen to represent phosphorus compounds that were 
likely to be present in digested sludge from a phosphorus-rich anaerobic digester. 
These were calcium phosphates, magnesium phosphates (BPR sludge digestion), iron 
phosphates and aluminium phosphate. Recovery of organic phosphorus in the 
Uhlmann extraction sequence was not attempted because of the difficulty of 
identifYing a suitably representative form of organic phosphorus. A discussion in 
Section 2.4.2.2 of the literature review showed that selective extraction of 'organic 
phosphorus' was dependent on the particular type of organic compound extracted. 
Various forms of organic phosphorus, which are applicable to this study, were tested 
previously for extraction in this and similar sequential extraction procedures, by 
Uhlmann et ai. (1990) and Furumai and Ohgaki (1982). These results are included in 
Table 6.1. 
Two model compounds were chosen to represent the calcium phosphates. The 
compound CaHP04, was chosen to represent the less stable forms of calcium 
phosphate that are likely to be formed as the first stage of calcium phosphate 
precipitation in digested sludge (Mamais et ai., 1994). The other calcium phosphate 
model compound, Ca3(P04)2, is thermodynamically more stable than CaHP04 and 
might be formed in an anaerobic digester by slow conversion of the less stable 
calcium phosphates. Ca3(P04h is also thought to be formed preferentially over other 
calcium phosphate precipitates in the presence of Mg2+ and Fe2+ (Brown, 1973), 
which are conditions that exist in anaerobic digesters. Hydroxyapatite 
(CalOOH2(P04)6) is the least soluble and most stable of all the calcium phosphates. It 
is not thought to be formed during the relatively short residence times of anaerobic 
digestion (Mamais et aI., 1994) and was, therefore, not tested as a model compound. 
Two model compounds were chosen to represent the magnesium phosphates: 
M~(P04)2.8H20 (bobierite) and MgNRtP04.6H20 (struvite), the latter being 
particularly important as it is known to form during digestion of BPR sludge. Whether 
bobierite would be likely to form during anaerobic digestion is debatable as it has a 
slow formation rate (Mamais et ai., 1994). 
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The iron phosphate model compounds consisted of ferric phosphate (FeP04) and 
ferrous phosphate (Fe3(p04)z.8HzO), the former representing phosphorus precipitated 
by ferric iron during CPR and the latter representing phosphorus precipitated by 
ferrous iron, as might occur during anaerobic digestion of CPR sludge. Two different 
sources of ferrous phosphate were used, one being an amorphous form which was 
blue-green-black in colour. It is thought that the blue-green colour was due to the 
presence of kertschanite, the amorphous oxidation product of vivianite. The second 
form offerrous phosphate used was crystalline (black crystals). Aluminium phosphate 
(AIP04) was also included as a model compound, to represent phosphate precipitated 
with aluminium ions in digested sludge. 
Results obtained from extraction of the above-mentioned model compounds using the 
original Uhlmann Method (described in Section 4.1.4, Table 4.2) are presented in 
Table 6.1. The amount of phosphorus extracted by each extractant is presented as a 
percentage of the total phosphorus that was available for extraction, as is the 
convention for data from both phosphorus and metal sequential extraction procedures 
(Pickering, 1986; Kheboian and Bauer, 1987; Rudd et al., 1988; Pettersson et al., 
1988; Wallmann et aI., 1993; Barbanti et al., 1994). Also included in this table are the 
results reported by other researchers regarding the extraction of organic phosphorus 
(Furumai and Ohgaki, 1982; Uhlmann et al., 1990). 
6.1.1.1 Recovery of phosphorus from the calcium phosphate model 
compounds, using the Uhlmann Method 
Referring to Table 6.1, it can be seen that phosphorus from the calcium phosphate 
model compounds (CaHP04 and Ca3(P04)Z) was recovered primarily (88 and 89 %) 
in the 0.5 M HCI fraction, which is the intended target fraction for calcium phosphates 
(Williams et aI., 1980; Hieltjies and Lijklema, 1980; Furumai and Ohgaki, 1982; 
Psenner et aI., 1985; Uhlmann et aI., 1990). Some dissolution of these compounds 
also occurred in the preceding bicarbonate dithionite (BD) and I M NaOH fractions. 
Recovery of phosphorus from calcium phosphate model compounds had been 
previously tested by Hieltjies and Lijklema (1980). These researchers reported that 
0.5 M HCI successfully solubilised 99 to 100 % of the phosphorus from Ca3(P04)Z 
and CaIOOHz(P04)6, however, their results were achieved by discrete extraction. The 
percentage recovery of calcium-derived phosphorus in HCI did not, therefore, take 
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into account the effect of the preceding extractions on the calcium phosphate 
compounds. HieItjies and Lijklema (1980) did report, as a result of discrete 
extractions of the above-mentioned calcium phosphate model compounds, that 
extensive solubilisation of the phosphorus from Ca3(P04)2 (34 %) and CalOOH2(P04)6 
(31 %) occurred in the citrate bicarbonate-dithionite (CBD) reagent. This finding was 
supported by Williams et al. (1980) who reported almost complete solubilisation of 
phosphorus from fish bones (hydroyxapatite with a low degree of crystallinity) in the 
CBD extractant. Williams et al. (1980) concluded, on that basis of these findings, that 
most amorphous calcium phosphate compounds would be readily extracted with the 
CBD reagent. These results concur with extraction of the calcium phosphate model 
compounds in this research, 8 % of the phosphorus from CaHP04 and 7 % of the 
phosphorus from Ca3(P04h having been solubilised in the BD extraction. It should be 
noted, however, that the BD extractant used in the Uhlmann method does not include 
the strongly chelating citrate component, which explains the lower concentration of 
phosphorus extracted (from the calcium phosphates) in this fraction, in comparison to 
that reported by Hieltjies and Lijklema (1980). This explanation is supported by 
Psenner and Puckso (1988), who reported that addition of the citrate component to the 
BD reagent resulted in extraction of a high percentage of phosphorus from 
compounds other than the target compounds for the BD fraction. 
6.1.1.2 Recovery of phosphorus from the magnesium phosphate model 
compounds, using the Uhlmann Method 
None of the reagents in the Uhlmann sequential extraction method were strongly 
selective for phosphorus from the magnesium phosphate model compounds 
(M~(P04)2.8H20 and Mg~04.6H20). Phosphorus from these model compounds 
was solubilised in the water fraction, the BD fraction and the NaOH fraction (Table 
6.1). Struvite (Mg~P04.6H20) in particular was solubilised in the water fraction, 
having a solubility of 231 mg/l in cold water (CRC Press, 1991). Phosphorus from 
struvite was also attacked by the BD extractant and was finally extracted in the NaOH 
fraction, as was that from Mg3(P04)z.8H20, making magnesium-derived phosphorus 
indistinguishable from the iron and aluminium phosphates. No other researchers have 
reported on the sequential extraction of magnesium phosphate compounds, 
magnesium phosphates not being significant in the sediment samples that have been, 
to date, the traditional focus of phosphorus fractionation. 
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6.1.1.3 Recovery of phosphorus from the iron and aluminium phosphate 
model compounds, using the Uhlmann Method 
Phosphorus from all the iron and aluminium phosphate model compounds tested, was 
recovered primarily in the 1 M NaOH fraction (Table 6.1), which was the intended 
target fraction (Williams et al., 1980; Hieltjies and Lijklema, 1980; Furumai and 
Ohgaki, 1982; Psenner et al., 1985; Uhlmann et aI., 1990). The crystalline form of 
ferrous phosphate (vivianite) was not solubilised by the preceding BD fraction. 
Phosphorus from ferric phosphate and the amorphous form of ferrous phosphate was, 
however, partially extracted in the BD fraction (5 and 6 %, respectively). This was 
most likely due to reduction of some of the ferric iron to ferrous iron by the dithionite 
reducing agent, releasing a portion of the bound phosphorus into solution. The 
amorphous ferrous phosphate model compound was contaminated with an oxidation 
product and was, therefore, more susceptible to reduction and partial recovery in the 
BD fraction than vivianite. 
Partial recovery of phosphorus from ferric iron compounds in the BD fraction was 
expected, as this extractant was designed to mimic solubilisation of phosphorus from 
iron hydroxides under reducing sedimentary conditions (Goltermann, 1982). Psenner 
and Puckso (1988) had also reported that phosphorus from ferric phosphate was 
incompletely extracted by the BD reagent and Williams et al. (1980) reported that a 
ferrous phosphate model compound was entirely recovered by an aggressive 
extraction with CBD at 85°C. Furumai and Ohgaki (1982) reported that phosphorus 
from FeP04 and Fe3(P04k8HzO (model compounds spiked into canal sediment) was 
recovered exclusively in the NaOH fraction, however, the BD extraction was omitted 
from this method. 
Aluminium phosphate (AIP04) was entirely recovered in the NaOH extraction, which 
was in agreement with the results of both Hieltjies and Lijklema (1980) and Furumai 
and Ohgaki (1982). 
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TABLE 6.1 : Recovery of model compounds using the Uhlmann phosphorus extraction method. 
Recovery of phosphorus from compounds -expressed as % 
Compound Deionised Bicarbonate NaOH 1M NaOH 1M HCIO.5M 
water Dithionite SRP SNRP 
0.11M 
CALCIUM PHOSPHATES 
CaHPO, 1±0.5 8±1 3±0.2 ..•. 88:l:2 •. ' I. .... ..; 
Ca3(PO,), 1±0.3 7± 1.5 3 ±O.l I·B9±.~· ••.• 
MAGNESIUM PHOSPHATES 
Mg3(P04)z,8H,O I 4±.1.3 
.•. <J4±y. 
<' .' 'J2±~.4< 
MgNH,PO,.6H,O ' ' .. " . '.' .... ". . 25.±2.4 .. 23±1.1 . •.• S2±2.8 
IRON PHOSPHATES 
FePO, S± 1.5 . ····95:1:2.4. 
Fe3(PO,)2.8H,O (crystalline) <100 . 
Fe3(PO,),.8H,o (amorphous) 6± 1.3 .• 93:1:3.1 ..•• ·•· •. · 
ALUMINIUM PHOSPHATES 
AIPO, I .100« 
ORGANIC PHOSPHORUS 
Organic P (green algae) .95.::100···· 
< .'. > 
Organic P (activated sludge) '" 70 '. 
..' . .. 
Organic P (casein) "'.40 ...•.. ''''60 
Organic P (polyphosphates) .. ' • •• 
. '. 
No recovery figures given. SRP = soluble reactive phosphorus; SNRP = soluble non-re~ctive phosphorus 
Residual Reference 
Acid 
Digestion 
This research 
This research 
This research 
This research 
This research 
This research 
This research 
This research 
Furumai and Ohgaki (1982) 
"'30 Furumai and Ohgaki (1982) 
Furumai and Ohgaki (1982) 
Uhlmann et al. (1990) 
6.1.1.4 Recovery of organic phosphorus using the Uhlmann Method 
The target fraction for recovery of organic phosphorus is I M NaOH (Williams et aI., 
1980; Hieltjies and Lijklema, 1980; Furumai and Ohgaki, 1982; Psenner et al., 1985; 
Uhlmann et aI., 1990). It is possible to distinguish between phosphorus derived from 
the iron/aluminium phosphates, which is also extracted in NaOH, and that present as 
organic phosphorus, by measuring soluble reactive phosphorus (orthophosphate) and 
total phosphorus concentrations in the NaOH' extraction. The soluble reactive 
phosphorus (SRP) concentration is representative of phosphorus derived from 
inorganic sources (iron or aluminium phosphates), the remainder of the phosphorus 
(soluble non-reactive phosphorus or SNRP) being attributed to organic forms of 
phosphorus extracted by the NaOH extractant (psenner et aI., 1985). 
Furumai and Ohgaki (1982) tested extraction of organic phosphorus in I M NaOH 
using green algae, activated sludge and the protein, casein, as 'model' forms of 
organic phosphorus. All the phosphorus from the green algae was recovered as SNRP 
in the I M NaOH fraction. Approximately, 70 % of the phosphorus from the activated 
sludge was recovered as SNRP in IM NaOH, with the remainder being recovered in 
the residual fraction of the extraction scheme. Phosphorus from casein was solubilised 
successfully in NaOH, however, hydrolysis of a portion of the organic phosphorus 
occurred, resulting in a false positive for SRP and an under-recovery of SNRP. 
Uhlmann et al. (1990) reported successful differentiation of organic phosphorus 
(SNRP) from iron-precipitated phosphorus (SRP) in a IM NaOH extraction, although 
no actual figures were given for SNRP and SRP concentrations in NaOH. 
The ability to distinguish between organic and inorganic phosphorus extracted in 
NaOH is based upon the assumption that organic phosphorus compounds are not 
hydrolysed to orthophosphate during the NaOH extraction, or during colorimetric 
measurement of orthophosphate and can, therefore, be measured as SNRP. As shown 
by Furumai and Ohgaki (1982), however, some forms of organic phosphorus can be 
partially hydrolysed during NaOH extraction, resulting in under-estimation of the 
organic phosphorus content and over-estimation of the inorganic phosphorus content. 
Baldwin (I998) showed that some forms of organic phosphorus could be hydrolysed 
during orthophosphate determination, due to the acidic conditions required by these 
chemical methods. This phenomenon was not uniform for all forms of organic 
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phosphorus, however, with the extent of hydrolysis ranging from 0 to 100 %. The 
author concluded that SRP could not unequivocally be equated with free 
orthophosphate because of the potential for hydrolysis of organic phosphorus. 
It is, therefore, necessary to be aware of the limitations of identifYing organic 
phosphorus by differentiation between SRP and SNRP. It is noted, however, that no 
alternative method exists, despite the fact that this has been an ongoing source of 
debate among practitioners of environmental phosphorus fractionation. Organic 
phosphorus was, therefore, measured as SNRP extracted in NaOH during this 
research as it was felt that the information gained from tbis measurement was useful, 
provided that it was interpreted with the above-mentioned limitations in mind. 
6.1.1.5 Conclusions regarding model compound extraction with the original 
Uhlmann Method 
As a result of the model compound extractions with the original Uhlmann Method, it 
was concluded that it was not possible to differentiate between the iron, aluminium 
and magnesium phosphates, all of which were extracted primarily in the NaOH 
fraction. It was accepted that it would not be possible to separate iron and aluminium 
phosphates using this phosphorus fractionation method but this was not problematic 
within the objectives of this research project. An objective of the project, however, 
was to be able to differentiate between the formation of struvite, rather than the 
formation of iron/aluminium phosphates or calcium phosphates. It was, therefore, 
decided to explore the possibilities for modifying the Uhlmann phosphorus 
fractionation method to enable solubilisation of struvite phosphorus as a discrete 
fraction, in isolation from the iron, aluminium and calcium phosphates. 
In addition to modifYing the method for struvite recovery, it was decided to 
investigate the potential for phosphorus re-adsorption to calcium carbonate in NaOH 
with the aim of modifying the Uhlmann Method to remove calcium carbonate prior to 
the NaOH extraction, if re-adsorption was found to be problematic in digested sludge. 
As discussed previously in Section 2.4.2.1 of the literature review, re-adsorption of 
phosphorus to calcium carbonate during the NaOH extraction can occur in calcium 
carbonate rich samples (de Groot and Goltermann, 1990; Ruttenberg, 1992). As this 
phosphorus fractionation method had not been previously applied to digested sludge, 
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it was necessary to investigate this with respect to phosphorus fractionation in the 
digested sludge matrix. 
6.1.2 MODIFICATION OF THE ORIGINAL UHLMANN METHOD 
Modification of the original Uhlmann Method for phosphorus fractionation was 
necessary to enable selective extraction of phosphorus from struvite and to remove 
calcium carbonate from the digested sludge matrix prior to the NaOH extraction, if 
phosphorus re-adsorption to calcium carbonate was found to be problematic. 
The objectives of this section of the research were therefore two-fold: 
1. To determine whether re-adsorption of phosphorus would occur during NaOH 
extraction of a calcium carbonate rich matrix, and to assess whether this would 
significantly affect the fractionation results. If re-adsorption was found to be a 
problem: 
• To investigate the use of salt washes (e.g. MgCh) in the extraction sequence to 
recover adsorbed P; or 
• To investigate the addition of an extractant to the phosphorus sequential 
extraction scheme, which would selectively solubilise calcium carbonate, 
without affecting the extraction of the phosphorus compounds. 
2. To find an extractant that would selectively solubilise struvite in one fraction, but 
not solubilise calcium, iron, aluminium or organic phosphorus. 
6.1.2.1 Re-adsorption of phosphorus to calcium carbonate in NaOH 
In the original Uhlmann Method, calcium carbonate was not solubilised prior to the 
NaOH extraction and was, therefore, capable of re-adsorbing phosphorus in the 
NaOH fraction. Re-adsorption of phosphorus to CaC03 can occur during the NaOH 
extraction as a result of the high pH (> 13.0) but is not problematic during the HCl 
extraction as the phosphates are stabilised in solution as HZP04' and H3P04 
(Ruttenberg, 1992). 
Fractionation of calcium in the digested sludge from 6 full-scale digesters in the 
Severn Trent area showed an average calcium content of 40 g/kg of dried solids, of 
which approximately 30 to 50 % was present as CaC03. Thus, the digested sludge to 
be fractionated in this research contained approximately 360 to 600 mg/I of CaC03 
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that could potentially cause re-adsorption of solubilised phosphorus during the NaOH 
extraction stage of the Uhlmann Method. 
To test the potential of CaC03 for re-adsorption of phosphorus in NaOH, model 
compounds were subjected to discrete extraction with 1 M NaOH in a sample matrix 
consisting of approximately O.lg calcium carbonate per SOml of extractant. The 
results of this are presented in Table 6.3 and show that marked re-adsorption of 
phosphorus occurred in the presence of calcium carbonate. The extent of re-
adsorption differed according to the model compound extracted. Only 0.7 ± 1 % of 
the phosphorus from struvite was recovered in the NaOH extraction in the presence of 
0.1 g ofCaC03, in comparison to 97 ± 3 % recovered in the absence ofCaC03. In the 
case of AlP04, 100 % of the phosphorus was recovered in NaOH in the absence of 
CaC03 and 30 % of the available phosphorus was recovered in the presence of 
CaC03. The relatively high recovery of phosphorus from AIP04 in the presence of 
CaC03, in comparison to the other model compounds, was related to the high ratio of 
P:CaC03 in the AlP04 extractions (0.23 mg/mg) in comparison to an average of 0.14 
± 0.02 mg/mg for the other model compounds. 
The maximum concentration of phosphorus that could be adsorbed by CaC03 in 1 M 
NaOH was measured by extracting increasing concentrations of struvite in NaOH 
with 0.1 g of CaC03. Saturation of the CaC03 adsorbent with respect to phosphorus 
was found to occur at 0.12 ± 0.008 mgfmg (P.dsQ,bed:CaC03). 
TABLE 6.2 Extraction of model compounds in 1 M NaOH, in the presence of calcium carbonate. 
% recovery of P in NaOH 
Compound Compound + 0.1 9 of CaCO, 
MgNH,PO .. 6H,o 97±3% 0.7 ± 1 % 
. 
Mg,(PO,),.8H,o 95±2% 7±O.6% 
FePO. 90±6% 15±2.4% 
Fe,(PO.j,.SH,o 95±2% 0.1 ±0.15% 
(crystalline) 
Fe,(PO.ja.8H,o 96±2% 1.2 ± 1 % 
(amorphous) 
AIPO. 100% 30±5.6% 
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To establish whether calcium carbonate would cause re-adsorption of phosphorus 
released from digested sludge (rather than model compounds), an additional 
experiment was performed. Calcium carbonate (0.05 g and 0.025 g) was added to 50 
ml of digested sludge (Westwood Brook STW). This sludge + CaC03 mixture was 
then fractionated using the Uhlmann Method 
The results of this experiment are shown in Table 6.3, and demonstrate that addition 
of calcium carbonate to digested sludge resulted in less soluble phosphorus being 
present in the NaOH fraction. Approximately 30 % of the phosphorus solubilised in 
NaOH from digested sludge sample B was re-adsorbed to the CaC03 added to the 
digested sludge. This increased to 35 % in Sample C. Consequently, the percentage of 
phosphorus extracted in the HCI fractions was considerably higher in sludge samples 
Band C, as a result of solubilisation of CaC03 and release of the adsorbed 
phosphorus. 
TABLE 6.3 Fractionation of phosphorus in digested sludge with additional calcium caroonate. 
Phosphorus recovered in each fraction, % 
Deionised water BD (0.11 M) NaOH (1 M) HCI (0.5 M) 
A Digested sludge 4±O.3 7±O.5 44±2.1 46 ± 3.5 
only (50 ml) 
B Digested sludge 4±O.5 S±O.5 14 ± 1.7 75±5.1 
(50 ml) + 0.05 g 
CaCO, 
C Digested sludge 4±O.2 S±O.6 11 ± 1.1 78 ± 4.7 
(50 ml) + 0.1 9 
CaCO, 
The ratio of P.dsorb,d:CaC03 was found to be 0.08 mg/mg for Sample Band 0.04 
mg/mg for Sample C. This was much lower than that calculated using struvite and 
CaC03 (0.12 mg/mg), which suggested that some of the phosphorus which was 
solubilised in the NaOH was not able to be adsorbed by the calcium carbonate, e.g. 
organic phosphorus, or that some of the calcium carbonate adsorption sites were 
blocked by other compounds in the sludge, possibly humic acids, which are present in 
high concentrations in the NaOH extractant. The humic acids might also have acted as 
organic ligands, complexing with the soluble phosphorus and preventing re-
adsorption onto the calcium carbonate. 
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From this experiment it was concluded that addition of calcium carbonate to digested 
sludge resulted in reduced phosphorus recovery in the NaOH fraction and increased 
phosphorus recovery in the HCI fraction, due to adsorption of phosphorus to calcium 
carbonate in the NaOH fraction and release of this phosphorus in the HCI fraction as a 
result of CaC03 dissolution. It was not possible to determine whether fractionation of 
phosphorus in digested sludge was being affected by the presence of calcium 
carbonate already in the sludge matrix, however, the evidence from the above-
mentioned experiments indicated that modification of the phosphorus fractionation 
method was required to reduce the risk of phosphorus re-adsorption during the NaOH 
extractions. 
6.1.2.2 Use of saline washes to recover re-adsorbed phosphorus 
Saline washes can be used to recover adsorbed phosphorus following the NaOH 
extraction. This approach was taken by Ruttenberg (1992) who reported that adsorbed 
phosphorus was recovered by soaking the pellet in a solution of 1 M MgCIz (pH 8.0) 
for 2 hours. It was found, however, that soaking the pellets of phosphorus adsorbed to 
CaCOl (from the model compound extractions) in 1 M MgCIz (pH 8.0) for up to 18 h 
did not recover any of the adsorbed phosphorus. It was decided not to investigate the 
use of stronger washing solutions, however, as this could have a detrimental effect on 
the remainder of the extraction sequence. 
6.1.2.3 Use of alternative extractants to solubilise calcium carbonate prior to 
the NaOH extraction 
An alternative approach was, therefore, investigated which aimed to incorporate an 
extractant to solubilise calcium carbonate prior to the NaOH extraction. A desktop 
study was performed to select an extractant that would solubilise calcium carbonate 
while not attacking the iron, aluminium or calcium phosphates. It was initially 
intended to investigate the use of ammonium chloride (1 M, pH 7.0), which had been 
used previously to remove carbonates during phosphorus fractionation (Chang and 
Jackson, 1957; HieItjies and Lijklema, 1980; Furumai and Ohgaki, 1982). Psenner 
and Puckso (1988) had reported, however, that anlffionium chloride solubilised iron 
and aluminium-bound phosphorus, affected the speciation of calcium-bound 
phosphorus and could affect the results of the entire fractionation sequence when used 
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as the initial extractant. It was decided, therefore, not to use ammonium chloride to 
solubilise CaC03. 
Acetic acid was chosen for investigation as it is capable of solubilising calcium 
carbonate but is one of the few acids in which the iron and aluminium phosphates are 
insoluble. Moreover, struvite was known to be soluble in dilute acetic acid. The 
objective was, therefore, to incorporate an acetic acid extraction step into the 
Uhlmann Method to simultaneously dissolve calcium carbonate and struvite. The 
acetic acid extraction was intended to be incorporated into the extraction sequence in 
the place of bicarbonate-dithionite, which was not an appropriate extractant for 
phosphorus fractionation of anaerobically digested sludge. 
6.1.2.4 Use of acetic acid and acetate buffer to recover struvite and dissolve 
calcium carbonate prior to the NaOH extraction 
Table 6.4 contains the results of testing different concentrations of acetic acid and 
acetate buffer for efficiency of extraction of the model phosphorus compounds. The 
aim of these tests was to establish the concentration of acetic acid or acetate buffer 
that would solubilise struvite-P and calcium carbonate, without solubilising to any 
marked degree the iron, aluminium and calcium phosphates. It was originally 
intended to use dilute acetic acid as the extractant, however, even dilute acetic acid 
(O.00875M, pH 3.42) resulted in marked extraction of phosphorus from the calcium 
phosphates (28 % of Ca3(P04)2 and 38 % of CaHP04), while not recovering more 
than 67 % of the struvite. Moreover, the low pH values of the acetic acid solutions « 
3.4) could disturb the sludge matrix due to pH effects, which is not desirable at the 
front-end of a fractionation sequence. The use of un buffered acetic acid has been used 
previously in metal fractionation schemes, however, this approach has been criticised 
on the basis that such reagents also attack silicates and organically-bound metals 
(Pickering, 1986). 
An acetate buffer solution as the extractant was shown to give more favourable 
results. An extraction of 15 minutes with acetate buffer pH 5.2 could solubilise 80 % 
ofstruvite-P while only solubilising 14 % ofthe Ca3(P04)2-P and 18 % ofCaHP04-P. 
Extending this extraction to 45 minutes resulted in 85 % of the struvite-P being 
solubilised, with recovery of 19 % of Ca3(P04)2-P and 21 % of CaHP04-P. This 45 
minute extraction with acetate buffer pH 5.2 also solubilised a maximum of 785 mg/I 
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of CaC03. An acetate buffer (1 M, pH 5.0) has been used previously to dissolve 
calcium carbonate from soil samples, complete dissolution being achieved within 5 
hours with finely divided suspended soil particles (Kunze, 1965; cited by Pickering, 
1986). 
TABLE 6.4 Testing acetic acid and acetate buffer for solubilisation of phosphorus from model compounds. 
Compound Extraction time = 10 minutes Extraction time = 15 minutes Extraction time 
= 45 minutes 
Acetic acid Acetic acid Acetic acid Acetate Acetate Acetate Acetate buffer 
0.07M O.0175M 0.OO875M buffer buffer buffer pH 5.2 
pH 2.96 pH 3.27 pH 3.42 pH 4.0 pH 5.0 pH 5.2 
Phosphorus solubilised, as % of the total phosphorus 
Struvite 100% 82±3% 67±1% 100 % 94±2% 80±2% 85±2% 
Ca3(PO.), 66±2% 38±1 % 28±2% 60±2% 27±1% 14±1% 21 ±1 % 
CaHPO. 74±3% 49± 1 % 38±1 % 72±2% 37± 1% 18± 1% 19±1 % 
FePO •. 2H,o O.34± 1 % Not tested 0.6 ±0.1 % 
Vivianite 1.5 ± 1 % Not tested 1.34 ±0.04 % 
(crystals) 
Vivianite O.3±O.1 % Not tested 0.3 ±O.8% 
(amorphous) 
AIPO. 0.15% Not tested 0.15% 
CaCO, 100% Not tested 100% 
Having investigated individual extraction of the model phosphorus compounds with 
acetate buffer, it was necessary to extract mixtures of the model compounds with the 
acetate buffer. The objective of performing this experiment was to determine the 
'order' in which solubilisation would take place in a digested sludge sample 
containing all these compounds. These results are shown in Table 6.5. It can be seen 
that extraction of a mixture of struvite and calcium carbonate resulted in solubilisation 
of 71 ± 2 % of the struvite and 40 ± 3 % of the calcium carbonate. Likewise, struvite 
was preferentially solubilised in mixtures with Ca3(P04)Z and CaHP04, resulting in 
very little of the calcium-P being solubilised during the extraction. Extraction of 
mixtures of calcium carbonate with the calcium phosphates showed that calcium 
carbonate was solubilised preferentially (lOO % solubilisation in both cases), again 
resulting in very little phosphorus being extracted from the calcium phosphates. From 
these results it was concluded that struvite in a digested sludge sample would be 
extracted preferentially by acetate buffer pH 5.2, followed by CaC03, CaHP04 and 
Ca3(P04)z. 
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TABLE 6.5 Solubilisation of mixtures of model compounds in acetate buffer pH 5.2 (45 minute extraction). 
Struvite + Struvite + Struvite + CaHPO,+ Ca,(PO,,, + 
Ca,(PO,,, CaHPO, CaCO, CaCO, CaCO, 
Struvite recovered 82±3% 85±2% 71±2% 
(mg P/I) 
Ca,(pO,), 3.5±0.9 % 0.7±0.4% 
recovered (mg P/I) 
CaHPO, recovered 7.0±0.8% 2.3 ±0.7 % 
(mg P/I) 
Calcium carbonate 40±3% 100% 100% 
recovered (mgn) 
A concern regarding the use of acetate buffer in the phosphorus fractionation scheme 
was that it might result in solubilisation of organic phosphorus. Rudd et al. (1988) 
found that a mixture of sodium acetate and nitric acid (pH 5.0) was suitable for 
extraction of organically-bound metals from digested sludge, over a period of 18 
hours. To test whether extraction with the acetate buffer resulted in solubilisation of 
organic material, samples of digested sludge (Westwood Brook STW) were subjected 
to 45 minute extractions using the acetate buffer pH 5.2. The resulting solutions were 
analysed for soluble organic carbon and total and soluble reactive phosphorus. All the 
phosphorus solubilised in the acetate solutions was found to be soluble reactive 
phosphorus (i.e. not derived from organic phosphorus compounds). It is possible that 
organic phosphorus could have hydrolysed to orthophosphate in the acetate solution 
but it is unlikely, considering the relatively mild pH of the extractant and the length of 
the extraction (4 5 minutes). Very little soluble organic carbon was measured in the 
acetate solution « 5 mg/I). Thus, it was concluded that the use of acetate pH 5.2 in 
the extraction method would not pose a problem with respect to solubilisation of 
organic material and organic phosphorus. This concurs with the findings of Grossman 
and Miller (1961) (cited by Pickering, 1986), who found no change in organic carbon 
concentration of a soil sample kept in contact with pH 5.0 acetate buffer for 9 weeks. 
It was, therefore, decided to incorporate the acetate buffer into the Uhlmann 
phosphorus fractionation method, in place of the bicarbonate-dithionite extractant. 
The latter extractant was removed as it was thought to play no useful role in 
fractionating phosphorus in digested sludge samples, all of the phosphorus in digested 
sludge being associated with cations already in a reduced form. Two sequential 
extractions of acetate buffer (45 minutes each) were introduced into the extraction 
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sequence, in order to solubilise struvite-P and remove CaC03 from a digested sludge 
sample. 
6.1.3 MODIFIED PHOSPHORUS EXTRACTION METHOD 
The procedure for the modified phosphorus extraction sequence was presented in 
Table 4.3 in Section 4.1.4 (Materials and Methods). Water soluble phosphorus is 
recovered in the first fraction of the modified method, with struvite and CaC03-
adsorbed P being recovered in the following acetate extractions. Iron/aluminium and 
organic phosphorus is recovered in the 1 M NaOH fraction, as SRP and SNRP, 
respectively. The calcium phosphates are recovered in the HCI fraction, as per the 
original method. 
6.1.3.1 Testing the modified phosphorus extraction method using model 
compounds 
The modified phosphorus extraction scheme was tested with respect to sequential 
extraction of a range of phosphorus model compounds, the results being presented in 
Table 6.6. The results show that sequential extraction of the individual model 
compounds resulted in recovery of the calcium phosphates in the HCI fraction, 
struvite in the first acetate fraction and the iron and aluminium phosphates as SRP in 
the NaOH fraction. As the acetate buffer had not been shown to recover organic 
phosphorus, it was assumed that this fraction would still be recovered as non-reactive 
phosphorus in the NaOH fraction. Some recovery of the calcium phosphates occurred 
in the acetate buffer fractions but, as discussed previously, in a digested sludge matrix 
this would be less likely to occur due to competition from other compounds more 
easily extracted in the acetate buffer. 
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TABLE 6.6 Recovery of model compounds in the modified phosphorus extraction scheme. 
Recovery of phosphorus from compounds -expressed as % 
Compound Water Acetate Acetate NaOH NaOH HCI Residual 
buffer buffer (1M) (1M) (0.5 M) 
(0.1 M) (0.1 M) (SRP) (SNRP) pH 5.2 pH 5.2 
Calcium phosphates 
CaHPO. 1 ± 0.4 4±1 2±0.9 5±O.8 ) 88f{· .. ···· 
...... ·····Ic-r< 
Ca,(PO.)2 1±0.4 3±0.7 2±0.2 "94+3. 
.,.:: ....• 
CaCO,·P '.' .•.•.• '100' ...... '. 
...•• >: •. 
. '" 
Magnesium phosphates 
MgNH.PO •. 6H~ 11±2 .. 85:1;6 
1··.-" 
4±2 
Iron phosphates 
FePO, 94±4 .' 
I·' .. ' '., 
Fe,(pO')2.8H~ 97±3 
(crystallinel 
F.,(PO')2.8H~ I···· ~5±5 
(amorphous) ) ...... 
Aluminium phosphates 
AIPO, 100 
..... ' . 
Organic phosphorus 
OrganicP . 100.·········. 
." 
In order to test the effect of a sludge matrix on the accuracy of extraction, the model 
phosphorus compounds were also spiked into digested sludge (Westwood Brook 
STW) which was then fractionated using the modified phosphorus extraction method. 
The digested sludge was characterised by a total solids content of 2.94 %, a total 
phosphorus content of 14718 mglkg, a total calcium content of 45000 mglkg and a 
total magnesium content of 9480 mg/kg dried sludge. 
The digested sludge matrix did not change the pattern of extraction of the model 
compounds (results not shown). Measurement of soluble magnesium and calcium in 
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the acetate extractions showed that struvite was extracted preferentially to calcium 
carbonate in the first acetate extraction. Only 42 % of the calcium in the struvite-
spiked digested sludge was solubilised in the first acetate extraction, compared to the 
control sludges and those spiked with the other model compounds. Calcium extraction 
increased to 68 % of that of the control in the second acetate extraction, but this still 
resulted in only 53 % of the calcium carbonate extracted in the control sludge, having 
been extracted from the struvite-spiked sludge as a result of acetate extraction. Thus, a 
third acetate extraction might be required to ensure that calcium carbonate is 
solubilised when high concentrations of struvite are suspected to be present in a 
digested sludge. It is unlikely, however, that non-spiked digested sludge samples 
would contain concentrations of struvite as high as those which resulted from spiking 
of the sludge, therefore, two acetate extractions should be adequate to solubilise both 
struvite and CaCOl in most sludge samples. 
The iron and aluminium phosphates were solubilised effectively by the NaOH 
extractant although, again there was some tailing into the HCI fraction, due to 
saturation of the NaOH extractant. This was not considered to be problematic as such 
high concentrations of iron and aluminium phosphate would not occur in non-spiked 
sludge samples. 
The calcium phosphates were solubilised effectively in the HCI fraction, and were not 
attacked by the acetate buffer, which confirmed the earlier findings (Table 6.5), that 
calcium carbonate (and probably other carbonates such as FeCOl ) and struvite would 
be preferentially solubilised by acetate buffer in a heterogeneous sample matrix. 
The SNRP fraction extracted in NaOH was consistent for most of the sludge samples 
(42 ± 5 mg/I for 21 samples), showing that measurement of SRP and SNRP in the 
NaOH fraction does enable differentiation between inorganic and organic phosphorus 
in this fraction. 
From these results, it was concluded that the modified phosphorus extraction method 
was suitable for use in this research, allowing quantitative detection of struvite, 
iron/aluminium phosphates, organic phosphorus and calcium phosphates. 
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6.1.3.2 Measurement of metals in the extracted phosphorus fractions 
In addition to measurement of phosphorus in the extracted fractions, the 
concentrations of soluble calcium, magnesium, iron and aluminium were also 
measured in each fraction. The objective of this was to use the metal concentration 
data to aid in determining the origin of the phosphorus in the fractions of the 
extraction sequence. For all the fractions of the modified phosphorus fractionation 
method, with the exception of the NaOH fraction, metals and phosphorus were 
solubilised in the same fraction, their concentrations being linearly correlated (Table 
6.7). 
TABLE 6.7 Measurement of cations in phosphorus fractions as an aid to identifying phosphorus species in 
digested sludge. Results from extraction of model phosphorus compounds. 
Compound Fraction in which P is Fraction in which metal is Relationship 
soluble. soluble. 
Any compounds soluble in H2O Oeionised water Oeionised water Linear, 
stoichiometric 
Struvite Acetate 1 + Acetate 2 Acetate 1 + Acetate 2 Linear, 
stoichiometric 
Iron phosphate (ferric and NaOH HCI Linear, 
ferrous phosphate) stoichiometric 
Aluminium phosphate NaOH NaOH Linear, 
stoichiometric 
Calcium phosphates HCI HCI Linear, 
stoichiometric 
When struvite is dissolved in acetate, a linear relationship is seen between 
concentrations of soluble phosphorus and magnesium in the acetate solution. This is 
true for extraction of aluminium phosphate in NaOH and the calcium phosphates in 
He!. When phosphorus from iron phosphate is extracted in NaOH, the iron remains in 
the sludge fraction as iron oxide or iron hydroxide and is only solubilised in the 
following Hel fraction. A linear relationship exists, however, between phosphorus 
extracted from iron phosphates as SRP in NaOH, and the iron component that is 
subsequently extracted in the Hel fraction. 
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Measurement of phosphorus, iron and aluminium to determine the origin of NaOH 
extracted phosphorus 
Figure 6.1 (a) shows the relationship between phosphorus and iron in NaOH, resulting 
from extraction of increasing concentrations of FeP04 from a digested sludge matrix. 
Figure 6.1 (b) shows the relationship between phosphorus and aluminium extracted in 
NaOH from these same, FeP04 containing, digested sludge samples. 
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FIGURE 6.1 Relationship between iron, aluminium and phosphorus, when extracting digested sludge 
containing increasing concentrations of ferric phosphate. Results have been adjusted to take 
into account the background level of Fe, AI and P in the sludge. 
These results show that a linear relationship existed between phosphorus as SRP in 
NaOH and iron in HCI, whereas no relationship existed between aluminium and 
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phosphorus in NaOH. Thus, measurement of both phosphorus and the associated 
metals enabled the origin of the phosphorus, extracted as SRP in NaOH, to be 
established as iron phosphate, not aluminium phosphate. Moreover, the molar ratio of 
Fe:P indicates the form of iron phosphate extracted. Extraction of FeP04 yielded a 
molar ratio of 1.05 (Fe:P), whereas extraction of Fe3(P04)2.8H20 from digested 
sludge yielded a molar ratio of 1.56 (Fe:P) (results not shown). 
Measurement of phosphorus, calcium and magnesium to determine the origin of 
acetate- and HCl- extracted phosphorus 
As for the above-mentioned iron and aluminium phosphates in NaOH, measurement 
of Mg and Ca concentrations in the acetate and HCI fractions provides a guide to the 
origin of the phosphorus. The ratio of Ca:P and Mg:P indicates whether the 
phosphorus was most likely solubilised from struvite, calcium carbonate or the 
calcium phosphates. For example, a high Ca:P ratio indicates CaC03-P solubilisation, 
whereas a lower Ca:P ratio (in the absence of Mg) indicates solubilisation of a 
calcium phosphate compound such as CaHP04. 
The results in Figure 6.2 show the concentrations of calcium, magnesium and 
phosphorus (mM) recovered in the first and second acetate extractions and the HCI 
extraction, as a result of fractionating digested sludge spiked with model compounds 
(struvite, CaHP04 and Ca3(P04)2). From these results it can be seen that struvite 
extraction from digested sludge was characterised by an increase in phosphorus and 
magnesium in the first and second acetate fractions. As predicted from extraction of 
mixtures of struvite and calcium carbonate model compounds, struvite was extracted 
preferentially over calcium carbonate in the acetate extractions, resulting in a reduced 
concentration of calcium in these fractions, when compared to the control digested 
sludge. 
Extractions of the sludges spiked with CaHP04 and Ca3(P04)2 was characterised by a 
large increase in phosphorus in the HCl fraction, which corresponded to an increase in 
calcium in this fraction, in comparison to the control sludge. The ratio of Ca:P 
recovered from the CaHP04 spiked sludge was 1.14 (taking into account that 
recovered from the control sludge), whereas the ratio of Ca:P recovered in HCI from 
the Ca3(P04h spiked sludge was 1.9 and that of the control sludge was 6.25. 
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FIGURE 6.2 Concentration of calcium, magnesium and phosphorus in the (a) Acetate 1, (b) Acetate 2 and (c) 
HCI fractions resulting from extraction of model compounds (struvite, CaHPO. and Ca3(PO.)2) spiked into 
di ested slud e. 
While these ratios do not correspond exactly to the expected molar ratios for CaHP04 
and Ca3(P04)2, the differences between the ratios do suggest which type of calcium 
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phosphate compound was more likely to have been solubilised in HCI. The large Ca:P 
ratio in the HCl fraction of the control sludges indicates that most of the calcium 
originated from a source other than calcium phosphate, most likely having been 
extracted from organic matter in NaOH, re-precipitated as calcium hydroxide and then 
solubilised in HCI. 
When attempting to correlate metals and phosphorus in these extractions, it must be 
remembered that other compounds (carbonates, sulphides, hydroxides) are also 
dissolved in these fractions, and will contribute to the metal content of a particular 
fraction. The non phosphorus containing compounds likely to be solubilised in the 
various fractions of the modified phosphorus fractionation method are shown in Table 
6.8. 
TABLE 6.8 Non-phosphorus containing compounds which will be solubilised during phosphorus extractions, 
contributing to the metal content of the various fractions. 
Fraction Compounds solubilised in this fraction. 
Deionised water MgCO, (basic) (solubility = 400 mgll); MgCO, (solubility = 104 mgll); CaHP04 
(solubility = 316 mgll); Struvite (solubility = 231 mgn); FeCO, (solubility = 67 
mgll); CaCO, (solubility = 14 mgll). 
Acetate 1 Carbonates (Ca CO" MgCO, and FeCO, in particular) 
Acetate 2 Carbonates 
NaOH Organical/y-bound metals will be solubilised but the metals are unlikely to be 
soluble in the NaOH fraction. 
HCI Residual carbonates; sulphides and hydroxides/oxides (e.g. A1(OH}3) or metals 
from organic material which were precipitated as hydroxides or oxides in the 
NaOH fraction. 
In conclusion to this section, it can be said that measuring metals dissolved from the 
sample matrix, in addition to phosphorus, facilitates interpretation of the fractionation 
results and the assignment of phosphorus species to fractions. Surprisingly few 
researchers have undertaken to measure these other constituents, most relying solely 
on the measurement of phosphorus to interpret the results of phosphorus fractionation 
schemes. Sager (1988) does mention the advantages of measuring associated metals in 
the extracted fractions of the Psenner (1984) phosphorus fractionation scheme. 
Correlations were found between aluminium and phosphorus in the NaOH fraction, 
and between calcium and phosphorus in the HCl fraction. It was also mentioned that 
traces of iron, calcium, zinc, copper and lead were found in the NaOH fraction, most 
likely due to the formation of complexes with dissolved humic material. Sager (1988) 
concluded, however, that no correlation existed between extracted iron and 
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phosphorus in NaOH, but did not investigate a relationship between phosphorus in 
NaOH and iron in HCI which, as mentioned previously, was found to be well 
correlated in this research. 
6.2 BEHAVIOUR OF MODEL METAL COMPOUNDS DURING SEQUENTIAL 
CHEMICAL EXTRACTION 
An objective of this research was to measure the effect of phosphorus-enrichment on 
the speciation of various metals in anaerobically-digested sludges. As mentioned 
previously, a sequential chemical extraction method that had been adapted for use in 
digested sludge (Stover et al., 1976), was chosen as the means of achieving this 
objective. 
Stover et al. (1976) had tested the proposed sequential extraction method by discrete 
extraction of model compounds (sulphides and carbonates ofCu, Ni, Zn, Cr, Pb). The 
authors concluded that the method was capable of fractionating these metals into 5 
categories: exchangeable metals (KN03 extracted), adsorbed metals (KF extracted), 
organically-bound metals (NIl4PZ07 extracted), metal carbonates (EDTA extracted) 
and metal sulphides (HN03 extracted). The method was subsequently used by a 
number of other researchers for metal fractionation of digested (and other) sludges 
(refer to Chapter 2, Section 2.3.1.2 for further details), interpretation of the results 
being based on the conclusions ofStover et al. (1976). 
However, Rudd et al. (1988) re-tested the Stover method by sequential extraction of 
model compounds and reported that few of the assumptions of Stover et aJ. (1976), 
based on the results of discrete extraction, held true for sequential extraction of these 
compounds. 
It was, therefore, decided to investigate the behaviour of model compounds during the 
sequential extraction sequence of the Stover method, with the objectives being: 
I. To determine the behaviour of compounds of copper, zinc and nickel during 
sequential extraction and to compare these results with those published by Rudd et 
al. (I988). 
2. To determine the behaviour of compounds of calcium, magnesium, Iron and 
manganese during sequential extraction, these metals not having been tested by 
Stover et al. (1976) or Rudd et al. (1988). 
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3. To detennine the behaviour of phosphate compounds during sequential extraction, 
metal phosphates not having been considered in the original method. 
4. To use these results to aid interpretation of the metal fractionation profiles 
resulting from sequential extraction (Stover method) of the phosphorus-rich 
sludges that were the focus of this project. 
Table 6.9 shows the percentage recovery of carbonate, sulphide and phosphate 
compounds of the metals calcium, magnesium, iron, copper, zinc, manganese and 
nickel, in each fraction of the Stover method. The results are from sequential 
extraction of the model compounds without a sludge matrix. The percentage recovery 
results reported by Rudd et al. (1988) have been included in Table 6.12 to enable 
comparison. 
The recovery of some of the more easily soluble compounds in the first fractions, e.g. 
struvite in KN03, is influenced primarily by its solubility. This means that the 
concentration of metal recovered in these fractions should be constant, the percentage 
depending on the total quantity of the compound being extracted. The solubility of 
struvite in solution is also affected by the presence of other ions in the solution, in 
complex matrices such as digested sludge. Obviously, when reporting solubilisation 
of a compound as a percentage of the total metal being extracted, it is important to 
ensure that saturation of the extractant solutions does not occur. This could lead to 
erroneous conclusions regarding the fraction in which the compound is most likely to 
be solubilised. This is not usually a problem in sludge samples, for which the 
concentration and volume of the extractant has been calculated to be sufficient for the 
mass of sludge extracted. Extraction of model compounds, however, can be 
problematic with respect to saturation as it is difficult to weigh out extremely small 
amounts of the compounds. It is, therefore, necessary to check for saturation effects 
by performing double extractions with the same extractant. 
An example of the results achieved with single and double extractions of model 
compounds are presented in Table 6.10. Extraction ofCa3(P04)2 using a single EDTA 
extraction (I x 16h) showed tailing of calcium into the nitric acid fraction, however, a 
double EDTA extraction (2 x 8h) showed that calcium from Ca3(P04h should be 
recovered primarily in the EDTA fraction. Double extraction of magnesium 
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phosphate and manganese phosphate also showed that the single extraction results had 
been influenced by saturation of the NaJ>207 extractant. 
TABLE 6.9 Recove!'f of model compounds within the sequential extraction method of Stover et al. (1976). 
COMPOUND EXTRACTANT REFERENCE 
KNO, KF N .. P,Or EDTA HNO, Acid 
1M O.SM 0.1 M 0.1 M 1M Digestion 
Percentage metal recovered with each extractant 
CaCO, 1 0 7 7 85 0 This research 
3MgCO,.Mg(OH),.3H,O 15 0 32 7 48 0. This research 
FeCO, 0 0 4 96 0 0. This research 
MnCO, 0. 0 64 36 0. 0. This research 
CuCO,.Cu(OH), 0. 0. 94 6 0. 0. This research 
CuCO,.Cu(OH), '. 0, 0. · . 0. ..... '. . ..•... 
',' > 5 '~90' . \ 0. 
'. 
; •.•. ~5 .....•. Rudd et al1988 
ZnCO,.2Zn(OH),.H,O 0. 0. 90. 10. 0. 0. This research 
•• 1 ...•. 0. •..•.. 
, 
0 
. 
·2ZnCO,.3Zn(OH), ". . 
••• 
0 .... . . 5-10. ' •• ~7~ ~2Q Rudd et al1988 
· 
.. ' 
NiCO,.xH20 15 5 5 75 0. 0. This research 
NiCO,.2Ni(OH)2..·.. . . . 0 •. ·•· '" •... 0' 
' .. 
;;,'40 • 
• Rudd et al1988 ......• Q 
. ..... ~36 .• ..~25.· 
FeS 0 0 3 6 16 75 This research 
MnS 4 0 4 92 0. 0. This research 
CuS 0. 0. 1 1 1 96 This research 
CuS 
..... 
0. ..••.. 1 0 ' I .. >5' >5 I ~ 15 I ~8Q .. ' Hudd et al1988 I· .... 
ZnS 0. 0. 1 0. 84 15 This research 
. 0 .• 1·0< o .. ' •.... 
' <,' 
5-10 . Rudd et a\ 1988 ZnS I >5 . .~85. 
· 
. '. '.' 
NiS 9 7 28 1 '14 41 This research 
NiS . 
.. 
'. ;, 20 '. c'> S· . > 5 • 40' . • >5 .. 1 
. ' . Rudd et al1988 
. . ". 
". ~ ..~30 ....... 
Ca,(Po.), 1 0 10 88 1 0. This research 
CaHPo. 6 0 81 12 1 0. This research 
MgNH4PCk6H,o 5 0 95 0. 0. 0. This research 
Mg,(po.),.8H30 33 0 66 0. 0. 0. This research 
FePo. 0. 0 23 15 27 36 This research 
Fe,(po.),.8H30 0. 0 34 66 0. 0. This research 
A1P04 0. 0. 58 10 22 IQ This research 
MnHpo..xH30 2 0. 87 6 1 4 This research 
Cr(III)Po. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 93 This research 
Cu,(Po.)! 0. 0. ~lQ ~85 0. 0. Rudd et al1988 
Cu,(Po.),.2H,O 0. 0. 51 47 2 0. This research 
Ni,(Po.), ~ 10. >5 . >5 '" 75 0. 0. Rudd et al1988 
. 
Zn,(po.),.2H20 2 3 95 2 0. 0. This research 
Zn,(Po.), 
. ' 
0. 0. ~8Q 5-10 . 0. 0. Rudd et al 1988 
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TABLE 6.10 Recovery of metals in 1I1e Stover sequential extraction scheme, comparing single and double Na'P201 
and EDTA extractions to illustrate the problem of saturation when testing model compounds in the 
sequential extraction sequences. 
Recovery of the metal expressed as % of metal recovered in the extractant 
Compound Extractant 
KN03 KF Na.p,ol Nad',o7 EDTA EDTA HN03 Acid 
(A) (8) (A) (8) Digestion 
Ca3(PO.)' 6 66 26 
Single extraction 
Ca3(PO.), 8 2 71 17 1 
Double extraction 
Mg,(PO.)2.8H,o 33 28 38 
Single extraction 
Mg3(PO.)2.8H,o 33 28 35 2 1 
Double extraction 
MnHPO •. xH,o 
Single extraction 61 36 
MnHPO~xH,o 
Double extraction 52 35 6 0 6 
Note: Single extractions - one extraction; duration 16 h. Double extractions; two consecutive extractions of 8 h 
each, the total extraction time remaining as 16 h. 
Returning to the results in Table 6.9, it can be seen that the Stover method should not 
be interpreted so that all metals recovered in the EDT A fraction originate from metal 
carbonates, or all the metals extracted by HN03 originate from metal sulphides. Of 
the carbonates, only ferrous carbonate and nickel carbonate were found to be 
solubilised primarily by EDTA. Calcium carbonate was found to be solubilised in the 
nitric acid fraction, as was magnesium carbonate although a great deal of 'tailing' was 
found to occur during extraction of magnesium carbonate. The remainder ofthe metal 
carbonates tested were found to be extracted primarily by N14P207, rather than 
EDT A. In some cases, viz. copper and zinc carbonate, these results differed from 
those of Rudd et al. (1988), who reported recovery of copper and zinc from 
carbonates to be mainly in the EDTA fraction. It is suggested that, in some cases, the 
discrepancies between results of Rudd et al. (1988) and results achieved during this 
research could be due to saturation of extractants in the experiments of Rudd et a!. 
(1988). A weight of Ig of compound was extracted in a volume of 50 or 80 ml 
extractant by Rudd et aI., (1988), in comparison to this research in which O.lg of 
model compound was extracted by 50 or 80 ml extractant. No mention of dual 
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extractions or the possibility of reagent saturation was made in the paper by Rudd et 
al. (1988). 
The sulphide compounds were found to be extracted mainly by acid digestion, with 
the exception of zinc sulphide (HN03) and manganese sulphide, which was actually 
recovered in the EDTA fraction. When zinc sulphide was extracted by Rudd et al. 
(1988) this was found to be recovered primarily by acid digestion. Nickel sulphide 
was found to be problematic in general, being partially recovered in many fractions, 
which corresponds with the results reported by Rudd et al. (1988) for nickel sulphide 
extraction. 
The metals from the phosphate compounds were extracted mainly in the N!14PZ07 
fraction, with the exception of Ca3(P04)z and Fe3(P04)z.8HzO that were extracted in 
the EDTA fraction. Iron from Fe3(P04)z.8HzO was weakly extracted by N!14PZ07. The 
possibility of extractant saturation was checked by performing dual extractions with 
N~PZ07, however, at least 3 extractions were required to recover the concentration of 
iron from Fe3(P04)z.8HzO that was recovered by EDT A in one fraction, i.e. N!14PZ07 
was only a weak extractant for vivianite. It is known that N!14PZ07 is a strong 
extractant for a number of other compounds and is also thought to be responsible for 
solubilisation of organically-bound metals, therefore, it seemed likely that 
competition of these compounds with Fe3(P04)Z.8HzO in a digested sludge matrix 
would result in very little Fe3(P04)z.8HzO being extracted in the N!14PZ07 fraction. 
This was tested by spiking a digested sludge sample (Westwood Brook STW) with 
Fe3(P04)Z.8HzO, the results showing that approximately 10 % of the Fe recovered in 
the N!14PZ07 fraction was derived from Fe3(P04)z.8HzO, the rest of the iron from this 
compound being recovered in the EDT A fraction. From this it was concluded that 
Fe3(P04)Z.8HzO in digested sludge would be more likely to be represented by an 
increase in iron in the EDTA fraction than in the N!14Pz07 fraction. 
According to the original method of Stover et al. (1976), organically-bound metals in 
digested sludge will also be recovered in the N!14PZ07 fraction. Rudd et al. (1988) 
attempted to test the recovery of organically-bound metals. A model organic phase 
was prepared by dosing a laboratory scale activated sludge unit with influent 
concentrations of 0.02 mg Cd/I, 0.2 mg Cull, 0.2 mg Nill, 0.2 mg Pb/l and 
1.0 mg Znll. Mixed liquor suspended solids removed from the reactor were separated 
by centrifugation and washed three times in distilled water to remove soluble and 
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colloidal forms of metals. When this metal-containing organic material was extracted 
using the Stover method, it was found that lead and zinc were extracted in the 
NaJ>z07 fraction, as predicted by Stover et al. (1976). The other metals (copper, zinc 
and nickel) showed more variable results, some being recovered in the KN03 fraction 
and some being recovered in the acid digestion fraction. It is probable that the metals 
recovered by KN03 had been loosely bound to the cellular material and were easily 
displaced by the high concentrations of K+ in the extractant. The metals that were not 
recovered until acid digestion might have been held intracellularly in the activated 
sludge biomass; whether this is representative of the type of organically-bound metals 
found in digested sludge is difficult to say. Rudd et al. (1988) did attempt to use a 
number of other reagents to recover organically-bound metals but reported limited 
success. A high percentage of humic material is known to be solubilised by N!I4l'z07, 
therefore, it stands to reason that metals associated with humic material are extracted 
in this fraction. It was decided that, for the purposes of this research project, it could 
be assumed that organically-bound metals would be recovered primarily in the 
NaJ>207 fraction. 
The conclusion that was drawn from extraction of the model compounds was that it is 
difficult to attempt to assign metal species to a specific metal fraction of the Stover 
method. Extraction of the model compounds do give some insight into the behaviour 
of the various compounds in the Stover method and can be used to formulate 
explanations for shifts in metal fractionation profiles measured by this method. 
6.2.1 GRAPHICAL REPRESENTATION OF MODEL COMPOUND EXTRACTION BY THE 
STOVER METHOD 
The presentation of the data from Table 6.9 in Figures 6.3 to 6.9 shows how metal 
species can be tentatively assigned to the different metal fractions. 
In Figure 6.3, results are shown from extraction of calcium model compounds 
(CaHP04, Ca3(P04)Z, CaC03) using the Stover method. None of these compounds 
were solubilised in the KN03 and KF fractions, thus calcium recovered in the first 
two fractions can be attributed largely to exchangeableladsorbed calcium ions in the 
sludge. Calcium from CaHP04 was recovered in the NaJ>207 fraction. Calcium from 
Ca3(P04)Z was recovered mainly in the EDT A fraction and that from CaC03 
solubilised by HN03. 
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FIGURE 6.3 Recovery of calcium from model compounds extracted using the Stover sequential extraction 
method. 
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FIGURE 6.4 Recovery of magnesium from model compounds extracted using the Stover sequential extraction 
method. 
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FIGURE 6.5 Recovery of iron from model compounds extracted using the Stover sequential extraction method. 
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It is possible, therefore, to distinguish between calcium derived from CaC03 and that 
derived from Ca3(P04)z and CaHP04, which is an important distinction to be made 
during this research since phosphorus enrichment might shift calcium from CaC03 to 
Ca3(P04)z and CaHP04. Unfortunately, organically-bound calcium and CaHP04 are 
both recovered in the N~207fraction. 
The results from extraction of magnesium model compounds using the Stover method 
(Figure 6.4) show that interpretation of magnesium fractionation profiles can be 
problematic as a number of different magnesium-containing compounds are 
solubilised in the same fractions. A small percentage of magnesium phosphate and 
carbonate were solubilised by KN03. Both magnesium phosphate (bobierite) and 
magnesium ammonium phosphate (struvite) were extracted primarily in the N~207 
fraction, together with a smaller percentage of magnesium from magnesium 
carbonate. Most of the magnesium carbonate was extracted in the HN03 fraction. 
The results from extraction of iron-containing model compounds using the Stover 
method are shown in Figure 6.5. Model iron compounds were not solubilised by 
KN03 or KF, thus Fe recovered in these fractions can be attributed to exchangeable 
and adsorbed Fe in the sludge. Vivianite was extracted weakly by N~P207 but mostly 
by EDTA. Ferrous carbonate was also solubilised by the EDTA extractant. FeP04 was 
problematic, being poorly extracted by all the reagents and recovered primarily by 
acid digestion. F eS was extracted primarily in the residual fraction, although some 
extraction occurred in HN03. 
The results from extraction of copper-containing model compounds using the Stover 
method are shown in Figure 6.6. Model copper compounds were not extracted by 
KN03 and KF. The extractant N~207 solubilised copper from copper carbonate 
(almost 100 %) and copper phosphate (about 45 %). Copper phosphate was also 
extracted in the EDT A fraction. Copper sulphide was extracted by acid digestion 
The results from extraction of zinc-containing model compounds using the Stover 
method are shown in Figure 6.7. Zinc phosphate was solubilised slightly by KN03 
and KF. Zinc carbonate was recovered by N~P207, as was zinc phosphate. Zinc 
sulphide was recovered in the HN03 fraction, with some tailing into the residual 
fraction. 
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FIGURE 6.6 Recovery of copper from model compounds extracted using the Stover sequential extraction method. 
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FIGURE 6.7 Recovery of zinc from model compounds extracted using the Stover sequential extraction method. 
MANGANESE MnCo.30 MnS O MnHpo.4.xH20 o.rg. Mn 
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FIGURE 6.8 Recovery of manganese from model compounds extracted using the Stover sequential extraction 
method. 
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The result s from extraction of manganese-containing model compounds uSlllg the 
Stover method are shown in Figure 6. 8. The results show that assig ning metal species 
to the fractions of a manganese fractionation profil e is problematic. Some manganese 
from manganese sulphide and phosphate was solubili sed in the KN0 3 fraction. 
Manganese carbonate was solubi li sed by a.P, 0 7 with taili ng into the EDTA 
fracti on. Manganese phosphate was al so solubili sed by NaJ>,0 7 and manganese 
sul phide was solu bili sed in the EDTA fracti on Thus, it is theoreti ca ll y possible to 
separate manganese carbonate + phosphate + organi ca ll y-bound manganese from 
manganese sul phide. 
The results from extraction of nickel-conta ini ng model compounds using the Stover 
method are shown in Figure 6 .9. All the nickel model compounds were so lubili sed 
sli ghtl y by KNO) and KF, complicating the interpretation of metal recovered in these 
fi·actions. NiS was recovered in all fracti o ns, contribu ti ng mostly to the Na4P, 0 7 
fraction and the AR digesti on fracti on. ickel carbo nate and phosphate were 
solu bi li sed in the EDTA fracti on. As found by Rudd et al. ( 1988) nickel speciati on is 
problematic using the sequential extraction ap proach . 
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-NiS 
• Less than 5% of the total Ni was 
solubilised in these (ructions. 
• NiC03.xH20 0 NiS • Ni3(P0 4)2 Org. Ni 
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HN0 3 i=' 
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Na4P20 7 =C:===:::J 
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KN0 3 .~F====-~----~----'-----~----~ 
o 2D 4D 60 80 100 
Ni recovered, % of total 
-
FIGURE 6.9 Recovery of nickel from model compounds extracted using the Stover sequential extraction method. 
In general, it can be seen from these results that it is often possible to differe ntiate 
between the metal carbonates and the metal sulphides, which are extracted in separate 
fi·aclions. The introduction of metal phosphates, however, often complicates the 
resu lts, the phosphates being extracted in the same fract ions as the metal carbonates 
and the organicall y-bound meta ls. 
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It is for thi s reason that both a phosphorus fractionatiol1 method and a meta l 
fractionation method were necessary for thi s research on phosphorus enrichment of 
anaerobic di gestion, the complementary information from the phosphorus 
fractionation method aiding in the interpretation of the metal fractionation profil es of 
the Stover Method. 
Tt is recommended that results from the Stover sequential extraction method are 
presented as Factions rather than as species and that metal species are tentatively 
assigned to the different fractions using the results of the model compound testing 
presented in thi s chapter. 
The information gained from metal spec iation, even if only presented as 'operati onal 
fract ions' is still valuable in aiding the understanding of inorganic speciation in 
anaerobic digesters, as it allows measurement of shifts in rractionation profiles of 
digesters undergoing phosphorus enriclmlent. Changes in extraction patterns of a 
metal indicate changes in solubility and, with the aid of the model compound results 
in Table 6.9, suggestions can be made as to what these fractionation shifts mi ght 
represent with respect to metal speciation in the anaerobic digester. 
6.3 SUMMARY 
With respect to phosphorus fractionation: 
• Sequential extraction of phosphorus model compounds uSing the ori ginal 
Uhlmann phosphorus sequential extraction method showed that it was not possible 
to separate the magnesium, aluminium and iron phosphates, which were a ll 
extracted in the NaOH fraction . 
• Extraction of model phosphorus compounds in a calcium carbonate matrix 
showed that released phosphorus was re-adsorbed by calciUl11 carbonate in the 
NaOH fraction. A maximum of 0.12 mg P was adsorbed per mg of calcium 
carbonate. 
• Addition of further calciunl carbonate to a sludge sample pnor to sequenti al 
extraction, resulted in reduced recovery of phosphorus in the NaOH fract ion, most 
li kely due to phosphorus re-adsorption by the calcium carbonate. 
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• Replacing the original bicarbonate-dithionite extraction with two acetate buffer 
(pH 5.2) extractions enabled solubilisation of struvite in the first fraction and 
calcium carbonate in the first and second extractions. 
• Some recovery of phosphorus from the calcium phosphates was shown to occur in 
the acetate extractions, however, extractions of mixtures of model compounds 
showed that the order of extraction in a heterogeneous matrix should be: 
struvite --+ calcium carbonate ~ CaHP04 ~ Ca3(P04)2. 
• Extraction of model compounds from a digested sludge matrix showed that little 
recovery of phosphorus occurred from the calcium phosphates in the acetate buffer 
extractions, due to preferential solubilisation of calcium carbonate in the sludge 
matrix. 
• Measurement of metals in the phosphorus extractions aids interpretation of the 
phosphorus fractionation results. Particularly, measurement of calcium and 
magnesium in the acetate extractions indicates the relative importance of struvite, 
calcium carbonate or calcium phosphate with respect to the phosphorus recovered 
in those ti'actions 
• Measurement of aluminium and iron in the NaOH and HCI fraction s indicates the 
relative importance of aluminium or iron phosphates with respect to NaOH 
solubilised phosphorus, a linear relationship existing between aluminium and 
phosphorus extracted from aluminium phosphates in NaOH, and between 
phosphorus extracted in NaOH and iron extracted in HCl, when iron phosphate is 
present in a digested sludge. 
With respect to the Stover metal extraction method: 
• Sequential extraction of model compounds (metal carbonates, metal sulphides and 
metal phosphates) showed that the original conclusions of Stover et al. (1976), 
which were based on di screte extraction of model compounds, did not hold true 
for most of the model compounds tested. 
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• Saturation of extractants by high concentrations of model compounds gave ri se in 
en'oneous results, thus necess itating the use of double extractions where it was not 
feas ib le to reduce the amount of model compound weighed out for testing. 
• Results fro m the model compound testing o ften did not correlate with the model 
compound testing of Rudd et aI. , (1988), It is suggested that extractant saturation 
might have occurred during the model compound testing reported by Rudd et al. 
( 1988) as these researcher used 10 times the mass of model compound per volume 
of extractant than was used in thi s research, In general, most of the model 
compounds in thi s research were full y extracted in the fract ion prior to that in 
which fu ll extraction was reported by Rudd et al. (1988), supporting the ex tractant 
saturation theory, 
• [t was reconunended that results achieved from sequentia l ex traction of sludges 
using the Stover Method were reported as fractions, e,g. EDTA extracted, rather 
than as metal spec ies, e,g. carbonates, 
• The results from the model compound testing were arranged in a graphical form, 
which could be used to tentati vely ass ign metal species to the various meta l 
fractions extracted using the Stover Method, 
• [n assigning metal species to extracted fractions it must be remembered that the 
compound which is the most so luble in a certain extractant will most li kel y be 
extracted first in that fraction. If the saturant becomes saturated due to 
unexpectedly high concentrations of the more so luble compound in the sludge 
matri x, this may have a ' knock-on' effec t, causing compounds usuall y so lubili sed 
in that fraction to move up the extraction sequence, 
• Genera ll y, metal carbonates and sulphides were extracted in separate fractions of 
the Stover Method, but the metal phosphates were extracted in fractions together 
wi th metal carbonates and organically-bound metals, 
• The simultaneous use of both the phosphorus and metal sequential extraction 
methods will aid in interpreting inorganic speciation in a phosphorus-enriched 
anaerobically-digested sludge, by producing complementary in fonnation that wi ll 
enable differentiation between the metal carbonates, phosphates and sulphides, 
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The results from the model compound work presented in this chapter were then used 
to aid interp retation of metal and phosphorus fractionation profiles of anaerobic 
digesters under various conditions of phosphorus enrichment, as presented in Chapter 
Seven (laboratory-scale anaerobic digestion studies) and Chapter Eight (full-scale 
anaerob ic digestion studies) . 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 
Laboratory anaerobic digestion studies to investigate phosphorus & metal 
speciation and digester performance under conditions of phosphorus enrichment 
The overall aim of thi s section of the research was to investigate the effectls of 
phosphorus enrichment on sludge treatment by anaerobic digestion, under controlled 
laboratory conditions. This was di vided into two main areas of investigation: 
• The anaerobic digestion process, i.e. the efficiency of conversion of sludge solids 
to methane under conditions of phosphorus enrichment; and 
• Fractionation/ speciation of phosphorus and metals in the digested sludge of 
phosphorus-rich anaerobic digesters. 
To achieve these objecti ves, laboratory-scale batch anaerobic digestion studies were 
used to enable simultaneous measurement of a number of digesters exposed to several 
levels of phosphorus enrichment. 
A review of the literature had showed that most previous research relating to the 
effect of phosphate-rich sludge on the anaerobic digestion process had been 
perfOlmed wi th actual raw sludge, e.g. iron- or aluminium-coagulated primary or 
secondary sludge. Conflicting results regarding the effect of phosphorus enriclunent 
on digester perfonnance have arisen from these studies (refer to Section 2.6. 1.5 in the 
Literature Review, for further details), often because the results are site-specific, 
making comparisons between different studies problematic. 
Phosphorus-rich sludges, particularly CPR sludges, are complex and cannot be 
directly compared to a control sludge, as more than one sludge vari able is changed as 
a result of phosphate-removal (e.g. iron-dosing results in increased iron and 
phosphorus in the sludge, increased total and vo latile solids content, changes in 
particle size and possible 'encapsulation' of organic material). 
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Thus, it is difficu lt to determine whether the effects of e PR sludge digestion are 
related to phosphorus enrichment of the digester, or to other factors such as a change 
in sludge composit ion or physical structure. 
The research reported in thi s thesis was concerned primarily with the fate and effect 
of phosphate and associated metals during anaerobic digestion. A series of 
experiments were, therefore, devised in which model compounds were used to 
simulate phosphorus enrichment resulting from digestion of ePR or BPR sludge. The 
use of model compounds enabled investigation of the effect of phosphorus enrichment 
on digester performance and inorganic speciation, in isolation from factors such as 
changes in the physical structure of the feed sludge. 
A full description of the experimental set-up for the laboratory anaerobic digestion 
studies is presented in Sections 4 .2. 1 and 4.2.2. To recapitulate briefly, phosphorus 
enrichment was simulated by the addition of increasing concentrations of phosphorus 
to a series of batch anaerobic digesters. Four main experiments were performed: 
I . Batch Test 1 - phosphorus enrichment by addition of soluble phosphate. 
2. Batch Test 2 - phosphorus enrichment by addition of so luble phosphate, plus 
addition of soluble magnesium and soluble potassium to simulate BPR sludge 
digestion. 
3. Batch Test 3 - phosphorus enrichment by addition of insoluble ferri c phosphate, to 
investigate the fate of ferri c iron precipitated phosphorus duri ng anaerobic 
digestion 
4. Batch Test 4 - phosphorus enrichment by addit ion of insoluble aluminium 
phosphate, to investigate the fate of aluminium precipitated phosphorus during 
anaerobic digestion. 
With regard to the 3'd and 401 experiments, a discussion in Section 2.6.1.3 of the 
li terature review showed that there was no clear consensus regarding the species of 
phosphorus formed during ePR with either iron or aluminium. It is known that a 
percentage of the phosphorus removed is in the form of FeP04 and AlP04 and, for the 
purpose of these investigations, it was advantageous to use a well-defmed phosphate 
compound instead of a poorly defined mixture of phosphates and hydroxyphosphates 
The results of the laboratory-scale investigation are presented in two main sections. [n 
Section 7.1, data relating to performance of the phosphorus-rich anaerobic digesters is 
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presented as a ratio of the control data, facilitating compari son of the four batch tests. 
This approach was not feasible for the following section (7.2), which contains the 
phosphorus and metal fractionation/speciation resul ts. In thi s section, the phosphorus 
and metal fractionation data ITom each of the 4 batch tests is presented in Sections 
7.2.1 to 7.2.4, respectively. 
7.1 EFFECTS OF PHOSPHORUS ENRICHMENT ON THE ANAEROBIC 
DIGESTION PROCESS 
The experimental data in thi s section is presented as a ratio of the data measured for 
the control digesters, with the exception of Figure 7. I in which the actual measured 
concentrations of soluble phosphorus are presented . 
The data in Section 7. 1 is presented ostensibly to investigate the effects of phosphorus 
enrichment on the anaerobic digestion process, however, a number of the parameters 
measured are also important influencing factors with respect to metal and phosphorus 
speciation in the digested sludges. For example, measurement of solubl e organic 
carbon in the digester supematant indicates whether the anaerobic digestion process 
was adversely affected by a lack of soluble organic matter for digestion, but also gives 
a measure of the concentration of so luble organic material available to form organic 
complexes with metals in the digesters. 
7 .1 .1 SOLUBLE PHOSPHORUS CONCENTRATIONS IN THE PHOSPHORUS-
RICH ANAEROBIC DIGESTERS 
In Figure 7.1, the actual measured concentration of soluble phosphorus in the digester 
supematants on days 3, 8 and 18 of the batch tests are presented . This data shows that, 
although the total concentration of phosphorus in all digesters labelled ' 100 P' is 100 
mg P per litre of digested sludge, the concentration of soluble phosphorus in the 
digesters vari es according the type of phosphorus added (soluble or insoluble) and the 
time of measurement. For the digesters with 100 mg/I of added phosphorus (B2, B3 
and B4) the soluble phosphorus concentration was below 25 mg/I at all times. In the 
case of Batch Test 2, the soluble phosphorus concentration decreased over time (22 
mg/I on day 3 to 18 mg/I on day 18), whereas in the case of Batch Test 3 (FeP04 
addition) and Batch Test 4 (AlP04 addition) the soluble phosphorus concentration 
increased over time. Where the source of phosphorus was FeP0 4, this resulted in an 
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increase of soluble phosphorus from 4 to 11 mg/I over the 18-day digestion period. In 
the case of AJPO. addition, soluble phosphorus increased ITom 2 to a maximum of 7 
mg/I over the 18-day digestion period . The soluble phosphorus concentrations of the 
control digesters are not shown in Figure 7.1, however, these generally ranged ITom 4 
to 12 mg/I, increasing towards the end of the batch digestion study. Alphenaar et al. 
( 1993) found that anaerobic biomass in substrate-limited conditions tended to release 
soluble phosphorus into the digester supernatant, which was then be taken up into the 
biomass upon the addition of an organic substrate. Substrate limitation towards the 
end of the batch test is the most li kely explanation for the observed increases in 
soluble phosphorus in the control digesters. 
For the 500 P digesters, Batch Test I shows the highest concentration of so luble 
phosphorus, increasing from 257 mg/I to 319 mg/I by day 18 . Batch Test 2, which 
contained magnesium and potassium in addition to the soluble phosphorus, had less 
phosphorus in the soluble ITaction and showed a decrease in so luble phosphorus over 
time (269 to 225 mg/I). Batches 3 and 4 had soluble phosphorus concentrations of an 
order of magnitude lower than Batches 1 and 2, which tended to increase over time 
(10 to 38 mg/I for FeP04 addit ion; 2 to 16 mg/I for AlPO. addition) . 
These patterns were repeated for the 1000 P and 2000 P digesters, with the differences 
between the concentrations of soluble phosphorus becoming more extreme when 
comparing Batches I & 2 with Batches 3 & 4. These resu lts can be summari sed by 
saying that Batch Test 1 always had the highest concentration of so luble phosphorus, 
fo llowed by Batch Test 2, Batch Test 3 and finall y Batch Test 4. 
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7.1.2 EFFECT OF PHOSPHORUS ENRICHMENT ON METHANE PRODUCTION 
IN THE BATCH ANAEROBIC DIGESTERS 
Figure 7.2 shows the cumulat ive methane producti on recorded for the phosphorus-
rich digesters, when compared to the control digesters. As mentioned previously in 
Chapter Fo ur, the control di gesters for each batch test were found to produce a si milar 
quantity of methane per gram o f volatil e solids digested (36 1 ± 3 mllg), although the 
rate of methane production decreased slightl y fro m Batch Test 1 to Batch Test 4 due 
to ageing of the digested sludge inoculum. The rate of methane production (measured 
over the linear porti on of the cumulati ve methane versus time curve) was 16 mild fo r 
Batch Test I, 12 mild for Batch Test 2, 11 mild for Batch Test 3 and 10 mild for 
Batch Test 4. The use of the same inocu lum sludge for all the batch tests was 
deliberate, 111 o rder to ensure similar quantities and types of metals and 
organ icl inorganic ligands in a ll the batch tests. 
A number of observati ons can be made regarding the methane producti on results for 
Batch Tests 1 to 4 : 
The phosphorus- rich anaerob ic digesters produced less methane, at least in the early 
stages of the batch test, than the control digesters. An exception to this was the Batch 
Test 4 digesters with added AIP04, which produced more methane than the control 
digester from days 0 to 4, and then produced a similar quantity of methane to the 
control digesters for the remainder of the batch test. 
The reduced methane production was not related to the concentration of fa ta l 
pho.lphorus in the di gesters, as 2000 mg P/I added in the form of AIPO, d id not affect 
the digestion process, whereas 2000 mg Pll added as so luble sodium phosphate 
severely inhibited methane production in the Batch Test I digesters, which produced 
less than 10 % of the methane produced by the control digesters. The poss ibili ty of 
sodium toxicity affecting the Batch Test 1 digesters was investigated in a parall el 
experiment by adding the same concentrati on of sodium (in the fom1 of NaCI) to 
another set of batch anaerobi c digesters and measuring the methane production. A 
slight decrease in methane production (approx imately 97 % of that produced by the 
control s) was observed for the digesters with the sodium equivalent of the 2000 P 
digesters, i.e. 2984 mg Nai l as NaC!. This was, however, minima l in compari son to 
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the inhibition of the 2000 P digester in Batch Test I and it was, therefore, concluded 
that the high concentrations of soluble phosphorus in Batch Test I were more likely to 
have affected methane production in the digesters. In support of this conclusion, it 
was reported by De Baere et al. (1984) (cited by Carliell et aI., 1996) that only 
moderate inhibition of methanogenesis occurred at sodium concentrations between 
3500 and 5500 mgll , with strong inhibition occurring at concentrations greater than 
8000 mgll of sodium as NaG 
Although a decrease in methane production seemed to be related to the concentration 
of soluble phosphorus in the anaerobic digesters, the ' inhibitive ' effect was not 
proportional to the concentration of so luble phosphorus. Instead, there seemed to be a 
threshold concentration of soluble phosphorus, above which ' inhibition' would occur. 
For example, the 1000 P and 2000 P digesters in Batch Test I showed a similar level 
of inhibition even though the soluble phosphorus concentration in the latter digesters 
was approximate ly 1000 mgll higher than in the 1000 P digesters (refer to Figure 7. I) . 
When phosphorus was added as soluble sodium phosphate (Batch Test 1), an 
immediate reduction in methane production was observed, in comparison to the 
controls. It was found, however, that after a period of time the ' inh ib itory ' effect 
appeared to be overcome and these digesters showed a sudden increase in methane 
production. The 500 P digester in Batch Test I illustrates thi s sudden increase on day 
1 I and went on to produce 85 % of the total methane produced by the control 
digesters in the IS-day digestion period The 1000 P and 2000 P digesters did not 
show any reversal of the ' inhibitive ' effect during the 18 days and were dismantled 
for fractionation of the sludge after thi s time. [n an add itional experiment, however, 
batch digesters containing 1000 and 2000 mgll of phosphorus as sodium phosphate 
were incubated at 37 °C for a period of 3 months and it was noted that methane 
production suddenly increased to near normal levels on day 46 for the digesters 
containing 1000 mg PII and on day 71 for the digesters containing 2000 mg P/I. 
It was initially thought that thi s pattern of methane production indicated microbial 
death due to the addition of hi gh concentrations of sa lts, followed by re-population of 
the anaerobic digester. This was subsequently considered to be unlikely, g iven the 
sudden nature of the increase in the rate of methane production coupled with the fact 
that the same concentrations of sodium as sodium chloride had little effect on the 
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digestion process and that higher concentrations of salts (P+Mg+K) added to Batch 
Test 2 digesters had a lesser effect on the digestion process. 
[t was hypothesi sed that the Batch Test 2 digesters would be less ' inhibited' than the 
Batch Test I digesters, as addition of both magnesium and phosphate would result in 
an increased precipitation of the phosphate as struvite. The concentrations of solub le 
phosphorus in the 500 P digesters of Batch Test 2 were, however, similar to those of 
the 500 P digesters of Batch Test 1, the amount of phosphorus removed by 
precipitation with magnesium being rather insignificant at these concentrations. The 
pattern of methane production by the Batch Test 2 digesters was, however, rather 
different from that of the 500 P digesters in Batch Test I . 
The 500 P digesters in Batch Test 2 produced 80 to 90 % of the methane produced in 
the control digesters for the first 5 days, following which the rate of methane 
production decreased to 60 % of that of the control digesters by day 10 This 
subsequently increased again so that the 500 P digesters produced 80 % of the total 
methane content of the control digesters by day 18 of the batch test. The 1000 P 
digesters in Batch Test 2 showed a similar pattern of methane production to the 500 P 
digesters and produced 70 % of the methane content of the control by day 18. This 
was in contrast to the almost complete inhibition of methane production which 
occurred in the 1000 P digester in Batch Test I, even though the soluble phosphorus 
concentrations in the Batch Test 2 digesters were only 100 to 200 mg/I less than in the 
Batch Test I digesters. 
Further proof that the reduction in methane production was not directly related to 
soluble phosphorus concentration can be found in Batch Test 3. When FeP04 was 
added to the batch anaerobic digesters, it was found to release so luble phosphate over 
time, with the highest concentrations of soluble phosphorus occurring at the end of the 
batch test, at which point gas production was still increasing for the 500 and 1000 P 
digesters (Figure 7.2) . The addition of FeP04 to the digesters did result in methane 
production being reduced to 70-80 % of that of the controls. This reduction is not 
proportional to the relati vely low concentrations of soluble phosphorus in these 
digesters, which was similar to the contro l values on day 3. [t is suggested that 
addition of FeP04 to the digesters might have reduced the methanogenic activity due 
to the presence of high concentrations of FeH , which was available as an alternative 
electron acceptor, causing the redox potential of the digesters to remain at a level 
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above that considered ideal for methanogenesis, at least during the initial stages of 
batch digestion. This theory is supported by the fact that even the digesters containing 
100 mg PII as FeP04 showed a ' Iag ' in methane production during the first 4 days of 
digestion, during which time reduction of FeH to Fe2+ would have occurred. These 
results contrast with methane production results of the 100 P digesters in Batches 2 
and 4, which were not adversely affected during the first 4 days of digest ion. 
Further evidence supporting the inhibition of methanogenesis in Batch Test 3 can be 
obtained by comparing the % methane content of the biogas from the Batch Test 2 
digesters (Figure 7.3) with that from the Batch Test 3 digesters (Figure 7.4) . 
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Althoug h the Batch Test 2 digesters produced less methane in total (i n comparison to 
the control digesters) than the Batch Test 3 digesters, the % methane content of the 
biogas from the Batch Test 2 digesters was similar to that of the control digesters, 
whereas the biogas ITom the phosphorus-rich Batch Test 3 digesters showed a marked 
decrease in methane content. The decrease in methane content of the biogas from the 
phosphorus-rich Batch Test 3 digesters, coupled with the fact that the biogas 
production rate in these digesters remained high in comparison to the phosphorus-rich 
digesters of Batch Test 2, suggests an imbalance between acidogenesis and 
methanogenesis in Batch Test 3 which did not occur in Batch Test 2. 
Redox potential was not measured during these batch experiments, however, it was 
possible to visuall y observe a white powder in the digesters upon addition of FeP04, 
which was seen to ' di sappear' over time, most likely due to solubili sation of FeP04 
by reduction of Fel t to Fe2+ . These observations indicated that the FeP04 in the 100 P 
bottles was reduced by day 3 to 4, whereas that of the 500 P digesters was only 
reduced by day 5, that of the 1000 P digesters by day 8 and that of the 2000 P 
digesters by day 13 . 
Little is known about the use of ferric iron as a microbial terminal e lectron acceptor. 
Hughes and Poole ( 1989) described an anaerobic bacterium that was capable of 
ox idising organic acids while using ferri c ox ide as the terminal electron acceptor, and 
ferric iron reduction has also been linked to microorgani sms capable of nitrate 
reduction. [t was hypothesised by Hughes and Poole that facultative nitrate red ucers 
could utili se ferric iron as an alternative electron acceptor under certain environmental 
conditions. Nitrate reduction to ammonia will yield more energy than FeH reduction 
to Fe2+ (Snoeyink and Jenkins, 1980), therefore, in an anaerobic digester it is probable 
that nitrate would be utili sed as a microbial electron acceptor preferentially to Fe3+ 
Both nitrate and Fe3+ reduction yield mo re energy from a coupled redox reaction (i n 
which they are utili sed as terminal electron acceptors) than can be obtained by 
conversion of carbon dioxide or acetic acid to methane (Snoeyink and Jenkins, 1980) . 
Thus, microorgani sms capable of utili sing Fe3+ as an electron acceptor wi ll , 
theoreticall y, have a competiti ve advantage over the methanogenic bacteria in a Fe3+_ 
rich environment. 
These results have significance for anaerobic digesters treating ferric iron precipitated 
e PR sludges. High concentrations of F eH are present in the ePR sludges (usually 2 
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moles Fe per mole P as opposed to I : I in thi s test), which will be reduced to Fe2" 
during digestion, affecting the redox potential of the digester and possib ly delaying 
the onset of methanogenesis. It should be noted, however, that some authors have 
reported increased methane production in sewage sludge anaerobic digesters 
supplemented with ferric iron (Dwen, 1983 ; cited by Speece and Parkin, 1987). 
7.1 .3 EFFECT OF PHOSPHORUS ENRICHMENT ON THE CONVERSION OF 
VOLATILE SOLIDS TO METHANE IN THE BATCH DIGESTERS 
Figure 7.5 shows the total methane produced by the experimental digesters, as a ratio 
of that produced by the control digesters, and the mass of vo latile solids (VS) digested 
by the experimental digesters, as a ratio of that digested by the control digesters. In a 
balanced anaerobic digester, the quantity of methane produced is directly proportional 
to the quantity of VS digested . For example, in Batch Test 2, the 500 P digester 
produced 75 % of the total methane content of the control digester, but on ly removed 
75 % of the VS in compari son to the control digester, therefore, the methane produced 
per gram of VS digested was identical to that of the control (358 mJ/g), as was the 
case for the 1000 P digester. 
The fact that the quant ity of methane produced per weig ht of volati le so lids removed, 
was similar for all digesters in Batch Test 2, indicates that decreased methane 
production in the phosphorus-rich digesters was related to decreased digestion of VS 
and not to inhibition of the methanogens. This agrees with the results in Figure 7.3 , 
which show that the percentage methane in the biogas of the Batch Test 2 
phosphorus-rich digesters was sim ilar to the control digesters. 
The improved performance of the Batch Test 2 phosphorus-rich anaerobic digesters, 
in compari son to those of Batch Test I was probably related to the beneficial effects 
of magnesium on methanogenesis. The soluble magnesium concentrations in the 
Batch Test 2 phosphorus-rich anaerobic digesters were similar to those of the control 
digesters (refer to Table 7.5 in Section 7.2.2. 1), whereas those of the Batch Test 1 
phosphorus-rich digesters were decreased as a result of precipitation (Refer to Table 
7.3 in Section 7.2.1.1). There is little information avai lable regarding the role of 
magnesIUm in anaerobic digestion. Takashima and Speece (1990) stated that 
magnesIUm was important for methanogenic activity, being essential and/or 
stimulatory for the activity of many enzymes involved in methane production. The 
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optimal concentration of magnesium required for effici ent operation of an anaerobic 
digester is not known, but Schmidt and Ahring ( 1993) reported that the optimal 
concentration for growth of Melhallosal'cina thermophila in pure culture was 720 
mgll Mgl+ and that this methanogenic bacterium would not grow in the absence of 
magnesium. Microorgan isms in general have been found to have high intracellular 
requirements for magnesium (240 to 480 mgll), intracellular magnesium being bound 
to ATP, ADP, nucleic acids and ribosomes (Hughes and Poole, 1989). lnterestingly, 
the function of magnesium in many microbial enzymatic processes is the hydrolysis 
and transfer of phosphate or phosphocompounds (Hughes and Poole, 1989), thus, 
phosphorus enrichment of anaerobic digesters might necessitate higher concentrations 
of magnesium than are required by non phosphorus-rich anaerobic digesters. 
The addition of so luble potassium to the Batch Test 2 anaerobic digesters might also 
have contributed to the enhanced performance of the phosphorus-rich Batch Test 2 
digesters, in compari son to the equ ivalent Batch Test 1 digesters, the combined effects 
of potassium and sodium having been shown to stimulate the acetate utili sation rate of 
an anaerobic digester (Oleszkiewicz and Sharma, 1990) 
The Batch Test 4 digesters showed a good relationship between volatile so lids 
reduction and methane production (Figure 7.5), the phosphorus-rich digesters 
showing similar methane production and VS digestion characteristics to the control 
digesters. 
Batch Test 3 shows a slightly different pattern of methane production versus VS 
digestion. In thi s case, the amount of methane produced by the phosphorus-rich 
digesters per weight of VS digested appeared to be greater than that of the control 
digesters, particularly in the case of the 500 P digester. These results suggested that 
the efficiency of conversion of solids to methane was somehow increased in the 
phosphorus-rich digesters. The percentage methane in the biogas of the phosphorus-
rich digesters was, however, always less than that of the control digesters (refer to 
Figure 7.4), indi cat ing that thi s was not the case. Alternatively, mi crobial growth 
might have been st imulated to a greater extent than in the control digesters, thereby 
contributing more to the VS content of the experimental digesters than in the control 
digesters. 
Thi s can be explained by the following: 
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Measurement of vo latile solids m a digester includes organic material, bacterial 
detritus and li ve microbial cells: 
VSremoved = YSinilial - VS l 
Where: 
ap (ao- a,) 
ao = total organic matter present at the start of the batch test 
<It = total organic matter removed by conversion to biogas at time of measurement 
bx = organic matter contributed by cell growth at time of measurement 
Thus, at a constant microbial growth/decay rate in an anaerobic digester, the vo latile 
so lids digested and converted to methane can be measured. In the case of the 
phosphorus-rich Batch Test 3 digesters, however, it is proposed that the addition of 
iron to the digesters in the f0I111 of FeP04 had a beneficial effect on the microbial 
growth rate, thus increas ing the value of bx and consequently, decreasing the va lue of 
VSrcllloved. 
This suggestion is supported by findings of Hoban and van den Berg (1979), who 
reported that addition of iron (as FeCI,) to an anaerobic digester, giving total Fe 
concentrations of 290 to 580 mgll, resu lted in a rapid increase in biomass directl y 
after iron addition. A large percentage of the added iron was precipitated and the 
optimum level of so luble iron was found to be between 1 1 and III mglL Although no 
increase in soluble iron was measured in either the control or phosphorus-rich 
digesters of Batch Test 3, it was noted that the concentrations of iron recovered in the 
water and acetate extractions of the phosphorus-fract ionation test were increased 3-to 
5-fo ld (water) and 2.5- to 4-fo ld (acetate). It is probable that thi s iron, particularly that 
shown to be water-soluble, was avai lable to the anaerobic microorganisms. 
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Hoban and van den Berg (1 979) also found that iron supplementation stimulated 
methane production, although in their case the iron was added as ferrous iron so it is 
possible that the addition of iron as ferri c iron in Batch Test 3, and the subsequent 
reduction of ferric to ferrous iron, had an adverse affect on methane production, as 
discussed previously. 
Finally, looking at the result s for Batch Test I (Figure 7.5) it can be seen that the 
pattern of total methane produced per weight of VS digested differed to the other 
batch tests. The phosphorus-rich digesters in Batch Test I produced less methane and 
removed less vo latile so lids than the control digesters, however, less methane was 
also produced relative to the mass of VS removed. 
The 500 P digesters produced 84 % of the methane produced by the control digesters 
but ' removed ' 93 % of the VS. The 1000 P digester produced only 16 % of the total 
methane but ' removed' 75 % of the VS and the 2000 P digester produced 10 % of the 
expected methane but ' removed ' 65 % of the VS. It is suggested that these results 
were also related to the ambiguous nature of the volatile solids digested parameter. 1n 
the control digester, the mass of organic matter converted to methane and carbon 
dioxide was tempered by cell growth, giving a net volatile so lid s removal of 0.6 g 
after 18 d of digestion. [n the phosphorus-rich digesters, much less organic matter was 
converted to biogas, giving a higher va lue of a, but equally very little cell growth 
occurred, giving a lower value of b, than for the control digesters. Thus, as a 
consequence of digester inhibition and hence reduced bio mass formation, the VS, 
values for the phosphorus-rich digesters were similar to the control va lues, giving 
misleading results. 
In support of thi s explanation, it can be seen that the difference between CH4 
produced and VS digested increases with increasing phosphorus in the digesters, 
which was also shown to be related to increasing inhibition of the digestion process 
(Figure 7.2) . 
Thus, in the case of Batch Test I, it seems that addition of soluble phosphorus did 
inhibit the digest ion process, with microbia l growth and methane production being 
severely inhibited in relation to the control digesters. In Batch Test 2, the addition of 
magnesium and potassium to the digesters together with phosphorus seems to have 
reduced the inhibitive effect The rate of conversion of vo latile solids to methane was 
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slower than in the control digesters, but the methane yie ld (mllg VS removed) was 
consistent with that measured in the controls. The Batch Test 3 digesters were less 
affected by the addition of phosphorus as FePO" and it was suggested that addition of 
iron might have stimulated cell production, although not methane production. The rate 
of methane production was decreased as a result of FePO, addition but it is suggested 
that thi s may have been related to Feh reduction rather than so luble phosphate 
concentrations in the digesters. In Batch Test 4, the AIP0 4 added appeared to be 
stable in the digested sludge and did not result in a marked increase in soluble 
phosphorus in the digesters. The performances of the Batch Test 4 phosphorus-rich 
digesters were simi lar to that of the controls. 
There are fe w reports in the literature regarding the effect of so luble phosphate on the 
anaerobic digestion process. Pfeffer and White ( 1964) and Alphenaar et al. ( 1993) 
showed that low levels of soluble phosphate ("" I mgll) were essentia l for efficient 
anaerobic digest ion. it was also fo und that high concentrations of soluble phosphate 
(> 75 mgll) caused instability in an anaerob ic system (Pfeffer and White, 1964). 
Rudolfs and Stahl ( 1947) reported similar results to those measured in these Batch 
Tests . They fo und that addition of phosphorus compounds to batch anaerob ic 
d igesters caused ' inhi bition' of the digestion process, affecting volatile solids 
reduction more than methane production. The extent of ' inhib it ion' d id seem to be 
related to the solubility of the phosphorus compound added, but a di rect relationship 
between phosphorus concentration and extent of ' inhibition' could not be estab li shed. 
Also, as observed in the Batch Tests, Rudolfs and Stahl (1947) noted that the 
retarding effects of the added phosphorus were particularly noticeable du ring the earl y 
stages of digestion but could be overcome if enough time was given for volatil e so lid s 
reduction to be completed. 
Curiously, the effects of phosphorus enrichment noted by Rudolfs and Stalll ( 1947) 
and presented as a result of this research, are similar to the effects of CPR sludge on 
the anaerobic digestion process. That is, a slowing of the hydrolyti c stage of anaerobic 
digestion resulting in a longer residence time requ ired fo r complete digestion of the 
volati le so lids to occur (Gossett et al ., 1978; Yeoman et aI. , 1988). However, it seems 
unlikely that the facto rs causing this effect could be related, the inh ib it ive effect of 
CPR sludge generall y being attri buted to a reduced digesti bi lity of the s ludge itself as 
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a result of the coagulation process (Rudolfs et aI. , 1932; Gossett et aI., 1978; Yeoman 
et aI. , 1988). 
An alternative explanation for the effect of both soluble phosphorus and coagulated 
ePR sludge on anaerobic digestion is that essential trace metals are rendered 
unavai lable to the anaerob ic microorganisms as a resu \r of precipitation/co-
precipitation as phosphates, or being absorbed to metal hydroxide chai ns formed 
during coagulation. The speciation of trace metal s in the phosphorus-rich digesters 
will be di scussed in Section 7.2 in which the metal and phosphorus fractionation 
results are presented. 
7.1.4 EFFECT OF PHOSPHORUS ENRICHMENT ON OTHER PARAMETERS 
OF THE BATCH ANAEROBIC DIGESTERS 
As well as measuring methane production and vo lat il e so lids digestion in the batch 
tests, additional parameters were monitored to yield info rmation on both digester 
performance and factors that might affect metal or phosphorus speciation in the 
digesters. 
7. 1.4.1 Effect of phosphorus enrichment on pH 
In Figure 7.6, the pH values recorded for the batch anaerobic digesters are presented 
as a ratio of the control values. The pH values of the control digesters were 7.64 (± 
0.027) (day 0), 7.3 1 (± 027) (day 3), 7.36 (± 0.16) (day 8) and 7.56 (± 0. 11 ) (day 18). 
When sodium phosphate was added to the digesters (8 I) the pH of the sludge 
increased slight ly over that of the contro ls (day 0), but decreased rapidly to be similar 
to the controls by day 3. In general, it can be seen that phosphorus add ition did not 
markedl y change the pH of the digested sludge. In Batch Test 3, a decrease in pH 
occurred over time, which was relative to the concentration of phosphorus in the 
digesters, with the 2000 P digesters having the lowest pH va lues. These results are 
best explained by referring to the alkalinity results in Figure 7.7. 
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7 .1.4.2 Effect of phosphorus enrichment on alkalinity 
The results shown in Figure 7.7 are ratios of digested sludge alkalinity. Alkalinity 
values (mgll as CaC03) for the control digesters were 2632 (± 9 1) (day 0), 2525 (± 
180) (day 3), 2884 (± 279) (day 8) and 3919 (± 298)(day 18). The alkalinity ratios are 
more widely distributed than the pH values, showing that phosphorus enrichment had 
an effect 011 the so luble bicarbonate ion concentrations in the digesters, although this 
effect was not marked enough to change the pH values, except in the case of Batch 
Test 3. The decrease in alkalinity in the phosphorus-rich Batch Test 3 digesters 
followed the same pattern as the decrease in pH, with the 2000 P digesters having the 
lowest alkalinity va lues. By day 18 of the batch test, the alkalinity va lues in the 
control digesters were 3765 mgll, as compared to 1300 in the 2000 P digesters. 
The 2000 P Batch Test 3 digesters showed a linear relationship (significant at the 95 
percentile level, Student's t test) between the increase in so luble phosphorus released 
trom reduction ofFeP04 and a decrease in alkalinity . The sa me trend was found in the 
other phosphorus-rich digesters but the relationships were not statistica ll y significant 
at the 95 percentile level. Mamais et al. (1994) reported that addition of so luble ferric 
iron to a phosphorus-rich anaerobic digester caused a decrease in alkalinity and 
concluded that this was due to precipitation of a portion of the iron as ferrous 
carbonate. It was initiall y thought that the correlation between so luble phosphorus and 
alkalinity in the 2000 P digesters was related to a simultaneous release of so luble iron 
upon reduction of FePO., a portion of which was subsequently precipitated as FeCOl, 
causing a reduction in the bicarbonate a lka linity measured in the digested sludge [t 
was found , however, that the concentration of iron recovered as iron phosphate in the 
2000 P digesters (calculated from the results of the phosphorus sequential extraction 
method) was such that only 90 mgll of iron (2 .5 % of the total Fe added to the 2000 P 
digesters) remained unaccounted for in these digesters. Thus, some additional FeCO) 
could have been precipitated as a result of FeP04 addition to the Batch Test 3 
digesters, but thi s would only have accounted for approximately 5 % of the inorganic 
carbon that was ' lost ' in the 2000 P Batch Test 3 digesters. The relati vely low 
alkalinity values in the Batch Test 3 phosphorus-rich digesters is thought instead to be 
related to inhibition of methanogenesis, possibly due to Fe3+ reduction (as di scussed 
previously), resulting in accumulation of VFAs and loss of bicarbonate alkalinity . 
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7.1.4.3 Effect of phosphorus enrichment on soluble ammonia 
concentrations in the batch anaerobic digesters 
[n Figure 7.8, soluble ammonia concentrations in the digesters are presented as a ratio 
of those measured in the control digesters. Ammonia concentrations (mgll) in the 
control digesters were 458 (± 21) (day 3), 473 (± 12) (day 8) and 492 (± 21) (day 18) . 
The results show that ammonia production was decreased as a result of phosphorus 
addit ion, with the exception of Batch Test 4. In Batches I and 3, thi s decrease is 
probably directly related to the decreased digestion of vo latile so lids, ammonia being 
released as an end-product of protein degradation. In Batch Test 2, interpretation of 
the resu lts is comp licated by the fact that ammonia was also removed from solution 
by precipitation of magnesium ammonium phosphate (struvite). 
7. 1.4.4 Effect of phosphorus enrichment on soluble sulphide 
concentrations in the batch anaerobic digesters 
In Figure 7.9 the concentration of soluble sulphide in the experimental digesters is 
presented as a ratio of the control digesters. Soluble sulphide concentrations do not 
necessarily indicate a change in digester perfonnance but it was hypothesi sed that 
phosphorus enrichment might result in an increase in so luble sulphide due to 
precipitation of metal phosphates instead of metal su lphides, and that thi s might have 
an effect on digester performance. Soluble sulphide concentrations (mgll) for the 
control digesters were 1.03 (± 0.36) (day 3), 1.26 (± 0.14) (day 8) and 1.1 6 (± 0.34) 
(day 18). 
The results show that the addition of soluble phosphate did increase the concentration 
of soluble sulphide in the anaerobic digesters. For Batch Test 1 on day 18 the 
concentrations of so luble sulphide in the digesters were 0.85, 2.23 , 1.95 and 2.10 mg/l 
for the control, 500 P, LOOO P and 2000 P digesters respectively. This represents a 
signi ficant increase in the soluble sulphide levels with respect to metal speciation, but 
is not likely to have contributed to digester inhibition. Sewage sludge digesters have 
been shown to tolerate concentrations of soluble sulphide up to 100 mg/I (Malina and 
Pohland, 1992). [n the Batch Test 2 digesters, increasing concentrations of so luble 
sulphide were also noted. Batch Test 4 showed no change in the concentration of 
so luble sulphide in the experimental digesters when compared to the control digesters. 
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The Batch Test 3 digesters actually showed a decrease in soluble su lphide on days 3 
and 8, probably indicating precipitation of su lph ide as FeS with iron liberated from 
FeP04• On day 18 the results for the Batch Test 3 digesters were more variab le, with 
the 100 P digesters having less sulphide than the controls, the 500 P digesters having 
the same concentration of su lphide as the contro ls and the 1000 P and 2000 P 
digesters showing a slightly increased concentration of so luble sulphide, in relation to 
the contro ls. This could be explained by the increased concentrations of so luble 
phosphate in the 1000 P and 2000 P digesters by day 18, which probab ly resulted in 
precipitation of metal phosphates and so lub ilisation of some metal sulphides. 
7.1.4.5 Effect of phosphorus enrichment on soluble organic carbon 
concentrations in the batch anaerobic digesters 
The soluble organic carbon (SOC) concentrations in the digesters was measured and 
the results are presented as ratios of the control resu lts, in Figure 7.10. The SOC 
values (mg/l) for the control digesters were 3 181 (± 30) (day 0), 2496 (± 282) (day 3), 
2375 (± 276) (day 8) and 2177 (± 248) (day 18). The phosphorus-rich digesters in 
Batch Test I showed elevated levels of soluble organic carbon, which could have 
been related to accumulation of volati le fatty acids and other so luble organic matter in 
the supematant due to inhibition of acidogenesis, acetogenesis and/or 
methanogenesis. It could also be related to cell death and lysis. Anaerobic 
microorganisms are thought to secrete higher concentrations of soluble microbial 
products (SMPs) under stressful envirorunental conditions, which could explain the 
increase in so luble organic carbon in the phosphorus-rich anaerobic digesters. An 
altemati ve explanation to those given above is related directly to the concentrations of 
so luble phosphorus in the batch anaerobic digesters. Cicek et a1. (1999), reporting on 
the effect of phosphorus on operation of a membrane bioreactor (MBR), fowld that 
sp iking 200 mgll of so luble phosphorus into the MER resulted in an immediate 
release of so luble organic carbon into the effluent. The released organic matter was 
smaller than 0.1 /lm and the nature of the release was concluded to be either ion 
exchange between the free phosphate ions and anionic organic compounds attached to 
particulate material, or complexation of phosphate with small sized organic 
compounds and their eventual release to the aqueous phase. In support of this 
suggestion, a positive correlation was found between increasing so luble phosphorus 
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concentrations and increasing soluble organic matter in the Batch Test I digesters, 
which was significant at the 95 percentile level (Student's t test) on days 3 and 8 of 
the batch test, but not on day 18. This conformed to a double logarithmic relationship, 
indicating that the concentration of soluble organic matter in the digesters increased 
sharply with a relatively small increase in soluble phosphorus, but that the higher 
concentrations of phosphorus only resulted in relatively minor increases in so luble 
organic matter. 
Batches 2 and 3 showed slightly elevated concentrations of soluble organic matter, 
which again could have been related to accumulation of so luble breakdown products 
of hydrolys is, due to inhibition of one or all of the groups of acidogenic, acetogenic 
and methanogenic bacteria. Unfortunately, it was not possible to measure the 
concentrations of vo latile fatty acids in the digested sludge from the batch digesters, 
as this wou ld have yielded more information regarding the nature of the inhibition 
caused by phosphorus enrichment. 
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7.1.5 SUMMARY OF THE EFFECT OF PHOSPHORUS ENRICHMENT ON THE 
ANAEROBIC DIGESTION PROCESS 
With respect to the effect of phosphorus enrichment on digester perfonnance, as 
measured by volatile solids digestion and methane production: 
• Addition of phosphorus as soluble sodium phosphate inhibited anaerobic 
digestion, resulting in decreased volatile solids digestion and methane production. 
• The extent of inhibition was found to be related to the level of phosphorus 
enrichment but was not a linear relationship at higher concentrations of 
phosphorus. 
• Inhibition of the anaerobic digestion process as a result of sodium phosphate 
addition was found to be reversible given enough time (46 days for digesters 
containing 1000 mg P/I; 71 days for digesters containing 2000 mg P/I), which was 
proportional to the concentration of phosphorus in the digesters. 
• Addition of soluble magnesium and potassium, together with soluble sodium 
phosphate, reduced the level of inhibition of the batch anaerobic. digesters. The 
rate of volatile solids digestion was reduced at higher levels of phosphorus 
enrichment (500 and 1000 mg P/I) but the methane content of the biogas from the 
phosphorus-rich digesters was similar to that of the control digesters. Thus, 
digesters containing soluble magnesium, potassium and phosphorus produced the 
same volumes of methane per mass of volatile solids digested, as the control 
digesters. 
• It was concluded that addition of soluble magnesium and potassium to the 
phosphorus-rich anaerobic digesters alleviated the inhibitory effect of soluble 
phosphate to the methanogenic bacteria. 
• Magnesium is known to be essential and stimulating for methanogenesis, 
therefore, the reduced level of methanogenic inhibition in Batch Test 2, when 
compared with the perfonnance of the Batch Test 1 digesters, is suggested to be 
related to the presence of higher concentrations of soluble magnesium in the Batch 
Test 2 digesters. 
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• Addition of insoluble FeP04 to the batch anaerobic digesters resulted in an 
increase in soluble phosphorus over time as a result of reduction ofFeH to Fez+ 
• The batch anaerobic digesters containing increasing concentrations of F eP04 
showed some inhibition, particularly of the methanogenic bacteria, as evidenced 
by the low methane content of the biogas from the phosphorus-rich digesters. 
• An imbalance between methane produced and volatile solids digested in the 
digesters containing FeP04 suggested that addition of iron had stimulated biomass 
production in the early stages of the batch test. 
• The presence of high concentrations of FeH in the anaerobic digesters might have 
provided an alternative electron acceptor for the facultatively anaerobic 
microorganisms in the batch anaerobic digesters, giving these microorganisms a 
competitive advantage over the methanogenic bacteria and resulting in an 
imbalance between the acidogenic and methanogenic stages of the digestion 
process. 
• Addition of insoluble phosphorus as AlP04 had little effect on the anaerobic 
digesters and the phosphorus was shown to remain in the solids fraction, soluble 
phosphorus concentrations increasing to a maximum of 7 mg P/I by day 18 of the 
batch test. 
With respect to the effect of phosphorus enrichment on other parameters related to 
performance: 
• Addition of soluble sodium phosphate increased the pH of the anaerobic digesters 
but this returned to the levels of the control digesters by day 3 of the batch tests. 
• Addition of FeP04 to the anaerobic digesters resulted in decreased pH and 
alkalinity values in the phosphorus-rich digesters, the extent of which was 
proportional to the concentration ofFeP04 added to the digesters. 
• It was concluded that the effect of FeP04 addition on digester alkalinity was 
related to accumulation of VF As as a result of methanogenic inhibition, rather 
. than extensive precipitation of Fe as FeCOJ . 
• Soluble ammonia concentrations were decreased in the phosphorus-rich digesters 
of Batch Tests 1,2 and 3. This was concluded to be related to decreased digestion 
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of volatile solids although, in the Batch Test 2 digesters ammonia was also 
removed by precipitation as struvite. 
• Soluble sulphide concentrations were increased in phosphorus-rich digesters of 
Batch Tests I and 2 and decreased in those of Batch Test 3. 
• Soluble organic carbon concentrations were elevated in the phosphorus-rich 
digesters of Batch Test 1 and slightly elevated in those of Batch Tests 2 and 3. 
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7.2 EFFECT OF PHOSPHORUS ENRICHMENT ON PHOSPHORUS AND 
METAL FRACTIONATION/SPECIATION IN ANAEROBICALLY DIGESTED 
SLUDGE 
The phosphorus and metal content of the batch anaerobic digesters was divided into 
fractions by sequential extraction with the phosphorus or Stover methods. In the 
analysis of these fractionation results, metal or phosphorus species were assigned to 
the various fractions where sufficient information was available from the results of the 
two sequential extraction procedures and from model compound extractions. 
Fractionation of phosphorus in the digested sludge was undertaken using the modified 
phosphorus sequential chemical extraction method; details of the procedure are given 
in Section 4.1.4. Concentrations of calcium, magnesium, iron and aluminium were 
also measured in the fractions generated by this sequential extraction procedure. 
Fractionation of metals in the digested sludge was undertaken using the Stover 
sequential chemical extraction method; details of the procedure are given in Section 
4.1.3. The metals fractionated using the Stover Method were: calcium, magnesium, 
iron, aluminium, copper, zinc, manganese, chromium, nickel and cobalt. 
The phosphorus and metal fractionation data for the anaerobic digesters in Batch 
Tests I to 4 are presented in Sections 7.2.1 to 7.2.4, respectively. 
Presentation of sequential chemical extraction results 
The fractionation data in this chapter is presented as mg/l of digested sludge, rather 
than as mg/kg of dried sludge, the latter being the usual convention for reporting 
metal concentrations in sludges. This approach was adopted to simplify interpretation 
of the laboratory digester fractionation data. The total solids content of the digested 
sludge in the laboratory-scale digesters only differed as a result of increasing 
phosphorus enrichment, thus, reporting phosphorus concentrations as a factor of the 
digester solids was found to give confusing results. 
Sequential extraction fractions were also presented as a percentage of the total metal 
or phosphorus in the digested sludge. The total metal content of all the batch 
anaerobic digesters was the same,' all the digesters containing an equivalent mass of 
digested sludge and digester feed, therefore, it was valid to compare fractionation data 
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presented as percentages of the total metal content in the sludge. Exceptions to the 
above were magnesium in Batch Test 2, iron in Batch Test 3 and aluminium in Batch 
Test 4; for these metals both concentration data and percentages were used to interpret 
the results. 
Reproducibility of sequential chemical extraction data 
The sequential extraction data presented in this chapter is based on the average of 4 
replicates (duplicate extractions of digested sludge from a duplicate set of digesters). 
Reproducibility of the sequential extraction methods over an entire batch test was 
checked by calculating the percentage standard deviation of the total metal or 
phosphorus recovered (as discussed in Chapter 5) for all the fractionated digested 
sludge samples in a batch test. Standard deviation values below or equal to 10 % were 
considered acceptable, as discussed previously in Chapter 5. These results are 
presented in Tables A.I to A.4, Appendix A, and show that the standard deviation 
values for total metal and phosphorus concentrations recovered from sequential 
extraction of the batch digesters were below 10 %, with the exception of nickel 
(11 %) in Batch Test I (Table A.I), cobalt (1l.6 %) in Batch Test 3 (Table A.3) and 
cobalt (10.6 %) in Batch Test 4 (Table A.4). These standard deviations were deemed 
acceptable even though they were higher than 10 %, considering that concentrations 
of cobalt and nickel in the laboratory-scale digesters were extremely low (below 
I mg/I). The higher level of variability exhibited for these metals was, however, taken 
into account when interpreting nickel and cobalt fractionation results. 
Prediction of soluble free metal concentrations in equilibrium with polo, CO/- and 
82-
To aid interpretation of the sequential chemical extraction data, the free metal 
concentrations in equilibrium with each of polo, C032- and S2-, were calculated to 
determine which anions were more likely to control metal solubility in the laboratory-
scale anaerobic digesters. This approach was previously described by Callander and 
Barford (1983b). The equations are presented in Appendix B, together with the 
solubility product constants as pKsp (Table B.2) used in the calculations. 
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7.2.1 PHOSPHORUS AND METAL FRACTIONATION - BATCH TEST 1 
In Batch Test I, soluble phosphate (NazHP04.2HzO) was added to the experimental 
anaerobic digesters to give total phosphorus concentrations of 500, 1000 and 
2000 mg P I\, Digested sludge from the control and experimental digesters was 
subjected to sequential extraction on days 8 and 18 of the batch test. 
7.2.1.1 Phosphorus, calcium, magnesium, iron and aluminium fractionation 
results for Batch Test 1 
The phosphorus fractionation results are presented in Figures 7.11 to 7.14 and Table 
7.1. Figures 7 .!land 7,12 show the concentration of phosphorus recovered in each 
fraction as a percentage of the total phosphorus present in the digested sludge. Figures 
7.13 and 7.14 show the ratio of phosphorus concentrations (mg/I) in fractions of the 
phosphorus-rich digesters to that in fractions of the control digesters. Presentation of 
fractionation data as a ratio of the control data enables rapid identification of the 
fractions that have increased or decreased, relative to the controls, as a result of 
phosphorus enrichment. Table 7.1 contains the data on which Figures 7.11 to 7.14 are 
based. 
Data regarding the concentration of metals (calcium, magnesium, iron and 
aluminium) in the phosphorus fractions is presented in Table 7.2 as mg/I metal in the 
digested sludge, and in Table 7.3 as percentages of the total metal content in the 
digested sludge. This data aids in assigning phosphorus species to the various 
phosphorus fractions, as discussed previously in Chapter Six. 
The phosphorus fractionation profiles in Figures 7.11 (day 8) and 7.12 (day 18) show 
that most of the phosphorus added to the experimental digesters remained in the 
soluble fraction. In the 500 P digesters, 36-39 % of the total phosphorus was in the 
soluble fraction, this increased to 56 % in the 1000 P digesters and 71-72 % in the 
2000 P digesters. 
The amount of additional phosphorus taken up into the solids fraction was similar for 
all the phosphorus-rich digesters and reached a maximum by day 3 of the batch test. 
On day 3, the concentration of insolubilised phosphorus (in excess of that in the 
control digesters) was 243 mg/I (500 P), 283 mg/I (1000 P) and 318 mg/I (2000 P). 
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The high concentrations of soluble phosphorus (as phosphate) in the anaerobic 
digesters caused precipitation of calcium and magnesium, resulting in an increased 
percentage of calcium and magnesium being present in the solids fraction, in 
comparison to the control digesters. On day 8 of the batch test, the concentration of 
calcium in the sludge fraction (in excess of that in the control digesters) was 186 mg/I 
(500 P), 193 mg/I (1000 P) and 194 rog/I (2000 P). A similar situation existed for 
magnesium, an increase of 21 to 22 mg/I of magnesium being recorded in the sludge 
fraction of all phosphorus-rich digesters on day 8. The effect of phosphorus 
enrichment on the concentrations of soluble calcium and magnesium in the anaerobic 
digesters is shown in Figures 7.15 and 7.16. 
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TABLE 7.1 Phosphorus Iractionation resu lts for Batch Test 1, presented as mg/l and as % 01 the total 
phosphorus content 01 the digested sludge. 
Day8 Day 18 
Phosphorus as mg/l 
FRACTION Control 500 P 1000 P 2000 P Control 500 P 1000 P 2000 P 
Soluble 6 298 741 1716 11 319 748 1698 
Water 7 42 64 124 9 50 66 152 
Acetate 1 33 75 73 167 35 77 108 139 
Acetate 2 17 48 38 53 27 85 75 87 
NaOH SRP 77 122 143 144 68 75 72 72 
NaOH Org.P 35 14 14 27 43 9 33 34 
HCI 173 210 243 135 169 196 213 181 
Residual 11 14 9 14 12 12 13 15 
Phosphorus as % of the total recovered 
FRACTION Control 500 P 1000 P 2000 P Control 500 P 1000 P 2000 P 
Soluble 2 36 56 72 3 39 56 71 
Water 2 5 5 5 3 6 5 6 
Acetate 1 9 9 6 7 10 9 8 6 
Acetate 2 5 6 3 2 8 10 6 4 
NaOH SRP 22 15 11 6 19 9 5 3 
NaOH Org.P 10 2 1 1 12 1 2 1 
HCI 49 26 18 6 48 24 16 8 
Residual 3 2 1 1 3 1 1 1 
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TABLE 7.2 Metal concentrations (mg/l) in phosphorus fractions of digested s ludge from Batch Test 
1. 
DAY 8 DAY 18 
Calcium mg/l 
FRACTION Control 500 P 1000 P 2000 P Control 500 P 1000 P 2000 P 
Soluble 217 32 25 23 230 57 50 42 
Water 2 2 2 3 15 17 19 23 
Acetate 1 141 169 143 268 147 165 184 199 
Acetate 2 77 138 89 162 99 174 136 154 
NaOH 21 21 22 24 18 19 20 19 
HCI 439 539 616 419 391 471 489 458 
Residual 8 8 8 7 5 7 8 10 
Magnesium mg/l 
FRACTION Control 500 P 1000 P 2000 P Control 500 P 1000 P 2000 P 
Soluble 35 14 13 14 38 22 18 20 
Water 2 3 2 3 2 3 3 4 
Acetate 1 9 14 12 25 8 12 13 15 
Acetate 2 4 9 6 8 5 10 7 9 
NaOH 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
HCI 33 45 48 33 31 38 40 36 
Residual 5 3 6 5 4 3 6 5 
Iron mg/l 
FRACTION Control 500 P 1000 P 2000 P Control 500 P 1000 P 2000 P 
Soluble 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Water 0 0 0 0 1 2 1 2 
Acetate 1 8 6 5 6 5 4 5 5 
Acetate 2 8 6 5 6 7 6 6 6 
NaOH TP 15 14 16 17 14 16 15 15 
HCI 147 150 150 146 153 161 152 152 
Residual 22 22 22 25 20 10 20 19 
Aluminium mg/l 
FRACTION Control 500 P 1000 P 2000 P Control 500 P 1000 P 2000 P 
Soluble 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Water 0 0 0 0 1 2 1 2 
Acetate 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Acetate 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
NaOH TP 121 126 129 142 120 127 131 136 
Hel 65 62 61 51 74 62 58 56 
Residual 34 31 29 27 25 29 30 26 
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TABLE 7.3 Metals (%) in the phosphorus fractions of digested sludg e from Batch Test 1. 
DAY 8 I DAY 18 
Calcium % 
FRACTION Control 500 P 1000 P 2000 P Control 500 P 1000 P 2000 P 
Soluble 24 3 3 3 25 6 6 5 
Water 0 0 0 0 2 2 2 3 
Acetate 1 16 19 16 30 16 18 20 22 
Acetate 2 9 15 10 18 11 19 15 17 
NaOH 2 2 2 3 2 2 2 2 
HCI 49 59 68 46 43 52 54 51 
Residual 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Magnesium % 
FRACTION Control 500 P 1000 P 2000 P Control 500 P 1000 P 2000 P 
Soluble 40 16 15 16 43 25 20 22 
Water 2 3 3 3 2 3 3 4 
Acetate 1 10 16 13 28 9 14 15 17 
Acetate 2 5 10 7 9 5 11 8 10 
NaOH 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
HCI 37 52 54 37 35 43 45 41 
Residual 6 3 7 6 5 3 7 6 
Iron % 
FRACTION Control 500 P 1000 P 2000 P Control 500 P 1000 P 2000 P 
Soluble 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Water 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 
Acetate 1 4 3 3 3 3 2 2 2 
Acetate 2 4 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 
NaOH 8 7 8 9 7 8 7 7 
HCI 74 75 75 73 77 81 76 77 
Residual 11 11 11 12 10 5 10 10 
Aluminium % 
FRACTION Control 500 P 1000 P 2000 P Control 500 P 1000 P 2000 P 
Soluble 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Water 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 
Acetate 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Acetate 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
NaOH 55 57 59 65 54 58 59 62 
HCI 29 28 28 23 33 28 26 25 
Residual 15 14 13 12 11 13 14 12 
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The data in Figure 7. 15 shows that an increasing concentration of so luble phosphorus 
in the anaerobic digesters was correlated with decreasing concentrations of soluble 
calcium in the digesters. The correlation between soluble phosphorus and calcium was 
best described by a double logarithmic relationship, which was found to be 
statistically significant at the 95 percentile level , according to the Student 's t test. The 
double logarithmic relationship indicated that soluble calcium concentrations were 
reduced to a near minimum level by a relatively small increase of phosphorus in the 
digesters but following this, that increasingly large concentrations of so luble 
phosphorus were required to change the equilibrium between soluble calcium and that 
in the solids fraction 
Soluble calcium decreased from 217 mg/I in the control digesters to 32 mg/l in the 
500 P digesters, 25 mg/I in the 1000 P digesters and 23 mg/I in the 2000 mg/I 
digesters, on days 3 and 8. An increase in so luble ca lcium was noted for all digesters, 
including the controls, on day 18. Soluble metal concentrations in the digesters could 
have increased as a result of metals being released from organic matter through sludge 
hydrol ys is and, in the later stages of the batch digestion, as a result of cell death and 
lysis of cellular material. 
The data in Figure 7.16 shows that a correlation also existed between soluble 
magnesium and soluble phosphorus concentrations in the anaerobic digesters. This 
was al so a double logarithmic relationship, which was significant at the 95 percentile 
level according to the Student ' s t test. Magnesium so lubility was shown to be at a 
minimum in the anaerobic digesters on the third day of the batch test, but to increase 
by day 8 and again by day 18. 
As a consequence of phosphorus enrichment, soluble calcium levels in the 
experimental digesters were 10 to 15 % of those in the control digesters, while soluble 
magnesium levels were 40 % of those measured in the control digesters. Levels of 
soluble iron and aluminium were below detection limits in the control digesters and 
no measurable changes in soluble iron or aluminium concentrations were noted as a 
result of phosphorus enrichment 
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Distribution of pltospltorusfractions in the insoluble portion of digested sludge 
Referring back to the phosphorus fractionation results for the Batch Test 1 digesters 
(Figures 7. 13 and 7.14), it can be seen that phosphorus enrichment resulted in a 7- to 
IS-fold increase in phosphorus recovered in the water fraction. A small increase in 
calcium was recorded in thi s fract ion, but no direct correlation was found between 
calcium and phosphorus concentrations in the water fraction. The phosphorus 
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solubilised in this fraction was most likely to have been loosely adsorbed to the 
organic or inorganic material in the sludge matrix. Jardin and Popel (1994) reported 
that phosphorus adsorbed to the sludge matrix could account for up to 20 % of the 
total phosphorus In an anaerobic digester. Cicek et a!. (1999) also fo und that soluble 
phosphorus spiked into a MBR resulted in adsorption of a portion of the phosphorus 
to the biomass. 
Some of the phosphorus recovered in the water fraction might have arisen through 
contamination from the soluble fraction, as there is no washing stage between these 
two steps, but it is unlikely that this wou ld have contributed al1 the phosphorus 
recovered in the water fraction. 
Phosphorus concentrations in both the first and second acetate fractions were 
increased as a resu lt of phosphorus enrichment (Table 7.1). As discussed in Chapter 
Six, phosphorus recovered in the acetate extractions is most likely to be that which 
was adsorbed to calcium carbonate or present as struvite. 
The relative concentrations of calcium and magnesium in the acetate fractions (Table 
7.2 and 7.3) can be used to determine the origin ofthe acetate-extractable phosphorus. 
Magnesium concentrations in the first acetate extraction were found to correlate with 
the increase in phosphorus in this fraction. A linear relationship between the 
concentrations of magnesium and phosphorus extracted in the Acetate 1 fraction was 
shown to be statistical1y significant at the 95 percentile level according to the 
Student's t test. The molar ratio ofMg:P in the Acetate I fraction was, however, only 
0.24 in the 500 P digesters, 0.21 in the \000 P digesters and 0.19 in the 2000 P 
digesters. Recovery of phosphorus from struvite (1: 1 molar ratio of Mg:P) could, 
therefore, have accounted for a maximum of 24 % of the phosphorus in the Acetate I 
fraction of the 500 P digesters, decreasing to 19 % of the phosphorus in the Acetate 1 
fraction of the 2000 P digesters. 
The quantity of magnesium extracted from digested sludge of the phosphorus-rich 
digesters in the second acetate extraction was found to be similar to that extracted 
from the control digesters, indicating that magnesium was not correlated with the 
increased recovery of phosphorus in this fraction. 
The concentration of acetate-extractable calcium increased with increasing 
phosphorus concentrations in the anaerobic digesters. On day 8 of Batch Test J, 
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approximately 25 % of the total calcium content of the control digesters was extracted 
in the acetate fractions , in comparison to 34 % for the 500 P digesters, 26 % for the 
1000 P digesters and 48 % for the 2000 P digesters. On day 18 of Batch Test I, 
acetate-extractable calcium represented 27 % of the total calcium in the control 
digesters. The acetate-extractable calcium content of the phosphorus-rich digesters 
appeared to have equalised, being 37 % of the total calcium in the 500 P digesters, 
35 % in the 1000 P digesters and 39 % in the 2000 P digesters . 
Usually, calcium in the acetate fractions is derived primarily from calcium carbonate. 
Some phosphorus in an anaerob ic digester can be adsorbed to or co-precipitated 
within the calcium carbonate precipitates (Van Langerak et ai, 1998) and this 
phosphorus will also be solubili sed in the acetate fractions . Calcium phosphate 
compounds such as CaHP04 and Ca3(P04)2 are not readily solubili sed in the pH 5.2 
acetate buffer and phosphorus and calcium from these compounds are usuall y 
recovered in the HCI fraction. [( is possible, however, that a relatively soluble, 
amorphous calcium phosphate compound was formed in the phosphorus-rich 
digesters due to the high concentrations of soluble phosphate in the digesters, and that 
this compound was extracted in the acetate fractions . Brown (1973) reported that 
amorphous calcium phosphate (with a composition close to Ca3(P04h) was formed 
preferentially in highly supersaturated solutions as the reactions were too rapid for 
crystal growth of the well-defined calcium phosphate phases. 
The molar ratio of calcium to phosphorus in the acetate fraction s was used to establish 
whether acetate-extractable phosphorus was most likely to be derived from calcium 
carbonate or a form of calcium phosphate. Solubilisation of CaC03 and CaCOJ-P 
results in a high molar ratio of Ca:P in the acetate fractions, whereas calcium 
phosphate (e.g. amorphous Ca3(P04)2) dissolved in acetate buffer yields a lower 
molar ratio ofCa:P, approaching 1.5. 
The molar ratio ofea:P in the combined acetate fraction (acetate I + acetate 2) on day 
8 of Batch Test I, was 3A in the control digesters, decreasing to 1.9 (500 P digesters), 
1.6 (1000 P digesters) and 1.5 (2000 P digesters) . On day 18 of Batch Test 1, the Ca:P 
ratios were 3.1 (control digesters) , 1.6 (500 P digesters), lA (1000 P digesters) and 
1.2 (2000 P digesters) . 
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The high Ca:P ratio in the acetate fractions of the control digesters suggests that the 
acetate-extractable calcium and phosphorus content of the digested sludge was 
derived primarily from CaCOrP . The increasing concentration of both calcium and 
phosphorus in the acetate fractions of the phosphorus-rich digesters suggests that a 
relatively labile, probably amorphous calcium phosphate compound was formed in 
the phosphorus-rich digesters, particularly the highly saturated 2000 P digesters, that 
was solubilised in the acetate fractions instead of the target HCl fraction. 
This theory is supported by the fact that the 2000 P digesters (day 8), which were the 
most highly saturated with respect to phosphate, contained greater concentrations of 
acetate-extractable phosphorus and calcium (220 mg PIl + 430 mg Call) than HCl-
extractable phosphorus and calcium (135 mg PIl + 419 mg Call) . By contrast, in the 
500 P and 1000 P digesters more phosphorus and calcium was recovered in the HCl 
fractions (210 mg PI l + 539 mg Call and 243 mg PIl + 616 mg Call for the 500 P and 
1000 P digesters, respectively) . than in the acetate fractions (123 mg P/l + 
307 mg Call and III mg PI l + 232 mg Call for the 500 P and 1000 P digesters, 
respectively) . Moreover, the fractionation results for day 18 show that the calcium 
concentration in the acetate fractions of the 2000 P digesters had decreased with a 
concomitant increase of calcium in the HCl fraction, suggesting that a percentage of 
the acetate-extractable calcium phosphate deposit had been transformed to a more 
defined crystal phase over time. 
Thus, measurement of calcium and phosphorus concentrations in the acetate and HCl 
fractions led to the conclusion that calcium was precipitated with phosphate in the 
phosphorus rich digesters, forming a mixture of calcium phosphate compounds, 
including one or more acetate-soluble compounds. The increased recovery of 
phosphorus in the acetate fractions was, therefore, related to solubilisation of the 
acetate-soluble (probably amorphous) calcium phosphate compound. An increase in 
phosphorus and calcium recovered in the HCl fraction was attributed to extraction of 
less soluble calcium phosphate compounds. 
Referring back to the phosphorus fractionation profiles of Figure 7.11 (day 8), it can 
be seen that an increased concentration of phosphorus was recovered in the NaOH 
fractions of the phosphorus-rich digesters, as soluble reactive phosphate, i.e. derived 
from an inorganic phosphorus source. No linear relationship could be found between 
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the concentration of iron recovered in HCI and the concentration of SRP in NaOH, 
suggesting that the SRP in NaOH was not deri ved from an iron phosphate compound . 
An increase in aluminium recovered in the NaOH fi'actions of the phosphorus-rich 
digesters (Table 7 .2 and 7.3), suggested that the additional phosphorus recovered in 
this fi'action was solubilised from an aluminium phosphate compound. The increase of 
aluminium in NaOH was offset by a decrease in the following HCI fraction . 
Stoverfractionation profiles for calcium, magnesium, iron and aluminium 
One of the objectives of thi s research was to determine whether the use of two 
complementary sequential chemical extraction methods (the phosphorus and Stover 
methods) would facilitate interpretation of the fractionation profiles from digested 
sludge. Calcium, magnesium, iron and aluminium were fractionated using both the 
phosphorus method and the Stover method, therefore, the fractionatioll profi les from 
the two methods can be compared . 
Calcium fractionation profiles - Stover method 
Calculating the soluble free calcium concentrations in equilibrium with P04) ' , CO/' 
and S2' in the anaerobic digesters (as described in Appendix 8), using a solubility 
product constant of 10,8.)\ showed that calcium carbonate precipitation controlled 
calcium solubility in the control and 500 P digesters, whereas Ca)(P04)2 was 
predicted to be marginally less soluble than CaCO) in the 1000 P and 2000 P 
digesters. Loewenthal (1997) reported a higher K sp value for CaCO) than was used in 
the above-mentioned calculations (10'6.7 instead of 10'834), which was calculated fi'om 
CaC03 precipitation in activated sludge supernatant instead of pure water. When thi s 
solubility product value was used to predict the free metal concentrations in the 
digesters, the results indicated that calcium so lubility was controlled by calcium 
carbonate precipitation in the control digesters, but increasingly by calcium phosphate 
precipitation (Ca3(P04)2) in the phosphorus-rich digesters. It should be noted that all 
the digesters were undersaturated with respect to CaHP04 . 
The fractionation results for calcium (Stover Method) are presented in Figures 7. 17 
(day 8) and 7.18 (day 18) . 
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Calcium fract ionation on both days 8 and 18 showed that calcium had moved from the 
soluble fraction to the EDT A-extractab le fract ion in the phosphorus-rich anaerob ic 
digesters. Moreover, in the 2000 P digesters, calcium was also moved from the KNOJ 
fraction (exchangeable calcium) to the EDT A fraction . 
Generall y, the bioavailability of metals is thought to decrease as they move up the 
fractionation sequence, thus, calcium bioavailability in the anaerobic digesters 
decreased as a result of phosphorus enri chment. 
The EDT A-extractable calcium fraction increased from 2 I % (control di gesters) to 
37 % (500 P and 1000 P digesters) and 47 % (2000 P digesters). According to model 
compound testing, the EDTA fraction is that in which calcium from CaJ(P04h is 
recovered, therefore, these results indicate that calcium from the solu ble and 
exchangeable fractions of the digested sludge was precipitated as Ca3(P04h. This also 
concurs with the equi librium calculations, which indi cated that ca lcium solu bi li ty was 
controlled by CaJ(p04)2 precipitation in the phosphorus-rich digesters . 
The Stover calcium fractionation results do support those from the phosphorus 
fractionation method insofar as they indicate that calcium removed from so lu tion as a 
resu lt of phosphorus enrichment was precipitated as calcium phosphate. The resul ts 
do not, however, indicate that more than one type of calcium phosphate compound 
was formed in the digesters according to the level of phosphorus enrichment, as was 
shown in the phosphorus fractionation profiles Extraction of the model compounds 
CaHPO. and CaJ(PO.h in the Stover sequential extraction sequence had shown that 
ca lcium from the more soluble compound, CaHP04, was solubili sed by Na4 P20 7, 
w hereas calcium fi'om CaJ(p04h was solubili sed in EDTA. It was, therefore, expected 
that the acetate-soluble calcium phosphate precipitate would result in an increased 
concentration of calcium in the Na.P207 fract ion, whereas thi s fraction was actually 
shown to decrease as a result of phosphorus enrichment. 
It is possib le, however, that solubili sation of high concentrations of metal s from the 
digested sludge matrix in Na4P20 7 resulted in more than one type of ca lcium 
phosphate compound being extracted in the EDT A fraction . Moreover, the acetate-
extractable calcium phosphate compound was soluble in a weakly acidic solution (pH 
5.2) whereas both the KNOJ and KF extractants have a pH of 6.5 and the Na4P20 7 
extractant has a pH of 9.95. The EDT A extractant has a pH of 4 .63 and is the first 
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' acidic ' extraction as well as being a strong chelating agent, thus the phosphorus 
fractionation method might have been more effective at selectively extracting calcium 
phosphate compounds of varying solubilities in the acetate and HCI extractions, 
respectively. 
Figure 7.18 (day 18) shows that the NaJ>207 fraction decreased from 33 % in the 
control digesters to 26-27 % of the phosphorus-rich digesters . This could indicate a 
decrease in the organically-bound calcium content of the phosphorus-rich digesters. 
The Stover calcium fractionation results also indicate a doubling in the proportion of 
HNO)-extractable calcium in the phosphorus-rich digesters (4 to 8 %). Calcium 
carbonate is recovered in this fraction (according to model compound extractions), 
however, it is unlikely that phosphorus enrichment resulted in an increased formation 
of calcium carbonate in the anaerobic digesters. Van Langerak et al. (1998a) found 
that increasing concentrations of soluble phosphate in an anaerobic digester decreased 
the formation of calcium carbonate and resulted in the formation of amorphous 
calcium carbonate, rather than calcite. On examining the results, it also seemed 
unlikely that only 4 % of the calcium in the control digesters was in the form of 
calcium carbonate, particularly as 24 % of the total calcium in these digesters was 
shown to be acetate-extractable (ie most likely to be derived from calcium 
carbonate) . 
The difference between the calcium fractionation results generated by the Phosphorus 
and Stover methods, therefore, highlighted the fact that the HNO) fraction could not 
be entirely representative of calcium carbonate in the anaerobic digesters, in spite of 
the results from the model compound extractions of CaCO). It is likely, therefore, that 
calcium carbonate formed in the anaerobic digesters was more soluble than that tested 
as a model compound and was, consequently, extracted primarily in the preceding 
EDT A fraction of the Stover method. The EDT A + HNO)-extractable calcium content 
of the control digesters was 25 %, which agreed with the 24 % of acetate-extractable 
calcium recovered in the phosphorus fractionation procedure. 
The most likely explanation for the observed discrepancy between the model 
compound (CaCO) and digested sludge extractions is the formation of mixed metal 
carbonate precipitates in the anaerobic digesters, rather than pure calcium carbonate. 
Snoeyink and Jenkins (1980) stated that the formation of magnesium calcium 
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carbonate was likely to occur in anaerobic digester supematants, due to the high 
concentrations of soluble magnesium in anaerobic digesters. Magnesium ca lcium 
carbonate is more soluble than calcium carbonate the solubility product of calcium 
carbonate increasing from 10-8 to 10-6.3 as the magnesium concentration increases 
fro m 3 to 20 % of the so lid (Snoeyink and Jenkins, 1980). 
Thus, formation of the more soluble magnesium calcium carbonate compound in the 
anaerobic digester is suggested as the reason why 'calcium carbonate' in digested 
sludge appeared to be solubilised in the EDTA fraction, whereas the calcium 
carbonate model compound was only solubilised in HNO). 
The empirical evidence pointing to the formation of a more soluble calcium carbonate 
compound in the anaerobic digesters al so supports the use of the more so luble pKsp 
value to calculate free metal ion concentrations in the digesters . Thus, phosphorus 
enri chment of the laboratory-scale digesters resulted in calcium so lubility being 
controlled by the phosphate rather than the carbonate anion. Calcium phosphate 
(CaJ(P04)z) was precipitated in the phosphorus-rich digesters as shown by both the 
Phosphorus and Stover extractions, although this could have been fomled via an 
amorphous phase, particularly in the 2000 P digesters. 
Magnesium fractionation profiles - Stover method 
Predicting the soluble free magnesium concentrations 111 equilibrium with PO}-, 
CO/- and S2- in the anaerobic digesters was done using two pKsp values for MgCO) 
(7.52 and 5.0) and a pKsp value of 12.6 for struvite. These results showed that 
magnes ium solubility in the control and 500 P digesters should have been controlled 
primarily by carbonate precipitation. In the \000 P and 2000 P digesters, the results 
changed according to the nature of the magnesium carbonate precipitate . With a pKsp 
value of 7.52, magnesium carbonate precipitation should have occurred preferentially 
to struvite precipitation, however, magnesium carbonate with a pKsp value of 5.0 
should not have been precipitated pre ferentially to struvite in these phosphorus-rich 
digesters. 
Results from the Stover extraction of magnesium are shown in Figures 7. 19 (day 8) 
and 7.20 (day 18). The magnesium fractionation profiles show that a decrease in 
so luble magnesium in the phosphorus-rich digesters was compensated by an increased 
percentage of magnesium reco vered in the Na.P20 7 fraction and, to a lesser ex tent, 
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the nitric acid and EDTA fractions. A higher percentage of magnesium was recovered 
in the KN0 3 fraction of the 500 P and 1000 P digesters (13 to IS %) than in the 
control or 2000 P digesters (l0 to 11 %) 
Comparing the Stover magnesium fractionation profiles with recovery of magnesium 
in the fractions of the phosphorus extraction method (Table 7.2 and Table 7.3), a 
similar pattern to that of calcium can be seen regarding the acetate and HCI fractions . 
The 500 P and 1000 P digesters showed an increased recovery of magnesium in the 
acetate fractions (26 % and 20 % respectively) when compared with the control 
digester (IS %) but much less than that recovered in the 2000 P digesters (37 %). 
Approximately 52 % and 54 % of the magnesium in the 500 P and 1000 P digesters, 
respectively, was extracted in the HCI fraction , while the HCl-extractable magnesium 
content of the control and 2000 P digesters was only 37 % of the total magnesium in 
the sludge. 
Thus, as occurred for calcium, it appears that phosphorus enrichment of the digesters 
at concentrations of 500 and 1000 mg/I resulted in the formation of a less soluble 
magnesium phosphate precipitate than was formed in the 2000 P digesters. As was 
also found for calcium, the Stover fractionation profiles did not indicate these 
differences as clearly as the phosphorus fractionation profiles. The fact that the 
pattern of magnesium followed that of calcium (phosphorus fractionation results) 
suggested that magnesium had been incorporated into the calcium phosphate 
precipitates in the phosphorus-rich anaerobic digesters . No significant linear 
correlations could, however, be found between calcium and magnesium recovered in 
the fractions of the Stover method, which would be expected if solubilisation of a 
calcium-magnesium phosphate compound was taking place. 
The most likely magnesium phosphate precipitate to form in an anaerobic digester is 
thought to be struvite (Callander and Barford, 1983b) as, even though 
M~(P04)28H20 is less soluble than struvite (0.374 mg/I versus 8.66 mg/I based on 
pKsp values of 27.2 and 12.6, respectively), the rate of formation of the latter 
compound is slow (Mamais et aL , 1994). 
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FIGURE 7.19 Magnesium Iractionation with the Stover method on day 8 01 Batch Test 1. Fractions 
presented as a % 01 the total metal recovered . 
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FIGURE 7.20 Magnesium Iractionation with the Stover method on day 18 01 Batch Test 1. Fractions 
presented as a % 01 the total metal recovered. 
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The results from the phosphorus fractionation method and the Stover fractionation 
method are almost contradictory, in that more KNOJ-extractable magnesium was 
measured in the 500 P and 1000 P digesters but less acetate-extractable magnesium 
was measured in these same digesters. Conversely, less KNOJ-extractable magnesium 
was measured in the 2000 P digester but more acetate-extractable magnesium. 
The model compound results (M~(P04)2 and MgNH4P04) in Chapter Six, suggest 
that M~(P04)2 was formed in the 500 P and 1000 P digesters, this compound being 
incompletely extracted in acetate but more soluble in KNOJ than struvite. Conversely, 
struvite formation in the 2000 P digesters would explain why more acetate-extractable 
magnesium was recovered than KNOJ-extractable magnesium. This provides an 
explanation for the seemingly contradictory fractionation results, however, this 
opposes the assumption of Mamais et al. (1994) that MgJ(P04)2 does not form in 
anaerobic digesters due to its slow rate of formation . 
Thus, on the basis of the fractionation results for magnesium, it can only be concluded 
that magnesium removed from solution in the phosphorus-rich was precipitated as 
some form of magnesium phosphate compound, most like ly struvite, and that in the 
2000 P digesters a more easily solubilised (acetate-extractable) magnesium phosphate 
compound appeared to be formed . 
Iron fractionation profiles - Stove,- method 
Calculation of free iron concentrations in equilibrium with PO/-, CO/- and S2- in the 
Batch Test I anaerobic digesters showed that iron solubility was controlled primarily 
by FeS precipitation in all the digesters. In the control digesters, FeCOJ was predicted 
to be precipitated prior to FeJ(P04)2, however, in the 1000 P and 2000 P digesters this 
relationship was reversed. 
Little change actually occurred to the iron fractionation profiles (Stover extraction) as 
a result of phosphorus enrichment, indicating that iron was not markedly precipitated 
as FeJ(p04h during Batch Test 1 (resu lts not shown). 
A small decrease in the concentration of iron recovered 111 the residual + HNOJ 
fractions (23 % to 21 %) of the phosphorus-rich digesters and a slight increase in that 
recovered in the Na.P207 and EDT A fractions of the phosphorus-rich digesters (72 to 
76 %) suggests that some iron sulphide might have been solubilised in the 
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phosphorus-rich anaerobic digesters. As soluble sulph ide was shown to increase in the 
Batch Test I phosphorus-rich digesters (Figure 7.9) it is possible that a small 
percentage of the iron precipitated as FeS was solubili sed and precipitated as ferrous 
phosphate, which was recovered in the N<l4P207 and EOTA fractions. Moreover, the 
proportion of KF-extractable iron was marginally reduced in the phosphorus-rich 
digesters (4 to 3 %), again indicating that some iron mig ht have been removed from 
the sludge matrix and precipitated as ferrous phosphate. 
Although the concentration of iron solubili sed from FeS was relati vely insignificant in 
terms of the iron fractionation profile, iron is an important regu lator of sulphide 
so lubility in an anaerobic digester as it is present at concentrations 100 times greater 
than the trace metals . Thus, a relativel y small decrease in FeS could result in an 
increase in soluble sulphide concentrations that could sig nificantly increase the 
concentration of trace metals precipitated as metal su lphides. 
Aluminium f,·actionalion profiles - Stover method 
Predicting the concentrations of free aluminium ions in equilibrium with either PO.3-, 
C032- or S2- in the anaerobic digesters showed that aluminium so lubility sho uld have 
been controll ed primarily by AJ(0H)3 (pKsp = 36.3) precipitat ion in all the digesters, 
as reported by Jackson-Moss and Ouncan (1991). However, if a pKsp value of 33 
(amorphous aluminium hydroxide) was used in these ca lculations, this showed that 
AIP04 should have been precipitated preferentially to amo rphous aluminium 
hydroxide, in the phosphorus-rich digesters. 
The Stover fract ionation profiles for aluminium are shown in Figures 7.2 1 (day 8) and 
7.22 (day 18). These fractionation profiles do show strong trends with increasing 
phosphorus enrichment of the anaerobic digesters. On day 8, the fractionation profiles 
show that aluminium extracted in the Na.P20 7 fraction decreased from 28 % in the 
control digesters to 19, 17 and 20 % in the 500 P, 1000 P and 2000 P digesters, 
respectively. A small decrease was also seen in the EOT A fraction . The HN03-
extracted aluminium fractions were shown to increase from 13 % (control digesters) 
to 20, 26 and 24 % in the 500 P, 1000 P and 2000 P digesters, respecti vely. These 
shi fts in the aluminium fractions were repeated in the day 18 fractionation profiles, 
the changes being more pronounced than they were on day 8 of the batch test. The 
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residual fractions of the phosphorus-ri ch digesters increased on day 18, whereas they 
matched the control digesters on day 8. 
According to the model compound extractions reported in Chapter Six, aluminium 
from AlP04 should be recovered in the NaJ>20 7 fraction, which was shown to 
decrease in all the phosphorus-rich digesters It should be noted, however, that AIP04 
extraction in the Stover method tended to be problematic, with slight tailing into the 
EDT A fraction and extensive tailing into the HNO) fraction. Moreover, Stover 
aluminium fractionation profiles from the digesters of Batch Test 4 (ALPO. addition), 
indicated that AIPO. should be extracted primaril y in the EDT A fraction in a digested 
sludge matrix, followed by extracti on in the HNO) fraction . These results do not 
match the changes seen in the aluminium fractionation profiles for the digesters in thi s 
batch test, as aluminium recovered in the HNO) fraction was increased while EOTA-
extractable aluminium was similar to that of the control digesters. It is possible, 
however, that the increased concentration of EOT A-extractable calcium in the Batch 
Test I digesters (due to formation of calcium phosphate) caused aluminium phosphate 
(which is only poorly extracted in EOT A) to be shifted to the HNO) fraction 
Pickering (1986) indicated that aluminium hydroxide was preferentially extracted in 
NaJ>20 7 in a sequential extraction sequence, thus, the aluminium fractionation 
pro fil es could indicate that less aluminium was precipitated as aluminium hydroxide 
in the phosphorus-rich digesters, resulting in less Na.P20 7-extractable aluminium in 
the digested sludge, with more AIPO. precipitation being measured as an increase in 
HNO)-extractable alum inium. The results of the phosphorus fractionation method and 
the equilibrium calculations support this theory but more information is required on 
the behaviour of aluminium phosphate and aluminium hydroxide in the Stover 
sequential extraction sequence. 
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FIGURE 7.21 Aluminium fractionation with the Stover method on day 8 of Ba tch Test 1. Fractions 
presented as a % of the total metal recovered. 
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7.2.1.2 Fractionation of the trace metals using the Stover method - Batch 
Test 1 
It was hypothesised that addition of high concentrations of soluble phosphate to the 
batch anaerobic digesters would result in lower concentrations of so lu ble trace metal s 
as a result of metal precipitation as phosphates. As trace metal bioavai lability is 
thought to be related to the concentration of solu ble metal in an anaerobic digester, a 
reduction in the so luble trace meta l content of a digester could have a negati ve impact 
on the digester performance. 
In Figure 7.23 , concentrations are presented of soluble trace metals (copper, zinc, 
manganese, chromium, ni ckel and cobalt) in the batch anaerobic digesters on days 3, 
8 and 18 of Batch Test I . These results show that, with the exception of manganese, 
phosphorus enrichment did not decrease the concentration of soluble trace metals in 
the batch anaerobic digesters. 
Manganese solubili ty was decreased as a result of phosphorus enr ichment. Figure 
7.24 shows that a correlation ex isted between increas ing concentrations of soluble 
phosphorus and decreasing concentrations of solubl e manganese. Thi s was a double 
logarithmic relationship, as was found to ex ist between concentrations of soluble 
ca lcium, magnesium and phosphorus. The relationship was found to be statist icall y 
signifi cant at the 95 percentil e level (StUdent 's t test) for the data on days 3 and 8, but 
not for the data measured on day 18. 
Figure 7.23 shows that, for the trace metals other than manganese, higher 
concentrations of soluble metals were measured in the phosphorus-rich anaerobic 
digesters in comparison to the control digesters. This was particularly signifi cant in 
the case of chromium, for which a linear correlat ion ex isted between increasing 
soluble phosphorus and soluble chromium concentrations. The correlation between 
soluble chromium and soluble phosphorus is shown in Figure 7.25. 
The results in Figure 7.25 show that the concentration of soluble chromium In the 
digesters increased linearly with the concentration of so luble phosphorus in the 
digesters. The linear correlations were significant at the 95 percentile level with 2 
degrees of freedom, according to the Student's t test. The concentration of soluble 
chromium in the control digesters decreased over the peri od of the batch test, whereas 
soluble chromium in the phosphorus-rich digesters increased over time. 
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These results suggest that large increases in soluble phosphorus concentrations in an 
anaerobic digester, e.g. BPR sludge digestion, could result in higher concentrations of 
soluble trace meta ls such as chromium and nickel (Figure 7.23). [n thi s batch test, the 
concentrations of trace metal s were low and the increased concentration of soluble 
chromium (0.00 1 mg/I in control digesters to 0.06 mg/I in 2000 P digesters on day 
18), although significant with respect to the relationship with soluble phosphorus, was 
not thought to be signi ficant with respect to metal toxicity to the anaerobic 
microorganisms. Alkan et al. ( 1996) reported that soluble chromium concentrations of 
20 mg/I could be tolerated in anaerob ic digesters exposed to stepwise increments of 
chro mium enrichment, although a 20 % decrease in methanogenic acti vity was shown 
to occur immedia tely after chromium addition to the laboratory-scale digesters. The 
chromium fractionation results do show, however, that phosphorus enrichment could 
cause the solubility of some trace metals to increase, which could be more significant 
in an industri al sludge rich in chromium and nickel. 
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Batch Test 1. 
Soluble organic carbon concentrations in the Batch Test 1 phosphorus-rich digesters 
were elevated in comparison to the control digesters (Figure 7.10), thus, increased 
formation of soluble organic-metal complexes could be responsible for the increased 
solubility of the trace metals in the phosphorus-rich digesters. Barber and Stuckey 
(2000) reported that chromium removal in an anaerobic baffled reactor (ABR) was 
less than expected from theoretical calculations of precipitation (as Cr(OH)J) and the 
adsorption potential of the digester, the solubility of chromium being markedly 
increased by the formation of soluble organic complexes, particularly at pH values 
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comparable to those of the Batch Test I digesters . It should be noted, however, that 
the effect of complexation was found to be lower with respect to chromium solubili ty 
than for nicke l, cobalt or iron so lubility in the ABR (Barber and Stuckey, 2000), 
therefore, thi s does not entirely explain why chromium so lubility was increased more 
than the other trace metals in the Batch Test I digesters. A linear correlation was 
found to exist between so luble organic carbon and so luble chromium in the Batch 
Test I anaerobic digesters, although this was onl y signifi cant at the 95 percentile level 
(Student's t test) on day 8 of the batch test, the day 18 resu lts being significant at the 
90 % level (Student's t test). Barber and Stuckey (2000) also reported a strong 
correlation (0 .8) between residua l COD and aqueous chromium in an ABR, 
concluding that a portion of the chromium in the ABR may have been sequestered in 
metal complexes. 
As the soluble organ ic matter 111 the phosphorus-rich digesters cou ld have been 
di splaced from the sludge matrix by the high concentrations of phosphate ions in 
these digesters (discussed previously in Section 7. I with reference to Cicek et aI. , 
1999), increased trace metal solubility is likely, therefore, to be indirectly related to 
the concentration of phosphorus added to the digesters . 
Copper fractiollatioll profiles of the Batch Test 1 all aerobic digesters 
Predicting the concentrations of free copper ions in equi librium with either PO.)-, 
cot or S2- in the anaerobic digesters showed that copper solubility should have been 
strong ly controlled by sulphide in all digesters. The carbonate an io n was shown to be 
more signifi cant with respect to copper solubility than the phosphate anion, even in 
the 2000 P digesters. 
Figures 7.26 and 7.27 show the fractionation profiles for copper in the batch 
anaerobic digesters on days 8 and 18, respectively. These figures show that al l the 
digesters had qualitatively similar copper fractionation profi les: 
HNO) » EDT A > Na.P20 7 > Residual > KF> so luble", KNO) 
These results a re in agreement with previously reported Stover fractionation pro fil es 
for copper in digested sludge, as found by Stover et aL (1976), Oake et aL (1984), 
Lake et aL (1985), Tester et aL (1985), Rudd et aL (1988) and Mehrota et aL 
( I 988).(Table 2.7). The residual fract ion assumes more importance in thi s research as 
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I M HN03 was used for the HN03 extraction as per the original method of Stover et 
al. ( 1976), whereas a number of the other researchers (Oake et aI, 1984; Lake et aI. , 
1985 ; Tester et aI. , 1985 and Rudd et aI. , 1988) used a 6M HN03 solution for thi s 
extraction stage, resulting in an insignificant residual fraction . Thus, the HN03 + 
residual fract ions in thi s research can be taken to equal the HN03 extractions of the 
researchers who substituted 6 M HN03 for 1 M HN03. A I M HN03 extractant was 
used in thi s research as more information can be ga ined from the relative differences 
between the HN03 and residual fractions, than from extract ion with 6 M HN03 . 
Interpreting the results in Figures 7.26 and 7.27 according to the original conclusions 
of Stover et al. (1976), approximately 55-58 % of the copper in the control digesters 
was present as copper sulphide (HNO] + residual fractions). The results of model 
compound extractions using CuS (Rudd et al. (1988) and thi s research) (Table 6. I 3) 
suggest that copper from CuS should be extracted main ly in the residual fraction. No 
other copper contai ning model compounds were found to be extracted by HN03 and, 
given the significance of the HN03 fraction and the fact that CuS is the most 
significant copper precipitate in digested sludge, it seems more likely that the original 
conclu sions of Stover et al. (1976) offer a more realist ic interpretation of the HN03-
extractable copper fraction in the digested sludge. 
The EOT A-extracted copper fraction should represent copper carbonate according to 
Stover et al. ( 1976) but according to the model compound testing in this research, is 
more likely to represent copper phosphate. Rudd et al. (1988) found that copper from 
bo th copper phosphate and copper carbonate was strongly extracted in EOT A, 
whereas copper from the model compound CuC03.CU(OH)2 was found to be 
preferentially so lubilised in Na.P20 7 during this research. Copper bound to organic 
matter is also be solubili sed in the Na.P207 fraction . 
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FIGURE 7.26 Copper fractionation with the Stover method on day 8 of Batch Test 1. Fractions 
presented as a % of the total metal recovered. 
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presented as a % of the total metal recovered. 
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The effect of phosphorus enrichment on copper fractionation can be seen in Figure 
7.27 (day 18). Assuming that the HNO) + residual fractions = copper sulphide, it can 
be seen that thi s fraction decreased from 55 % in the control digesters to 53, 54 and 
51 % in the phosphorus-rich digesters, respectively. Copper extracted by KF was also 
seen to decrease in the phosphorus-rich digesters, from 9 % in the control digester to 
8, 6 and 7 % in the phosphorus-rich digesters respectively. Reduction of copper in 
these fractions was compensated by an increase in EDT A-extractable copper (23 , 24. 
25 and 28 % for the control and phosphorus-rich digesters respecti vely) . A small 
increase in solubl e copper also occurred in the phosphorus-rich digesters, this can be 
seen more clearly in Figure 7.23 . 
Assigning copper species to these fractions is speculat ive but it is suggested that a 
small percentage of the copper that was present as copper sulphide in the control 
digester, and that adsorbed to the sludge (KF extractable), was precipitated as copper 
phosphate in the phosphorus-rich digesters, which was recovered in the EDT A 
fraction. 
It was shown in Section 7.1 that phosphorus enrichment caused an increase in soluble 
sul phide in the phosphorus-rich digesters. The increase in soluble copper in the 
phosphorus-rich digesters on day 18 was shown to be linearly related to the 
concentration of soluble sulphide in those digesters, as shown in Figure 7.28. No 
linear relationship existed between so luble copper and soluble sulphide on days 3 or 8 
of the batch test. The molar ratio of copper to sulphide shows that the molar 
concentration of soluble copper was approximately IO-fo ld less than that of so luble 
sulphide. Whether this relationship between so luble copper and su lphide is signifi cant 
is difficult to confirm as most of the metals in an anaerobic digester are precipitated as 
su lphides 
It was noted that the pattern of change in the phosphorus-rich digesters with respect to 
copper fractionation was similar to that measured for iron fractionation, i.e. decreased 
percentage of HNO) + residual metal and KF-extractable metal, with increased 
EDT A-extractab le metal. This could indicate that some copper su lphide in the 
digested sludge was co-precipitated with ferrous sulphide and, therefore, that 
decreased precipitation of iron sulphide in the phosphorus-rich digesters (due to 
precipitation of some iron as ferrous phosphate) decreased the formation of co-
precipitated copper sulphide. In SUppOlt of this suggestion, it is noted that MacN ichol 
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and Beckett (1989) reported the presence of chalcopyrite (CuFeS2) in digested sludge 
from full-scale anaerobic digesters in the Birmingham area (UK) . 
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FIGURE 7.28 Soluble Cu (mM) versus soluble sulphide (mM) in anaerobic digesters of Batch Test 1. 
Zinc fractionation profiles of the Batch Test J anaerobic digesters 
Predicting the concentrations of free zinc ions in equilibrium with either PO/-, CO/-
or S2- in the anaerobic digesters showed that zinc solubility should have been 
primarily controlled by sulphide, followed by carbonate, in the Batch Test I control 
digesters. In the phosphorus-rich digesters, however, precipitation of zinc phosphate 
(Zn)(P04)2) was predicted to occur preferentially to precipitation ofZnCO) 
In accordance with the above-mentioned equilibrium calculations, fractionation of 
zinc in the anaerobic digesters of Batch Test I showed little change as a result of 
phosphorus enrichment (results not shown). All the digesters had fractionation 
profiles of: 
N'4P207 » EDT A > HNO) > Residual ", KF > soluble > KNO) 
These results are in agreement with Stover fractionation profiles for zinc in digested 
sludge which were published by Stover et a!. (1976), Oake et a!. (1984), Lake et a!. 
(1985), Tester et a!. (1985), Rudd et a!. (1988) and Mehrota et a!. (J988).(Table 2 .7). 
According to the conclusions of Stover et a!. (1976), this fractionation profile should 
be interpreted so that the greatest portion of zinc is present as organically-bound metal 
(N'4P207), followed by zinc carbonate (EDTA) and zinc sulphide (HNO]). The model 
compound extraction results from this research and reported by Rudd et a!. (1988) 
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(both in Table 6.13) show that zinc phosphate would also be recovered in the Na4P20 7 
fraction . Zinc carbonate will be recovered in EDTA according to the results of Rudd 
et aL (1988) but in Na.P20 7 according to the results of this research, and zinc sulphide 
should be recovered in HNOJ and the residual fraction. 
Manganesefractionation profiles of the Batch Test 1 anaerobic digesters 
Predicting the concentrations of free manganese ions in equilibrium with either CO/-
or S2- in the anaerobic digesters showed that manganese solubility was controlled by 
the carbonate rather than the sulphide anion in the control digesters, as was concluded 
by Ginter and Grobicki (1997) with respect to a laboratory-scale UASB reactor. In the 
500 P digesters, manganese solubility was controlled by MnCOJ on days 0 and 3, and 
by MnS on days 8 and 18. [n the 1000P and 2000 P digesters, manganese solubility 
was controlled by MnCOJ on day zero but by MnS for the remainder of the batch test 
The switch from MnCOJ to MnS as a controlling phase for manganese solubility in 
the phosphorus-rich digesters occurred as a result of the increased soluble sulphide 
concentrations in these digesters. This concurs with the findings of Callander and 
Barford (l983b), that manganese would be precipitated as a carbonate in low sulphide 
digesters but as manganese sulphide at higher sulphide levels during digestion. 
Unfortunately, solubility product data for manganese phosphates could not be found, 
therefore, the potential of manganese to have been precipitated as manganese 
phosphate in the phosphorus-rich digesters could not be predicted. 
Fractionation of manganese in digested sludge from the Batch Test 1 anaerobic 
digesters showed that phosphorus enrichment did result in changes to the manganese 
fractionation profile. The results of manganese fractionation on days 8 and 18 are 
presented in Figures 7.29 and 7.30. 
The manganese fractionation profiles of the control digesters were: 
Na.P207 » EDTA > KF >KNO, '" fINO, > soluble > residual 
Model compound extractions (Figure 6. 13) showed that both manganese carbonate 
and manganese phosphate (MnHP04 .ili20) were extracted in the Na.P207 fraction , 
and that manganese sulphide was extracted primarily in the EDT A fraction . 
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The effect of phosphorus enrichment on the fractionation of manganese was similar 
for days 8 and 18. The concentrations of so luble, KN03-extractabl e and KF-
extractab le manganese decreased, to be replaced by EDTA-extractable manganese. 
According to the model compound extractions, these results indicate that manganese 
sulphide precipitation was increased as a result of phosphorus enrichment. This 
concurs with the equilibrium calculations, however, the fact that MnS is a relatively 
soluble compound, plus the fact that the differences in so luble manganese predicted to 
be in equilibrium with either the carbonate or sulphide anions was very small ( 1.1 3-
fold) , results in thi s being an unlikely explanation for the large changes in manganese 
solubility observed in the fractionation profiles. Moreover, Ginter and Grobicki 
( 1997) reported a solubility product of 10-999 for MnS, in comparison to that reported 
by Callander and Barford (1983b) (10-152), the latter havi ng been used to predict the 
soluble manganese concentrations in equilibrium with S2- in the digesters. Performing 
these same calculat ions with the Ksp value of Ginter and Grobicki (1997) resulted in 
sulphide being insignificant with respect to manganese precipitation in the anaerobic 
digesters. Thus, sulphide precipitation of manganese probably did increase in the 
phosphorus-rich digesters, but thi s was unlikely to account for the marked decrease in 
soluble and labil e manganese in these digesters. 
Another explanation is based on evidence from Batch Test 3, in which manganese 
was shown to be strongly associated with iron phosphate precipitates, most likely 
through co-precipitation reactions. In the case of Batch Test J, most of the phosphorus 
was precipitated as calcium phosphate, which was recovered in the EDTA fraction of 
the Stover extraction method. It is suggested, therefore, that the increase in 
manganese in the EDT A fraction resulted from di ssolution of calcium phosphate and 
consequent recovery of co-precipitated manganese. Alternatively, manganese could 
have formed a phosphate precipitate that was less soluble than MnHP04.xH20, which 
was extracted in EDTA. Evidence from extraction of the calcium phosphate model 
compounds showed that CaHP04 was extracted in Na.P207 whereas Ca3(P04), was 
extracted in EDT A 
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Despite the difficulty in assigning metal species to the manganese fraction s, it can be 
concluded that phosphorus enrichment decreased the concentrations of soluble and 
read il y exchangeable/adsorbed manganese and increased the concentration of EDTA-
extractable manganese. Thus, manganese became less available as a result of 
phosphorus enrichment. It is not thought that this would have had an adverse effect on 
the anaerobic digesters as manganese does not seem to be an essent ial metal for 
anaerobic digestion . The elemental composition of 10 strains of methanogenic 
bacterial cells, which is thought to indicate the relative importance of an element with 
respect to its physiological function, showed that manganese was present at 
concentrations less than that of ZlIlC, nickel , cobalt, molybdenum and copper 
(Takashima and Speece, 1990). 
Chromium/ractionation profiles o/the Batch Test 1 anaerobic digesters 
The chromium fi-actionation profil es of the digesters in Batch Test I are shown in 
Figures 7.3 1 (day 8) and 7.32 (day 18). 
The chromium fractionation profiles of the control digesters were: 
Na.,P20 7 > Residual > HNO) > EDTA > KF > soluble >KNOJ (day 8) 
Residual > HNO) > NaJ>20 7 > EDTA > KF > soluble >KNO) (day 18) 
The control chromium fractionation profile measured on day 8 of Batch Test I was in 
agreement with that those reported by Oake et al. ( 1984) and Tester et al. (1985), from 
fi-actionation of chromium in digested sludge. The dominance of the residual and 
HNO) chromium fractions on day 18 of the Batch Test did not, however, concur with 
the findings of the above-mentioned researchers. 
As mentioned previously, the soluble chromium concentrations in the Batch Test 
anaerobic digesters were increased as a result of phosphorus enrichment. The increase 
in soluble chromium was compensated by a decrease in the concentration of NaJ>20 7-
extracted chromium on day 8, and a decrease in the concentration of residual 
chromium on day 18. 
Chromium does not form insoluble sulphides in anaerobic digesters (Mosey, 1971) 
and has a so lubi lity governing phase of chromium hydroxide (Cr(OH»)) during 
anaerobic digestion (Mosey, 1971 ; Barber and Stuckey, 2000). Chromium wi ll a lso 
form insoluble phosphate precipitates such as CrPO., which was tested as a model 
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compound and found to be extracted only in the residual fraction of the Stover 
extraction scheme. Extraction of Cr(OHh in the Stover scheme was not tested, 
however, Rudd et al. (1988) found hydroxide precipitates of Cu, Cd, Ni , Pb and Zn to 
be removed primarily in the EDTA and HNO) fractions with tailing into the residual 
fraction, although, lead hydroxide was solubili sed partially in the Na.P20 7 fraction. 
According to the model compound extractions of chromium phosphate, therefore, 
phosphorus enrichment of the Batch Test I digesters did not result in increased 
formation of chromium phosphate in the digested sludge. The only clear trend with 
respect to chromium fractionation was the correlation between soluble phosphorus 
and so luble chromium concentrations in the anaerobic digesters. It is also interesting 
to note that the phosphorus-rich digesters contained slightly less KF-extractable 
(adsorbed) chromium than the control digesters, on both days 8 and 18 . Barber and 
Stuckey (2000) reported that adsorption was a mechanism for removal of chromium 
from solution in an ABR, the adsorption phenomenon corresponding to the Freundlich 
adsorption isotherm. They also quoted Lester (1987) who concluded that chromium 
removal was highest when mixed liquor suspended solids (presumably in an activated 
sludge process) were highest, i.e . a increased avai lability of adsorption sites. Between 
9 and 10 % of the chromium in the Batch Test I control digester was in the ' adsorbed ' 
fraction, indicating that adsorption of chromium to the sludge solids was a remova l 
mechanism in the batch digesters . The decreased percentage of adsorbed chromium in 
the phosphorus-rich digesters indicates some displacement of chromium from the 
sludge matrix, possibly due to displacement of organic material from the sludge 
matrix into the soluble fraction as a result of high concentrations of soluble 
phosphorus, as was noted to occur by Cicek et al. (1999) in a MBR. The decrease in 
adsorbed chromium in the phosphorus-rich batch digesters does not, however, entirely 
balance the increase in soluble chromium in these digesters. 
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FIGURE 7.31 Chromium Iractionation with the Stover method on day 8 01 Batch Test 1. Fractions 
presented as a % 01 the total metal recovered. . 
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FIGURE 7.32 Chromium Iractionation with the Stover method on day 1801 Batch Test 1. Fractions 
presented as a % 01 the total metal recovered. 
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Nickelfractionatiol/ profiles of the Batch Test I aI/aerobic digesters 
According to the predicted concentrations of free nickel ions in equilibrium with 
either PO/-, CO/- or S2- in the anaerobic digesters, nickel so lu bility was controlled 
by sulphide precipitation in all the digesters of Batch Test I. [n the absence of 
adequate concentrations of the su lphide anion, nickel should have been precipitated as 
nickel phosphate (a ll digesters) rather than nickel carbonate, which concurs with the 
findings of Call and er and Barford ( 1983b). 
The nickel fractionation profiles of the control digesters (resu lts not shown) were: 
EDT A > residual "" KNO) > HNO) > Na.P,07 > KF > soluble 
This fractionation profile for nickel in digested sludge is in agreement with those 
reported by Stover et al. (1976), Oake et al. (1984) and Tester et al. (\985) insofar as 
EDTA-extractable nickel formed the greatest percentage of nickel in the digested 
sludge. Different results were reported by all 3 of the above-mentioned researchers 
with respect to the order of the remaining nickel fractions , which were in turn 
different to the nickel fractionation results measured in digested sludge from the 
Batch Test I digesters. 
According to the original conclusions of Stover et al. (1976), regarding interpretation 
of metal fractionation profiles generated by the Stover sequential chemical extraction 
method, nickel was present primarily as nickel carbonate (EDTA fract ion) in the 
Batch Test \ digested sludge, the second largest fraction being nickel bound by 
exchange sites in the sludge matrix (KNO) fraction) fo llowed by nickel sulphide 
(HNO) fraction) and nickel bound to organic matter (Na.P,07 fraction) . 
The results of model compound testing (this research and that published by Rudd et 
aI. , 1988), showed that nickel from Ni)(p04)' was partially solubilised by the KNO) 
extractant but was most strongly extracted in the EDT A fraction. Nickel from nickel 
carbonate was also extracted in the EDTA fraction (this research), and that from basic 
nickel carbonate was extracted in the EDT A, HNO) and residual fractions (Rudd et 
aI. , 1988). Selective extraction ofNiS was shown to be problematic as it was partially 
solubi li sed in KNO) and KF, extracted weakly in the Na.P207 fraction (this research) 
or EDTA fraction (Rudd et aI. , 1988) and finally recovered completely in the residual 
fraction . These results make it difficult to assign metal species to the various fractions 
of the nickel fractionation profile. Bearing in mind, however, that the equilibrium 
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calculations, both for the Batch Test I digesters and the 'average' anaerobic digester 
of Callander and Barford (1983b), predicted nickel so lubility to be controlled 
primarily by sulphide, it seems unlikely that the dominant EDTA-extractable nickel 
fi-action represents nickel carbonate. As this fraction was also reported by other 
researchers to be the dominant nickel fraction in non phosphorus-rich full-scale 
anaerobic digesters it is most likely to represent nickel sulphide. 
The effect of phosphorus enriclunent on nickel recovery in the Stover ex tractions was 
an increase in the soluble nickel !Taction, a decrease in the KF fraction and an increase 
in the HNO) and residual fractions. This did not indicate the fonnation of nickel 
phosphate in the phosphorus-rich digesters, according to the model compound 
extraction results. 
Cobalt ji'acfiollafioll profiles of the Batch Test 1 aI/aerobic digesters 
Cobalt fractionation was very variable and no clear pattern could be determined that 
could be attributed to phosphorus enrichment, with the exception of a small increase 
in the concentration of soluble cobalt measured in the phosphorus-rich digesters. 
7.2.1.2.1 Summary of phosphorus and metal fractionation results from Batch 
Test 1 
In conclusion to the phosphorus fractionation results for Batch Test I , it can be said 
that: 
• Phosphorus, added as Na2HP04, remained primarily in the soluble fraction due to 
the limited availability of metals to form phosphate precipitates. 
• Phosphorus was precipitated mainly by calcium, the phosphorus !Tactionation 
results suggest ing the formation of an amorphous calcium phosphate precipitate in 
the digesters with 2000 mg/I P and a less soluble calcium phosphate precipitate 
(Ca3(P04)2) in the 500 P and 1000 P di gesters. 
• Phosphorus was precipitated to a lesser extent by magnesi urn, possibly as 
magnesium phosphate and/or struvite, according to the level of phosphorus 
enrichment. 
• Iron did not participate markedly in phosphorus precipitation. A small decrease in 
residual iron and an increased concentration of soluble sulphide in the phosphorus-
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rich digesters indicated that some iron, precipitated as FeS in the control digesters, 
was instead precipitated as ferrous phosphate in the phosphorus-rich digesters. 
• Aluminium was found to participate in phosphorus precipitation, thi s being more 
apparent in the results from the phosphorus fractionation method than from those 
generated by the Stover method. 
With respect to the parallel use of the phosphorus and Stover sequential chemical 
extractions methods: 
• Measurement of the concentrations of metals (Ca, Mg, Fe and AI) in the fractions 
from the phosphorus extraction method enabled a more comprehensive 
interpretation of the phosphorus fractions than would have been possible by 
measurement of phosphorus alone. 
• Measurement of calcium concentrations 1I1 the acetate fractions showed that 
phosphorus in these fractions was more likely to have originated from a calcium 
phosphate compound than from struvite. 
• Differences between the results of the phosphorus and Stover extraction methods 
showed that interpretation of the Stover fractionation results according to model 
compound extraction behaviour was not always consistent with that shown to 
occur in the phosphorus fractions. 
• Solubilisation of calcium carbonate in the acetate extractions of the phosphorus 
fractionation method showed that CaCO) constituted approximately 24 % of the 
total calcium in the digested sludge. When this was compared to the Stover 
fractionation results, in which HNO)-extractable calcium constituted only 4 % of 
the total calcium content of the digested sludge, it could be seen that the HNO) 
fraction could not contain all the calcium from CaCO), and that this was more 
likely to have been extracted in the preceding EDT A fraction . 
With respect to the effect of phosphorus enrichment on the fractionation profiles of 
the trace metals in the Batch Test I anaerobic digesters: 
• Addition of soluble phosphate to the anaerobic digesters did not decrease the 
soluble metal content of the digesters, with the exception of soluble manganese, 
which was found to decrease according to a double logarithmic relationship with 
increasing concentrations of solubl e phosphorus. 
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• Chromium solubility was found to increase linearly with soluble phosphorus 
concentrations in the anaerobic digesters. 
• Copper in the digested sludge was found to shift from the HNOJ+residual and the 
KF fractions, towards the EDT A fraction, which was suggested to represent 
copper precipitated as copper phosphate rather than as coppper sulphide or co-
precipitated copper iron sulphide. 
• The zinc fractionation profiles were not affected by addition of increasing 
concentrations of soluble phosphate to the anaerobic digesters. 
• Manganese in the digested sludge of the phosphorus-rich digesters was shifted 
from the so lub le, KN03 and KF fractions to be recovered in the EDT A fraction . 
This was suggested to represent manganese co-precipitated with calcium 
phosphates in the digested sludge, or precipitation of manganese phosphate. 
• Nickel and cobalt both showed an increase in solub ility in the phosphorus-rich 
anaerobic digesters but no other trends could be di scerned . 
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7.2.2 PHOSPHORUS AND METAL FRACTIONATION - BATCH TEST 2 
The release and uptake of phosphate during BPR is accompanied by the release and 
uptake of potassium and magnesium (Jardin and Popel, 1994), the approximate molar 
ratios being 0.3 (K:P) and 0.26 (Mg:P). Thus, when phosphate is released into 
solution during anaerobic digestion of BPR sludge, potassium and magnesium are 
li kewise rel eased into solution according to the above-mentioned molar ratios. This 
phenomenon contributes to the problematic formation of struvite (magnesium 
ammonium phosphate) in pipework and equipment downstream of anaerobic digesters 
processing BPR sludge. 
The objective of Batch Test 2 was, therefore, to simulate the digestion ofBPR sludge 
by adding soluble phosphate, magnesium and potassium (according to approximate 
molar ratio 's of uptake and release in BPR sludges) to the anaerobic digesters . 
Soluble phosphate (Na,HPO •. 2H,O) was added to the experimental anaerobic 
digesters. to give total phosphorus concentrations of 100, 500 and J 000 mg/I P. 
Soluble magnesium (MgCh) and potassium (KCI) were also added to the digesters at 
the start of the batch test, according to the molar ratios of 0.26 (Mg:P) and 0.3 (K:P). 
The total concentration of phosphorus added to the batch digesters was reduced 
following the results of Batch Test I, which had shown that phosphorus 
concentrations exceeding 500 mg/I had a severely inhibitory effect on the anaerobic 
process. Thus, a digester containing J 00 mg/I P was introduced and the 2000 P 
digesters were removed so that 1000 mg/I P was the upper limit of phosphorus 
enri chment. 
Digested sludge from the control and experimental digesters was subjected to 
sequential extraction on days 8 and 18 of the batch test 
7.2.2.1 Phosphorus, calcium, magnesium, iron and aluminium fractionation 
results for Batch Test 2 
The phosphorus fractionation results for Batch Test 2 are presented in Figures 7.33 to 
7.36 and Table 7.1. Figures 7.33 and 7.34 show the concentration of phosphorus 
recovered in each fraction as a percentage of the total phosphorus present in the 
digested sludge. Figures 7.35 and 7.36 show the ratio of phosphorus (mg/I) in 
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fractions of the phosphorus-rich digesters in compari son to that in fractions of the 
control digesters. Table 7.4 contains the data on which Figures 7.33 to 7.36 are based. 
The concentrations of calcium, magnesium, iron and aluminium in the phosphorus 
fractions are presented in Table 7.5 as mg/I metal in the digested sludge, and in Table 
7.6 as percentages of the total metal content in the digested sludge. 
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TABLE 7.4 Phosphorus fractionation results for Batch Test 2, presented as mg/l and as % of the total 
phosphorus content of the digested sludge. 
Day 7 Day 18 
Phosphorus as mg!1 
FRACTION Control 100 P 500 P 1000 P Control 100 P 500 P 1000 P 
Soluble 2 23 259 561 3 18 231 527 
Water 8 14 42 90 6 10 35 60 
Acetate 1 43 55 112 179 39 48 89 174 
Acetate 2 25 36 59 67 22 29 59 112 
NaOH SRP 72 92 11 8 158 87 85 124 144 
NaOH org.P 71 49 47 22 39 44 38 61 
HCI 100 11 9 150 160 130 159 203 187 
Residual 9 10 9 17 10 9 10 10 
Phosphorus as % of the total recovered 
FRACTION Control 100 P 500 P 1000 P Control 100 P 500 P 1000 P 
Soluble 1 6 33 44 1 5 29 41 
Water 2 3 5 7 2 3 4 5 
Acetate 1 13 14 14 14 12 12 11 14 
Acetate 2 8 9 7 5 7 7 7 9 
NaOH SRP 22 23 15 12 26 21 16 11 
NaOH Org.P 21 12 6 2 12 11 5 5 
HCI 30 29 19 13 39 39 26 15 
Residual 3 2 1 1 3 2 1 1 
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TABLE 7.5 Metal concentrations (mgll) in the phosphorus fractions of digested sludge from Batch Test 2. 
DAY 7 DAY 18 
Calcium, mg/l 
Control 100 P 500 P 1000 P Control 100 P 500 P 1000 P 
Soluble 236 162 68 51 227 146 74 47 
Water 17 14 13 16 11 9 10 11 
Acetate 1 174 171 202 199 160 152 174 194 
Acetate 2 94 106 122 104 82 90 117 132 
NaOH 27 24 21 22 22 22 19 14 
HCI 327 395 448 480 373 455 478 472 
Residual 5 7 7 10 6 8 7 10 
Magnesium, mg/l 
Control 100 P 500 P 1000 P Control 100 P 500 P 1000 P 
Soluble 43 51 88 73 43 48 85 51 
Water 2 3 8 12 2 2 5 6 
Acetate 1 11 14 36 74 11 13 28 69 
Acetate 2 5 7 16 25 5 7 15 48 
NaOH 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 2 
HCI 27 31 45 71 29 36 58 81 
Residual 8 9 9 8 9 9 9 9 
Iron, mg/l 
Control 100 P 500 P 1000 P Control 100 P 500 P 1000 P 
Soluble 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Water 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 
Acetate 1 5 4 3 3 5 4 4 2 
Acetate 2 5 4 4 3 5 5 4 3 
NaOH 19 17 14 12 17 16 17 15 
HCI 132 136 143 142 136 138 141 140 
Residual 34 34 32 35 33 33 31 35 
Aluminium , mg/l 
Control 100 P 500 P 1000 P Control 100 P 500 P 1000 P 
Soluble 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Water 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Acetate 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
Acetate 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
NaOH 125 121 120 121 125 120 121 120 
HCI 54 54 57 57 53 55 57 58 
Residual 24 27 25 24 25 28 25 24 
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TABLE 7.6 Metals (%) in the phosphorus fractions of digested sludge from Batch Test 2. 
DAY? DAY 18 
Calcium % 
Control 100 P 500 P 1000 P Control 100 P 500 P 1000 P 
Soluble 27 18 8 6 26 17 8 5 
Water 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 
Acetate 1 20 19 23 23 18 17 20 22 
Acetate 2. 11 12 14 12 9 10 13 15 
NaOH 3 3 2 2 3 2 2 2 
HCI 37 45 51 55 42 52 54 54 
Residual 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Magnesium % 
Control 100 P 500 P 1000 P Cont ro l 100 P 500 P 1000 P 
Soluble 44 43 44 27 44 41 42 19 
Water 3 3 4 4 2 2 3 2 
Acetate 1 11 12 18 28 11 11 14 26 
Acetate 2 5 6 8 10 5 6 7 18 
NaOH 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
HCI 28 27 22 27 29 31 29 31 
Resid ual 8 8 4 3 9 8 4 3 
Iron % 
Control 100 P 500 P 1000 P Control 100 P 500 P 1000 P 
Soluble 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Water 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
Acetate 1 3 2 2 1 2 2 2 1 
Acetate 2 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
NaOH 10 9 7 6 9 8 9 7 
HCI 67 69 73 72 69 70 72 71 
Residual 17 17 16 18 17 17 16 18 
Aluminium % 
Control 100 P 500 P 1000 P Control 100 P 500 P 1000 P 
Soluble 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Water 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
Acetate 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Acetate 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
NaOH 61 59 59 60 61 59 59 59 
HCI 26 26 28 28 26 27 28 28 
Residual 12 13 12 12 12 14 12 12 
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Relationship between soluble phosphorus, calcium and magnesium ill the Batch 
Test 2 digesters 
Referring to Figu res 7.33 to 7.36, it can be seen that over 50 % of the added soluble 
phosphorus remained in the soluble fraction, for the 500 P and 1000 P digesters, 
representing 33 and 44 % of the total phosphorus in these di gesters, respecti vely. In 
the digesters containing 100 mg/I of soluble phosphorus, onl y 23 mg/I of phosphorus 
remained in the so luble fraction, which amounted to 6 % of the total phosphorus in 
the 100 P digesters. 
Comparing the Batch Test 1 and 2 digesters, it can be seen that more of the added 
soluble phosphorus was removed from solution in the Batch 2 digesters than was 
removed from solution in the Batch I digesters. This is most li kely to have occurred 
as a result of additional phosphorus precipitation with magnesium in the Batch Test 2 
digesters. On day 18 of the batch tests, the 500 P Batch Test 1 digesters contained 
18 1 mg/I of additional (i n excess of control) non-solu ble phosphorus, whereas the 
equi valent Batch Test 2 digesters contained 275 mg/I of add itional non-so luble 
phosphorus. Similarl y, the 1000 P Batch Test 1 digesters contained 252 mg/I of extra 
non-so luble phosphorus as opposed to 470 mg/I in the equi valent Batch Test 2 
digesters . 
The pattern of phosphorus removal from the soluble fraction differed in the two batch 
tests. In the Batch Test I digesters, the phosphorus content of the solids fraction was 
greatest on day 3 of the batch test , decreasing thereafter, whereas the phosphorus 
content of the solids fract ion in the Batch Test 2 digesters was lowest on day 3 and 
increased over time, particularly in the 1000 P digesters. 
Calcium played an important role in precipitating phosphorus in the Batch Test 2 
digesters, which can be seen by the fact that soluble calcium was reduced from 27 0/ 0 
of the total calc ium content in the control digesters (Table 7.6) to 18, 8 and 6 % of 
total calcium in the 100 P, 500 P and 1000 P digesters, respectively. The re lat ionshi p 
between soluble calcium and soluble phosphorus in the anaerobic digesters of Batch 
Test 2 is shown in Figure 7.3 7. A correlation can be seen between decreasing so luble 
ca lcium concentrations and increasi ng so luble phosphol1JS concentrations in the 
d igesters on days 3, 8 and 18 of the batch test. These correlat ions all confor med to 
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double logarithmic relationships, which were significant at the 95 percentile level 
according to the Student ' s t test. 
Comparing the soluble calcium concentrations In the phosphorus-rich digesters of 
Batch Test I (Table 7.2) and Batch Test 2 (Table 7.5), it can be seen that 153 mgll of 
calcium was removed from the soluble fraction of the 500 P Batch 2 digesters, in 
comparison to 173 mgll in the 500 P Batch I digesters. This indicates that the mass of 
calcium-precipitated phosphorus had decreased slightly in the Batch Test 2 digesters, 
due to the presence of additional soluble magnesium in these digesters . 
The relationship between soluble magnesium and phosphorus cannot be directly 
compared to Batch Test 1, as additional soluble magnesium was added to the digesters 
of Batch Test 2, according to the molar ratio of 0.26 (Mg:P). This resulted in an 
additional 21 mgll magnesium in the 100 P digesters, 103 mgll magnesium in the 500 
P digesters and 205 mgll magnesium in the 1000 P digesters. The relationship 
between soluble magnesium and soluble phosphorus in the Batch Test 2 digesters is 
shown in Figure 7.38 . 
On day 3 of Batch Test 2, soluble magnesIum concentrations increased with the 
increasing levels of phosphorus enrichment, as a result of addition of both magnesium 
and phosphorus to the digesters in a fixed molar ratio . This relationship was not 
linear, however, indicating the some of the magnesium had already been removed 
[TOm solution, particularly at the upper levels of phosphorus enrichment. On days 8 
and 18, the concentration of soluble magnesium in the 1000 P digesters decreased to 
below the levels recorded for the 500 P digesters, suggesting that precipitation of a 
magnesium compound (most likely magnesium ammonium phosphate) had been 
facilitated at the higher magnesium concentrations in the 1000 P digesters. 
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Potentialfor strul'ifeformation in the phosphorus-rich Batch Test 2 digesters 
A problem cited with respect to anaerobic digestion ofBPR sludge is the fonnation of 
struvite (MgNH4P04) in pipework and equipment downstream of the digestion 
facilities (Borgerding, 1972; Rabinowitz and Barnard, 1995; Pit man, 1999 and 
Parsons and Doyle, 2000) Struvite solubility is strongly pH dependant, minimum 
solubility occurring at about pH 10.7, therefore, at regions of reduced pressure 
following the digester, where CO2 is released from so lution, the pH rises with an 
accompanying increase in the product [Mg2' ] [NIL, ' ] [Pol'] to values where K,,, is 
exceeded (Snoeyink and lenkins, 1980) 
Struvite has a theoretical solubility of 8.66 mgll (25°C) (Ksp = 10,126) (Snoeyink and 
Jenkins, 1980; Callander and Barford, 1983b). As has been mentioned previously 
however, fonnation of inorganic and organic complexes in anaerobic digesters greatly 
increases the solubility of metals in these digesters. Borgerding (1972) calculated the 
so lubility ofstruvite under conditions simulating anaerobic digestion and found thi s to 
be closer to 180 mgl!. This explains why struvite has a low tendency to form in 
anaerobic digesters, even if they are theoreticall y supersaturated with respect to 
struvite (Rabinowitz and Barnard, 1995). However, as struvite precipitation IS 
strongly pH dependant, a small change in pH (7.8 to 8.0) (as occurs at regions of 
reduced pressure in the pipework) can resu lt in double the amount of struvite being 
precipitated (Parsons and Doyle, 2000) 
Snoeyink and lenkins (J 980) calculated the conditional solubility product for stru vite 
precipitation, taking into account the effect of pH. The conditional solubility product 
(P,) is equal to Cr, Mg x Cl', NH} X Cr. 1'0 4 for magnesium ammonium phosphate at 25"C. 
In thi s case, the product of the total molar concentrations of magnesium, ammonia 
and phosphorus can be used to assess whether digested sludge is supersaturated with 
respect to struvite. If Cr, Mg x CT, Nil) X CT, P04 exceeds the value of Ps (at the correct 
pH in the digested sludge) then struvite should precipitate. 
Calculating Cl'. Mg X Cl', NB} X C r. P04 for the Batch Test 2 digesters showed that all the 
phosphorus-rich digesters were theoretica lly oversaturated with respect to struvite at 
the beginning of the batch test (day 0). After this (days 3, 8 and 18) only the 500 P 
and 1000 P digesters were oversaturated for struvite. Using the conditional so lubility 
product values calculated for an ionic strength of 0.1 M, however, showed that only 
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the 1000 P digester could be considered to be oversaturated with respect to struvite. 
Total dissolved so lids (TDS) values were not measured for the batch test digesters, 
therefore, the ionic strength of these digesters cannot be estimated . Callander and 
Barford ( 1983a), however, stated that ionic strength of most anaerobic digesters was 
between 0.1 and 0.4, therefore, it is more accurate to use the latter conditional 
solubility product values. Moreover, the digesters containing the highest 
concentrations of phosphorus also contained the highest concentrations of soluble ions 
and , therefore, the highest ionic strength. 
A factor that was not taken into account 111 calculating the struvite conditiona l 
solubi lity product (Snoeyink and Jenkins, 1980), was the influence of temperature on 
struvite precipitation. Borgerding (1972) reported that struvite solubility decreased 
linearly from 25°C at a rate of approximately 7.14 mg/I. °C. Thus, struvite could be 
less so luble in the anaerobic digesters at 37°C than predicted by the conditional 
solubi lity product . 
The conditional solubi lity product for struvite also does not take into account the 
extensive complexation of metals by inorganic and organic ions in anaerobic 
digesters, which could reduce the likelihood of struvite precipitation (Loewenthal , 
1994). 
Thus, it was not possible to accurately predict whether struvite wou ld precipitate in 
the Batch Test 2 digesters but, based on the above discussion it is suggested that 
struvite wou ld not precipitate in the 100 P or 500 P digesters but might precipitate in 
the 1000 P digesters . One of the objectives of Batch Test 2 was, therefore, to attempt 
to establi sh whether struvite precipitation did occur in the digesters, using the 
sequential extraction data. 
Evidence supporting the occurrence of struvite precipitation in the 1000 P digesters 
was a strong linear correlat ion between soluble phosphorus and so luble magnesium in 
these digesters over the period of the batch test (signifi cant at the 95 percentile level, 
Student 's t test), from which it could be seen that approximately 2.5 moles of 
phosphorus were removed from so lu tion for every mole of magnesium that was 
removed from solution. Linear correlations between so luble phosphorus and 
magnesium concentrations in the 100 P and 500 P digesters were not found to be 
significant at the 95 percentile level (Student ' s t test). 
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Assuming that a ll the magnesium removed from solution in the 1000 P digesters was 
precipitated as struvite, a maximum of 8 mmol of struvite could have precipitated in 
the 1000 P digesters. Struvite, therefore, could have accounted for a maximum of 
40 % of the phosphorus that was removed from the solu ble fraction of the 1000 P 
digesters during Batch Test 2. 
Further confirmation of struvite precipitation in the 1000 P anaerobic digesters was a 
decrease in soluble ammonia over time, as shown in Figure 7.39. 
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FIGURE 7.39 Soluble ammonia (mg/l) in anaerobic digesters of Batch Test 2. 
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The results of digester performance measurements in Section 7. 1 showed that 
increasing phosphorus concentrations had an adverse affect on digester performance, 
which in turn reduced the degradation of volatile so lids and the production of 
ammorua in the digesters. Thus, it could be argued that lower concentrat ions of 
ammonia in the 1000 P digesters resulted from lower rates of volatile solids digestion, 
however, two factors show that this would not account for the removal of ammonia in 
these digesters. Firstly, the performance of the 500 P digesters and 1000 P digesters 
were similar, as measured l:>y gas production and volatile so lids degradation, whereas 
the decrease in ammonia concentration in the 1000 P digesters far exceeded that in the 
500 P digesters. Secondly, a linear correlation was found between soluble magnesium 
and soluble ammonia concentrations in the 1000 P digesters, which was significant at 
the 95 percentile level (Student's t test), but not for the 500 P and 100 P digesters 
(Figure 7.40), nor for the digesters of Batch Test I. The linear correlation between 
magnesium and ammonia in the 1000 P digesters shows that ammonia in the soluble 
fraction decreased relative to a decrease in soluble magnesium, suggesting that both 
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were removed simultaneously and precipitated (with phosphate) as struvite. 
Approximately 1.6 mmol of soluble magnesium was removed for every mmol of 
soluble ammonia removed, which is higher than the molar rati o of I: I fo r magnesium 
and ammonia in struvite, suggesting that magnesium did precipitate as compound 
other than struvite. 
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FIGURE 7.40 Relationship between soluble magnesium (mM) and soluble a mmonia (mM) in the 
phosphorus-rich digester of Batch Test 2. 
Apart from struvite, increased concentrations of magnesium and phosphate in an 
anaerobic digester could also, theoreticall y, g ive ri se to magnesium phosphate 
(Mg3(P04),. 8H, O) fomlation (K,p = 10'27.') . Tlli s compound is much less so lubl e than 
struvite but is slow to form and, therefore, struvite is considered more li kely to form 
du ring anaerobic digestion . The probability of formation of an amorphous magnesium 
phosphate compound is not known but is thought to be possible as many of the 
phosphate crystal s are known to have amorphous phases and even to crystalli se fro m 
these amorphous phases . 
Wi Id et at (1996), Wild et at (1 997) and lardin and Popel (1 994) investigated the fate 
of phosphorus from BPR sludge during anaerobic digestion. None of these authors 
considered the fo rmation ofMg3(P04),.8H20 but concentrated exclu sively on struvite 
precipitation. Mamais et at (1 994) specifically excluded Mg3(p04), .8H20 from their 
ca lcul ations on the basis that the kinetics of fo rmation were too slow fo r thi s 
compound to be of any consequence during anaerobic digestion. Thus, it seems that 
high concentrations of magnesium and phosphate in an anaerobic digester should give 
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rise to struvite, with surplus magnesium forming magnesium carbonate (Wild et aI. , 
1996 & 1997) 
In the phosphorus fractionation procedure, phosphorus from struvite should be 
recovered in the acetate extractions, with any residual struvite being recovered as SRP 
in the NaOH fraction. The magnesium from struvite will be recovered along with 
phosphorus in the acetate extractions, but will not be recovered in the NaOH fraction , 
instead contributing to the magnesium in the following HCI fraction . With respect to 
the Stover extraction, struvite should be recovered as magnesium in the NaJ>20 7 
fraction, according to the results of the model compound extractions. 
Distribution of phosphorus fractions in the insoluble portion of digested sludge 
With respect to phosphorus fractionation in Batch Test 2, it can be seen that the 
fraction that increased the most as a result of phosphorus enrichment (excluding the 
soluble fraction) was water-extractab le phosphorus (Figures 7.33 to 7.36). As in Batch 
Test I, the metal content of this fraction was low and it is thought to represent 
phosphorus adsorbed to the sludge matrix. No correlation was found between calcium 
and phosphorus in the water fraction . A small increase in magnesium was measured in 
the water-extractable fractions of the 500 P and 1000 P digesters, suggesting that 
some struvite could also have disso lved to contribute to this fraction . The relationship 
between magnesium and phosphorus in the water fraction was shown to conform to a 
double logarithmic relationship, with the ratio of Mg:P decreasing as the phosphorus 
concentration increased. The low molar ratio of Mg: P (0.29 = control to 0. 13 = 1000 
P) and the fact that this ratio decreased as the phosphorus concentration increased, 
suggests that struvite had a minor contribution, if any, to the magnesium and 
phosphorus recovered in the water extraction. Recovery of phosphorus in the water 
fraction was shown to decrease from day 8 to day 18, particularly with respect to the 
1000 P digesters . 
The fir st acetate fraction (day 8) showed an increase in phosphorus from 43 mg/l 
(control) to 55, 11 2 and 179 mgll for the lOO P, 500 P and 1000 P digesters, 
respectively. The percentage phosphorus recovered in thi s fraction was almost the 
same for all digesters, being 13 % of the total phosphorus in the control digester and 
14 % of the total for all the phosphorus-rich digesters. To compare the acetate 
extraction results from Batch Test I and Batch Test 2 it is necessary to normali se the 
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results with respect to the control s. This shows that the 500 P digesters (Batch Test 1) 
had 2.27-fo ld increase of phosphorus in the acetate I fraction compared to a 2.6-fold 
increase in the Batch Test 2 500 P digesters. The 1000 P digesters showed a 2.2 1-fo ld 
Increase (Batch Test 1) compared to a 4.6 J-fo ld increase (Batch Test 2). Thus, 
addition of magnesium and phosphorus to the batch digesters resulted in more 
phospho rus being recovered in the first acetate extraction. Less phosphorus was 
recovered in the acetate I extraction on day 18 than on day 8 (Table 7.4) . 
Recovery of phosphorus in the second acetate extraction was also higher for the 
phosphorus-rich digesters in compari son with the control digesters (day 8). This 
pattern was repeated on day 18, with a large increase in phosphorus recovered in the 
second acetate extraction being recorded for the 1000 P digesters (double that 
recovered on day 8) . 
The ca lc ium content of the acetate I fraction (day 8) increased in the case of the 500 P 
and 1000 P digesters, fro m 174 mg/I (contro ls) to 202 and 199 mg/I fo r the 
phospho rus-rich digesters, respecti vely. The magnesium content increased from 11 
mg/I (control) to 14,36 and 74 mg/I for the phosphorus-rich digesters (Table 7.5) . The 
patterns of recovery of phosphorus, calcium and magnesium in the fi rst acetate 
extraction (day 8) were repeated in the second acetate extraction, relative to the 
control d igesters. On day 18, the large increase in phosphorus recovered in the second 
acetate extraction of the 1000 P digesters was accompanied by an increase in 
magnesi um (a lmost double that recovered in the acetate 2 fraction on day 8) and 
calcium (3 % more than was recovered in the second acetate extraction on day 8). 
No aluminium was recovered in the acetate extractions and the concentration of iron 
recovered by acetate was found to decrease slightly as phosphorus enrichment 
increased, as was noted to occur in Batch Test I. 
The acetate fractions ind icate that a high percentage of phosphorus precipitated in the 
digester was acetate-ext ractable and associated with magnesium. The acetate fractions 
were pa rticul arly signi fica nt in the 1000 P digesters, which were the only digesters 
thought to be supersaturated for struvite, suggesting that acetate-extractable 
phosphorus was representative of struvite. The 100 P and 500 P digesters were not, 
theoreticall y, oversaturated with respect to struvite. These digesters did, however, 
contain more acetate-extractable phospho rus and mag nesIUm than the control 
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digesters, which either indicates struvite fonnation or the formation of a magnesium 
phosphate precipitate such as Mg3(P04)2 . As the magnesium fractionation data from 
the Batch Test 1 digesters also indicated the formation of a magnesium phosphate 
compound other than struvite, it is suggested that Mg3(p04)2 might be formed in 
digested sludge, possibly via an amorphous phase. 
Phosphorus recovered as SRP in the NaOH fraction increased with the degree of 
phosphorus enrichment, particularly in the sludge from the 1000 P digesters. The 
increase in NaOH-extractable SRP was not found to correlate with an increase in iron 
(HCI) or aluminium (NaOH) indicating that this phosphorus was not derived from 
iron or aluminium phosphates. Model compound extractions showed that struvite not 
dissolved in the acetate fractions , could be recovered as NaOH-extractable SRP, with 
the magnesium being recovered in the following HCI fraction. A significant 
correlation was found between NaOH-extractable SRP and HCI-extractabl e 
magnesium and it is suggested that the increase in NaOH-extractable SRP resulted 
from residual struvite carried over from the acetate extractions. 
The concentration of phosphorus extracted in the Hel fraction was found to increase 
as the level of phosphorus enrichment increased but this was not a linear relationship, 
indicating that the significance of calcium phosphate precipitation decreased as the 
level of phosphorus enrichment increased . By calculating the recovery of HCI-
extractable phosphorus as a percentage of the lotal insoluble phosphorus in the 
digesters (day 8), HCI-extractable phosphorus is shown to have contributed 30 % of 
the insoluble phosphorus in the control digesters, 30 % in the 100 P digesters, 
decreasing to 19 % and 13 % of the 500 P and 1000 P digesters, respectively. On day 
18, this was shown to be 39 % of the control digesters, 40 % of the 100 P digesters, 26 
% of the 500 P digesters and 15 % of the 1000 P digesters. 
Calcium /ractionatiOll in relation to phosphorus /ractionation in tlte Batclt Test 2 
anaerobic digesters 
Despite the addition of so luble magnesium to the Batch Test 2 anaerobic digesters, 
calcium still played an important role in removing phosphorus from the so luble 
fraction. By calculating the mass of calcium and phosphorus removed from solution 
in the phosphorus-rich digesters, it can be seen that calcium phosphate precipitates 
accounted for : 
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• 5 1 to 7 1 % of the phosphorus in the 100 P digesters (Ca:P molar rati o of 1.5: I to 
I : 1 ); 
• 28 to 42 % of the phosphorus in the 500 P digesters; and 
• 20 to 30 % of the phosphorus in the 1000 P digesters. 
As noted previously, a slight increase in acetate-solu ble calcium occurred in the 
sludge of the phosphorus-rich digesters, suggesting the presence of readily-so lubl e 
calcium phosphates . No signifi cant correlati ons were found for acetate-solubl e 
calcium and acetate-soluble phospho ru s, probab ly due to the do mi nance of 
magnesium and phosphorus recovered in thi s fraction, together with recovery of 
ca lcium from ca lcium carbonate. 
A power relationship was found to exist between calcium and phosphorus recovered 
in the HCI fraction of the phospho rus extraction method, which was shown to be 
stati sticall y sig nifi cant (according to the Student's t test) on day 8 but not on day 18. 
Thi s type of relationship indicated that the molar ratio of calc ium to phosphorus 
decreased as the concentration of phosphorus in HCI increased. The molar rati o of 
Ca:P in the control digesters was 2.53 (day 8) and 2.20 (day 18) compared to 2.32 and 
1.94 in the 1000 P digesters, despite the fact that more calcium was recovered in the 
HCI fractions of the 1000 P digesters than of the control digesters. Approximately 
59 % of the HCI-so luble calcium in the control digesters could have orig inated fro m 
ca lcium phosphates (assuming a molar rati o of 1.5: 1 for Ca:P). Calcium released from 
organi c matter solubili sed in NaOH is a lso recovered in the HCI fractio n and could 
have accounted for the remainder of the HCI-soluble ca lcium. The proportion of 
calcium that could have been recovered fro m solubilisation of calcium phosphate in 
HCI remained at 59 % for the 100 P digesters, and increased to 65 % for the 500 P 
and 1000 P digesters. 
The calcium fractionation profil es (phosphorus extracti on method), are presented in 
Figure 741 (day 8) and Figure 742 (day 18). The calcium fractionation profil es 
(Stover extraction method) are presented in Figures 74 3 and 7.44. 
Figures 741 and 742 show that phosphorus enri chment resulted III a decreasing 
concentration of soluble calcium, which was recovered primarily in the HCI fracti on, 
indicating that soluble calcium had been precipitated as calc ium phosphate. These 
results were similar to those of Batch Test I . 
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Calcium Fractionation - Day 8 
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FIGURE 7.41 Calcium fractionation with the Phosphorus Extraction Method on day 8 of Batch Test 2. 
Fractions presented as a % of the total metal recovered . 
Calcium Fractionation - Day 18 
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FIGURE 7.42 Calcium fractionation with the Phosphorus Extraction Method on day 18 of Batch Test 2. 
Fractions presented as a % of the total metal recovered. 
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Calcium Fractionation - DAY 8 
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FIGURE 7.43 Calcium fractionation with the Stover method on day 8 of Bate h Test 2. Fractions 
presented as a % of the total metal recovered. 
Calcium Fractionation - DAY 18 
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FIGURE 7.44 Calcium fractionation with the Stover method on day 18 of Bat ch Test 2. Fractions 
presented as a % of the total metal recovered. 
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Figures 7.43 and 7.44 show that phosphorus enrichment resulted in decreasing 
concentrations of soluble and KN03-extractable calcium in the digested sludge, which 
was compensated by increasing concentrations of calcium in the NaJ>20 7 and EDT A 
fraction s. These results differ from the Stover calcium fractionation profiles of the 
phosphorus-rich digesters of Batch Test 1. In Batch Test 1, phosphorus enrichment 
resulted in soluble calcium moving from the so luble fraction to the EDTA fraction , 
with no increase in Na4P20 7-extractable calcium. According to the model compound 
extraction results (Chapter Six), a shift in calcium from the EOT A fraction to the 
Na.P20 7 fraction indicates the presence of CaHP04 rather than Ca3(P04)2, but 
whether thi s interpretation accurately represents the situation in Batch Test 2 is 
unclear. It seems unlikely that magnesium addition would have resulted in formation 
of CaHP04 rather than Ca3(P04)2, as precipitation of the latter is known to be 
enhanced by high concentrations of soluble magnesium (Brown, 1973). 
Sen and Randall (1988) found that high concentrations of soluble magnesium and 
phosphate in an anaerobic digester treating BPR sludge resulted in replacement of 
5 % of the calcium in calcium phosphate precipitates by magnesium ·lOns. 1n 
phosphorus-rich anaerobic digesters without magnesium, calcium phosphate 
precipitates were found to exist as CaHP04 or CaHP04.2H20 , Ca3(P04h and 
hydroyxapatite (Ca5(P04hOH), although this could not be measured quantitatively . It 
was suggested by Sen and Randall (1 988) that CaHP04.2H20 was the initial 
precipitate, which was slowly transformed to Ca3(P04)2 and Ca5(P04)30H. In the 
presence of magnesium, however, which is a known inhibitor of octacalcium 
phosphate and hydroxyapatite formation (House, 1999), the rate of transformation of 
CaHP04.2H20 was found to be extremely slow. 
It is, therefore, suggested that the increased recovery of Na.P20rextractable calcium 
in Batch Test 2 was due to accumulation of less defined form of calcium phosphate in 
these digesters, the high concentrations of soluble magnesium reducing the rate of 
transformation of the initial calcium precipitate to the more defined crystalline forms 
of calcium phosphate. Further evidence to support thi s suggestion is that the Na.P207 
fraction of the 1000 P digesters decreased from day 8 to 18, with an increase in the 
EDT A fraction , suggesting transformation of calcium phosphate. 
Thus, assuming that the increase in Na.P20 r extractable calcium 111 the 1000 P 
digesters (day 8) was due to formation of CaHPOJCaHP04.2H20 , thi s accounts for 
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87 mgll of calcium and 68 mgll of phosphorus. Assu ming that the increase in EDT A-
extractable calcium was due to the formation of Ca3(P04)2, this accounts for 106 mgll 
of ca lcium and 50 mgll of phosphorus. 
Figures 7.43 and 7.44 show that the percentage of HN0 3-extractable calcium (3 to 
5 % in the control digesters) was slightly increased as a result of phosphorus 
enrichment, indicating the calcium carbonate content of the digesters was not 
adversely affected by phosphorus enri chment. As mentioned for Batch Test I, 
however, it is unli kely that calcium from calcium carbonate onl y represented 3 to 5 % 
of the total calcium in the control anaerob ic digesters. Calcium recovered in the first 
acetate extraction of phosphorus fractionation (in which CaC0 3 is known to be 
solubilised) represented 20 % of the total calcium content of the control digesters. 
Thus, it is more li kely that the EDT A-extractable calcium plus the HN0 3-extractab le 
ca lcium ( 15 + 5 = 20 %) in the control digesters represented calcium carbonate, rather 
than calcium phosphate. The fact that HN03-extractable ca lcium increased in the 
phosphorus-rich digesters probably resul ted fro m preferential recovery of ca lcium 
phosphate in EDT A, pushing calcium carbonate towards the HN0 3 fract ion. 
Magnesium fractionation in relatioll to phosphorus [ractionatioll ill the Batch Test 
2 anaerobic digesters 
As mentioned prev iously, the fo rmation of stru vite in digested sludge should result in 
increased recovery of phosphorus and magnesium in the acetate extractions of the 
phosphorus fractionation method. 
Figure 7.45 shows that the relat ionship between acetate-extractable magnesium and 
phosphorus (fi rst acetate extracti on) was best described by a double loga rithmic 
relationshi p, which ind icates that the mo lar ratio of Mg:P increased as the 
concentration of acetate-extractable phosphorus increased. The molar rati o of Mg: P 
was below 1.0 for all the digesters, ind icati ng that solubili sation of struvite could not 
have accounted fo r all the phospho rus recovered in th is fraction. The fact that the 
Mg:P rati o tended towards 1.0 as the concentration of acetate-extractable phosphorus 
increased, suggests that struvite format ion was faci litated at higher phosphorus (and 
magnesium) concentrations in the anaerobic digesters. 
Figure 7.46 shows that the relationship between acetate-extractable magnesium and 
phosphorus in the second acetate extraction was best described by an exponent ia l 
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relationshi p. This was found to be statistica ll y significant for both days 8 and 18 
(according to the Student's t test) but in reality thi s relationship rapidly over-predicted 
the concentration of magnesium that wou ld be solubi li sed in thi s acetate fraction as 
the concentration of acetate-extractable phosphorus increased. 
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FIGURE 7.45 Magnesium (mM) versus phosphorus (mM) in the first acetate extraction - Batch Test 2. 
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FIGURE 7.46 Magnesium (mM) versus phosphorus (mM) in the second ace tate extraction - Batch 
Test 2 
The di fference between the magnesium and phosphorus relationships in the first and 
second acetate extractions is related primari ly to the large increase in both magnesium 
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and phosphorus recovered from the sludge of the 1000 P digesters in the second 
acetate extraction. Thi s increase was related to a decrease in so luble magnesium in the 
1000 P digesters, so that the soluble magnesium concentration in these digesters was 
less than that of the 500 P digesters and approximately equal to that of the 100 P 
digesters. Thus, a logical explanation of these results is that struvite formation was 
facil itated in the 1000 P digesters. 
As the soluble magnesium concentrations in the 500 P digesters on day 18 were 
greater than those in the 1000 P digesters (85 mgll versus 51 mgll), this indicates that 
magnesium was not the li miting factor for struvite formation in the 500 P digesters. If 
thi s is the case, it seems that a soluble phosphorus concentration greater than 527 mgll 
was required fo r struvite formation to occur in these digesters, meaning that 
phosphorus was limiting in the 500 P digesters with respect to struvite formation. 
The reason for the large increase in struvite formation in the 1000 P digesters, which 
occurred between days 8 and 18 of the batch test, was probably related to the pH 
values of the anaerobic digesters . As shown in Figure 7.47, the pH values of the 
digested sludge were at a minimum on day 8 but increased towards day 18. As 
ment ioned previously, struvite precipitation is highl y pH dependent , being least 
soluble at a pH of I 0.7 (Snoeyink and Jenkins, 1980). 
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FIGURE 7.47 pH values in the anaerobic digesters of Batch Test 2. 
Alternati vely, the initial stages of the batch test could have resulted in nucleation and 
growth of small struvite crystals with the latter stages invo lving ripening of the 
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crystals, resulting in addition precipitation and consequently a reduced so lution 
concentration of magnesium and phosphorus. 
Figures 7.48 and 7.49 show the fractionation profiles of magnesium (Stover Method), 
for days 8 and 18 of Batch Test 2. These results clearly show that the proportion of 
soluble magnesium in the 1000 P digesters was less than that of the 100 P and SOD P 
digesters. Magnesium recovery in the phosphorus-rich digesters was increased in the 
KN03 and Na.P207 fractions on day 8 and in the KN03, Na.P20 7 and EDTA fraction s 
on day 18 of the batch test. 
Struvite is thought to be recovered primarily in the Na.P20 7 fraction but has also been 
shown to be partially solubilised by KN03. It is, therefore, suggested that these results 
indicate the formation of struvite in the phosphorus-rich anaerobic digesters, 
particularly the 1000 P digesters. The increase in magnesium concentration in the 
EDT A fraction of the 1000 P digesters on day ) 8 is suggested to have resulted from 
the large increase in stru vite precipitation which occurred in these digesters, causing 
saturation of the Na.P20 7 fraction and carryover of struvite to the EDT A fraction . 
Extraction of model magnesium compounds using the Stover Method (Chapter Six) 
showed that both struvite and bobierite (Mg3(P04)2 .8H20) were recovered in the 
](N03 and Na.P207 fractions . It is difficult to differentiate between these two 
compounds with the Stover method, however, evidence such as the correlation 
between magnesium and ammonium in the 1000 P anaerobic digesters (Figure 7.40) 
suggests that struvite was the most likely magnesium phosphate precipitate to have 
formed in these digesters. The 500 P digesters seem to follow a similar trend to the 
) 000 P digesters with respect to magnesium fractionation possibly suggesting some 
struvite formation in spite of not being predicted to be supersaturated for struvite. Sen 
and Randall (1988) reported that struvite was the only crystalline deposit formed in 
the presence of magnesium, ammonium and phosphate; other magnesium compounds 
were precipitated in the absence of ammonium but the kinetics of formation of these 
precipitates were much slower than that for struvite. 
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FIGURE 7.48 Magnesium fractionation with the Stover method on day 8 of Batch Test 2. Fractions 
presented as a % of the total metal recovered . 
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FIGURE 7.49 Magnesium fractionation with the Stover method on day 18 of Batch Test 2. Fractions 
presented as a % of the total metal recovered. 
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The Stover fractionation results for magnesIUm indicate that HN03-extractable 
magnesium decreased (as a percentage of the total) as a consequence of phosphorus 
el1Jichment, however, the actual va lues of magnesium recovered in this fraction show 
that it remained the same for all digesters, even though the concentration of 
magnesium in the phosphorus-rich digesters had increased. Thus, magnesium 
carbonate formation did not appear to be increased even though the concentration of 
so luble magnesium had increased in the phosphorus-rich digesters. 
Iron jractionation in relation to phosphorus jractionation - Batch Test 2 
Iron fractionation in the anaerobic digesters of Batch Test 2 was not found to be 
markedly affected by phosphorus enrichment, although small changes in the 
fractionation profiles from the Stover extractions (Figure 7.50 (day 8) and 7 .5 1 (day 
18» indicated that iron moved from the more lab il e KF (adsorbed) fraction to the 
Na,P20 7 and EDT A fractions . On day 8, a decrease of 2 % in the adsorbed iron 
fraction of the 500 P and 1000 P digesters was noted in relation to the control 
digesters. This was compensated by increased recovery of EDT A-extractable iron. On 
day 18, the adsorbed iron fraction was even lower in the SOD P and 1000 P digesters 
Moreover, in the 1000 P digesters the HN03 + residual fraction decreased to 21 % of 
the total iron content of the digesters, in relation to 25 % in the control digester. These 
decreases were compensated by increases in iron recovered in the Na,P207 and EDTA 
fract ions. Thus, on day 18, the 1000 P digesters contained 7 % more phosphorus in 
the Na,P207 and EDT A fractions than the control digesters. 
These results suggest that phosphorus enrichment resulted 10 solubi li sation of iron 
adsorbed to the sludge matrix and a decrease in the percentage of iron precipitated as 
FeS, most likely due to the iron being precipitated as felTous phosphate, which was 
recovered in the Na,P20 7 and EDTA fractions . 
Soluble su lph ide concentrations in the Batch Test 2 anaerobic digesters (Figure 7.9) 
were shown to increase with increasing levels of phosphorus enrichment, the highest 
concentrations of soluble su lphide being measured in the 1000 P digesters on day 18 
of the batch test. This increase in so luble su lphide in the phosphorus-rich anaerobic 
digesters cou ld be related to decreased precipitation of ferrous sulphide, as was 
suggested for Batch Test 1. 
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FIGURE 7.51 Iron fractionation with the Stover method on day 18 of Batch Test 2. Fractions presented 
as a % of the total metal recovered . 
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AlllminillmJractionation ill relatioll to phosphorusJractionation ill. the Batch Test 
2 anaerobic digesters 
Aluminium fractionation did not change markedl y as a result of phosphorus 
enrichment (results not shown). 
Potassium ill the Batch Test 2 anaerobic digesters 
In add ition to magnesium and phosphate, potassiulll was also added to the anaerobic 
digesters in Batch Test 2. Most of the potass ium (> 97 %) was found to remain in the 
soluble fraction, as is predicted to occur in anaerobic digesters treating BPR sludge 
(Jardin and Popel, 1994). Potassium is not thought to be removed ITom solution by 
precipi tat ion reactions, although a small portion is taken up into the solids fraction of 
an anaerobic digester as a result of biomass growth. 
7.2.2.2 Results from fractionation of the trace metals using the Stover 
method, for digesters in Batch Test 2 
The concentrations of soluble trace metals in the anaerobi c digesters is shown in 
Figure 7.52 . As fo und in Batch Test I, high concentrations of so luble phosphate in the 
anaerobic digesters resulted in decreased concentrations of so luble manganese. All the 
other trace metals (copper, zinc, chromium, nickel and cobalt) showed higher levels 
of soluble meta ls in the phosphorus-rich anaerobic digesters. Soluble chro mium 
concentrations were shown to be signifi cantly correlated (95 percentile level, 
Student's t test) with soluble phosphate concentrations in the anaerobic digesters. The 
other trace metal s showed trends of increasing soluble metal concentrat ions with 
increasing so luble phosphorus concentrations in the digesters, but no stati sticall y 
sig ni fi cant relationships existed between the two variables. 
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FIGURE 7.52 Soluble metal, measured at days 2, 7 and 18 during Batch Test 2, in control digesters and phosphorus-rich digesters. 
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Copper fractiol/atiol/ profiles of the Batch Test 2 aI/aerobic digesters 
Copper fractionation pro fil es for the anaerobic digesters of Batch Test 2 are shown in 
Figures 7 .53 (day 8) and 7 .54 (day 18). These show that small changes occurred in the 
copper fractionation pro fil es, which fo llowed the same trends on days 8 and 18. It is 
convenient to group the HNO) and residual fractions for copper, as CuS is known to 
be recovered in both fracti ons. The N'4P20 7 and EDT A fracti ons can also be grouped 
together, as copper phosphate (Cu)(P04h) is known to be recovered equally in these 
fractio ns. 
The grouped HNO)+residual fracti ons show that copper in the copper sulphide 
containing fractions decreased fro m 52 % in the contro l digesters to 51 , 50 and 47 % 
of the total copper in the phosphorus-rich digesters, respecti vely, on day 8. This trend 
was repeated on day 18, with 54 % of the total copper found in the combined 
HNO)+residual fractions in the contro l digesters, decreasing to 5 1 % in the 1000 P 
digesters. As was suggested fo r Batch Test I, similar trends observed fo r copper 
fractionati on and iron fractionati on suggests co-prec ipitation of iron and copper 
sulphide, which was decreased due t o phosphorus enrichment. However, the reasons 
fo r this shift in the fractionation profi les are not clear, particularl y as sul phide 
availability was increased in the phosphorus-rich digesters. Copper has been shown to 
be co-precipitated wi th iron sulphides in sedimentary samples (Forstner, 198 1). 
Looking at the second set of grouped fractions (N'4P20 7 + EDTA) it can be seen that 
this fracti on increased in the phosphorus-rich digesters, fro m 34 % of the contro l 
digesters to 36, 38 and 40 % of the phosphorus-rich digesters on day 8, and fro m 
36 % of the control digesters to 38, 40 and 41 % o f the phosphorus-rich digesters on 
day 18. Both copper phosphate and copper carbonate were recovered in these 
fract ions during model compound extraction tests, moreover, organically-bound 
copper also should be recovered in the N'4P20 7 fracti on. Calculating the so luble 
concentrations o f free copper ions in equilibrium with the anions in the B atch Test 2 
anaerobic digesters showed that copper so lubility should have been contro lled 
primarily by sulphide precipi tati on, then carbonate precipitation, in all the digesters. 
P recipitation of copper phosphate was predicted to be insignificant even in the 
phosphorus-rich digesters. 
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FIGURE 7.53 Copper Iractionation with the Stover method on day 8 01 Batc h Test 2. Fractions 
presented as a % 01 the total metal recovered . 
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FIGURE 7.54 Copper Iractionation with the Stover method on day 18 of Batch Test 2. Fractions 
presented as a % of the total metal recovered . 
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Many factors influence precipitation in an anaerobic digester, such as the rates of 
formation of the various precipitates and the presence of 'seed' particles. The latter, in 
particular, strongly increases the potential for precipitation by faci litating co-
precipitation reactions. Thus, it is possible that the increase in copper in the N34P20 7 
+ EDTA fractions represents copper co-precipitated wi th calcium phosphate or 
struvi te, both of which were recovered in the N34P20 7 and EDTA. Struvite, however, 
seemed to be strongly recovered in the KNO) fraction and no increase in copper 
concentrati on was noted in this fraction . 
A statistically sign ificant linear correlation (95 percentil e li mit, Student's t test) was 
found for copper and ca lcium recovered in N34P20 7+ EDTA on both days 8 and 18 of 
Batch Test 2, which might indicate that the increased concentration of copper 
recovered in these fractions resu lted from di sso lution of calcium phosphate 
compounds. 
Thus, it seems that phosphorus enrichment resulted in some copper being moved from 
the HNO) and residual fractions, most likely representing CuS and/or co-precipitated 
iron copper sulphide, to the N34P20 7 and EDTA fractions , which cou ld represent co-
precipitated copper phosphate and/or copper carbonate. 
Zillcfractiollatioll ill the digested sludge of the Batch Test 2 allaerobic digesters 
Zi nc fractionation showed little change as a result of phosphorus enri chment (results 
not shown), apart from a small increase in the concentration of so luble zinc measured 
in the phosphorus-rich digesters. 11 is interesting to note that zinc does not tend to be 
co-precipitated (with iron su lphides) (Forstner, 198 1), suggesting that the stabi li ty of 
the zinc fractionation profile, in comparison with the copper fractionation profiles, 
might be due to the fact that zinc did not participate in co-precipitation reactions in 
the digested sludge. Calculating the soluble free zinc concentrations in equilibrium 
with PO/·, cot and S2. in these digesters showed that zinc so lubility should have 
been controlled primarily by sulphide precipitation. However, in the theoretical 
absence of sulphide, zinc was predicted to be more likely to have been precipitated as 
zinc phosphate rather than zinc carbonate in the 500 P and 1000 P digesters. 
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Manganese jractiollatioll /11 the digested sludge (){ lite Balch Test 2 (ll/aerobic 
digel·ters 
The manganese fractionation profiles (F igures 7.55 and 7.56) show that phosphorus 
enrichment resulted in a decrease in all the labile manganese fractio ns (soluble, KNOJ 
and KF), similarly to that measured in Batch Test 1. Unlike Batch Test I, however, 
manganese was shifted to the N34P207 fraction , which increased from 67 % in the 
control digesters on day 8 to 68, 72 and 72 % in the phosphorus-rich digesters . A 
similar pattern occurred on day 18. The EDTA fraction was also shown to be 
increased as a result of phosphorus enrichme nt. This increase was less signifi cant than 
the increase in the N34P20 7 fraction on day 8, but more signifi cant on day 18. 
In Batch Test I, most of the manganese removed from the labile fractions was 
recovered in the EDTA fraction (Figure 7.29 and 7.30). The differences between 
Batch Test 1 and 2 may seem small, however, the pattern of recovery of manganese 
does seem to mirror the pattern of recovery of calcium phosphate in both tests, 
suggest ing that the changes in the fractionation profile of manganese could be due to 
co-prec ipitation of manganese with calcium phosphate compounds. 
Correlations were determined for concentrations of calcium and magnesIUm 
recovered in the Na,P20 7 and EDT A fractions, for Batch Tests 1 and 2. With respect 
to Batch Test 2, a statistically sig nifican t correlation (95 percentile limit, Student's t 
test) was obtained for manganese and calcium recovered in Na,P20 7 on day 8 but not 
for EDT A, and for EDT A but not Na,P20 7 o n day 18. 
With respect to Batch Test I a stati stically significant correlation (95 percentile limit, 
Student ' s t test) was obtained for manganese and calcium recovered in EDTA but not 
in Na4P20 7 on both days 8 and 18. Thus, in both batch tests manganese appeared to be 
linearly correlated with calcium in the dominant calcium phosphate fractions . 
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FIGURE 7.55 Manganese fractionalion with the Stover method on day 8 of Batch Test 2. Fractions 
presented as a % of the total metal recovered . 
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FIGURE 7.56 Manganese fractionation with the Stover method on day 18 of Batch Test 2. Fractions 
presented as a % of the total metal recovered . 
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Chromium fractionatiotl ItI the digested sllldge of the Batch Test 2 anaerobic 
digesters 
Chromium fractionation (Figures 7.57 and 7.58) was affected in such a way that 
soluble chromium was increased and the KF-extractable chromium fraction was 
reduced to zero in the phosphorus-rich digesters . The latter observation is interesting, 
as KF-extractable chromium accounted for 7 to 10 % of the chromium extracted from 
the digesters in Batch Test 1. Thus, in Batch Test 1 the increase in soluble chromium 
represented a movement of chromium from the N~P207 and HNOJ fractions, whereas 
in Batch Test 2 the relatively easily extracted KF chromium fraction appeared to be 
solubilised as a result of phosphorus enrichment. 
Nickel and cobaltfractionation in the digested sllldge of the Batch Test 2 atlaerobic 
digesters 
As for Batch Test I, no clear trends could be discerned regarding nickel and cobalt 
fractionation profiles. The nickel fractionation profile on day 18 of Batch Test 2 did 
show a decrease in KF-extractable nickel (I2 mgll in control digesters and 8, 9 and 7 
mgll in phosphorus-rich digesters) and an increase in EDTA-extractable nickel (22 in 
control digesters and 22, 25 and 25 in phosphorus-rich digesters) which seemed to be 
linked to the level of phosphorus enrichment. 
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FIGURE 7.57 Chromium fractionation with the Stover method on day 8 of Batch Test 2. Fractions 
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7.2.2.2.1 Summary of phosphorus and metal fractionation results for Batch 
Test 2 
In conclusion to the phosphorus and metal fractionation results for Batch Test 2, it can 
be said that : 
• Addition of soluble phosphate and magnesium to the batch anaerobic digesters, 
according to the molar ratio of 0.26 (Mg:P) resulted in precipitation of phosphorus 
as a magnesium phosphate compound. 
• The formation of struvi te in the 1000 P digesters was suggested by a strong li near 
correlation between decreasing ammonia and magnesi um concentrations in these 
digesters. No significant correlations were found between ammonia and 
magnesium in the 500 P and 100 P digesters. 
• The formation of struvite appeared to have been facilitated in the 1000 P digesters 
by the high concentrations of magnesium and phosphate in these digesters. 
Assuming that all the magnesium removed from solution in these digesters was 
precipitated as struvite, this could have accounted for 40 % of the phosphorus 
insolubilised during the batch test. 
• The presence of struvite in the digested sludge of the 1000 P digesters was further 
suggested by an increased recovery of both phosphorus and magnesium in the 
acetate fractions . The 500 P digesters also showed an increased concentration of 
acetate-extractable magnesium and phosphorus in the digested sludge, which 
suggested some formation of struvite or another magnesium phosphate compound, 
possibly an amorphous magnesium phosphate. 
• Struvite did not appear to form in the 100 P digesters, in which calcium phosphate 
precipitation played the primary role in precipitating phosphorus in the digesters. 
• A large increase in struvite fomlation in the 1000 P digesters appeared to occur 
between days 8 and 18 of the batch test, which was facilitated by an increase in pH 
in the digested sludge, (rom 7.25 on day 8 to 7.42 on day 18. 
• Calcium was precipitated from solution in all the phosphorus-rich digesters, being 
recovered primarily in the Hel fraction , indicating calci um phosphate formation . 
• Calcium fractionation with the Stover method showed that calcium was removed 
from the soluble and KNO) fractions, to be recovered in the N<I4P20 7 and EDTA 
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fract ions. Partial recovery of calcium in the N <4P20 7 fraction was suggested to 
indicate accum ulation of less well-defined calcium phosphates, as a result of high 
magnesium concentrations slowing formation of the more defined fonns of 
calcium phosphate. 
• Fractionation of iron in the Batch Test 2 digesters was not markedly altered as a 
result of phosphorus, magnesium and potassium enrichment. Iron moved from the 
KF frac ti on ('" 4 %) and HNO)+residual fraction ('" 4 %) and was recovered in the 
N<4P20 7 and EDT A fractions, indicating that a small portion of the adsorbed iron, 
and iron that was precipitated as FeS in the control digesters, was precipitated as 
ferrous phosphate. 
• Alumluium fractionation was not affected by phosphorus, magnes IUm and 
potassium enrichment of the anaerobic digesters . 
• Potass ium added to the batch anaerobic digesters in the molar ratio 0.3 (K:P) was 
fo und to remain primarily in the so luble fraction (> 97 %). 
• Soluble trace metal concentrations in the anaerobic digesters did not decrease as a 
resu lt of phosphorus enrichment, with the exception of manganese. 
• Increasing so luble chromium concentrations were signi fi cantly co rrelated with 
increasing soluble phosphorus concentrations at the 95 percenti le level (StUdent' s t 
test) in the anaerobic digesters. 
• The copper fract ionation profiles showed a shift 111 copper from the 
HNO)+residual fraction to the N<4P20 7 + EDTA fraction, with increasing levels of 
phosphorus enri chment in the anaerobic digesters. This was suggested to represent 
copper so lubilised from copperliron sulphide and co-precipi tated with calcium 
phosphate. 
• Zinc fractionat ion was not markedly changed as a resul t of phosphorus enri chment 
in Batch Test 2. 
• Manganese fractionation showed a decrease in all the labi le manganese fractions 
(so luble, KNO), KF) with increasing levels of phosphorus enrichment. This was 
balanced by an increase in N<4P20rextractable manganese and, to a lesser extent, 
EDT A-extractab le manganese. It was suggested that manganese was co-
precipitated with calcium phosphates in the digested sludge. 
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7.2.3 PHOSPHORUS AND METAL FRACTIONATION - BATCH TEST 3 
Batch Test 3 was devised to in vestigate the changes in phosphorus speciat ion that 
could take place as a consequence of iron-precipitated ePR sludge digestion. 
Phosphorus was added to the batch anaerobic digesters as insoluble FeP04, to give 
phosphorus concentrations of 1 00, 500, 1000 and 2000 mgll. 
At the time at which this research was undertaken, Severn Trent Water (a sponsor of 
thi s research) proposed to adopt ferric iron-precipitation of wastewater as the primary 
means of phosphorus. The main concern with respect to anaerobic digestion of ferric 
iron-precipitated ePR sludge was that iron reduction could result in re-solubili sation 
of the precipitated phosphorus fraction . The primary objective of Batch Test 3 was, 
therefore, to investigate whether ferric iron reduction would occur during anaerobic 
digestion and the consequences of this for phosphorus and metal speciation in the 
digested sludge. 
As mentioned previously, phosphorus specIes formed as a result of ferric iron 
precipitation of wastewater constitute a poorly defined mi xture of ferric-
hydroxy phosphates and ferric phosphates. [t was advantageous, therefore, for the aims 
of this test, to use a well-defined model compound to simulate iron phosphate 
enrichment. 
7.2.3. 1 Phosphorus, calcium, magnesium, iron and aluminium fractionation 
results for Batch Test 3 
[n compari son to Batch Tests I and 2, in which soluble phosphorus was added to the 
anaerobic digesters, phosphorus was added to the batch anaerobic digesters as an 
insoluble compound . In theory, ferric-precipitated phosphorus should be relatively 
stable, thus having a limited impact on phosphorus and metal speciation in the 
digested sludge. It was hypothesised, however, that ferric iron would be reduced to 
ferrous iron during anaerobic digestion, releasing soluble phosphorus into the 
anaerobic digesters. Singer (1972), proposed that high concentrations of so luble 
phosphate and ferrou s iron in an anaerobic digester would re-precipitate as ferrous 
phosphate. Ferrous phosphate (Fe3(P04h.8H20) has a Fe:P molar ratio of 1.5: I , 
whereas FePO. has a Fe:P molar ratio of I : I , therefore, a third of the phosphate 
solubilised fTOm FePO. can not be re-precipitated as ferrous phosphate unless there is 
an additional source of iron. Thus, an increase in solubl e phosphate in the anaerobic 
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digesters of Batch Test 3 would be indicative of ferric iron reduction. In an anaerobic 
digester treating actual ferric iron-precipitated ePR sludge, the excess iron present in 
the sludge (as a result of iron dosing at Fe:P ratios of2:1) might obscure ferric iron 
reduction due to rapid and complete re-precipitation of phosphate as ferrous 
phosphate. 
Figure 7.59 shows that the soluble phosphorus concentrations did increase over time 
in the phosphorus-rich batch anaerobic digesters. The redox potential of the anaerobic 
digesters could not be measured but visual observations of the FePO, (white powder) 
in the digested sludge showed that it 'disappeared' gradually over time, most likely 
due to reduction ofFe3+ to Fe2+, ferrous phosphate being black in colour. These visual 
observations indicated that all the FePO, in the 100 P bottles was reduced by day 3 to 
4, whereas that of the 500 P digesters was only reduced by day 5, that of the 1000 P 
digesters by day 8 and that of the 2000 P digesters by day 13. 
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FIGURE 7.59 Increase of soluble phosphorus over time in batch digesters with initial concentrations 
of insoluble FePO. equivalent to 100; 500; 1000 and 2000 mg PI!. 
Thus, in contrast to Batch Tests 1 and 2, an increase in soluble phosphorus was seen 
to occur in the Batch Test 3 digesters over time, most likely resulting from reduction 
of ferric iron to ferrous iron. The maximum concentration of soluble phosphorus 
measured was 190 mg/I (2000 P digesters), which constituted approximately 10 % of 
the total phosphorus added to these digesters. Assuming that complete solubilisation 
of FePO, occurred in the digesters over the 18 day period, approximately 1800 mg/I 
of phosphorus was then re-precipitated in the 2000 P anaerobic digesters. In the other 
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phosphorus-rich anaerobic digesters the soluble phosphorus concentrations on day 18 
constituted 10 % (1000 P digesters), 7.6 % (500 P digesters) and 2 % (100 P 
digesters) of the total phosphorus added at the beginning orthe batch test. 
The phosphorus fractionation results are presented in Figures 7.60 to 7.63 and Table 
7.7. Figures 7.60 and 7.6 1 show the concentration of phosphorus recovered in each 
fTaction as a percentage of the total phosphorus present in the digested sludge. Figures 
7.62 and 7.63 show the ratio of phosphorus (mgll) in fractions of the phosphorus-rich 
digesters in comparison to that in fractions of the control digesters. Table 7.7 contains 
the data on which Figures.7.60 to 7.63 are based. 
Data regarding the concentration of metals (calcium, magnesIum, Iron and 
aluminium) in the phosphorus fractions is presented in Table 7.8 as mgfl metal in the 
digested sludge, and in Table 7.9 as percentages of the total metal content in the 
digested sludge 
Distribution ~r phosphorus fractions ill the insoluble portioll of digested sludge 
Referring to Figu res 7.60 and 7.61 it can be seen that most of the phosphorus added to 
the anaerobic digesters was recovered in the NaOH fraction as SRP (60, 50, 54 and 
65 % for the 100 P, 500 P, 1000 P and 2000 P digesters, respectively). Table 7.8 
shows that there was no change in aluminium fractionation on day 8, and that 
aluminium recovery in NaOH actuall y decreased on day 18, indicating that the 
additional phosphorus recovered as SRP in NaOH was not extracted from aluminium 
phosphate compounds. The additional SRP in NaOH was shown to be extracted from 
iron phosphate compounds, resulting in an increasing concentration of iron in the Hel 
fraction . Some tailing of iron into the residual fraction was found to occur due to the 
high concentrations of iron in the digesters. 
Figures 7.62 and 7.63 show that higher concentrations of phosphorus were recovered 
in the water extractions of the phosphorus-rich digesters in comparison to the control 
digesters. This was not found to be related to magnesium or calcium, no increase in 
either metal being noted in the water fractions . In fact, water-extractable calcium was 
shown to decrease in the phosphorus-rich digesters on day 18. 
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TABLE 7.7 Phosphorus lractionation results lor Batch Test 3, presented as mgll and as % 01 the total phosphorus content. 
Day 8 I Day 18 
Phosphorus as mg/l 
FRACTION Control 100 P 500 P 1000 P 2000 P Control 100 P 500 P 1000 P 2000 P 
Soluble 5 5 25 31 42 8 11 38 101 191 
Water 9 11 18 20 23 6 9 17 25 27 
Acetate 1 42 39 45 38 43 41 51 63 71 68 
Acetate 2 21 25 31 25 39 30 28 35 50 47 
NaOH SRP 85 139 41 7 754 1583 84 144 334 625 1383 
NaOH Org.P 55 49 52 56 75 41 37 56 61 56 
HCI 112 126 142 187 261 117 119 170 171 279 
Residual 13 24 26 30 39 12 24 33 32 46 
Phosphorus as % of total recovered 
FRACTION Ctrl P100 P500 P1000 P2000 Ctrl P100 P500 P1000 P2000 
Soluble 1 1 3 3 2 2 3 5 9 9 
Water 3 3 2 2 1 2 2 2 2 1 
Acetate 1 12 9 6 3 2 12 12 8 6 3 
Acetate 2 6 6 4 2 2 9 7 5 4 2 
NaOH SRP 25 33 55 66 75 25 34 45 55 66 
NaOH Org.P 16 12 7 5 4 12 9 7 5 3 
HCI 33 30 19 16 12 35 28 23 15 13 
Residual 4 6 3 3 2 4 6 4 3 2 
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TABLE 7.8 Metal concentrations (mgll) in the phosphorus fractions of dgested sludge from Batch Test 3. 
DAY 8 DAY18 
Calcium, mg/l 
Control 100 P 500 P 1000 P 2000 P Control 100 P 500 P 1000 P 2000 P 
Soluble 233 201 162 149 133 215 180 122 89 67 
Water 17 16 17 18 15 11 12 11 14 9 
Acetate 1 174 156 186 168 155 173 212 217 215 179 
Acetate 2 77 85 95 78 120 11 2 100 88 141 102 
NaOH 23 22 14 6 7 23 23 15 10 8 
HCI 396 439 448 499 490 386 393 466 450 554 
Residual 10 11 8 11 11 10 10 11 11 12 
Magnesium, mg/l 
Control 100 P 500 P 1000 P 2000 P Control 100 P 500 P 1000 P 2000 P 
Soluble 45 45 34 28 25 40 36 15 8 5 
Water 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 1 0 
Acetate 1 10 8 9 9 9 11 13 9 6 4 
Acetate 2 4 5 6 5 6 6 5 5 4 3 
NaOH 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 
HCI 28 30 40 45 46 30 33 59 68 75 
Residuat 10 10 10 12 13 11 12 12 14 15 
Iron, mg/l 
Control 100 P 500 P 1000 P 2000 P Control 100 P 500 P 1000 P 2000 P 
Soluble 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Water 1 1 3 4 5 1 1 1 2 3 
Acetate 1 5 11 13 12 15 5 11 15 21 21 
Acetate 2 5 9 18 18 19 6 11 25 29 28 
NaOH 18 27 34 18 25 18 27 27 24 19 
HCt 136 254 891 1490 2910 137 252 892 1446 2917 
Residual 40 57 84 122 231 38 56 82 142 218 
Aluminium, mg/l 
Control 100 P 500 P 1000 P 2000 P Control 100 P 500 P 1000 P 2000 P 
Sotubte 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Water 1 1 2 2 2 1 1 1 2 1 
Acetate 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Acetate 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
NaOH 125 126 134 129 123 122 121 116 105 94 
HCI 59 58 51 54 59 61 60 69 77 89 
Residual 31 32 29 31 32 32 33 30 32 32 
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TABLE 7.9 Metals (%) in the phosphorus fractions of digested sludge from Batch Test 3. 
DAY 8 DAY 18 
Calcium % 
Control 100 P 500 P 1000 P 2000 P Control 100 P 500 P 1000 P 2000 P 
Soluble 25 22 17 16 14 23 19 13 10 7 
Water 2 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 2 1 
Acetate 1 19 17 20 18 17 19 23 23 23 19 
Acetate 2 8 9 10 8 13 12 11 9 15 11 
NaOH 2 2 1 1 1 3 2 2 1 1 
HCI 43 47 48 54 53 41 42 50 48 60 
Residual 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Magnesium % 
Control 100 P 500 P 1000 P 2000 P Control 100 P 500 P 1000 P 2000 P 
Soluble 44 44 34 28 24 40 35 14 8 5 
Water 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 1 0 
Acetate 1 10 8 9 9 9 11 13 9 6 4 
Acetate 2 4 4 5 5 6 6 5 5 4 3 
NaOH 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 
HCI 28 30 39 44 45 29 33 58 67 74 
Residuat 10 10 10 12 13 11 11 12 14 15 
Iron % 
Control 100 P 500 P 1000 P 2000 P Control 100 P 500 P 1000 P 2000 P 
Soluble 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Water 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Acetate 1 3 3 1 1 0 2 3 1 1 1 
Acetate 2 2 3 2 1 1 3 3 2 2 1 
NaOH 9 7 3 1 1 9 8 3 1 1 
HCI 66 71 85 90 91 67 70 86 87 91 
Residual 19 16 8 7 7 19 16 8 9 7 
Aluminium % 
Control 100 P 500 P 1000 P 2000 P Control 100 P 500 P 1000 P 2000 P 
Soluble 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Water 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 
Acetate 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Acetate 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
NaOH 58 58 62 60 57 56 56 54 49 43 
HCI 27 27 24 25 28 28 28 32 36 41 
Residual 14 15 13 14 15 15 15 14 15 15 
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A small increase in water-extractable iron was noted in the phosphorus-rich digesters, 
however, even in the 2000 P digesters this onlv amounted to 0.0895 mmol Fe 
compared to 0.748 mmol P . This gives a molar ratio of 8.3 mmol P per mmol Fe, 
indicating that solubilisation of an iron phosphate compound was probably not the 
origin of the phosphorus in this fraction. It is likely that water-extractable phosphorus 
was related to phosphorus adsorbed to the sludge fraction (as found in Batch Tests I 
and 2) . Water-extractable iron could also be related to iron adsorbed to the digested 
sludge matrix. 
Table 7.7 also shows that more phosphorus was recovered in the acetate fractions as a 
result of increasing phosphorus enrichment. Figures 7.64 (day 8) and 7.65 (day 18) 
illustrate the recovery of phosphorus, calcium, magnesium and iron in the acetate 
fractions . These figures show that the acetate-extractable phosphorus could not be 
attributed to struvite formation , as the concentration of acetate-extractab le magnesium 
was actually found to decrease with increasing phosphorus recovery in these fractions . 
Increased concentrations of calcium solubili sed in the acetate fractions of the 
phosphorus-rich digesters followed similar trends to the phosphorus, but showed no 
clear correlations with phosphorus recovery in acetate. 
Solubilisation of iron (y) and phosphorus (x) in the acetate extractions was shown to 
co rTelate in the day 18 fractions, giving rise to a power relationship such that y = f 
(log x) . This relationship was found to be statist icall y significant at the 95 percentile 
level of the Student's t test. 
The molar ratios of Fe:P in the combined acetate fraction of the control digesters was 
0.08. Calculating the molar ratios of the iron and phosphorus recovered in acetate (in 
excess of that recovered in the control digesters) gives figures of 0.7, 0.6, 0.43 and 0.5 
for the 100 P, 500 P, 1000 P and 2000 P digesters, respectively. This indicates that 
solubilisation of an iron phosphate compound, whether FeP04 or Fe:J(P04)2, could not 
been responsible for all the phosphorus recovered in thi s fraction. 
It is most likely that phosphorus recovered in thi s fraction originated from a 
combination of that adsorbed to CaC0 3 and solubili sed from calcium phosphates . 
Acetate-extractable is most likely to indicate formation of FeC03 in the phosphorus-
rich anaerobic digesters. It is suggested that phosphorus might have adsorbed to 
FeC03, contributing to the acetate-extractable phosphorus fraction . 
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combined acetate fractions (Acetate 1 + Acetate 2) on day 18 of Batch Test 3. 
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Relat ive ly, the increased concentration of phosphorus in the acetate fractions of the 
phosphorus-rich digesters represented a very small percentage of the total phosphorus 
in the anaerobic digesters (Table 7.7). 
More phosphorus was recovered in the He l fractions of the phosphorus-rich digesters 
in comparison to the control digesters. (Figure 7.62 and 7.63) . This was found to be 
corre lated with Hel-extractable calcium, indicat ing the some of the phosphorus 
released from FeP04 was re-precipitated as calcium phosphate. A large increase in 
HCI-extractable magnesium was shown to occur in the phosphorus-rich digesters, 
which will be discussed in the section on magnesium fractionat ion 
iroll fractiollatioll ill relation to phosphorus frllctionation in the Batch Test 3 
anaerobic digesters 
Recovery of ferric or ferrous phosphate in the phosphorus sequential extraction 
scheme resulted in phosphorus bei ng solubi lised in the NaOH fraction (measured as 
SRP) and iron being recovered in the following He l fraction. A linear relatio nshi p 
between SRP in NaOH and Fe in He l indicates recovery of phosphorus from iron 
phosphates. Both ferric and ferrous phosphate are extracted in the NaOH fraction, 
therefore, it is only possible to differentiate between these two compounds by the rati o 
of Fe:P, ferrous phosphate having a Fe:P ratio of 1.5: 1 and ferric phosphate a Fe:P 
ratio of l : I . 
In the case of the Batch Test 4 digesters, the high concentrations of iron in the 
digested sludge caused ' tailing ' of iron into the residual fract ion, therefore, the sum of 
iron in the He l a nd residual fractions has been used in the correlation with SRP in 
NaOH 
The relationship between iron recovered in the Hel + residual tracti ons and 
phosphorus recovered as SRP in the NaOH fraction is shown in Figure 7.66 . The 
values have been adjusted to take account of the background concentrations of iron 
and phosphorus recovered in these fractions of the control digesters 
Figure 7.66 shows that, on day 8 of Batch Test 3, the ratio of Fe (extracted in H e l + 
residual tractions) to SRP in NaOH tended towards 1 as the concentration of SRP 
increased . Thus, on day 8, phosphorus recovered as SRP in NaOH probably 
originated from a mi xture of ferric phosphate and ferro us phosphate, with the 
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proportion of ferric phosphate increasing as the total phosphorus concentration in the 
digesters increased. 
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FIGURE 7.66 Fe (mM) recovered in Hel and residual fraction versus phosp horus (mM) recovered as 
SRP in the NaOH fraction. Iron and phosphorus concentrations recovered in these fractions of 
the control di esters have been subtracted from these values. 
On day 18 the concentration of phosphorus recovered as SRP in NaOH decreased in 
all the phosphorus-rich digesters. The ratio ofFe:P matched that of ferrous phosphate 
in the 100 P, 500 P and 1000 P digesters, suggesting that the ferric phosphate in the 
digesters had been re-precipitated as ferrous phosphate over time. The molar ratio of 
Fe:P for the 2000 P digesters also increased from day 8 (109) to day 18 (1.26) 
indicating that reduction of ferric iron to ferrous iron and re-precipitation of 
phosphorus as ferrous phosphate was occurring over time. This data suggests, 
however, that reduction of ferric phosphate was not complete in the 2000 P digesters 
on day 18, and that if the batch test had been continued a greater increase in the Fe: P 
ratio would have been seen, together with an increase in soluble phosphorus in the 
2000 P digesters. 
Thus, the ratio of Fe recovered in Hel (+ residual fraction) to phosphorus recovered 
as SRP in NaOH was used to determine the origin of the phosphorus in the NaOH 
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fraction . These fmdings were supported by iron fractionation profIles resu lting from 
the Stover sequential extraction method (Figures 7.67 and 7.68). 
Figure 7.67 (iron fractionation on day 8 of Batch Test 3) shows that increasing 
concentrations of phosphorus in the anaerobic digesters resulted in an increasing 
percentage of the iron in the digesters being recovered in the residual fraction. Figure 
7.68 shows that, by day 18 of the batch test, iron from the residual, HN03 and 
Na4P207 fractions was shifted primarily to the EDT A fraction. 
Accord ing to the model compound extractions of ferric and ferrous phosphate (Figure 
6 .10, Chapter Six) , iron from ferric phosphate is extracted most strongly in the 
residual fraction of the Stover extraction, fo llowed by the HN03 fraction . [ron from 
FeP04 also contributes to the EDTA fraction, however, iron from ferrous phosphate 
has been shown to be extracted weakly in Na.P207 and preferentially in the EDT A 
fraction . Iron from FeC03 is also extracted in EDT A, making it problematic to 
di ffe rentiate between iron extracted from ferrous phosphate or ferrou s carbonate using 
the Stover Method. 
It is possib le to differentiate between FeC03 and the iron phosphates in the 
phosphorus sequential extraction, as FeC03 should be solubili sed in the acetate 
ext ractions of the phosphorus sequential extraction method . A slight increase in iron 
was noted in the acetate fraction s of the Batch Test 3 digesters, indicat ing that some 
iron from FeP04 might have been precipitated as FeC03, however, this wou ld onl y 
have contributed a maximum of 3 % of the iron recovered in EDT A on day 8 (2000 P 
digesters) and 2 % of the iron recovered in EDTA on day 18. 
The phosphorus fractionation results (Figure 7.66) also showed that the iron remained 
strongly associated with phosphorus in all digesters throughout the batch test, as 
opposed to being re-precipitated as FeC0 3, indicating the EDTA-extractable Fe was 
more likely to have originated from Fe3(P04)2. 
Thus, the iron fractionation profiles from the Stover extractions can be interpreted 
such that iron added to the digesters as ferric phosphate was still largely in the form of 
ferric phosphate on day 8 of the batch test, but that thi s had been reduced and re-
precipitated as ferrous phosphate by day 18 of the batch test . This is supported by the 
fact that soluble phosphorus concentrations were seen to increase in all the 
phosphorus-rich digesters between days 8 and 18. 
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FIGURE 7.67 Iron fractionation with the Slaver method on day 8 of Batch Te s t 3. Fractions presented 
as a % of the total metal recovered. 
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In the iron fractionation profiles (Figures 7.67 and 768) the HN03 fraction decreased 
as a percentage of the total iron in the digesters, but the concentration of iron 
recovered in this fraction increased with the level of phosphorus enrichment Usually, 
iron from FeS is recovered in the HN03 and residual fractions, however, 
interpretation of these results was compli cated by the recovery of iron from FeP04 in 
these fractions. However, at least in the 100 P, 500 P and 1000 P digesters, FeP04 was 
completely reduced to Fe3(P04)2 by day 18. Thus, the release of high concentrations 
of iron into the digesters upon reduction of Fe3+ to Fe2+, might have resulted In 
increased formation ofFeS in the phosphorus-rich digesters of Batch Test 3. 
Soluble su lphide concentrations in the Batch Test 3 phosphorus-rich digesters were 
shown to decrease in relation to the control digesters on days 3 and 8, indicating 
precipitation as ferrous sulphide (Figure 7.9) . These results contrast with those of 
Batch Tests I and 2, in which phosphorus enrichment resulted in increased 
concentrations of soluble sulphide in the digesters. On day 18, however, so luble 
su lphide concentrations in the 1000 P and 2000 P digesters were higher than in the 
control digesters. This is suggested to be caused by the same factor that caused 
elevated su lphide levels in Batch Tests 1 and 2. That is, a requirement for iron to be 
precipitated as Fe3(P04)2 Ieading to less precipitation ofFeS. 
Calcium fractionatiofl ill relation to phosphorus fractionation in the Batch Test 3 
anaerobic digesters 
Referring to Table 7.8, it can be seen that phosphorus enrichment resulted in a 
decrease in soluble calcium concentrations in the anaerobic digesters. This is 
illustrated in Figure 7.69, in which the soluble calcium concentrations in the anaerobic 
digesters are plotted against solubl e phosphorus concentrations in the digesters. 
Figure 7.69 shows that soluble calcium decreased as the concentration of solub le 
phosphorus in the anaerobic digesters increased . This resulted in 32, 72, 84 and 
100 mg/I of calcium being taken out of solution in the 100 P, 500 P , 1000 P and 2000 
P digesters, respectively, according to the day 8 measurements. On day 18 the 
concentration of soluble calcium decreased further, resulting in a total of35, 93 , 126 
and 148 mg/I of calcium being taken out of solution in the 100 P, 500 P , 1000 P and 
2000 P digesters, respectively . The data in Table 7.8 and F igures 7.70 and 7.71 , 
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(calcium fractionation profiles from the Stover sequential extractions), indicate that 
the calcium removed from solution was precipitated as calcium phosphate . 
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FIGURE 7.69 Soluble calcium (mg/I) versus soluble phosphorus (mg/I), mea sured at days 3; 8 and 18, 
for batch test 3. 
The Stover fractionation profiles for calcium showed that calcium from the soluble 
fraction was recovered as EDTA-extractable calcium on day 8. The day 18 
fractionation profiles show that the additional calcium from the soluble fraction was 
recovered primarily as EDT A-extractable calcium, but also as NaJ>20rextractable 
ca lcium . Thus, it seems that, at relatively low soluble phosphorus concentrations, 
ca lcium was precipitated as CaJ(P04)2 but that increasing concentrations of soluble 
phosphorus by day 18 of the batch test resulted in some calcium being precipitated as 
a less defined calcium phosphate such as CaHP04 
The role of calcium in precipitation of phosphorus was still important in this batch 
test, despite the presence of large concentrations of iron and the formation of ferrous 
phosphate. In the 100 P digesters, calcium accounted for between 18 and 27 % of the 
precipitated phosphoruS, in the 500 P digesters this was decreased to 10 to 14 %, in 
the 1000 P digesters it accounted for 6 to 10 % of the precipitated phosphorus and in 
the 2000 P digesters 4 to 6 % of the precipitated phosphorus. 
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FIGURE 7.70 Calcium fractionation with the Stover method on day 8 of Batc h Test 3, Fractions 
presented as a % of the total metal recovered, 
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Magnesium j ractionation in relation to phosphorus j ractionation in the Batch Test 
3 anaerobic digesters 
Magnesium was also removed from the so luble fraction of the phosphorus-rich Batch 
Test 3 digesters, following a similar pattern to calcium, as shown in Figure 7.72. It is 
interesting to note that the maximum concentration of magnesium removed from 
solution in the 2000 P digesters was higher than that removed in the Batch Test 1 
2000 P digesters, despite the fact that signjficant ly higher concentrations of soluble 
phosphorus were available for magnesium precipitation in the Batch Test 1 digesters . 
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FIGURE 7.72 Soluble magnesium (mg/I) versus soluble phosphorus (mg/I), m easured at days 3; 8 and 
18, for batch test 3. 
The magnesium removed from solution was not precipitated as struvite, no increase in 
magnesium being measured in either ofthe acetate fractions and in fact a decrease in 
acetate-extractable magnesium being noted for all phosphorus-rich digesters on day 
18. All the magnesium removed from solution in the phosphorus-rich digesters was 
subsequently recovered in the HCI fraction of the phosphorus sequential extraction 
scheme. The Stover fractionation profiles for magnesium are shown in Figures 7.73 
and 7.74. 
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FIGURE 7.73 Magnesium Iractionation with the Stover method on day 8 01 Batch Test 3. Fractions 
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The magnesium fractionation profiles on day 18 clearly show that magnesium was 
removed from the soluble, KN03, KF and Na.P207 tractions, to be recovered in the 
EDT A fraction This does not correspond to the findings of the other batch tests and is 
not related to recovery of a known magnesium-containing model compound. It is 
proposed that the magnesium removed trom solution in Batch Test 3 was co-
precipitated with ferrous phosphate and was, therefore, recovered in EDT A due to 
solubilisation of ferrous phosphate in EDTA The decrease in KN03- and Na.P207-
extractable magnesium indicates that struvite was not formed in the phosphorus-rich 
digesters of Batch Test 3. 
Figure 7.75 shows the relationship between the concentrations of magnesium and iron 
extracted in EDT A No linear relationship could be found between magnesium and 
iron extracted in the EDT A fraction, but the concentration of EDT A-extractable 
magnesium could be seen to increase as the concentration of EDT A-extractable iron 
increased, up to approximately 50 mglL 
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FIGURE 7.75 Concentrations of magnesium (mg/l) extracted in EDTA versu s concentrations of iron 
(mgll) extracted in EDTA, from digested sludge of phosphorus-rich digesters of Batch Test 3. 
After this point, the availability of magnesium for co-precipitation with ferrous 
phosphate appeared to have been limiting, resulting in a flattening of the curve. As 
mentioned previously, however, more magnesium was removed trom the soluble 
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fraction of the digested sludge as a result of these co-precipitation reactions than was 
removed by precipitation with soluble phosphate in Batch Test I. 
Thus, it can be concluded from the magnesium fractionation results that the increase 
in precipitation activity in the Batch Test 3 anaerobic digesters, due to reduction of 
ferric iron to ferrous iron and subsequent re-precipitation of Fe3(P04)2, resulted in 
extensive co-precipitation of mag nesium. This caused soluble magnesium levels III 
the 2000 P digesters to fall to 5 % of the total magnesium content, in comparison to 
40 % in the control digesters. Soluble magnesium was shown to decrease to a 
minimum of 16 % of the total in the equivalent digesters of Batch Test 1. Thus, the 
addition of ferric phosphate to the anaerobic digesters might have resulted in 
limitation of bioavailable magnesium in the Batch Test 3 anaerobic digesters, even 
though the soluble phosphate concentrations in these digesters were only 
approximately 10 % of those in the Batch Test I digesters. 
Aluminium fractionatiofl in relation 10 phosphorus fractionation ill the Batch Tesl 
3 anaerobic digesters 
With respect to aluminium fractionation (results not shown), it was mentioned 
previously that NaOH-extractable aluminium actually decreased in the phosphorus-
rich digesters on day 18, with a subsequent increase in HCI-extractable aluminium. A 
similar trend was found in the Stover fractionation profiles for aluminium, with 
Na4P20 7-extractable aluminium decreas ing and a concomitant increase in HNOJ-
extractable aluminium. Model compound extractions of A1P04 had shown that 
aluminium would be extracted in the Na&20 7 fraction, therefore, these results seem to 
indicate a decrease in aluminium phosphate in the phosphorus-rich digesters. This 
seems unlikely, considering the high concentrations of phosphorus re-precipitated 
during this test and could be an artefact of the method, resulting from the high 
concentrations ofFe-P in the digesters, which could have been extracted preferentially 
to aluminium in the Na~207 and EDTA fractions . Although, the phosphorus 
fractionation results also indicated a reduction in aluminium associated phosphorus. 
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7.2.3.2 Results from fractionation of the trace metals using the Stover 
method, for digesters in Batch Test 3 
Trace metals (copper, zinc, manganese, chromium, nickel and cobalt) in the digested 
sludge of the Batch Test 3 anaerobic digesters, were fractionated using the Stover 
sequential extraction method. 
Concentrations of soluble trace metals in the Batch Test 3 anaerobic digesters are 
shown in Figure 7.76. These results show that phosphorus enrichment in the form of 
FeP04 resulted in variable changes in trace metal concentrations, with the exception 
of manganese and chromium. 
Soluble manganese concentrations decreased with increasing levels of phosphorus 
enrichment and, as shown in Figure 7.77, this decrease was related to the levels of 
soluble phosphorus ill the anaerobic digesters, consequently, the lowest 
concentrations of soluble manganese were recorded on day 18. The relationship 
between soluble manganese and soluble phosphorus was found to conform to a double 
logarithmic relationship, which was statistically significant at the 95 percentile level 
of the Student's t test, on days 8 and 18 of Batch Test 3. 
Soluble chromium concentrations increased in the phosphorus-rich anaerobic 
digesters on day 18 and, as shown in Figure 7.78, this was linearly related to the 
concentration of soluble phosphorus in these digesters on day 18. This result was 
similar to that found in Batch Tests I and 2, the results of which were suggested to be 
related to increased soluble organic carbon levels in these digesters, resulting in 
complexation of chromium. The soluble organic carbon levels measured in the Batch 
Test 3 digesters were lower than those in Batch Test I, as were the soluble chromium 
levels, further indicating that the two variables were related. An exact relationship 
could not be found, however, soluble carbon levels in the 2000 P Batch Test I 
digesters being approximately 3 times greater than those in the equivalent Batch Test 
3 digesters, while soluble chromium levels differed by a factor of 11. 
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Copper fractionation profiles of the Batch Test 3 anaerobic digesters 
The fractionation profiles of copper in the control digesters of Batch Test 3 are similar 
to those of the Batch Test 1 and 2 control digesters, and are shown in Figure 7.79 (day 
8) and 7.80 (day 18). The copper fi-actionation profiles in the phosphorus-rich 
digesters showed a small decrease in the KF-extractable copper (6, 4, 3, 3, 2 - day 8) 
and (6, 6, 3, 4, 3 - day 18) for the control, 100 P, 500 P, 1000 P and 2000 P digesters, 
respectively. This decrease was compensated by an increase in the HNO) + residual 
fraction (56, 56, 55, 58, 60 - day 8) and (53, 51, 54, 54, 55 - day 18) for the control, 
J 00 P, 500 P, 1000 P and 2000 P digesters, respectively. 
These changes are relatively small and, although they follow a trend with increasing 
phosphorus-enrichment, are quite variable. However, it does seem that addition of 
phosphorus as FePO. to the anaerobic digesters resulted in less adsorbed copper in the 
digested sludge, possibly resulting from increased precipitation of copper as copper 
sulphide. 
These trend of increasing copper in the HNO) fraction is different to that measured in 
Batch Tests 1 and 2, in which phosphorus enrichment decreased the percentage of 
copper derived from copper sulphide. It was suggested that copper might have been 
co-precipitated with ferrous sulphide in the digested sludge and that precipitation of 
iron as ferrous phosphate had reduced FeS formation in the phosphorus-rich digesters, 
with a knock-on effect to copper sulphide. This was suggested because of close 
similarity between trends in copper and iron fractionation profiles in Batch Tests 1 
and 2, and because anion equilibrium calculations had suggested no reason why 
copper should have been precipitated as copper phosphate rather than copper 
sulphide. This explanation is also consistent with the results in Batch Test 3, in which 
there was evidence for a slight increase in ferrous sulphide (particularly on day 8) in 
the digesters as a result of iron enrichment, which was extracted in primarily in the 
HNO) fraction. Thus, increased recovery of copper in the HNO, fraction could have 
been related to co-precipitation of iron-copper sulphide in the Batch Test 3 anaerobic 
digesters . 
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FIGURE 7.79 Copper fractionation with the Stover method on day 8 of Batch Test 3. Fractions 
presented as a % of the total metal recovered . 
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Zinc /racfionation profiles 0/ the Batch Test 3 anaerobic digesters 
The Stover zinc fractionation profiles of the Batch Test 3 digesters (results not shown) 
were similar to those of the Batch Test I and 2 digesters and showed no marked 
changes as a result of phosphorus addition in the form ofFeP04 . 
Mallganese /ractionation profiles 0/ the Batch Test 3 anaerobic digesters 
The manganese fractionation profiles for days 8 and 18 of Batch Test 3 are shown in 
Figures 7.8 I and 7.82. The profiles of the control digesters were similar to those of 
the Batch Test 1 and 2 control digesters, with the dominant fraction being NaJ>207-
ext ractable manganese. In the phosphorus-rich digesters, however, manganese 
extracted in the soluble, KN03, KF and Na.P20 7 fractions was shown to decrease 
over time, all this manganese being recovered in the EDTA fraction on day 18 of the 
batch test. These results were similar to the Batch Test 1 and 2 digesters in that the 
soluble, KN03 and KF fractions decreased according to the level of phosphorus 
enri chment. In the first two batch tests, however, the NaJ>20 7-extractable manganese 
fraction did not decrease, whereas thi s fraction was markedl y decreased in the Batch 
Test 3 digesters, from 70 to 47 % on day 8 and from 70 to 22 % on day 18. 
This pattern of change in manganese fractionation in the Batch Test 3 phosphorus-rich 
digesters was similar to that of magnesium and it is suggested that manganese was 
also co-precip itated with ferrous phosphate, being released in the EDTA fraction as a 
result of dissolution of ferrous phosphate in thi s fraction . 
The relationship between manganese and iron recovered in the EDTA fractions of the 
Batch Test 3 digesters is shown in Figure 7.84. This figure clearly shows that 
manganese recovery in EDT A increased with iron recovery in EDT A, up to a 
manganese concentration of approximately 6 mg/I, after which a relati vely constant 
concentration of manganese was recovered in the EDT A fraction despite the 
increasing concentration of EDT A-extractable iron. No significant linear relationship 
could, however, be found between the two variab les. 
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EDTA; Stover extraction of digested sludge from Batch Test 3 digesters. 
The tendency of manganese to be strongly co-precipitated with other compounds in an 
anaerobic digester had been previously reported by Ginter and Grobicki (1997) . These 
researchers measured the removal of soluble manganese in a UASB reactor and 
reported that manganese was most strongly removed from solution by co-precipitation 
reactions. Co-precipitation of manganese with cadmium sulphide was shown to 
remove 56 % of the manganese from solution in the UASB, whereas removal of 
manganese in a high sulphide environment but without cadmium (i.e. MnS 
precipitation) was only shown to result in a maximum of 40 % removal. It is known 
that manganese does not form very insoluble sulphide or carbonate compounds, in 
contrast to the other trace metals (with the exception of chromium), and is more likely 
to be precipitated as MnCO) than MnS in digested sludge (Ginter and Grobicki, 
1997). 
Chromium fractionation profiles of the Batch Test 3 anaerobic (ligesters 
The chromium fractionation profiles of the Batch Test 3 digesters (Figures 7.84 and 
7.85) showed that chromium moved from the NaJ'Z07 fraction to the HNO) and 
residual fractions on day 8. By day 18, the HNO) and residual fractions of the 2000 P 
digesters in particular had decreased to less than the control values, with an increase 
in the EDT A fraction . Thus, it seems that chromium was associated with both the 
FeP04 fractions and the Fe3(PO.h fraction, possibly by adsorption to FeP04 during 
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the early stages of the batch test, becoming incorporated into the ferrous phosphate 
precipitate during the later stages of the batch test and thus being released in the 
EDT A fraction upon dissolution of ferrous phosphate. 
Nickel and cobaltfractionation profiles oftlte Batclt Test 3 anaerobic digesters 
Nickel fractionation was not changed as a result of phosphorus addition as FeP04 . 
However, the cobalt fractionation profiles (Figures 7.86 and 7.87), although variable, 
showed a distinct trend towards cobalt recovery in EDTA on day 18 of the batch test, 
suggesting that cobalt was also co-precipitated with ferrous phosphate. Moreover, 
whereas addition of soluble phosphorus to the anaerobic digesters in Batch Tests 1 
and 2 resulted in an increase in soluble cobalt in the anaerobic digesters, addition of 
FeP04 resulted in a decrease in the soluble cobalt concentrations of the phosphorus-
rich digesters. 
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FIGURE 7.86 Cobalt fractionation with the Stover method on day 8 of Batch Test 3. Fractions 
presented as a % of the total metal recovered. 
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7.2.3.2 .1 Summary of phosphorus and metal fractionation results for Batch 
Test 3 
As a result of measuring phosphorus and metal fractionation In the Batch Test 3 
anaerobic digesters, it can be concluded that: 
• FelTic iron (FeP04) was reduced to ferrous iron over time, resulting in release of 
so luble phosphorus in the digesters. 
• Linear correlations between HCI-extractable Iron and NaOH-extractable SRP 
showed that the iron phosphate compounds in the digesters evolved fro m a molar 
ratio of 1.0 to a molar ratio of 1.5 (Fe:P) over time. This indicated that FePO. was 
so lubili sed and re-precipitated as Fe3(P04)2. 
• The Stover iron fractionation profi les showed that FeP04 was extracted primari ly 
in the HN03 fraction and Fe3(P04h in the EDTA fraction , and that FeP04 was 
so lubili sed and re-precipitated as Fe3(P04h between days 8 and 18 of the batch 
test. 
• The parallel use of the phosphorus fractionation method, which showed little 
increase in acetate-extractable iron, enabled the conclusion that the EDTA-
extractable iron was derived from Fe3(P04)2 and not FeC03. 
• Not all the phosphorus released from FeP04 was re-precipitated, resulting in a 
concentrati on of 191 mg/I soluble phosphorus in the 2000 P digesters on day 18 of 
the batch test. 
• Some phosphorus rel eased from FeP04 was re-precipitated as calcium phosphate, 
being recovered in the HCI fraction of the phosphorus fractionation method. In the 
Stover fractionation profiles this was represented by calcium recovery in the 
EDTA fraction and, to a lesser extent, in the Na.P20 7 fraction . 
• Calcium phosphates accounted for 18 to 27 % of the precipitated phosphorus in 
the 100 P digesters, 10 to 14 % in the 500 P digesters, 6 to 10 % in the 1000 P 
digesters and 4 to 6 % in the 2000 P digesters. 
• Magnesium was removed from solution by co-precipitation with Fe3(PO.h, being 
recovered in the EDTA fraction of the Stover method and the HCI fraction of the 
phosphorus method. This resulted in the phosphorus-rich anaerobic digesters of 
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Batch Test 3 having the lowest soluble magnesium concentrations of all the batch 
tests. 
• Soluble manganese concentrations tn the anaerobic digesters decreased with 
increasing concentrations of soluble phosphorus, and the KN03 and KF 
extractable manganese fractions were markedly decreased as a result of 
phosphorus enrichment. In contrast to the other batch tests, the Na.P207 fraction 
was markedly decreased as a result of phosphorus enrichment, from 70 % in the 
control digesters to 22 % in the 2000 P digesters on day 18. 
• All the manganese moved from the soluble, KF, KN03 and Na.P20 7 fractions was 
recovered in the EDTA fraction, as manganese co-precipitated with Fe3(P04h. 
• Copper fractionation was not changed markedly as a result of FeP04 addition to 
the anaerobic digesters. A small decrease in KF-extractable copper and an increase 
in HN03+residual copper was suggested to represent copper being co-precipitated 
with FeS. 
• Chromium fractionation showed that chromium was associated with both the 
FeP04 and Fe3(P04)2 fractions, most likely being adsorbed to the former and co-
precipitated with the latter. 
• Cobalt fractionation showed a clear trend in this batch test, unlike the other batch 
tests, which indicated that cobalt solubi lity was decreased as a result of co-
precipitation with Fe3(P04)2. 
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7.2.4 PHOSPHORUS AND METAL FRACTIONATION RESULTS - B ATCH 
TEST 4 
In Batch Test 4, phosphorus was added to the batch anaerobic digesters as insoluble 
A1P04, to give phosphorus concentrations of 100, 500, 1000 and 2000 mgll. 
Although aluminium is not used widely in the OK for phosphorus removal, the fate of 
aluminium precipitated phosphorus in anaerobically digested sludge was investigated 
as a contrast to that of ferric iron precipitated phosphorus. Reports in the literature had 
indicated that aluminium precipitated phosphorus remained stable during anaerobic 
digestion (Grigoropoulos et aI. , 197 1; O'Shaughnessy et aI. , 1974). Aluminium 
phosphate was, therefore, added to the batch anaerobic digesters to enable 
measurement of metal and phosphorus fractionation of digested sludge in which 
phosphorus existed as a stable, insoluble phase. 
7.2.4.1 Phosphorus, calcium, magnesium, iron and aluminium fractionation 
results from Batch Test 4 digesters 
The phosphorus fractionation results in Figures 7.88 to 7.91 show that phosphorus 
added to the anaerobic digesters as AIP0 4 was recovered primarily as SRP in the 
NaOH fraction. Figures 7.90 and 7.91 also show that phosphorus concentrations were 
increased in the so luble, HCI and residual fractions of the phosphorus-rich digesters . 
With respect to the HCI and residual fraction, a small portion of this phosphorus was 
derived from calcium phosphate but most was derived from excess A1PO. that was 
not solubilised in the NaOH fraction due to saturation of the extractant. 
The phosphorus fractionation profiles in Figures 7.88 and 7.89 look similar to those of 
Batch Test 3 (Figures 7.60 and 7.61) because iron phosphate and aluminium 
phosphate are both extracted in NaOH. Measurement of the metals extracted in the 
phosphorus fractions, however, enables differentiation between phosphorus extracted 
from iron or aluminium phosphate in the NaOH fraction. This was illustrated 
previously with respect to iron phosphate in Batch Test 3. When aluminium 
phosphate is extracted from digested sludge using the modified phosphorus sequential 
extraction method, aluminium and phosphorus are both recovered in the NaOH 
fraction . 
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Thus, a linear relationship of phosphoms (SRP) and aluminium in NaOH, with a 
molar ratio of 1, is indicative of the presence of AIPO. in the digested sludge. In 
Batch Test 4, the high concentrations of AlP04 in the anaerobic digesters resulted in 
some 'tailing' of iron and phosphoms into the HCI fraction, therefore, the sum of that 
recovered in both the NaOH and HCI fractions, minus that recovered in these 
fractions of the control digesters, was used to establish a linear correlation between 
aluminium and phosphoms. These results are shown in Figure 7.92, which confirms a 
linear relationship between SRP and aluminium in the NaOH (and Hel) fractions, the 
molar ratio of aluminium to phosphoms being approximately I. 0, as would be 
expected for extraction of AIP04 . 
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FIGURE 7.92 Relationship between AI (mM) in NaOH + HCI fractions and P (mM) in NaOH + HCI 
fractions. The results have been adjusted (using data from the control digesters) to take into 
account the contribution of aluminium and phosphorus to these fractions from the digested 
sludge matrix. 
A small increase in soluble phosphoms was noted in the digesters with added AlPO., 
the maximum concentration of soluble phosphoms (23 mg/I) was measured in the 
2000 P digester on day 18 (Figure 7.93) . No increase in soluble aluminium was noted 
in the anaerobic digesters. 
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Calcium/ractionation in the Batch Test 4 anaerobic digesters 
As a result of the increase in soluble phosphorus in the phosphorus-rich digesters, 
so luble calcium concentrations in the phosphorus-rich digesters decreased slightly and 
calcium in the RCI fraction was increased, indicating precipitation of calcium 
phosphate (Figures 7.94 and 7.95). The Stover calcium fractionation profiles (results 
not shown) showed that decreasing calcium in the so luble fraction was linked to an 
increased recovery of EDTA-extractable calcium, most likely derived from 
Ca3(P04)2. 
Magnesium /ractionation in the Batch Test 4 anaerobic digesters 
Magnesium fractionation was unchanged as a result of AIP04 addition to the 
anaerobic digesters of Batch Test 4. 
Iron /ractionation in the Batch Test 4 anaerobic digesters 
Iron fractionation was unchanged as a result of AlP04 addition to the anaerobic 
digesters of Batch Test 4. 
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Aluminium jractionatioll ill the Batch Test 4 anaerobic digesters 
The recovery of aluminium in the Stover extractions is shown in Figures 7.96. Only 
the day 18 resu lts are shown as these were identical to the day 8 results. 
According to the model compound testing, a luminium from AIP04 should be 
recovered primarily in the Na.P207 fi·action. However, these results show that 
aluminium from AIP04 was only weakly extracted by Na.P207, indicating the other 
meta ls in the digested sludge matrix were preferentially extracted in thi s fraction 
Aluminium from AIP04 was most strongly extracted in EDTA but as the total 
concentration of AIPO, increased in the digesters it can be seen that tailing occurred 
into the RNO) and residual fractions. 
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7.2.4.2 Trace metal fractionation in digested sludge of Batch Test 4 
digesters 
The fractionation profiles of all the trace metals measured in this test were found to be 
unchanged (results not shown) by the add ition of AIPO, to the anaerobic digesters, 
with the exception of copper. 
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Copper fraetionation in tlte Batelt Test 4 anaerobic digesters 
Fractionation profiles for copper in digested sludge of the Batch Test 4 digesters are 
shown in Figures 7.97 and 7.98 . The fractions HNOJ and residual have been 
combined, as have the NaJ'207 and EDT A fractions. These results show that the 
percentage of KF-extractable copper in the digested sludge was increased as a result 
of phosphorus enrichment. Thi s was balanced by a decrease in the combined 
HNO)+Residual fract ion. The KF fraction represents metals that were loosely 
adsorbed to the sludge matrix and it is possible that the increase in KF-extractable 
copper represents copper adsorbed to the ALPO, in the digested sludge. These results 
contrast with the copper fractionat ion profiles of Batch Test 3, in which KF-
extractable copper was found to be markedly decreased as a result of phosphorus 
enrichment with FePO •. 
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7.2.4.2.1 Summary of phosphorus and metal fractionation results for Batch 
Test 4 
As a result of measuring phosphorus and metal fractionation In the Batch Test 4 
anaerobic digesters, it was concluded that: 
• AlP04 added to the anaerobic digesters remained primarily as AIP04, the 
phosphorus and aluminium being recovered in the NaOH fraction of the 
phosphorus sequential extraction method. 
• The Stover method indicated that aluminium from AlP04 was recovered primarily 
in the EDT A fraction. The Na.P20 7 extractant was weakly selective for AlP04 and 
tai ling of AlP04 in the HNO) fraction was noted at total phosphorus 
concentrations greater than 100 mgll. 
• A small amount of so luble calcium in the phosphorus-rich anaerobic digesters (3 
to 5 % in the 2000 P digesters) was removed from so lution and precipitated as 
calc ium phosphate, being recovered in the He l fraction of the phosphorus method 
and the EDT A fraction of the Stover method. 
• Magnesium and iron fractionat ion was unchanged as a result of AlP04 addition to 
the anaerobic digesters. 
• Trace metal fractionat ion profi les were unchanged as a result of AlP04 
enri chment ofthe digesters, with the exception of copper. 
• An increase in KF-extractab le copper in the phosphorus-rich digesters was 
suggested to be related to copper adsorption to AlP04 in the sludge. 
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7.3 DIGESTER PERFORMANCE AND METAL FRACTIONATION 
One of the aims of this research was to investigate whether phosphorus enrichment 
caused changes in metal fractionation, which might be detrimental to the anaerobic 
digestion process. Metal fractionation changes could, theoretically, affect anaerobic 
digestion by decreasing the bioavailability of metals essential for bacterial 
metabolism . The methanogenic bacteria in particular are known to have stringent 
requirements for a number of metal s. Alternatively, digester performance might have 
been adversely affected by the increasing solubility of a tox ic metal such as chromium 
or copper. The link between metal fractionation and digester performance will be 
discussed further in Chapter Nine, in which both laboratory-scale and full-scale 
fractionation results will be taken into account. The objective of Section 73 is, 
therefore, to identify possible metal fractionation changes in the laboratory-scale 
digesters, which might have contributed to decreased performance of these digesters. 
Phosphorus fractionation and digester performance was discussed previously in 
Section 7.1 of this document and will not, therefore, be included in thi s section except 
with respect to the bioavailability of phosphate-precipitated metals. 
As discussed in the literature review, metals present in the soluble fraction are usually 
considered to be the most biologically available or ' bioavailable' metals. Thus, 
soluble metal concentrations should be the best indicators of those available as 
nutrients or toxi ns. However, it is not certain that metals present in a precipitated form 
are completely biologically unavailable and, conversely, organic complexation of 
soluble metals has been shown to render these metals biologically unavailable, even 
though they are present in the soluble fraction. 
7.3.1 INTERPRETING THE FRACTIONATION PROFILES WITH RESPECT TO 
BIOAVAILABILlTY OF METALS 
The sequential extraction data was interpreted with respect to bioavailability as 
follows: 
Soluble metals in the anaerobic digesters were considered to be bioavailable and, with 
respect to the Stover method, a shift in the fractionation profiles towards the KN03 
(exchangeable metal s) and KF (adsorbed metals) fractions was considered to 
represent an increase in readily-extracted metal that might be biologically available. 
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Metals extracted in the Na,P20 7 fraction , EDT A-extractable, HN03-extractable and 
residual metal s were generall y considered to be bio logically unavailable in the 
laboratory-scale reactors. However, if Na,P207-extractable metal is attributed to 
organically-bound metal this cannot be excluded from the bioavailable fraction as 
degradation of organic material is known to release metals into the soluble fraction 
during digestion. 
Information is required on metal-specific chelators produced by anaerobic bacteria 
and their binding capacity for metals, to determine whether Na,P207- and EDT A-
extractab le inorganic metals are truly biologicall y unavailable in anaerobic digesters. 
If microbially-produced metal binding chelators with stronger binding capacities for 
metals than Na,P20 7 or EDT A are available in anaerobic digesters, thi s could change 
the above-mentioned interpretation of bioavailability with respect to the Stover 
fractionation profile. This was, however, beyond the scope of this research. 
With respect to the phosphorus fracti onation method, soluble and water extractable 
phosphorus and metals were considered bioavailable. A significant shift from the 
NaOH or He l fractions towards the acetate-extractab le fractions was also proposed to 
represent an increased percentage of potentially bioavailable compounds in the 
anaerobic digesters, on the basis that these compounds were more soluble than those 
extracted in NaOH or He!. This proposition, however, needs to be validated with 
further research . The NaOH-extractable and Hel extracted inorganic phosphorus 
compounds and associated metals were considered biologically unavailab le in the 
laboratory-scale anaerobic digesters. 
7.3.1.1 Calcium fractionation and digester performance 
In all the phosphorus-rich digesters calcium bioavailability decreased according to the 
above-mentioned definitions, i.e. soluble calcium concentrations in the digesters were 
reduced as a result of calcium phosphate precipitation, being shifted upwards in the 
fractionation profiles. The extent of thi s was dependent on the concentration of 
soluble phosphorus in the digesters and, in the case of Batch Test 2, the concentration 
of soluble magnesium in the anaerobic digesters. Thus, Batch Test I phosphorus-rich 
digesters contained the lowest concentrations of soluble calcium (Table 7.2), followed 
by the Batch Test 2 (Table 7.5), Batch Test 3 (Table 7.8) and Batch Test 4 digesters. 
The control digesters contained 224 ± 13 mg/l of calcium in all the batch tests, 
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whereas on day 18 of the batch tests the 1000 P and 2000 P digesters contained less 
than 50 mg/I (Batch Test 1), less than 80 mg/I (Batch Test 2), less than 90 mg/I (Batch 
Test 3) and less than 170 mg/I (Batch Test 4) . 
The Day 18 Stover calcium fractionation profiles for Batch Test I showed that 
calcium had also shifted markedly from the KNOJ and Na,J'207 fractions to the 
EDTA fraction , particularly in the 2000 P digesters . This indicated a di stinct shift in 
calcium species from soluble and readily-exchangeable to relatively insoluble calcium 
phosphate precipitates, which based on current knowledge, indicated reduced 
concentrations ofbioavailable calcium in the Batch Test 1 phosphorus-rich digesters. 
The Day 18 calcium fractionation profiles for Batch Test 2 showed similar trends to 
the Batch Test 1 digesters except that N<4P20 7-extractable calcium also increased as a 
result of phosphorus precipitation, in addition to EDTA-extractable calcium. This was 
interpreted as accumulation of more easily-soluble calcium phosphate compounds in 
these digesters, thus, calcium bioavailability was decreased in the Batch Test 2 
digesters but not as severely as in the Batch Test 1 digesters. The Stover calcium 
fractionation profiles for the phosphorus-ric h Batch Test 3 digesters showed a very 
similar pattero to that described for the Batch Test 2 digesters, although the magnitude 
of the shift was reduced due to the more limited availability of phosphorus for 
calcium precipitation in these digesters. Also, more calcium was recovered in the 
KNOJ fractions of the 1000 P and 2000 P digesters than the control digesters, 
although thi s was only a small percentage of the total calcium removed from solution 
(6 and 13 %, respectively). [n the Batch Test 4 digesters again similar shifts in 
calcium fractionation were observed from the soluble fraction to the Na..P207 and 
EDTA fractions, although these were minor in comparison with the other batch tests. 
Unfortunately, limited information is available regarding the relationship between 
soluble calcium concentrations and performance of anaerobic digesters, although 
calcium has been cited as being an important metal for methanogenesis (Takashima 
and Speece, 1990). Jackson-Moss and Duncan (1989) found that calcium 
supplementation of VASB digesters to give soluble calcium concentrations of 70 to 
3500 mg/I had no beneficial or detrimental effects on the anaerobic digesters. 
Unfortunately, digester operation was not reported for calcium concentrations lower 
than 70 mg/I, thus a lower limit for soluble calcium was not established. 
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Whether reduced calcium bioavailability could have adversely affected the 
performance of the laboratory digesters, or whether it was present in excess of that 
required in all digesters cannot be concluded from these results. Certainly, the Batch 
Test 1 digesters with the lowest soluble and exchangeable calcium concentrations also 
showed the worst performance, however, it is unlikely that calcium limitation alone 
could have caused the complete lack of methane production that was observed in 
these digesters. Hughes and Poole (1989) reported that calcium was an important 
growth regulator for many microorganisms and that, just before microbial cell 
division, there is a rapid increase in intracellular Ca2+ foll owed by an efflux to the 
medium. Thus, it is possible that high concentrations of soluble calcium in anaerobic 
digesters are necessary for cell division and that calcium limitation could lead to 
reduced growth rates of microorganisms in digesters. [n a completely mixed digester, 
in which the microbial population is finely balanced by the growth rate and the 
residence time of the digester, a decreased rate of growth could lead to washout of the 
microbial population from the anaerobic digester and eventual digester failure . 
7.3.1.2 Magnesium fractionation and digester performance 
Magnesium is essential to all cells and is the most abundant intracellular divalent 
cation, bound to ATP, ADP, nucleic acids and ribosomes (Hughes and Poole, 1989). 
This is true for methanogenic bacteria, for which magnesium has been shown to be 
the most abundant element (Takashima and Speece, 1990) and essential for growth 
and methane production (Schmidt and Ahring, 1993). Thus, it seems that magnesium 
plays an important role in the anaerobic digestion process, particularly 
methanogenesis, and that reduced bioavailability of magnesium in digesters is likely 
to have an adverse effect on performance. 
Confli cting results were obtained regarding magnesium bioavailability and 
performance in the laboratory-scale digesters. On the basis of the results in Batch 
Tests I and 2, it seemed that the enhanced performance of the Batch Test 2 digesters 
could be attributed largely to the increased concentrations of soluble magnesium in 
these digesters. At first it was supposed that soluble magnesium increased digester 
performance by removing soluble phosphate, however, the 1000 P Batch 2 digesters 
showed a better rate of methane production than the 500 P Batch Test I digesters, 
which contained less soluble phosphate. The main difference between these digesters 
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was, therefore, that the former contained 51-73 mgll of soluble magnesium whereas 
the latter contained 14 - 22 mgll of soluble magnesium. Moreover, the Batch Test 2 
digesters contained a high concentrations of KN03-extractable magnesium, whereas 
in the phosphorus-rich Batch Test 1 digesters the magnesium was moved to the 
N34P20 7 fraction. Thus, it was suggested that magnesium supplementation improved 
the performance of the Batch Test 2 digesters. 
This was complicated, however, by the fact that the Batch Test 3 digesters contained 
lower concentrations of soluble magnesium by day 18 of the batch test than either the 
Batch Test I or 2 digesters, but exhibited higher rates of methane production than the 
first two batch tests. The low concentration of soluble magnesium in Batch Test 3 was 
a consequence of magnesium co-precipitation with ferrous phosphate, resulting in 8 
and 5 mgll of soluble magnesium in the 1000 and 2000 P digesters, respectively. Co-
precipitation also resulted in no magnesium being recovered in the KN03 fraction and 
a reduction of NaJ>207-extractable magnesium in the 1000 P and 2000 P digesters. 
Thus, it can be concluded that magnesium was far less bioavailable in the Batch Test 
3 phosphorus-rich digesters than in the Batch Test 1 or 2 digesters, but that digester 
performance did not reflect the change in the magnesium fractionation profiles. 
It is likely that magnesium was stimulatory in the Batch Test 2 digesters, as Schmidt 
and Ahring ( 1993) showed that magnesium supplementation of a UASB digester 
stimulated the acetate utilisation rate and methane production. However, the 
stimulatory effects of magnesium were probably tempered by the high concentrations 
of soluble phosphate in these digesters. With respect to the Batch Test 3 digesters, it is 
possible that magnesium limitation contributed to reduced digester efficiency, 
particularly as the soluble phosphate concentrations in these digesters were relatively 
low in comparison to the first two batch tests. Moreover, the alkalinity of these 
digesters decreased with increasing phosphorus enrichment and the methane content 
of the biogas was lower than in the Batch Test 2 digesters, even though the total 
biogas production was higher, which indicates that methanogenic activity (acetate 
utilisation and methane production) in these digesters was adversely affected. 
Interestingly, manganese has been shown to replace magnesium in some microbial 
cellular processes, particularly cell division (Hughes and Poole, 1989), however, the 
bioavailable manganese fractions were also severely reduced in all the laboratory-
scale phosphorus rich digesters. 
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7.3.1.3 Iron fractionation and digester performance 
Iron is considered one of the most important essential metals for anaerobic digest ion, 
being involved in energy metabolism and being a requirement for enzymes such as 
iron-sulphur proteins (Takashima and Speece, 1990). 
Iron fractionation was not markedly altered in Batch Tests I, 2 and 4 and, therefore, 
iron bioavailability was not considered to have influenced digester performance in 
these batch tests. 
Iron was supplemented in Batch Test 3 by the addition of FeP04. Reduction ofFe3+ to 
Fe2+ in these digesters, and its potentially negative effect on the methanogenic 
population, has been di scussed previously in Section 7.1. The fractionation profiles 
showed that iron in the Batch Test 3 digesters was not particularly bioavailable. No 
increase was recorded for soluble iron concentrations in the digesters. There was a 
small increase in the concentration of water and acetate-extractable iron in the 
phosphorus-rich digesters but no increase in KN03- and KF-extractable iron. Most of 
the additional iron was recovered in the Na.P20 7 and EDT A fractions of the Stover 
method or the NaOH fraction of the phosphorus extraction method and was, therefore, 
considered to be biologically unavailable. There was, however, some evidence that 
iron supplementation might have stimulated biomass growth in the Batch Test 3 
digesters (Section 7.1), thus, it is possible that the relati vely small increases in water-
and acetate- extractable iron in these digesters represented an increase in bioavailable 
Iron. 
7.3.1.4 Aluminium fractionation and digester performance 
Aluminium is not known to enhance digester performance but can be toxic to 
anaerobic microorganisms at relatively high concentrations. lackson-Moss and 
Duncan (1991) reported that soluble aluminium concentrations greater than 150 mg/I 
were inhibitory to a high rate anaerobic digester. 
Soluble aluminium concentrations remained below 0.05 mg/I in all the batch tests and, 
when aluminium was supplemented as AlP04 (Batch Test 4) this was shown to be 
stable in the digested sludge, being extracted in NaOH. Thus, aluminium was not 
considered an influencing factor with respect to digester performance in any of the 
batch tests . 
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7.3.1 .5 Copper fractionation and digester performance 
The bioavailability of copper was enhanced in all the phosphorus-rich digesters of 
Batch Tests 1, 2 and 3 as a result of increased soluble copper levels. Moreover, copper 
in the most insoluble HNO) and residual fractions (i .e. copper sulphide) was found to 
be reduced under conditions of phosphorus enrichment, resulting in an increased 
concentration of Na.P207-extractable copper in the digested sludge. By contrast to 
these shifts in fractionation towards more labile forms of copper, KF-extractable 
copper decreased markedly with increasing phosphorus enrichment, particularly in 
Batch Tests 1 and 3. 
Copper has not been demonstrated to have any known beneficial effects on anaerobic 
digester performance but is known to be severely inhibitory to digester performance. 
A number of researchers have demonstrated that copper is the most toxic heavy metal 
to anaerobic digestion (Mosey et aI. , 1971 ; Hickey et aI., 1989; Lin, 1993). Both 
Hickey et al. (1989) and Lin (1993) reported that copper was more inhibitory to the 
acidogenic bacteria than the methanogenic bacteria, thus copper toxicity might be 
characterised by low concentrations of both volatile fatty acids and methane in a 
digester, instead of the characteristic inverse relationship between the two variables, 
which occurs as a result of methanogenic inhibition. 
Soluble copper concentrations were highest in the Batch Test 1 digesters, which also 
contained the highest concentrations of SOC as a result of phosphorus enrichment. 
Increased SOC in all the phosphorus-rich digesters, but particularly those of Batch 
Test I, was suggested to be responsible for the higher concentrations of soluble 
copper (and other trace metals) in these digesters, due to soluble metal organic 
complex formation. Interestingly, complexation of copper with SOC in a digester has 
been shown to reduce the inhibitory effects of soluble copper 3-fold (Hickey et aI. , 
1989). Thus, if soluble copper in the Batch Test 1 digesters was strongly complexed 
with SOC in the digester supematant as suggested, thi s might have rendered it 
biologically inert with respect to toxicity. 
With respect to the actual concentrations of copper that cause toxicity in anaerobic 
digesters, few reports exist in which soluble copper concentrations have been 
measured. Hickey et al. (1989) found that a soluble copper concentration of 5 mg/I 
was enough to cause 50 % inhibition of batch anaerobic digesters containing 620 mg/l 
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of SOC, but that this increased to 16 mg/l when the batch digesters were seeded with 
digested sludge containing 1080 mg/I SOC. This latter concentration of SOC was 
comparable to that of the laboratory-scale digesters. 
Mosey et a!. (1971) concluded that copper toxicity 10 full-scale sewage sludge 
digesters was controll ed primarily by precipitation as insoluble sulphides. The copper 
fractionation profi les of the phosphorus-rich laboratory digesters showed that copper 
sulphide formation appeared to be decreased in the presence of high concentrations of 
phosphate, although this was least pronounced in the Batch Test 3 digesters. It was 
proposed that a portion of copper in digested sludge was actually co-precipitated as 
CuFeS" thus phosphorus enrichment reduced iron sulphide precipitation and 
consequently copper sulphide formation. In this way, copper was moved down the 
fractionation profile towards the N<LtP,07 fraction, which is considerably more 
extractable than the residual fraction. Interestingly, Mehrota et al. (1993) reported that 
digester deactivation due to copper inhibition was correlated with an increasing 
percentage of N<i4P,Orextractable copper in the digested sludge. In this case, it was 
assumed that N<i4P,07-extractable copper represented organically-bound copper, 
which is the most probable explanation in a phosphorus-limited digester. This also 
agreed with the work of Hayes and Theis (1978) who reported that digester 
deactivation occurred as a direct result of copper accumulation in the biomass fraction 
of an anaerobic digester. 
Thus, the phosphorus-rich laboratory-scale digesters exhibited a number of changes in 
copper fractionation that were indicative of increased bioavailability and might have 
contributed in part to digester inhibition. Although, the concentration of soluble 
copper in these digesters was very low compared to that reported to cause inhibition 
by Hickey et al. (1989). 
7.3.1.6 Zinc fractionation and digester performance 
Zinc is also known to be inhibitory to anaerobic digesters, although it is usually less 
toxic than copper, cadmium or chromium (Mosey et aI. , 1971 ; Hickey et aI. , 1989 and 
Lin 1992 and 1993). 
The zinc fractionation profiles of the phosphorus-rich laboratory-scale digesters 
showed small increases in soluble zinc, which followed a similar pattern to copper 
and were also suggested to be related to complexation of metals with SOC in the 
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digester supematant. No other marked changes in the fractionation profiles were 
noted, apart from a general decrease in the KF-extractable zinc fractions, which were 
thought to be the source of the additional soluble zinc in the phosphorus-rich 
digesters. 
7.3.1.7 Manganese fractionation and digester performance 
Manganese fractionation was severely affected by phosphorus enrichment in Batch 
Tests I, 2 and 3. In all cases, manganese was removed from the soluble, KNO) and 
KF fractions to be recovered primarily in the EDTA fraction. Thus, phosphorus 
enrichment resulted in reduced bioavailability of manganese in digested sludge. 
Manganese is not considered to be an essential trace metal for methanogenesis, as 
evidenced by the order of elemental composition of 10 methanogenic strains of 
bacteria, which revealed manganese to be the least abundant cellular element 
(Takashima and Speece, 1990). However, other bacteria, particularly acidogenic 
bacteria such as Lactobacillus have shown unusuall y high requirements for 
manganese (Hughes and Poole, 1989). Manganese (ll) is stored in high concentrations 
(20 to 25 mM) in the cells of the lactic acid bacteria, where it scavenges oxygen and 
reduces it to H202. Manganese (II) is oxidised to Mn (Ill) but is subsequently re-
reduced to Mn (IT) by NADPH 
Bioavailable manganese fraction s are relatively abundant in non phosphorus-rich 
digesters due to the soluble nature of its carbonate and sulphide salts, thus it is 
possible that manganese deficiency has not been noted with respect to anaerobic 
digesters for this reason . The effect of the loss of these bioavailable manganese 
fractions as a result of phosphorus enrichment and co-precipitation is not known but, 
on the basis of the above-mentioned information it is suggested that this might 
negatively affect oxygen-sensitive acidogenic microorganisms that rely on manganese 
for oxygen detoxification. 
7.3.1.8 Chromium fractionation and digester performance 
Soluble chromium concentrations increased in all the phosphorus-rich digesters, In 
fact chromium solubility was the most markedly enhanced of all the trace metals. As 
for the other trace metal s, chromium solubility was related to higher SOM 
concentrations 111 the phosphorus-rich anaerobic digesters and can, therefore, be 
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assumed to have been complexed with organic material in the soluble fraction. It 
should be noted that the concentrations of soluble chromium, even though 
significantly increased over the controls (> 0.0005 mg/I), were very low (maximum of 
0.06 mg/I, Batch Test I; 0.0225, Batch Test 2 and 0.0048, Batch Test 3). 
Chromium is a known toxicant of anaerobic digestion (Lin, 1992 and 1993), being 
particularly inhibitory to propionate degradation (i .e. acetogenesis) . Chromium is 
generally cited as being less toxic than copper or zinc (Lin, 1993). Contradictory 
concentrations of chromium have been reported to cause toxicity to anaerobic 
digesters, however, Alkan et aI. (1996) found that soluble chromium (IIl) 
concentrations of up to 20 mg/l could be tolerated by laboratory-scale completely 
mixed anaerobic digesters . Thus, it seems that the relatively small increases in soluble 
chromium measured in Batch Tests I to 3 should not have adversely affected digester 
performance. 
7.3. 1.9 Nickel fractionation and digester performance 
The nickel fractionation profiles did not shown nickel to be particularly affected by 
phosphorus enrichment, although a slight increase in soluble nickel was noted with 
increasing soluble phosphorus concentrations. Nickel is known to be an obligatory 
metal for methanogenic bacteria, which have unique, nickel-containing co-enzymes 
(Speece et ai , 1983). Low concentrations of nickel (4.5 mg/I of total nickel) have 
been shown to significantly enhance biomass growth and acetate utilisation in 
anaerob ic digesters (Speece et aI., 1981). Thus, the slight increase in soluble nickel in 
the phosphorus-rich digesters might have been stimulatory for methanogenesis and 
was unlikely to be inhibitory. 
7.3.1.10 Cobalt fractionation and digester performance 
Cobalt fractionation was only significantly affected in Batch Test 3, during which 
cobalt was co-precipitated with ferrous phosphate, resulting in cobalt being 
transferred from the bioavailable soluble fraction to be enmeshed within an insoluble 
ferrous phosphate precipitate. Cobalt is known to be an essential metal for anaerobic 
digestion, particularly for the synthesis of corrinoid proteins, which are present in all 
methanogens (Jarrel and Kalmokoff, 1988). Cobalt is also present in extremely low 
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concentrations Ln sewage sludge digesters, therefore, any reduction in the 
bioavai lab ility of that cobalt might be detrimental to the anaerobic digestion process. 
7.3.2 SUMMARY OFMETAL FRACTIONATION AND DIGESTER 
PERFORMANCE RESULTS 
• The bioavailability of calcium was reduced with increasing levels of phosphorus 
enrichment, as a result of calcium precipitation. It was suggested that a reduction 
in bioavailable calcium could result in lower biomass growth rates in anaerobic 
digesters, although this must be confirmed with additional research. 
• Magnesium supplementation of the Batch Test 2 digesters was concluded to have 
been stimulatory to methanogenesis (by comparison with Batch Test I), but thi s 
effect was tempered by the inhibitive effects of high concentrations of soluble 
phosphate in these digesters. 
• Magnesium limitation in the Batch Test 3 phosphorus-rich digesters, as a resu lt of 
co-precipitation with ferrous phosphate, was concluded to have contributed to the 
drop in methanogenic activity in these digesters. 
• Iron was not rendered more bioavailable by soluble phosphorus emichment. 
Indications of enhanced biomass growth in the FeP04-supplemented digesters, 
however, suggested that iron in the water and acetate-extractable fractions of these 
digesters might have been biologically avai lable and stimulatory to microbial 
growth. 
• Aluminium, even that added as AIP04, was insoluble in the contro l and 
phosphorus-rich anaerobic digesters and concluded to be biologically unavailable. 
• Copper in the phosphorus-rich digesters was shifted from the insoluble residual 
and HN03 fractions towards the N34P20 7 and soluble fractions and was concluded 
to have become more bioavailable as a result of phosphorus enrichment. 
• Zinc fractionation was not markedly changed as a result of phosphorus 
emiclunent, with the exception of a small increase in so luble zinc which was 
concluded to indicate a shift towards more bioavailable zinc in the phosphorus-
rich digesters. 
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• Manganese fractionation was severely affected by phosphorus enrichment, 
resulting in manganese being moved from the bioavailable soluble, KNO) and KF 
fractions to the biologically unavailable EDTA fraction . It was concluded that 
phosphorus-enrichment of anaerobic digesters would result in manganese 
limitation, which might affect oxygen sensitive acidogenic bacteria (such as lactic 
acid bacteria) which rely on high concentrations of intracellular MD (ll) for 
oxygen detoxification. 
• Soluble chromium concentrations were increased in all the phosphorus-rich 
digesters but were extremely low in comparison to reported levels of toxic soluble 
chromium (20 mg/l), therefore, it was concluded that this would not have 
adversely affected performance of the laboratory-scale digesters. 
• Nickel solubility was increased slightly by phosphorus enrichment which, 
considering the nickel limited condition of the digested sludge under investigation, 
was concluded to have been stimulatory rather than inhibitory to methanogenesis. 
• Cobalt solubility was unaffected by soluble phosphorus enrichment and only 
markedly decreased by co-precipitation with ferrous phosphate in the Batch Test 3 
digesters. As cobalt is limited in most sewage sludge digesters, this was concluded 
to be potentially detrimental for anaerobic digesters treating iron-phosphorus-rich 
sludge. 
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CHAPTER EIGHT 
Phosphorus and metal speciation profiles of digested sludge from full-scale 
sewage sludge digesters 
The overall aim of this section of the research was to compare the phosphorus and 
metal fractionation profiles of full-scale anaerobic digesters treating phosphorus-rich 
sludge from a ePR and BPR source, and an anaerobic digester treating a domestic, 
non-phosphorus-rich sludge. Three objectives were identified regarding this section of 
the research: (a) to investigate the potential of anaerobic digesters for re-solubilisation 
of phosphorus from phosphorus-removal sludges, and to compare ePR and BPR with 
respect to the fate of phosphorus through digestion; (b) to determine whether 
phosphorus-enrichment changed metal speciation in digested sludge, and whether thi s 
could be measured using the sequential chemical extraction methods; and (c) to 
compare the full-scale phosphorus and metal fractionation results with those ach ieved 
at laboratory-scale. 
The digested sludge from three full-scale sewage sludge digesters (Barston, 
Gainsborough and Westwood Brook STWs) was sampled at various times over the 
course of the research (refer to Table 4.20 for sampling programme) and fi-actionated 
using the phosphorus and Stover sequential chemical extraction methods, the results 
of which are presented in this chapter. A description of the three STWs and the 
anaerobic digesters has been given in Section 4.3 .1 of thi s document. 
The anaerobic digestet at Barston STW was sampled before and during the 
implementation of ePR at the STW, phosphorus removal being achieved by pre-
precipitation with ferric sulphate. In Section 8.1, the changes to the phosphorus and 
metal fractionation profiles as a result of ePR sludge digestion at Barston STW, are 
presented. The anaerobic digester at Gainsborough (GB) was studied as an example of 
a digester treating phosphorus-rich BPR sludge, and that at West wood Brook (WB) 
STW was sampled to provide an example of a digester at a small STW treating 
primarily domestic waste, with no phosphorus removal at the works. The average 
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phosphorus and metal fractionation profiles of the Barston, GB and WB digesters are 
presented and compared in Section 8.2. 
The full-scale sequential extraction data is presented as mglkg of dried sludge rather 
than as mgll of digested sludge (as used for the laboratory digesters), in order to 
compensate for variations in the total solids contents of the digested sludge, which 
was found to occur in full-scale sewage sludge digesters. This approach was also 
necessary to facilitate comparison between the three different sewage sludge 
digesters, all of which operated at different concentrations of total solids. 
8.1 EFFECT OF CPR ON THE PHOSPHORUS AND METAL 
FRACTIONATION PROFILES OF A FULL-SCALE DIGESTER 
CPR (pre-precipitation with ferric sulphate) was implemented at Barston STW from 
November 1998 in order to comply with the newly imposed phosphorus consent from 
January 1999. Prior to this period, a trial had been performed (August to December 
1996) to determine the level of chemical dosing required for CPR. 
Intensive sampling of the anaerobic digester at Barston STW was undertaken from the 
commencement of iron-dosing in November 1998 and continued over a 118-day 
period, to measure changes in phosphorus and metal fractionation in the digested 
sludge as a result of CPR. These results are presented in the following sections. 
8.1.1 CHARACTERISTICS OF THE BARSTON DIGESTED SLUDGE 
The digested sludge sampled from the Barston anaerobic digester was characterised 
according to the parameters in Table 8.1 . The sample taken on the 11 November 1998 
represents the digested sludge just prior to the commencement of the CPR programme 
and that on the 3 March 1999 represents the digester after 118 days of digesting CPR 
sludge. The Barston anaerobic digester has a SRT of approximately 23 days, 
therefore, this represents approximately 5 retention times ofCPR sludge digestion. 
The results in Table 8. I show that CPR sludge digestion did not have a marked effect 
on digested sludge pH. The alkalinity of the digested sludge appeared to increase 
during CPR sludge digestion, from 2685 mgll prior to iron dosing to an average of 
3651 ± 57 mgll for the last 4 samples. The soluble sulphide concentrations in the 
digested sludge appeared to have increased slightly towards the end of the sampling 
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programme, but these results were variable. As ferric sulphate was used fo r CPR at 
Barston STW, it is possible that sulphide concentrations increased in the anaerobic 
digester as a resu lt of increased sulphate concentrations in the feed sludge. Ammonia 
concentrations in the digested sludge samples increased during digestion of the CPR 
sludge, from 322 mgll to an average of 515 ± 15 mgll for the last 4 samples. The 
soluble organic carbon content of the digester supematant also appeared to increase 
slightly as a result of CPR sludge digestion. 
TABLE 8.1 Characteristics of Barslon STW digesled sludge samples. 
Sample collection date 
12-Nov-98 23-Nov-98 3O-Nov-98 7·0ec·98 22·0ec·98 31·0ec·98 5-Jan-99 l 1-Jan-99 17-Feb-99 24-Feb-99 3·Mar·99 1Q.Mar·99 
pH 7.42 7.8 7.53 7.52 7.35 7.52 7.25 7.44 7.43 7.42 7.49 
Alkalinity 2685 3237 3510 3394 3214 3127 3208 3063 3626 3679 3574 
mg 
CaCO,JI 
Sulphide 2.2 0.27 1.2 1.3 2.6 1.9 1.8 2.3 3.43 3.89 2.1 
mgn 
Ammonia 322 350 365 366 336 329 308 507 522 534 
mgn 
TOC~ubl. 969 926 1048 1101 1101 1002 1041 1080 11 21 1076 1043 
mgn 
ICsoIuble 462 557 604 584 553 538 552 527 624 633 615 
mgn 
TS gl100 1.94 2.09 2.47 2.37 2.46 2.16 2.25 2.14 2.33 2.53 2.84 
ml 
VS gl100 0.82 0.93 1.13 1.08 1.08 0.95 0.99 0.96 1.2 1.28 1.41 
ml 
O/OVS 42.4 44.6 45.7 45.7 43.9 44 44 44.6 51.3 50.4 49.6 
The concentration of so luble inorganic carbon (1C) in the digested sludge increased as 
a resu lt of CPR sludge digestion. Soluble IC in an anaerob ic digester is derived from 
soluble C02, He03- and C032- which, according to Callander and Barford (1983a) 
make up II %, 89 % and 0.089 % of the carbonate species, respectively, at pH 7.3. 
Thus, the increase in soluble IC from 462 mgll to 628 ± 11 mgll, combined with the 
fact that the anaerobic digesters showed the same or a slightly higher pH towards the 
end of the sampling programme, indicates that a higher concentration of carbonate 
ions was present in the anaerobic digester as a result of CPR sludge digestion. As the 
carbonate ion is responsib le for precipitation of metals as carbonates in anaerobic 
digestion, the increase in solu ble IC could have a significant effect on precipitation of 
trace metals in the digested sludge. 
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As expected, the TS of the digested sludge increased as a result of iron dosing, from 
1.94 % to 2.62 ± 0 .2 % (average of last 4 samples). The volatile solids concentration 
of the digested sludge samples also increased during ePR sludge digestion, so that 
volatile so lids in the digested sludge, (as a percentage of the total solids in the sludge) 
increased from 42 .4 % to 50 ± 1.3 %. This could be related to increased volatile solids 
loading of the digester due to more effici ent removal of organic material during 
primary sedimentation with iron dosing (Metcalf and Eddy, 199 1). Most researchers, 
however, have reported that the volatile solids content of a ePR feed sludge increases 
ill total as a result of ePR but decreases as a percentage of the total solids. 
Investigation of the effect of ePR sludge digestion on the performance of the 
anaerobic digesters at Barston STW was not intended during this research, however, it 
is interesting to note that the percentage of volatile solids in the digested sludge has 
increased during the ePR programme, indicating that the digested sludge is not as 
efficiently stabilised as it was prior to e PR. This could be due simply to overloading 
of the anaerobic digester but could also be related to reduced digestibility of the 
organic material as a result of iron dosing. Rudolfs and Setter (1931); Gossett et al. 
(1978) and Yeoman et al. (1988) all reported that ferric iron dosing resulted in a 
decreased rate of vo latile so lids reduction and concluded that the feed sludge was 
' less digestible ' 
The fact that the ammonia concentration appeared to have increased over the period 
of e PR sludge digestion implies digestion of increased quantities of organic materi al, 
therefore, not all the coagulated sludge was rendered ' less digestible '. This is in 
contrast to the findings of Gossett et al. (1978) who recorded decreased ammoma 
concentrations in digesters treating ePR sludge and concluded that this indicated 
decreased digestibility of nitrogen-containing organic material. 
The stable pH values and increasing alkalinity in the anaerobic digester over the 
period of ePR sludge digestion indicates no imbalance between the acidogenic and 
methanogenic bacteria. Thus, it seems that the effect of e PR on the sludge digestion 
process during the first 118 days of operation was restricted to a gradual increase in 
the VS in the digested sludge, which could be due to high VS loadings or decreased 
digestibility of the volatile solids. 
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With respect to metal and phosphorus speciation in the digested sludge, increased 
alkalinity and soluble sulphide concentrations could imply decreased precipitation of 
metals as sulphides and carbonates. Increased soluble organic carbon concentrations 
imply increased potential for chelation of soluble metals and an increased solids 
content (both vo latile and total) imply a greater capacity for adsorption or 
complexation of metals to organic and inorganic surfaces in the anaerobic digester. 
8.1.2 P HOSPHORUS AND IRON CONCENTRATIONS IN DIGESTED SLUDGE 
DURING CPR SLUDGE DIGESTION 
The results in Figure 8.1 show the increase in phosphorus and iron concentrations 
(mM) in the digested sludge samples from 23 November 1998 to 10 March 1999. The 
baseline concentrations of phosphorus and iron in the digested sludge on 23 
November 98 (prior to CPR sludge digestion) have been subtracted from the values in 
Figure 8. 1. 
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FIGURE 8.1 Increase in phosphorus and iron in the digested sludge of the Barston STW anaerobic 
digester after implementation of CPR with ferric sulphate. The concentrations of iron and 
phosphorus in the anaerobic digester prior to CPR (12 November 98) have been subtracted from 
this data. 
The results in Figure 8.1 show that phosphorus and iron concentrations in the digested 
sludge increased to initial steady state values by the 7 December 98 (25 d of CPR). 
An additional large increase in phosphorus and iron concentrations in the digested 
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sludge was observed on the 17 February 99 (97 d of CPR), giving ri se to new steady 
state values. 
The molar ratio of Fe:P in the digested sludge (minus the baseline concentrations 
prior to CPR) rose to an average of2.24 ± 0.3 (excluding the value of3 .35), although 
thi s appeared to be decreasing again by day 11 8, implying that the efficiency of 
phosphorus removal per unit of iron had been increased during the trial. The measured 
value of 2.24 (molar ratio of add itional Fe:P in the digested sludge) corresponds well 
to the dosing level of2 moles Fel+ per mole of phosphorus. 
8.1 .3 EFFECT OF CPR SLUDGE DIGESTION ON SOLUBLE PHOSPHORUS, 
CALCIUM, MAGNESIUM AND ALUMINIUM CONCENTRATIONS IN 
DIGESTED SLUDGE 
The concentrations of so luble phosphorus, calcium, magnesium and iron in the 
digested sludge from the Barston digester can be seen over the 11 8 days of ePR 
sludge digestion (Figure 8.2). 
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FIGURE 8.2 Concentrations of soluble Ca, Mg, Fe and P in the anaerobic digester at Barston STW 
after implementation of CPR using ferric sulphate. 
These results show that soluble iron levels were low and unchanged as a result of iron 
dosing. The soluble phosphorus concentrations in the digester decreased rapidly, from 
approx imately 13 mgll prior to CPR sludge digestion, to 0.34 mgll by day 12. Solub le 
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phosphorus concentrations continued to decrease until they were below the detection 
limits « 0.05 mg/I) by day 60 (11 Jan 99) 
In contrast to the soluble phosphorus concentrations III the digester, the soluble 
calcium concentrations increased during CPR sludge digestion. This was particularly 
noticeable from day 97 (17 February 99), on which the soluble calcium concentrations 
increased from an average of 161 ± 5 mg/I (fi rst 96 days ofCPR sludge digestion) to 
an average of 325 ± 7 mg/I for the last 4 samples. The increase in soluble calcium 
correlated to the increase in total phosphorus and iron in the anaerobic digester, which 
occurred over the same period. The increase in so luble calcium in the anaerobic 
digester implies that calcium did not participate in additional phosphorus precipitation 
in the anaerobic digester as a result ofCPR sludge digestion. 
Soluble magnesium concentrations in the anaerobic digester were shown to be stable 
for the first 96 days of ePR sludge digestion (40 ± 2.5 mg/I), rising slightly towards 
the end of the 118 day period (52 ± 0.9 mg/I), suggesting that increased soluble 
magnesium was related to increased total phosphorus and iron concentrations in the 
digested sludge. 
Soluble aluminium concentrations were below detection limits (> 0.05 mg/I) for the 
entire study and were not shown in Figure 8.2. 
8.1 A EFFECT OF CPR SLUDGE DIGESTION ON PHOSPHORUS 
FRACTIONATION IN BARSTON DIGESTED SLUDGE 
The phosphorus fractionation profiles for the digested sludge samples from Barston 
STW are shown in Figure 8.3 as mg/kg of dried sludge and in Figure 8.4 as 
percentages of the total phosphorus in the sludge. Figure 8.5 shows the amount of 
phosphorus recovered in each fraction as a ratio of the phosphorus fractionation data 
measured prior to CPR sludge digestion. This figure shows whether phosphorus 
recovery in a certain fraction had increased (> 1) or decreased « 1) since the 
beginning ofCPR sludge digestion. 
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FIGURE 8.3 Phosphorus fractionation profiles of digested sludge from the Barston anaerobic digester 
before (11 /12) and during the first 118 days of ePR sludge digestion. Data presented as mg/kg 
of dried sludge. 
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FIGURE 8.4 Phosphorus fractionation profiles of digested sludge from the Barston anaerobic digester 
before (11 /12) and during the first 118 days of ePR sludge digestion. Data presented as % of 
the total phosphorus in the digested sludge. 
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FIGURE 8.5 Phosphorus fractionation of digested sludge from the Barston anaerobic digester during 
the first 118 days of ePR sludge digestion. The data is presented as a ratio of the phosphorus 
fractionation data on the 12 November 98 (prior to ePR sludge digestion) to show changes in 
the phosphorus fractions over time as a resu lt of ePR sludge digestion. 
Figure 8.3 shows that phosphorus recovered in the so luble, water and acetate fractions 
decreased during CPR sludge digest ion, whereas phosphorus recovered as SRP in 
NaOH increased from 5569 mg/kg of sludge to 19473 ± 1000 mglkg (average of last 
4 samples). 
The concentrat ion of phosphorus recovered as 'organic phosphorus' remained stable 
during CPR sludge digestion and the concentration of HCI-extractable phosphorus 
decreased slightly from 5907 mglkg to 4812 ± 230 mglkg (average or last 4 samples). 
Figure 8.4 shows the same trends as Figure 8.3, although it can be seen that the 
percentage of organic phosphorus in the digested sludge decreased as a percentage of 
the total phosphorus content the sludge. This indicates that most of the increased 
phosphorus load to the anaerobic digester resulted from inorganic, iron-precipitated 
phosphorus and not organic phosphorus. 
Comparing the digester phosphorus fract ionation profi les on the 12 November 98 
(prior to CPR sludge digestion) and the la March 99 (after 118 days of CPR sludge 
digestion) it can be seen that phosphorus recovered as SRP in NaOH (representing 
iron-precipitated phosphorus) has become the dominant fraction, increasing from 26 
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to 64 % of the total phosphorus content of the digester. The HCI-extractable 
phosphorus fraction, representing calcium phosphates, has decreased in significance, 
constituting onl y 16 % of the phosphorus in the digester, as opposed to 27 % prior to 
e PR s ludge digestion. 
Figure 8. 5 shows clearly that, with the exception of the phosphorus fractionation 
results on the 23 November 98, phosphorus recovered in each fraction followed the 
same trend over time. This was a decrease in the soluble, water, acetate, HCI and 
residual fractions and a large increase in the NaOH fraction. Thus, it can be seen that 
anaerobic digestion of a ferric iron precipitated CPR sludge resulted in a shift from 
so luble and bioavailable phosphorus in the anaerobic digester, to iron precipitated 
phosphorus, which became the dominant phosphorus fraction. 
These results contrast with those of Batch Test 3, in which digestion of an FeP04-rich 
sl udge resulted in an increase in soluble phosphorus over time as the ferric iron was 
reduced to ferrous iron , with a decrease in so luble calci um and magnesium due to 
precipitation as calcium and magnesium phosphates, or, in the case of magnesium, as 
a co-precipitate with ferrous phosphate. This difference can be attributed primarily to 
the molar ratio ofFe:P in the Barston digester, which exceeded 2.0 throughout the I 18 
days of sampling, in comparison to the Fe:P ratio of 1.0 in the Batch Test 3 anaerobic 
digesters. Thus, a ll the phosphorus entering the Barston digester in the e PR sludge 
had the potential to be re-precipitated as FeJ(P04h in the digested sludge. By contrast, 
phosphorus solubilised from FeP04 during Batch Test 3 was not entire ly re-
precipitated as FeJ(P04)2 due to iron limitation in the batch digesters. 
With respect to bioavailability of phosphorus in the Barston digester, all the labile 
phosphorus fractions (so luble, water and acetate-extractable) were severely reduced as 
result of ePR sludge digestion. As the anaerobic digester had operated on a so luble 
phosphorus level of approximately 13 mg/I prior to CPR, the lack of labile 
phosphorus in the Barston digester as a resu lt of CPR could affect the digestion 
process. The optimal phosphorus concentration for anaerobic sewage sludge digesters 
is largely unknown. A COD:P ratio of 125:1 was recommended by Kotze et al. (1968) 
for e fficient operation of a sewage sludge digester, however, what this means in terms 
of the requirement for soluble/labile phosphorus in an anaerobic digester is unclear. 
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More research has been undertaken regarding the requirement for phosphorus in high-
rate anaerobic digesters. Alphenaar et al. (1993) concluded that phosphorus was 
essential for the efficient operation of a high-rate VASB digester. Phosphorus 
limitation, i.e. no phosphorus in the influent to the digester, resulted in a decrease in 
COD removal efficiency and, particularly, methanogenic activity. Phosphorus 
supplementation at concentrations as low as 0.1 mg/I had a beneficial effect on the 
methanogenic activity in the phosphorus-limited digester. Alphenaar et al. (1 99 1) also 
showed that organic phosphorus in gelatine and yeast extract was a suitable form of 
phosphorus for the anaerobic microorganisms and suggested that phosphate 
precipitates (no further detail was included on what type of precipitates) might 
provide a source of phosphorus for anaerobic microorganisms under conditions of 
phosphorus limitation. The basis for the latter was that, in digesters seeded with new 
VASB sludge, a lag was always seen before phosphorus deficiency occurred 
indicating the presence of phosphorus in some form in the feed sludge. 
Pfeffer and White (1964) reported that addition of calcium, aluminium or ferrous iron 
to sewage sludge anaerobic digesters rapidly precipitated phosphate from solution and 
effectively reversed the detrimental effects of high soluble phosphate concentrations 
in these digesters. These results indicate, therefore, that phosphorus in the form of 
ca lcium, iron or aluminium phosphate precipitates was not available to the anaerobic 
mi croorganisms in these digesters. 
Phosphorus in the form of ferrous phosphate (as formed in the Barston digester) has 
been found to be extremely stable and insoluble under anaerobic conditions. Frossard 
and Morel (1992) reported that increasing the ferrous phosphate (vivianite) content of 
digested sludge as a result of iron-dosing of primary sludge (as for Barston) resulted 
in decreasing mineral phosphorus availability (with respect to plant uptake), with 48 
to 59 % of the total phosphorus in the sludge being classified as 'no/ exchangeable 
wi/hin one year '. 
Thus, even if bioavailable phosphorus is not restricted entirely to the soluble fraction 
of a digester, it seems unlikely that phosphorus in the form of ferrou s phosphate could 
be classed as ' bioavailable '. 
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8.1.5 EFFECT OF CPR SLUDGE DIGESTION ON IRON FRACTIONATION IN 
DIGESTED SLUDGE 
Recovery of iron in the phosphorus fractions of digested sludge from the Barston 
STW is shown in Figures 8.6 (mglkg) and 8.7 (%). Figure 8.6 shows that iron 
recovery in the acetate fractions increased as a result of ePR sludge digestion. Thi s 
increase was not correlated with an increase in acetate-extractable phosphorus and is, 
therefore, most likely to represent solubilisation of iron from FeeO). This suggests 
that a small percentage of the iron in the ePR feed sludge was precipitated as FeeO) 
during anaerobic digestion. Figure 8.8 shows the increase in acetate-extractable iron 
in the Barston digested sludge over time, from which it can be seen that acetate-
e)(tractable iron increased from 1263 mg/kg prior to ePR to 3833 mg/kg (average of 
last 2 points) by day 118 of ePR sludge digestion. This represented 6 % of the total 
iron in the anaerobic digester on day I 18 . 
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FIGURE 8.6 Recovery of iron in the fractions of the P fractionation method, before CPR (12 Nov 98) 
and during the first 118 days of CPR sludge digestion. Data presented as mg/kg of dried sludge. 
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FIGURE 8.7 Recovery of iron in the fractions of the P fractionation method, before CPR (12 Nov 98) 
and during the first 118 days of CPR sludge digestion. Data presented as % of the total iron in 
the sludge. 
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FIGURE 8.8 Increase of acetate-extractable iron in the digested sludge of the Barston digester over 
the 118 days of ePR sludge digestion. 
The soluble inorganic carbon concentration of the Barston digested sludge increased 
during CPR sludge digestion (Table 8.1). Thus. the increased concentration of iron 
and carbonate ions in the digester aided the precipitation of ferrous carbonate. 
Figure 8.6 also shows that most of the additional iron in the digested sludge as a result 
of CPR sludge digestion, was recovered in the HCI fraction of the phosphorus 
fractionation method. Iron solubilised from iron phosphates, as well as organic 
compounds and possibly even FeS, is recovered in the HCI fraction. It has been 
shown previously (model compound testing and Batch Test 3) that recovery of iron 
phosphate in the phosphorus fractionation scheme results in a good correlation 
between SRP in NaOH and Fe in HC/. This is shown in Figure 8.9. The linear 
correlation between HCI-extractable Fe and SRP in NaOH was shown to be 
significant at the 95 percentile limit (Student' s t test) . The molar ratio of Fe:P was 
measured as 2.0, which indicates that phosphorus recovered in NaOH could have been 
derived from Fe)(P04h. This requires an Fe:P molar ratio of 1.5, therefore, the 
additional iron recovered in HCI could have been derived from iron bound to organic 
matter in the digested sludge. The Stover iron fractionation profiles (Figure 8.10 as 
mg/kg and Figure 8.11 as %) show that the quantity of iron precipitated as FeS in the 
digested sludge (HNO) and residual fractions) did not increase as a result of CPR 
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sludge digestion, therefore, FeS is unlikely to have contributed to the additional HCI-
extractable iron in the digested sludge. 
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digested studge from Barston STW anaerobic digester after implementation of CPR. The 
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from these data oint. 
Iron recovered in the residual fraction of the Stover method was shown to decrease 
during CPR sludge digestion (Figure 8.12), in sp ite of the high concentrations of iron 
in the digested sludge. Model compound extractions showed that iron from FeS was 
partially extracted in the HN03 fraction but primarily extracted in the residual fraction 
of Stover method, therefore, the results in Figure 8.12 indicate that CPR sludge 
digestion resulted in less iron being precipitated as FeS in the anaerobic digester. The 
soluble sulphide concentrations of the Barston digested sludge (Table 8.1) were 
shown to increase, particularly for the last 4 samples, which contained the highest 
concentrations of iron and phosphorus. The increase in so luble sulphide followed a 
similar trend to the decrease in the residual iron fraction . 
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FIGURE 8.11 Iron fractionation profiles (Stover method) of digested sludge from Barston STW before 
and during CPR sludge digestion. Fractions are presented as % of the total iron content of the 
sludge. 
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These results suggest that iron and phosphorus in the CPR feed sludge was not stable 
during anaerobic digestion, most likely due to reduction of Fe3+ to Fe2+, temporary 
release of soluble phosphorus and mass re-precipitation reactions, as was shown to 
occur in Batch Test 3. Thus, some of the FeS in the digested sludge was probably 
solubilised and the iron re-precipitated as ferrous phosphate. Iron is the most 
important regulator of sulphide solubility in an anaerobic digester, therefore, a 
decrease in the formation ofFeS could result in higher concentrations of trace metals, 
such as cobalt and nickel, being precipitated as sulphides in the digested sludge. 
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FIGURE 8.12 Concentration of iron extracted in the HN03 and residual fract ions (Stover method) of 
digested sludge from the Barston anaerobic digester, over the 118 days of CPR sludge 
digestion. 
Returning to the Stover iron fractionation profi les in Figures 8.10 and 8 .11, it can be 
seen that all the additional iron from the CPR sludge was recovered in the N<4P207 
and EDTA fractions . The iron fractionation profi le prior to CPR sludge digestion 
showed 35 % (6395 mg/kg) of the iron to be N<4P207-extractable, most likely derived 
from organic material in the sludge. The EDT A fraction constituted 32 % (5800 
mg/kg) of the total iron in the digested sludge, most likely representing a mixture of 
FeC03 and Fe3(P04h. The HN03+residual fraction, in which FeS is solubilised, 
represented 29 % of the total iron in the digested sludge before CPR sludge digestion . 
As a result of CPR sludge digestion, the quantity of N~P207-extractable iron in the 
digested sludge increased from 6395 mg/kg to 26000 ± 1700 mg/kg (average of last 4 
408 
samples). This represents an increase in iron bound to organic material as a result of 
CPR (as was also indicated by the Fe:P ratio of the HCI and NaOH fractions of the 
phosphorus method) and partial recovery of iron from Fe3(P04)2. The EDTA fraction 
(F~(P04)2 extraction) increased from 5800 mg/kg to 39800 ± 1950 mg/kg over the 
118 days of CPR sludge digestion. 
The Stover iron fractionation profiles of Batch Test 3 had showed that iron as FeP04 
was primarily extracted in the residual fraction of digested sludge and iron as 
Fe3(P04)2 in the EDTA fraction , therefore, these results from the Barston sludge 
indicate that ferric-precipitated phosphorus in the CPR feed sludge was released into 
the digester as a result of ferric iron reduction to ferrous iron and re-precipitated 
primarily as Fe3(P04), . The high molar ratio ofFe:P in the CPR feed sludge prevented 
an increase in soluble phosphorus in the anaerobic digester, as all the released 
phosphorus was re-precipitated as ferrous phosphate. [n fact, the soluble phosphorus 
concentrations of the anaerobic digester decreased as a result of CPR sludge 
digestion, most likely due to the excess of iron in the digester . 
Additional evidence for the reduction of ferric iron to ferrous iron in the Barston 
digester can be seen from samples of the Barston digested and digester feed sludges, 
taken during the 1996 CPR trial and fractionated using the original Uhlmann method. 
These results are presented in Figure 8.13 and 8.14. Comparing the phosphorus 
fractionation profiles for the digester feed sludges before and during iron dosing, it 
can be seen that the main difference was a large increase in bicarbonate dithionite 
(BD)-extractable phosphorus and NaOH-extractab[e SRP in the iron-dosed feed 
sludge. The BD fraction represents phosphorus adsorbed to, enmeshed within, or 
precipitated with ferric hydroxide chains in the digested sludge, phosphorus being 
recovered in this fraction as a result of reduction ofFe3+ to Fe2+ by the BD extractant. 
FeP04 is not markedly solubilised by the BD reagent and is recovered instead in the 
NaOH fraction. The results in Figure 8.13 and 8.14 show that the BD-extractable 
phosphorus fraction of the digester feed was almost entirely removed during 
anaerobic digestion. This confirms that phosphorus in the digested sludge was no 
longer associated with ferric iron, this having been reduced in the anaerobic 
environment and the phosphorus re-precipitated. The Stover fractionation results of 
these same samples (results not shown) confirmed that iron in the digested sludge was 
recovered primarily as ferrous phosphate). 
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8.1.6 EFFECT OF CPR SLUDGE DIGESTION ON FRACTIONATION OF 
CALCIUM IN THE BARSTON DIGESTED SLUDGE 
Recovery of calcium in the fractions of the phosphorus extraction method is shown in 
Figure 8. 15 (mg/kg) and Figure 8.16 (%). The most obvious feature of the calcium 
, 
fractionation profil es is that the total calcium content of the digested sludge decreased 
markedl y during CPR sludge digestion. This was true for calcium calculated as mg/kg 
of dri ed sludge (F igure 8.15) and also as mg/I of digested sludge (results not shown). 
The amount by w hich the total calcium content of the digested sludge decreased 
during CPR sludge digestion was found to be similar to that of magnesium and 
aluminiu m. As a percentage of the total solids in the sludge, the total metal content of 
the digester had decreased by 50 ± 5 % by the end of the sampling programme 
(average oflast 4 data points). The total solids content of the digester increased by 52 
% over th is same period, suggesting that the decreased total metal concentrations in 
the digested sludge were related primaril y to the increased total so lids content of the 
digester as a result of CPR sludge digestion. This was, in turn, related to the fact that 
the metals (calcium, magnesium, aluminium) had decreased as a percentage of the 
solids in the primary sludge, although the total removal of metals during primary 
sedimentation did not decrease. 
The fact that the total metal content of the anaerobic digester also decreased per 
volume of digested sludge showed that the volume of the primary sludge had also 
been increased as a result of iron dosing. Assumi ng that the change in concent ration 
of ca lcium, magnesium and aluminium in the digester was related only to a change in 
volume of the feed sludge, thi s gives an average increase of 22 ± 3 % in sludge 
volume. Thus, the volume and total solids content of the digester feed sludge 
increased but the digester loading (by volume) remained constant, resulting in a 
decrease in the total metal content of the digested sludge. 
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Figure 8. 16 shows that the decrease in calcium content of the digested sludge during 
CPR sludge digestion was also accompanied by a change in the calcium fractionation 
profiles. The concentration of soluble calcium in the digested sludge was shown to 
increase, while the HCI-extractable calcium decreased, both as a mass of the sludge 
solids and as a percentage of the total calcium content. Prior to CPR sludge digestion, 
the HCl-extractable calcium fraction constituted 66 % of the total sludge calcium, but 
this decreased to an average of 48 % towards the end of the 118 days of CPR sludge 
digestion. Calcium in the HCl fraction is derived from calcium phosphate compounds 
and organically-bound calcium, therefore, a decrease in HCl-extractable calcium is 
usually correlated with a decrease in phosphorus recovery in thi s fraction. In the 
Barston digested sludge, however, no significant correlation existed between calcium 
and phosphorus extracted in HC!. The molar ratio of Ca:P in the HCl fraction prior to 
CPR was 6.7. This was found to be high in comparison to the WB and GB digested 
sludges (Section 8.2), which had average molar ratios of 2.7 and 1.8 for Ca:P 
recovered in HCI, respectively. Thus, it appears that the HCl-extractable calcium from 
the Barston sludge also represented calcium from compounds other than calcium 
phosphate, which were present in high concentrations in the sludge prior to CPR 
sludge digestion. 
A strong correlation was found between HCl-extractable calcium and EDTA-
extractable calcium (Stover method) in the Barston digested sludge, which is shown 
in Figure 8.17 . Calcium phosphate (Ca3(P04)2) is extracted in both HCI and EDTA, 
therefore, the results in Figure 8.17 suggest that calcium phosphate formation was 
decreased in the anaerobic digester as a consequence of CPR sludge digestion. The 
lack of correlation between calcium and phosphorus in the HCl fraction could, 
therefore, be due to a smaller magnitude decrease of phosphorus in the HCl fraction, 
possibly due to increased recovery of phosphorus from another source in this fraction, 
or from ' tailing ' of phosphorus from the NaOH fraction . Tailing of phosphorus did 
not occur in Batch Test 3, which contained more iron phosphate than was extracted 
from the Barston sludge, however, the exact structure of the iron phosphates in the 
Barston sludge are not known and could have been more resistant to extraction than 
that in the Batch Test 3 digesters. The soluble phosphorus content of the Barston 
anaerobic digester was shown to decrease from 13 mg/l to below 0.05 mg/I as a result 
of CPR sludge digestion (Figure 8.2), due to precipitation with excess iron in the 
41 3 
digested sludge. This could well have resulted in decreased precipitation of calcium 
phosphates in the anaerobic digester. 
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March 1999. 
Calculating the free calcium concentration in equilibrium with PO/· and CO)' in the 
Barston digester over the sampling period showed that, prior to CPR sludge digestion. 
calcium solubility was controlled by both carbonate and phosphate (Ca)(P04)2) 
precipitation. If the Ksp value of 10.6.7 for CaCO) was used for these calculations (i .e. 
that predicted to be formed in tertiary effluents by Loewenthal , 1997) it seems that 
calcium solubility was controlled primarily by calcium phosphate precipitation prior 
to CPR. However, following CPR sludge digestion and the decrease of soluble 
phosphate in the digester to below 0.05 mg/I, calcium solubility should have been 
controlled only by precipitation of calcium carbonate. Calculations using the 
solubility product of 10.6.7 for CaCO) indicate that free calcium concentrations should 
have been approximately 6 mg/I in the digester prior to CPR sludge digestion, rising 
to approximately 80 mg/I by the end of the 118 day period. Thus, the most likely 
explanation for the changes in the calcium fractionation profiles is that they resulted 
from calcium carbonate becoming the controlling phase of calcium solubility, instead 
of calcium phosphate. In support of this explanation, Pfeffer and White (1964) 
reported that calcium was an extremely efficient precipitator of phosphate in 
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laboratory-scale anaerobic digesters and that soluble calcium added to those digesters 
did not react preferentially with carbonate, which was contrary to that predicted by the 
solubility products of calcium carbonate and calcium phosphate. This points to the 
formation of a more soluble calcium carbonate compound in digested sludge, such as 
that measured by Loewenthal (1 997). 
The Stover calcium rractionation profiles are shown in Figures 8. J 8 (mg/kg) and 8.19 
(%). These results show that the concentration of KN03-extractable ca lcium in the 
digested sludge was only decreased slightly during CPR sludge digestion and, 
consequently, increased as a percentage of the total calcium. This pattern was 
repeated for the Na.P207-extractable calcium, indicating that the concentration of 
organically-bound calcium in the digested sludge was not markedly changed as a 
result of CPR sludge digestion. The EDTA calcium fraction decreased 3.3-fold over 
the period ofCPR sludge digestion and the HN03 calcium rraction decreased 3.4-fold . 
Comparison of the Barston calcium fractionation results with the laboratory-scale 
Batch Test results shows that the trends were to similar to those measured when 
calcium was implicated in phosphorus precipitation in the anaerobic digesters. In 
Batch Tests I to 3, increasing concentrations of soluble phosphorus in the anaerobic 
digesters resulted in decreased recovery of calcium in the soluble and KN03 fractions, 
with an increase in EDT A-extractable calcium and, to a lesser extent, HN03- and 
Na.P, 0 7-extractable calcium in the digested sludge. The changes in calcium 
fractionation measured in the Barston digester during ePR sludge digestion directly 
oppose these trends. Thus, it does not seem that the introduction of e PR sludge into 
the Barston anaerobic digester resulted in either increased precipitation of co-
precipitation of calcium phosphate in the digested sludge. Moreover, the calcium 
fractionation profiles indicate a decreased presence of calcium phosphate precipitates 
in the Barston digested sludge. 
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8.1.7 EFFECT OF ePR SLUDGE DIGESTION ON MAGNESIUM 
FRACTIONATION PROFILES IN THE BARSTON DIGESTER 
Recovery of magnesium in the phosphorus fractionation method is shown in Figure 
8.20 (mglkg) and Figure 8.2 1 (%). It can be seen that the total concentration of 
magnesium in the digested sludge decreased over the period of CPR sludge digestion, 
in a simil ar manner to that of calcium. The changes in the magnesium fractionation 
profi les were also shown to be similar to those recorded for calcium. 
The concentration of soluble magnesium in the anaerobic digester remained stable, 
but increased as a percentage of the total magnesium in the sludge (Figure 8.2 1), from 
18 % prior to CPR to 30 ± 2 % (average of last 4 samples) during CPR sludge 
digestion. The water-extractable magnesium fraction was unchanged but the mass of 
acetate-extractable magnesium in the sludge was shown to decrease rapidly over the 
fi rst 18 days of the study (894 to 543 mglkg) and then more slowly towards the end of 
the study, stabilising at 465 ± 28 mglkg (average of last 4 samples) . The decrease in 
acetate-extractable magnesium was linearly correlated with a decrease in acetate-
extractable phosphorus in the digested sludge, the relationship being significant at the 
95 percentile level (Student's t test) . The molar ratio of acetate-extractable 
magnesium to acetate-extractable phosphorus was calculated as 0.34. 
Recovery of magnesium in the HCI fraction and the residual fraction of the 
phosphorus extraction scheme was shown to decrease during e PR sludge digestion. 
HCI-extractable magnesium decreased from 60 16 mglk to 3046 ± 58 mglkg, which 
also represented a decrease in the percentage of magnesium extracted in HCI (56 % to 
45 ± 1.3 %). The residual magnesium fraction decreased from 1680 mg/kg to 1073 ± 
56 mglkg during CPR sludge digestion, but remained the same in terms of percent of 
the total magnesium in the sludge. 
The orig in of the high percentage of magnesium recovered in the HCI fraction prior to 
CPR sludge digestion is not clear. Some of the magnesium in thi s fract ion w ill be 
derived fro m organicall y-bound magnesium in the digested sludge, but thi s is unl ikely 
to account for all the magnesium recovered in HCI, particularly as the Stover 
fractionation profi les (Figures 8.22 and 8.23) show a low recovery of magnesium in 
the Na.,P20 7 fraction (organicall y-bound metal). 
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Magnesium is, however, known to be important for numerous cellular reactions and 
microorganisms are known to contain high intracellular concentrations of magnesium 
(Hughes and Poole, 1989), therefore, it is probable that the NaJ'20 7 fraction does not 
represent all the organicaliy-boundlintracellularly-stored magnesium in the sludge. 
The NaOH fraction of the phosphorus extraction method is more efficient than the 
Nil4P20 7 extractant with respect to solubilisation of organic material , therefore, 
magnesium in the following Hel fraction could be a more accurate representation of 
organically-associated magnesium in the sludge. 
The Stover fractionation profiles for magnesium show that both the KNO) and 
NaJ'20 7 fractions decreased during ePR sludge digest ion (543 to 191 mglkg and 496 
to 396 mg/kg, respectively). The results from Batch Test 2 showed that the formation 
of struvite in digested sludge was strongly associated with recovery of magnesium in 
these two fractions, thus, the formation of struvite in the Barston digester did not 
occur as a result of e PR sludge digestion. The KNO) and NaJ'20 7 fractions remained 
stable in terms of their percentage of the total magnesium concentration in the sludge, 
therefore, their decrease probably resulted from the decrease in the total magnesium 
content of the sludge. 
The EDT A-extractable magnesium fraction also decreased during ePR sludge 
digestion, from 4850 mg/kg to 2589 ± 30 mg/kg (average of the last 4 samples) . This 
also represented a decrease in the percent of EDT A-extractable magnesium in the 
digested sludge (45 % to 39 %). The origin of the EDTA-extractable magnesium in 
the Barston digested sludge is not clear. None of the magnesium model compounds 
(magnesium carbonate, magnesium orthophosphate and struvite) were found to be 
extracted in the EDT A fraction, although EDT A is known to be strongly selective for 
metal carbonates (Stover et aI., 1976). The magnesium phosphates were extracted 
prior to the EDT A extraction and magnesium carbonate after the EDT A fraction, in 
HNO). A strong linear correlation was found to exist between EDT A-extractable 
calcium and EDTA-extractable magnesium in the Barston digested sludge (R2 = 
0.973 , n = 12), both of which decreased as a result of ePR sludge digestion. Thus, it 
seemed likely that the EDT A fraction of the Barston digested sludge represented 
calcium and magnesium solubilised from a magnesium-calcium phosphate co-
precipitate; and that introduction of the ePR sludge to the anaerobic digester resulted 
in decreased formation of this compound . 
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The HNO) and residual fract ions of the Stover scheme also contained less magnesium 
as the CPR sludge digestion progressed. These fractions could contain residual , 
intracellularly-accumulated magnesium that was not efficiently extracted in the 
N<I4P20 7 fraction. 
Comparing the Stover fractionation profiles from the Barston digested sludge with 
those from Batch Test 3 (FePO. addition to the lab-scale digesters), it can be seen that 
co-precipitation of magnesium with ferrous phosphate, which occurred in Batch Test 
3, did not occur in the Barston digested sludge as a result of CPR sludge digestion. In 
the Batch Test 3 digesters, magnesium was strongly co-precipitated with ferrous 
phosphate, even at concentrations of 500 mg/I phosphorus, resulting in a correlation 
between increasing recovery of iron and magnesium in the EDTA fraction of the 
Stover extraction scheme. This clearly did not occur in the Barston digested sludge, 
although re-precipitation of ferrous phosphate did occur in the Barston digester. The 
high Fe:P molar ratio of the iron-precipitated phosphorus in the Barston digester 
(2 .24), in comparison to that in the lab-scale digesters (1 .0) is the most likely reason 
for the different results achieved at laboratory- and full- scale. In the Barston digester, 
iron was present in excess of that required for ferrou s phosphate precipitation, 
whereas in the laboratory digesters, the low avai lability of iron resulted in magnesium 
being included in the ferrous phosphate precipitate. 
To conclude it can be said that the changes in the magnesium fractionation profiles as 
a result of ePR sludge digestion were similar to the changes that were measured for 
ca lcium. This was explained primarily by the fact that a high proportion of calcium 
and magnesium in the Barston digested sludge was associated as calcium magnesium 
phosphate prior to ePR sludge digestion, which subsequently decreased in the 
digested sludge after the onset of ePR 
8.1.8 EFFECT OF ePR SLUDGE DIGESTION ON ALUMINIUM 
FRACTIONATION IN THE DIGESTED SLUDGE FROM BARSTON STW 
Aluminium fractionation was not markedly affected by the introduction of e PR 
sludge to the Barston anaerobic digester (results not shown) . The total aluminium 
content of the digested sludge decreased in a manner similar to that of calcium and 
magnesium. The total aluminium content of the digested sludge prior to e PR was 2 I 
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750 mg/kg, which decreased to 1111 8 ± 48 (average of last 4 samples) following CPR 
sludge digestion. 
The decrease in the various aluminium fractions was proportional to the decrease in 
the total aluminium content of the sludge, thus the fractionation profiles (as %) did 
not change over the 11 8 days of sampling. 
8.1.9 EFFECT OF ePR SLUDGE ON TRACE METAL FRACTIONATION IN 
THE BARSTON ANAEROBIC DIGESTER 
The effect of CPR sludge digestion on the fract ionation of trace metals (copper, zinc, 
manganese, chromium, nickel and cobalt) was measured in the Barston digested 
sludge, from 12 November 1998 to 1I January 1999 (60 days ofCPR). 
The so luble trace metal concentrations in the Barston digester, from 11 November 
1998 (prior to CPR) to 10 March 1999 (after 118 days of CPR), are shown in Figure 
8.24 (nickel and manganese) and Figure 8.25 (copper, zinc, chromium and cobalt) . 
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FIGURE 8.25 Concentration (mgfl) of soluble copper, zinc, chromium and co bait in the Barston 
anaerobic digester, from 12 November 1998 (prior to CPR) to the 10 March 1999 (after 118 days 
ofCPR). 
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Figure 8.24 shows that the concentration of nickel in the soluble fraction was nO! 
markedly affected by the introduction of phosphorus-rich sludge to the anaerobic 
digester. By contrast, the concentration of solubl e manganese in the digester 
decreased rapidly upon introduction of the ePR sludge, ITom 0.7 to 0.15 mg/I after 25 
days, at which point manganese solubility was relatively stable for the remainder of 
the sampling peri od . Unlike copper, zinc, nickel and cobalt, manganese does not form 
very insoluble sulphides or carbonates. Ginter and Grobicki (1997) concluded that 
manganese was most likely to form Mne03 in an anaerobic digester (at typically low 
phosphorus levels), but was most strongly removed from solution by co-precipitation 
reactions and adsorption to sludge solids. 
Figure 8.25 shows that the concentrations of soluble copper, Zinc, chromium and 
cobalt in the Barston digester varied over the 118 days of sampling and did not show 
any clear trends. As a general observation, however, it can be seen that the 
concentration of soluble metals in the digester was generall y greater than 0.08 mg/I 
prior to the 2 1 December 1998 but seemed to remain below 0.08 mg/I ITom thi s point 
onwards. Thus, it seems that the concentration of soluble trace metals in the digested 
sludge was reduced during ePR sludge digestion . 
8.1.9.1 Stover copper fractionation profiles in Barston digested sludge 
The Stover copper fractionation profiles are shown in Figure 8.26 (mglkg) and Figure 
8.27 (%). Fractionation of the trace metal s was measured over the first 60 days of 
e PR sludge digestion (until 11 January 1999), which corresponds to the end of the 
first 'steady state' period with respect to the concentration of phosphorus in the 
digested sludge (24 104 mg/kg) . 
Introduction of ePR sludge to the Barston anaerobic digester can be seen to have 
resulted in a decrease in the total copper content of the digested sludge (Figure 8.26), 
as occurred for calcium, magnesium and alumin ium . Prior to e PR sludge digestion, 
the total copper content of the digested sludge was 407 mg/kg, which decreased to 
249 ± 8 mg/kg (average of last 4 samples) . 
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Figures 8.26 and 8.27 show that the residual copper fraction decreased markedl y as a 
result of CPR sludge digestion, from 104 mg/kg (26 %) prior to CPR sludge digestion 
to 19 mg/kg (7 %) after 25 days of CPR. The concentration of residual copper 
stabilised at 15 ± 1 mg/kg (6 %) (average of last 4 samples) . Extraction of the model 
compounds had shown that copper ITom CuS was extracted primarily in the residual 
fraction of the Stover method. These results, therefore, indicate that the copper 
sulphide content of the digested sludge was markedly decreased during CPR sludge 
digestion. Alternatively, as was suggested for the phosphorus-enriched laboratory-
sca le anaerobic digesters, copper sulphide precipitation could have decreased as a 
function of decreased the iron sulphide formation in the Barston digester, copper 
being co-precipitated with iron sulphide to form CuFeS2. 
By contrast, the Na.P207-extractable copper fTaction increased both by mass and as a 
percentage of the total copper in the digested sludge. Prior to CPR, Na.P20 7-
extractable copper was 48 mg/kg ( 12 %), which increased to 63 ± 3 mg/kg (20 ± 1 %) 
(average of last 4 samples) over the 60 day period ofCPR sludge digestion . 
Extraction of copper-containing model compounds had shown that both copper 
carbonate and copper phosphate were recovered in the Na.P20 7 fraction . Organicall y-
bound copper is also expected to be solubi li sed by Na.P20 7 (Stover et aI. , 1976). 
Thus, it is difficult to assign a particular copper species to the Na.,.P207 fraction . In 
lig ht of the phosphorus enrichment of the digested sludge, it is tempting to conclude 
that more copper has been precipitated as copper phosphate in the digested sludge. 
Copper phosphate is, however, far more soluble than copper sulphide and should not 
be precipitated In an anaerobic digester with extremely low soluble phosphorus 
concentrations. Tt IS hypothesi sed that solubili sation of large concentrations of 
phosphorus and iron occur in the Barston anaerobic digester when ferr ic iron is 
reduced to ferrous iron, therefore, it is possible that copper phosphate could have been 
precipitated as a result of this activity and temporarily high concentrations of soluble 
phosphate. 
The Na.P20 7-extractable copper could also represent copper carbonate, indicating that 
copper carbonate had been precipitated preferentiall y to copper phosphate during CPR 
sludge digestion. The soluble IC values of the Barston digester did increase during 
CPR sludge digestion (Table 8.1), therefore, it is possible that copper carbonate 
format ion was faci litated at the higher carbonate levels. 
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Finall y, the Na.P20 7-extractable copper fraction could represent an increased 
concentration of organicall y-bound copper in the sludge, possibly as a result of 
incorporation into iron hydroxide - organic fl ocs during ePR. It is known that iron 
dosing renders organic material inaccessible to the anaerobic microorganisms as a 
result of 'enmeshment' of the organic matter with iron hydroxide chains formed 
during coagulation and flocculation (Dentel and Gossett, 1982). It is possible, 
therefore, that copper which would normall y have been released from organ ic 
material during anaerobic digestion and precipitated as copper sulphide in the 
digester, has remained bound within the organic fl ocs to be recovered in the Na.P20 7 
fraction. 
Whichever copper species is assigned to the Na.P20 7 fraction, however, the fact 
remains that e PR sludge digestion resulted in a shift in copper from the most 
insoluble portion of the fr actionation profi le to the more readily extractable Na.P207 
fraction. As copper toxicity in a sewage sludge anaerobic digester is contro ll ed 
primaril y by precipitation as copper sulphide (Mosey et aI. , 1971 ), this could become 
increasingly significant as the phosphorus enrichment increases; bearing in mind that 
these results were measured over the first 60 days of ePR sludge digestion, and that 
the level of phosphorus in the digested sludge increased to a higher steady-state level 
fo ll owing th is measurement. 
Mosey and Hughes (1 975) concluded that a solu ble sulphide concentration of less 
than 10-14 M in an anaerobic digester was ind icati ve of the presence of inhibitory 
concentrations of copper. This was based on the assumption that copper would be 
precipitated as copper sulphide, given a suffi cient concentration of sulphide ion in an 
anaerobic digester. 
The Barston digester had a total sulphide concentration of 6.86 x 10-5 M (average of 
last 4 samples), which was identical to the soluble sulphide concentration before e PR 
sludge digestion. Moreover, the pH had tended to increase slightly during e PR sludge 
digestion, therefore, the proportion of S2- ions in the digester would have remained the 
same or increased over thi s period. It can be clearly seen, however, that formation of 
copper sulphide decreased markedly over the 60 day period of e PR sludge digestion, 
indicating that the availability of so luble sulphide ions in an anaerobic digester is not 
always a good indicator of the extent of sul phide precipitation of tox ic metals. 
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Comparing the Barston copper fractionation results with laboratory Batch Test 3 
digesters, to which FePO. was added, shows that similarities exist between the two 
studies. In the laboratory digesters, re-precipitation of ferrous phosphate resulted in a 
reduction of copper in the residual fraction, although, this was compensated largely by 
an increase in HN03-extractable copper, rather than Ni4P207-extractable copper as 
was found for the Barston digester. Nonetheless, both studies showed that anaerobic 
digestion of a ferric-phosphorus rich sludge resulted in copper being shifted towards a 
more easily extractable form in the digested sludge. 
8.1.9.2 Stover zinc fractionation profiles in Barston digested sludge 
The zinc fractionation profiles of the Barston digested sludge are shown in Figure 
8.28 (mg/kg) and Figure 8.29 (%). Figure 8.28 shows that the total concentration of 
zi nc in the Barston anaerobic digester decreased during ePR sludge digest ion, from 
701 mglkg to 431 ± II mg/kg (average of last 4 samples) . Similarly to copper, the 
concentration of zinc in the residual fraction decreased rapidly fi·om 60 mg/kg (9 %) 
prior to CPR to 14 ± I mg/kg (3 %) (average of last 4 samples) during CPR sludge 
digestion . The concentration of HN03-extractable zinc also decreased from 16 % of 
the total zinc content prior to CPR, to 12 % of the total zinc content after 60 days of 
CPR sludge digestion. Zinc from ZnS (model compound)was shown to be extracted in 
the HNO) fraction and the residual fraction of the Stover method, therefore, these 
results suggest that the formation of zinc sulphide in the Barston digester decreased 
during ePR sludge digestion, as was found for copper. 
The EDT A-extractable concentration of zinc also decreased in the Barston digested 
sludge during epR, from 37 % to an average of 29 ± 1.6 %. The concentration of 
N14P207-extractable zinc in the sludge increased as a percentage of the sludge from 
35 % to 53 ± 2 %, although, in contrast to copper, the actual concentration of 
Na.P20rextractable zinc decreased as a result ofCPR sludge digestion. 
Both zinc phosphate and carbonate are recovered in the Na4P207 fraction (model 
compounds), although Rudd et al . (1988) found that zinc carbonate was solubilised in 
the EDTA fraction rather than the Ni4P207 fraction . Mosey and Hughes (1975) 
reported that zinc carbonate would be formed in an anaerobic digester when the pH 
exceeded 7.6, which was not the case in the Barston digester, therefore, it is possible 
that the increase in Na.P207-extractable zinc is related to formation of zinc phosphate. 
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FIGURE 8.28 Zinc fractionation profiles (Stover method) for Barston digested sludge, from 12 
November 98 (prior to ePR) to 11 January 99 (after 60 days of ePR). Results presented as 
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Although, as discussed for copper, zinc phosphate is a much more soluble compound 
than zinc sulphide (0 .059 mg/I versus 3.08 x 10-7 mg/I) and it is not clear why 
precipitation of zinc should have shifted from sulphide to phosphate when there was 
no indication of a decrease in so luble sulphide ions in the anaerobic digester, and 
there was a decrease in soluble phosphorus in the digester. 
The same points apply for zinc as were discussed for copper, however, it should also 
be noted that co-precipitation of zinc or copper phosphate might have been facilitated 
by the mass re-precipitation reactions that took place in the digester to convert ferric 
precipitated phosphorus to ferrous phosphate. 
As was concluded for copper, the introduction of ferric iron ePR sludge into the 
Barston digester resulted in a shift in the zinc fractionation profile from the more 
insoluble fractions to the more easily extracted fractions . 
8.1 .9.3 Stover manganese fractionation profiles in Barston digested sludge 
The manganese fractionation profiles are shown in Figure 8.30 (mg/kg) and Figure 
8.31 (%). Figure 8.30 shows that the total manganese content of the digested sludge 
decreased during ePR sludge digestion, as occurred for all the other metals measured . 
Prior to ePR, the manganese content of the sludge was 1240 mg/kg, which decreased 
to 827 ± 25 mg/kg (average of last 4 samples). 
The introduction of ePR sludge to the anaerobic digester had a marked effect on 
manganese fractionation in the digested sludge. This was evidenced by a sharp 
reduction in all the labile manganese fractions, such as the soluble, KN03 and KF 
fractions . The concentration of NaJ'20 7-extractable manganese also decreased 
markedly, from 49 % to 35 ± I %. By contrast, the EDTA-extractable manganese 
fraction increased from 34 % prior to epR., to an average of 57 % by day 18 of the 
e PR sludge digestion programme, which also constituted a small increase in the 
actual concentration of manganese recovered in this fraction . 
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These results are very similar to those recorded in the Batch Test 3 digesters as a 
result of the re-precipitation of iron and phosphorus as ferrous phosphate. [t was 
concluded that co-precipitation of manganese with ferrous phosphate had occurred in 
the laboratory-scale digesters, resulting in a marked decrease in the labile manganese 
fractions and an increase in the EDTA-extractable manganese fraction. These results 
were so similar to those recorded for the Barston digester that it is proposed that 
manganese in the Barston digester was also adsorbed to and co-precipitated within 
ferrous phosphate as it formed in the digested sludge. As discussed previously in 
Section 72.3, Ginter and Grobicki (1997) also reported that co-precipitation of 
manganese was responsible for removal of the highest percentage of soluble 
manganese from a VASB reactor, in comparison to precipitation as manganese 
carbonate or sulphide. 
These results contrast with those of copper and zinc, which showed a tendency 
towards the more ' avai lable ' or easily solubilised fractions in the sludge, whereas 
manganese was shifted from the labile fractions to the EDTA fraction. As was 
discussed in Batch Test 3, however, manganese does not seem to be an essential metal 
for anaerobic microorganisms, therefore, the effects of this shift in the manganese 
fractionation profile are likely to be insignificant in terms of digester performance. 
8.1.9.4 Stover chromium fractionation profiles in Barston digested sludge 
The chromium fractionation profiles are shown in Figure 8.32 (mg/kg) and Figure 
8.33 (%). The total chromium content of the Barston digested sludge decreased during 
ePR sludge digestion, from 277 mg/kg to 172 ± 3 mg/kg (average of last 4 samples) . 
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FIGURE 8.32 Chromium fractionation profiles (Stover method) for Barston digested sludge, from 12 
November 98 (prior to CPR) to 11 January 99 (after 60 days of CPR). Results presented as 
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FIGURE 8.33 Chromium fractionation profiles (Stover method) for Barston digested sludge, from 12 
November 98 (prior to CPR) to 11 January 99 (after 60 days of CPR). Results presented as % of 
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The concentration of chromium recovered in the residual fraction was found to 
decrease during ePR sludge digestion, 1T0m 16 % of the total chromium prior to ePR, 
to 10 ± I % as an average of the last four samples. The HN03- and EDT A-extractable 
chromium fractions decreased but remained the same as a proportion of the total 
chromium in the sludge. The Na.J>207-extractable chromium fraction increased as a 
percentage of the total chromium content during ePR sludge digestion, lTom 32 % to 
40 %, although thi s constituted an actual decrease from 90 mg/kg to 68 ± 4 mg/kg 
(average of/ast 4 samples). 
The more labile chromium lTactions, such as the soluble, KN03 and KF fractions all 
decreased slightly during ePR sludge digestion, with the greatest decrease seen in the 
KF fraction (10 mg/kg to 2 mg/kg) . 
The Barston fractionation profiles for chromium were not found to be similar to those 
recorded in the Batch Test 3 digesters, in which chromium recovery was reduced in 
the Na.P20 7 fraction and increased in the EDT A fraction as a result of phosphorus 
enrichment with FePO •. Chromium phosphate (CrPO.) is recovered in the residual 
fraction during the Stover extraction (model compound results), therefore, phosphorus 
enrichment of the Barston digester did not increase the formation of chromium 
phosphate in the digested sludge. It seems likely that chromium was increasingly 
bound up in the organic fraction of the sludge by interaction with iron hydroxide 
during the iron dosing, this chromium being recovered as Na.J>207-extractable 
chromium. 
8.1 .9.5 Staver nickel fractionation profiles in Barston digested sludge 
The nickel fractionation profiles for the Barston digested sludge are shown in Figure 
8.34 (mg/kg) and Figure 8.35 (%). The total nickel content of the digested sludge 
decreased during CPR sludge digestion, from 490 mg/kg prior to CPR, to 243 ± 38 
mg/kg (average of last 4 samples). All the nickel fractions were, therefore, found to 
decrease over the period of ePR sludge digestion. Only the Na.J>207-extractable and 
the KN03-extractable nickel fractions were found to increase slightly in proportion to 
the total ni ckel content of the sludge, 1T0m 17 % to 21 % for the Na.J>207 fraction and 
from 8 to 11 % for the KN03 fraction. The KF fraction showed the greatest change 
during CPR sludge digestion, decreasing markedly lTom 13 % of the total ni ckel 
content to 7 % of the total nickel content of tile digested sludge. 
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FIGURE 8.35 Nickel fractionation profiles (Stover method) for Barston digested sludge, from 12 
November 98 (prior to ePR) to 11 January 99 (after 60 days of ePR). Results presented as % of 
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It is difficult to assign metal species to nickel fractions of the Stover sequential 
extraction procedure due to low selectivity of the extractants for the various nickel 
species. The nickel fractions appeared to shift slightly towards the less soluble end of 
the fractionation profile during ePR sludge digestion, but whether nickel was less 
bioavailable to the anaerobic microorganisms cannot be concluded from these results. 
8.1.9.6 Stover cobalt fractionation profiles in Barston digested sludge 
The cobalt fractionation profiles are shown in Figure 8.36 (mg/kg) and Figure 8.37 
(%). The total cobalt content of the Barston digested sludge was low (5 mg/kg) and 
did not decrease during ePR sludge digestion, unlike all the other metals measured . 
Marked changes in the cobalt fractionation profile did occur during ePR sludge 
digestion . Most noticeably, the residual cobalt fraction decreased from 40 % of the 
total cobalt content prior to ePR sludge digestion, to 17 ± 1 % (average of last 4 
samples) . At the other end of the fractionation profile, the so luble cobalt concentration 
in the digester was seen to decrease towards the end of the 60 day ePR sludge 
digestion period, although this was variable and cannot be said to constitute a clear 
trend due to lack of further sampling. 
The HNO) fraction was unchanged as a resu lt of ePR sludge digestion and all the 
other fractions were found to increase slightly over the 60 day period of sampling. 
The concentration of KNO)-extractable cobalt increased from near zero to 5 % of the 
total after 2S days of ePR sludge digestion and remained stable at this point until S4 
days of ePR sludge digestion, but decreased to 3 % on day 60. 
The Na.P207-extractable cobalt fraction increased from 16 % to an average of 2S ± 
1.8 % during ePR sludge digestion . The EOTA-extractable cobalt fraction increased 
similarly from 13 % to an average of22 ± 1.4 %. As was concluded for Batch Test 3, 
this could have been due to co-precipitation of cobalt with ferrous phosphate. 
Apart from the decrease in the soluble cobalt fraction, the cobalt content of the 
Barston anaerobic digester can be said to have shifted markedly towards the more 
easily extractable end of the fractionation profile. Prior to ePR sludge digest ion, 64 % 
of the cobalt in the digester was only extractable with I M HNO) and by acid 
digestion. During ePR sludge digestion, thi s decreased to an average of 43 ± lA %, 
being replaced instead by the Na.P207 and EOT A fractions . 
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As the cobalt content of the Barston digester, and most sewage sludge digesters, is 
very low, a shi ft in the cobalt fractionat ion profil e towards the more easily ex tractab le 
fract ions and, therefore, the more ' bioavailable' fractions, should benefi t the 
anaerobic microorganisms that have an obligate requirement for cobalt. 
8.1.10 SUMMARY OF METAL AND PHOSPHORUS FRACTIONATION 
RESULTS FOR FULL-SCALE ePR SLUDGE DIGESTION 
With respect to the effect of e PR sludge digestion on general characteristics of the 
Barston digested sludge: 
• Digester alkal inity, soluble ammonia, soluble sulphide and so luble organic and 
inorganic carbon concentrations all increased over the course of e PR sludge 
digestion. 
• The total so lids content of the d igested sludge increased from 1.94 % to 2.76 % 
after 11 8 days of e PR sludge digestion. 
• The volatile solids content of the digested sludge increased duri ng CPR sludge 
digestion and also increased as a percentage of the total so lids in the digester, 
ind icati ng a less stab le sludge. 
With respect to the effect of CPR sludge digestion on phosphorus and metal 
fract ionation in the digested sludge: 
• Phosphorus and iron concentrations in the digested sludge increased as a resul t of 
CPR sludge digestion. The increase occurred according to the average molar ratio 
of2.24 fo r Fe:P. 
• Introduction of CPR sludge to the Barston digester resulted in a rapid decrease in 
so luble phosphorus, from 13 mgll pre-CPR to less than I mgll after 12 days of 
CPR sludge digestion. 
• Soluble iron and alumin ium concentrations remained below 0.05 mgll 111 the 
digester throughout the sampling peri od. 
• Soluble calcium concentrations in the digester increased, particularl y from day 97 
onwards, which corresponded to an additional increase in total phosphorus and 
iron in the digested sludge. 
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• Soluble magnesium concentrations showed a small increase towards the end of the 
sampling period. 
• As a result of ePR sludge digestion, water and acetate-extractable phosphorus in 
the Barston digested sludge decreased, being replaced by NaOH-extractable 
phosphorus, which correlated to precipitation of ferrous phosphate in the 
anaerob ic digester. 
• ePR sludge digestion resulted in bioavai lable phosphorus (soluble, water and 
acetate-extractable) being severely reduced in the digested sludge, which could be 
detrimental for digester performance in the long term. 
• Iron rractionation showed that a small percentage of iron in the Barston digester 
(approximately 6 %) was precipitated as ferrous carbonate, being recovered in the 
acetate rractions. 
• The ferrous sulphide content of the digested sludge decreased as a result of ePR 
sludge digestion indicating solubili sation of iron from FeS and re-precipitation as 
ferrous phosphate. 
• An average of the last 4 samples of Barston digested sludge showed that 94 % of 
the iron in the Barston digester was recovered in the Na.P20 7 and EDT A fractions, 
representing ferrous phosphate. 
• Thus, it was concluded that iron added to the digester in the form of ferric 
phosphate, ferric hydroxide and ferric hydroxyphosphate was reduced to ferrous 
iron, temporarily releasing so luble phosphate but re-precipitating as ferrous 
phosphate. 
• ePR sludge digestion resulted in decreased precipitation of calcium phosphates, 
which increased the solubility of calcium in the digested sludge. 
• The solubi lity of magnesium in the Barston digester was found to increase slightly 
and the concentration ofEDTA-extractable magnesium to be reduced markedly as 
a result of ePR sludge digestion. The latter phenomenon was attributed to the 
decreased precipitation of magnesium-caJcium phosphate in the Barston digester. 
• Aluminium fractionation was not marked ly affected by the introduction of ePR 
sludge to the Barston anaerobic digester. 
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• Concentrations of soluble trace metals in the Barston digester showed a general 
decrease to below 0.008 mg/I after 40 days of digesting CPR sludge, with the 
exception of manganese, the solubility of which was rapidly reduced upon 
introduction of the CPR sludge. 
• Copper fractionation showed that CPR sludge digestion resulted in less copper 
being precipitated as CuS, instead forming an Na.P207-extractable copper 
compound in the digested sludge. This could have been copper carbonate, copper 
phosphate, or copper enmeshed within the organic fraction of the sludge. 
• Zinc fractionation showed a shift from the residual, HNO) and EDT A fractions, 
towards the Na.P207 fraction. Thus, CPR sludge digestion resulted in zinc being 
more readily extractab le from the digested sludge. 
• CPR sludge digestion resulted in a marked decrease in all the labile manganese 
fractions (soluble, KNOJ and KF), to be replaced by EDT A-extractable 
manganese. This was concluded to be manganese co-precipitated with ferrous 
phosphate. 
• The chromium fractionation results showed an increase in the Na.P207-extractable 
chromium fraction, which was interpreted as chromium becoming enmeshed in the 
organic sludge fraction during iron dosing. 
• Nickel fractionation did not show any marked trends, although there did seem to 
be a slight shift towards the more labi le end of the fractionation profile during 
ePR sludge digestion. 
• The cobalt species in the digested sludge shifted from the residual fraction to 
EDT A and Na.P207 fractions, indicating more labile forms of cobalt in the 
Barston digester as a result of CPR sludge digestion. 
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8.2 COMPARISON OF PHOSPHORUS AND METAL FRACTIONATION IN 
THE DIGESTED SLUDGE OF 3 FULL-SCALE ANAEROBIC DIGESTERS 
In this section of Chapter Eight, a comparison is made between phosphorus and metal 
fractionation profiles of the three full- scale anaerobic digesters (Barston, GB and 
WB). The average fractionation profiles for P, Ca, Mg, Fe and AI in the Barston 
digester were calculated from the last 4 samples taken from the digester during CPR 
sludge digestion (17 February, 24 February, 3 March and 10 March 1999), by which 
time the digester had reached steady-state with respect to the concentration of 
phosphorus in the digester. The average fractionation profiles of the trace metals in 
the Barston digester were also calculated from 4 data points, these being the 22 
December, 31 December, 5 January and 11 January, by which point the digester had 
reached the initial steady-state position with respect to phosphorus concentration. The 
average fractionation profiles of the GB digester were calculated from 5 samples and 
that of the WB digester were calculated from 4 samples. 
The Barston digester is an example of an anaerobic digester that is phosphorus-rich as 
a result of treating ferric iron precipitated CPR sludge. The GB digester is an example 
of an anaerobic digester that is phosphorus-rich as a result of treating BPR waste 
activated sludge. Finally, the WB digester is an example of a digester that does not 
treat sludge from a phosphorus removal process. 
It must be remembered, however, that these 3 full-scale digesters differ in terms other 
than those described above. The Barston and WB digesters treat a mixture of primary 
and humus sludge, whereas the GB digester treats a mixture of primary and waste 
activated sludge. The GB STW also receives COD-rich agro-industrial waste from 
chicken/meat processing and breweries, consequently, the sewage is rich in protein 
and the digester has high concentrations of ammonia. Thus, the differences between 
the fractionation profiles for phosphorus and metals in the 3 digesters cannot be 
attributed entirely to the presence or absence of phosphorus-rich conditions in these 
digesters . 
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8.2.1 CHARACTERISTICS OF THE DIGESTED SLUDGE FROM THE 3 FULL-
SCALE ANAEROBIC DIGESTERS 
In Table 8.2, the average characteristics are shown for the digested sludge sampled 
from the 3 full-scale digesters. The GB digester operated at the highest average pH of 
7.66, followed by the Barston digester at pH 7.46 and the WB digester at pH 7.28 . 
Likewise the GB digester was shown to have a high level of alkalinity in comparison 
to the Barston and WB digesters. It is likely that the high ammonia concentrations in 
the GB digester (895 ± 52 mg/I), in comparison to 515 ± 17 mg/I in the Barston 
digester and 399 ± 3 mg/I in the WB digester, were the cause of the high alkalinity 
and pH values in the GB digester. The high ammonia concentrations in the GB 
digester were caused by the nitrogen-rich agro-industrial waste treated at the GB 
STW 
Soluble organic carbon levels in the Barston digester were high (1084 ± 33 mg/I) in 
comparison to the WB digester (837 ± 60 mg/I) and the GB digester (356 ± 198 mg/I) 
but the soluble le concentrations followed a similar pattern to the alkalinity values. 
TABLE 8.2 Average charactenstics of the cigested sludge from Barston, GB and WB STWs 
Barston GB WB 
pH 7.46 ±OO4 7.66 ±O.O9 7.28 ±O.O3 
Alkalinity mg CaCO,n 3651 ± 65 7269 ± 763 4093 ± 260 
Sulphide mgfl 3.18 ± 0.76 4.88 ± 1.94 1.23 ± 0.26 
Ammoniamgfl 515 ± 17 895 ± 52 399 ± 3 
TOC.~, •• mgll 1084 ±33 356 ± 198 837 ±60 
ICsoluble mg/l 628 ± 11 1251 ± 131 704 ± 45 
TS gl100ml 2.62 ± 0.23 3.02 ±0.16 2.48 ± 0.27 
vs gl100ml 1.30 ± 0.09 199 ± O.11 1.50 ± O.10 
%VS 5O±2 66 ± 1 61±2 
The GB digester operated at the highest TS level of3 .02 %, followed by the Barston 
digester (2 .62 %) and the WB digester (2.48 %). The GB digester also had the highest 
percentage of volatile solids (66 %), in comparison to 61 % for the WB digester and 
50 % for the Barston digester. 
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8.2.2 TOTAL PHOSPHORUS AND METAL CONCENTRATIONS IN THE 3 FULL-
SCALE ANAEROBIC DIGESTERS 
The average total concentration of phosphorus, calcium, magnesium, iron and 
aluminium in the digested sludge from the 3 digesters, is shown in Figure 8.38. As 
expected, the Barston digester exhibited the highest total concentration of phosphorus 
('" 31000 mg/kg), with the GB digester having a slightly lower total phosphorus 
content ('" 26000 mg/kg) and the WB digester having approximately half the total 
phosphorus content of the Barston digester ('" 16000 mglkg). The total calcium 
content of all the digesters was higher than the total phosphorus content, the WB 
digester having the highest total calcium content ('" 46000 mg/kg) and the GB 
digester the lowest ('" 35000 mg/kg) . 
The magnesium content of all the digesters was similar, ranging from ", 6700 mg/kg 
in the Barston digester to '" 5000 mg/kg in the WB digester. The iron content of the 
Barston digested sludge was extremely high due to the CPR activity at the works, 
being approximately 72000 mg/kg, in contrast to values of approximately 13000 
mg/kg (GB) and 12000 mg/kg (WB). 
The GB digester had the lowest average concentration of aluminium in the digested 
sludge ('" 5800 mg/kg) and the Barston digester the highest ('" 11200 mg/kg) . 
The total concentrations of the trace metals in the digested sludge of the 3 full -scaJe 
digesters are shown in Figure 8.39. The concentrations of copper and cobalt were 
similar in all three digesters but the other trace metals varied widely in terms of their 
total content in the digested sludges. The zinc content ranged from 431 mg/kg in the 
Barston digester to 686 mg/kg in the GB digester and 780 mg/kg in the WB digester. 
By contrast, the Barston digester contained a much higher concentration of 
manganese than the other digesters, thi s being 827 mg/kg in comparison to 394 mg/kg 
in the WB digester and 295 mg/kg in the GB digester. The Barston digester also 
contained a higher concentration of chromium (3.4 to 3.7 times that of the GB and 
WB digesters, respectively) and nickel (14 to 7 times that of the GB and WB 
digesters, respectively) . 
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8.2 .3 SOLUBLE PHOSPHORUS AND METAL CONCENTRATIONS IN THE 
THREE FULL-SCALE ANAEROBIC DIGESTERS 
The average concentration of soluble phosphorus, calcium and magnesium in the 3 
full-scale anaerobic digesters, is presented in Figure 8.40, and the average 
concentration of soluble trace metals in the full-scale digesters is presented in Figure 
8.41. 
The so luble pho sphorus concentrations In the anaerobic digesters were markedly 
different, with the Barston digester having a soluble phosphorus concentration of less 
than 0.05 mg/I, the WE digester having an average of 28 ± 3 mg/I of soluble 
phosphorus, and the GB digester a soluble phosphorus concentration of 107 ± 30 
mg/1. 
The so luble calcium concentrations were highest in the Barston anaerobic digester (52 
± 0.7 mg/I) and lowest in the GB anaerobic digester (14 ± 5 mg/I) . The soluble 
magnesium concentrations followed the same pattern as the soluble calcium 
concentrations, with the highest concentrations recorded in the Barston digester and 
the lowest in the GB digester. It can be seen that the concentration of soluble calcium 
and magnesium in the anaerobic digesters was inversely proportional to the 
concentration of soluble phosphorus in these digesters. 
The fi ve samples taken from the GB digester suggested a relationship between so luble 
phosphorus, calcium and magnesium concentrations in thi s digester. Figure 8.42 
shows that a correlation existed between soluble phosphorus and calcium and, to a 
lesser extent, between soluble phosphorus and magnesium, in the GB digester, i.e. 
calcium and magnesium solubility in the GB anaerobic digester was partially 
controlled by precipitation with phosphate Both calcium and magnesium exhibited 
double logarithmic relationships with phosphorus, which were significant at the 95 
percentile level (Student's t test) . These results are simi lar to those of Batch Test I , 
during which phosphate precipitation controlled calcium and magnesium solubility in 
the laboratory-scale anaerobic digesters. 
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The soluble trace metal concentrations In Figure 8.41 show that far higher 
concentrations of the soluble trace metals were present in the WB digester than in the 
GB or Barston digesters. This is in spite of the fact that the total concentration of 
these metals was highest in the Barston digester and usually lowest in the WB 
digester. It is tempting to conclude that the phosphorus-rich digesters exhibited lower 
concentrations of soluble trace metals due to precipitation of these metal s as 
phosphates, however, it must be remembered that addition of ePR sludge to the 
Barston anaerobic digester did not markedly decrease the soluble metal concentrations 
in this digester. The laboratory batch tests, in which both soluble phosphate and 
FeP04 were added to the anaerobic digesters, also did not show any marked reduction 
in the soluble trace metal content of the digesters . An exception to these results was 
manganese, the soluble concentration of which was markedly reduced by the addition 
of phosphorus (as sodium phosphate and as ferric phosphate) to the laboratory-scale 
anaerobic digesters. Phosphorus enrichment of the Barston digester was al so shown to 
result in a rapid decrease in the concentration of soluble manganese in the digester 
supernatant. Therefore, the relatively low concentration of manganese in the Barston 
and GB digesters (0 .02 mg/I) in contrast to the WB digester (7.9 mg/I) is likely to be 
related to the phosphorus-rich conditions in the Barston and GB digesters. 
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8.2.4 CONCENTRATION OF SOLUBLE POTASSIUM IN THE 3 FULL-SCALE 
ANAEROBIC DIGESTERS 
Figure 8.43 shows the concentration of soluble potassium in the 3 full- scale anaerobic 
digesters. The GB digester treating BPR sludge contained a higher concentration of 
potassium (28 1 ± 4 I mgll) than the Barston and WB digesters, which contained on 
average 57 ± 4 mg/I of soluble potassium. 
Digesters treating BPR sludge usuall y contain higher concentrations of so lu ble 
potassium, due to the release of soluble phosphate, magnesium and potassium from 
the BPR sludge under anaerobic conditions (Jardin and Popel, J 994). Unlike 
phosphate and magnesium, which are rapidly re-precipitated, potassium remains in 
the soluble fraction of the digested sludge, apart from a small portion that is taken up 
by the growing biomass for intracellular requirements . The molar ratio of uptake of 
phosphate, potassium and magnesium during BPR is respected during the release of 
these ions from the BPR sludge, therefore, the concentration of soluble magnesium 
and phosphorus released from BPR sludge under anaerobic conditions can be 
estimated from the concentration of soluble potassium in the digester. 
A standard molar ratio of release of phosphorus, magnesium and potassium fro m BPR 
sludge can be used to calculate the concentration of soluble magnesium and 
phosphorus that was present in the GB digester prior to precipitation. The molar ra tio 
of 0.3 fo r K: P and 0.26 for Mg: P (Wentzel et aI., 1986) was used, as for the Batch 
Test 2 laboratory digesters. The average concentration of so luble potassium in the 
Barston and WB digesters (57 mgll) was assumed to represent a typical ' baseline' 
concentration of potassium in sewage sludge digesters and subtracted from that of the 
GB digester, prior to calculating the equivalent P and Mg concentrations. The results 
are presented in Figure 8.44. 
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The results in Figure 8.44 show that only 10 % of the soluble magnesium and 20 % of 
the soluble phosphorus that was released into the GB digester during BPR sludge 
digestion, remained in the soluble fraction of the digested sludge. This indicates that 
significant precipitation of both magnesium and phosphorus had occurred in the GB 
digester. The residual soluble phosphorus concentrations in the GB digester were sti ll, 
however, approximately 10- and l OO-fold greater than those of the WB and Barston 
digesters, respectively. 
8.2.5 COMPARISON OF PHOSPHORUS FRACTIONATION IN THE DIGESTED 
SLUDGE FROM THE 3 FULL-SCALE ANAEROBIC DIGESTERS 
The phosphorus fractionation profiles for the 3 full-scale anaerobic digesters are 
shown in Figure 8.45 (as mglkg) and Figure 8.46 (as %). These results show that the 
digester treating the iron dosed CPR sludge had a very different phosphorus 
fractionation profile in comparison to the non-phosphorus rich digester and the 
digester treating BPR sludge. The majority of the phosphorus in the Barston digester 
was present as SRP in the NaOH fraction (64 %), which, as discussed in the previous 
section, was representative of iron phosphate. This fraction was much smal ler in the 
WB and GB digesters, contributing 16 % and 13 % to the total phosphorus in these 
digesters, respectively. 
The phosphorus fractionation profiles of the GB and WB digesters were simi lar, the 
dominant phosphorus fraction being that extracted in HCI, indicating that phosphorus 
in these digesters was insolubilised primarily as calcium phosphate. By contrast, the 
HCI-extractable phosphorus fraction of the Barston digester only accounted for 16 % 
of the total phosphorus in the digested sludge. The organic phosphorus content was 
similar for all the digesters, ranging from 19 % in the WB digester to 15 % in the GB 
and Barston digesters. 
The Barston digester contained very little phosphorus in the more ' bioavailable' 
fractions, i.e. the soluble, water-extractable and acetate-extractable fractions . These 
fTactions were more significant in the WB and GB digesters, the soluble phosphorus 
fraction constituting 1 % of the WB phosphorus content and 15 % of the GB 
phosphorus content. Approximately 4 % of the phosphorus in the GB digester was 
also water-extractable, representing an eas il y soluble phosphorus fraction, in 
comparison to 2 % in the WB digester. 
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The fractions of acetate extractable phosphorus were relat ively insignificant in the 
Barston digester but represented 15 % of the total phosphorus in both the WB and GB 
digesters. With respect to the metals extracted with phosphorus in the acetate 
fractions, a total of 1 1930 mg/kg of calcium was recovered from the WB digested 
sludge, compared to 9970 mg/kg from the GB digested sludge. The molar ratio of 
Ca:P was 3.8 in the WB acetate fractions, in comparison to 2.0 in the GB acetate 
fractions. This suggests that more CaC03 was disso lved in the acetate fractions of the 
WB sludge and that the acetate-extractable phosphorus was that adsorbed to CaC03 . 
The molar ratio of Ca:P in the acetate fractions of the Barston digested sludge was 
6.94, again indicating that CaC03 was solubili sed extensively in these fractions . 
With respect to magnesium in the acetate fractions, a total of 467 mg/kg was 
recovered from the Barston sludge, 690 mg/kg was recovered from the WB sludge 
and 930 mg/kg from the GB sludge. Thus, the acetate-extractable phosphorus 
recovered from the GB digested sludge was more strongly associated with magnesium 
than that in the WB or Barston digested sludges. This was most li kely to represent 
struvite in the GB digester. 
Referring back to Figure 8.44, it can be seen that approximately 100 mg/I of 
magnesium was removed from solution in the GB digester. This is equi valent to 33 11 
mg/kg of magnesium which, if precipitated as struvite, equates to 4190 mg/kg of 
phosphorus being precipitated as struvite in the GB digester. The concentrations of 
magnesium and phosphorus extracted in the acetate fractions of the GB digester show 
that only 27 % of that predicted to be precipitated as struvite was solubili sed by 
acetate. 
Recovery of calcium and magnesium in the HCI fract ions of the 3 full-scale digesters 
showed that a similar concentration of calcium was recovered in the Hel fractions of 
all the digesters (21000 to 22500 mg/kg). The Ca:P molar ratios were 6 (WB), 4 (GB) 
and 4 (Barston), indicating recovery of calcium phosphates and also calcium 
solubilised from organic material in the digested sludge. 
Recovery of magnesium in the Hel fractions showed that the Hel fraction of the GB 
sludge contained the highest concentration of magnesium (3777 mg/kg) in 
compari son to 1935 mg/kg (WB) and 3046 mg/kg (Barston). This could indicate 
either that struvite was not completely recovered in the acetate fractions and tail ed 
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into the HCI fraction, or that magnesium had been precipitated as MgJ(P04)2, which is 
only poorly extracted in the acetate extractions. The laboratory-scale digesters also 
showed evidence of a magnesium phosphate precipitate other than struvite, which was 
thought to be MgJ(P04h It is also likely that magnesium would have been co-
precipitated with calcium phosphate in this anaerobic digester, as was thought to 
occur in the Barston digester prior to CPR sludge digestion . 
8.2.6 MAGNESIUM FRACTIONATION PROFILES OF THE 3 FULL-SCALE 
ANAEROBIC DIGESTERS 
The Stover magnesium fractionation profiles of the WB, GB and Barston digesters are 
shown in Figure 8.47 (as mglkg) and Figure 8.48 (as %). 
The results show that each of the digesters had different fractionation profiles for 
magnesium. The GB digester contained the lowest concentration and percentage of 
soluble magnesium, despite the fact that soluble potassium concentrations in thi s 
digester indicated that 10 times this concentration of soluble magnesium was released 
fro m the BPR sludge during digestion. It is most likely, therefore, that a high 
percentage of the magnesium removed from solution in the GB digester was 
precipitated as struvite, MgJ(P04h and calcium-magnesium phosphate. 
Model compound testing of struvite and fractionation of laboratory-scale digesters 
du ring Batch Test 2 (BPR simulation), showed that struvite formation in an anaerobic 
digester was indicated primarily by increased recovery of magnesium in the KN03 
and N34P20 7 fractions. The GB digester showed the greatest recovery of magnesium 
in the KNOJ + Na.P20 7 fractions (36 %), in comparison to 9 % in the Barston digester 
and 27 % in the WB digester. A similar concentration of magnesium was recovered in 
the KN03 fractions of the WB and GB digesters (871 and 842 mglkg, respectively) 
but thi s is unlikely to represent struvite in the former digester. 
The most significant difference in magnesium recovery occurred In the N34P207 
fraction, with 4 IO mg/kg in the Barston digester, 521 mg/kg in the WB digester and 
121 8 mg/kg in the GB digester. This indicates the presence of struvite in the GB 
digester, although some recovery of organically-bound magnesium will also occur in 
thi s fraction. The low recovery of magnesium in thi s fraction of the Barston digester 
is consistent with the theory that struvite will not form in an iron and phosphorus rich 
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anaerobic environment, ferrous phosphate being precipitated preferentially to struvite 
under these conditions (Mamais et aI. , 1994). 
EDTA-extractable magnesium in digested sludge was hypothesised to be related to 
the formation of mixed metal precipitates such as magnesium-calcium carbonate 
(which is known to be more soluble than pure calcium carbonate) and mag nesium-
calcium phosphate. With respect to the WE digester, the EDT A fraction is likely to 
represent magnesium so lubili sed mainly from magnesium-calcium carbonate, whereas 
in the GB digester thi s could also be derived from mag nesium-calcium phosphate. 
Sen and Randall (/988) investigated the fate of BPR phosphorus in a full-scale 
sewage sludge digester and reported that up to 5 % of calcium in the calcium 
phosphate precipitates was replaced by magnesium ions. Thus, the relatively high 
recovery of magnesium in EDT A from the GB digester could also have originated 
from di ssolution of calcium phosphates containing magnesium. 
The origin of magnesium in the HNO, and residual fractions of the Stover scheme is 
unclear. The model compound extractions indicated that mag nesium carbonate would 
be so lubili sed in the HNO, fraction but, as discussed previously, the widely ranging 
reported solubility product values for magnesium carbonate do not clarify whether 
magnesium carbonate would be expected to form in an anaerobic digester. Lt is 
possible that these fractions, particularly the residual fraction, represent magnesium 
held intracellularly in the biomass and not recovered in the Na,J>207 fraction . Rudd et 
al. (1988) tested recovery of metal s in the Stover extraction scheme, from a ' model 
organic phase' that consisted of dried activated sludge. They found that some of the 
metals in the activated sludge were not recovered in the Na.,P207 fraction and were 
only recovered in the residual fraction . Activated sludge contains a high proportion of 
intact cells and mig ht, however, be more resistant to extraction than an anaerobically 
digested sludge. 
With respect to the ' bioavailability' of magnesium in the 3 full-scale digesters, 48 % 
of the magnesium in the WE digester could be considered to be readily available, 
whereas only 30 % of the magnesium in the Barston digester and an even lower 2 1 % 
of the magnesium in the GB digester, could be said to be bioavailable. Thus, even 
though a BPR sludge is magnesium-rich, precipitation of magnesium phosphates in 
anaerobic digesters treating BPR sludge reduces the concentration of ' bioavailable ' 
magnesIum. 
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8.2.7 CALCIUM FRACTIONATION PROFILES OF THE 3 FULL-SCALE 
ANAEROBIC DIGESTERS 
The Stover calcium fractionation profiles are shown in Figure 8.49 (as mg/kg) and 
Figure 8.50 (as %).The Barston and WB digesters show some similarity with respect 
to the fractionation of calcium, with the exception that the soluble and Na.P207 
fractions were reversed in significance, the Barston digester containing a higher 
concentration of soluble calcium. Both digesters, however, have a high concentration 
and percentage of calcium in the ' bioavailable' soluble + KNO) fractions, this being 
39 % in the WB digester and 37 % in the Barston digester. This was in contrast to the 
GB digester, which contained only 16 % of the total calcium in the soluble and KN03 
fractions . As the total concentration of calcium in the GB digested sludge was lower 
than that in the WB and Barston digested sludges, this represented an even greater 
difference between the actual concentration of soluble/exchangeable calcium in the 3 
digesters. 
The low concentrations of soluble and exchangeable calcium in the GB digester were 
related to the high concentrations of soluble phosphorus in this digester. Calcium in 
the GB digester was dominated by the EDTA fraction (49 %) in which Ca3(P04)2 is 
recovered. 
Comparing the calcium fractionation profile of the GB digester to the Batch Test 2 
laboratory-scale digesters (enriched with soluble magnesium, potassium and 
phosphorus to simulate BPR digestion conditions), it can be seen that the EDTA-
extractable calcium fraction in the laboratory digesters also increased with increasing 
levels of phosphorus enrichment The Na.P20o-extractable calcium fraction, however, 
dominated the fractionation profiles of the laboratory digesters, although this was 
shown to decrease over time, shifting to the EDT A fraction . The difference between 
the full-scale and laboratory-scale fractionation profiles was proposed to be related to 
the higher levels of soluble magnesium (51 to 88 mg/I) in the laboratory-scale 
digesters. This could have resulted in retardation of crystal development from initial 
calcium phosphate precipitates such as CaHP04 (recovered in Na.P207), resulting in a 
higher recovery of calcium in the Na.P207 fraction, with a slow evolution of these 
calcium phosphate compounds to more defined crystalline structures which were 
recovered in the EDT A fraction . 
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The calcium fractionation profiles of the GB digester are more similar to those of the 
Batch Test I laboratory-scale digesters, to which only soluble phosphorus was added. 
J n these laboratory digesters, phosphorus enrichment resulted in precipitation of 
soluble calcium, which was recovered primarily in the EDT A fraction. 
The EDTA-extractable calcium fractions of the WB and Barston digesters constituted 
26 % and 28 % of the total calcium, respectively, in comparison to 49 % in the GB 
digester As mentioned previously, calcium carbonate or calcium magnesium 
carbonate compounds are recovered in this fraction and are most likely to be the 
origin of the EDT A-extractable calcium in the WB and Barston digesters. 
The GB digester had a higher concentration of calcium in the HN03 fraction, which 
could represent extraction of a more defined calcium phosphate compound, such as 
hydroxyapatite . Alternatively, high recovery of calcium phosphate in the EDTA 
fraction could have resulted in calcium carbonate being shifted to the HNOJ fraction. 
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8.2.8 IRON FRACTIONATION PROFILES OF THE 3 FULL-SCALE ANAEROBIC 
DIGESTERS 
The Stover iron fractionation profiles are shown in Figure 8.51 (as mg/kg) and Figure 
8.52 (as %). These profiles show that iron dosing at the Barston STW resulted in an 
extremely high concentration of iron in the Barston digester (70125 mg/kg) in 
comparison to the WB (11415 mglkg) and GB (12824 mg/kg) digesters. Most of the 
excess iron in the Barston digester was in the form of ferrous phosphate and was 
recovered in the NaJ>207 (25994 mg/kg) and EDTA fractions (38783 mg/kg). This 
accounted for 94 % of the iron in the Barston digester. 
In the WB and GB digesters, 37 and 41 %, respectivel y, of the iron was NaJ>20,-
extractable and 22 and 33 %, respectively, was EDT A-extractable. The NaJ>207-
extractable iron in the WB sludge probably originated from organically-bound iron, 
and the EDT A-extractable iron from ferrous carbonate in the digested sludge, rather 
than ferrous phosphate. By contrast, the high percentage of EDT A-extractable iron in 
the GB digester suggested formation of ferrous phosphate in this phosphorus-rich 
sludge. 
The WB digester can be seen to contain the highest percentage of iron in the HN03 
(13 %) and residual fractions (20 %), in comparison with the other digesters, 
indicating the presence of ferrous sulphide in the digested sludge. In the GB digester, 
HNOJ-extractable and , particularly, the residual iron contributed less to the 
fractionation profile, being only 11 % and 13 % of the total iron content, respectively. 
As the total iron content of the WB and GB digesters was similar, this suggests that 
iron had been precipitated partially as ferrous phosphate in the GB digester, resulting 
in less iron being avai lable for precipitation as ferrous sulphide. It was not related to 
sulphide limitation in the GB digester, average soluble sulphide concentrations having 
been measured at 4.88 ± 1.94 mg/l, in comparison to 1.23 ± 0.26 in the WB digester. 
In the Barston digester, the HN03 and residual iron fractions only contributed 3 % 
each to the total iron content of the digester, however, as a result of the high 
concentrations of iron in thi s digester, the actual iron content of these fractions (3738 
mg/kg) was similar to that of the WB digester (3825 mg/kg). 
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With respect to iron bioavailability in the digesters, the WB digester showed the 
highest concentration of iron in the KN03 fraction (107 mglkg) and particularly the 
KF fraction (831 mglkg), the latter representing iron adsorbed to the digested sludge 
matrix. By comparison, the GB digester only contained 52 mglkg of KNOJ -
extractable iron and 248 mglkg of KF-extractable iron. Even the iron-rich Barston 
digester only contained approximately half the KF-extractable iron of the WB digester 
(481 mglkg), although it did contain more KN03-extractable iron (i 29 mglkg) . 
Thus, to conclude, in a non phosphorus-rich sewage sludge digester, the highest 
concentration of iron was present in the Na.P207 fraction, followed by the combined 
HN03+residual fraction, indicating that organically-bound iron and ferrous sulphide 
were the main iron species in the digester. High concentrations of soluble phosphorus 
in the BPR sludge digester resulted in less iron precipitated as ferrous sulphide. 
Instead, iron was precipitated as ferrous phosphate, which was shown by a shift 
towards iron recovered in the Na.P207 and EDT A fractions . The iron-rich conditions 
of the CPR sludge digester did not result in increased precipitation of ferrous 
su lphide, instead all the excess iron was recovered in the Na.P20 7 and EDT A 
fractions, indicating the presence of high concentrations of ferrous phosphate in the 
digested sludge. 
8.2.9 ALUMINIUM FRACTIONATION PROFILES OF THE 3 FULL-SCALE 
ANAEROBIC DIGESTERS 
The Stover aluminium fractionation profiles for the full- sca le anaerobic digesters are 
shown in Figure 8.53 and Figure 8.54. 
Comparing aluminium fractionation profiles of the WB digester with the phosphorus-
rich digesters, it can be seen that more aluminium was recovered in the EDT A and 
HN03 fractions of the phosphorus-rich digesters than from the WB digested sludge. 
The Batch Test 4 laboratory digesters (AI.P04 addition) showed that aluminium 
phosphate was extracted in the EDT A fraction, with tailing into the HN03 fraction , 
similarly to the Barston aluminium fractionation profile. Thus, aluminium in the 
Barston digested sludge could have been precipitated as aluminium phosphate, or 
been co-precipitated with ferrous phosphate. 
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The GB digested sludge had a significant concentration of HNOrextractable 
aluminium and was, therefore, the sludge w ith the highest percentage of relati vely 
insoluble aluminium. 
With respect to the bioavailability/toxicity of aluminium, the WB digested sludge had 
a higher percentage of aluminium in the Ni4P207 fraction (24 %) than the GB (9 %) 
or Barston (10 %) sludges. 
8.2.10 COPPER FRACTIONATION PROFILES OF THE 3 FULL-SCALE 
ANAEROBIC DIGESTERS 
The Stover copper fractionation profiles are shown in Figure 8.55 (as mglkg) and in 
Figure 8.56 (as %). The relative importance of the various copper fractions was 
simi lar for the GB and WB digesters, thi s being: 
HNOJ+residual » EDTA ~ Na,P20 7 > KF > KNOJ > soluble 
This ranking of the copper fractions was in agreement with copper fractionation 
profiles of digested sludge reported by Stover et al. ( 1976), Lake et al. (1984), Tester 
et aL (1985), Rudd et aL (1988) and Mehrota et aL (1988). 
In the Barston digester, the relative importance of the Na,J'207 and EDTA fract ions 
was reversed, contributing 25 % and 19 % of the total copper, respectively. 
Copper extracted in the HN03 and residua l fractions originates from CuS in the 
digested sludge and is generall y considered to be the dominant copper fraction in 
digested sludge. In the WB digested sludge, 46 % of the total copper was extracted in 
this combined fract ion, in comparison with 65 % in the GB digested sludge and 47 % 
in the Barston digested sludge. 
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Both the HNO) and residual fractions represent CuS, although. a shift from the 
residual to the HNO) fraction indicates increasing solubility of a compound. The full-
scale digester at Barston STW and the FeP04-rich laboratory digesters showed that 
copper shifted from the residual fraction to the HNO) fraction under the iron- and 
phosphorus-rich conditions. This was hypothesised to be related to co-precipitation of 
copper with iron sulphide, to form CuFeSz. Both the GB and Barston digesters 
contained less copper in the residual fraction than the WB digester, suggesting that 
phosphorus enrichment resulted in a more soluble copper sulphide precipitate. 
The GB and Barston full-scale digesters did not contain more EDT A-extractable 
copper, indicating that copper phosphate formation was not enhanced by digestion of 
either BPR or CPR sludge. 
8.2.11 ZINC FRACTIONATION PROFILES OF THE 3 FULL-SCALE 
ANAEROBIC DIGESTERS 
Zinc fractionation profiles for the 3 full-scale anaerobic digesters are shown in 
Figures 8.57 (as mg/kg) and in Figure 8.58 (as %) Figure 8.57 shows that the 
concentration of zinc in the digested sludge from the 3 digesters differed markedly, 
with the WB digester having the highest zinc content, followed by the GB and then 
the Barston digester. In spite of the difference in the total zinc content, Figure 8.58 
shows that the fractionation profiles of zinc in the WB and Barston digesters were 
very similar: 
NaJ>Z07 » EDT A > HNO)+residual > KF > KNOl 2: soluble 
These results concur with the control laboratory digesters and other published Stover 
fractionation profiles for zinc (Stover et aI. , 1976; Oake et aI. , 1984; Lake et aI., 1985; 
Tester et aI. , 1985; Rudd et aI., 1988 and Mehrota et ai , 1988). 
The GB digester shows a different fractionation profile for zinc, with the EDT A 
fraction being dominant (43 %) and the Nru,.PZ07 fraction only contributing 29 % of 
the total zi nc, in comparison to 53 % in the WB and Barston digesters. The HNO) + 
residual fraction contained a higher percentage of the total zinc (25 %) in comparison 
to the WB (14 %) and Barston (15 %) digesters. 
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The GB digester also contained a higher percentage of soluble zinc (1.05 %) In 
comparison to 014 % and 0.01 % in the WB and Barston digesters, respectively. 
The Na.P207 fraction is that in which zinc phosphate is extracted, as well as 
organically-bound zinc (Rudd et aI., 1988). The highest concentration of Na,P207-
extractable zinc was extracted from the WB sludge, indicating that this was 
organically-bound zinc rather than zinc phosphate. The lack of an increase in 
Na,P20 7-extractable zinc in the GB or Barston digesters concurs with the results 
achieved at laboratory-scale, which were that zinc fractionation was not markedly 
affected by phosphorus enrichment. 
8.2.12 MANGANESE FRACTIONATION PROFILES OF THE 3 FULL-SCALE 
ANAEROBIC DIGESTERS 
The manganese fractionation profiles in Figure 8.59 (mg/kg) and Figure 8.60 (%) 
show that the phosphorus enriched anaerobic digesters contained less manganese in 
the KF, KN03 and soluble fractions than the WB digester. The difference was 
particularly noticeable with respect to KF-extractable manganese (that adsorbed to the 
digested sludge solids) which was 6 % of the total in the WB digester and only 1 % 
and 0.5 % of the total in the GB and Barston digesters, respectively. Soluble 
manganese was 7.93 ± 1.8 mg/I (2.2 %) in the WB digester, but only 0.02 ± 0.0 I mg/I 
(0.2 %) in both the GB and Barston digesters. These results concur with those of the 
laboratory-scale digesters, in which phosphorus enrichment (Batch Tests 1 to 3) 
resulted in a marked decrease in KF-extractable and soluble manganese in the 
digested sludge. 
To explain the laboratory-scale results, it was hypothesised that manganese was co-
precipitated with the dominant phosphate precipitation phase in the digester, these 
being calcium phosphates in Batch Test I and 2 and ferrous phosphate in Batch Test 
3. Expanding this hypothesis to the full-scale digesters, it can be seen that a high 
percentage of the manganese in the Barston sludge was EDTA-extractable (56 %), i.e. 
co-precipitated with ferrous phosphate, as occurred in Batch Test 3. In the GB 
digester, manganese in the EDT A fraction was higher than in the WB digester (35 % 
versus 16 %), suggesting that manganese was co-precipitated with calcium 
phosphates, as occurred in Batch Test I and 2. 
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8.2.13 CHROMIUM FRACTIONATION PROFILES OF THE 3 FULL-SCALE 
ANAEROBIC DIGESTERS 
The chromium fractionation profiles of the 3 full-scale digesters, presented in Figure 
8.61 (mg/kg) and Figure 8.62 (%) show that the chromium fractionation profiles of 
the two phosphorus-rich digesters were similar, in comparison to the WB digester. 
Apart from the WB digester containing a higher concentration of KF-extractable 
chromium, the fractionation profile of this digester tended towards the less-easily 
extractable chromium species, with 58 % of the total chromium being extracted in the 
residual and HNO) fractions. This contrasts with 35 % in the GB digester and 26 % in 
the Barston digester. 
The phosphorus-rich GB and Barston digesters exhibited chromium profiles which 
tended towards the more-easily extractable fractions, the Na.,P207 fraction being 
dominant in both these digesters. These results do not agree exactly those of the 
phosphorus-rich laboratory digesters, however, in the laboratory digesters soluble 
chromium was found to be positively correlated with increasing soluble phosphorus 
concentrations in these digesters. Thus, as in the full-scale digesters, phosphorus 
enrichment seemed to result in a shift in the chromium species towards the more 
labile end of the fractionation profile. 
8.2.14 NICKEL FRACTIONATION PROFILES OF THE 3 FULL-SCALE 
ANAEROBIC DIGESTERS 
The nickel fractionation profiles in Figure 8.63 (mg/kg) and Figure 8.64 (%) show 
that the Barston sludge was nickel-rich, in comparison to the WB and GB sludges. 
Moreover, the distribution of nickel fractions in the Barston digested sludge differed 
to the WB and GB sludges. 
The WB and GB digesters exhibited similar nickel fractionation profiles, with the 
exception that the GB digester contained a higher percentage of nickel in the soluble 
and KN03-extractable fractions. This suggests that high concentrations of soluble 
phosphorus in the GB anaerobic digester did not increase precipitation of nickel from 
the digester supematant and, therefore, did not adversely affect the bioavailability of 
nickel. 
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These results agree with those found at laboratory-scale, i.e . that phosphorus 
enrichment, either as soluble phosphorus or insoluble FeP04, did not adversely affect 
the solubility of nickel in the anaerobic digesters . 
The fact that the Barston digester exhibits a different nickel fractionation profile to the 
GB and WE digesters cannot be attributed to the CPR sludge digestion, as the nickel 
fractionation profile of the Barston digested sludge did not change markedly during 
ePR sludge digestion. Thus, the different nickel species in the Barston digested 
sludge are likely to be related to the higher total concentration of nickel in the sludge, 
possibly resulting in saturation of the sludge with respect to compounds such as nickel 
carbonate, which would not usually be formed in an anaerobic digester due to the 
relatively high solubility ofNiC03 . 
8.2.15 COBALT FRACTIONATION PROFILES OF THE 3 FULL-SCALE 
ANAEROBIC DIGESTERS 
The cobalt fractionation profiles of the 3 full-scale anaerobic digesters are shown in 
Figure 8.65 (mg/kg) and Figure 8.66 (%). It can be seen that the cobalt fractionation 
profiles were different for all 3 full-scale digesters. All the digesters contained a 
similar percentage of cobalt in the soluble fraction (6 to 7 %) and the WE digester 
contained the highest proportion of cobalt in the labile fractions (soluble, KN03 and 
KF), this being 25 %, in comparison to 18 % in the GB digester and only J 0 % in the 
Barston digester. 
The GB digester contained a high proportion of residual + HNOJ - extractable cobalt, 
this being 63 % of the total, in comparison to 50 % and 47 % in the WE and Barston 
digesters, respectively . 
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8.2.16 SUMMARY OF PHOSPHORUS AND METAL FRACTIONATION 
RESULTS FROM THREE FULL-SCALE ANAEROBIC DIGESTERS 
• Measurement of soluble phosphorus concentrations in the full-scale digesters 
showed that the GB digester (treating BPR sludge) contained ID-times the 
concentration of soluble phosphorus in the WB digester and l OO-times the 
concentration of soluble phosphorus in the Barston digester (treating ePR sludge). 
[t was concluded that BPR sludge digestion resulted in high concentrations of 
solub le phosphorus in an anaerobic digester (120 mg/I), whereas ePR sludge 
(iron-prec ipi tated) digestion resulted in very low concentrations of soluble 
phosphorus in the anaerobic digester « 0.05 mg/l). 
• The BPR digester contained the lowest concentrations of soluble calcium and 
magnesium, which were shown to be negatively correlated with solllb le 
phosphorus concentrations in the digester. The highest concentrations of soluble 
calcium and magnesium were measured in the e PR sludge digester, whi ch was 
concluded to be related to the low soluble phosphorus concentrations in thi s 
digester. 
• The non phosphorus-rich WB digester exhibited markedly higher so luble trace 
metal concentrations than the phosphorus-rich digesters. 
• Measurement of soluble potassium in the BPR digester showed that it was 
approximately 5 times higher than soluble potassium in the ePR digester or the 
WB digester. The soluble potassium concentration of the BPR sludge digester 
indicated that the soluble magnesium and phosphorus concentrations measured in 
this digester were only 10 and 20 %, respectively, of that released from the BPR 
sludge during digestion. 
• Comparison of the phosphorus fract ionation profi les of the 3 fu ll-scale digesters 
showed that phosphorus in the ePR sludge digester was extracted primarily in the 
NaOH fraction, representing ferrous phosphate. The BPR and non-phosphorus rich 
digester exhibited similar phosphorus fractionation profiles, with the exception 
that the BPR digester contained a nigher percentage of soluble phosphorus. In 
conclusion, it can be said that phosphorus in the non pbosphorus-rich and BPR 
digesters was insolubilised primarily as calcium phospbate, whereas phosphorus in 
the ePR sludge digester was inso lubilised primarily as ferrous phosphate. 
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• Measurement of metals in the phosphorus fractions showed that more magnesium 
was extracted in the acetate fractions of the BPR sludge digester than the other 
two digesters, indicating the presence of struvite in this digester. 
• The Stover magnesium fractionation profiles of the EPR sludge digester showed a 
low percentage of soluble magnesium in the digester, which was compensated 
primarily by a high concentration of Na.P207-extractable magnesium, indicating 
the presence of struvite. Higher concentrations of EDT A-extractable magnesium 
in the BPR sludge digester were concluded to be magnesium co-precipitated with 
calcium phosphates. A high percentage (25 %) of HNO)-extractable magnesium 
was suggested to be representative of intracellularly-held magnesium that was not 
recovered in the Na.P207 fraction . 
• It was concluded that magnesium was not involved 111 phosphate precipitation 
reactions in the ePR sludge digester. 
• It was concluded that 48 % of the magnesIUm 111 the WB digester could be 
considered bioavailable, whereas only 30 % and 21 %, respectively, of the 
magnesium in the Barston (ePR) and GB (BPR) digesters could be said to be 
bioavailable. 
• The BPR sludge digester also contained the lowest percentage of the bioavailable 
calcium (16 %), in comparison to 37 and 39 % in the ePR sludge digester and the 
non phosphorus-rich digester, respectively. The lack of soluble calcium in the 
BPR sludge digester was compensated by a large percentage (49 %) ofEDTA-
extractable calcium, representing calcium phosphates. Thus, it was concluded that 
calcium phosphate precipitation was significant in insolubilising phosphate in the 
BPR sludge digester. 
• It was concluded that calcium was not involved in phosphate precipitation 
reactions in the ePR sludge digester, EDTA-extractable calcium being related to 
magnesium calcium carbonate in the digested sludge, not ca lcium phosphates. 
• The Stover iron fractionation profiles showed that iron in the ePR sludge digester 
was extracted in the Na,P20, (37 %) and EDTA (57 %) fractions, representing 
primari ly ferrous phosphate. The BPR sludge digester showed a higher percentage 
of iron in these fractions, in comparison to the non phosphorus-rich digester, thus 
it was concluded that iron did play a minor role in precipitating phosphorus in the 
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BPR sludge digester. Less iron was extracted from ferrous sulphide in the 
phosphorus-rich digesters, thus it was concluded that some of the iron precipitated 
as ferrous su lphide in a non phosphorus-rich digester, was precipitated as ferrous 
phosphate under phosphorus-rich conditions. 
• The Stover aluminium fractionation profiles showed that the concentration of 
Nll4P207-extractable aluminium was considerably less in the phosphorus-rich 
digesters than the non phosphorus-rich digester. 
• Copper phosphate formation did not appear to be increased in the phosphorus-rich 
full-scale digesters. Digestion of iron-rich CPR sludge resulted in less copper 
being extracted in the residual fraction, which concurred with laboratory-scale 
results and was suggested to indicate co-precipitation of copper with iron su lphide. 
• Zinc fractionation did not appear to be markedly changed in the phosphorus-rich, 
full-scale anaerobic digesters. 
• Manganese solubility was significant ly decreased by phosphorus enrichment of 
the anaerobic digesters, being co-precipitated with the dominant phosphorus 
fraction , i.e. calcium phosphates in the BPR sludge digester and ferrous 
phosphates in the CPR sludge digester. 
• The phosphorus-rich anaerobic digesters contained a higher percentage of more 
labile (easi ly extracted) chromium than the non phosphorus-rich anaerobic 
digester. 
• Phosphon.s enrichment (either BPR or CPR) did not decrease the solubi lity of 
nickel in the full-scale anaerobic digesters below that of the non phosphorus-rich 
anaerobic digester. 
• The Stover cobalt fractionation profiles were different for all 3 full-scale digesters , 
the BPR sludge digester containing the highest percentage of highly insoluble 
(HNOJ + residual) cobalt. 
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CHAPTER NINE 
General discussion 
The princ iple aim of thi s research was to investigate the changes in meta l and 
phosphorus fractio nation that resu lted fro m anaerob ic digesti on of phosphorus-rich 
sludge. The resea rch that was undertaken to achieve thi s aim was divided into two 
mai n sections, namely, validation of two sequential chemical extraction methods by 
extraction of model compounds, followed by ll se of those methods to measure metal 
and phosphorus fracti onation in di gested sludge from phosphorus-rich laboratory- and 
full-scale a naerobic digesters. 
9.1 SEQUENTIAL CHEMICAL EXTRACTION METHODS 
Sequentia l chemical extract ion was chosen as being the most appropriate technique 
for quantitati ve separation of the inorgani c components of a digested sludge sample. It 
was noted, however, that debate surrou nded the use of sequential chemical extraction 
methods for speciation of both metals and phosphorus in environmental matrices such 
as sediments and so il s. 
TIle debate centred over the abi lity of sequential chemica l extraction methods to 
accuratel y and select ively separate chemical phases from a heterogeneous sample 
matrix (Khebo ian and Bauer, 1987; Nire l a nd Morel, 1990), and the danger of 
indiscriminately assuming that a certain chemical fraction was entirely representative 
of a certain chemica l phase. Rudd et al. ( 1988) concluded that, in usi ng sequenti al 
chemical extraction methods, careful di stinction mu st be made between a fraction, i.e. 
that portion of meta l (or phosphorus) solubi lised by a spec ifi c reagent , and a phase, 
i.e. the di screte meta l species sought . Thi s approach has, however, not always been 
fo ll owed by researchers app lying sequential chemica l extraction methods to 
fract ionation of meta ls in wastewater sludges. Oake et a l. (1984), Lake et al. ( 1985) 
and Tester et al. ( 1985) all repo rted metal fractio ns, whi ch were generated by 
sequential extracti on of digested sludge samples using the Stover method, as metal 
phases. 
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The sequent ial chemica l extract ion methods used in th is research were, therefore, 
va lidated by sequential extraction of model compounds, prior to use with digested 
sludge. The results showed that fractions generated by these methods (particularly the 
Stover method) were not always representative of a single chemical phase. Thi s was 
due pattially to non-selectivity of the extractants for the target phases, resulting in 
indi vidual phases contributing to more than one fraction , and pattiall y to the fact that 
a range of elements contributing to a cel1ain phase can exist in a variety of structural 
forms and different chemical reactivities and will, therefore, be so lubili sed by 
different extractants . A good example of the latter is that copper, zinc and manganese 
carbonate model compounds were extracted in the NatP20 7 rraction, ferrous 
carbonate was extracted in the EDT A fraction and ca lcium carbonate was extracted in 
the I-fNO) fraction of the Stover method , whereas EDTA was the intended target 
phase for carbonates in thi s method (Stover et aI. , 1976). 
These shortcomings of sequential extraction procedures have been acknowledged by 
leading resea rchers but defended on the bas is that the resu lts are va lid as long as they 
are rep0l1ed as being 'operationall y defined ' (Tessier et aI. , 1979). This approach has 
been criti cised by Nirel and Morel ( 1990) , however, who claim that ' operationally 
defined ' results are simply reslllts that cal/I/ot be validated Lt has been argued that the 
physico-chemica l conditions of sequential extraction procedures, i.e. strong reagents 
and fa t kinetics cannot be extrapolated to naturally occurring processes, i.e. weak 
reagents and slow kinetics (Nirel and Morel , 1990; Bermond, 1992) and , therefore, 
that operationa ll y defined fractions in themse lves do not provide useful information. 
Thi s criti cism is partially val id and fUl1hers the argument for extraction of model 
compounds and model phases to enable identification of the species extracted within 
operationall y defined fractions, as was undertaken during this resea rch . For the 
purpose of th is research, however, the operationally defined fractions of the Stover 
method were also considered useful for assess ing differences in potential metal 
solubility in sludges. The main aim of thi s was to establi sh changes in the 
' bioavailability' of metal s in the sludges as a result of phosphorus enric hment. 
Sequentia l extraction of model compounds showed that on ly limited so lubilisation of 
the precipitate phases occurred in the first two fractions of the Stover method, i.e. the 
KNO) and KF fractions, which purport to represent ' readil y-exchangeable ' and 
' Ioosely-adsorbed ' meta ls, respectivel y (Stover et aI. , 1976). These fractions, 
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therefore, together with the soluble fraction, were used as an indicat ion of the quantity 
of metal in the digested sludge sa mples that might be ava il ab le to the anaerobic 
. . 
I11lcroorganlsms. 
With respect to bioavailabil ity of phosphorus, it was considered that so luble and 
water-extractable phosphorus compounds would be readil y avai lab le for biological 
uptake, and that phosphorus solubili sed in the acetate fractions might be avai la.b le to 
anaerobic microorganisms, on the basis that this extraction was relatively mi ld and 
short . The iron and aluminium phosphates and, therefore, SRP in NaOH, was 
considered to be unava ilable to anaerobic microorganisms on the basis of reports that 
these compounds had been found to be inel1 and unavai lable for plant growth in 
sludge treated soil s fo r up to 3 years (Chang et aI. , 1983 ; Frossard and Morel , 1987; 
Wen and Schellenbel1, 1997 cited by CEEP, 1998). 
The concept of ' bioavailabi lity ' of metals and phosphorus IS, however, a poorly 
understood issue in itself. The concentration of so luble metal is generally considered 
to be indicati ve of the bioava il ab le metal fraction and it is for this reason that 
microb ial growth med ia commonly contain chelating agents to reduce metal 
precipitation (Pirt, 1975). Thi s is, in itself, a questionable practi se with respect to 
anaerobic microorganisms as some studies have shown that metal s complexed with a 
strong chelati ng agent wi ll be as unavai lab le fo r mi crobial uptake as insoluble 
precipitates (Callander and Barford , 1983b; Speece, 1986). Thus, so luble metal 
concentrations cannot be unequivoca ll y equated with bioava ilab le metal 
concentrations. Moreover, partitioning of metals between the soluble and solid 
fractions of digested sludge is a dynamic phenomenon (Oleszkiewicz and Sharma, 
1990), therefore, metals that are only extracted under harsh conditions during 
sequential extraction, e.g. FeS in 1 M HN03, might be readily exchanged against 
other metals which form more insoluble precipitates, should the inorganic balance of 
the digester change. 
Thus, while it is reasonable to infer that metals or phosphorus extracted during the 
early stages of the sequential extraction schemes are more soluble or 'bioava ilab le' , it 
must be remembered that there is limited evidence that metals or phosphorus in the 
form of inorganic precipitates are biologicall y unavailable. In fact , Alphenaar et al. 
(1993) suggested that phosphorus in ' precipitates' was ava ilable to anaerobic 
microorganisms under phosphorus-limited conditions in a UASB reactor. 
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Nirel and Morel (1990) also recommended that any sequential extraction techllique 
that is to be applied to complex envirolltnel1tal samples I11Ust fi rst be validated with 
well-de filled samples, i.e. sequential extraction of model compounds. This SUPPOltS 
the approach taken in thi s research, however, it should be noted that assignment of 
species or phases to fractio ns on the basis of model compound extraction results alone 
can lead to erroneous interpretation of fI-actionation profiles and should also be 
undertaken with a degree of caution. The Stover calcium fractionation profi les, 
measured in the laboratory-scale batch anaerobic digesters during this research, 
provide a good illustration of the above-mentioned point. Interpretation of the profiles 
on the basis of model compound extractions indicated that only 4 to 8 % of the 
calcium in the digested sludge was present as CaCO), i.e. extracted in HNO) . It is 
known, however, that calcium is precipitated primarily as calcium carbonate in a non 
phosphorus-rich anaerobic digester (Ca llander and Barford, 1983a) and should 
constitute a higher percentage of the total calcium content than 4 to 8 %. Moreover, 
measurement of calcium fractionation in the parallel phosphorus fractionation method 
had shown that acetate-extractable calcium (i.e. primarily from CaCO) const ituted 24 
to 32 % of the digested sl udge calcium, which concurred with the percentage of 
calcium extracted in the preceding fDT A fraction of the Stover method. Thus, 
ca lcium carbonate in the digested sludge was concluded to have been primaril y 
extracted in the EDT A fraction of the Stover method, whereas the model compound 
extractions had predicted ca lcium carbonate to be solubili sed in the following HNO) 
fraction . 
The difference between the model compound and digested sludge extractions cou ld 
have been caused by matrix effects but is considered unlikely, however, on the basis 
that matrix effects usually affect metal recovery by re-adsorption or by preferential 
extraction of other Sludge component s, both of which delay recovery of the target 
compound, rather than encourage solubili sation (0 occur earlier in the sequential 
extraction scheme. Rudd et al. ( 1988) reported little difference in the fractionation 
profiles of model compounds spiked into a digested sludge matri x, and no difference 
was noted when phosphorus model compounds were extracted with and without a 
digested sludge matrix duri ng this research . The problem encountered wi th calcium 
carbonate recovery in the laboratory anaerobic digesters was instead, suggested to be 
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caused by the formation o f the more solubl e magnesium ca lcium carbonate in the 
anaerobic digesters, whi ch was ex tracted in EDT A, rather then HN0 3 . 
Thi s introd uces a more fundamental problem of heterogenous matrices, I. e . that 
di screte phases or metal species rarely occur in these environments, many compo unds 
ex ist ing as co-precipitates, whi ch have different properties to the pure compounds. 
Bald win et a l. ( 1993) found that calcium carbonate was present in all fractio ns of 
digested sludge (physica ll y sepa rated by ultrasoni c dispersion and sedimenta ti on), 
includ ing the heaviest fTactions, imply ing extensive co-precipitati on and adsorpt ion to 
both ino rganic and organic components of the sludge matrix. 
Thus, it is important to attempt to va lidate sequential extraction schemes with well-
defined systems, as recommended by Nirel and Morel ( 1990), but when ass igning 
metal or phosphorus species to fractions it must be remembered that the well-def1l1ed 
system is not entire ly representati ve of the actual situation in the more complex 
heterogenous matrix. 
In the case of the above-mentioned example of ca lcium carbonate recovery in the 
Stover method, the parall el use of the phosphorus fioacti onation method enab led 
identifi cation of an inaccu racy in the Stover fractionati on profile. The use of the two 
sequent ial extracti on methods in parall el, the measurement of metals as well as 
phosphorus in the fractions of the phosphorus extracti on method, together with the 
in fo rmation ga ined from sequential extracti on of model compounds (as opposed to the 
di screte extractio n of model compounds performed by Stover et aI. , 1976), is 
considered to be a strength of th is research. Part icul arl y with respect to the 
phosphorus compounds, parallel use of the two methods facilita ted pos iti ve 
identification of species within fractio ns. For example, digestion of e PR sludge at the 
Barston STW resu lted in increasing concentrations of iron being recovered in the 
EDT A fractio n of the Stover method, which, according to model compound testing 
could have o rig inated fro m either ferro us phosphate or ferro us carbonate. The sa me 
samples fracti onated with the phosphorus extracti on method, however, showed that 
iron in the digested sludge remained assoc iated with phosphorus, being extracted in 
the NaOH fractio n. Thus, a combination of the two methods and the in fo rmati on 
avail able fro m extraction of model compounds enabled the conclusio n that iron in the 
Barston digester was present primarily as ferrous phosphate. 
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Thus, it is concluded that the parallel use of two complementary sequential extraction 
methods, together with information on model compound behaviour in the respective 
extraction schemes, provided a sound basis for assigning species to the fractions 
generated by sequential extraction of digested sludge. 
9.2 PHOSPHORUS ENRICHMENT OF ANAEROBIC DIGESTERS 
Phosphorus enrichment of anaerobic digesters, both laboratory- and full-scale, was 
investigated with two primary objectives: firstly, to assess the fate of phosphorus in 
the digested sludge and, secondly, to assess the fate of metals in the digested sludge as 
• 
a result of phosphorus enrichment. 
9.2.1 FATE OF PHOSPHORUS IN ANAEROBICALLY DIGESTED 
PHOSPHORUS-RICH SLUDGE 
In contrasting anaerobic digestion of BPR and CPR sludges, or simulated BPR and 
CPR sludges in the case of the laboratory-scale digesters, it can be clearly seen that 
these two types of phosphorus removal processes have very different implications for 
sludge treatment by anaerobic digestion. 
Anaerobic digestion of BPR sludge at the GB STW showed that 15 % of the 
phosphorus in the digested sludge was in the soluble fraction, which resulted in more 
than lOO mg/l of soluble phosphorus in this digester. This was in contrast to the WB 
digester treating domestic sewage sludge, which contained less than 30 mg/l of 
soluble phosphorus on average. Moreover, measurement of the soluble potassium 
levels in the GB digester showed that approximately 590 mg/l of phosphorus was 
originally released from the BPR sludge during digestion, resulting in an extremely 
phosphorus-rich environment in comparison to standard sewage sludge digesters, 
which operate at soluble phosphorus concentrations of approximately 12 mg/l 
(Callander and Barford, 1983a). 
Soluble phosphorus enrichment of anaerobic digesters treating BPR sludge is a 
recognised phenomenon that results from release of the stored intracellular 
polyphosphate as soluble orthophosphate under anaerobic conditions. Sen and Randall 
(1988) found that soluble phosphorus concentrations increased from 50 to 300 mg/l in 
a full-scale anaerobic digester treating a mixture of primary and WAS, after 
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conversion of the activated sludge process to BPR. Jardin and Pope! (1994) reported 
that soluble phosphorus concentrations in a pilot-scale anaerobic digester treating 
BPR WAS averaged at 1500 mg/I but decreased to 700 mg/l when the feed BPR 
sludge was mixed in a I: 1 ratio with primary sludge. Nyberg et al. (1994) found that 
soluble phosphorus increased from 74 mg/I to 359 mg/I in a laboratory-scale 
anaerobic digester treating BPR WAS and Wild et al. (1996 and 1997) reported that 
soluble phosphorus concentrations in laboratory-scale anaerobic digesters were 
directly related to the proportion ofBPR WAS in the digester feed. 
In addition to orthophosphate, soluble magnesium and potassium are also released 
upon digestion of BPR sludge, according to the molar ratios in which they were 
accumulated during the BPR process (Jardin and Pope!, 1994). 
Thus, in this research, BPR sludge digestion was simulated by enrichment of the 
laboratory-scale batch anaerobic digesters with soluble orthophosphate (100 mg P/1, 
500 mg P/I and 1000 mg P/I), soluble magnesium and potassium, in the molar ratios 
of 0.26 (Mg:P) and 0.3 (KP) (Wentzel et aI., 1986). BPR WAS is physically and 
chemically similar to non-BPR WAS, apart from the elevated concentrations ofP, Mg 
and K. The 500 P laboratory-scale batch digesters contained phosphorus, magnesium 
and potassium at concentrations similar to the GB full-scale digester. In addition to 
the 500 P digester, the 100 P and 1000 P digesters provided an upper and lower limit 
of phosphorus (plus magnesium and potassium) enrichment, although as illustrated 
previously, soluble phosphorus concentrations greater than 1000 mg/I have been 
recorded during anaerobic digestion ofBPR sludge (Jardin and Popel, 1994). 
Rsearchers who have investigated the fate ofBPR phosphorus in digested sludge have 
usually concentrated on the formation of struvite in these digesters due to the 
unusually high concentrations of magnesium that result from BPR sludge digestion. 
However, as discussed previously in Chapter Seven, struvite precipitation is strongly 
pH dependent and, taking this into account, neither the GB digester or the 500 P 
laboratory digesters were predicted to have been supersaturated with respect to 
struvite. The laboratory digester containing 1000 mg/I of phosphorus was, however, 
considered to be supersaturated with respect to struvite. 
Fractionation of phosphorus in the 100 P and 500 P laboratory digesters and the GB 
full-scale digester showed limited evidence of struvite being a major factor in 
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insolubilising phosphorus in these digesters. All these digesters showed elevated 
concentrations of acetate-extractable phosphorus and magnesium but also elevated 
concentrations of magnesium and phosphorus recovered in the HCl fraction. There 
was strong evidence of precipitation of both magnesium and phosphate in the 500 P 
laboratory digesters and the full-scale GB digester, however, the resulting precipitate 
was not obviously struvite. Comparing phosphorus and magnesium fractionation 
profiles (Batch Tests 1 and 2) with model compound extraction results seemed to 
indicate that, at lower concentrations of phosphorus and magnesium, a magnesium 
phosphate compound with the characteristics of Mg3(P04)2 was being formed in the 
anaerobic digesters. This compound is far less soluble than struvite but is slow to 
form and, therefore, had not been previously considered to be a significant factor in 
insolubilising magnesium and phosphorus in anaerobic digesters (Mamais et aI., 
1994). This was not just an isolated view of the previously-mentioned authors, as Sen 
and Randall (1988), Jardin and Popel (1994), Nyberg et al. (1994) and Wild et a!. 
(1996 and 1997) all investigated to varying degrees the fate of phosphorus released 
from BPR sludge during anaerobic digestion. In all cases, struvite was the only 
magnesium phosphate precipitate considered. However, phosphorus and magnesium 
fractionation results from the laboratory-scale digesters and the GB full-scale digester 
all showed that magnesium and phosphorus were precipitated (apparently in the same 
compound) in digesters theoretically undersaturated for struvite. Two explanations 
were considered. Firstly, that magnesium was co-precipitated with calcium to form 
calcium magnesium phosphate, particularly in the digesters which were magnesium-
rich but undersaturated with respect to struvite, resulting in a more soluble calcium 
phosphate compound that was, therefore, solubilised in both acetate and HC!. 
Secondly, that a magnesium phosphate compound less soluble than struvite was 
precipitated in the digested sludge and that this might represent an amorphous 
magnesium phosphate compound of the approximate composition Mg3(P04)2. While 
little information exists regarding the formation of amorphous magnesium phosphate 
compounds, it is well known that calcium phosphates often precipitate initially as 
amorphous compounds, converting slowly to the more defmed crystalline phases 
(Brown, 1973). 
The laboratory-scale 'BPR' digester containing 1000 mg/l of phosphorus by contrast 
clearly showed precipitation of struvite in the digested sludge, in the latter stages of 
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the batch test. This was most clearly illustrated by decreasing ammonia concentrations 
in these digesters, which was found to be closely correlated to decreasing 
concentrations of magnesium and phosphorus. Interestingly, soluble magnesium 
concentrations in these digesters were lower than those in the 500 P digesters even 
prior to the big increase in struvite precipitation, which occurred between days 8 and 
18 of the batch test. This indicated that soluble magnesium was not the limiting factor 
with respect to struvite precipitation in the 'BPR' laboratory-scale digesters and, as 
ammonia was present in excess of requirements, soluble phosphorus (as 
orthophosphate) seemed to be the limiting factor. These results indicated that, at the 
typical pH values of the laboratory-scale anaerobic digesters (7.3 to 7.5), soluble 
phosphorus concentrations greater than 500 mg/I were required for struvite 
precipitation to occur. 
Even when extensive struvite precipitation does occur in a BPR sludge digester, this 
only accounts for a relatively minor percentage of the precipitated phosphorus. In the 
1000 P laboratory digesters, struvite accounted for a maximum of 40 % of the 
precipitated phosphorus in the digested sludge, the remainder having been 
precipitated as calcium phosphate. In the full-scale BPR sludge digesters, struvite 
could have accounted for a maximum of 27 % of the phosphorus removed from 
solution, whereas up to 50 % of the calcium in this digester was likely to be calcium 
phosphate. These results also concurred with the findings of Jardin and Pope! (1994) 
who calculated that, jf all the magnesium removed from solution of a pilot-scale 
anaerobic digester treating BPR sludge was precipitated as struvite, this would have 
accounted for 20 % of the total phosphorus precipitated in this digester. Wild et al. 
(1996) predicted that struvite precipitation could only have accounted for 15 % of the 
total phosphorus in laboratory-scale digesters treating BPR sludge, in comparison to 
15 to 33 % of the phosphorus being precipitated as calcium phosphate, depending on 
the feed source. 
Thus, BPR sludge digestion results in complete re-solubilisation of the phosphorus 
removed during BPR (Jardin and Popel, 1994) some of which might be re-precipitated 
as struvite, however, re-precipitation of this released phosphorus is strongly 
dependent on the availability of other metals in the digested sludge. Calcium, in 
particular, plays an important role in precipitating phosphorus in BPR sludges, as was 
shown in the GB full-scale digester and also the laboratory-scale 'BPR' digesters. 
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Pfeffer and White (1964) reported that, when adding calcium, magnesium or ferrous 
iron to laboratory-scale digesters, calcium was shown to be the most efficient 
precipitant of phosphorus in the digesters, reacting primarily with phosphate rather 
than with carbonate. This was thought surprising by the authors as calcium had been 
predicted to precipitate primarily as calcium carbonate, rather than calcium phosphate, 
but in practice this did not occur. Results such as these emphasise the need for 
solubility product constants to be re-calculated in anaerobic digester supernatants, 
rather than pure water, to reflect the nature of the precipitates that are formed under 
these conditions. Investigation of calcium carbonate precipitation in activated sludge 
supernatant showed that a more soluble compound was formed than in pure water 
(Loewenthal et aI., 1994) and fractionation of calcium in this research supported the 
fact that a more soluble calcium carbonate appeared to be formed in digested sludge. 
Thus, it is possible that calcium phosphate precipitation is more significant in 
phosphorus-rich BPR sludge digesters than predicted by the relative solubilities of 
CaC03 and Ca3(P04)2. 
Thus, the fate of BPR phosphorus in anaerobically digested sludge will rely to some 
extent on magnesium phosphate precipitation (IS to 40 % is the range recorded from 
the literature and this research) and, as magnesium and phosphorus are present in a 
fixed molar ratio in BPR sludge, this should only be dependent on the degree of 
saturation of the digester for struvite. However, the fate of the remainder of the BPR 
phosphorus will be determined by the level of metals, particularly calcium, in the 
digested sludge, which are available for phosphorus precipitation. In all cases, BPR 
sludge digestion seems to result in the recycling of some of the phosphorus back to 
the BPR process as soluble phosphate. Sen and Randall (1988) reported that 44 % of 
the phosphorus from a full-scale digester treating a mixture of BPR and primary 
sludge, was recycled to the head of the works as soluble phosphate. lardin and Popel 
(1994) found that 54 % of the phosphorus from a digester treating only BPR sludge 
was recycled back to the BPR plant and in the GB digester, 20 % of the phosphorus 
predicted to have been released from the BPR sludge remained in the soluble fraction 
of the anaerobic digester. 
The higher the proportion of BPR sludge in the digester feed, the higher the 
proportion of soluble phosphate likely to be recycled to the head of the STW. This 
was illustrated by Wild et al. (1996) who showed that 25 % of the phosphorus from 
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BPR sludge remained in the soluble fraction in a digester treating 100 % BPR sludge, 
whereas this decreased to 8 % in a digester treating a mixture of primary and BPR 
sludge, primarily due to the higher concentrations of calcium in the primary sludge, 
and a lower ratio of phosphorus to metals in the digester. This was also illustrated 
effectively in the laboratory-scale 'BPR' digesters in this research, which all 
contained the same base concentration of metals, with the exception of magnesium. 
Thus, in the 100 P digester, only 18 % of the total phosphorus remained in the soluble 
fraction (the rest having been removed primarily as calcium phosphate) whereas this 
increased to 46 % in the 500 P digesters and 53 % in the 1000 P digesters. This can 
result in operational problems by causing phosphorus overloading of a BPR process 
due to the continuous recycling of phosphorus from the anaerobic digesters back to 
the head of the STWs. 
The fate of phosphorus during BPR sludge digestion was sharply contrasted with the 
fate of phosphorus during CPR sludge digestion. This was investigated in the full-
scale Barston digester by measuring phosphorus fractionation over a I 18-day period 
from the beginning of ferric sulphate dosing (pre-precipitation) at this STW. CPR 
sludge digestion was also simulated in the laboratory-scale digesters by the addition 
ofFeP04 (Batch Test 3) and AlP04 (Batch Test 4). 
In the literature review, characteristics of CPR sludges in comparison to non-CPR 
sludges was discussed. It is apparent that chemical dosing affects many aspects of a 
sludge, generally increasing the TS and VS content (Brett et aI., 1997; Upton, 1998), 
decreasing the VS:TS ratio (Malhrota and Parrillo, 1971; Grigoropolous et al., 1971), 
increasing the particle size in the case of ferric iron dosing (Yeoman (1989), 
enmeshing organic material in flocs bound by hydroxymetal polymers (Dentel and 
Gossett, 1982) and increasing the phosphorus and metal content of these sludges. It 
was also apparent that many investigations of the effect of CPR sludge on anaerobic 
digesters resulted in incomparable results due to the varying nature of these 
chemically-dosed sludges. Thus, with respect to this research it was decided to add 
F eP04 or AIP04 to the laboratory-scale batch digesters, so that the fate of ferric iron 
or aluminium precipitated phosphorus could be assessed in isolation from the above-
mentioned factors. It is not suggested, however, that the Batch Test 3 or 4 digesters 
accurately simulated CPR sludge digestion, for the above-mentioned reasons. The 
differences between the laboratory- and full-scale digesters, however, enabled a 
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greater insight into the fate of (particularly) ferric iron precipitated phosphorus, than 
would have been possible if a poorly-defined chemically precipitated sludge had been 
used in the laboratory experiments. 
As mentioned previously, aluminium is rarely used for CPR in the UK and was not 
the main focus of this research, being used primarily to contrast enrichment of the 
laboratory digesters with a stable form of insoluble phosphorus, in comparison to the 
FeP04 enriched digesters. Phosphorus in the form of AlP04 was shown to be stable in 
the Batch Test 4 laboratory digesters and to remain as AlP04 in the digested sludge. 
This concurs with the findings of Grigoropoulos et al. (1971) and O'Shaughnessy et 
a!. (1974) both of whom reported that aluminium precipitated CPR sludge resulted in 
no release of phosphorus during anaerobic digestion. In fact, an uptake of soluble 
phosphorus occurred in the digesters, most likely due to the excess of aluminium in 
the coagulated sludges and also because aluminium precipitates formed during 
coagulation contain an excess OH:P04 ratio, but a gradual exchange of phosphate for 
hydroxide occurs upon ageing of the sludge (Jenkins et a!., 1971). 
Anaerobic digestion of ferric iron precipitated CPR sludge was the primary focus of 
this research. It was hypothesised that ferric iron precipitated phosphorus would not 
be stable under the Iow redox conditions of anaerobic digestion and that, as in the case 
ofBPR sludge digestion, this could result in soluble phosphorus being recycled from 
the anaerobic digester to the head of the STW. In the laboratory-scale anaerobic 
digesters containing FeP04, it was clearly shown that soluble phosphorus was 
released into the digester supernatant over time, indicating a slow reduction of ferric 
iron to ferrous iron within these digesters. This concurred with the findings of 
Malhrota and ParriIlo (1971) who found that anaerobic digestion of ferric iron 
precipitated WAS resulted in increased concentrations of soluble phosphate in the 
anaerobic digesters. 
Singer (1972) proposed that iron in the form of FeP04 would be reduced to ferrous 
iron during anaerobic digestion, and that all the ferrous iron and two thirds of the 
phosphate would be re-precipitated as ferrous phosphate, the remainder of the 
phosphate being precipitated with other metals or remaining in the soluble fraction of 
the digested sludge. This was seen to occur in the laboratory-scale digesters amended 
with FeP04, all the iron remaining associated with phosphorus in the form of 
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Fe3(P04)2, 65 % of the phosphorus being present as Fe3(P04)2, 10 % as soluble 
phosphorus and the remainder as insoluble calcium phosphate. 
The fate of phosphorus in the laboratory-scale digesters, however, contrasted with that 
in the full-scale digester treating ferric iron precipitated CPR sludge. In the full-scale 
digester, all the phosphorus remained strongly associated with the iron in the form of 
ferrous phosphate and there was no increase in soluble phosphorus in the digested 
sludge. By contrast the soluble phosphorus levels in the full-scale digester dropped 
sharply from 13 mg/I (prior to CPR sludge digestion) to below 0.05 mg/I within 2 
weeks of CPR sludge digestion. Thus, the full-scale digester was essentially 
phosphorus limited as a result of CPR sludge digestion. The Stover iron fractionation 
profiles showed that iron was present as ferrous phosphate in the full-scale digester, 
therefore, reduction of ferric iron in the CPR feed sludge (which would have been in 
the form of ferric hydroxyphosphates and ferric phosphates) did occur during 
digestion, as occurred in the laboratory-scale digesters. The difference between the 
phosphorus fractionation profiles of the full-scale and laboratory-scale digesters was 
simply related to the molar ratio of Fe:P in the digested sludge. The I: I ratio in the 
laboratory digesters resulted in only 65% of the phosphorus being re-precipitated as 
ferrous phosphate, whereas in the full-scale digester, the Fe:P ratio of2.24 enabled all 
the phosphorus in the CPR sludge to be re-precipitated as ferrous phosphate. 
Moreover, the excess iron in the CPR sludge caused precipitation of all the available 
phosphorus as ferrous phosphate, decreasing soluble phosphorus levels in the digester 
to below 0.05 mg/1. 
Thus, ferric iron precipitated CPR sludge does result in soluble phosphorus being 
released into the digester supematant, however, this is rapidly re-precipitated as 
ferrous phosphate and no soluble phosphorus is recycled to the head of the STW. The 
fate of phosphorus in ferric iron precipitated CPR sludge is, therefore, related 
primarily to the ratio at which iron is dosed for phosphorus removal. As iron is 
commonly dosed in a 2: 1 molar ratio with phosphorus, all the phosphorus in the iron-
dosed sludge should be re-precipitated as ferrous phosphate upon sludge digestion. If, 
however, the iron dose is reduced to less than 1.5 mol per mol of phosphorus, this 
could result in phosphorus being released from CPR sludge during anaerobic 
digestion. This is a factor that needs to be taken into account at a STW when 
balancing optimum efficiency of phosphorus removal using the minimum amount of 
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iron precipitant with the requirement for iron to remain in the insoluble fraction of the 
digested sludge. 
In the literature review, it was noted that anaerobic digestion of CPR sludge (both iron 
and aluminium) had been reported to have variable effects on digester operation, but 
that ferric iron precipitated CPR sludge appeared to be the sludge type most 
consistently reported as having an adverse effect on the anaerobic digestion process 
(Rudolfs and Setter, 1931; Rudolfs et aI., 1932; Jack et aI., 1976; van Fleet et al., 
1974; Gossett et a!., 1978; Kindzierski and Hrudey, 1986 and Yeoman et al., 1990). 
Various explanations have been proposed regarding the effect of CPR sludge on 
anaerobic digestion (Kindzierski and Hrudey, 1986). Of these, direct toxicity of the 
chemical coagulants to the anaerobic microorganisms has been proved to be 
insignificant (Dentel and Gossett, 1982) and the favoured explanation is that chemical 
coagulation renders the organic material in the sludge inaccessible to the anaerobic 
microorganisms by 'enmeshing' it tightly within the chemically-bound floes. A 
number of the reports of CPR sludge digestion appear to be consistent with the latter 
theory as CPR sludge has generally been reported to have a slower rate of volatile 
solids digestion (Rudolfs and Setter, 1931; Rudolfs et aI., 1932; Jack et al., 1976; 
Gossett et aI., 1978; Kindzierski and Hrudey, 1986). As early as 1931, Rudolfs and 
Setter observed that sludge hydrolysis was slowed as a result of iron coagulation and 
concluded that certain volatile substances were temporarily 'locked up'. Gossett et a!., 
(1978) found that batch digesters treating CPR sludges reached the same level of 
volatile solids digestion after 125 d that the control digesters attained in just 13 d. It 
was noted with respect to the Barston digester that the percentage of volatile solids in 
the digested sludge increased after CPR sludge was introduced into the digester, from 
42 % prior to CPR to an average of 50 % after 118 days of CPR sludge digestion. 
This indicated that the digestion process might have been adversely affected by the 
introduction of CPR sludge to the Barston digester. 
Kindzierski and Hrudey (1986) also mentioned that phosphorus limitation could be a 
factor inhibiting anaerobic digestion of CPR sludges. They had not measured soluble 
phosphorus levels in their digesters treating CPR sludge and could, therefore, not 
draw any conclusions regarding this. However, on the basis of the extremely low 
soluble phosphorus concentrations in the Barston digester, combined with the fact that 
phosphorus in this digester was precipitated as ferrous phosphate which is known to 
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be particularly insoluble and biologically unavailable (Frossard and Morel, 1992), it is 
suggested that CPR sludge digestion could result in operational problems as a 
consequence of phosphorus limitation. Thus, efficient operation of a CPR process 
might require a fine balancing of the iron dosing ratio so that enough iron is present in 
the digested sludge to re-precipitate the required proportion of phosphorus but to 
ensure that excessive dosing of iron does not occur, which could result in digester 
failure due to phosphorus limitation. 
There is not a great deal of information regarding the phosphorus requirements of 
anaerobic sewage sludge digesters, however, it is known that phosphorus is an 
obligate requirement of methanogenesis (Takashima and Speece, 1990) and that 
methanogenic cells contain C:P in ratios varying from 16: I to 75: 1. Speece et al. 
(1981) reported that an abrupt 'crash' in the AUR of a digester was found to occur in 
the absence of phosphorus in the digester feed, which was alleviated by adding 40 
mg/l of soluble phosphate to the digester. Alphenaar et al. (1993) concluded that 
phosphorus was required for the efficient operation of high rate anaerobic digesters 
and that the amount of phosphorus required was proportionate to the organic loading. 
As CPR increases the organic loading to a digester and decreases the bioavailable 
phosphorus, it is suggested that this could have a severely detrimental effect on the 
anaerobic digestion process. 
Finally, it was also noted that the laboratory-scale digesters in Batch Test 3 were 
adversely affected by FeP04 enrichment and this was suggested to have been related 
to the presence of high concentrations of ferric iron in the digesters. Some anaerobic 
bacteria have been identified which can exploit ferric iron as a terminal electron 
acceptor and some nitrate reducing bacteria have also been shown to have the 
capacity to utilise ferric iron as a terminal electron acceptor under nitrate limiting 
conditions (Hughes and Poole, 1989). Oxidation of organic matter coupled to 
reduction of Fe3+ yields more energy than methanogenic reactions, therefore, Fe3+_ 
reducing bacteria could have a competitive advantage over the methanogenic 
microorganisms in a CPR sludge digester. The potential effects of excessive ferric 
iron and Iow levels of soluble phosphorus need to be investigated further with respect 
to CPR sludge digestion. 
No papers were found reporting a negative effect of BPR sludge on the performance 
of an anaerobic digester. As discussed previously, however, these digester do operate 
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at high concentrations of soluble phosphorus, and such conditions have been reported 
to cause digester instability. Pfeffer and White (1964) reported that concentrations of 
soluble phosphate greater than 75 mg/l resulted in an unstable anaerobic system 
(laboratory-scale digesters), which was stabilised upon precipitation of the 
phosphorus with calcium or iron. Rudolfs and Stahl (1947) found that phosphorus 
enrichment oflaboratory-scale sewage sludge digesters resulted in varying degrees of 
inhibition which seemed to be related to the solubility of the phosphorus compound, 
the most soluble compounds causing the highest percentage of inhibition. Moreover, 
the laboratory-scale batch anaerobic digesters in this research were severely inhibited 
by the addition of high concentrations of soluble phosphate (Batch Test 1). A 
concentration of 500 mg/l of soluble phosphorus resulted in temporary inhibition of 
the digesters, evidenced by a reduced rate of methane production, but addition of 
1000 and 2000 mg/l of soluble phosphorus resulted in cessation of methane 
production and volatile solids digestion. This inhibitory effect was reduced by the 
simultaneous addition of magnesium, so that the batch digesters simulating BPR 
sludge digestion (Batch Test 2) were less inhibited than the Batch Test 1 digesters. 
The digester containing 1000 mg/l of soluble phosphorus plus magnesium only 
dropped to 60 % ofthe methane production of the control digesters and by day 18 had 
produced 70 % of the methane produced by the control digesters. The nature of the 
inhibitory effect of soluble phosphate is not clear and further research is required to 
clarify this and to determine whether there is a link between high concentrations of 
soluble phosphorus and digester instability in anaerobic digesters treating BPR 
sludge. 
One of the theories that was proposed with respect to phosphorus enrichment and 
digester performance was that phosphorus enrichment might be inhibitory by causing 
precipitation of essential metals or increasing the bioavailability of toxic metals. This 
will be discussed in the following section on fractionation of metals in phosphorus-
rich digesters. 
9.2.2 FRACTIONATION OF METALS IN PHOSPHORUS-RICH DIGESTERS 
Metal fractionation was measured in phosphorus-rich laboratory- and full-scale 
digesters to investigate the impact of phosphorus enrichment on metal 
fractionation/speciation in digested sludge. The main objective was to determine 
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whether phosphorus enrichment caused shifts in metal fractionation that could impact 
on digester performance. 
The link between digester performance and metal fractionation was discussed in detail 
in Section 7.3, with respect to the laboratory-scale anaerobic digesters. The objective 
of this section is, therefore, to establish whether changes observed in the laboratory-
scale digesters were also observed in the full-scale digesters and to discuss the 
potential implications of metal fractionation changes on full-scale anaerobic treatment 
of phosphorus removal sludges. Metal fractionation changes were assessed in terms of 
the bioavailability of metal fractions. This was also discussed previously in Section 
7.3 but to re-capitulate briefly, bioavailable metals were considered to be those in the 
soluble, KN03 and KF fractions of the Stover method and the water fraction of the 
phosphorus fractionation method. If a significant shift occurred from the NaOH and 
HCI fractions to the acetate fractions of the latter method, this was also proposed to 
represent a potential increase in the bioavailability of that metal. Generally, metals 
were considered to decrease in bioavailability as they progressed up the fractionation 
profiles towards the residual fraction, and vice versa. 
The bioavailability of calcium was shown to decrease as a result of phosphorus 
enrichment of the laboratory digesters, as a direct result of calcium being precipitated 
as calcium phosphate. Thus, soluble and, at high phosphorus concentrations, KN03-
extractable calcium, was precipitated as calcium phosphate, to be recovered primarily 
in the EDT A fraction. The full-scale BPR sludge digester at GB STW also exhibited 
an inverse relationship between soluble phosphorus and soluble calcium 
concentrations in the digested sludge, indicating that calcium solubility was controlled 
primarily by phosphate precipitation. This digester contained the lowest 
concentrations of soluble calcium « 1 00 mg/I) in comparison to the Barston digester 
(> 300 mg/I) or the WB digester (> 200 mg/I). As indicated, the full-scale digester 
treating CPR sludge contained the highest concentrations of soluble calcium, as a 
result of soluble phosphorus concentrations in this digester being reduced to below 
0.05 mg/I by precipitation as ferrous phosphate. Thus, calcium solubility in this 
digester was controlled primarily by the carbonate anion, as was proposed for calcium 
in the non phosphorus-rich WB digester. These results contrasted with the laboratory-
scale CPR simulation using FeP04, in which calcium solubility was decreased by 
precipitation with residual soluble phosphorus. The difference between calcium 
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bioavailability in the laboratory-scale and full-scale CPR digesters was related 
directly to the higher ratio ofFe:P in the latter digester, as discussed previously. 
Thus, BPR sludge digestion, which results in high concentrations of soluble 
phosphorus in the digested sludge, reduces calcium bioavailability by precipitation as 
calcium phosphate. CPR sludge digestion (where iron is dosed at molar ratios of Fe:P 
exceeding 1.5) results in decreased phosphorus solubility and hence increased 
solubility (bioavailability) of calcium in the digested sludge. As discussed previously 
in Section 7.3, calcium is an essential metal for methanogenesis (Takashima and 
Speece, 1990) but unfortunately, little information is available on the minimum 
requirements of anaerobic sludge dige'sters for concentrations of soluble calcium. 
General information on microbial requirements for calcium seem to indicate that it is 
an important growth regulator for many microorganisms and, therefore, it is possible 
that calcium limitation in BPR sludge digesters could lead to reduced microbial 
growth rates. Further investigation is required into the role and requirements of 
calcium in anaerobic digesters before the relevance of the fractionation changes can 
be established. 
Magnesium followed the same trends as calcium, being precipitated by soluble 
phosphorus in the laboratory and full-scale BPR sludge digester and becoming more 
soluble in the CPR sludge digester as a result of soluble phosphorus limitation in this 
digester. A difference between the laboratory-scale and full-scale BPR sludge 
digesters was that the laboratory-scale digesters supplemented with magnesium 
contained higher concentrations of soluble magnesium than the control digesters, even 
after extensive precipitation as struvite, whereas the full-scale BPR sludge digester 
contained the lowest concentrations of soluble magnesium of the three full-scale 
digesters. Magnesium plays an important role in anaerobic digestion and particularly 
methanogenesis. The enhanced performance of the laboratory-scale digesters 
supplemented with soluble magnesium and phosphorus, in comparison with those 
supplemented only with soluble phosphorus, was attributed mainly to the increased 
availability of soluble magnesium in the former digesters. In the full-scale BPR 
sludge digester only 7 % of the magnesium was present as soluble magnesium, in 
contrast to 27 % in the CPR sludge digester and 31 % in the non phosphorus-rich 
digesters. Thus, it is suggested that BPR sludge digestion could result in limited 
magnesium bioavailability, depending on the concentrations of soluble phosphorus in 
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the digesters, which in turn depends on the concentrations of other metals such as 
calcium in the digested sludge. Again, more information is required on the role and 
requirements of digesters for magnesium before the relevance of these findings can be 
established with respect to full-scale BPR sludge digestion. 
A particularly interesting magnesium fractionation change in the laboratory-scale 
digesters resulted from digestion ofFeP04-rich sludge. In these digesters, magnesium 
was extensively co-precipitated with ferrous phosphate resulting in lower 
concentrations of soluble magnesium in these digesters than the digesters 
supplemented with soluble phosphorus. This was, however, not observed to occur in 
the full-scale ePR sludge digester. Differences between the laboratory- and full-scale 
results were attributed again to the excess of iron in the full-scale digester, which 
permitted full re-precipitation of Fe3+_p as ferrous phosphate, whereas in the 
laboratory digesters it was suggested that iron limitation resulted in magnesium being 
incorporated into the ferrous phosphate precipitates. Thus, it seems that magnesium 
bioavailability will not be adversely affected in full-scale digesters treating ePR 
sludge provided the Fe:P molar ratio remains above 1.5. 
Sewage sludge digesters usually contain high concentrations of iron, but are often iron 
limited with respect to bioavailable iron. Numerous researchers have demonstrated 
that iron addition (soluble) to full-scale sewage sludge digesters dramatically 
enhances digester performance by increasing the AUR (Speece and Parkin, 1987). 
The effect of phosphorus enrichment on iron fractionation in digested sludge was, in 
all cases, (laboratory and full-scale) a decrease in the percentage of iron in the RN03 
fractions and an increase in Nl!4P207- and EDTA-extractable iron. This was 
hypothesised to be due to iron being precipitated as ferrous phosphate in addition to 
ferrous sulphide in the phosphorus-rich digesters. This represents a shift downwards 
in the fractionation profile but is not considered to represent a significant increase in 
iron bioavailability as ferrous phosphate is still a very insoluble compound in digested 
sludge. 
High concentrations of iron in ePR digested sludge resulted in increased 
concentrations of acetate-extractable iron in these digesters, which was attributed to 
ferrous carbonate precipitation. It was hypothesised with respect to the laboratory 
digesters (F eP04 enriched) that increased concentrations of water and acetate-
extractable iron might have stimulated biomass growth in these digesters. The full-
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scale CPR sludge digester did not contain more water-extractable iron as a result of 
CPR sludge digestion, but acetate-extractable iron was seen to increase from 
approximately 1300 mg/kg to approximately 3700 mg/kg. Thus, it is possible that 
CPR sludge digestion increased the concentration ofbioavailable iron in the full-scale 
digester. It is not known, however, whether increasingly soluble metal precipitates are 
also more available to the anaerobic microorganisms and this requires further 
investigation. This returns to the argument of whether the sequential extraction 
schemes can be said to accurately portray a complex biological system with respect to 
relative availabilities of the different metal (or phosphorus) fractions. 
In the laboratory-scale digesters, trace metal solubility was increased as a result of 
soluble phosphorus enrichment (with the exception of manganese). This was thought 
to be related to the increasing levels of SOC in these digesters, which was proposed to 
have been displaced from the sludge matrix by the phosphate ions (Cicek et aI., 1999). 
This was not observed in the full-scale digesters, however, the CPR sludge digester 
showing a tendency towards less soluble trace metal and both the BPR and CPR 
digesters containing markedly lower concentrations of soluble trace metals than the 
non phosphorus-rich full-scale digester. 
Copper fractionation was affected in both BPR and CPR type digesters, at laboratory-
and full-scale. This was surprising as copper forms very insoluble sulphide and 
carbonate precipitates and relatively soluble phosphate precipitates, therefore, copper 
fractionation was not supposed to be affected by phosphorus enrichment. The 
explanation for the change in copper fractionation is related to that of Iron 
fractionation in the phosphorus-rich digesters. Copper sulphide was proposed to be 
co-precipitated with iron sulphide in digested sludge, possibly forming compounds 
such as chalcopyrite (CuFeS2), which has been previously detected in digested sludge 
(MacNichol and Beckett, 1989). Thus, as phosphorus enrichment resulted in some 
iron being precipitated as ferrous phosphate rather than ferrous sulphide, this resulted 
in less co-precipitation of CuFe82. In most cases of phosphorus enrichment, the 
copper fractionation profiles tended away from the residual fractions towards the 
N4P207 fractions (laboratory digesters and the full-scale Barston digester). It is not 
known whether the N4P20rextractable copper represents copper precipitated as 
copper carbonate or copper accumulated within the biomass fraction, or a 
combination of the two. Whatever the interpretation of this fraction, it can be said that 
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phosphorus enrichment resulted in copper moving down the fractionation profile and, 
therefore, becoming more bioavailable. As copper toxicity in an anaerobic digester 
has been proposed to be controlled primarily by sulphide precipitation (Mosey et ai., 
1971) increasing solubility of copper in digested sludge could result in increasing 
toxicity of this metal to the anaerobic microorganisms. Interestingly, Mehrota and 
Parrillo (1993) found that digester failure due to copper toxicity was correlated with 
increasing concentrations of Na<tP207-extractable copper in the digester. This was 
thought to represent increasing concentrations of copper accumulated within the 
biomass fraction, which became increasingly toxic to the microbial digester 
population. Alternatively, at higher copper concentrations in the digesters of Mehrota 
and Parrillo (1993), copper might have been increasingly precipitated as copper 
carbonate, although why this would have been correlated with digester inhibition is 
uncertain. 
By contrast to copper, the bioavailability of manganese was severely reduced by 
phosphorus enrichment. This was observed in both the laboratory-scale and full-scale 
anaerobic digesters. Soluble, KN03-extractable and KF-extractable manganese 
fractions were all decreased as a result of phosphorus enrichment, manganese being 
recovered primarily in the EDT A fraction. This was proposed to result from co-
precipitation of manganese with calcium phosphates in the BPR digesters and with 
ferrous phosphate in the CPR digesters. Manganese is not thought of as being a vital 
element for the methanogenic microorganisms, however, it is required in high 
concentrations by acid-forming lactic acid bacteria, for oxygen detoxification (Hughes 
and Poole, 1989) and, therefore, could be required for the overall functioning of an 
anaerobic digester. As was mentioned previously, manganese is usually rather soluble 
in digested sludge as it does not form very insoluble sulphide or carbonate 
precipitates, therefore, it is possible that manganese limitation has not been noted as it 
is usually present in non-limiting amounts in digested sludge. More information is 
required on the requirements of manganese in anaerobic digesters before the 
significance of this finding can be assessed. 
Thus, in conclusion to this section on metal fractionation in phosphorus-rich digesters, 
it can be said that phosphorus enrichment did result in marked fractionation changes 
of calcium, magnesium, copper and manganese and, to a lesser extent, iron. With 
respect to calcium and magnesium, solubility was dictated primarily by the 
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concentration of soluble phosphorus in the digesters, therefore, this was decreased in 
BPR digesters and increased in iron-rich CPR digesters. Manganese, however, 
appeared to be extensively co-precipitated in both BPR and CPR sludge digesters and 
copper fractionation was affected primarily as a result of iron being precipitated as 
ferrous phosphate rather than ferrous sulphide under phosphorus-rich conditions. 
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CHAPTER TEN 
Conclusions and recommendations 
Conclusions and recommendations are presented that address the main objectives of 
the research, as presented in Chapter Three. 
10.1 CONCLUSIONS 
Objective: Testing and development of sequential chemical extraction methods for measuring 
metal and phosphorus fractionation in anaerobically digested sludge. 
The following conclusions are made with respect to use of the Stover sequential 
chemical extraction method for fractionation of metals in digested sludge: 
• The Stover sequential chemical extraction method was extended to include 
carbonate and sulphide salts of calcium, magnesium, iron and manganese, and 
phosphate salts of calcium, magnesium, iron, aluminium, copper, zinc, manganese 
and chromium. 
• Model compounds representing carbonate, sulphide and phosphate precipitates in 
digested sludge were sequentially extracted using this method. From these results, 
it was concluded that metal fractions were not entirely representative of discrete 
metal phases and that fractionation data generated by sequential extraction of 
digested sludge should be presented as operationally-defmed fractions and not as 
the phases defmed by Stover et al. (1976). 
• It was concluded that metal species could be assigned to operationally-defmed 
fractions of digested sludge by using individual model compound sequential 
extraction results, but that this should be undertaken in a flexible manner, taking 
into account the potential differences between model compounds and complex 
matrices such as digested sludge. 
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The following conclusions are made with respect to use of the Uhlrnann sequential 
chemical extraction method for fractionation of phosphorus in digested sludge: 
• It was concluded that this method was not suitable for fractionation of phosphorus 
in BPR digested sludge, as struvite-P could not be separated from the iron and 
aluminium phosphates, all being extracted primarily in the NaOH fraction. 
• Model compound extractions showed that phosphorus re-adsorption would occur 
during the NaOH extraction of the Uhlmann method if high concentrations of 
calcium carbonate were present in the sample matrix. It was concluded that 
phosphorus re-adsorption was a potential risk when fractionating digested sludge 
and that the method required modification to remove calcium carbonate prior to 
the NaOH extraction. 
• Modification of the Uhlmann method was achieved by replacement of the BD 
extractant with two consecutive, 45 minute acetate buffer (pH 5.2) extractions. 
The modified method was concluded to be suitable for solubilisation of calcium 
carbonate prior to the NaOH extraction, and for separation of struvite-P from 
aluminium-P or iron-P without excessive solubilisation ofthe calcium phosphates. 
• The modified phosphorus fractionation method was concluded to be suitable for 
fractionation of phosphorus in anaerobic digesters treating CPR or BPR sludge. 
Using this method it was possible to quantitatively separate phosphorus from 
struvite, iron and aluminium phosphates, organic phosphorus compounds and 
calcium phosphates. 
Objective: To determine whether the use in parallel of two different sequential chemical 
extraction methods would yield consistent results and facilitate interpretation of the fractionation 
results with respect to metal and phosphorus speciation in digested sludge. 
• It was concluded that measuring metal concentrations (calcium, magnesium, iron 
and aluminium) as well as phosphorus concentrations in the fractions of the 
modified phosphorus extraction method, facilitated the assignment of phosphorus 
species to phosphorus fractions and enabled a more complete interpretation than 
would have been achieved by phosphorus measurements alone. 
• Comparison of the two different fractionation profiles for calcium, magnesium, 
iron and aluminium (Stover and Phosphorus methods) sometimes yielded 
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conflicting results but in all cases this aided rather than hindered the correct 
interpretation ofthe fractionation results with respect to metal speciation. 
• It was concluded that parallel use of the two sequential extraction methods, in 
combination with model compound extraction results, provided a good 
combination of results from which to assign metal or phosphorus species to 
operationally-defined metal or phosphorus fractions of digested sludge. 
Objective: To use these sequential chemical extraction methods to measure changes in metal 
and phosphorus speciation as a result of phosphorus-enrichment of anaerobic digesters, under 
controlled laboratory-scale conditions. 
The two sequential chemical extraction techniques used in this research were suitable 
for measurement of metal and phosphorus fractionation in phosphorus-rich 
anaerobically digested sludge. The following conclusions were made regarding the 
effect of phosphorus enrichment on phosphorus and metal speciation in anaerobically 
digested sludge: 
• The fate of phosphorus in anaerobically digested sludge was dictated by the form 
in which it was added to the laboratory-scale digesters and the availability of 
metals for phosphate precipitation. Soluble phosphate was concluded to be 
precipitated primarily as calcium phosphate in the digested sludge. In the presence 
of magnesium, soluble phosphate was precipitated as magnesium phosphate 
and/or struvite, but also as calcium phosphate. Phosphorus in the form of insoluble 
FeP04 was re-solubilised under anaerobic conditions due to ferric iron reduction 
to ferrous iron, being re-precipitated as ferrous phosphate, calcium phosphate and 
also remaining partially as soluble phosphate in the digested sludge. Phosphorus in 
the form of insoluble AIP04 was stable in digested sludge. 
• Phosphorus enrichment in the form of soluble phosphate or FeP04 was concluded 
to have reduced the solubility of calcium, magnesium and manganese in the 
laboratory-scale anaerobic digesters, by precipitation of calcium and magnesium 
phosphates and by co-precipitation of manganese with calcium or ferrous 
phosphates. 
• Phosphorus enrichment of the laboratory-scale digesters was concluded to have 
increased the solubility of the trace metals (copper, zinc, chromium, nickel and 
cobalt) as a result of increasing SOC concentrations in the digesters and hence 
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increased formation of soluble metal-organic complexes in the digester 
supematants. Chromium solubility was the most markedly increased of all the 
above mentioned metals. 
• Zinc and nickel fractionation in digested sludge was unaffected by phosphorus 
enrichment, whereas copper fractionation was affected as a consequence of iron 
being precipitated as ferrous phosphate instead offerrous sulphide. 
With respect to the effect of phosphorus enrichment on digester performance, the 
following conclusions were made: 
• Soluble phosphorus enrichment of the laboratory-scale anaerobic digesters 
resulted in inhibition of the anaerobic digestion process, as evidenced by low rates 
of methane production and volatile solids degradation. 
• FeP04 enrichment of the laboratory-scale anaerobic digesters caused inhibition of 
the methanogenic bacteria due to high concentrations of ferric iron in the 
digesters. 
• Calcium, magnesium and manganese precipitation/co-precipitation as a 
consequence of phosphorus enrichment resulted in limited concentrations of 
bioavailable calcium, magnesium and manganese in the laboratory-scale 
phosphorus-rich anaerobic digesters. It was concluded that this could have 
adversely affected digester performance, particularly with respect to the digesters 
containing high concentrations of soluble phosphorus as orthophosphate. 
• Copper solubility and bioavailability was increased as a result of phosphorus 
enrichment and it was concluded that this could have contributed towards 
performance deterioration in the phosphorus-rich anaerobic digesters. 
Objective: To use these sequential extraction methods to compare metal and phosphorus 
fractionation profiles of full-scale digesters treating standard raw sludge, biological phosphorus 
removal sludge and CPR sludge. 
The sequential chemical extraction methods were used to compare metal and 
phosphorus fractionation profiles of full-scale anaerobic digesters treating 
phosphorus-rich and non phosphorus-rich sludge. From these results, the following 
conclusions have been made: 
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• In full-scale digesters treating ePR sludge (ferric iron precipitated), phosphorus 
will be present in the digested sludge primarily as ferrous phosphate. When the 
raw ePR sludge has a high proportion of iron in comparison to phosphorus, the 
digester will be characterised by very low concentrations of soluble phosphorus. 
By contrast, digesters treating BPR sludge are characterised by high 
concentrations of soluble phosphorus, extensive precipitation of calcium 
phosphate and formation of struvite or a magnesium phosphate compound such as 
Mg3(P04)2 
• It was concluded that metal fractionation profiles of the full-scale digesters were 
similar to those measured in the respective laboratory-scale digesters, with the 
exception that magnesium was not co-precipitated with ferrous phosphate in the 
full-scale ePR sludge digester. It was concluded that magnesium would not be co-
precipitated with ferrous phosphate in full-scale ePR sludge digesters due to the 
high concentrations of iron in these digesters, only being incorporated into ferrous 
phosphate precipitates under iron-limited conditions. 
• It is concluded that sludge treatment by anaerobic digestion has a high potential 
for re-solubilisation of phosphorus from both BPR and ferric iron precipitated 
ePR sludges. In the case ofBPR sludge digestion, up to 40 % of the phosphorus 
removed during BPR might be recycled to the head of the STW. The exact 
quantity of phosphorus recycled will depend primarily on the availability of metal 
ions (particularly calcium) for precipitation of phosphate in the anaerobic digester. 
This must be assessed, therefore, on the basis of individual STWs. Phosphorus 
solubilised as a result of ferric iron reduction to ferrous iron during ePR sludge 
digestion was concluded to be entirely re-precipitated in the digested sludge as 
ferrous phosphate, the extent of this being dictated only by the molar ratio at 
which iron was dosed to remove phosphorus. At a molar ratio greater than 1.5 
(Fe:P) it was concluded that all phosphorus in the digested sludge would be re-
precipitated as ferrous phosphate and that no additional soluble phosphorus would 
be recycled from the digester. 
The following conclusions have been made regarding the implications of changes in 
phosphorus and metal fractionation on the performance of phosphorus-rich anaerobic 
digesters: 
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• It was concluded that decreasing solubility and bioavailability of calcium and 
magnesium as a result of precipitation under phosphorus-rich conditions, together 
with increasing soluble phosphorus concentrations in an anaerobic digester, could 
be detrimental to the performance ofBPR sludge digesters. 
• The decreasing bioavailability of manganese as a result of extensive co-
precipitation under phosphorus-rich conditions could adversely affect operation of 
both BPR and ePR sludge digesters. 
• Low concentrations of soluble phosphorus « 0.05 mg/I) in ePR sludge digesters 
could adversely affect digester performance. 
10.2 RECOMMENDATIONS AND FURTHER WORK 
With respect to the sequential chemical extraction methods: 
• It is recommended that further research be undertaken to validate the sequential 
chemical extraction methods with respect to metal precipitates and particularly, 
co-precipitates, formed in digested sludge. It is suggested that batch tests be used 
in a similar manner to that described in this document, with the aim 0 f 
investigating the types of metal precipitates, e.g. calcium precipitates, that form 
under certain conditions in an anaerobic digester and, specifically, their behaviour 
in the sequential extraction profiles. This would necessitate the combined use of 
the sequential chemical extraction methods and a method such as X-ray diffraction 
for qualitative identification of crystal types in the digested sludge. 
• There is a need· for work to establish conditional solubility product constants of 
precipitates forming in digested sludge, to aid in accurately predicting metal 
speciation in digested sludge. 
With respect to operation of anaerobic digesters treating BPR sludge: 
• It is recommended that research be undertaken to clarify the effect of high 
concentrations of soluble phosphorus (as orthophosphate) on the anaerobic 
digestion process. 
• The possibility of calcium, magnesium or manganese limitation in BPR sludge 
digesters needs to be investigated. 
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• It is recommended that further work is undertaken regarding calcium phosphate 
precipitation in anaerobic digesters as calcium is the most significant metal with 
respect to phosphate precipitation in BPR sludge digesters. It is possible that 
calcium phosphate dosing into a BPR sludge digester might be effective for 
preventing phosphorus recycle. 
With respect to operation of anaerobic digesters treating CPR sludge: 
• It is recommended that more work be undertaken to investigate the effect of 
soluble phosphorus on the performance of a CPR sludge digester. 
• It is recommended that work is undertaken to investigate the optimum dose of 
ferric iron that is required to remove phosphorus from the wastewater and enable 
phosphorus to be fully re-precipitated as ferrous phosphate during sludge 
digestion, but that will ensure a suitable residual level of soluble phosphorus in the 
digester to enable efficient operation. The ultimate goal of this would be a 
decision support system that would enable operators to quantifY the effect of dose 
optimisation for CPR on the sludge digestion process, both with respect to 
phosphorus re-solubilisation and digester performance. 
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APPENDIX A 
Total metal and phosphorus recovered from sequential chemical extraction of 
digested sludge from the batch anaerobic digesters 
A.1 BATCH TEST 1 
TABLE A.1 Total metal and phosphorus recovered from sequential chemical extraction of digested 
sludge from all anaerobic digesters during Batch Test 1. 
Average TOTAL metal/phosphorus SO 50% Number of 
recovered, mg/l of digested sludge samples 
Calcium 732 72 10 32 
Iron 245 10 4 32 
Magnesium 91 8 9 32 
Zinc 18 0.82 4.5 32 
Manganese 8.26 0.37 4.5 32 
Copper 6.72 0.17 2.5 32 
Chromium 0.87 0.086 10 32 
Nickel 0.79 0.0899 11 32 
Cobalt 0.12 0.0088 7 32 
Phosphorus Control 354 27 8 8 
Phosphorus 500 P 823 49 6 8 
Phosphorus 1000 P 1327 35 3 8 
Phosphorus 2000 P 2379 59 2 8 
51'7 
A.2 BATCH TEST 2 
TABLE A.2 Total metal and phosphorus recovered from sequential chemic al extraction of digested 
sludge from all anaerobic digesters during Batch Test 2. 
Average TOTAL metal/phosphorus SO SO% Number of 
recovered, mg/l of digested sludge samples 
Calcium 763 64 8 32 
Aluminium 211 13.5 6.4 32 
Iron 202 9 4.6 32 
Zinc 15 0.6 4.1 32 
Manganese 7 0.38 5.6 32 
Copper 6 0.2 3.5 32 
Chromium 1.2 0.06 4.6 32 
Nickel 0.5 0.03 5.5 32 
Cobalt 0.11 0.01 6.5 32 
Magnesium Control 94 2.7 2.8 8 
Magnesium 100 P 111 3.1 2.8 8 
Magnesium 500 P 198 7.6 3.8 8 
Magnesium 1000 P 270 7.3 2.7 8 
Phosphorus Control 336 7 2 8 
Phosphorus 100 P 425 11 3 8 
Phosphorus 500 P 795 29 4 8 
Phosphorus 1000 P 1275 42 . 3 8 
51'f? 
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A.3 BATCH TEST 3 
TABLE A.3 Total metal and phosphorus recovered from sequential chemic al extraction of digested 
sludge from all anaerobic digesters during Batch Test 3. 
Average TOTAL SO SD% Number of 
metal/phosphorus recovered, samples 
mg/I of digested sludge 
Calcium 959 27 2.8 40 
Aluminium 244 10 4.3 40 
Magnesium 89 5 5.8 40 
Zinc 18 0.5 2.9 40 
Manganese 10 0.98 9.8 40 
Copper 7 0.24 3.4 40 
. 
Chromium 2 0.15 7.5 40 
Nickel 0.53 0.04 7.5 40 
Cobalt 0.10 0.01 11.6 40 
Iron Control 259 16 6 8 
Iron 100 P 445 6 1 8 
Iron 500 P 999 14 1 8 
Iron 1000 P 1732 64 4 8 
Iron 2000 P 3171 105 3 8 
Phosphorus Control 336 9 3 8 
Phosphorus 100 P 430 9 2 8 
Phosphorus 500 P 780 8 1 8 
Phosphorus 1000 P 1218 113 9 8 
Phosphorus 2000 P 2182 46 2 8 
A.4 BATCH TEST 4 
TABLE A.4 Total metal and phosphorus recovered from sequential chemic al extraction of digested 
sludge from all anaerobic digesters during Batch Test 4. 
Average TOTAL metal/phosphorus SO 50% Number of 
recovered, mg/l of digested sludge samples 
Calcium 826 14 2 40 
Iron 215 4 2 40 
Magnesium 96 2 2 40 
Zinc 17 0.4 2 40 
Manganese 7.3 0.13 2 40 
Copper 6.3 0.11 2 40 
Chromium 1.4 0.04 3 40 
Nickel 0.56 0.03 5 40 
Cobalt 0.11 0.01 10.6 40 
Aluminium Control 215 4 2 8 
Aluminium 100 P 289 4 2 8 
Aluminium 500 P 546 13 2 8 
Aluminium 1000 P 894 43 5 8 
Aluminium 2000 P 1580 42 3 8 
Phosphorus Control 293 13 5 8 
Phosphorus 100 P 395 20 5 8 
Phosphorus 500 P 777 15 2 8 
Phosphorus 1000 P 1197 21 2 8 
Phosphorus 2000 P 2195 30 1 8 
APPENDIX B 
Prediction of soluble free metal concentrations in equilibrium with P043-, C032• 
and S2· 
B.1 CALCULATION OF ANION CONCENTRATIONS IN DIGESTERS 
The percentage of soluble Ptotal, Ctotal and Stotal, which was present as pol', C032. and 
S2. at a given pH, was calculated using Equation (1) ( as described by Callander and 
Barford, 1983b). 
Log ([base]/[acidD ~ pH-pKa 
Ptotal ~ soluble P; measured by ICP 
C.otal ~ soluble inorganic carbon; measured with total carbon analyser 
Stotal ~ soluble sulphide; measured with ion specific electrode 
B.2 CALCULATION OF PREDICTED FREE METAL CONCENTRATIONS IN 
DIGESTERS 
(1) 
The concentration of free metal ions in equilibrium with pol', C03l . and S2. in the 
laboratory-scale digesters, was predicted from Equation (2) using molar 
concentrations of pol', C032. and S2. (calculated as described in Section B.1) and 
the solubility product values in Table B.1. 
(2) 
where K,p is the equilibrium constant for the reaction AzBy (s) "" zAY+ + yBz, 
Predicting the concentration of free metal ions in equilibrium with the anions in 
digested sludge, indicates which anion is more likely to control metal solubility in the 
digester (Callander and Barford, 1983b). This allows us to form opinions on which 
precipitates are more likely to be formed during anaerobic digestion on the premise 
that, when precipitates contain a common ion, the thermodynamically stable 
precipitate is the one that results in the lowest concentration of the common ion. 
TABLE B.l Solubility product constants at 25'C. 
Precipitate pK",' Reference Precipitate pK.p• Reference 
CaCO, 8.34 Snoeyink and MnS 15.22 Callander and 
Jenkins (1980) Balford (1983b) 
Caco, 6.7 Loewenthal Gu2CO,( OH12 34 Callander and 
(1997) Balford(1983b) 
CaHPO, 6.66 Snoeyink and Clh(P04)2 37 Callander and 
Jenkins (1980) Balford (1983b) 
Ca,(P04j2 24 Snoeyinkand CuS 37.4 Callander and 
Jenkins (1980) Balford (1983b) 
MgCO, 7.52 Callander and lnCO, 10.22 Callander and 
Balford (1983b) BaJiord (1983b) 
MgCO, 5.0 Snoeyink and In,(PO,p 32.05 Callander and 
Jenkins (1980) Balford (1983b) 
MgNH,PO. 12.6 Snoeyink and lnS 23 Callander and 
Jenkins (1980) Balford (1983b) 
MgNH,PO. 9.4 Borderding NiCO, 6.89 Callander and 
(1972) Balford (1983b) 
FeCO, 10.7 Mamaiset al. Nh(PO.j, 30.3 Callander and 
(1994) Bartord (1983b) 
Fe,(PO')2 33 Snoeyink and NiS 220.69 Callander and 
Jenkins (1980) Balford (1983b) 
FeS 17.3 Snoeyink and CoCO, 12.85 Callander and 
Jenkins (1980) Bartord (1983b) 
AI(OH), amorph. 33 Snoeyink and C03(PO,j, 34.7 Callander and 
Jenkins (1980) Balford (1983b) 
AI(OH), gibbsite 36.3 Snoeyink and CoS 20.4 Callander and 
Jenkins (1980) Barford (1983b) 
AIPO, 21 Snoeyink and CoS 24.7 Callander and 
Jenkins (1980) Bar10rd (1983b) 
MnCO, 10.06 Callander and Cr(OH)3 30.2 
Balford (1983b) 
MnS 10.5 Ginterand • pK", = -log (K.,) 
Grobicki (1997) 

